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Foreword
Swadeshi Vijnana Andolana-Karnataka (SVAK) has the largest percentage women members, and they constitute the
Women Scientist’s Forum, more expressively popular as the Matru Vedike. The main activity of Matru Vedike is the
Conduct of “National Women’s Science Congress “ (NWSC) annually, thus initiating fellow women into the realm of
science education and research. The main aim of NWSC is essentailly to bring all women scientists into a single
platform and instil a sesnse of pride, confidence and camaraderie amongst them and gudie them on to positions of
power and leadership. This does not mean that “women’s liberation” or ‘women’s empowerment” etc are given any
overriding scope in this scheme of things. SVAK recognizes the fact that women have some unique role in society,
including their role in the leadership of scientific research. Madame Marie Curie is the role model and the NWSC is
held every year on 7th November, in commemoration of the birth anniversray of Madame Marie Curie. The highest
recognition for a women scientist is the “Marie Curie Mahila Vijnana Puraskara”. Incidentally, it may be recalled that
7th November also happens to be the birth anniversary of Dr. C. V. Raman, the first-Indian scientist to receive a Nobel
Prize. SVAK has hence etablished the C. V. Raman Mahila Vijnana Puraskara in the field of Physical & Mathematical
Sciences.
The Receipients for Marie Curie Mahila Vijnana Puraskara include:
(1) Prof. Vijayalakshmi Ravindranth, Director (Retd), NBRC & Profesor, IISc
(2) Dr. G. V. Satyavati, DG-ICMR (Retd)
(3) Dr. B. Meena Kumari, DDG-ICAR, New Delhi
(4) Dr. Vaidehi Ganesan, IGCAR, Kalpakkam
And the receipients of C. V. Raman Mahila Vijnana Puraskara include:
(1) Prof. Sujatha Ramadori, TIFR, Mumbai; and
(2) Prof. Rohini M. Godbole, IISc, Bangalore.
We are indeed glad that our Country has such veteran women scientists in India who have reached the positions of
power and leadershp in scientific research and administration. In the context of a Women as the President of the
Republic, a Women as Prime Minister, a women as a Supreme Court Juidge, several women Chief Ministers and
Governors, and hundreds of leading women professionals in the Country, we find an equally great women scientists.
The most vexed question is that their number is so small, and that only a very few reach the top positions of power in
the field of science, engineering and technology. Opportunities are aplenty. It is here that Matru Vedike (Women
Scientist’s Forum of SVAK) should take some more initiative. Motivation should come from women themselves. Those
who had reached top positions should be sources of inspiration. And they should act as Role Models.
A career in Science, engineering and technology is highly demanding and requires total concentration, dedication,
commitment, and involvement. At the same time, a women has her natural and unique outy of motherhood. Madame
Marie Curie is thus the ideal model for women scientists. But modern day situations are quite distinct from the time of
Madame Marie Curie, especially in modern India. It is essential that Matru Vedike takes up this issue of the dual role
of women scientists in India.
(Prof. K. I. Vasu)
Ex-Director, CECRI-CSIR, Karikudi ,
Ex- Vice Chancellor (officiating), Madurai Kamaraj University
Ex- Pro-Vice Chancellor, Cochin University,
Ex-Professor, IISc, Bangalore &
Stapaka / Poshaka / Margadarshaka of
Swadeshi Vijnana Andolana-Karnataka

(H. Ramesh)
General Secretary
Swadeshi Vijnana Andolana-Karnataka
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ABOUT SWADESHI VIJNANA ANDOLANA-KARNATAKA
Swadeshi Vijnana Andolana-Karnataka (SVAK) is indeed a vibrant Science Movement with a
Swadeshi Spirit with intense concern for Bharatiya contributions to Science. It is an equally
dynamic movement for “Swadeshi Sciences” like Ayurveda, Siddha, Unani, Yoga, Vaastu, etc.,
As a Swadeshi Movemet, it intends to adopt and adapt the best sciences for the welfare of the
people and the environment.
Swadeshi Vijnana Andolana is the Karnataka Unit of Vijnana Bharati, the biggest popular-cumporfessional science movement of Bharat with the longest chain of the largest number of
independent State Units. In fact, SVAK is evolving itself into a model State Unit (not just a
model, but an ideal model), in terms of (a) its pan-Karnataka sweep with District Units
throughout the State: (b) the large percentage of Women as the life members and office bearers,
and (c) its comprehensive mode of activiteis through academic faculties:
(1) Paniniyam: Lingustic Science & Humanities; (2) Patanjaliyam: Psychospiritual &
Philosophical Sciences; (3) Dhanvantariyam: Ayurveda & Modern Health Sciences; (4)
Parashriyam: Agricultural, Horticultural, Fisheries & Animal Sciences; (5) Kautlyiyam: Econimic
& Management Sciences, History, Politics & Commerce; (6) Bharatiyam: Socio-Cultural Sciences,
Arts, Music & Natyasastra; (7) Bhaskariyam: Physical & Mathematical Sciences; (8) Nagarjuniyam:
Chemical, Biological & Materials Sciences; (9) Bharadvajiyam: Civil, Mechanical, Aerospace &
Transportation Sciences; (10) J. C. Boseeyam: Energy, Electrical, Electronics & Communication
Sciences; (11) Vasundariyam: Earth Sciences, Archaeology, Ecology & Environmental &
Biodiversity; (12) Arvacheena Vijnana: IT, ICET, BT, NT & Food Technology. In addition, there
are three forums (i) Matru Vedike- the Women Scientist’s Forum; (ii) Yuva Vidyarthi Vedike
for Youth and Students and (iii) Veda Vijnana Vedike as well as three centres - one for Techno
- Entrepreneurship Development; the second for Education and Science Talent Motivation and
the Third for Centre for Education.
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VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES ON 2-AMINO-4-(3-CHLORO-PHENYL)-7,7DIMETHYL-5-OXO-5,6,7,8-TETRAHYDRO-4H-BENZO[B]PYRAN BY DENSITY
FUNCTIONAL THEORY
Aisha Siddekha† and M. A. Pasha*
Department of Studies in Chemistry, Central College Campus, Bangalore University, Bangalore–560 001, INDIA
†
Assistant Professor, Department of Chemistry, Smt. V. H. D. Central Institute of Home Science,
Bangalore–560 001, INDIA, *E-mail: m_af_pasha@ymail.com
Vibrational studies serve as a powerful tool to evaluate the relationship between biological activity and the spectral
properties of the molecules. In the present study, the optimized geometry, frequency and intensity of the vibrational
bands of 2-amino-4-(3-chloro-phenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-4H-benzo[b]pyran were calculated by the
density functional theory (DFT) using Gaussian 09 program and Hartree-Fock, ground state, STO-3G basis set.
Comparison of the observed fundamental vibrational frequencies of FT-IR and FT-Raman spectra of 2-amino-4-(3chloro-phenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-4H-benzo[b]pyran with computed values of frequencies, with
0.801 as scaling factor, has been carried out. The observed frequencies are found to be in good agreement with the
scaled values. The structure of 2-amino-4-(3-chloro-phenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-4H-benzo[b]pyran
is in agreement with the predicted structure.

Key words: Vibrational spectroscopic analysis, DFT, benzopyran, FT-IR, FT-Raman.
Introduction: Tetrahydrobenzo[b]pyran and its
derivatives are gaining considerable interest due to their
wide range of biological properties such as anti-coagulant,
diuretic, spasmolytic, anticancer and anti-anaphylactin
activities.[1] They can be used as cognitive enhancers
for the treatment of neurodegenerative disease including
Huntington’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s
disease, amyoprophic lateral sclerosis, AIDS associated
dementia and Down’s syndrome as well as for the
treatment of schizophrenia and myoclonus. [2]
Literature survey towards the multicomponent synthesis
of tetrahydrobenzo[b]pyrans revealed that, most of the
developed methods employ high thermal activation [3–8],
ultrasonic irradiation [9, 10] or microwave activation. [4, 11, 12]
Hence, as part of our program aimed at developing new
selective and environmentally friendly methodologies for
the preparation of fine chemicals,[13] an improved method
for the multicomponent synthesis of tetrahydrobenzo [b]
pyrans by using inexpensive and less toxic reagent such
as imidazole, coupled with simple reaction conditions
and easier work-up procedure has been developed
(Scheme 1).

Scheme 1
Procedure for the synthesis of 2-amino-4-(3chlorophenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8- tetrahydro
-4H -benzo[b]pyran:
A mixture of dimedone (0.14 g, 1 mmol), malononitrile
(0.066 g, 1 mmol), and 3-chlorobezaldehyde (0.14g, 1
mmol) and imidazole (0.5 mmol) in water (10 mL) was
vigorously stirred at 70 °C for 30 min, the solid thus
obtained was filtered, washed with ethyl acetate/light
petrol (2 : 8, 2 × 10mL). Recrystallization was carried
out from aq. Ethanol to get a nearly pure product.
Experimental: All chemicals used were commercial
and the reaction was monitored on TLC by comparison
with the authentic samples prepared by the known
methods [5]. The Infrared spectra recorded in the solid
phase on a Bruker Optics Alpha-P FT-IR spectrometer
with an Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) module. The
FT-Raman were recorded in solid phase on Bruker Optics
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MultiRAM FT-Raman speactrometer using Nd-YAG laser
operating at 1064nm as excitation souce at the
resolution of 4 cm-1. The products were characterized
by comparison of their physical data with those of known
samples or by comparison of their FT-IR and 1H NMR
spectra. The FT-IR and 1H NMR spectra of the product
were recorded on a SHIMADZU FT-IR-8400s and Bruker
AMX (400-MHz) spectrophotometers respectively. The
confirmation of the structure of 2-am ino-4-(3chlorophenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-4Hbenzo[b]pyran was done by optimizing the geometry and
vibrational frequencies using the Gaussian 09 [14] program,
and by comparing the computed values with the
experimental values.
Vibrational Spectroscopic Studies: Determination of
the molecular structure of the organic molecules provides
insight into the important molecular properties.
Knowledge of the electronic structure and the spectral
properties help in understanding the biological activity.
Density functional theory (DFT) is a quantum mechanical
theory used to investigate the electronic structure in the
ground state of many-body systems, in particular atoms
and molecules. The vibrational studies of the compounds
using FT-IR and FT-Raman spectral analyses along
with the computational studies helps in the identification
of vibrational modes and provide information about the
bonding and structural features of complex organic
molecules. [15-16] Vibrational studies have also been
reported for molecules like p-anisaldehyde[17], and
acecoumarine derivatives.[18] Recently, we in our lab have
reported, vibrational spectroscopic studies on 6-amino4-(4-methoxyphenyl)-5-cyano-3-methyl-1-phenyl-1,4dihydropyrano[2,3-c] pyrazole.[19] In the present study,
we report the vibrational analysis of 2-amino-4-(3chlorophenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-4Hbenzo[b] pyran (1, Figure 1) which has not been
reported so far. It has been found by us that, the
computational results are in close agreement with the
experimental values for this molecule.
Computational details: 2-Amino-4-(3-chloro-phenyl)7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-4H-benzo[b]pyran
has 40 atoms, hence 114 modes of fundamental
vibrations.The optimized geometry and vibrational
frequencies were calculated by Gaussian 09 program [14]
using Hartree-Fock, ground state, STO-3G basis set. A
detailed vibrational analysis has been carried out, and
based on the peak positions and the relative intensities
of the peaks, the assignments of the observed
fundamental bands, have been carried out. The calculated
vibrational frequencies are scaled with 0.801 as scaling
factor to compensate the errors arising from basis set
incompleteness and neglect of vibrational anharmonicity

1

2

Figure 1: Structure and numbering system
adopted for optimized structure of 2-amino -4(3-chlorophenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8tetrahydro-4H-benzo[b]pyran
Equilibrium symmetry predicted is C1 with energy of 1392.97 Hartrees. Based on this study, the numbering
system,(2, Figure 1) and the optimized structure with
bond lengths and a few bond angles of 2-amino-4-(3chlorophenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8—tetrahydro4H-benzo[b]pyran is given in Figure 2. The geometrical
parameters are presented in the Table 1. Comparison
of the observed FT-IR and FT-Raman vibrational
frequencies and the calculated harmonic vibrational
frequencies is presented in Table 2.
Figure
2:
Optimized
structure of 2amino-4-(3chlorophenyl)7,7-dimethyl-5oxo5,6,7,8tetrahydro-4Hbenzo[b]pyran
with the bond
lengths
and
bond angles.
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2-Amino-4-(3-chlorophenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8-

N, calculated at 1316 cm”1 is observed at 1307 cm”1 in

tetrahydro-4H-benzo[b]pyran has the molecular formula

both IR and Raman.

C 18 H 17 ClN 2 O 2 . It has a pyran ring fused to the

C-H vibrations: Generally C–H stretching frequencies

cyclohexanone with two methyl groups attached to the

cyclohexane ring. The pyran ring has a nitrile group, an
amino function and a phenyl ring with a m-chloro
substituent in it. Hence, the vibrational spectral analysis
was performed based on the characteristic vibrations of
the nitrile group, methyl group, phenyl ring, and amino
group. (The FT-IR and FT-Raman spectra are shown in
Figures 3 and 4).

appear in the range 3100–3000 cm”1, the C–H in-plane
bending vibrations in the range 1300–1000 cm”1 and C–
H out-of-plane bending vibrations in the range 1000–750
cm”1 [22]. CH sym stretch of cyclohexanone ring calculated
at 2884 cm”1 is seen at 2876 cm”1 (IR) and 2883 cm”1
(Raman). Similarly, CH asym stretch of cyclohexanone
ring calculated at 2974 cm”1 is seen at 2967 cm”1 and
2952 cm”1 in IR and Raman respectively. CH stretch of

Methyl group vibrations: The molecule under consider

hydrogen attached to pyran ring is calculated at

ation has two methyl groups, attached to the

2906cm”1and is observed at 2909 cm”1 in IR and at 2901

cyclohexanone ring. The asymmetric stretching mode

cm ”1 in Raman spectrum. CH wagging of hydrogen

of methyl group is expected to be around 2980cm-1 and

attached to pyran ring is calculated at 1084cm”1and is

symmetric stretching at 2870 cm-1 [21, 22]. In the present

observed at 1075 cm”1 in both IR and Raman spectra.

study, C-H symmetric stretch of two methyl groups,
calculated at 2858, 2862 cm”1 is consistent with the one
at 2847 (both IR, Raman) and other at 2868 cm”1 in IR.

C-O group vibrations: The cyclohexanone ring has
carbonyl group. There is a strong band observed for this
keto group , at 1699 cm”1 in FT-IR and 1673 cm”1 FT-

The symmetric and asymmetric bending modes of methyl

Raman, which agrees well with the calculated value at

group are normally expected in the region 1465-1440

1673 cm”1. A strong C–O (cyclic ether link) stretching,

cm ”1 and 1390-1370 cm-1 respectively. The asymmetric

of the pyran ring peak observed at 1307 cm”1 both in FTIR and FT-Raman is in close agreement with the
calculated value of 1316 cm”1. A similar C–O (cyclic ether
link) stretching is calculated to appear at 1197 cm”1 is
observed at 1185 cm”1 in FT-IR and at 1181 cm”1 in FTRaman.

bending of methyl group is calculated at 1473 and 1475
cm ”1, are observed at 1455, 1480 cm”1 (IR) and 1455,
1491 cm”1 (Raman).
NH2 and NH group vibrations: The pyran ring has the
amino substitution. In this, the NH asym stretch of NH2

group is calculated at 3333 cm”1, is observed at 3344
cm ”1 in only FT-IR and not observed in FT-Raman. NH
sym stretch of NH2 group attached to pyran ring is

calculated at 3174 cm”1 is in good agreement with the
experimental value of 3164 cm”1 and 3161 cm”1 in FT-IR
and FT-Raman. The NH2 bending computed to appear at
1125 cm”1, is observed at 1137 cm”1 in FT-IR and 1134

cm ”1 in FT-Raman spectra.
Nitrile group vibrations: C=N and C-N stretching
vibrations generally occur in the region 1382–1266 cm”1.
In our molecule, a very strong vibrational band for sym
stretch of the nitrile group attached to the pyran ring is
observed at 2189 cm in FT-IR and at 2194 cm FT”1

”1

Raman spectra, and is in very good agreement with the
calculated value of 2180 cm”1. A stretching band for C–

Phenyl ring vibrations: C-H asymmetric stretching of
phenyl ring is calculated at 2976 cm”1 and experimental
value is at 2981 cm”1 and 2967 cm”1 in IR and Raman
respectively. Out of plane bending of phenyl ring is
calculated at 956 cm”1 and observed at 974cm”1 in IR
and 977cm”1 in Raman. In plane bending of phenyl ring
is calculated at 1019 cm”1 and observed at 1010 cm”1 in
both IR and Raman. At 919 cm”1 phenyl ring deformation
calculated, is experimentally seen at 907 cm”1 and 912
cm”1 in IR and Raman respectively. Phenyl ring breathing
observed at 1368, 1526 cm”1 and 1379, 1502 cm”1 agrees
with the calculated value of 1414,1502 cm”1.
C-Cl group vibrations: C”Cl stretch value calculated
at 822 cm”1 is also in a very close agreement with the
observed band at 817 cm”1 and 812 cm”1 in FT-IR and FTRaman respectively.
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Figure 3: FT-IR spectrum of 2-amino-4-(3-chloro-phenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo- 5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-4Hbenzo[b]pyran (3600 -500 cm-1)

Figure 4: FT-Raman spectrum of 2-amino-4-(3-chloro-phenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-4Hbenzo[b]pyran (3600 -500 cm-1)
Table 1: Geometrical parameters of 2-amino-4-(3-chloro-phenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-4Hbenzo[b]pyran.
Bond
C1- C2
C 1- C6
C 1-H7
C 1- H14
C 2- C3
C 2- O19
C 3- C4
C 3-H15
C 4- C5
C 4- O9
C 5- C6
C 5-H8
C 5-H10
C 6- C11
C 6- C34
C 11-H12

Length
1.529
1.554
1.090
1.088
1.321
1.402
1.515
1.530
1.545
1.222
1.552
1.087
1.089
1.549
1.550
1.086

Bond angle
C2-C1-C6
C2-C1-H7
C2-C1-H14
C1-C2-C3
C1-C2-O19
C6-C1-H7
C6-C1-14
C1-C6-C5
C1-C6-C11
C1-C6-C34
H7-C1-H 14
C3-C2- O19
C2-C3-C4
C2-C3-C15
C2- O19-C17
C4-C3-C15

(o)
112.6
108.5
108.5
125.1
110.4
109.6
110.5
108.1
109.2
110.4
107.1
124.5
120.2
122.7
115.4
117.1

Bond angle
C15-C16-C18
H24-C15-C25
C15-C25-C26
C15-C25-C27
C17-C16-C18
C16-C17-O 19
C16-C17-N 20
C16-C18-N 21
O19-C17-N 20
C17-N 20-H22
C17-N 20-H23
H22- N20-H23
C26-C25-C27
C25-C26-C28
C25-C26-H29
C25-C27-C30

(o)
118.5
107.0
120.2
120.8
119.7
125.0
125.5
179.8
109.4
112.0
110.6
110.3
119.0
119.9
120.6
120.9
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C 11-H13
C 11-H38
C 15-C16
C 15-H24
C 15-H25
C 16-C17
C 16-C18
C 17-O19
C 17- N20
C 18- N21
N 20-H22
N 20-H23
C 25-C26
C 25-C27
C 26-C28
C 26-H29
C 27-C30
C 27-H31
C 28-C32
C 28-Cl40
C 30-C32
C 30-H33
C 32-H39
C34-H35
C34-H36
C34-H37

1.086
1.086
1.530
1.092
1.547
1.336
1.449
1.388
1.427
1.157
1.027
1.027
1.389
1.393
1.393
1.082
1.384
1.082
1.391
1.747
1.387
1.083
1.082
1.085
1.085
1.085
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C3-C4-C5
C3-C4- O 9
C3-C15-C16
C3-C15-H24
C3-C15-C25
C5-C4- O9
C4-C5-C6
C4-C5-H8
C4-C5-H10
C6-C5-H8
C6-C5-H10
C5-C6-C11
C5-C6-C34
H8-C5-H10
C11-C6-C34
C6-C11-H12
C6-C11-H13
C6-C11-H38
C6-C34-H35
C6-C34-H36
H12-C11-H13
(H12-C11-H38
(H13-C11-H38
C16-C15-H24
C16-C15-C25
C15-C16-C17)

116.1
121.5
108.9
108.5
111.4
122.4
112.4
108.8
108.2
110.6
109.1
109.6
110.4
107.6
109.1
110.4
110.5
110.8
110.3
110.2
108.3
108.4
108.4
109.4
111.6
121.9

C25-C27-H31
C28-C26-H29
C26-C28- C32
C26-C28-Cl40
C30-C27-H31
C27-C30-C32
C27-C30-H33
C32-C28-Cl40
C28-C32-C30
C28-C32-H39
C32-C30-H33
C 30-C32-H39
H35-C34-H36
H35-C34-H37
H36-C34-H37

119.6
119.5
121.0
119.4
119.6
120.4
120.0
119.6
118.8
120.0
119.6
121.1
108.3
108.2
108.3

Table 2: Comparison of the calculated and experimental vibrational frequencies of 2-amino-4-(3chlorophenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-4H- benzo[b]pyran.
Mode

30
41
43
48
50
55

Calculated
Freq
IR
(cm-1) Intensity
(cm-1)
434
5.02
646
248.4
673
35.7
822
7.12
869
2.82
919
2.32

Raman
Intensity
(cm-1)
3.77
3.37
5.77
1.78
1.61
13.88

Experimental
IR
Raman
Freq
Freq
(cm-1)
(cm-1)
455
649
698
721
817
812
878
886
907
912

56

929

1.59

14.9

937

937

59

956

0.16

0.18

974

977

61

988

0.26

4.40

997

999

62

1019

2.56

2.46

1010

1010

64

1050

26.28

5.05

1032

1039

PED

ν C4O9
δ N20H23H22
δ N20H23H22
ν C28Cl40
ν C26H29
δ C32C30C27
δ C28C26C25
ν C32C30
ν C26C25
ν C32H39,
ν C30H33,
ν C27H31
C34H36H37H35
C11H30H12H13
δ H39C32C30H33
δ H31C27C30H33
ν C32H39,
ν C30H33,

Approximate
Character
CO stretching
NH2 bending
NH2 bending
CCl stretch
CH wagging
Phenyl ring def
CC stretch of phenylring
Out of plane bending
of phenyl ring
Out of plane bending
of methyl group
Phenyl ring in plane bending
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65
68

1084
1113

6.77
9.55

4.82
5.22

1075
1119

1075
1119

69
73

1125
1197

28.09
151.5

9.95
9.55

1137
1185

1134
1181

74

1211

4.61

1.48

1215

1211

76
80

1251
1316

23.67
124.25

13.29
7.15

1269
1307

1272
1307

85

1414

36.46

0.82

1368

1379

90
91

1473
1475

1.47
1.48

27.35
2.06

1455
1480

1455
1491

92

1526

39.93

21.27

1502

1502

93
95
96
97

1542
1609
1659
1673

39.93
173.2
173.20
120.51

21.27
25.7
25.76
57.82

1553
1589
1652
1699

1549
1586
1673

98

2180

2.87

89.80

2189vs

2194vs

99

2858

1.68

35.42

2847

2847

100

2862

1.43

37.12

2868

-

102

2884

0.53

40.54

2876

2883

103
104

2906
2974

0.19
0.03

27.55
35.34

2909
2967

2901
2952

105

2976

0.59

21.38

2981

2967

106

2982

0.25

32.55

2985

2985

111

3008

0.84

49.7

3008

-

112

3011

1.39

23.85

3014

3018

ν C26H29
ν C28Cl40
ν C15H24
δ H7C1H14
δ H8C5H10
δ N20H22H23
ν C17O19
ν C15H24
ν C26H29,
ν C30H33,
ν C32H39,
ν C27H31
ν C15C16
ν N20C17,
ν O19C17,
ν C15C16
ν C26H29
ν C30H33
ν C11H38
ν C11H13,
ν C11H12
ν C34H35,
ν C34H36,
ν C34H37
ν C25 C27,
ν C28C32,
δ H22N20H23
ν C16C17
ν C2C3
ν C4O9,
ν C2C3
ν N18C21
ν C11H38,
ν C11H13,
ν C11H12
ν C34H35,
ν C34H36,
ν C34H37
ν C5H10
ν C5H8
ν C15H24
ν C1H7
ν C1H14
ν C32H39,
ν C30H33,
ν C27H31
ν C5H10
ν C5H8
ν C34H35,
ν C34H36,
ν C34H37
ν C34H35,

CH wagging of phenyl ring
CCl stretch
CH wagging
HCH out of plane bending of
methylene group in
cyclohexanone ring
NH2 bending
CO stretching,CH wagging

Phenyl ring wagging
CC bending
NC stretch + OC
stretching pyran ring+
CC stretching
Phenyl ring breathing

methyl group bending
phenyl ring breathing
NH2 bend
CC stretch of pyran ring
CC stretch
CO stretching (keto),
CC stretch
CN sym stretch of nitrile
group
CH sym stretch of
methyl group
CH sym stretch of methyl
group
CH sym stretch of
cyclohexanone ring
CH stretching
CH asym stretch of
cyclohexanone ring
CH asym stretch of
phenyl ring
CH asym stretch of
cyclohexanone ring
CH sym stretch of
methyl group attached
cyclohexanone ring
CH asym stretch of
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113

3174

28.74

100.0

3164

3161

114

3333

8.38

41.11

3334

-

ν C34H36,
ν C34H37
ν N20H22 ,
ν N20-H23
ν N20H22 ,
ν N20-H23

methyl group attached
cyclohexanone ring
NH sym stretch of NH2
group attached to pyran ring
NH asym stretch of NH2
group attached to pyran ring

(δ- bend, τ-torsion, ν-stretch, asym-asymmetric, sym-symmetric, def-deformation)
Conclusions: An effort has been made in the present
study to optimize the structure, the geometric
parameters and vibrational frequencies of the compound,
2-amino-4-(3-chlorophenyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8tetrahydro-4H-benzo[b]pyran. The geometric parameters
and vibrational frequencies of 2-amino-4-(3-chlorophenyl)7,7-dimethyl-5-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-4H-benzo[b]pyran
[C18H17ClN2O2] were calculated using Hartree-Fock,
ground state- STO-3G. To fit the theoretical results with
experimental values we have multiplied by 0.801 as
scaling factor. Multiplication factors results gained are
in good agreement with experimental values for both
FT-IR and FT-Raman data.
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ADAPTIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF DROSOPHILA
MELANOGASTER: LOCOMOTOR BEHAVIOUR
Shereen Kouser and V. Shakunthala, Drosophila Stock Centre, Department of Studies in Zoology, University of
Mysore, Manasagangotri, Mysore-06, Email: shereenkouser@gmail.com/ Email: drshakunthalav2@gmail.com
The circadian rhythms are ubiquitous and confer an adaptive advantage to an individual/population by synchronizing
its daily activity to its surrounding. Circadian rhythms are controlled by self-sustained oscillator and they continue to
oscillate in constant condition. Locomotor activity is one such robust self sustained oscillation. This activity rhythm
makes an organism to adapt to daily cycles and other environmental cues. Present study is aimed to understand the
locomotor behaviour of Drosophila melanogaster in different light regimes. Locomotor activity was assayed using
Drosophila Activity Monitor (Trikinetics, Inc., Waltham, MA). The locomotory rhythm and the amount of activity were
measured. Result showed that these flies were entrained in LD, arrhythmic in LL and free runs in DD. Statistical
analysis revealed that there was significant difference in the amount of activity in all light regimes except in LL.
Activity of the flies was either unimodal or bimodal. There was tremendous reduction in the amount of activity
performed in 30th generation flies compared to 15th generation. Interestingly, period (ô) in all the groups was closer to
24h.
Key words: ubiquitous, self-sustained, oscillator, locomotor behaviour, arrhythmic
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Introduction : Circadian rhythms are found in a wide range of
organisms. They are generated by self sustaining system in
the absence of environmental cues and can be entrained to
the organism’s environment (Dunlap, 1999; Bell-Pederson et
al., 2005). One such example is locomotor behaviour in D.
melanogaster. It is innate and complex biological phenomenon
which helps organisms entrain to the daily light/dark cycle
and environmental cues such as light and temperature
(Klarsfeld and Rouyer, 1998; Zhen and Sehgal, 2008; Cong et
al., 2010). Drosophila have long been model organisms for
the study of circadian rhythms, because of the ease with
which their behaviour can be studied under controlled
laboratory conditions and the existence of various mutants
affecting clock phenotypes (Pittendrigh, 1993; Klarsfeld et
al., 2003; Hall, 2005). Locomotor behaviour in D.
melanogaster (Wheeler et al., 1993) and its mutants (Konopka
and Benzer, 1971), D. ananassae (Joshi, 1999), D. gangotrii
and D. jambulina (Shereen et al., 2011), altitudinal variation
in locomotor behaviour of D. ananassae (Vanlalhriatpuia et
al., 2007), D. bipectinata and D. malerkotliana (Palaksha et
al., 2011) are well studied. Variation in locomotor activity was
also observed in eleven species of Drosophila originating
across the United States (Simunovic and Jaenike, 2006). In
view of this the present investigation has been undertaken
to study the effect of different light regimes for 30 generations.
Materials and methods : Fly stocks used in the present
analysis was D. melanogaster. The stocks were maintained
in three different light regimes such as artificially made
continuous light (24LL), light/dark (12L: 12D), and continuous
dark (24DD) for thirty generations at constant temperature
of 20± 1ºC with 75% relative humidity. In dark, flies were
handled by using red light (650nm). At every fifteen
generation locomotor activity of the flies were measured.
Locomotor activity was analyzed by using Drosophila
Activity Monitor ((Trikinetics, Inc., Waltham, MA). The
activity of an individual fly was monitored by placing the fly
into a glass tube (65mm length x 5mm diameter). The tube
was inserted into a ring detector, one end of the tube was
provided with culture media (2g agar+5% sucrose in 100ml
dist water) and the other end was plugged with cotton. The
tube was placed in the path of an infrared beam. Like wise,
activity of 32 flies can be recorded at a time. The culture
medium was replenished once in 2 days. Every interruption
of an infrared beam by fly movement trigger an all-or-none
electric signal that was amplified, counted, accumulated and
then registered, every time the fly moves referred as bout, it
was summed at 10 minutes intervals known as bins (10 min=1
bin). Such records were done in 10 replicates for 12 days or
288h continuously without interruption. To allow flies to
acclimatize to their new environment activity records of first
two days were not considered. For convenience, laboratory
population was abbreviated as LP (before the establishment
of the stocks in different light regimes), 15th generation flies
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as LD 15, LL 15 and DD 15 and 30th generation as LD 30, LL
30 and DD 30.
Statistical analysis: Actograms were plotted using
Refenetti’s software version 3.5. Period, phase onset (Øo)
and phase offset (Øe) were calculated using c2-periodogram.
To know the differences/similarities in the activity recorded
at different light regimes, 24h data of each group in three
different light regimes was subjected to ANOVA and
compared the data.
Results: Locomotor activity profile of D. melanogaster in
three light regimes such as LD, LL and DD is represented in
the Table. It entrained in LD, arrhythmic in LL and free runs
in DD. In LP, flies showed unimodal activity with an evening
peak (19-20h). Whereas the peak activity observed during
scotophase (Fig.1). The range of activity at different time
points was 263.80-1036.80 (Table). The activity recorded at
1h interval was statistically significant F=17.292 df=239. LD
exhibited bimodal activity with weak morning and strong
evening peak both in 15th and 30th generations (Fig.2, 3).
Difference between phase onsets between the groups was
^ÿ2h and phase offset was ^ÿ0.5h. Activity was observed to
be arrhythmic in LL (Fig.4, 5) however, bimodal in DD with a
weak peak in subjective photophase and strong peak in
subjective scotophase (Fig.6, 7). There was ^ÿ3h and 2h
difference in the phase onset and offset between DD 15 and
DD 30 respectively. The range of activity was 122.1-893.9,
26.4-752.3; 268.30-468.40; 148.40-280.40; 172.80-855.20, 67.00760.00 in LD 15 and LD 30, LL 15 and LL 30 and DD 15 and
DD 30 respectively (Table). Mean activity at different time
points was significant in LD, DD and activity was not
significant in LL (Table). Comparison of activity between
generations showed a significant difference with F= 73.866
(LD 15 and LD 30), 105.087 (LL 15 and LL 30), 30.337 (DD 15
and DD 30) and df=239. The comparison of activity in
different light regimes and generations was significant
F=4.547, 174.786 df=2, 1. In all light regimes activity was
reduced in 30th generation when compared to 15th generation.
The period was approximately 24h in all the groups.
Discussion: Circadian clocks synchronize the physiology
and behaviour of most animals with the day to night cycle. It
has been repeatedly shown that circadian dysfunction
causes a reduction in Drosophila life span (Klarsfeld and
Rouyer, 1998; Kumar et al., 2005; Pittendrigh and Minis, 1972).
Circadian rhythms result from complex interactions between
endogenous and exogenous factors. Biological rhythms thus
entrained and show a precise 24h period. One such rhythm
is locomotor activity in D. melanogaster. It entrains in LD,
free runs in DD and arrhythmic in LL. D. melanogaster showed
unimodal activity with a peak activity of 1h after lights off in
lab population, whereas bimodal activity was observed in
LD 15 and LD 30. Peak of activity was at 7-8h in morning and
18-19h in evening. In LL activity was arrhythmic or observed
throughout 24h. In dark, activity was noticed during
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subjective photophase and scotophase. Activity peak was
recorded at 7-8h in dawn 19-20h in dusk. Comparison of
activity among different light regimes showed that the range
of activity decreased in LL when compared to LD and DD.
The activity was more in LD 15 than DD. There is slight
variation in phase onset and phase offset. The activity pattern
and phase of activity onset during entrainment seem to have
adaptive relevance in Drosophila (Joshi, 1999). D.
melanogaster shows regular locomotor rhythms under 12L/
12D photoperiod with two peaks, one in the morning and
other before lights off (Wheeler et al., 1993; Forster, 2001).
There is variation in the activity pattern in the two sympatric
species such as D. gangotrii and D. jambulina in different
light regimes (Shereen et al., 2011). It has been reported that
the two sympatric species such as D. bipectinata and D.
malerkotliana showed difference in their activity pattern at
different altitudes (Palaksha et al., 2011). High altitude
Himalayan strain had unimodal activity pattern with a single
delayed peak that commenced in the forenoon and continued
till evening while the low altitude Himalayan strain has
bimodal activity pattern with early morning peak that was
separated by the evening peak by a period of inactivity of 4h
(Vanlalhriatpuia et al., 2007). Further Dillon and Frazier, 2006
have suggested that low temperature and decreased
barometric pressure at high altitude are reported to reduce
walking speed and flight performances in D. melanogaster.
There is a reduction in overall activity at 30th generation in all
the light regimes. D. melanogaster exhibited self sustained
circadian clocks which persist even in the absence of light.
In total males showed increased activity than females in all
light régimes and generations. It has shown that in D.
melanogaster LD regime has been shown to affect pre-adult
development time (Sheeba et al., 1999) lifetime fecundity
(Sheeba et al., 2000) and adult life span (Hendricks et al.,
2003; Klarsfeld and Rouyer, 1998; Kumar et al., 2005;
Pittendrigh and Minis, 1972; Sheeba et al., 2000). In the
present study there is difference in the activity pattern of
flies in different light regimes. It was also shown that
reduction in the fitness of the flies reared in an aperiodic
situation (Shereen et al., 2010). It can be concluded that the
circadian resonance is an essential part of any organism’s
life to be more fit to a given habitat.
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Table: Mean±SE of locomotor activity of D. melanogaster in laboratory population, continuous light (LL), 12light/12dark
and continuous dark (DD) at different time group.
Ti m e
group
0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
8-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
16-17
17-18
18-19
19-20
20-21
21-22
22-23
23-24
F-ratio
Signifi
cant
F-ratio
Signifi
cant

D. melanogaster
LD 30
DD 15

LP

LL 15

LL 30

LD 15

326.60±23.27
452.80±49.90
345.00±23.08
327.80±23.08
300.80±43.39
354.00±30.54
430.60±34.80
377.40±42.58
263.80±22.55
304.60±5.66
316.40±33.78
302.20±18.21
309.20±30.33
305.40±64.81
338.80±59.99
281.00±56.02
594.60±148.76
418.60±33.21
788.60±26.20
1036.80±31.99
948.40±62.94
640.80±63.05
431.20±35.34
365.80±26.44
17.292*

287.60±28.38
268.30±28.57
314.10±40.61
317.00±31.53
304.90±42.07
347.90±45.34
307.50±26.08
361.60±45.68
314.60±36.56
454.00±66.49
468.40±77.23
412.40±50.16
299.20±44.03
394.20±86.10
338.60±47.34
279.20±30.55
326.70±38.60
343.40±48.71
358.20±36.18
337.60±53.71
316.20±58.31
360.70±71.06
344.20±55.43
317.90±51.60
1.003

175.4±16.17
156.8±24.3
195.3±32.02
175.5±20.05
188.1±22.88
211.6±21.71

276.3±34.23
214.3±33.60
122.1±15.19
182.9±21.67
186.8±35.86
266.2±44.75
405.00±42.79
396.00±55.89
272.3±21.18
285.2±70.96
325.6±44.66
346.7±78.11
290.3±110.77
246.9±59.02
242.4±35.72
374.00±62.60
507.30±53.21
893.9±91.76
828.2±94.19
348.3±49.99
229.5±61.85
220.6±50.41
202.1±33.77
257.5±46.31
10.443*

34.4±5.31
26.4±5.41
29.5±6.11
41.9±13.05
41.4±15.25
66.8±21.26

89.4±31.59
58.9±27.35
41.9±8.90
25.005*

343.70±55.19
216.50±30.64
195.90±22.10
6.606*

0.000

0.462
105.087*

0.000
73.866*

0.000

0.000
30.337*

0.000

196.00±26.26

195.5±30.32
189.7±24.90
200.8±23.20
208.3±17.49
246.8±40.10
280.4±43.94
251.3±36.80
293.3±60.70
286.4±59.71
180.6±24.52
168.1±25.50
181.1±36.66
207.00±45.75

190.5±34.77
148.4±22.61
154.6±31.69
186.6±26.51
1.480
0.079

218.00±39.14
251.9±16.28
180.9±37.53
140.00±37.05
241.9±55.09
119.5±33.37
100.00±26.37
121.1±44.05
179.5±51.52
274.5±50.79
495.4±60.11
752.3±62.84
697.1±81.59
242.00±34.33
68.00±16.88

0.000

225.60±47.91
235.60±42.24
255.90±35.79
185.30±42.41
198.50±27.30
172.80±22.83
479.30±54.25
330.00±26.42
288.60±56.57
241.80±44.30
261.10±66.65
255.10±42.98
261.20±54.30
259.80±82.69
176.60±57.63
329.60±110.85

241.10±74.95
271.40±74.83
665.20±138.25
855.20±124.33
664.40±102.63

DD 30
99.00±17.71
121.30±42.24
132.90±26.92
85.60±21.96
67.00±17.05
97.00±16.77
521.70±50.37
386.80±63.26
291.50±48.55
258.10±45.69
226.10±31.14
219.20±37.10
360.70±87.02
180.50±49.66
117.60±21.50
140.10±41.63
221.60±55.20
470.30±86.59
760.60±66.87
715.20±85.93
417.90±85.63
182.30±35.82
113.10±20.78
121.90±29.84
12.174*

F-ratio

signific
ance
5.898*
0.001
8.126*
0.000
18.674* 0.00
13.281** 0.000
9.266*
0.00
10.757* 0.000
12.501* 0.000
1.427
0.243
0.896
0.448
1.840
0.148
1.077
0.365
1.636
0.189
1.336
0.270
1.936
0.128
5.537*
0.002
0.637
0.594
9.067*
0.000
25.663* 0.000
17.741* 0.000
43.774* 0.000
34.371* 0.000
17.880* 0.000
13.576* 0.005
8.527*
0.000

0.000

0.000

* P<0.05
Fig.1

Fig.2
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Fig.6

Fig.4

Fig.7

Fig.5

Figures: Locomotor activity of D. melanogaster in (1)
Laboratory population; (2) 12L/12D (fifteen generation);
(3) 12L/12D (thirty generation); (4) Continuous light
(fifteen generation); (5) Continuous light (thirty
generation); (6) Continuous darkness (fifteen generation);
(7) Continuous darkness (thirty generation).

GROWTH OF CdS THIN FILMS BY CHEMICAL BATH DEPOSITION METHOD AND ITS
CHARACTERIZATION
H L PUSHPALATHA1*, S BELLAPPA2, T N NARAYANA SWAMY3 and R GANESHA4
1. Department of Physics, 2. Department of Chemistry, GSSS Institute of Engineering & Technology for Women,
Mysore -16. 3. Department of Physics, Govt. Junior College, Nanajngud -1., 4. Department of Physics,
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Cadmium sulphide (CdS) is a II–VI group compound semiconductor with a direct band gap of 2.42 eV at room
temperature (300K). CdS is naturally an n-type, window material known to be an excellent heterojunction partner of
p-type cadmium telluride CdTe, CuInSe2 and Cu2S. Cadmium sulfide (CdS) thin-films have been deposited by chemical
bath deposition (CBD) technique that has been identified as a low-cost technique, easily scalable useful for largearea deposition. Uniformly deposited thin-films of CdS on microscopic slides were obtained using high-purity cadmium
sulfate, thiourea and ammonium hydroxide in aqueous basic medium with optimized growth conditions: pH,
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concentration of reacting species, temperature, orientation of the substrate and deposition-time. Growth temperature
of 800C and pH ~11 have been found to be optimum. The thickness of the deposited films has been determined by
Ellipsometry technique. The structural characterization was carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD). This study confirms
the polycrystalline nature of the deposited films with hexagonal and cubic structure. The composition of the various
constituents in CdS thin films has been determined by Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDAX). The optical properties
have been studied in the range of wavelength 200–900nm and the optical transition has been found to be direct and
allowed. The optical band gap values of CdS thin films have been estimated and reported in this paper.
Photoluminescence (PL) and Raman measurements were carried out at room temperature using LabRAM HR800
(Horiba Jobin Yvon). Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) micrographs are also presented.
Key words: CdS, thin films, chemical bath deposition, solar cell, photoluminescence studies, and x-ray diffraction.
1. Introduction: CdS is one of the most studied materials
with a band gap of about 2.42 eV at room temperature.
Cadmium sulphide (CdS) exists in two crystalline forms:
hexagonal (wurtzite) phase and cubic (zincblende) phase,
and it is possible to grow CdS films in both these phases [1].
Polycrystalline CdS thin films have received intensive
attention in recent years due to their very important role on
the photovoltaic technology and optoelectronic devices.
Cadmium sulphide (CdS), a wide energy gap semiconductor
has emerged as an important material due to its applications
in photovoltaic cell as window layers, optical filters and
multilayer light emitting diodes [2], photo detectors [3], thin
film field effect transistors [4], gas sensors, and transparent
conducting semiconductor for optoelectronic device [5].
CdTe/CdS heterojunction solar cells with efficiency of about
19.8 % have been reported [6].
2. Chemical Bath Deposition (CBD) : CdS thin film has been
obtained by several methods, such as, Electrodeposition [7],
Pulsed laser deposition [8], Spray pyrolysis [9], Vacuum
evaporation [10,11], Screen printing (SP), Chemical Vapour
Deposition [12], Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD), Chemical
Bath Deposition (CBD) [13,14,15], sputtering [16], Successive
ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) [17] and
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [18]. In comparison to other
methods CBD happens to be the most widely used technique
in the industry and in the research area for CdS thin film
deposition, which is fast, simple, and a low cost technique.
CBD is a process to achieve high quality films, which are
obtained by adjusting the pH, temperature, reagent
concentrations and deposition time. A CBD technique has
many advantages such as simplicity, no requirement for
sophisticated instruments, minimum material wastage,
economical way of large area deposition, and no need of
handling poisonous gases. The CBD method is a slow
process, which facilitates the better orientation of the
crystallites with improved grain [19].
3. Experimental details: CdS thin films are deposited on soda
lime glass substrate of dimension (7.5cmX2.5cmX0.145 cm).
3.1 Cleaning of glass substrate : In order to obtain good
adherence and uniformity for the films, it is very important to
use clean substrates in the CBD system. The substrate
cleaning is done in the following sequence. The substrate is

i) Washed with distilled water, ii) Washed with Liquinox Soap,
iii) Washed with distilled water, iv) Soaked in dilute HCl (10%v/
v) 1 day, v) Rinsed with distilled water, vi) Washed with
Ethanol, vii) Washed with distilled water, viii) Washed with
acetone ix) Washed with distilled water and finally oven dried
for one hour.
3.2 Preparation of pure CdS thin film: Pure CdS thin films
have been deposited on insulating glass-substrates by CBD
in alkaline solution. The chemical bath comprises an aqueous
solution of high purity (Sigma-Aldrich) cadmium sulfate
(CdSO4), thiourea [CS(NH2)2] and ammonium hydroxide
(NH4OH). All reagents used are of Analytical grade used as
received without further purification. Distilled water is used
throughout the experiment.
2.5ml of 1M CdSO4 solution is taken in a 250ml-beaker. 150ml
of 10M 25% NH4OH is added so that the initially formed
white precipitate got completely dissolved. The bath is placed
over a heater cum magnetic rotator (Remi).Temperature of
the chemical bath is set at 80°C. Thoroughly cleanedsubstrate is placed in the bath with an inclined orientation.
At around 80°C, 10ml of 1M CS(NH2)2 solution is made to
flow on the substrate steadily so that reaction occurs
preferentially at the site of the substrate compared to the
surfaces of the container of the bath. Now the solution colour
changed slowly to yellow.
Due to evaporation of ammonia, it is necessary to continuou
sly pour ammonia without altering the temperature of the
bath and pH is maintained in the range 9.8 - 10.8. After
deposition-time of one hour, the substrate is removed,
cleaned with distilled water and dried in air at room
temperature. Uniformly deposited thin film of CdS is obtained.
3.3 Mechanism of CdS preparation
Ammonium hydroxide formation is given by
NH3 + H2O ”! NH4OH
Adding ammonium hydroxide NH4OH, with CdSO4, a white
precipitate of Cd(OH)2 is formed.
CdSO4 + 2NH4OH ”! Cd(OH)2 + (NH4)2SO4
Adding excess of ammonium hydroxide, a white precipitate
of Cd(OH)2 gets dissolved and forms tetraaminecadmium(II),
{[Cd(NH3)4 ]2+} along with formation of hydroxyl ion (OH )
Cd (OH)2 + 4NH4OH ”! [Cd(NH3)4 ]2+ + 2OH + 4H2O
Thiourea reacts with (OH-) to give rise to thiol ion SH-
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CS(NH2)2 + OH- ”! CN2H2 + SH- + H2O
Later thiol combines with tetraaminecadmium(II) complex to
form CdS with liberation of ammonia gas.
[Cd(NH3)4 ]2+ + SH- ”! CdS + NH4+ + 3NH3
4. Characterization techniques of CdS thin films
 The thickness of CdS thin film is measured using an
Ellipsometer(J.A.Woollam Co., Inc. M2000U)
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the as-deposited
CdS thin films are recorded in a X-pert pro X-ray
diffractometer with CuKá radiation ë = 1.54056ú, operated at
45 kV and 30 mA. The scanning speed is 0.010°/ 0.8s in the 2è
range from 20.005° to 69.995°.
 Room temperature optical measurements of all thin films
are carried out using GBC CINTRA 40 Model UV-VIS
spectrophotometer in the wavelength range 200-900nm.
 The Raman Spectroscopy and Photoluminescence (PL)
measurements are made at room temperature with HR800
(Horiba Jobin Yvon) (where 800mm is the focal length of the
spectrometer) using 1800 grooves/mm diffraction grating.
CCD detector (1024 pixels) is used for detection. Ar laser of
514nm is used as light source.
 The composition of the various constituents in CdS
thin films has been determined by energy dispersive X-ray
analysis (EDAX) and the Surface morphology of CdS thin
film are observed in the SEM using FEI-Netherland Quanta
200.
5. Results and discussions : The thickness of the CBD-CdS
thin film measured using an Ellipsometer (J.A.Woollam Co.,
Inc. M2000U) is found to be 391.1nm.
5.1 Structural properties by X-ray diffraction (XRD) : The
X-ray diffraction pattern of the CBD-CdS thin films is as shown
in Fig-1. The presence of large number of peaks indicates
that the films are polycrystalline in nature with cubic and
hexagonal structure. The XRD plot in (Figure-1) exhibits
well defined peaks 111, 200, 220,311, 222, 400 of the cubic
phase (zinc blende) and peaks 100, 002, 101,102, 110, 103, 112
of the hexagonal (wurtzite) phase (Polymorphism). There is a
very good agreement of the experimental data (inter planar
spacing dhkl) and standard ASTM card No. 41-1049 and100454 [20]. The results are tabulated in Table-1 and comparable
with earlier reference
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Table-1: Comparision of interplanar spacing
The grain-size of the thin film has been calculated using
Scherer formula
where k is the Scherer’s constant, λ
is the wavelength of the X-ray used, β is full-width at halfmaximum (FWHM) and θ is the Bragg angle. Using the size
of the crystallites, the dislocation density
is calculated. The number of crystallites per unit surface area
where t is the film thickness and strain

in the film

is determined and tabulated. The lattice parameters a = 2x30.5
d100 and c = 2xd002 were obtained from the positions of the
peaks (1 0 0) and (0 0 2). The ratio of the lattice constants (c/
a) is approximately 1.631 [1]. Results are tabulated in Table2.

Table-2: Structural parameters of CdS thin films
5.2 Optical properties by UV-visible spectrophotometer
The thin film of CdS is subjected to UV-VIS transmittance
and absorbance spectral analysis. The film exhibits optical
transmittance more than 60% in the range of wavelength
above 500nm (Fig-2). The absorption spectra shows that
the absorption edge is blue shifted (Fig-3). The absorption
edge of the film is 478nm.

(Fig-2) Transmittance as a
function of
wavelength
Fig-1: X-ray diffraction pattern of CBD-CdS thin films
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(Fig-3)
Absorbance as a
function of
wavelength

The absorption coefficient of CdS thin film is calculated using
the transmittance (T) value measured for a particular
wavelength and film thickness (t) from the relation [21]
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Fig-6

Absorption coefficient (á), Extinction Coefficient (K) and
Energy gap (Eg) values are tabulated in Table-3.

A plot of Absorption coefficient á (/cm) against Wavelengths
(nm) is as shown in (Fig-4)

Table-3: Optical parameters of CdS thin films
Fig-4

The extinction coefficient is calculated using the relation
A plot of Extinction coefficient K as a function of
Wavelength (nm) is as shown in (Fig-5)

Fig-5

5.3 Photoluminescence: Fig-7 shows the Photoluminescen
ce (PL) spectra of the CdS thin films deposited on the glass
substrates. PL measurements are performed at room
temperature. PL spectrum provides information on defects.
The defects formed have influence on the structure
transformation [22]. The bands located in the 1.70–1.86 eV
range are known as the ‘red’ emission bands, and they have
often been attributed to sulfur vacancies. The bands in the
2.04–2.11 eV range have been associated with radiative
transitions from donor levels, arising from Cd atoms located
in interstitial sites, to the valence band. The band at 2.44 eV
is known as the ‘green’ band and it is attributed to interstitial
sulfur. The peak at 2.54 eV, near the bandgap energy for CdS
at 10 K (2.58 eV) has been attributed to bound excitons [23].
For CBD CdS films the main defect band is the ‘red band’
due to sulfur vacancies, indicating that this growth technique
causes sulfur deficiency in them.

The optical band gap was calculated using the formula

Where hã is the photon energy, Eg is the optical band gap of
the material, A is a constant, and p = 0.5 for direct band gap
material. (áhã)2 is plotted as a function of hã. Linearity of the
plots indicates that the material is of direct band gap in nature.
The linear portion of the curve is extrapolated to (áhã)2 = 0
and the band gap is found to be 2.353eV as from (Fig-6).

Fig-7
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5.4 Raman spectroscopy: The Raman spectrum of CdS thin
films is as shown in Fig-8. The spectrum shows that there
are two Raman peaks. These peaks can be identified as the
multi-overtones of the longitudinal optical (LO) phonons by
comparing with CdS Raman spectra obtained by previous
workers [24]. The wave number of first overtone of the
longitudinal optical phonons (1LO) is 301cm-1 and second
overtone of the LO phonons (2LO) is 602 cm-1.

5.6 Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDAX) : Fig-11
shows the elemental composition of CdS thin films with the
help of EDAX. This shows the clear peaks of Cadmium (Cd),
Sulphur (S) and oxygen. The film is stiochometric and the
presence of Oxygen is may be due to the presence of glass.
The average atomic percentage of Cd:S was 60.45:29.13. Cd/
S ratio is 2.075. EDAX analysis shows that the films are
Cadmium rich. It may be due to the fact the reactivity of
Cadmium is more than the sulphur ions [25]. The films appear
to be sulphur deficient [26].

Fig-8
Fig-11

5.5 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM): Fig-9 and Fig10 shows SEM micrographs at different magnifications. The
film shows thick porous and uniform surface without cracks
or pinholes and well covered to the glass substrate [19]. The
film consists of clusters of up to 300 nm, but clearly these
clusters were formed due to a coalescence of small grains of
about 15nm.

Fig-9

6. Conclusions: The growth conditions for obtaining good
quality CdS thin films have been optimized. Orientation of
the substrate with the vertical, growth temperature of 800C
and pH ~11 has been found to be optimum. Fairly good
quality thin film of CdS (sample-8) has been obtained. The
structural and optical characterization reveals good values
of structural and optical parameters. Photoluminescence
measurements and EDAX measurements reveals that the
films are Cadmium rich and Sulphur deficient. This work is of
fundamental nature from the point of view of suitability for
application of the CdS thin film as window material in
heterojunction solar cells.
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HERBAL PESTICIDES AND THEIR PROSPECTS
K. Sumangala Bhat
Department of Biotechnology, Acharya Institute of Technology, Acharya Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan Road
Soldevanahalli, Bangalore – 560090, Email: sumangalabhat@acharya.ac.in
Pest management is an integral part of agriculture and has a long history. Similar to any other aspect of human life
style, plants have been used as a resource for pest management activities right from early history of agriculture. But
this trend had been almost given up during the last few decades throughout the world due to the spectacular results
observed by the use of synthetic chemical pesticides. Considering the hazards caused by these chemicals, several
alternative products like microbial pesticides, natural enemies of the pests and natural products are being introduced
to combat the pest menace in agriculture as well as households during recent years. Of these, natural products
represent one of the potential alternatives due to their diversity, eco friendly status and effectiveness. Essential oils
and leaf and seed extracts represent the most common sources of plant derived pesticides. Active components
identified to be responsible for pesticide activities of such source materials comprise diverse groups of phytochemicals
such as isobutyl amides, limonoids & quassinoids, naphthoquinones, rocaglamides, sesquiterpenes & their esters,
monoterpenes, diterpenes, sugar esters, acetogenins and fatty acid esters. Major detrimental activities of the
extracts or their active components on the target pests involve acute, developmental and reproductive toxicity exhibited
at various levels. This study evaluates the prospects of plant derived products for their potential use in pest management.
Introduction: Plants have been known to be one of the vast
resources on enabling mankind to create diverse domains of
life comforts. Most of the traditional industries employ plants
as the source one way or other. This was true in the case of
plant protection products ever since the dawn of agriculture.
Plant derived products were in extensive use in this field
until mid 20th century. Discovery of the synthetic chemical
pesticides and their spectacular performance however

sidelined plant derived pesticides during the last four to five
decades world over1. Indiscriminate use of these chemicals2
over decades has degraded the ecosystem through their
persistence and residual activity on non target organisms3-6,
leading to detrimental effects ranging from health hazards to
species extinction. Realization of these hazardous effects of
synthetic pesticides has resulted in inclination of the
scientific community and general public towards safer modes
of pest management strategies.
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Herbal pesticides represent one of the emerging trends in
alternative pest management tools. Plant products are
reported to be effective in the control of more than 100 insect
and other pests7. In spite of this fact, commercial availability
and practical use of these products is marginal. Therefore, it
is time to analyze the factors which interfere with product
development and commercialization of herbal products for
pest management and hence this review been planned and
prepared.
Major group of source plants and active components: Table
1 illustrates the major groups of compounds proved to have
potential use in pest management applications, indicating
the wide array of active components derived from plants.
Apart from their diversity with respect to chemical identity,
the mechanism of action of these on target pests also appears
to be different. These facts indicate the different compounds
are reported to interfere with biological activities of the pests
in different ways and accordingly their effects are also widely
varying.
Owing to the diversity and heterogeneous composition of
phytochemical fractions, development of resistance by the
pests get hampered unlike in the case of synthetic pesticides8.
In addition to this, difference in mechanisms of action of
phytochemicals (Table 1) enable them to be effective on pests/
their life stages less affected by other pesticides and also
avoid resistance development by their target species. Apart
from these variations will provide ample scope for
development of novel formulations and modes of applications
of pest management products.
Commercialized phytochemical products for pest
management: An exclusive list of commercial products of

herbal origin used for pest management is provided in Table
2. Comparison of the active ingredients listed in Table 1 & 2
indicates the extent of gap in research and product
development in this particular area. Table 1 illustrated 15
different categories of active ingredients distributed in wide
range of plant families, while the commercial products include
only few formulations. Most of the commercial products with
single active ingredient are derived from Azadirachtin,
Pyrethrin and Rotenone while others are of essential oils or
their combinations. Of these, products of rotenone have been
withdrawn from the market due its controversial hazardous
effects on human health34.
Therefore, future product development needs focus on
compounds which proved to be safer for non target
organisms and moderate residual effects. This approach
would help to overcome the rigorous regulatory issues to be
followed during commercialization and also reduce the period
of time elapsing in testing and trials of the active ingredients,
one of the limiting factors7,9, of commercialization process.
Phytochemical components are widely accepted as potential
source for pest management7-9, and hence strategic outlook
and focused action are warranted to promote this category
of products. This in turn requires scientific, societal and
policy level synergy.
Conclusion: Phytochemicals have immense scope for
application in the field of pest management. Focused attempt
at commercialization of known active ingredients of high
efficacy and safer environmental features needs to be
leveraged from rigorous testing and trials.

Table 1. Active Ingredients of pesticide potential from plants.
Sl.
No.
1

Phytochemicals
Isobutyl amides

Source plants
Piperaceae

Activities
Neurotoxic with knock
down or lethal effects;
inhibition of cytochrome
P450 enzymes

2

Limonoids & Quassinoids Rutaceae Meliaceae
CneoraceaeSimarou
bacae Burseraceae Biocidal, antifeedant,

3

Naphthoquinones

Bignoniaceae Scro
phulariaceae

4

Rocaglamides

Aglaia spp.

5

Sesquiterpenes & their
esters

Asteraceae Poligona
ceae Cannellaceae

Inhibition of Complex
III mitochondrial respira
tory chain
Biocide, inhibition of
protein synthesis

Remarks
References
Effective against
pyrethroid susce
ptible & resistant Koul & Walia, 20099;
species
Scott et al 200310
Koul et al, 200211,
Koul,200512; Macl
eod et al, 199013;
Champagne et al.,
199214;

Acts as slow
poison

Khambay &,
Jewess, 200015
Koul et al 200416;
Ishibashi et al
199317; Satasook et
al 199318
Gonzalez-Coloma, et
al 199519; Thebtaran
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Graminae
Antifeedant effect
LamiaceaeMyrtac
eae, LauraceaeAbie
taceaeAbietaceaeAs
teraceaeBurseraceae
Cupressaceae
Antifeedant effect
Lamiaceae
Antifeedant effect

Monoterpenes

7

Diterpenes

8

Sugar esters

9
10

Acetogenins
Fatty acid esters

11

Pyrethrolone alcohols

12

Tetranortriterpenoid
(Azadirachtins)

13

Pyridine alkaloids

14

Phenylpropanoids

15

Cyclotides

Plant essential oils
are the major sour
ces

onth et al 199520

Koul,et al., 200821;
Koul 198222
Munoz et al 199723;
Anderson et al
198924; GonzalezColoma et al 200025.
Solanaceae
Disruption of cuticle and Humidity and
Kaul & Walia 20099;
cell membranes
Moisture content Puterka &, Severson
affect the activity 199526
Annonaceae
Stomach poison
Slow acting
Kaul & Walia 20099;
Annonaceae
Oral & Contact poison;
Slow poison
Mitochondrial toxin
when used as oral Kempraj & Bhat,
formulation
201127
Asteraceae
Neurotoxic with knock
Fast acting but
down and leathal effect
pest develop resis Glynne-Jones,
tance; UV sensitive 200128
Blocks the synthesis
UV sensitive
National Research
Meliaceae
and release of molting
and pest develop Council, 199229
hormones (ecdysteroids) resistance; active
from the prothoracic gland on immature insects
Solanaceae
Neurotoxic; Depolarizing Fast acting with
block of nerve transmission; knockdown effect;
Acetylcholine receptor
Poison to higher Mizrachi et al. ,
agonist
animals
200030
Myristicaceae
Neurotoxic effect; Inhibits Fast acting with Lee et al, 200531;
ApiaceaeMyrtaceae monoamine oxidase
knockdown effect Truitt et al, 196332.
LauraceaePiperaceae
AnnonaceaeRubiac Hinders development of
eaeViolaceaeCucur of insects; Anti-feedant
Slow acting;
Jennings et al,
bitaceaeFabaceae
activity
Very effective
200133.
Table. 2. Commercial pesticides of phytochemical origin

Sl.
No. Product Name
1 Neemazad 1%
2
3

Active
component(s)
Azadirachtin

Chemco fogger Piperonyl
butoxide;
Pyrethrins
Green thumb 1% Rotenone

4

Ciodrin

Oil of Pine

5

Natural Guard

Rotenone

6

Docktor

Piperonyl but
oxide

Distribution in
market
Found in all major
insecticides shops
Cancelled not
found in market
Canclled not found
in market
Cancelled; Not found
in market
Cancelled; Not found
in market
Found in market
around the world

Mode of
Applications
Foliar spray;
2.4 lit/Ha

Remarks
Insect growth
regulator
Active against
Used as fog
mosquitoes and
application
flies
Used as garden dust; Active against
foliar treatment

lice, beetles, weevil,

whiteflies
Ready to use spray Against flies, ticks
etc
Insecticides,
Garden Dust
Miticide
Used as pressur Knockout effect
ized spray
against bedbugs
and fleas

References
Jhala et al, 199735;
www.pesticide.org34
www.pesticide.org34
www.pesticide.org34
www.pesticide.org34
www.pesticide.org34
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8
9

Neemix

Azadirachtin

EcoSmart Wasp Peppermint oil
and Hornet killer 1%; Canola oil;
Winter green oil
EcoSmart Insect Rosemarry oil;
Killer
Peppermint oil

Marketed by Certis,
USA
Marketed by EcoSyst
tem Technologies
Marketed by Eco
System Technologies
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF HO3+ DOPED ZINC PHOSPHATE
GLASSES
1

Wajeeha Sultana1, B.Eraiah1 and H.N.Vasan2
Dept.of Physics, Bangalore University, Bangalore., 2 Solid State and Structural Chemistry Unit, Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore.

Holmium doped zinc phosphate glasses having composition Ho2O3 (x) ZnO (60-x) P2O5 (40) (where x = 0.1–0.5 mol
%) were prepared by melt quenching method. The XRD shows amorphous nature, characteristics of glasses. The
density of these glasses was measured by Archimedes method, corresponding molar volumes have also been
calculated. The values of density range from 3.12 to 5.1 gm/cm3 and those of molar volume range from 39.66 to 27.48
cm -3 (Fig.1).The optical absorbance studies were carried out on these glasses to measure their energy band gaps.
The optical band gap energies for these glasses were found to be in the range of 3.0–3.5 eV.
because of its application in spectroscopes for calibration
INTRODUCTION: Zinc Phosphate glasses have very
purpose, uv-visible and near infra red lasers (6).
interesting molecular strucrures and offer some unique
physical properties(1) .Incorporation of rare earths in modifier
Experimental: Glasses having composition Ho2O3 (x)
into glass networks produces the energy level structure
ZnO(60_x) P2O5 (40) (where x = 0.1–0.5 mol%) were prepared
necessary for manufacture of non linear magneto-optical
by conventional melt quench technique. Analytical grade
devices.(2) Zinc Phosphate (P2O5) glasses have been studied
reagents were used for the preparation. The ground mixtures
considerably over the years because of its applications in
were heated in porcelain crucibles at 11000C in an electrical
optics and in devices where high thermal expansion
furnace for about 20 minutes. When the melt was perfectly
coefficient and electrical conductivity is desired. Rare earth
homogeneous , it was poured on to a brass metal plate then
doped Zinc phosphate glasses give a number of absorption
pressed by another brass metal plate immediately. The glass
and emission bands due to transition between energy levels
obtained is transparent with small air bubbles. The sample
of rare earths. Ho3+ gives transitions in UV- visible and IR
was further annealed at 1500C for 2 hours and allowed to
regions. Therefore Ho3+ doped zinc phosphate glasses have
cool to room temperature to remove air bubbles and thermal
become a subject of great interest in recent years (3-5)
strain. Then the prepared glasses were stored in a
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desicator.The amorphous nature of sample was confirmed
by x-ray diffraction. Density of the glass samples was
measured at room temperature using Archimedes principle
using cyclohexane (density=0.778g/cc) as immersion liquid.
The molar volume Vm = (molecular weight)/density was
calculated from density data. The transmission spectra of
glass sample in the reflection mode were recorded using UV
– Visible spectrophotometer in the wave length 181nm1000nm. The absorption coefficient á was calculated from
the absorbance (A) using the equation á = A/d where d,
represents the thickness of the sample..
Results and discussion: XRD patterns of glass having
composition Ho2O3 (x) ZnO (60_x) P2O5 (40) (where x = 0.1–
0.5 mol%) shows no sharp peaks with a broad halo around
2è H” 27 o .This indicates the absence of long range
periodicity of the 3-dimentional structure.
The plot of density and molar volume vs. mol% of Ho2O3 is
shown in fig.1. From the graph it can be seen that the value
of density decreased with the increase in the mol% of Ho2O3
up
to 0.4% and. then increased for 0.5% Ho2O3. Variation
of molar volume is as expected. The variation in measured
density and molar volume is attributed not only due to
inclusion of Ho3+ to the network but also due to variation of
ZnO composition(4). ZnO acts as both glass former as well
as glass modifier upto 0.4% Ho2O3. At 0.5% Ho2O3 ,ZnO acts
as glass modifier due to the creation of non bridging oxygen.
Fig.2A shows the absorption spectra of holmium doped zinc
phosphate glass for various compositions in the region 1811000nm. The bands 240, 255, 286.5, 297, 312, 333, 346, 361.5,
385, 418, 450, 471, 485, 537.5, 641, 890 and 910nm in the
absorption spectra are originating from the ground 5I8 and
the first thermally excited levels. This is ascribed to electric
dipole transition. The band gap is calculated from the x axis
intercept of (áhí)1/2 vs. hí plot for each composition. Results
are tabulated in table 1. Fig.2B shows the variation of band
gap with respect to mol% of Ho2O3.

Figure 1. Variation of density and Molar volume verses
mol% of Ho2O3

Figure 2 (A) Absorption spectrum of Ho3+ in zinc phosphate glasses for different compositions and (B) Corresponding energy band gap
TABLE 1. Variation of optical energy gap, molar density
and molar volume with different glass compositions.
Glass composition
(mol%)
ZnO P2O5 Ho2O3
60 40 0
59.9 40 0.1
59.8 40 0.2
59.7 40 0.3
59.6 40 0.4
59.5 40 0.5

Optical
Band Gap
(eV)
3.5
3.3
3.0
3.25

Molar
density
(gm/cm2)
4.19
3.12
3.39
3.37
3.35
5.1

Molar
volume
( /cm3)
30.97
39.66
38.70
38.56
39.35
27.48

Conclusions: Zinc phosphate glasses doped with Ho3+ has
been prepared by conventional melt quenching method. The
measured density decreases with increasing concentration
of Ho2O3 and molar volume increases up to 0.4 mol% of Ho2O3.
For further increase in the concentration of Ho2O3, density
increases as well as molar volume decreases. The absorption
spectra show characteristic absorption bands due to Ho3+
transitions. The glasses prepared have potential applications
in optical devices in the uv, visible and near IR regions.
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encouragement and in carrying out characterization of the
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EQUILIBRIUM AND KINETIC STUDIES IN BIOSORPTION OF HEAVY METALS: A REVIEW
Rajeswari .M.Kulkarni1, G. Srinikethan2 and K. Vidya Shetty2
Department of Chemical Engineering, M.S.R.I.T, Bangalore-541, Department of Chemical Engineering, NITK,
Surathkal2 Email: rajeswari.kulkarni@yahoo.in rmkulk@rediffmail.com
ABSTRACT: A vast array of biological materials especially bacteria, algae, yeasts and fungi have received increasing
attention for heavy metal removal and recovery due to their good performance, low cost and large available quantities.
The biosorbent, unlike monofunctional ion exchange resins, contains variety of functional sites.
Proper analysis and design of adsorption/biosorption separation processes requires relevant adsorption/biosorption
equilibria as one of the vital information. In equilibrium, a certain relationship prevails between solute concentration in
solution and adsorbed state. The present review highlights the applications of different isotherm models on biosorbentassisted heavy metals removal from waste water. A Detailed description of kinetic models which are required to
select the optimum condition for full scale batch metal removal processes are presented.
Introduction: Pollution of the environment by toxic
contaminants such as heavy metal ions arises as a result of
many activities, largely industrial. Since the number of health
problems associated with environmental contamination
continues to rise, the removal of these pollutants from waste
waters has received great attention. Metal species released
into the environment tend to persist indefinitely because of
their non-degradable nature. The heavy metals once
discharged into the waste streams, get accumulated
throughout the food chain, thus becoming a serious threat
to the environment. Heavy metals like Cd, Zn, Ni, Cr, Hg etc
are toxic even in minute quantities.

and quickly, therefore it is an ideal candidate for the treatment
of high volume and low concentration complex wastewaters.

Conventional techniques commonly applied to remove heavy
metals from waste water include chemical [precipitation /
neutralization] or physical [Ion exchange membrane
separation, electrodialysis and activated carbon adsorption]
methods. When applied to dilute metal waste or lower
concentrations of metal ions, these processes are either
ineffective or not cost-effective.

The quality of a biosorbent is judged by how much sorbate
it can attract and retain on them. The solute uptake by a
biosorbent can be calculated by q = v (Ci – Cf) / m

In recent years, applying biotechnology in controlling and
removing metal pollution has been paid much attention, and
gradually becomes hot topic in the field of metal pollution
control because of its potential application. Biosorption
utilizes various certain natural materials of biological origin,
including bacteria, fungi, yeast, algae, etc. These biosorbents
possess metal-sequestering property and can be used to
decrease the concentration of heavy metal ions in solution
from ppm to ppb level. It can effectively sequester dissolved
metal ions out of dilute complex solutions with high efficiency

In this review paper the emphasis will be on the equilibrium
and kinetic aspects of heavy metal adsorption. The main
content is various equilibrium and kinetic models used in
the adsorption studies.
Equilibrium modeling of biosorption: Biosorption of heavy
metal is a passive non-metabolically mediated process of
metal binding by biosorbent. The mechanism of metal binding
includes ion exchange, coordination, complexation, chelation,
adsorption and microprecipitation.

Where q is the metal uptake (mg metal/ gram of the
biosorbent),v is the liquid sample volume (l), Ci is the initial
concentration of the metal in the solution (mg/l), Cf, the final
concentration of metal in the solution and m is the amount of
the added biosorbent on the dry basis (g).
Proper analysis and design of adsorption/biosorption
separation processes requires relevant adsorption
biosorption equilibria as one of the vital information. In
equilibrium, a certain relationship prevails between solute
concentration in solution and adsorbed state (i.e., the amount
of solute adsorbed per unit mass of adsorbent). Their
equilibrium concentrations are a function of temperature.
Therefore, the adsorption equilibrium relationship at a given
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temperature is referred as adsorption isotherm. A biosorption
isotherm, the plot of uptake q versus the equilibrium solute
concentration in the solution Cf, is often used to evaluate the
sorption performance.
Several adsorption isotherms originally used for gas phase
adsorption are available and readily adopted to correlate
adsorption equilibria in heavy metals biosorption. Some wellknown ones are Freundlich, Langmuir, Redlich-Paterson and
Sips equation. The most widely used among them are
Freundlich and Langmuir equations. These two parameter
models are simple, well established, have physical meaning
and are easily interpretable.
Freundlich isotherm: The Freundlich isotherm can be
represented as: q=KFCe1/n
The linearized form of equation is lnq=(1/n) ln Ce +ln KF
The Freundlich isotherm was originally empirical in nature,
but was later interpreted as the sorption to heterogeneous
surfaces or surfaces supporting sites with various affinities.
It is assumed that the stronger binding sites are initially
occupied, with the binding strength decreasing with
increasing degree of site occupation. It incorporates two
constants: KF, which corresponds to the binding capacity;
and n, which characterize the affinity between the sorbent
and sorbate. A favorable adsorption tends to have Freundlich
constant n between 1 and 10. Larger value of n implies stronger
interaction between biosorbent and heavy metal while nH”1
indicates linear adsorption leading to identical adsorption
energies for all sites.
As a robust equation, Freundlich isotherm has the ability to
fit nearly all experimental adsorption-desorption data, and is
especially excellent for fitting data from highly heterogeneous
sorbent systems. But the disadvantage is that the Freundlich
equation is unable to predict adsorption equilibria data at
extreme concentration. Further, this equation is not reduced
to linear adsorption expression at very low concentration
and it does not have limit expression at very high
concentration. However researchers rarely face this problem,
as moderate concentration is frequently used in most
biosorption studies.
Langmuir isotherm: The Langmuir equation has the form
q= qmaxbCe/ (1+bCe)
The linearized form of equation is 1/q=(1/ qmaxbCe)+ 1/qmax
Where q is the amount adsorbed at time t (mg/g), Ce is the
equilibrium concentration (mg/l), b is a constant related to
the energy or net enthalpy of adsorption (l/mg) and qmax is
the mass of adsorbed solute completely required to saturate
a unit mass of adsorbent (mg/g).
qmax, which corresponds to the maximum achievable uptake
by a system is often used to compare the performance of
biosorbents; while the other constant b characterizes the
initial slope of the isotherm. Thus, for a good biosorbent, a
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high qmax and a steep initial isotherm slope (i.e., high b) are
generally desirable.
The Langmuir adsorption isotherm is based on three
assumptions, namely adsorption is limited to monolayer
coverage, all surface sites are alike and only can accommodate
one adsorbed atom and the ability of a molecule to be
adsorbed on a given site is independent of its neighboring
sites occupancy.
The decrease of b value with temperature rise signifies the
exothermicity of the adsorption process (physical
adsorption), while the opposite trend indicates that the
process needs thermal energy (endothermic), leading to
chemisorption. In physical adsorption, the bonding between
heavy metals and active sites of the biosorbent weakens at
higher temperature in contrast with chemisorption bonding
which becomes stronger. The exothermicity or endothermicity
of the biosorption process can be determined via heat of
adsorption.
Kinetic modeling of biosorption: Adsorption kinetics is
expressed as the solute removal rate that controls the
residence time of the sorbate in the solid-solution interface.
On the purpose of investigating the mechanism of
biosorption and its potential rate controlling steps that
include mass transport and chemical reaction processes,
kinetic models have been exploited to test the experimental
data. In addition, information on the kinetics of the metal
uptake is required to select the optimum condition for full
scale batch metal removal processes.
Several adsorption kinetic models have been established to
understand the adsorption kinetics and rate limiting step.
These include Pseudo first and second order rate model,
Weber and Morris sorption kinetic model, first order
reversible reaction model, etc. The pseudo first and second
order kinetic models are the most used model to study the
biosorption kinetics of heavy metals and quantify the extent
of uptake in biosorption kinetics.
Pseudo first order kinetic: The pseudo first-order rate
equation of Lagergren based on solid capacity is expressed
as follows:
dqt / dt = k1(qeq – qt)
Where k1 is the rate constant of the pseudo first order
adsorption process (min-1),
qeq & qt are the adsorption capacities at equilibrium & at time
t respectively (mg/g)
The integrated form of equation is
log (qeq – qt) = log qeq – (k1/2.303)t
Where value of k1 can be determined from the slope of the
plot of the log(qeq – qt) versus t.
It was observed by experiments that the first order equation
of Lagergren did not fit well with the whole range of contact
time and is generally applicable over the initial stage of the
sorption processes.
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Pseudo first order kinetic
The pseudo second order rate equation is expressed as
dqt / dt = k2(qeq – qt)2
where k 2 is pseudo second-order rate constant. The
integrated form of equation is
t/qt = 1/h + t/qeq
where h = k2 qeq2
k2 can be determined from the intercept of linearized plot of t/
qt versus t
In comparison to pseudo first order kinetic this model is
considered more appropriate to represent the kinetic data in
biosorption systems. This indicates that the rate limiting step
in biosorption of heavy metals are chemisorption involving
valence forces through the sharing or exchange of electrons
between sorbent and sorbate, complexation, coordination
and /or chelation.
Conclusion : Many empirical models for single solute systems
have been employed to describe the biosorption equilibrium.
Among them Langmuir and Freundlich equations are the most
popular and widely used models in a large number of studies.
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Pseudo first and second order rate expressions have been
and still in wide use for studying the biosorption of heavy
metals from aqueous solutions. In chemisorptions process,
the pseudo second order is superior to pseudo first order
model as it takes into account the interaction of adsorbentadsorbate through their valency forces.
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ONION AS A TOOL TO MONITOR ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION
Shobha Jagannath
Associate Professor, DOS in Botany , University of Mysore, Mysore-570 006
ABSTRACT: Industrial effluents discharged on land or into water bodies cause irreversible damage to natural resources.
The present investigation was carried out to study the effect of three industrial effluents on the somatic cells and
chromosomes of onion (Allium cepa. L). All the three industrial effluent was found to reduce the mitotic index in
onion, with increasing concentration of effluent treatment. In addition various types of chromosomal abnormalities
were observed in all the three industrial effluent treatment. Based on the present study , onion may be recommended
as a routine screening test for evaluating genetic risks of environmental changes caused due to environmental
pollution.
Introduction: Fresh water is a dwindling resource worldwide.
Cytological Studies: For cytological studies healthy equal
Irrigated agriculture is one of the major water consumer across
sized onion bulbs were directly grown in test tubes filled
the country and uses 85% fresh water resources ( Das et al.,
with various concentrations of the effluent (25 %, 50%.75%
2009). There is a urgent need to mitigate fresh water
and 100%) following the methods of Fiskesjo (1985) for
deficiency. Effluent water reuse is a promising option
pharmaceutical and sugar industries. Since the bulbs did
particularly during water shortage However reuse of
not germinate in different concentrations of distillery effluent,
industrial effluent is associated with the risk of contaminating
the modified Allium test of Fiskesjo (1979) was adopted. The
soil, water resources and crops. Hence it is crucial to monitor
bulbs were first grown in distilled water till the emergence
effluent quality .Various biological monitoring tools are
of roots and then transferred to tubes containing different
available of which the Allium test has been recommended as
effluent concentrations for 6, 12, 24 and 48 hours duration.
a standard in environmental monitoring (Fiskesjo,1985).The
One set of bulbs grown in distilled water served as control.
present investigation is undertaken to study the effect of
The roots were fixed in 1:3 glacial acetic acid : ethanol mixture
three industrial effluents on the somatic cells and
for 24 hours and stored in 70% ethanol.
chromosomes of Allium cepa L.
To study the cytological effects of different effluents, both
Materials and Methods
macroscopic and microscopic parameters were considered.
Physico-chemical analysis of the effluents:The effluents
The macroscopic parameters included, root length, change
were collected from a pharmaceutical industry, distillery and
of colour, loss of turgiscence, c-tumor formation and
sugar industry situated in Mysore ,Nanjungud and Mandya,
bending of root tips.
Karnataka respectively. The effluents were analysed for
To study the microscopic parameters root tip squashes
various physico-chemical parameters using standard methods
were prepared following the method of Levan (1950). From
(APHA AWWA, 1976).
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the prepared slide mitotic index (MI) was calculated using
50%
4.2
2.1
the formula: MI = Number of dividing cells / Total number
75%
3.2
1.6
of cells X 100 .The somatic cells were also observed for
100%
2.9
1.1
chromosomal abnormalities and photomicrographs were
Estimated from 1000 somatic cells
taken.
Results and discussion
The physico- chemical parameters of raw and treated effluents of the three industries are presented in Tables 1:
Parameters
pH
Colour
TSS
TDS
COD
BOD

Type of effluent
Raw effluent
Treated effluent
Raw effluent
Treated effluent
Raw effluent
Treated effluent
Raw effluent
Treated effluent
Raw effluent
Treated effluent
Raw effluent
Treated effluent

Pharmaceutical Effluent
6.9
7.4
Brown
Straw yellow
72.0
40.0
4020
2145
932
244
258
22

Sugar effluent
8.4
7.2
Light black
Light brown
250
56
1700
1400
750
214
1050
28

Distillery effluent
4
8.32
Reddish brown
Brown
3864
962
52,634
6347
72,000
940
32,600
5200

All values except pH are expressed in mg/L
Table :3 Mitotic index values following treatment with
All the parameters analyzed were within the recommended
distillery effluent
permissible limits (WHO, 1985) except in case of distillery
effluent where parameters such as TSS,TDS, COD and BOD
Duration Control 25%Effl 50% Effl 75% Effl 100% Effl
had crossed the limits.
of the
Distilled uentconc uentConc uentconc uentconc
The various macroscopic parameters analyzed showed
changes in the roots. The root length in all the three industrial
effluents showed a decrease with increasing effluent
concentrations. This clearly indicates that the length of
the root is inhibited by the effluent as the concentration
increased. In all the three effluent treatments, the root tips
turned dark brown in colour at higher concentrations ( 75%
and 100%).Change in colour is attributed to the toxic effect
of the effluent (Fiskesjo,1985).
Loss of turgiscence or softening of root tips was observed
only at higher effluent treatment in all the three industrial
effluents .This parameter is a reliable sign of toxicity leading
to irreversible damage (Fiskesjo,1985). Other macroscopic
parameters such as c-tumour formation and bending of roots
were not observed in all the three industrial effluent treatment.
Mitotic index values following treatment with the three
industrial effluents are presented in Table 2 and 3
Table 2: Mitotic index values following treatment with
Pharmaceutical and Sugar industry effluents
Concentration
of effluent
5.1
25%

Mitotic Index(%)
of Pharmaceutical
industry
3.6
4.8

Mitotic Index (%)
Sugar industry
Control
2.6

treatment

in hours
6
12
24
48

Water

3.7
3.8
3.6
3.4

entration entration entration
%
3.4
3.1
2.5
2.5
2.1
1.9
1.8
1.5
1.1
1.1
1.0
0.5

entration
1.9
1.5
0.8
0.2

Estimated from 1000 somatic cells
Mitotic index in all the three industrial effluent treatments
declined with increasing effluent concentrations compared
to control. The degree of reduction is also directly
proportional to the period of treatment (Table3).Mitotic index
can be successfully used as bio-monitors to assess the level
of pollution (Fiskesjo, 1985; Mishra and Jha, 1996).
The number of dividing cells in control treatment showed
normal mitosis, while roots treated different effluent
concentrations showed abnormal mitosis. The number of
abnormal mitosis were more at higher concentrations (75%
and 100%) than at lower concentrations (25% to 50%) in
case of Pharmaceutical and sugar effluent treatment. In case
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of distillery effluent treatment normal stages were observed
at 25% and 50% concentrations at 6 and 12 hours duration
while the number was less in 75% and 100% effluent
concentrations. Various types of chromosomal abnormalities
were observed including sticky chromosomes, clumping of
chromatin, lobed nuclei, micronuclei , absence of nuclei,
formation of vacuoles in the nucleus and cytoplasm and
degeneration of chromatin. The frequency of chromosomal
abnormalities increased with increase in concentration and
increase in duration of the treatment (Fig.1).

Fig.1 Allium Test: Onions grown in different effluent
concentrations

Fig.3 Photomicrographs showing effect of Distillery
effluent on somatic cells of Onion ( Allium cepa) X
1000x
Fig.1 – clumped chromosomes at
metaphase; Fig.2 degenerating nuclei at telophase;
Fig 3-lobed nuclei; fig4- micronuclei; Figs 5-6
degenerating nuclei at telophase; Fig 7- failure of
separation of daughter nuclei; fig8- formation of
vacuoles in the nucleus and fig-9 formation of granules
in the cytoplasm
Effects of different industrial effluents on somatic cells of
Allium cepa have been studied by several workers
(Shanthamurthy and Rangaswamy,1979: Mishra, 1997;
Chauhan and Singh, 2000; and Chauhan and Chauhan, 2002).
The above observations clearly demonstrate the toxic nature
of the effluents and its effect on the frequency of divisions
in the somatic cells and on the chromosome structure. These
microscopic parameters could serve as vital bio-monitoring
tool to assess the impact caused by the contaminants
present in the effluent. Onion as a Bio-monitoring tool is
cost effective and reproducible and can be routinely used
to study the impact on living systems along with the physicchemical monitoring.

Fig.2 Photomicrographs (1-7) showing effect of sugar
factory effluent and Pharmaceutical effluent
(Photomicrographs 8 -12) on somatic cells of Onion (
Allium cepa) X 1000x
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ANTIMICROBIAL POTENTIAL OF TAGETES PATULA
Ramya Ramachandran, Arindam Sinha, Pranabesh Guru, Jayapriya, Sumangala K. Bhat
Department of Biotechnology, Acharya Institute of Technology, Acharya Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan Road
Soldevanahalli, Bangalore – 560090
Abstract: Current study is aimed at exploring the antibacterial potential of Tagetes patula. The efficiency of the
ethanolic extract of the flower of the plant was determined in vitro by well diffusion method against six gram positive
and two gram negative bacteria. The extract exhibited inhibition of growth of all the test organisms to varied extent.
The zone of inhibition ranged from 6-18mm at various concentrations of extracts. The study has indicated the presence
of antibacterial component in the flower of T. patula. Advanced studies on isolation, purification and characterization
of the active compound(s) and further evaluation of their efficiency are in progress.
Introduction: Ayurveda or herbal medicine has been in
district, West Bengal, India. The flowers were initially washed
practice since long time as one of the basic treatments for
in tap water, then with distilled water to remove soil and
cure of various diseases in India (1). Other traditional methods
other contaminants. It was dried on paper towel at 370C for
in practice are Unani and Siddha. Bacterial diseases represent
72 hours in the laboratory.
an important set of ailments challenging human health
50g of dried flower was extracted with 250 ml of 100% ethanol
throughout the world. Many indigenous plants have been
using Soxhlet apparatus. After 19 hrs of extraction process
evaluated for antibacterial activity over last several years
the liquid extract was subjected for evaporation to remove
(2). The bacteriostatic efficacy of crude extracts derived from
ethanol and the solidified extract was stored in refrigerator
different parts of Argemone mexicana has been analyzed
for further use.
and found to be effective against a number of
Test Micro-organisms:The following micro-organisms viz
enteropathogenic bacteria (3). New compounds inhibiting
Bacillus subtilis (ATCC6633), Bacillus cereus
growth of microorganisms such as benzoin and emetine,
(ATCC11778),
Bacillus pumilus (ATCC14884),
isolated from plants are being commercially produced (4).
Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC29737), Staphylococcus
Infectious diseases have become the world leading cause
epidermidis (ATCC12228), Escherichia coli (ATCC8739),
for death of more than 50 000 people per annum. The cause
Salmonella abony (NCTC6017) and Pseudomonas
for this is the resistance being developed by bacteria against
aeruginosa (ATCC9027) were obtained from Karnataka
the drugs (5). Therefore, development of new drugs becomes
Antibiotics and Pharmaceutical Limited (KAPL), Bangalore.
crucial in curing such diseases and hence the search for new
The organisms were grown on Nutrient agar slants with pH
drugs remains to be an active domain of biological research.
7±0.2 and incubated at 370C for 24 hours. The tubes were
Tagetes patula L. (marigold) belongs to the genus Tagetes
observed for the growth of the organisms and stored at 40C
and family Asteraceae. This is one of the four annual Tagetes
in refrigerator.
species native to Central America but also found throughout
the world as an important ornamental plant (6). In India, the
Phytochemical Analysis For Detection Of Organic
plant is cultivated as a floriculture crop and the flowers are
compounds: Test for carbohydrates, proteins, lipids,
used loose or in garlands for social and religious purposes
saponins, glycosides, tannins, alkaloids, organic acids,
(7). Recently, commercial cultivation of marigold has finally
phenolic compounds and flavonoids were conducted by
attained commercial level in India with an estimated 13,000
using standard biochemical protocols [Table 1].
hectares cultivation and annual production of 200,000 tones
Evaluation Of Anti Bacterial Activity Of Plant Extract:
of flowers, the highest for any flower grown in India (8).
Bioassay for antibacterial activity was carried out using agar
Phytotoxicological activity of another closely related species,
well diffusion method. The partially purified ethanolic extract
Tagetes erecta was demonstrated against second and third
of T. patula flower was dissolved in 1 ml of 0.2 M phosphate
instar larvae of Anopheles stephansi [9]. Current study has
buffer. Different concentrations ranging from 25-150 µl of
attempted to evaluate the antibacterial potential of T. patula.
extract were introduced into the well (3mm depth) using a
Materials and Methods:
micro-pipette in Mueller Hinton agar (MHA) plates. The test
Preparation of Extract: The flowers of T. patula were
organisms (0.5 Macfarland turbidity standard) were swabbed
collected in fresh polythene bags from the vicinity of Hooghly
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on the plates. Ampicillin and streptomycin were used as
positive control and for negative control sterile distilled water
was used. The plates were then incubated in bacteriological
incubator for 18-24 hours at 370C. After incubation period
zone of inhibition was measured using scale and tabulated.
Results and Discussion: A total of 25 tests were carried out
for detection of the phytochemical components present in
the plant extract as illustrated in Table 1. Results of the
experiments showed the presence of alkaloids, carbohydrates,
proteins, tannins, phenolic compounds and flavonoids as
the major constituents in the extract. However glycosides,
organic acids and saponins were absent (Table 1 & Fig. 1).
Results of the antibacterial bioassay by well diffusion method
are illustrated in Table 2. Some of these bacteria are pathogenic
to human, where as some are non-pathogenic strains. The
zone of inhibition varied significantly depending upon the
concentration of extract and type of microorganisms.
Maximum inhibition of growth was observed in B. subtilis
followed by S. aureus, B. cereus, B. pumilus, S. epidermidis,
and E. coli (Fig 2-7). However the extract showed mild
inhibitory effect on growth of S. abony and P. aeruginosa
(Fig 8 & 9). However, the inhibitory effect of the flower
extract has reached comparable level to those of standard
antibiotics (i.e., Ampicillin and Streptomycin) at the
concentration of 150 µg/ml.
Conclusion : For proper identification of the antimicrobial
extracts it is necessary to obtain in pure form, which requires
a series of purification process and different chemical analysis
such as HPLC, Spectroscopy and other sophisticated
techniques. In recent years there is a need to bring a new
antibacterial compound to the world so as to fight against
the disease caused by enteric and respiratory tract bacteria.

This research is underway to isolate and characterize the
active compound from the plant.
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Table.1 Preliminary phytochemical analysis results for T.patula
Sl.no.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

TEST
Molish’s test
Fehling’s test
Barfoed’s test
Bial’s oreinal test
Cobalt chloride test
Iodine test
Salkowski test
Libermann’s test
Calcium chloride test
Calcium chloride test
Calcium chloride test
Calcium chloride test
Feric chloride test
Legal’s test
Keller-kiliani test
Borntrager’s test
Modified borntrager’s test
Sodium picrate test

COMPOUND PRESENT
Carbohydrate
Reducing sugar
Monosaccharides
Pentose sugar
Hexose sugar
Starch
Steroids
Steroids
Oxalic acid
Tartaric acid
Citric acid
Malic acid
Tannins & phenolic compounds
Cartinoloids
Deoxysugar
Anthraquinone glycoside
l-glycoside
Cynogenetic glycosides

T.patula flower
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Positive
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Positive
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Foam test
Biuret’s test
Millon’s test
Ninhydrin test
Sulan red 3 test
Lead acetate test
Mayer’s test
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Saponin glycosides
Protein
Protein
Amino acid
Fats & oils
Flavonoids
Alkaloids

Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Positive
Positive

Table 2. Zone of inhibition (in mm) of Bacteria in MHA medium

Streptomycin(30mg)

B.subtilis
B.cereus
B.pumilus
S.aureus
S.epidermidis
E.coli
S.abony
P.aeruginosa

Standard
Antibiotic

Ampicillin(30mg)

Bacteria

Concentration of T. patula flower extract in µg/ml
25
5±0.816
4.33±2.05
2±0.816
4.33±0.47
1.66±0.469
_
2.33±0.47
_

50

75
100
Diameter of Zone of inhibition in mm
7±1.63
10.66±2.08
13±1.41
6±1.63
7.33±1.247
9.67±0.94
3.33±1.247
5.66±0.94
8±0.816
5.33±1.247
7.33±0.94
10±1.63
2.67±0.47
5.67±0.94
8±1.63
3.66±0.47
4±0.816
7.67±1.247
4±0.816
4.67±0.47
6.33±2.49
_
2.667±1.69
3.67±0.47

125

150

15.33±1.24
11.33±2.05
8.66±1.247
12.67±2.49
10±0.816
10.33±0.94
8.667±2.05
4±0.816

16.6±1.25
14.67±0.941
9.66±2.52
15.33±2.05
12.33±0.57
11.67±2.49
9.33±2.49
6.33±1.246

[Note: Diameter of zone of inhibition is given in table in the form of Mean ± Standard deviation]
Fig 1 : Phytochemical analysis of T. patula flower
Fig 2: Inhibition activity of different dosage level of plant
extract on B. subtilis

Fig 3: Inhibition activity of different dosage level of plant
extract on B. cereus

Fig 4: Inhibition activity of different dosage level of
plant extract on B. pumilus
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Fig 5: Inhibition activity of different dosage level of plant
extract on S .aureus

Fig 6: Inhibition activity of different dosage level of plant
extract on S. epidermidis
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Fig 9: Inhibition activity of different dosage level of plant
extract on P. aeruginosa

[Note: S=Streptomycin, A=Ampicillin, F=T. patula Flower
extract, N= negative control (distilled water)]

Table
Table-1
Table-2
Fig 7: Inhibition activity of different dosage level of
plant extract on E. coli

Fig 8: Inhibition activity of different dosage of plant
extract on S. abony
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1

ABSTRACT: Enhanced research activities in the field of gas sensors have at their backdrop, potential health hazards
and threat to safety due to air contaminants. Currently, research activities in this arena are directed towards
detection and remediation of air pollutants. Gas sensors exhibit a wide spectrum of applications that include industrial
safety, health, explosive detection, breath analysers, food quality monitoring etc. To meet this demand, sensor
industry is focusing on developing nanostructures that are a blend of superb functionality and extraordinary properties.
Rich morphological varieties of nanomaterials like nanopowders, nanospheres, nanowires, nanorings, nanobelts,
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nanorods, nanotubes, nanothin films etc have contributed to the distinct degrees of efficiency of gas sensors. The
synergistic action of novel analytical tools with nanotechnology helps in developing miniaturized, fast, ultrasensitive
and low cost gas sensors. Nanostructures with their small size and high aspect ratio have proven to be excellent
gas sensing materials. Among these nanostructures, metal oxide semiconductors have acquired a special place for
several decades due to their superior sensitivity, short response and recovery time, cost effectiveness and durability.
Also metal oxide semiconductor based nanostrucutres have shown rare ability in detecting ppb levels of environmentally
important gases. This paper presents an updated review of research work done using a few important metal oxide
semiconductor based nanostructures, understanding of sensing principle and hazards of various gases that are
counterproductive to air quality.
1. Introduction: Ever increasing levels of air pollution due to
unbridled urbanization has rendered the air quality not only
poor but alarmingly hazardous. This makes the gas detection
technology very relevant and significant. Traditional methods
of air pollution assessments are quite expensive as well as
tedious. Hence the need for efficient, sensitive,
instantaneous, error free and cost effective gas analytical
systems is being keenly felt. In this regard, gas sensors have
become the preferred alternatives for old pollution
measurement devices. Gas sensors play a very important role
in innumerable walks of life such as environmental
assessment, smoke management, industrial safety, health,
explosive detection, breath analysis, food quality monitoring
etc. A variety of materials that function on different
transduction principles could be used as gas sensing
elements. The list of such sensing materials includes
conducting polymers, conducting polymer composites, metal
oxides, metal oxide semiconductors etc.
However, metal oxides being heterogeneous and active
materials, are eliciting growing interest for sensor fabrication.
Metal oxides can be conductors, semiconductors or
insulators. Among these, semiconducting metal oxides have
two unique features: mixed cation valancies and adjustable
oxygen deficiency, which are the bases for creating and tuning
many novel electric, chemical, optical and magnetic properties
[1]. They are becoming the ‘first choice materials’ for gas
sensing due to their low cost, high sensitivity, fast response
and recovery time, uncomplicated electronic interface, ease
of use, low maintenance expenditure and ability to detect a
wide range of gases [2]. They are also credited to be the most
promising devices among the solid state chemical sensors
because of their small dimensions, low power consumption,
high sensor response, low detection limit, and high
compatibility with microelectronic processing [3]. A large
number of metal oxide semiconductors that include both the
n and p type materials are used for gas sensing. Among the
various metal oxide semiconductors that are used for gas
sensing, the most frequently chosen n type semiconducting
materials are SnO2 [4-9], ZnO [10-12], WO3 [13-16], TiO2 [1720], and In2O3 [21-25].
Many morphological varieties can be produced from metal
oxide semiconductors. However, considering the sizes of
these structures, Yamazoe showed that decreasing the
crystallite size of the sensing materials give rise to a

pronounced enhancement in its sensitivity [26]. Since then
in a bid to improve the sensitivity of the sensing materials,
reducing their size has become an important facet of sensor
based research. Today, nanotechnology has provided
researchers with the possibility of fabricating
nanodimensional sensing materials, which exhibit properties
that are genuinely different from their bulk. In order to increase
the gas sensitivity, nanostructures are most suitable due to
their high surface area and complete electron depletion [27].
Nanomaterials with different structures such as zero
dimensional nanoparticles [28,29], one dimensional
nanowires[30-36], nanotubes [37,38], nanobelts [39,40] and
the three dimensional nanocubes[41], aloe-like SnO2 [42]
have been experimented with as sensors. These
nanostructures exhibit distinct degrees of sensitivity to the
target gases.
2. Gas sensing phenomenon in conductometric sensors
Conductometric sensors are based on the resistance or
conductance variations effected by their exposure to target
gases. For most semiconducting oxide gas sensors, the
sensing mechanism is surface controlled. The surface species
and the amount of oxygen ions ( Oads”, O2ads” and Oads2" ) on
the surface control the conductivity. On exposing the ZnO
NWs to air, Oxygen molecules adsorb on the surface of the
ZnO. Then an electron from the conduction band is captured
forming oxygen ion and on the surface regions depletion
regions are created. In the temperature range 100°C to 500°C,
the adsorbed oxygen leads to ionized molecular ( O2ads” ) or
atomic species (O ads” and O ads2" ), depending on the
temperature. The reaction kinetics can be described as
follows [34]:
O2gas ”! O2ads
(1)
O2ads + e” ”! O2ads”
(2)
O2ads ”! 2Oads
(3)
Oads + e” ”! Oads”
(4)
Oads” + e” ”! Oads2"
(5)
When a reducing gas like CO comes into contact with the
surface, the following reaction may take place:
CO gas ’! CO ads
(6)
CO ads + O ads “ ’! CO 2gas + e”
(7)
The adsorbed gas accepts ionosorbed oxygen and changes
the electrical conductance of metal oxide. A change in the
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density of ionosorbed oxygen brought about in this process
is detected as an increase in sensor conductance. For
strongly electronegative gases like NO2, the effect is to reduce
sensor conductance perhaps by direct adsorption:
NO2gas ”! NO2ads
(8)
e” + NO2ads ”! NO2ads “
(9)
An increase in the surface potential that reduces the overall
conductance is effected by occupying the surface states,
that are much deeper in the bandgap compared to oxygen
[43]. This is the working principle behind conductometric
gas sensors. Conductometric gas sensors can be configured
either in FET device mode or in the usual resistor design. In
conductometric gas sensors, transduction involves the
measurement of DC resistance of the sensing material as a
function of the atmosphere surrounding it. The response of
the sensing element towards the target gas is called the
sensor response. The response of an n-type semiconductor
sensor is defined as follows:
S = ÄR
(for oxidizing gases)
(10)
Rair
S = ÄG
Gair

(for reducing gases)

(11)

Where ÄR is the variation in sensor’s electrical resistivity,
ÄG is the variation in sensor’s electrical conductivity and
Rair and Gair are the values that sensor shows in air.
In summary, it should be noted that in the case of an n-type
semiconducting sensor materials, due to the interaction with
an oxidizing gas, the sensing layer of charge carrying
electrons gets depleted and the conductivity decreases.
However for the same material, upon interaction with reducing
gases the conductivity increases. In the case of p-type
semiconducting sensor materials, interaction with oxidizing
gases causes an increase in the conductivity and interaction
with reducing gases brings about a decrease in conductivity
[44].
3. Some common environmentally hazardous gases detected
by MOS gas sensors:Some of the very common
environmentally hazardous gases that the metal oxide
semiconductor gas sensors are designed to detect are NOx,
SO2, H2S, NH3, H2, O3, VOCs and POPs. The detection of each
of these gases is extremely important for environmental
monitoring and human health.
NOx gases, especially Nitric Oxide (NO) and Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) are toxic and detrimental to clean environment. They
are released by combustion chemical plants and automobiles.
Acid rains, photochemical smog and production of ozone
are some of the threats posed to environment by NOx gases.
American conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienist
(ACGIH) have prescribed the threshold Limit Value (TLV) for
NO and NO2 as 25ppm and 3ppm respectively. Hence sensors
that show good response for low concentrations of NOx

gases are required [45]. WO3 is found to be the best suited
metal oxide semiconductor for detecting NOx gases [46-49].
SO2 is a prominent air pollutant that can cause serious
pulmonary problems. The safety limit of SO 2 in the
environment is 5ppm [50]. Health effects caused by exposure
to high levels of SO2 include respiratory illness, chronic
bronchitis, irritation in eyes, nose and throat as well as
worsening of cardiovascular diseases. SO 2 along with
nitrogen oxides is known to cause acid rain. This is
responsible for the acidification of water bodies and fast
corrosion of buildings [51]. Though there are a number of
reports on solid electrolyte based and polymer based SO2
sensors, very few papers are available on metal oxide
semiconductor SO 2 based sensors. The metal oxide
semiconductors that have been investigated for SO 2
detection include SnO2 [52], Pd doped SnO2 [53], WO3 doped
with various metals [54-56].
H2S is a colourless, corrosive and toxic gas with the foul
odour of rotten eggs. Although it exists in the surroundings
naturally, it can also be produced by industrial activities
[57]. Various metal oxide semiconductors such as SnO2 and
In2O3 are used to detect H2S gas [58-60]. These sensors often
show slow or irreversible recovery reactions. This makes
the commercial application of these sensors quite restricted
[61].
NH3 is an important air component that is monitored by
automotive industry, chemical industry and medical field.
Though the safety limit of ammonia exposure for humans is
25ppm, even lower levels can create health hazards. Hence
detection of ammonia becomes very important. Exposure to
higher levels of ammonia can cause irritation to eyes, skin
and respiratory systems [62]. The popular metal oxide
semiconductor sensors that are used to detect ammonia are
ZnO [63], WO3 [64] and SnO2 [65].
H2 is an important gas that is envisaged as the future of
alternative energy. Its detection assumes relevance as it can
form an explosive mixture when leaked into air. Hence
monitoring it to the ppb levels during storage and transport
becomes very essential [66]. SnO2 is the most used sensing
material for H2 detection [67-69].
Ozone is a toxic gas. It is harmful to the respiratory system.
The safety limit of ozone for continuous exposure is 50ppb
and for brief exposure is 100ppb. The detection of ozone is
important but difficult due to interfering gases [70]. WO3
[71-73] and SnO2 [74, 75] are popularly used for sensing ozone
gas.
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are a variety of gases
that are emitted into air by paints, wood varnishes, cleaning
supplies and the like. The most commonly occurring VOCs
include ethanol, methanol, benzene, formaldehyde, acetone,
LPG, CO etc. Exposure to VOCs above permissible levels
could result in symptoms like nausea, nose bleed, eye, throat
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and nasal discomfort, fatigue, skin allergies and dyspnea
[76]. For the sensing of VOCs, several metal oxide
semiconductors like SnO2 [77, 78, 79], TiO2 [80], ZnO [81, 82,
83] and WO3 [84] are used.
Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) are extremely harmful
remains of pesticides in the environment. Mirex, DDT and
Aldrin are some of the most commonly occurring POPs [85,
86]. Considering the long term hazardous impact of POPs on
the environment, it becomes very important to detect and
deter their presence. J.Liu et al have reported the use of porous
tri-walled SnO2 nanostructures as gas sensors for the
detection of POPs for the first time [87].
4. Some Important Metal Oxide Semiconductor
nanostructure based gas sensors: On account of the enormity
in the number of research output regarding the metal oxide
semiconductor nanostructure based gas sensors, it is
impossible to mention even the gist of all these of research
efforts. However this section presents a critical review of the
research regarding conductometric gas sensors based on a
few important materials like SnO2, ZnO, WO3, TiO2 and In2O3.
Investigations based on different nanostructures, use of any
one of the sensor response enhancing techniques such as
employing of catalysts, capping agents, dopants, bimetallic
oxides in case of each of these materials are highlighted in
the following subsections with the emphasis being on the
recent work.
4.1. Tin Oxide: Kun Yao et al prepared two types of SnO2
nanoparticle (small dispersed and aggregated nanoparticles)
films on Silicon substrates and compared their performance
as H 2S and NO 2 sensors. At room temperature similar
responses to ppm levels of H2S and ppb levels of NO2was
observed with both the films. However when the surface of
the small nanoparticle film was modified by Au nanocatalyst,
sensitivity and detection limit improved dramatically for H2S
gas. The small nanoparticle film sensor responded to
concentrations as small as 20ppb of H2S gas. But even with
Au catalysts, the aggregate film did not show any change in
sensitivity and responded only 20ppm of H2S gas. This film
showed better sensitivity to even ppb levels of NO2 with or
without surface modification by Au catalyst [88].
Comini and coworkers reported the response of SnO 2
nanobelt bunches to pollutants like CO and NO2 [89] for the
first time. These nanobelts were prepared by thermal
evaporation of oxide powders under controlled conditions
without using catalysts. They had ribbon like morphology. A
bunch of these nanowires were placed onto the interdigitated
Pt electrodes and their electrical conductance was measured
on exposure to CO and NO2. Their response was also tested
for breath analyzers and food quality control. For working
temperature of the sensor for the oxidizing gases was 200ÚC
and for reducing gases was 400ÚC. The sensor response to
the target gases was very good.
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Surachet phadungdhitidhada et al fabricated a mixed
morphology of nanowires and nanodendrites on gold coated
alumina substrates by the carbothermal reduction of SnO2 in
a closed crucible. The nanowires had a diameter of 50-150nm
and a length of 10ìm. The nanodendrites had a diameter of
100-300nm.This mixed morphology was tested as ethanol
gas sensor. The optimal temperature was about 360ÚC and
the sensor response was about 120 for 1000ppm of ethanol.
This response was slightly higher than those reported in
literature and the operating temperature was in between that
for nanoparticles and nanowires by comparing with earlier
reports. The bettered sensor response was attributed to the
presence of nanodendrites thereby increasing the surface
to volume ratio [90].
In another interesting work, Law et al used UV light to
photoactivate molecular adsorption and desorption instead
of using temperature for the purpose. They prepared a device
with single SnO2 nanoribbons that were deposited onto
prefabricated gold electrodes in four terminal configuration.
The nanoribbons were 10-30nm thick and 80-120nm wide.
When this device was exposed to 100ppm of NO 2 it
responded well. However the safety level of NO2 being 5ppm,
when the device was tried for lower concentrations of NO2,
it was not able to select the gas. Also it was seen that UV
illumination was indispensible for sensing [91].
A.R.Phani and team investigated the effect of noble metal
sensitizer Palladium and grain growth inhibitor Aluminium
silicate on the sensitivity of SnO2 thin films towards LPG
sensing. They also studied effect of the crystallite size and
amount of sensing material on the sensitivity. It was
observed that 0.2gms of SnO2 loaded with (15 wt %) Pd and
(35 wt %) Al2Si2O7 showed maximum sensitivity of 0.97 to
LPG at an operating temperature of 350ÚC with negligible
interference of CO and CH4 gases [77].
Salim S Bamsaoud and group tested the sensitivity of
nanoparticulate based resistive films of SnO 2 towards
Hydrogen and acetone vapours [92]. These films were coated
on soda-lime glass and alumina substrates. They were tested
for hydrogen sensitivity at an operating temperature of 265ÚC
and concentrations 0.1-1000ppm. It was seen that the
sensitivity increases with decrease in concentration giving
a high sensitivity of 200×10-3 /ppm for lowest concentration
(0.1-1ppm).The selectivity of hydrogen against relative
humidity, CO, CO2 and LPG gases was also very good.
Similarly when tested towards acetone at an operating
temperature of 200ÚC, 11ppm concentration gets the
maximum sensitivity.
Anjali Sharma and coworkers prepared SnO2 thin films by
RF sputtering and studied the effect of growth pressure on
the surface morphology of the films. These films were tested
towards NO2 gas [93]. It was found that the films deposited
at 16mTorr sputtering pressure showed porous with rough
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microstructure and high sensor response of about 2.9 ×104
towards 50ppm NO2 gas at a low operating temperature of
100ÚC. However the response time (1.6 min) and the recovery
time (42.7) were quite moderate. The availability of large
amount of free Sn sites and formation of desired surface
morphology having moderate porosity were seen to be
responsible for the enhanced sensing response to NO2 gas.\
Lin Mei and team prepared 3D-aloe like SnO2 nanostructures
by hydrothermal method [42].This unique structure was an
assembly of leaf-like nanosheets with the width of the
protruding sheets being 5-10nm. This nanostructure showed
excellent response and selectivity to ethanol. It could detect
ethanol as low as 50ppb at 285ÚC. This ultrasensitive ethanol
sensing was attributed to less agglomerative, thin aloe like
structures as well as modulation of conductance by small
nanosheets.
4.2. Zinc Oxide: A.Forleo et al have prepared colloidal ZnO
nanocrystals by a wet chemical method. ZnO quantum dot
based chemoresistive gas sensors were realized by
dropcasting of nanocrystals and gas sensing tests towards
NO 2 and acetone were performed. The device showed
remarkable response to NO 2 even at very low operating
temperatures and good responses towards acetone and
methanol. This result was attributed to the preparation of
highly nanosized oxide particles and their processing for the
device realization [94].
Qun Xiang and group have prepared an Ag nanoparticle
embedded ZnO nanorod samples by facile photochemical
method [95]. They made a gas sensing paste out of this
product and coated it onto an alumina tube with two platinum
wires installed at both ends. This was followed by drying
and sintering at 600°C for 2 hrs. A small Ni-Cr coil was passed
through the tube as a heater and provided the working
temperature for the gas sensor.
Ethanol, hydrogen, methane, ammonia, methanol,
formaldehyde, carbon monoxide and acetone were the target
gases. Highest sensitivity and selectivity were found for
ethanol. The gas response of the Ag-ZnO nanorods
(photochemical) was found to be higher than ZnO nanorods
doped with Ag (impregnation) and pure ZnO nanorods.
Moreover, the long term stability of the gas sensor was
evident when it continued to work for 100 days with no
obvious change in its response. This research work has
successfully developed a new method of introducing
catalysts on gas sensing materials.
Hwang et al have prepared highly crystalline ZnO-SnO2 coreshell nanowires by a two-step vapour phase deposition. The
gas response of these core-shell wires at 10ppm NO2 at 200°C
and 300°C was found to be 66.3 and 12.4 which were ~33 and
8.9 times higher than the respective values for ZnO NWs
[96]. The response and recovery time to 0.5-10ppm NO2 were
decreased by 15.8-65 and 5.0-11.4 times respectively when
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the temperature of the sensor was increased to 300°C. A
change in temperature also brings about a change in the
selectivity in the gas sensing reaction. At 400°C, the sensor
showed maximum detection to 200 ppm ethanol as compared
to the other gases. Their response was 7 times higher than
that of pure ZnO nanowires.
In several studies, one dimensional metal oxide nanowires
have been incorporated into electronic devices like FETs
that function as gas sensors. An oxidized p-type silicon
substrate supports the FET and the underlying conducting
silicon acts as the back gate electrode to vary the electrostatic
potential of the nanowire. Using lithographic techniques two
metal contacts, corresponding to the source and drain
electrodes are designed. Source–drain voltage (Vds) and
Drain current (ID) vs. gate voltage (Vg) are noted. As metal
oxides are n-type semiconductors, for the typical ID–Vds
curves, an increase in conductance for Vg > 0 and a decrease
in conductance for Vg < 0 are obtained [97]. The introduction
of target gases around the device alters its conductance.
This is the principle behind gas sensing.
Fan et al carried out chemical sensing studies for gases such
as O2, NO2, NH3, and CO using SNW ZnO FETs. It was
observed that SNW FET showed decrease in conductance
to NO2, NH3, and O2 at room temperature. However, it showed
an increase in conductance for NH3 at 500 K. This behavior
was attributed to the shift in Fermi energy at elevated
temperature. Also, when exposed to CO gas mixed with O2
the device shows a conductance increase. Also, sensitivity
dependence on nanowire radius was demonstrated using O2
sensing as an example and it was shown that thinner nanowire
achieves higher sensitivity [98].
C.Zhang at al fabricated a novel Hydroxylamine sensor based
on the electrodeposition of the loose and porous ZnO
nanofilms onto multi walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT)
films [99]. A chemical architecture to construct electrodes
using MWCNTs as binders to fix ZnO thin films onto to the
surface of a Glassy Carbon Electrode (GCE) was presented.
MWCNTs not only help to bind the ZnO films onto the
electrode surface, but also increase the electron transfer rate.
The response of such electrodes towards the analytic
determination of hydroxylamines showed high sensitivity,
good stability, wide linear range and lower detection limit.
Photoluminescence based gas sensing is relatively a new
area that has not yet been explored extensively. The physical
change on which this mechanism rests is the alteration in
the photoluminescence sensitivity to the adsorbed
molecules of the target gases. One dimensional ZnO
nanostructures exhibit emission in the visible region, on
exciting in the UV range. The typical photoluminescence
(PL) spectrum of ZnO exhibits two emission bands located
at about 370–385 and 550 nm. The emission band at about
370–385nm is typically originated from the exciton
combination of ZnO, and can be attributed to UV near-band-
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edge emission. The lattice defects of ZnO, such as oxygen
vacancies, are known to cause a green emission at 550 nm
[100]. The PL emission of ZnO nanostructure depends on
the fabrication conditions, morphological variations and
annealing temperatures in different environments.
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But has very less temperature effect on Vapour Thermal
evaporation and r.f.sputtered films. The NO2 and NO x
response has been maximum for all films at 200C. It was found
that the O3 gas sensitivity and selectivity becomes maximum
while operating temperature is 400C [103].

Fig.1.
Dynamic of
PL quenching
on ZnO
nanowires
caused by NO2
introduction
[99
Comini et al investigated the dynamic PL quenching in
uniform ZnO NWs caused by the introduction of 16 ppm of
NO2 in dry air [101]. PL spectra was taken every 5s and area
below the PL curve was calculated. This variation was plotted
against time [fig.1]. The response time was less than 30s. But
the recovery time was longer. This research group also
studied PL quenching using other target gases like ethanol,
CO and humid air. CO did not inspire any response. However
when the target gas was changed from dry air to 30% humid
air, there was a 4% quenching and for 990ppm ethanol 7%
quenching was observed. Excellent electrical response also
has been observed for concentrations lesser than 200ppm of
NO2 at low operating temperature of 100°C. (Fig.1)
4.3 Tungsten Oxide : Dan Meng et al prepared WO3
nanoparticles for NO2 sensing by evaporating tungsten
filament under a low pressure of Oxygen. The crystal
structure, morphology and gas sensing property of WO3
nanoparticles with Oxygen pressure and annealing
temperature were investigated. The particle size increased
with Oxygen pressure and annealing temperature. The gas
sensing property increased with decrease in particle size
irrespective of Oxygen pressure at a specific deposition and
annealing temperature. The maximum sensitivity that was
recorded was 4700 to NO2 at 1ppm at as low an operating
temperature as 50ÚC, the sensor being made up of particles
of size 36nm. These particles were deposited at an oxygen
pressure of 1KPa and annaealed at 400ÚC [102].
C. Cantalini and coresearchers prepared WO3 thin films by
sol-gel, vacuum thermal evaporation and r.f.sputtering and
studied their sensing of O3 in the 10-160ppb concentration
range in the presence of interfering gases like NOx. Among
all the WO3 films, Sol-Gel prepared films have shown greater
sensitivity with respect to all the investigated gases and
operating temperatures.
However r.f.sputtered films are faster and more stable in terms
of signal reproducibility at operating temperatures of 200C
and 400C respectively. The temperature response to O3 has
been found to be maximum for Sol-Gel prepared films at 400C.

Fig.2 NH3 gas sensing characteristics (a) the gas sensor
fabrication process; the sensor response to NH3 gas at
(b) 200 C (c)250 C and (d) 300 C; (e) the sensor response
as function of NH3 gas concentration.
Nguyen Hieu et al [104] synthesized Tungsten Oxide
nanowires in large scale over the substrate of porous singlewall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) film, followed by thermal
oxidation process. These nanowires were found to have
porous structures with average diameters of about 70nm
and a length upto micrometers. When the NH3 gas sensing
properties of WO3 nanowires were investigated at different
temperatures, a maximum response of 9.7 was recorded at
1500ppm at 250ÚC operating temperature. The response and
recovery time was quite rapid and were found to be 7 and 8
seconds respectively (Fig.2).
WO3 thin fims of thickness 40nm were deposited on SiO2/Si
transducer with Pt interdigitated electrodes by vapour
deposition technique and was annealed in dry air at 450ÚC
for 1 hr by Labidi et al.
On top of WO3, 0.5nm of the activator metal (Au or Pd) was
deposited in ultra high vacuum. Au was found to be a good
activator for WO3 films. The sensitivities of Au/WO3 films to
ethanol and Ozone were in the ratio 2:1. At a working
temperature of 300ÚC they provided a stable, sensitive
element for ethanol gas. However Pd/WO3 sensors were
practically insensitive to the tested gases in this temperature
range. The dynamic response characteristics suggested a
complex phenomenon occurring that depend on the strength
of metal-substrate interaction [105].
Y.Galtsis and coresearchers compared the gas sensing
performance of TiO2, WO3 and MoO3 single metal based gas
sensors. While preparing gas sensors, the process variables
such as solution concentration, deposition parameters,
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gelling time, annealing time and temperatures were maintained
a constant. TiO2 sensor exhibited superior O2 response
compared to WO3 and MoO3 sensors. Sol-Gel based WO3
has response to O3 has been extremely good as it detects 3580ppb of O3. Due to its high resistance MO3 response to O3
could not be measured and TiO2 did not show a measurable
response to O3. So MoO3-TiO2 and MoO3-WO3 sensors were
fabricated. MoO 3-TiO 2 detected 100 ppb of O 3 with a
sensitivity of 1.7 with response and recovery time of 20Sec
and 2 min respectively. Even MoO3-WO3 sensors showed
promising response to O3. TiO2 had a negligible response to
CO compared with WO3 and MoO3. MoO3 and WO3 showed
good response to CO and NO2. MoO3 exhibited high response
to both CO and NO2. For ethanol MoO3 had the best response
compared to other single metal oxides [106].
Emma Rossinyol et al studied the gas sensing properties of
two dimensional hexagonal P6mm (called SBA-15) and three
dimensional cubic Ia-3d (called KIT-6) mesostructures of
WO3. Different amounts of Cu was added as a catalytic
additive by impregnation method into WO3 matrix. NO2
sensing tests using these materials revealed that KIT-6 replica
showed higher response rate and lower response time
compared to SBA-15 replica. The sensing films were screen
printed. KIT-6 replica is unaffected by screen printing prcess
but SBA-15 samples tended to form aggregates. Cu:WO3
based sensors showed better sensitivity towards NO2, as
response time decreased and response rate increased even
at low concentrations of NO2 [107].
4.4. Titanium dioxide: Alexandra Teleki and group [108]
prepared Nb and Cu doped TiO2 nanoparticles by flame spray
pyrolysis and tested them for CO and ethanol sensing at
400ÚC in dry air. Niobium incorporation into TiO2 lattice
promoted anatase formation. Copper doping formed
asperities of sizes Â 5nm. It facilitated anatase to rutile
transformation, just above 400ÚC. When tested towards
analyte gases, both Niobium and copper improved the
sensitivity towards CO than pure TiO2. For ethanol sensing
anatase phase seemed to be very crucial as the Nb/TiO2
sensor showed highest sensitivity to ethanol but Cu/TiO2
had no influence on sensitivity compared to pure TiO2.
Yu-jin Chen and associates [109] fabricated CeO2/ TiO2 core/
shell nanorods of shell thickenesses 5, 7.5 and 11nm
respectively by hydrothermal method. These were
subsequently annealed in hydrogen and air ambiences. The
core/shell nanorods exhibited enhanced ethanol sensing
properties including strong response, good repeatability and
reproducibility, and good selectivity, compared with bare
CeO2 nanorods, TiO2 nanoparticles and a simple mixture of
the two components. The response and recovery time was
less than 45 Seconds. This enhanced sensing was attributed
to the heterojunction barrier formed at the interace between
CeO2 and TiO2.
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Min-Huen Seo and coworkers [110] prepared with
morphologically controlled nanostructured films composed
of TiO2 nanotubes by hydrothermally treating the TiO2
nanoparticles. These nanotubes had a length of 1ìm and
diameter 50nm. A porous sensing film with a peak pore size
of 200nm was formed with the TiO2 nanotubes. This film
showed higher response to toluene at 500ÚC than films
composed of TiO2 nanoparticles. The selectivity for Toulene
was good when compared to CO and H2. Highly porous
morphology of these films composed of nanotube allows
the diffusion of large molecules like Toulene deep into the
film. This was cited to be the reason for increased sensor
response.
Cheng xiang wang and associates synthesized three
dimensional hierarchial nanostructures of anatase TiO2 by
facile and controlled hydrothermal process [111]. This was
followed by annealing. These heirarchial structures looked
like flowers of tens of radially distributed petals of thickness
of a few nanometers. They had a large surface area of 64.8
m2 g-1. When this was tested for gas sensing, it showed
improved ethanol gas sensing response property with a
sensitivity of about 6.4 at 350 ÚC upon exposure to 100 ppm
ethanol vapor. The response and recovery times could reach
10seconds. (Fig.3a, 3b)

Fig.3.(a) FE-SEM images of anatase TiO2 threedimenional hierarchial nanostructures. (c) – (f)
Magnified SEM images for some single hierarchial
nanostructures.
Titanium dioxide nanoparticles of diameters 1-5nm were
synthesized by sol-gel method, functionalized by carboxylate
and were combined by carbon black in order to make
chemiresistive sensor films for chemical vapours by EdgardoGracia-Berrios [112]. TiO2 acted as the inorganic support for
phase for swellable organic capping groups of nanoparticles
and the carbon black was used to impart electrical
conductivity to the film. Seven different capping ligands
were used and the TiO2-NP/CB nanocomposites showed the
varied responses and provided good selectivity to different
analytes. The test analytes used were n-hexane (Hex), nheptane (Hept), n-octane (Oct), isooctane
(iOct), cyclohexane (cHex), ethyl acetate (EtOAc), and
ethanol (EtOH). (Fig.4)
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due to gas exposure on the grain dimensions. The ability of
nanowire sensors to detect gases both in single and multiwire
configurations was demonstrated [114].
Mukesh Kumar et al studied the ethanol gas sensing
properties of In2O3 nanowires and nanotubes grown under
oxidizing agent ambient (water) and reducing agent ambient
(ethanaol) respectively by vapour phase evaporation
method. They found that stoichiometric (In/O~0.62) In2O3
nanowires exhibit two order magnitude higher response of
281 compared to the nonstoichiometric (In/O~0.75) In2O3
nanotubes which showed a response of 4 in the presence of
1000ppm ethanol at 300C. The nanowire based sensor
showed a response time of 12 Sec and the nanotubes showed
a slower response time of 20Sec. Interestingly, both
nanowires and nanotubes had almost the same dimensions.
It was proposed that for the stoichiometric nanowires the
Debye length is completely depleted of free charge carriers
and this is the reason for the significant increase in sensor
response [115].

Fig. 4. Relative differential resistance response R/Rb, for
the seven carboxylatecapped TiO2 NP/CB composites: (a)
response to Hex at P/Po = 0.0050; (b) response to EtOAC
at P/Po = 0.0050
4.5. Indium Oxide: B.R.Mehta and V.N.Singh investigated
the size dependent properties of In2O3 nanoparticles and
the role of metal additives in enhancing the gas sensing
properties. In(OH)3 nanoparticles of sizes 15nm, 11nm and
18nm have been grown by chemical capping method. The
transition temperature from In(OH)3 to In2O3 has been lowered
due to the lowering of surface cohesive energy and increase
in the surface-volume ratio. In2O3 and In2O3:Ag nanoparticles
have been synthesized by a two step synthesis method. When
Ag particles of size 13nm were incorporated into the In2O3
nanoparticle layer, the sensitivity of the sensor towards
ethanol increased from 325 to 436. This was ascribed to the
reduction of Ag in the presence of the reducing gas [113].
S. Bianchi and coworkers deposited the Indium Oxide
nanostructures by thermal vapour deposition technique.
By varying the deposition conditions especially the
temperature, nanostructures like grains, whiskers, nanocubes,
nanowires and nanobelts were obtained. It was found that
despite the lateral dimensions of nanowires being
micrometric, In2O3 nanowires showed good response to
gases nitrogen dioxide, ethanol, Isoprene and humidity
variations at 200ÚC. Those nanowires with lateral dimensions
less than 100nm, showed extremely high sensor response.
This was ascribed to the dependence of conductance variation

K K Makhija et al fabricated In2O3 thin film sensor for ammonia
and ethanol vapour. Indium tin oxide thin films encapsulated
in PMMA, that was used as a miniature heater. For ammonia,
the sensor was operated at different concentrations in the
temperature range 323-493K. At 473K, the sensor was found
to saturate. The gas sensitivity to ammonia was dependent
on the thickness of the films. The lower the thickness, the
higher the sensitivity. However for ethanol vapour, the
sensitivity did not depend on the thickness of the film. In
this case the sensor was operated at a fixed concentration in
the temperature range 293-393K. Above 373K, sensor
conductance was found to be saturated for various
thicknesses of the films [116].
C.Cantalini and coresearchers prepared highly crystalline
cubic In2O3 thin films by High Vacuum Thermal Evaporation
(HTVE) and Sol-Gel (SG) methods [117]. These films were
tested for NO2 detection at sub ppm levels. SG films showed
better sensitivity (S=10) than HTVE films (S=7) at 250ÚC. No
cross sensitivity was found for CO and CH4. However, H2O
and C2H5OH influenced the electrical responses of the films
significantly. SG films showed better selectivity to NO2 in
the presence of ethanol compared to HTVE films.
K.I.Choi et al prepared 1-3 urchin like In2O3 hierarchial
microspheres and In2O3 nanopowders. These were tested
for CO gas sensing. It was found that the sensor response
of the hierarchial structure increased by 2.3 times that of
agglomerated nanopowdres. The response time also
dramatically decreased from 166sec to 4 sec while hierarchial
structure sensor was used [118].
5. Conclusions: Metal oxide semiconductors occupy a very
important place amidst myriads of gas sensing materials.
Especially various nanostructures like nanopowders,
nanospheres, nanowires, nanorings, nanobelts, nanorods,
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nanotubes, nanothin films of MOS materials have shown
exceptional gas sensing abilities of varied degrees. In this
article a brief description of sensing mechanism of MOS
materials is presented. Some of the very common
environmentally hazardous gases that the metal oxide
semiconductor gas sensors are designed to detect like NOx,
SO2, H2S, NH3, H2, O3, VOCs and POPs are enlisted. A brief
mention of their harmful effects and the most popularly used
MOS sensors to detect these gases is also made. This review
article highlights the rich varieties of nanostructures of five
important MOS materials that are used for gas sensing,
namely, SnO2, ZnO, WO3, TiO2 and In2O3. Most importantly,
very recent work regarding these gas sensing materials have
been specially considered while reviewing.
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DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SOLAR SELECTIVE BLACK NICKELCOBALT PLATING ON ALUMINUM ALLOYS
A.R.Shashikala*1, B.S. Sridhar2
1. Department of chemistry, R.L.Jalappa Institute Of Technology, Doddballapur, Bangalore., 2. Department of
Mechanical engineering, M.S. Ramaiah Institute Of Technology, MSR Nagar, Bangalore E-mail:
saarudi@yahoo.com
Abstract: Solar selective black nickel–cobalt plating on pre cleaned aluminum alloy substrates with nickel undercoat
were investigated. Process optimization was carried out by the hull cell experiments investigating the influence of
operating variables on the optical selectivity of the coating. The coatings were characterized with scanning electron
microscope, X-ray diffraction, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopic and polarization studies. Evaluation of the coatings
was carried out by adhesion, measurement of coating thickness, optical properties and thermal stability tests.
Keywords: Solar selective coatings, Optical properties, Solar absorptance, Infrared emittance, AA6061
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1. Introduction: An ideal solar selective (solar absorber)
coating must have high solar absorptance and low emittance
[1]. Solar selective black chrome coatings are widely used for
decorative as well as functional applications because of their
durability and excellent optical properties [2]. Though black
chrome coatings provide excellent properties, the use of toxic
hexavalent chromium and requirement of high current
densities are the major drawbacks in producing these
coatings [3]. Several alternatives to black chrome plating viz.,
black nickel, black nickel–cobalt, black brass, and black cobalt
have been studied by several investigators [4–7]. The surface
morphology of black nickel, nickel–cobalt coatings and its
relationship with optical properties has been studied on
zincated substrates [8]. Characterization of nickel–cobalt
coatings by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been
investigated on copper panels [9]. In this article studies on
solar selective black nickel–cobalt coatings on aluminum
alloys are presented. Nickel undercoat is preferred to copper
and zinc as it provides good corrosion resistance [10].
2. Experimental procedure
2.1 Black Ni-Co palting: Aluminium alloy 6061 (Al- 97.9,
Mg-1.0, Si- 0.6, Cu- 0.25, Cr- 0.25%) specimens of the size 100
x 50 x 2 mm were processed for black nickel-cobalt plating as
per the following sequence of operations. All the chemicals
used were of LR grade and de-mineralized water was used for
the preparation of all the solutions.
1. Solvent degreasing in trichloroethylene using an ultrasonic
bath for 5-10 minutes at room temperature.
2. Alkaline cleaning in a solution containing sodium carbonate
20-25 g/L, sodium meta silicate 8-12 g/L and tri sodium
orthophosphate, at 65 ± 5 ºC for 3-4 minutes followed by
water rinsing.
3. Chemical polishing [11] in a solution containing
orthophosphoric acid 80%, nitric acid 3.5 % and copper 0.01%
for 20-25 seconds at 90 ºC followed by hot water rinse.
4. De-smutting in an acid solution containing 10 ml/L sulphuric
acid, 12 ml/L hydrofluoric acid and 25 ml/L nitric acid for 2-3
minutes at room temperature followed by water rinsing and
air drying.
5. Zincating [12] for 45 seconds at room temperature.
6. Stripping of the first zinc layer to remove relatively loose
zinc layer by immersion in
50% nitric acid solution at room temperature for 1-2 minutes.
7. Re-zincating by repeating step 5 for 1 minute to provide
uniform and compact fine grains zinc layer.
8. Nickel plating using watts bath [13]
9. Black nickel cobalt plating in a solution containing cobalt
sulphate, nickel sulphate, ammonium acetate and sodium
thiocyanate at 28-30 ºC, 40 A/ft2 for 30-45 seconds.
2.2. Measurement techniques
Surface morphological studies were carried out with scanning
electron microscope (JEOL, JSM 840-A), which is equipped
with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDX) micro
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analyzer, Model TN 5500, Noran Instruments, USA, for
elemental analysis of the coating. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns of the coatings were obtained by Philips, PW 1140/
90, Cu Ka radiation and Ni filter. Corrosion resistance of the
black nickel cobalt coatings was evaluated by galvanostatic
polarization experiments using potentiostat/galvanostat
(362A, PG and PAR, USA) in 5% sodium chloride at pH 5.0.
Optical properties (solar absorptance and infrared emittance)
of all the specimens were measured before and after thermal
stability by using a solar reflectometer version 50, model
SSR-ER and memissometer model RD1, respectively. Both
these instruments provide an average value of solar
absorptance and infrared emittance digitally.
For the emittance measurement, the emissometer detector
mount is placed over the flat sample. A heater maintains the
temperature of the detector mount and the radiation-sensing
element at 82±1oC. The sample is held at the room
temperature. Due to the temperature difference between the
sample surface and the detector, there is heat transfer. Ideally,
the heat transfer by conduction and convection is the same
for both low and high emittance areas and therefore, the
detector output depends only on the radiation heat transfer,
which is measured by a differential thermopile in the sensing
element.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Effect of nickel undercoat thickness on optical
properties of black Ni-Co coatings: Fig. 1 depicts the
influence of the thickness of nickel undercoat on the optical
properties of the black nickel-cobalt coatings. The nickel
undercoat thickness was varied from 2.5 to 10 ¼m. Lower
nickel undercoat thickness (2.5 to < 5.0 ¼m) resulted in a
gray colored black nickel cobalt coating with low as/eIR ratio.
At 5.0-7.5 ¼m undercoat thickness a good black Ni-Co
coating with high as/eIR ratio (5.57) was obtained. No
improvement in the as/eIR ratio was observed with further
increase in undercoat thickness from 7.5 to 10 ¼m. 5 to 7.5
¼m nickel undercoat thickness was therefore optimized for
subsequent black nickel cobalt coating.

Fig. 1 Effect of nickel undercoat thickness on optical
properties of black Ni-Co coatings
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3.2. Surface morphology, XRD and EDX studies: Fig. 2(a, b)
depicts the surface morphology of black nickel-cobalt
coatings on zincated and nickel-plated aluminium substrates.
Surface morphology of the coatings affects the solar
absorptance of the coatings. The enhancement of solar
absorptance may occur either by an array of fine particles
causing intrinsic adsorption or by reducing the front surface
reflections from an absorber surface [14]. The particles have
irregular needle like shape in both the cases. But the grains
are compact, have more uniform structure in nickel-plated
substrates as compared to zincated substrate. The irregular
and needle like structure facilitates trapping of radiation so
that the solar energy is absorbed by the black coating to a
greater extent.
Fig. 2(a) depicts the
surface morphology
of black nickel-cobalt
coatings on zincated
aluminium
substrates.
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The percentage composition of black nickel cobalt coatings
on nickel undercoat as obtained from EDX shows the coating
is composed of 86.73% nickel and 13.27% cobalt.
3.3. Polarization studies
Galvanostatic polarization experiments were carried out in a
three compartment cell containing 5% NaCl solution at pH
5:0 using potentiostat/ galvanostat (362 A, PG and PAR USA)
to study the corrosion resistance of the coating. Platinum
foil and saturated calomel electrodes were used as counter
and reference electrodes, respectively. The potential of
working electrode is measured against the saturated calomel
electrode, at different current densities. Logarithm of current
density was plotted against electrode potentials, from which
Tafel slopes for cathodic and anodic processes were
calculated. The polarization diagram for black Ni-Co coating
is given in Fig. 4. The corrosion current (icorr, ¼A/cm2) for
the coating was calculated using the following equation,
icorr= ba bc/2.303 Rp (ba+bc)
ba and bc are anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes, Rp is
polarization resistance

Fig. 4 The
polarization
diagram for
black Ni-Co
coating

Fig. 2(b) depicts the
surface morphology
of black nickel-cobalt
coatings on nickelplated
aluminium substrates.

XRD pattern of the black nickel cobalt coating (25-50 nm)
with nickel undercoat (~5.0 ¼m) is given in Fig.3. The XRD
pattern shows the presence of fcc structure with major
intensity Ni (111) peak and very small intensity Ni-Co peaks
which is in agreement with EDX data.

Fig. 3. XRD pattern of the black nickel cobalt coating with
nickel undercoat.

The polarization data for black Ni-Co coating is tabulated in
Table 1.
Table 1: Polarization data obtained using 5% NaCl at pH 5:0
ba (mV/dec.) bc (mV/dec.)
355.55
89.43

Rp
5.2

icorr (¼A/cm2)
5.97

4. Process optimization: Process optimization was carried
out by the investigation of the influence of process
parameters on the physical appearance and optical properties
of the coating. To optimize current density and plating
variables, hull cell experiments were carried out on the nickel
plated aluminium alloy substrates in a standard 267 ml cell
for 30-45 seconds. The studies were carried out by varying
the concentration of bath constituents, pH and temperature
at 1 A for 30-45 seconds.
4.1. Effect of bath constituents: Fig. 5 shows the hull cell key
and the hull cell pattern of nickel-cobalt coatings at different
concentrations of cobalt sulphate, keeping the concentration
of other bath constituents constant (10 g/L) at pH 5.5 and
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temperature 28-30 ºC. At lower concentration of cobalt
sulphate (<7.5 g/L) non-uniform ash colored dark gray
deposits were obtained. Increase in CoSO4 concentration
from 10 to 12.5 g/L leads to the formation of good dark black
deposits at wider range of operating current densities. The
as/eIR ratio of the coatings obtained was as high as 5.57.
Further increase in cobalt sulphate concentration from (15 to
25g/L) produces black coatings at higher current densities
with lot of pinholes with a drop in as/eIR ratio. The variation
in the ratio of as/eIR with the cobalt sulphate concentration
is shown in Fig.6.
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pinholes and low s/IR ratio. At 7.5 g/L nickel sulphate
concentration good black deposits with high s/IR ratio
are obtained over a wide operating current density range
(20-60 A/Ft2). Further increase in the nickel sulphate
concentration (10 to 25g/L) resulted in ash colored deposit
only at the higher operating current densities. The coating
obtained was grayish with low s/IR ratio. The variation
in the ratio of s/IR with the cobalt sulphate concentration
is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig.7 Hull cell pattern of nickel-cobalt coatings at different
concentrations of nickel sulphate

Fig. 5 Hull cell key and the pattern of nickel-cobalt
coatings at different concentrations of cobalt sulphate.

Fig. 6. Effect of cobalt sulphate concentration on the
s/IR ratio.

Hull cell experiments were conducted at various nickel
sulphate concentrations. Fig. 7 shows the Hull cell pattern of
Ni-Co coatings at different concentrations of nickel sulphate.
In the absence of nickel sulphate the deposits were ash
colored and highly powdery. At 5 g/L concentration of nickel
sulphate the deposits were non-uniform black with lot of

Fig. 8. Effect of nickel
sulphate concentration on
the as/eIR ratio.

Hull cell studies were carried out with different concentrations
of ammonium acetate. Fig. 9 gives the Hull cell pattern of
nickel-cobalt coatings at different concentrations of
ammonium acetate. In the absence of ammonium acetate no
black deposits were obtained. When the concentration of
ammonium acetate was increased from 5 to 7.5 g/L powdery
coatings having small black region with low as/eIR ratio were
obtained. At 10 to 12.5 g/L a good adherent black deposit
obtained over a wide current density range with as/eIR ratio
as high as 5.57. Further increase in ammonium acetate
concentration from 15 to 25 g/L led to coatings with lot of
pinholes and reduced as/eIR ratio. Effect of ammonium
acetate concentration on the ratio of as/eIR is given in Fig.
10.
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Fig. 12 Effect of
ammonium
acetate
concentration on
the ratio of as/
eIR

Fig. 9 Hull cell key and the pattern of nickel-cobalt
coatings at different concentrations of ammonium acetate.

Fig. 10 Effect of
ammonium acetate
concentration on
the ratio of as/eIR

Fig. 11 represents the Hull cell pattern of nickel-cobalt
coatings with different concentrations of sodium thiocyanate.
In the absence of sodium thiocyanate the coating obtained
was only ash colored. With the increase of sodium
thiocyanate concentration from 5 to 7.5 g/L gray black
coatings with pinholes were obtained at higher current
densities. At 10-g/L concentration of sodium thiocyanate a
good black deposits with as/eIR ratio as high as 5.57 were
obtained. Further increase in sodium thiocyanate
concentration produced powdery deposit with a little
decrease in as/eIR ratio. Effect of ammonium acetate
concentration on the ratio of as/eIR is given in Fig. 12.

Fig. 11 Hull cell key and the pattern of nickel-cobalt
coatings at different concentrations of sodium
thiocyanate.

The influence of various bath constituents concentration
on optical properties (as/eIR) is presented in Fig. 13.
Fig. 12
Effect of
various
bath
constituents
concentration
on the
ratio of as/
eIR

4.2 Effect of bath pH: Influence of bath pH in the range of 3.5
to 6.5 was investigated by Hull cell experiment, keeping other
operating parameters constant as per Table 2. pH of the
solution was adjusted upwards with dilute ammonia solution
and downwards with dilute sulphuric acid solutions. Fig.13
shows the Hull cell pattern of nickel-cobalt coatings at
different bath pH. A plot of bath pH versus as/eIR ratio of
black nickel cobalt is shown in Fig.14. At pH 3.5 and 4.5 the
coating is predominantly ash colored with lower as/eIR ratio.
This may be due to evolution of hydrogen gas at acidic pH.
At pH 5.5, a good black coating was obtained over wide
current density range with high as/eIR ratio. Further increase
in pH from 6.0 to 7.5 resulted into gray color coating with
pinholes at higher operating current densities. A drop in as/
eIR ratio was also observed.

Fig. 13 Hull cell pattern of nickel-cobalt coatings at
different bath pH.
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Table 2: Optimum bath composition and process
conditions
Fig. 14 Effect
of bath pH
on the as/eIR
ratio.

Bath composition
Cobalt sulphate 12.5 g/L
Nickel sulphate 7.5 g/L
Ammonium acetate 10-12.5 g/L
Sodium thiocyanate 10 g/L

Process conditions
pH 5.5
Temperature 28-30 ºC
Current density 40 A/Ft2
Time 30-45 seconds

5. Testing and evaluation: To evaluate the performance of
black nickel-cobalt coating in service conditions for both
the ground and space applications the test coupons obtained
at optimum conditions were subjected to the following tests.
4.3 Effect of bath temperature: The temperature of the bath
was varied from 20 to 40 ºC and its influence on the coating
was investigated by keeping other operating parameters
constant as per Table 2. The Hull cell pattern of black nickel
cobalt coating obtained at different operating temperatures
is presented in Fig. 15. Effect of bath temperature on optical
properties of black Ni-Co Coatings is shown in Fig. 16. It is
clear from these Fig. that the best results were obtained at
28-30 ºC. At a bath temperature of 20-25 ºC, ash colored
coating with pinholes and low as/eIR was obtained. When
bath temperature is increased to 40 ºC powdery deposits
with lower as/eIR ratio are obtained.

Fig. 15 The Hull cell pattern of black nickel cobalt coating
obtained at different operating temperatures

Fig. 16 Effect of bath temperature on the ratio of as/eIR
Based on the above studies the bath composition and
operating conditions of black nickel-cobalt coatings were
optimized as presented in Table 2.

a. Visual inspection: All the black nickel-cobalt plated
specimens were examined visually with 4X magnification for
any defect. Uniform plating without patches and
discoloration was obtained.
b. Adhesion test: Adhesion of black nickel-cobalt coating
was evaluated by Scotch tape peel-off test. Pressure
sensitive tape of 1 inch width, type 3M-500 (pressure 500 g/
in. width) was applied over the coating using a 2 kg rubber
covered roller. The tape was then removed quickly at a right
angle to the surface and the test specimens were examined
visually for any coating removal. No detachment of the
coating from substrate was observed indicating the excellent
adhesion of the coating.
5.1. Effect of heat treatment / Thermal stability test: The
black nickel cobalt coatings may be used in some of the
applications where the temperature of coated component
may go higher for an extended period. The thermal stability
test consists of heating of black nickel cobalt test coupons
in an oven for 6-12 hours. The temperature of the oven was
maintained at 100, 150, 200 and 250 (±2) ºC for 6 hours. After
the test, the specimen were cooled in air and carefully
examined for any change in physical degradation and their
optical properties were measured. No degradation in physical
appearance like discoloration, pit marks, blisters etc were
observed indicating the extreme stability of the coating at
elevated temperature. The as/eIR ratio of the coating after
test showed a marginal improvement (increase by + 0.4) after
heat treatment at 150 ºC. No improvement in as/eIR ratio of
the coating was notice after heat treatment beyond 150 ºC.
Conclusions:
1. Solar selective black nickel–cobalt coatings were obtained
on nickel plated aluminum alloys in an electrolyte system
containing CoSO4 _ 6H2O 12.5 g/L, NiSO4 7H2O 7.5 g/L,
CH3COONH4, 10–12.5 g/L and NaSCN, 10 g/L at 28–30 1C,
at a current density of 40 A/ft2 for 30–45 s.
The process provides high solar absorptance (0.948) and
low thermal emittance (0.17), which is suitable for solar
selective applications.
2. Process optimization was carried out with the help of Hull
cell experiments by investigating the influence of various
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operating conditions, viz., thickness of nickel undercoat,
concentration, pH, temperature and current density of black
nickel–cobalt plating solution on the physico-optical of the
coatings.
3. The coatings exhibited excellent environmental stability
during humidity, thermal cycling, thermo vacuum performance
and thermal stability tests ascertain the extreme suitability of
the coating for ground as well as space applications.
4. Scanning electron microscopic studies showed that the
particles in the coatings are of dentritic structure. The high
degree of solar absorptance is related to the irregular dentritic
structure and surface roughness of the coatings.
5. Polarization studies showed that the nickel cobalt coatings
exhibit good corrosion resistance.
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N-HETEROCYCLES AS CURING AGENTS FOR EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM IN ELECTRICAL
INSULATION INDUSTRY
Sakuntala Samuelson
(M. S. Ramaiah College of Arts, Science and Commerce, Bangalore)
Abstract: Benzimidazoles and their transition metal complexes appear to serve as accelerators for anhydride curable
resin system and the rate of curing is found to increase with enhanced concentrations of these heterocycles. There
is an appreciable reduction in the cure gel time. Kinetic studies reveal that the cure times of these compounds are
comparable with the commercial accelerator. It is also observed that the mechanical properties were found to improve
and the electrical properties of the cured epoxy system are not altered by the presence of these compounds at the
concentration studied. The effect of substituents in benzimidazoles during the curing of resin systems is appreciable.
Key words: curing; epoxy resins; benzimidazole derivatives
INTRODUCTION: Electrical fires are mainly caused due to
short circuiting. The smoke that evolves due to the incomplete
combustion chokes and causes breathlessness and most
deaths are due to this cause. Smoke kills faster than fire. An
effort is made to substitute carbon atoms with nitrogen atoms
in insulation material to check if the amount of smoke issued
during a fire is contained.
Epoxy resins owing to their remarkable chemical resistance,
good adhesion, extraordinary toughness, high mechanical
strength and good heat resistance are extensively used as
electrical insulators. When properly cured, they yield tough
materials, which find application in industrial flooring, foam,
and electrical insulation. The applications of epoxy resins
depend on the nature of curing. Generally curing takes place
in the presence of a hardener or a curing agent. Anhydrides
are used as curing agents for epoxy resins, and the latter are
used in casting and laminations. Bases such as tertiary amines
are commonly used to accelerate the curing process.
Chemicals reactions that take place during the period of

curing determine the properties of the cured thermo set.
Organometallic compounds are known to act as curing agents
for various epoxy resin system. Several acetyl acetonates
act as latent accelerators for anhydride cure of bisphenol-Abased resins.
In this work, an attempt has been made to use benzimidazoles
and their complexes as accelerators for curing epoxyanhydride systems. 2-phenyl Benzimidazoles, 1,3 (2benzimidazolyl)benzene, 1,2,4-tri (2-benzimidazolyl)benzene
and 1,2,4,5-tetra (2-benzimidazolyl)benzene were prepared
and used as accelerators. The cure and kinetic aspects of
the resin and the anhydride in the presence of these
compounds have been studied. Gel time has also been carried
out. Thermo mechanical properties for 1,3-bis(2benzimidazolyl)benzene has been carried out and compared
with that of the blank and the commercially available
accelerator. Electrical properties such as loss factor and
capacitance of the resin-anhydride system have been
investigated. A cure mechanism has been suggested for the
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epoxy resin with carboxylic anhydride in the presence of 1,3bis(2-benzimidazolyl)benzene involving tertiary and
secondary nitrogen atoms.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials and methods
2-Phenyl
benzimidazole
(2phBz),
1,3-bis(2benzimidazolyl)benzene, 1,2,4- tri (2-benzimidazolyl)benzene,
and
1,2,4,5-tetra
(2-benzimidazolyl)benzene
2(4pyridyl)benzimidazol, 2,3-bis(benzimidazolyl)pyridine , 2,6bis (benzimidazoly)pyridine were prepared and characterized
using the procedures described elsewhere.
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The observed temperature minimum (Tm) value of the cure
exotherm was plotted aginst concentration of the
benzimidazole. The rate of decrease in the Tm value was
appreciable upto 0.5 phr of 1,3-bis(2-benzimidazolyl)benzene,
and thereafter it remained almost constant. A similar trend
was found in the case of the other benzimidazoles. In view of
this, studies on the get time, storage life, and cure kinetics,
thermal and electrical properties were carried out for the resinhardener system containing benzimidazoles and their
complexes (upto 0.5 phr)
Effect of Gel time of the benzimidazoles on resin-hardener
system: The effect of benzimidazoles and their complexes
on the get time and storage life of the epoxy resin system at
different temperatures was monitored. The values obtained
at 0.25 phr of the heterocycles are listed. The results indicate
that the get times of the resin system in the presence of
benzimidazoles are lower when compared with the control
system and the values decrease with increase in temperature.
At a given concentration and temperature, -phenyl
benzimidazole showed the lowest gel time followed by 1,3bis(2-benzimidazolyl)benzene. The derivatives of
benzimidazole showed comparatively higher values
indicating a decrease in the cure activity. It is observed that
the addition of 1,2,4- tri (2-benzimidazolyl)benzene, and
1,2,4,5-tetra (2-benzimidazolyl)benzene to the resin system
further enhances the gel time values indicating a further
reduction in the cure activity. This may be due to the larger
number of substituents in the hetercycle, wherein the
availability of lone pair of electrons on the nitrogen has been
restricted due to steric effect. The gel time data of 1,3-bis(2benzimidazolyl)benzene are comparable with that of the
commercial accelerator (K-112).

The gel time characteristics of the resin system were
determined using Gel norm Gel timer (Switzerland). Differential
scanning calorimeter (DSC) with data station DSC-2C of M/
s. Perkin Elmer was used for cure kinetic studies. The viscosity
measurements were made using Model-RVT viscometer of
M/s. Bookfield Instuments. The cure process was followed
using FTIR spectra. The spectra of the samples as KBr pellets
were recorded using FTIR spectrometer 2000 of M/s. Perkin
Elmer.
RESULTS AND DICUSSION
Resin-hardener stoichiometry: The resin-hardener
stoichiometry was determined using dynamic DSC runs by
plotting enthalpy change ΔH against the amount of hardener
used and the stoichiometry was found to be 1:1. For
commercial applications the epoxy system is generally
associated with suitable filler. In this study, silica flour was
added as filler in such a way that the control system had the
formulation of resin, hardener and filler in the ratio of 1:1:3.

Effect of Electrical properties of the benzimidazoles on
resin-hardener system: For applications in high-voltage
insulation involving generators, transformers, and A.C
motors, the highest voltages used usually dictate the
limitations. Hence, the present epoxy samples were subject
to variations of voltage. The capacitance and the loss factor
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of the cured epoxy resin system at different concentrations
of the ligands and their complexes have been studied both at
room temperature as well as at higher temperatures. Usually,
the addition of an ionic additive or the presence of water can
increase the loss factor at higher temperatures. In this study,
it seems that at room temperature there is no difference in
terms o the loss factor of the cured system. The loss factor
data obtained for the epoxy system with variation of
temperature is shown. The plots indicate that the trend in
loss factor values is the same up to 90 degree C for all the
systems, and there after the increase in loss factor values is
more predominant for the epoxy system in presence of the
nickel complex at lower temperatures when compared with
that for control system. However, the increase in loss factor
for the other accelerator systems is almost comparable with
that of the control system. Fig 1
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anhydride are affected as the cure reaction proceeded. The
former decreased in intensity, where the latter has shifted to
1732 cm-1 without appreciable change in its intensity. This
is indicative of the two carbonyl groups reacting in different
ways, and this is evident by the gradual disappearance of
the epoxy peak at 906 cm-1. This suggests that the epoxy
ring opens up during the reaction.
The following mechanism may be proposed for the hardeer
reacting with the tertiary nitrogen of 1,3-bis(2benzimidazolyl)benzene.
The tertiary nitrogen would open up the anhydride ring
through coulombic interaction with one of the carbonyl
groups. Subsequently, the carbonyl group may interact
covalently with the imine hydrogen of 1,3-bis(2benzimidazolyl)benzene resulting in a covalent O-H bond as
shown.
Alternatively, in the presence of epoxide, the carbonyl group
would open up the epoxy ring, facilitating the curing of resinhardener system.

Cure Mechanism: It has been observed in the IR spectra of
the resin-hardener system that the intensity of the band at
3486 cm-1 (which is characteristic of hydrogen bonded OH
group), has increased as the cure reaction proceeded. A peak
at 1534 cm-1 because of C=C stretching and CH bending of
the benzimidazole has shifted and merged with the band at
1495 cm-1 band due to the hardener. Both the hardener and
1,3-bis(2-benzimidazolyl)benzene exhibited a peak at 975 cm
-1, and this band has been attributed to the ring breathing
vibration. Another band at 824 cm -1 of 1,3-bis(2benzimidazolyl)benzene ring vibration has merged with a peak
at 888 cm-1 of the hardener. The 758 cm-1 band because of
the out of plane CH deformation vibration of benzimidazole
and benzene ring has shifted to 713 cm-1 . it has been
observed that the intensities of these bands have decreased
as the curing of the resin-hardener system progresses. This
suggests an increase in the extent of crosslinking.
A band at 1512 cm-1 because of coupled C-N stretching and
NH bending mode of 1,3-bis(2-benzimidazolyl)benzene has
overlapped with the band at 1329 cm-1 of the hardener. This
band has decreased in intensity but has broadened as the
reaction progressed. The bands at 1623 and 1602 cm-1 because
of C=C and C=N stretching modes showed marginal change
in intensity. The peaks at 1852 and 1794 cm-1 because of the

Catalyzed
reaction
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CONCLUSIONS: Epoxy resins can be converted to
thermosetting materials by the action of curing agents, which
are either Lewis acids or Lewis bases or reagents containing
NH hydrogen. The addition of accelerators such as
benzimidazole derivatives and their complexes to the resin
system decreases the cure time. 2-Phenyl (2-benzimidazolyl)
benzene enhances the curing activity of bisphenol-A-based
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resin, and its activity is comparable with that of the commercial
accelerators.. The kinetic data indicate that the rate of curing
is enhanced in the presence of the, 3-bis (2-benzimidazolyl)
benzene. The storage life of the catalyzed system is also
affected in the presence of some of the hetercycles. The
thermo mechanical property has improved with the addition
of benzimidazoles to the resin system. Electrical properties
remain unaltered at ambient temperature.
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MICROSTRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC STUDIES OF NANOPARTICLES AND
NANOWIRES OF PR0.57CA0.41BA0.02MNO3 MANGANITES
1

K. N. Anuradha1 and S.V.Bhat2
Department of Physics, Dr. Ambedkar Institute of Technology, Bengaluru, 2Department of Physics, Indian Institute
of Science, Bengaluru

Manganites are complex oxide material and have a general formula R1-xAxMnO3 (where R is a rare earth element and
A is a divalent alkaline earth metal). Historically rare earth manganites have been studied for more than 50 years
because of their potential applications as solid electrolytes, catalysts and more recently for sensitive read-write and
magnetic storage devices. They exhibit many interesting properties such as colossal magnetoresistance(CMR),charge
order and orbital order etc. Depending on the doping level (x) and temperature these compounds show different
phases of conduction and magnetic phase transitions.
In this paper we present microstructure and magnetic properties of nanoparticles and nanowires of Pr0.57Ca0.41Ba0.02MnO3
(PCBM) manganite. PCBM nanoparticles of different sizes were prepared by the sol-gel method and PCBM nanowires
were grown by hydrothermal method. We have confirmed the single phase nature of the nanosamples by X-ray
diffraction(XRD) technique. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and trasmission electron microscopy (TEM) were
used to characterize the microstructures of the nanosamples. The particle sizes of PCBM nanoparticles were found
to be approximately equal to 30 nm and 60 nm. The diameter of nanowires were about 80-90nm with length of ~ 3.5
mm.
Magnetization studies were carried out using SQUID magnetometer. The bulk PCBM manganite prepared by solid
state reaction method exhibits charge order at 230K. Magnetization studies on the 60 nm particles show charge
ordering at 230K similar to the bulk sample while in the 30 nm particles and nanowires of PCBM the charge ordering
signature is seen to have disappeared. At low temperature all the nano samples show ferromagnetic transitions.
Characteristic differences were observed in magnetic behaviors of nanoparticles and nanowires when compared with
those of the bulk and will be discussed in the paper.
1.Introduction:Mixed-valence manganese oxides of the form
R1-x Ax MnO3 (R = rare earth cation such as La3+, Pr3+, Nd3+
etc and A = alkaline earth cation such as Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+ etc)
with perovoskite structure exhibit a variety of
crystallographic, electronic and magnetic phases. Historically
rare earth manganites have been studied for more than 50
years [1] because of their potential applications as solid
electrolytes, catalysts and more recently for sensitive readwrite and magnetic storage devices. Recent research on
manganites has revealed new phenomena such as colossal
magneto resistance, charge order, phase separation etc.[2-6}
The interaction between charge, spin, orbital and lattice
degrees of freedom plays an important role in giving rise to
these varied properties. An enormous amount of research
work has been driven by a desire to understand and exploit
the negative magneto resistance effects which exist near and
below the Curie temperature in some of these manganites.
Charge ordering is one of the fascinating property of
manganites and is the real space ordering of Mn3+ / Mn4+
charges. This ordering of Mn3+ / Mn4+ charges can be
destabilized by a variety of perturbations like magnetic field,
pressure [7], irradiation by X-rays [8], electrons [9] and
infrared –visible-ultraviolet light[10]. Melting of CO can also
be possible without the external perturbations ie.by tuning
the particle size to nano scale. Rao et.al., [11,12] have shown
that by reducing the particle size to nanoscale it is possible
to destabilize the CO phase of manganites

Nanostructured materials are materials with a microstructure,
the characteristic length scale of which is of the order of a
few (typically 1-100 ) nanometers. The microstructure refers
to the chemical composition, the arrangement of the atoms
(the atomic structure), and the size of a solid in one, two or
three dimensions. Nano magnetism refers to magnetic
phenomena in materials with physical dimensions that are
comparable to length scales relevant to magnetism. By
transcending these length scales certain aspects of magnetic
phenomena can be enhanced or suppressed. Physical
properties of materials can be modulated via confinement in
one, two or all dimensions to create multilayer’s , wires or
dots that exhibit novel magnetic behavior.
In this paper we put an effort to understand the physical
properties of nano particles and nanowires of Pr0.57Ca0.41
Ba0.02MnO3 manganite. This system provides one of the rare
examples of a charge ordering but ferromagnetic (with the
two transition temperatures being widely different) material.
Our study is mainly focused on the effect of particle size on
the charge order phase of manganite.
2.Experimental Details: Nanoparticles of PCBM were
prepared by sol-gel method. Stoichiometeric proportions of
high purity Pr6O11, CaCO3, Ba(NO3)2 and MnCO3 were used
as starting compounds. These chemicals were properly
dissolved in concentrated nitric acid and 30 ml of triple
distilled water was added to this mixture. Then an equal
amount of ethylene glycol was added with continuous
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stirring. The beaker containing this mixture was placed on a
hot plate. Initially the mixture was heated to 100°C and at this
stage the water evaporates. Further the mixture was heated
to 1400°C an esterification reaction occurs. Excess ethylene
glycol is then removed by heating to about 1800 C and at
this stage a thick sol was formed. This sol was further heated
at 2500° C in furnace for about 6 hours to get the polymeric
precursor in the form of a black resin like material. This final
product was then sintered at 7000° C , 9000° C and 11000° C for
about 6 hours each, to obtain particles of different sizes.
Nanowires were prepared by Hydrothermal method.
Stoichiometric proportions of high purity chemicals,
Pr(NO 3) 3.6H 2O, Ca (NO 3) 2 .4H 2O, Ba(NO 3)2, KMnO 4,
MnCl2.4H2O and KOH were dissolved in de-ionized water.
Alkalinity of the solution was checked using pH meter and it
was found to be equal to 14. The solution was then
transferred into a teflon vessel. The vessel was placed in a
stainless steel container and sealed, and was heated in a
furnace at 270°C for 50 hours. After the heat treatment the
autoclave was cooled and depressurized. The final product
was washed with de-ionized water and dried in air at 100°C.
The resultant black material contains free standing nanowires.
We have also prepared the bulk sample of PCBM by standard
solid state reaction method
The chemical composition of nanoparticles, nanowires and
bulk sample were checked by using energy dispersive X-ray
analysis (EDAX). Structural details of all the samples were
studied by X-ray diffraction technique. Microstructure and
size of the samples were obtained by Scanning electron
microscopy(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). Magnetization measurements were carried out using
SQUID magnetometer at 1000 G on all the nano samples and
on the bulk sample in the temperature range of 10-100K.
3.Results and discussion: Figure 1(a) shows the powder
XRD pattern of the three nanosamples and fig1(b) shows
the XRD pattern of nanowire recorded at room temperature
in the 2q scan range 10° –100°. All the peaks could be indexed
to the orthorhombic space group Pbnm. The structural
parameters were obtained by the Rietveld powder diffraction
profile fitting technique. The orthorhombic unit cell
parameters obtained are a= 5.4186 Aº , b =5.4524 Aº and c
=7.6659 Aº for 30 nm particles (V=226.48 Aº3) and are a= 5.4185
Aº , b =5. 4466 Aº and c =7.6563 Aº (V=226.48 Aº3) for 60 The
particle size was obtained by Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The average crystallite sizes estimated
by XRD using Scherrer formula d = kl / b cosq ( where k =
0.89 is shape factor , l is wavelength of X-Rays , b is the full
width of the half maximum of the peaks and q is the angle of
diffraction) were 25 nm , 50 nm and 90 nm respectively for
700° C , 900° C and 1100° C sintered samples. The particle
sizes estimated using TEM were 30 nm and 60 nm for 700° C
and 900° C sintered samples. The Figure 2(a), (b),(c) & (d)
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shows the TEM pictures of 30 nm and 60 nm particles.
Figure 3(a) and 3(b) shows the TEM and SEM pictures of
nanowires. The diameter of nanowires were about 80-90nm
with length of ~ 3.5 mm
Figure 4(a) shows the temperature dependence of
magnetization for bulk and nanoparticles of
Pr0.57Ca0.41Ba0.02MnO3. manganite, Bulk Pr0.57Ca0.41Ba0.02MnO3
undergoes a charge ordering at T CO = 230 K and is
ferromagnetic below140 K. The bulk sample and
nanosamples show onset ferromagnetic transitions at 140
K, 130 K , 135 K and 140 K respectively. We have not observed
a monotonic increase or decrease in magnetization with
decrease in particle size. Compare to 60 nm and 100 nm
particle, the 30 nm particle show less magnetization. However
we have observed a monotonic increase in charge order with
increase in the particle size. Fig 4(b) shows a clear picture of
the evolution of charge order as the particle size increases.
For the 30 nm the particles charge order is completely
suppressed. A weak CO peak is seen for the 60 nm particles
and for the 100 nm particles the charge order peak which is
very similar to the one observed for the bulk sample is seen
at 230 K.
Figure 5 shows the field cooled magnetization of bulk and
nanowires of Pr 0.57 Ca 0.41 Ba 0.02 MnO 3 recorded in the
temperature range 10-300 K in the presence of a magnetic
field 0.1 T. In the bulk material a ferromagnetic phase develops
at low temperatures. In the nanowires, however, the charge
order that was seen in the bulk sample is completely absent
with only the ferromagnetic transition occurring at TC = 115
K being observed (TC = 110 K as determined by a minimum in
dM/dT, as shown in the inset of figure 5). The TC for the
nanowires was slightly higher than that of the bulk though
the magnetization was less compared to that of the bulk.
Further the temperature dependent magnetization shows a
broader transition for nanowires.
In the following we attempt to provide a qualitative
explanation for the most significant result of the present
work, namely, the complete disappearance of the charge order
in the nanoparticles and nanowires of Pr0.57Ca0.41Ba0.02MnO3
manganite.
Indeed, it is no surprise that the properties of nanosystems
could be very different from those of the bulk since the
combination of the increased surface to volume ratio and
finite size effects could have profound effect on the behavior
of nanosystems. Earlier workers[13,14] have invoked various
other mechanisms such as a reduction in the unit cell size
and a decrease in the anisotropy to explain the enhancement
of T C observed in the nanosystems. That explanation is
clearly not applicable in the present case since we do not
observe any reduction either in the size or in the anisotropy
of the unit cell. In very general terms, ordering at lower
dimensions is suppressed due to the stronger fluctuations
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in smaller systems. For the present, we offer the above
qualitative explanation for the absence of charge order in the
nanowire and nanoparticles, though clearly more work is
needed to substantiate this proposal.
4. Conclusion: In summary we have studied the
microstructure and magnetic properties of nanoparticles and
nanowires of PCBM manganite and compared with that of
bulk sample. The X-ray diffraction profile shows broad
distribution due to nanosize. The temperature dependence
of magnetization show the complete melting of charge order
in the nanowires and in 30 nm nanoparticle. In nano scale
materials a significant fraction of atoms reside at or near
surfaces, buried interfaces and defects. Such features provide
environments that are in general distinct from the bulk. For
example, strain, change in co-ordination number and
symmetry, reconstructions etc are ubiquitous features in
nanostructured materials. Because of the departure from bulk
topology, the macroscopic magnetic properties of nano
systems are changing abruptly. Thermal fluctuations very
large in a nanosystem, will generally act to destroy static
magnetic order in the absence of an external magnetic field.
It is well known from general considerations that due to the
predominance of fluctuation effects in smaller dimensions,
there is reduced probability for ordering. This explains why
the CO transition is absent in the 30 nm particles and in
nanowires.
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Figure 1(a): XRD patterns of three nanoparticles
Figure 1(b): Observed (dots) and Rietveld fitted
(continuous lines) powder X-ray diffraction pattern of
Pr0.57Ca0.41Ba0.02MnO3 nanowires.

Figure 2 : (a)& (b) Typical TEM images of 30 nm
particles, (c) & (d) Typical TEM images of 60 nm
particles
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Figure 3: (a) Typical TEM images of PCBM nanowires
(b) Typical SEM images of Pr0.57Ca0.41Ba0.02MnO3
nanowires
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Fig 4: (a) Temperature dependence of magnetization of
three nano samples compared with the bulk sample (b)
shows the clear picture of suppression of charge order in
30 nm particles

Figure 5: Temperature dependence of magnetization for
(a) bulk showing
TCO = 230 K and (b) nano wires of
Pr0.57Ca0.41Ba0.02MnO3 showing no charge order (inset
shows Tc = 115 K).

INFLUENCE OF SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES ON MENTAL HEALTH OF
ADOLESCENTS-A COMPARATIVE STUDY
INDIRAMMA.B.S *, and SANDHYA RANI. K.
* Assistant Professor, Research Scholar Department of Human Development. Smt VHD Central Institute of Home
Science, Bangalore.
The aim of the present study was to know the influence of selected demographic variables on the mental health
status of adolescents in six indices of mental health – emotional stability, overall adjustment, autonomy, securityinsecurity, self-concept and intelligence. The objectives of the study were to know the influence of birth order, and
number of siblings on mental health of adolescents. Sixty three adolescent boys and 57 adolescent girls in the age
range of 13-15 years were selected. The data was elicited by using “Mental Health Battery” – by Arun Kumar Singh
and Alpana Sen Gupta. Significant results were obtained with regard to number of siblings. Non-significant results
were obtained in birth order.
INTRODUCTION: Mental health commutates those
behaviors, perceptions and feelings that determine a person’s
overall level of personal effectiveness, success, happiness
and excellence of functioning as a person. It presents a
humanistic approach towards self and others. It is an
important factor that influences an individual’s various
activities, behaviour, happiness and performance. Age and

mental health has a very close relationship. As it deals with
adjustment problems at every stage of life; it helps one to
adjust the ways of thinking, feeling, behaving and attitudes
in accordance with the environment and the newer
developments. Adolescents face an intense turmoil because
of the cognitive, biological and social changes taking place
in this period. Today’s adolescents have high level of anxiety,
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depression and have low level of adjustment. (Jeryda et.al.
2009).Furthermore, adolescence is a period of heightened
risk with high rates of depression, conduct disorders,
suicides, drug and alcohol addiction and antisocial behavior.
Adolescents could navigate this transitional period with much
success, happiness and confidence without much uncertainty
and distress, but it could be possible, in only one condition
i.e. with sound mental health. Studies have examined the
effect of gender as well as their interaction on the
epidemiology of mental health and have consistently revealed
that females experience higher rates of such problems than
males (Sprock and Yoder, 1997, Anthony et.al., 2004). Bruce
Kirkcaldy et.al. (2009) documented the relationship between
gender, birth order and intelligence. Certain demographic
variables seem to have an influence on positive mental health
of adolescents (Mahendra Kumar Acharya 1980).
Aim: To study the influence of selected demographic
variables on mental health of adolescent boys and girls.
Objectives: 1. To study the mental health among adolescents
in relation to birth order, number of siblings
2. To know the gender differences in mental health.
Methodology: A survey was conducted by using a
standardized tool “Mental Health Battery” by Arun Singh
and Alpana Sen Gupta. Purposive Random Sampling was
used to select 63 adolescent boys and 57 adolescent girls in
the age range of 13-15 years.
Results:
Table 1: Mental Health of boys according to birth order
Birth Order
Second
First Born Born
( n = 39 )
( n = 24 )
‘ t ’ value
Indices of
Mean ± SD Mean ± SD
Mental Health
Emotional Stability 9.41 ± 2.02 9.12 ± 2.15 0.5410 NS
Overall Adjustment 27.10 ± 3.75 27,04 ± 3.48 0.0633 NS
Autonomy
9.12 ± 1.77 9.75 ± 1.32 1.5039 NS
Security-Insecurity 7.41 ± 1.95 7.87 ± 1.67 1.1012 NS
Self-concept
7.20 ± 1.65 7.91 ± 1.63 1.6666 NS
Intelligence
18.46 ± 3.12 17.08 ± 3.71 1.5858 NS
Overall
78.71 ± 7.06 78.91 ± 6.59 0.1119 NS
Not Significant
Non-significant results were obtained in all the six indices of
mental health when the role of birth order on mental health of
boys was assessed (Table-1). However the first born boys
scored slightly more than their counterparts in emotional
stability, overall adjustment and intelligence which were found
to be non-significant. Thus it could be inferred that birth
order has no significance in mental health of the boys
NS

In the area of intelligence (Table - 2) it was found that the first
born girls scored more (mean = 17.94) than their counterparts
(mean = 15.85) which was significant at 5% level (‘t’ value =
2.1173*). The second born girls scored more (mean = 9.33)
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than the first borns in the area security-insecurity. The
difference was significant at 5% level (‘t’ value = 2.0346*).
Non-significant results were obtained in other indices and
in the total scores also which infers that the birth order had
no significance in mental health of girls.
Table 2: Mental Health of girls according to birth order
Birth Order

First Born
( n = 39 )
Indices of
Mean ± SD
Mental Health
Emotional Stability 8.75 ± 1.85
Overall Adjustment 26.83 ± 3.20
Autonomy
9.69 ± 1.63
Security-Insecurity 8.19 ± 2.26
Self-concept
7.33 ± 1.85
Intelligence
17.94 ± 3.07
Overall
79.55 ± 6.58
*
Significant at 5 % level

Second
Born
( n = 24 )
‘ t ’ value
Mean ± SD
8.09 ± 2.11 0.8723 NS
25.85 ± 3.96 1.0216 NS
10.38 ± 0.92 1.7788 NS
9.33 ± 1.59 2.0346 *
7.66 ± 0.91 0.7638 NS
15.85 ± 4.37 2.1173 *
77.19 ± 8.01 0.1839 NS
NS
Not Significant

It is evident (Table – 3) that the overall scores of mental
health of boys who have no siblings was higher (mean =
77.07) when compared to those who have one or two siblings. A glaring difference was found in intelligence of boys
with no siblings (mean = 18.71) when compared to other two
groups and it was found to be significant that 5% level (‘t’
value1.9622*). The above results indicate that boys who have
one sibling have better overall adjustment when compared
to their counterparts, which was also found to be significant
at 5% level (‘t’ value = 1.9345*). However in other indices,
non-significant differences were observed.
Table 3: Mental Health of boys according to number of
siblings
Number of
Siblings
Indices of None
1
2
Mental
( n = 14 ) (n = 44)
(n=5)
Health
Mean ±
Mean ±
Mean ±
SD
SD
SD
Emotional
Stability
8.64 ± 2.59 9.53 ± 1.79 8.20 ± 2.16
Overall
Adjustment 25.78 ± 4.97 27.42 ± 3.36 26.40 ± 3.64
Autonomy 9.00 ± 2.14 9.76 ± 1.23 8.40 ± 2.50
SecurityInsecurity 7.64 ± 2.27 7.76 ± 2.00 7.60 ± 1.67
Self-con
cept
7.28 ± 1.26 8.00 ± 2.06 6.60 ± 2.40
Intellig
ence
18.71 ± 2.30 15.11 ± 2.97 15.20 ± 5.89
Overall
77.07 ± 9.24 75.53 ± 7.96 76.00 ± 6.63
Significant at 5 % level

*

NS

‘ F ’ value

0.2263

NS

1.9345 *
0.8316 NS
0.5864 NS
1.8677

NS

1.9622
2.6972

*
*

Not Significant
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It is evident from the scores (Table – 4) that there was a slight
References:
difference between the respondents who have no siblings
1. Arun Kumar Singh and Alpana Sen Gupta(2008), ‘Mental
and had one or two siblings. But the difference in their scores
Health battery’, National Psychological Corporation,
was not significant. Hence it could be said that siblings do
Agra
not play a significant role in mental health of adolescent
girls.
Table 4: Mental Health of girls according to number of siblings
Number ofSiblings
Indices ofMental Health
Emotional Stability
Overall Adjustment
Autonomy
Security-Insecurity
Self-concept
Intelligence
Overall

None( n = 9 )
Mean ± SD
8.22 ± 2.04
26.38 ± 3.24
9.22 ± 1.20
8.77 ± 1.98
7.44 ± 2.45
17.55 ± 4.55
78.66 ± 8.15

1( n = 44)
Mean ± SD
9.00 ± 2.10
26.80 ± 3.96
10.22 ± 1.09
9.00 ± 2.00
7.41 ± 1.73
16.11 ± 2.95
77.50 ± 6.81

2( n = 4 )
Mean ± SD
9.25 ± 0.50
26.25 ± 1.25
10.00 ± 0.81
8.50 ± 1.73
8.00 ± 0.81
16.00 ± 2.16
78.00 ± 3.16

‘ F ’ value
0.4268 NS
0.3319 NS
0.7255 NS
0.8846 NS
0.5617 NS
0.9685 NS
0.6944 NS

Not Significant
2. Bruce Kirkcaldy et.al. (2009), Intelligenve and birth order
among children and adolescents in psychiatric care’
School of Psychology International, vol.30(1).
3. Jeryda et al,(2009), ‘Mental Health problems of adolescent
school students’, Programme and book of abstracts. 10th
World congress, WAPR, Bangalore
4. Mahendra Kumar Acharya(1980), ‘Mental Health status
and pattern of residents among high school students’
Child and Adolescent mental health, 82
5. Sprock, J. and Yoder, C.Y. (1997) Women and depression:
an update on the Report of the Task Force. Sex Roles 36,
269-303.
NS

Conclusion: Significant results were obtained in mental health
of boys with regard to number of siblings. Non-significant
results were obtained in birth order. Based on the results of
the study it can be concluded that demographic variables do
influence the Mental Health of adolescents.Mental Health
of adolescent girls is not influenced by their siblings and
birth order. Mental Health of the adolescent boys is
influenced by the number of siblings they have. Mental
health influences the individuals how they look at themselves
in their lives and others in their lives. Like physical health,
mental health is also important at every stage of life.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF GROUNDNUT DECORTICATOR(GSM-4 MODEL)
Geeta Kalakannavar 1 , Vinutha.U.Muktamath2 ,Satish .R.Desai3and Roopa.S.Patil4
1.Assistant Professor of Home-Science , Krishi Vigyan Kendra ,Haveri, 2. Assistant Professor of Home-Science ,
4. Assistant Professor of Agricultural entomology. ,Krishi Vigyan Kendra Uttarakannada , Sirsi, 3.Associate
professor of Agriculture Engineering , University of Agricultural Sciences,Dharwad
Farm equipments are used in farming operations from land preparation till post harvest activities with an objective to
increase productivity of land and labour through timeless operation , efficient use of inputs , improvement in quality of
produce , safety and comfort of farmers , reduction in loss of produce , drudgery of farmers. Drudgery reduction and
labour minimization is the main motto of present day agriculture system. One such drudgery reducing device is
groundnut decorticator for removing kernels from groundnut pods. Groundnut is one of the important oilseed crop in
Karnataka grown in 12.85 lakh hectares of land. As the cultivation of groundnut is labour intensive the area is
gradually decreasing. Hence it becomes necessary to promote mechanization in agriculture and introduce farmers
with drudgery
A study was conducted in Uttarakannada and Haveri district of Karnataka state on the performance evaluation of
hand operated groundnut decorticator (GSM-4) model developed by UAS,Bengaluru. The model was field tested in
Uttarakannda and Haveri district for two years during 2009-10 and 2010-11. Shelling efficiency , breakage percentage
, germination percentage and drudgery reduction factors and the economics of manual shelling and decoricator was
compared. It was observed that 100-120 Kg of groundnut kernel could be deshelled with breakage being 5 %. The
germination percentage was 95%. It was observed that about 40 kg could be deshelled in a single day by 5 farmers
manually. Rs.600/- per acre could be saved by shelling through decorticator. The farmers specially farmwomen
expressed that drudgery was reduced and postural discomfort was minimum.
The early agricultural mechanization in India was greatly
influenced by their technological development in England.
As a result of green revolution in 1960’s food grain production
and productivity increased due to increased cropping
intensity and farm inputs which could no longer be effectively
managed by animate power alone and therefore farmers started
showing interest towards farm mechanization . In the present
scenario due to fragmentation of land holdings , small families
, migration to urban area acute shortage of labour is
experienced due to which agriculture as an occupation is
highly impossible. Thus farm mechanization becomes need
of the day.
Farm equipments are used in farming operations from land
preparation till post-harvest activities with a view to increase
productivity of land and labour through timeless of operations
with an objective to increase productivity of land and labour
, efficient use of inputs and labour minimization. . Drudgery
reduction and labour saving is the main motto of present day
of agriculture system.
Oilseeds form one of the important groups of cash crops in
Indian agriculture. They are the most important sources of
supply of edible oils in the country. Indian vegetable oil
economy is the fourth largest in the world next only to USA,
China and Brazil accounting for about 14 per cent of world’s
oilseed area and 7 per cent of world’s production.
In the domestic agriculture sector, oilseeds occupy a distinct
position after cereals sharing 13 per cent of the country’s
gross cropped area and accounting for nearly 3 per cent of
the gross national product and 10 per cent of the value of all
agricultural products (Oilseeds Situation, 2005). The oilseed

sector has been playing major role in not only reducing the
gap in domestic demand and supply but also earning valuable
foreign exchange from its by products. Groundnut is one of
the important oilseed crop in Karnataka grown in more than
one lakh hectares of land. The area is gradually decreasing
because of labour intensity and drudgery involved in
cultivation. To attain food security ICAR with the cooperation of agriculture universities and local institutions
has developed many simple low cost equipment in groundnut
cultivation . One such equipment is groundnut decorticator
used for removing Kernels from groundnut pods. They may
be broadly classified as manually operated and power
operated decorticators. The performance of one such
manually operated GSM-4 model was evaluated in the present
study.
Objectives of the Present Study
1.To evaluate the shelling efficiency of the Groundnut
decorticator
2.To evaluate breakage and germination percentage
3. To study the economics of Groundnut decorticator and
manual operations
4.To assess the drudgery involved.
Material and Methodology: The GSM-4 model of groundnut
decorticator developed by UAS,Bangalore was procured and
field tested during 2009-10 and 2010-11 in Haveri and
Uttarakannda districts of Karnataka state. The sample size
was 20 from each taluk (10 every year) and check 20. The
data was collected through observation , personal interview
method and analyzed with appropriate statistical methods
like frequency and percentage.
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Features of the model: The groundnut decorticator is a simple
equipment which is easy to install and operate . It consists a
rotating handle at one side with perforated sieve bottom.
The opening of sieve are designed to suit a particular grade
of groundnut . The handle is made of steel flat iron acts as a
fulcrum for providing reciprocating motion to handle. The
shoes and sieve are important components of the
decorticator.
Specification : the sieve is fitted in the frame in the shape of
semicircular arc . The sieves are available with different
openings for decortications of different grades of groundnut.
1. 12mm size groundnut – 0 No sieve
2. 10mm size groundnut – 1No sieve
3. 9mm size groundnut – 2No sieve
4. 8mm size groundnut – 3No sieve
5. 7mm size groundnut – 4No sieve
Inside the drum 4-5 shoes are attached which are done with
the help of rubber. The decorticator is firmly made to stand 4
kgs. Groundnut is put in the decorticator through the opening
on the top side and then shoes are rotated with the help of
rubber. The decorticator is firmly made to stand 4 kgs.
Groundnut is put in the decorticator through the opening on
the top side and then shoes are rotated with the help of
handle in the clockwise direction. De shelling is done when
the rubber shoes abbress to the perforated sieve with
groundnut in between. The speed of oscillation, feed rate
and clearance between the pods and the pegs play major role
on the performance of the unit.
Performance efficiency was analyzed by calculating shelling
efficiency percentage and percentage of broken.
1. Shelling
efficiency
percentage = Wt. of kernels – wt of unshelled kernels X 100
Wt. of Kernels
2. Percentage
of broken
= Wt. of broken kernels
X 100
Total Wt. of Kernels
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compared to traditional method . There is no significant
difference in germination percentage both being equally
good.
II. Economics of Groundnut Decorticator
Sl. Particulars
No (For deshelling
120 Kgs groundnut)
1 GSM-4 model
2. Traditional method

Days
(No.)
01
03

Labour
(No.)
02
15

Cost(Rs.)
300-00
1500-0

By using groundnut decorticator the farmer can save Rs.1200/
- for deshelling 120 Kgs. And also it is less time consuming.
It was also observed that farmers and farm women expressed
that less drudgery was involved in using the decorticator as
sitting continuously for long time in manual / traditional
method resulted in postural discomfort for them. Fingers
and palms got injured due to continuous pressing of
individual pods against hard surface. Also it is time
consuming and hence it becomes difficult to shell the pods
for sowing larger areas. In this direction decorticators come
as a great help by giving us more shelling efficiency , less
drudgery , labour and time saving.
Farm women also expressed their happiness to use the
byproduct of decortications i.e., powdered husk. Earlier they
used to make cowdung cakes by using cow dung and
groundnut husk. The husk being firm and whole it was
difficult to prepare cakes . But the husk obtained by this
machine is powdered which helps in preparing firm cakes
which is good quality fuel and burns slowly having good
burning efficiency. Hence the GSM-4 model decorticator has
multi uses and is a boon to small farmers for decorticating
groundnut seeds.
References
1. V.Thirupathi , R.Vishwanathan and K. Thangavel ,
Intensive evaluation of power operated groundnut
decorticator ,Madras Agriculture Journal ,91(1-30: 140141 January-March 2004.

Results and Discussion
I. Comparison of shelling efficiency between tradition manual decorticating and Mechanized decorticating using GSM-4
model
Sl.No. Particulars
1.
2.
2.

% of Broken
%shelling efficiency
Germination %

Haveri taluk
Gsm-4 model Traditional
method
6.1%
10.5%
96.1%
92%
91 %

The table shows that average percentage broken was 5.69 %
by using GSM-4 model and 10.38 % by traditional method.
The average germination % was 93 % by using GSM-4 model
and 91.5 % by traditional method. The shelling efficiency
was 96.65 %. The result shows that % broken and shelling
efficiency is superior when GSM-4 model decorticator is

Sirsi taluk
Gsm-4 model Traditional
method
5.27%
10.25%
97.2%
94%
92%

Average
Gsm-4 model Traditional
method
5.69%
10.38%
96.65%
93%
91.5%

2. Mandavikar,S.S(1988) , A new Ground nut Decorticator ,
Indian fng,38:33
3. S.Jangandi , K.P. Meerabai , T.Rudramani. K.T Rajendra
Prasad(2010) , Use of improved implements in groundnut
cultivation , p.6-15 ,Regional Research station , UASB ,
Hiriyur
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ECOLOGICAL SANITATION (ECOSAN) FOR PRODUCTIVE BANANA CULTVATION
*1

Dr.G.SRIDEVI *1 and C.A.Srinivasamurthy
Research Associate, Dept. Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry, University of Agricultural Sciences,
Bangalore – 56 065, E-mail: sri233011@ yahoo.com

The problem caused by large scale generation of human urine in-terms of sanitation and safety of human health could
be effectively tackled if the urine could be productively used for growing crops. A more scientific approach to collect
solid and liquid waste from human dwelling units is developed in the form of Ecosan toilet. It use on large scale can
overcome the ecological hazards, besides replacing large quantity of synthetic fertilizers for crop production.
In this context, field experiments were conducted in farmers fields at Nagasandra village, Doddaballapura Tq,
Bangalore district for one years to study the response of banana (Musa paradisica) crop to human urine when
applied to meet the nitrogen requirement of these crops. The treatments were absolute control, recommended dose of
fertilizers, recommended dose of nitrogen through human urine with and without gypsum and fertilizer applied to soil and
different combinations of human urine and fertilizers. The results of the field experiment revealed that recommended dose
of nitrogen through human urine (After 30 days of planting) + Gypsum applied to soil recorded the highest bunch yield
(30.0 t ha-1) when compared to control, and other treatment combinations. Significant increase in the nitrogen, phosphorus
and potassium content of plant samples was observed in the crops. The outcome of the present investigation revealed
that ecosan system helps to provide better sanitation, help farmers to save the cost on fertilizers without affecting the
crop yields and thus help to achieve food security.
Key words :( Ecosan, Banana, anthropogenic liquid waste (human urine), quality and yield)
Introduction: Safe drinking water and basic sanitation is of
crucial importance to the preservation of human health,
especially among children. Water-related diseases are the
most common cause of illness and death among the poor of
developing countries. Further, management of wastes from
urban centers and industry is also a challenging task. Several
methods have been developed, particularly over the last few
decades, capable of reducing the cost and complexities of
treatment without sacrificing the requirements of pollution
control. Ecological sanitation symbolizes a vision of
sustainable sanitation systems based on a systematic
material-flow-oriented recycling process of nutrients and
water as a hygienically safe, circular and holistic alternative
to conventional solutions. Ecological sanitation applies the
fundamentals of ecology, and takes the non-hazardousness,
decrement as well as resources recovery of human excreta as
guiding principles for the construction of ecological facilities.
So as to achieve the purpose of health protection of human
beings and ecological balance.
In order to grow plants that supply our food, fertilizers
containing nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and other
additional elements are needed. At present, chemical fertilizers
account for the largest share of these nutrients but, at the
present rate of use, the available resources will be rapidly
depleted. Use of human urine as fertilizer has been
implemented only to a limited extent. Rather, they have been
flushed out into the rivers, resulting in pollution of the aquatic
bodies. These resources have also been polluted with
pathogenic microorganisms to the extent that many large
rivers have become virus infected more or less permanently.
It is thus better to create a closed system, with no pollution
from bacteria or viruses, where human fertilizers are harvested

and used to feed the following year’s crops. Nutrients are
removed from fields with the harvested crops; in sustainable
agriculture, therefore, the amount of nutrients removed from
a field should be returned to it .Today, there is mainly an out
flow of nutrients from farms to society. For a sustainable
society, it is necessary to recycle these excreta back to the
farm.
In this regard an attempt was made to use human urine for
agricultural purposes. Human urine is being successfully
used in China, Finland and Sweden. The nutrient content
present in human urine may mean it can be a good source of
nutrients for plants. This may be increasingly important in
the future, with population growth and the corresponding
increased demand for food and demand to save water and
energy.
The agricultural scientists are convinced about use of human
urine for agricultural purposes. No information is available
on the quantity and frequency of application of human urine
as a nutrient source and the impact of its application on soil
properties, growth, yield and quality of crops. Standard
procedure and protocol of using human urine in crop
production is not well documented .Hence studies which
find answers to various questions related to use of human
urine for agricultural purposes is the need of the hour as it
helps to solve the problems of water pollution and to use the
nutrient elements present in human urine in a productive
way which otherwise may go as a waste. In view of these
considerations, the present investigation was undertaken
to assess the nutritive value of human urine on crop yields
MATERIALAND METHODS
Model description:
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Structure of Ecosan toilet: Ecosan toilet acts as urine
diverting toilet system. Ecosan is an environmentally friendly
toilet system. It involves recovery of nutrients from
anthropogenic liquid waste for use in agriculture. The
photographs of the gents and ladies ecosan toilets are shown
in Plate
Urine collection and its characters: The human urine used
in this study had been collected from ecosan toilet (urine is
collected separately and excreta collected separately from
source separated toilet) at Swami Vivekananda Kannada
Medium School, Doddaballapura Town, Bangalore district
of Karnataka. Care was taken for drawing the sample from
pilot site. Pure human urine was collected from girls students
and their age was around about 10 to 11 years. Samples were
directly collected in the 20 litres capacity cans and the samples
were stored in 700 litres capacity sterilized plastic drum and
subjected to analysis for its nutrients status as per standard
procedures.
Field experiment: The field experiment was carried out during
rainy reasons 2007-08 (April- 2007) on conducted in the
farmer’s field at Nagasandra village, Doddaballapura taluk
using banana (variety Elakki) as test crop with ten treatments
and three replications in a randomised block design. The
treatments tried were T -Control,T -Recommended Dose of
2
1
Fertilizers (RDF) , T - Recommended Dose of Nitrogen (RDN)
3
through human urine (Basal), T - RDN through human urine
4
(Basal) + gypsum ,T -RDN through human urine (After 30
5
days of planting), T -RDN through human urine (After 30
6
days of planting)+ gypsum, T - 40% RDN through human
7
urine (Basal) + 60% RDN through Urea ,T - 40% RDN
8
through human urine (Basal) + 60% RDN through Urea+
Gypsum, T - 40% RDN Urea (Basal) + 60% RDN through
9
human urine in 6 splits and T -40% RDN Urea (Basal) +
10
60% RDN through human urine + gypsum in 6 splits . The
soil was sandy clay loam (Fine sand 37.6 % , silt -10.2 % and
clay 24.5 %).
Where, RDF- Recommended dose of fertilizer, RDNRecommended dose of Nitrogen, ALW- Anthropogenic liquid
waste (Human urine),(Balance of P and K were supplied
through chemical fertilizers), Phosphorus through single
super phosphate and Potassium through Muriate of potash
Note: Gypsum was used as an amendment, taking into account
the solubility of gypsum, field capacity of the soil and
quantity of anthropogenic liquid waste to be added to the
soil. To attain hundred per cent saturation two grams of
gypsum per litre of anthropogenic liquid waste is required.
The total quantity of gypsum per plot was calculated based
on the amount of anthropogenic liquid to be added for each
plot.
Results and Discussion
Nutrient composition of Human urine
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Initial nutrient composition of human urine was slightly
alkaline (7.84) in reaction and has high amount of soluble
salts with electrical conductivity of 9.2 dS m-1 and a low
organic load [BOD –3.6 and COD-176.90 mg kg-1]. It also had
small quantity of total dissolved solids averaging to 0.089
mg L-1. Human urine contained appreciable amount of N (0.45
per cent) and P (0.18 per cent), K (0.16 per cent), Ca (4.25 me
L-1), Mg (5.15 me L-1) and Na (0.36 per cent) (Table.1).
The treatment which received recommended dose of
anthropogenic liquid waste (after 30 days planting)
+gypsum) (T6) recorded highest number of hands in the
bunch (12.00). This might be due to steady and increased
availability of nutrients from anthropogenic liquid waste
resulting in increased uptake by plants and rapid
differentiation of the meristem into various floral primordial
structures, that determine the future bunch size
Maximum number of fingers per bunch (15.67) was recorded
in the T 6 treatment which received RDN through
anthropogenic liquid waste (after 30 days of planting) +
gypsum. This might be due to timely available of nutrients
to the plants and easily availability form of potassium
presence of anthropogenic liquid waste and growth
promoting substances in anthropogenic liquid waste might
have improved yield components (Schouw et al., 2002 ).
Though banana requires heavy nutrient application
throughout its growing period. This ensures an uninhibited
growth and greatly influencing is deciding the number of
fingers bunch -1 (Baruah and Mohan, 1992).
The treatment T 6 which received recommended dose of
anthropogenic liquid waste (after 30 days planting)
+gypsum) recorded more bunch weight (12.5 kg) when
compared to other treatments. This might be due to improved
physiological and metabolic functions inside the plant body
and the complementary effect of soil and IAA and the
substances present in anthropogenic liquid waste and higher
proportion of nitrogen which releases from ALW which would
be readily available to the plants. Another possible reason
for high yield could be due to more foliage resulting in better
harvesting of light energy, resulting in higher photosynthates
activity and translocation of photosynthesis and
accumulation at different parts of the plant (Hedge and
Srinivas, 1990). Besides this, the increased bunch weight is
due to a corresponding increase in the length of bunch,
number of hands, number of fingers length, and weight of
fingers. The lowest was recorded in control (T1).This reasons
might be due to less light interruption by the crowded canopy
and consequent reduction in photosynthesis (Reddy, 1992
and Nalina , 1999).
It would be the ultimate aim of any farmer to get maximum
fruit yield with quality. If all the growth and physiological
parameters are favourably settled and the cumulative effects
of all the favourable parameters are manifested in terms of
high fruit yield (Chattopadhy et al., 1990).
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The highest banana yield (30.0 t ha-1) was recorded in
treatment (T 6) which received recommended dose of
anthropogenic liquid waste (after 30 days planting)
+gypsum). This might be due to the improved soil fertility
caused by the application of anthropogenic liquid waste and
satisfactory availability of nutrients and more enzymes
activity (Hoguland, 2001). Other possible reason is the
increased bunch weight is due to a corresponding increase
in length of bunch, number of hands, number of fingers
length and weight. This is in confirmation with the findings
of Ray et al. (1993).
Quality parameters of banana as affected by ALW application
The highest total soluble sugars content (25.85 per cent)
was recorded in T6 treatment received recommended dose of
anthropogenic liquid waste (after 30 days planting)
+gypsum).
Though slight difference was noticed in reducing content
and non reducing sugar content among treatments.
Significant difference was observed in total sugars. However
the treatments were on par with each other. The reasons for
these results are possibly the varietals characteristics
controlling the content of biochemical quality parameters
like non reducing sugars and total sugars
Sensory evaluation: Banana fruits from all the treatments
were acceptable at a better level and no much difference in
average scores for overall acceptability between the highest
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acceptances to lowest acceptance was observed. The range
was mentioned just to compare chemical fertilizer and
anthropogenic liquid waste fertilizer products. The least
acceptance might be due to change in the taste, colour and
size of fingers. Similar results were reported by Surendra
Pradhan et al. (2007) and Helvi Heinonen Tanski et al., 2007).
Summary: The summary of the findings of the research work
carried during2006-2007 has been given below:
1) Urine is slightly alkaline in reaction, has appreciable
amount of soluble salts and a low BOD and COD load. It
contains appreciable quantum of plant nutrient elements
especially N,P and K in addition to secondary and trace
elements required by crops. Slight variation in the quality of
urine can be expected depending on the age of the persons
and the diet.
2) Human urine can be used as a liquid fertilizer as a
supplement/alternative to chemical fertilizers to grow banana
crops without reducing yields.
3) The crop quality was found to be on par or better in crops
using urine as a liquid fertilizer.
4) The physical, chemical and biological properties of soil
were not affected due to human urine application but, were
found to be better than that observed due to chemical fertilizer
application.
The research work has paved way for safe utilization of
human urine as a liquid fertilizer.

Table. Effect of anthropogenic liquid waste on number of hands per bunch, number of fingers hand-1, bunch weight (kg)
and yield (t ha-1) of banana
Treatments

No. of

No. of

Bunch

hands per

fingers\

weight

Yields

bunch

bunch -1

(kg)

(t ha-1)

T1-Control

9.0

11.0

8.0

19.93

T2- RDF

11.0

12.

11.0

28.41

T3-RDN through ALW (Basal)

10.0

14

10.0

24.92

T4- RDN through ALW (Basal) + Gypsum

11.0

12

10.5

27.41

T5- RDN through ALW (After 30 days of planting)

11.0

14

11.5

28.65

T6- RDN through ALW (After 30 days of planting)+ Gypsum

12.0

16.

12.5

30.00

T7-40% RDN through ALW (Basal) + 60% RDN through Urea

9.0

12

9.5

23.67

T8-40% RDN through ALW (Basal) + 60% RDN through Urea + Gypsum

9.0

14

10.0

24.92

T9-40% RDN Urea (Basal) + 60% RDN through ALW in 6 splits

10.0

13

11.0

24.92

T10-40% RDN Urea (Basal) + 60% RDN through ALW+ Gypsum in 6 splits

11.0

13

11.5

27.45

Mean

10.27

13

10.55

SEd

0.05

0.30

0.07

1.02

CD (P=0.05)

0.10

0.62

0.14

2.04
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Fig Effect of anthropogenic liquid waste on fruit quality of banana
Table. Effect of anthropogenic liquid waste on sensory evaluation of banana fruit
Treatments

Appearance Colour Texture Taste

Overall
acceptability

T1-Control

2.92

2.92

2.28

3.50

3.25

T2- RDF

4.98

4.98

3.18

5.00

4.95

T3-RDN through ALW (Basal)

4.75

4.75

3.12

4.80

4.82

T4- RDN through ALW (Basal) + Gypsum

4.82

4.82

3.13

4.85

4.85

T5- RDN through ALW (After 30 days of planting)

4.97

4.97

3.19

4.85

4.95

T6- RDN through ALW (After 30 days of planting)+ Gypsum

5.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

T7-40% RDN through ALW (Basal) + 60% RDN through Urea

4.75

4.75

2.89

4.80

4.75

+ Gypsum

4.80

4.80

2.90

4.80

4.75

T9-40% RDN Urea (Basal) + 60% RDN through ALW in 6 splits

4.86

4.86

3.14

4.85

4.80

in 6 splits

4.86

4.86

3.14

4.85

4.80

Mean

4.67

4.67

3.10

4.73

4.69

SEd

0.12

0.12

0.11

0.20

0.19

CD (P=0.05)

0.24

0.24

0.22

0.40

0.28

T8-40% RDN through ALW (Basal) + 60% RDN through Urea

T10-40% RDN Urea (Basal) + 60% RDN through ALW+ Gypsum
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MORBIDITY STATUS, NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE AND IMPACT OF NUTRITION
EDUCATION AMONG PREGNANT WOMEN OF BANGALORE URBAN
Vijayalaxmi K.G* and Asna Urooj**
* University of Agricultural sciences, Hebbal, Bangalore-560024, ** Dept. of Food science and Nutrition,
University of My sore, Mysore-560006
Maternal health, nutrition and education are important for the survival and well-being of women and are the key
determinants of the health and well being of the fetus. Increased awareness of the impact of prenatal nutrition has
resulted in increased emphasis on nutrition counseling. The present study was undertaken to assess the morbidity
status, nutrition knowledge and to study the impact of nutrition education in 350 pregnant women attending private
and government hospitals in Bangalore urban. The high risk groups under consideration in the present study were
pregnancy induced hypertension (PIH), gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), anemia and adolescent pregnancies.
The nutrition knowledge of the subjects was measured using a questionnaire, comprising both health and nutritional
aspects; both at pre and post evaluation time. After the pre evaluation, nutrition education material in the form of
booklet was developed (both in English and local language) and distributed among the subjects. Post evaluation was
done after a period of one month. The nutritional knowledge of the subjects was computed and analyzed in terms of
scores. Family history of diabetes was reported by a majority of subjects who were diagnosed with GDM, while
hypertension in the family members was reported by a majority of subjects with PIH. The pre evaluation scores for
health related aspects were more (71.0) compared to the nutrition related aspects (59.5). However the increase in the
knowledge scores after reading the nutrition education material given was higher in nutrition related aspects (28.3),
compared to that of health aspects (21.1). The difference in the knowledge scores between pre and post evaluation
was statistically significant both in nutritional and health related aspects. The remarkable improvement in the knowledge
scores were observed in the study group with nutrition education. Thus, the study reiterated the fact that heredity is
a risk factor for developing hypertension or diabetes during pregnancy. The results also suggested that the availability
of both professional nutrition counseling and reliable nutrition information might be effectively promoted via mass
media.
Introduction: The term “Morbidity” refers to the state of
being diseased affecting the way of life of human beings.
During pregnancy, morbidity status not only affects mother
but also the offspring.
Maternal health, nutrition and education are important for
the survival and well being of women and are the key
determinants of the health and wellbeing of the fetus (Mridula
et al., 2003). Pregnant women have been reported to be
receptive to learning about nutrition education (Annie &
Doris, 1995). There are a number of reasons as to why
pregnancy might be a suitable time for encouraging dietary
change. First, women might change what they eat during
pregnancy because of physical symptoms and would
welcome any advice which will improve these. Second, they
are responsive to health advice at this time and third they
may actively seek health information.
Hence, the present study was undertaken to assess the
morbidity status and nutritional knowledge and to study the
impact of nutrition education in pregnant women attending a
private hospital in Bangalore urban.

Methodology: The study was carried out a private hospital
in Bangalore urban. A total of 350 subjects belonging to
both normal and high risk groups were selected based on
the basis of their willingness to participate in the study. The
high risk groups under the present study were pregnancy
induced hypertension (PIH), gestational diabetes mellitus
(GDM), anemia and adolescent pregnancies. The medical
records at the hospital were used for classification.
A questionnaire was formulated to obtain specific information
on
a) Morbidity status
b) Health habits and
c) Knowledge on nutritional aspects
Questionnaire to elicit information on nutritional knowledge
comprised two parts, part A and Part B. Part A consisted of
general awareness regarding basic aspects of health during
pregnancy. Part B consisted of specific nutrition related items.
This was administered to a sub-sample (n=55) depending on
the subjects’ willingness to participate. A booklet entitled
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“Pregnancy and nutrition” was developed both in English
and Kannada (local language) which contained information
under the following headings in simple language.
1. What is Pregnancy?
2. What happens in Pregnancy?
3. Changes in Mother.
4. Warning signs of deficiency.
5. Morning sickness
6. Ideal weight gain pattern
7. Importance of balanced diet during pregnancy
8. How to ensure proper nourishment during pregnancy.
9. Eat more nutrient dense and less empty calorie foods
10. Rest
11. Avoid these foods
12. Know the ‘NO’s.
13. Immunization
14. Pregnancy and Diabetes
The booklet was distributed after taking pre-evaluation of
nutritional knowledge with the help of questionnaire. After a
month, during their next visit to the hospital, post evaluation
was done with the help of same questionnaire. Each question
had a score of 1(one) for a correct response. Both pre and
post evaluation of nutritional awareness was computed and
analyzed to measure their nutritional knowledge in terms of
sources.
Results and Discussions: Morbidity Status : Table 1 depicts
family disease history of the subjects. Majority of the family
members were found to suffer from chronic diseases like
hypertension [34.3%] and diabetes mellitus [33.4%]. Among
the families only 5.4% had the obesity.
Table 2 shows the family disease history of the subjects
grouped according to high risk pregnancy. Hypertension in
the families was observed among majority of the PIH women
[50.9%] followed by GDM [40.0%]. A family history of
diabetes was reported by maximum number of GDM women
[60%] followed by PIH [38.2%] women. Obesity in the family
was also noted among more in the families of PIH and GDM
group compared to other groups. The difference in prevalence
of hypertension and diabetes among the groups is found to
be statistically significant (p< 0.05). However, the difference
in the prevalence of obesity between the groups was
nonsignificant.
Heredity has been considered as one of the main risk factor
to develop hypertension or diabetes during pregnancy (Goel
& Bathia,1999). The results of the present study also revealed
and confirmed the role of heredity as a risk factor among
hypertension and diabetic pregnant women.
The common ailments expressed by the majority of the
subjects during pregnancy were respiratory [27.7%],
backache [23.7%] and headache [15.7%] (Table 3). Medical
history of the subjects during the previous pregnancy
revealed the occurrence of hypertension and gestation
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diabetes in 10% and 6% of the subjects respectively (Table
4).
Subjects identified as GDM and PIH cases were referred to
the hospital dietician for dietary advice. Majority of the GDM
(n=15) were able to control diabetes through dietary means
while the rest of them (n=10) were on insulin therapy. Among
the PIH group (n=55), only 16 were on medication while the
rest of them (n=39) reported to be on diet restriction.
Although all the subjects were prescribed with vitamin &
mineral supplements (folic acid, calcium and iron tablets),
only 76% reported to have followed the prescription, while
the rest of them cited financial problem [23.4%]. The majority
subjects preferred to follow home remedies for common
ailments (Table 5). In spite of many spectacular advances in
modern medicine, a large section of population, especially in
the developing countries gets the benefits of native system
of medicines (Sankara and Subrahmanian, 1982).Accordingly
in the present study, majority of subjects preferred to follow
home remedies for common ailments.
Health/Job related practices: Majority of the subjects
reported to have moderate to good sleep pattern (27-59%).
The employed group of subjects (n=73) reported to commute
to the work place either by walk (13.2%) or by vehicle (7.2%)
(Table 6).
Personal activities of the subjects are also presented in table.
Before pregnancy, a small number of subjects were in the
habit of walking, practicing yoga and fitness exercises. The
frequency of this exercise was daily [6.6%], 2-3 times a week
[0.3%] and in some it was only once a week [1.1%]. During
the present pregnancy, 42% of the subjects reported to walk
regularly, the distance covered ranged from < 1 to 2.0 km.
The results clearly indicated that the health promoting
activities were not very common.
None of the subjects were in the habit of smoking and alcohol
consumption rein forcing the fact that such habits are
uncommon among middle class strata in India. But a small
number [5%] had the habit of chewing beetle leaves. The
spouses of the subjects were reported to consume alcohol,
smoke and also chew beetle leaves.
The nutrition knowledge of the selected sub sample was
measured in two categories- health and nutrition aspects,
both prior and post in terms of scores are presented in Table
7.
Pre-evaluation scores for both nutrition as well as health
related aspects appear to be better, indicating the awareness
of the subjects on importance of nutrition during pregnancy.
The scores for health related aspects (71.0) were higher
compared to the nutrition related aspects (59.5). However,
the increase in the knowledge scores after reading the
nutrition education material given was higher in nutrition
related aspects (28.3). The difference in the knowledge scores
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between pre and post evaluation was statistically significant
(p < 0.05) both in nutrition and health related aspects. A
remarkable improvement in the knowledge scores were
observed in the study group with nutrition education. The
present study is in line with earlier reports showing the
positive impact of nutrition education on nutritional
knowledge, practices and improvement in the nutritional
status (Anthony et al., 1989: Mary & Adith 1991: Donald et al
., 1991).
Summary and Conclusion: Family history of diabetes was
reported by a majority of subjects who were diagnosed with
GDM, while hypertension in the family members was reported
by a majority of subjects with PIH. Thus the study reiterated
the fact that heredity is a risk factor for developing
hypertension or diabetes during pregnancy.
The study showed positive impact of nutrition education on
nutritional knowledge of the respondents and confirmed the
fact that pregnancy is a suitable time for encouraging dietary
change. The results suggest that the health professionals in
obstetric practice particularly physicians are important
targets for nutrition education programs. The availability of
both professional nutrition counseling and reliable nutrition
information might be effectively promoted via suitable mass
media. Regular and repeated personalized interaction with
women particularly during pregnancy is needed to ensure a
successful outcome.
Table 1. Family disease history of subjects
Type of Disease
Hypertension
Diabetes
Obesity
Migraine

Yes

n
120
117
19
6

Response
%
34.3
33.4
5.4
1.7

n
230
233
331
344

No
%
65.7
66.6
94.6
98.3
n=350

Table 2. Family disease history of subjects of high risk
groups
Sample Groups
Normal
PIH
GDM
Adolescent
Anemia
Combined
X2 Value

Family history of subjects
Hypertension Diabetes Obesity
n
%
n %
n %
53
29.1
46 25.3 15 8.2
28
50.9
21 38.2 9 16.4
10
40.0
15 60.0 3 12.0
1
6.7
0 0.0 0 0.0
17
23.3
10 13.7 4 5.5
109
31.1
92 26.3 31 8.9
17.57*
30.10*
6.72 NS

Table 3. Morbidity status of subjects
Type of Disease

Response
Yes
No
n
% n
%
Respiratory
97 27.7 253 72.3
Gastro intestinal 12 3.4 338 96.6
Menstrual
6
1.7 344 98.3
Head ache
55 15.7 295 84.3
Back ache
83 23.7 267 76.3
n=350
Table 4. Medical history of subjects

Medical history

Subjects
n
%
Previous type of disease
Hypertension 36 10.3
Diabetes
22 6.3
Migraine
4 1.1
Under gone Surgeries before Yes
49 14.0
No
301 86.0
n=350
Table 5. Treatment during previous illness
Aspects

Category

Response during
Gestational diabetes

Only diet
restriction
Insulin therapy

Response during
Pregnancy induced
hypertension
Prescribed with
Supplements
Medication as per
medical advice
Morbidity during
pregnancy @

Total
n
182
55
25
15
73
350

Category

Medication during
sickness @

@ Multiple Response,

Diet restriction
Diet + drugs
Folic acid
Calcium
Iron
Others
Yes
No
Fever
Cough
Diarrhea
Urinary tract
infection
Home medication
Medicine by
choice/Doctor
Only

Respondents
n
%
15
10

4.3
2.9

39
16
304
273
262
02
268
82
13
51
4

11.1
4.6
86.9
78.0
74.9
0.6
76.6
23.4
3.7
14.6
1.1

7
41

2.0
11.7

4

1.1

n=350

* Significant at 5 % level,
NS: Non-significant n=350
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Table 6. Sleep cycle and commute to work spot of subjects
Activities
Sleep Cycle
Commute to work spot
Exercise

Frequency of Exercise
Walk during pregnancy
Distance
Duration of activity

Category

Subjects
n
(%)
Good
209 59.7
Moderate
95 27.1
No sleep
46 13.1
By vehicle
25 7.2
Walk the distance 46 13.2
Yoga
3
0.9
Fitness Exercise
2.0 0.6
Cycling
1.0 0.3
Walking
22 6.3
Daily
23 6.6
2-3 times
01 0.3
Once a week
04 1.1
Yes
147 42.0
No
203 58.0
< 1km
88 45.1
1-2 km
59 16.9
15 min
44 12.6
30 min
86 24.6
45 min
17 4.9
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Table 7. Mean knowledge on nutritional aspects among
subjects
Aspects

Statem
ents

Category

Knowle

Paired

dge ( % )

t-Test

Mean±SD
Nutrition 24

Pre test

59.5 ± 4.5

Post test

87.8± 3.7

44.65*

Enhancement 28.3± 4.7
Health

18

Pre test

71.0± 16.3

Post test

92.1± 12.7

9.60*

Enhancement 21.1± 16.3
Combined 42

Pre test

64.5± 16.5

Post test

89.7± 25.2

10.93*

Enhancement 25.2± 17.1
*Significant at 5 % level

n=55

Fig. 1 : Mean Knowledge on nutritional aspects among subjects
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NUTRITIONAL STATUS AND OUTCOME OF PREGNANCY IN DIFFERENT SOCIO
ECONOMIC GROUPS IN BANGALORE
Vijayalaxmi K.G*, Asna Urooj**
*University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore-560024, ** Manasagangothri, University of Mysore, Mysore-560006
Pregnancy is one of the most critical and unique period in a woman’s lifecycle. The present investigation was
undertaken with an objective of studying the influence of socio- economic status on nutritional status of the pregnant
women and outcome attending private and government hospitals of Bangalore urban for antenatal check up. [N=350].
The study group included 126 low income group (LIG), 116 moderate income group (MIG) and 108 high income group
(HIG) women. The anthropometric measurements such as height, weight, mid-arm circumference (MUAC) and triceps
skin fold thickness (TSF) were taken using standard procedures. Dietary intake was calculated based on 24 hrs
dietary recall method. Birth weights of the neonates were taken within 24 hrs after birth. Majority of the women of the
LIG were underweight [25.4%] as indicated by the BMI values. The various somatic parameters like MUAC, MUAMC,
TSF measurements also showed the poor nutritional status of the women of LIG. Nutrient intake of the women did not
meet the ICMR standards. Maternal weight gain was significantly less among LIG subjects as compared to other
groups. Of the study population, low birth weight neonatal outcome was observed more with LIG [32.5%] and higher
birth weights were observed among women of HIG [36.1%]. The relation between maternal income and the neonatal
outcome was found to be statistically significant. The results revealed that socio-economic status plays an important
role in determining the nutritional status of the mothers and health status of the newborn. Thus, there is an urgent
need to provide special nutritional inputs and better monitoring facilities during pregnancy to such undernourished
mothers which would ensure the health and wellbeing of both mothers and children.
Introduction: Pregnancy is one of the most ‘critical and
unique’ period in a woman’s life cycle. Nutritional status of
the pregnant woman influences the state and future course
of development of offspring. Poor maternal nutrition is
reported to be one of the major determinants for intrauterine
growth retardation in both developed and developing
countries (Aarti Malik 2001).Low birth weight babies tend to
become insulin resistant and likely to develop insulin
resistance syndromes, diabetes, hypertension and abnormal
blood lipids in later part of life (Thame et al.,1997).One of the
major factors that promote the health and wellbeing of the
mother is wholesome and nourishing diet. It is reported a
positive correlation between the quality of the diet mother
takes and the birth weight of infants (Mridula et al.,
2002).Family income may be considered as the best indicator
of the wellbeing since food consumption is believed to be
influenced by the income of a person. Mathuravalli et al.,
2001 have reported that socioeconomic status of the families
plays a crucial role in determining the pregnancy outcome.
Income influences dietary intake to a significant extent and
thereby the nutritional status (Pallavi & Usha, 2002).Hence,
the present study was undertaken to assess the influence of
socioeconomic status (SES) on nutritional status and
outcome among pregnant women of Bangalore urban.
Methodology: The present longitudinal study was carried
out at private and government hospitals of Bangalore city
(n=350). The study group included 126 low income group
(LIG), 116 moderate income group (MIG) and 108 high income
group (HIG) women. LIG consisted of unemployed, unskilled,
manual workers and those with irregular and unspecified jobs
with a total income <Rs.4,000/- per month. MIG included the
categories such as office, workers, skilled manual workers

and students having monthly income ranging between
Rs.4,000/-to10,000/- per month. The HIG category covered
highly paid officers, doctors, engineers, managers, couples
employed in government and business class having a total
income of > Rs.10,000/- per month. The age of the subjects
ranged between 16-35 years. The anthropometric
measurements such as height, weight, mid-arm circumference
(MUAC) and triceps skin fold thickness (TSF) were taken
using standard procedures (Jellieffe 1966) before 8 weeks of
pregnancy. Dietary intake was calculated based on 24 hours
dietary recall method, taken 3 times during pregnancy.[I,II
and III trimesters] and then it was averaged. Mode of delivery,
gestation week, apgar scoring were noted from hospital case
sheet records. Birth weights of the neonates were taken with
24hours after birth. Crown heel length (CHL), Head
circumference (HC) and arm circumference (AC) of the
neonates were also taken using standard procedures (Jellieffe
1966).
The normal BMI was taken into account to derive the ideal
body weight of the study group. Recommended dietary intake
(RDI) of energy, protein and B-complex vitamins were
calculated based on ideal body weight. The RDI of the
individual was used to derive a desirable dietary pattern
(DDP) by translating the RDI into foods in amounts desirable
to ensure nutritional adequacy in terms of macronutrients.
Suitable statistical tests were employed to derive significance
of results.
Results and Discussion: Personal data of the subjects is
presented in Table 1. It was observed that majority of the
families [51%] belonged to nuclear type while 48% belonged
to joint families. The level of education varied widely among
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the subjects. More number of subjects had studies < SSLC
level [29%].
Somatic Status: The body size of adults is widely used as an
indicator of overall health and nutritional status of a
community. Among the subjects, approximately 60% had the
BMI in the desirable range irrespective of the income level,
while 25% belonging to LIG were undernourished. As
expected, subjects with higher BMI belonged to moderate
[21%] and HIG [27%], reiterating the influence of economic
condition on nutritional status. A significant association (p<
0.05) between income level and BMI was observed [Table 2].
Weight gain during pregnancy in relation to income group is
presented in Table 3. The gain in weight was maximum among
HIG. The differences among the three income groups were
also statistically significant (p < 0.05).
The data of subjects on MUAC, MUAMC and TSF in
relation to income is presented in Table 4. The results
indicated that somatic parameters viz. MUAC, MUAMC and
TSF differed significantly (p< 0.05) among the 3 income
groups. More number of subjects belonging to the LIG had
lower protein and fat status as compared to other income
groups [65%, 49% and 88% respectively]. Among HIG’s, the
mean MUAC and MUAMC measurements were >90% of the
standard, indicating a better protein status. However, a low
fat status was observed in >60% of the subjects.
The better somatic status among HIG’s indicated their
wellbeing and good nutritional status from pre-conception.
An increasing trend in nutritional status against the gradient
of economic status was evident.
Dietary Intake: Average intake of different food items by
the subjects is given in Table 5. Except pulses, all other food
items consumed by the pregnant women fell short of required
amounts. Apart from cereals and green leafy vegetables, the
mean intake of all other food items such as pulses, roots and
tubers, other vegetables, fruits and dry fruits, sugar, milk and
fats (62g, 18g, 77g, 44g, 11g, 171 ml and 15g) were very less
among the LIG. The food consumption for most of the food
items was comparatively better among HIG.
Lower intake of food reflected in the deficient intake of most
of the nutrients. Nutrient intake versus RDI of subjects
classified according to income level revealed greater deficits
for all the nutrients in the LIG viz. energy (1363 K cals), protein
(39.6 g), fat (62.4 g) and CHO (228 g) compared to HIG [Table
6]. Daily diet of the subjects comprised mainly of cereals,
pulses, other vegetables and milk. But the consumption of
green leafy vegetables, sugar and fats were not satisfactory.
It was evident that their prevailing diet could not adequately
provide sufficient intake of most of the micronutrients (Table
7). The study revealed that the income positively affected
the food and nutrient intake of subjects. The intake of pulses,
roots and tubers, other vegetables, fruits, sugar, milk and
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milk products and fats by the subjects of HIG was
significantly higher than that by those of LIG. The intake of
cereals and green leafy vegetables was more among the LIG.
The results of the study are in line with other reports, who
reported that consumption of cereals was inversely related,
while that of pulses, milk, oil and sugar was directly related
to per capita expenditure (Rawtani and Varma, 1989).
Outcome of delivery: Number of low birth weight babies
(LBW) was more in the LIG [56.8%] and lowest in HIG [22.8%].
It was observed that the association between the income
level and birth weight of the newborn babies was statistically
significant (p <0.05). The incidence of preterm deliveries was
higher [16.2%] among MIG and full term deliveries were more
among HIG [41%]. Fifty percent of the subjects of HIG had
cesarean as mode of delivery. The normal delivery cases
were more in LIG [64%]. More number of infants born to
MIG had morbidity symptoms like infections, respiratory
distress syndrome etc Table 8.
Table 9 depicts the anthropometric measurements of the
infants. The number of shorter infants (< CHL) were more
among subjects belonged to LIG [63.3%] and taller infants
(> CHL) were more among HIG [57%]. Still births [4.3%] were
noticed more among MIG and abortions [6.3%] were more
among LIG. Overall the measurements of AC, HC, and CC
were below the ICMR standard for more number of infants.
However, such cases were more in the LIG. The CHL and HC
measurements of the infants showed statistically significant
(p < 0.05) difference between the three income groups.
Apgar score is an indicator of perinatal outcome and are
given by the pediatrician at 1 min & 5 min just after the birth.
Apgar score < 5 at 1 min and < 7 at 5 min are considered as
abnormal and such infants more often require neonatal
intensive care. Low Apgar scores at 1 min & 5 min were
observed among infants born to subjects of LIG [Table 10].
The study revealed the fact that birth weight of the newborn
was influenced by socio-economic status. The significant
role of SES of the mother in determining the health status of
the mother is a well established fact. Many studies have
observed a higher birth weight and CHL of the newborn
among higher SES well fed group than lower SES/ poorly fed
group (Vijayalakshmi & Devaki, 1976:Davadas et al., 1978:
Mathuravalli et al., 2001) while a few studies (Arora et al.,1963:
George et al., 2003) report no association between SES and
LBW.
Cesarean as a mode of delivery was more prevalent in HIG, in
the present study. It is reported more number of cesarean
deliveries with urban than rural women (Parvathi &
Sathiyanayaki, 1995). Study group of low SES had poor
nutritional status as depicted by somatic and dietary intake.
Earlier report also has indicated that CHL is highly influenced
by SES of the mothers (Mathuravalli et al., 2001). Similarly it
was observed in the present study that maternal nutritional
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mothers and health status of the newborns. Hence, there is
an urgent need to provide special nutritional inputs and
better monitoring facilities during pregnancy to such
undernourished mothers which would ensure the health and
wellbeing of both mothers and infants. The government and
non-government agencies should strengthen the policies
and monitor intervention strategies to improve the socioeconomic status of people. There is a strong need to provide
nutrition education to mothers to increase their awareness
and knowledge to inculcate appropriate dietary practices
and to include cheap locally available nutrient dense food in
their daily diet.

status influenced the somatic measurements of the new
borns.
Summary and Conclusions: Subjects belonging to HIG had
better nutritional status as depicted by several parameters
such desirable BMI, normal weight gain during pregnancy,
satisfactory protein and fat status as indicated by MUAMC
and TSF measurements. The pregnancy outcome as depicted
by neonatal birth weight, neonatal somatic measurements
(CHL, HC & CC), still births, abortions, premature deliveries
etc indicated a better performance among HIG.
The results revealed that socio-economic status plays an
important role in determining the nutritional status of the

Table 4.Percentile classification of income groups on
MUAC, MUAMC and TSF measurements

Table 1. Personal data of the subjects
Characteristics Category
Religion
Hindu
Muslim
Christian
Family Type
Joint
Nuclear
Educational
Below SSLC
Level
SSLC
PUC
Graduate
Post Graduate

Subjects n (%)
318(90.9)
17(4.8)
15(4.3)
171(48.9)
179(51.1)
103(29.4)
77(22.0)
69(19.7)
77(22.0)
24(6.9)

Table 2. Classification of subjects by BMI and income
groups
Income
Groups

BMI
<18.5
n
%
Low
32 25.4
Moderate 24 20.7
High
10 9.3
Combined 66 18.9

classification
18.5-20.0 >25.0
n % n %
77 61.1 17 13.5
68 58.6 24 20.7
69 63.9 29 26.8
214 61.1 70 20.0

X2
Value

Total
n %
126 100
116 100 13.83*
108 100
350 100

Percentile
of Std
MUAC
>100
90-100
80-89
70-79

11 (8.7 )
33 (26.2 )
52 (41.3 )
30 (23.8 )

39 (36.1 )
44 (40.7 )
15 (13.9 )
10 (9.3 )

72 (20.6 )
116 (33.1 )
110 (31.4 )
52 (14.9 )

MUAMC
>100
90-100
80-89
70-79

22 (19.0 )
39 (33.6 )
43 (37.1 )
12 (10.3 )
X 2=51.4*

20 (15.9 )
45 (35.7 )
55 (43.7 )
6 (4.8 )

55 (51.8 )
35 (32.4 )
14 (13.0 )
3 (2.8 )

102 (29.1 )
124 (35.4 )
113 (32.3 )
11 (3.1 )

TSF
>100
90-100
80-89
70-79
<70

26 (22.4 )
44 (37.9 )
44 (37.9 )
2 (1.7 )
X 2=49.5*

2 (1.6 )
12 (9.5 )
13 (10.3 )
24 (19.1 )
75 (59.2 )

10 (8.6 ) 11 (10.2 ) 23 (6.6 )
21 (18.1 ) 17 (15.7 ) 50 (14.3 )
27 (23.3 ) 25 (23.2 ) 65 (18.6 )
16 (13.8 ) 15 (13.9 ) 55 (15.7 )
42 (36.2 ) 40 (37.0 ) 157 (44.9 )
X 2=33.4*
* Significant at 5 % level

Low

Income groups
Moderate High

* Significant at 5 % level

Combined

Table 3.Gain in weight during pregnancy among subjects of different income groups
Income Groups

Weight (kg)
Sample(n) Initialweight

Weight at term Gain in weight Paired t-test

Mean ± SD

Mean± SD

Mean± SD

Low

121

47.36 + 8.7

57.75 + 10.1

10.47 + 2.3

50.07*

Moderate

113

51.36 + 9.6

61.74 + 9.9

10.35 + 2.6

42.32*

High

105

56.86 + 9.4

69.16 + 10.2

12.29 + 3.4

37.04*

Combined

339

51.62 + 8.8

62.46 + 10.4

10.99 + 2.8

72.26*

30.99*

36.80*

16.35*

F-test

Significant at 5 % level, n = 11 cases are aborted
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Table 5.Mean food consumption of subjects of different income group in comparison with DDP#
Food Items(gm)
Cereals
Legumes
Roots &Tubers
Other vegetables
Green leafy vegetables
Fruits & dry fruits
Sugar
Milk & milk products(ml)
Fats
Flesh foods

Low
Mean ± SD
275+56
62+24
18+9
77+24
32+11
44+12
11+7
171+45
15+4
7±6

Income groups
Moderate
Mean ± SD
294+59
75+24
30+17
82+20
41+24
64+22
14+6
175+34
17+4
13±8

High
Mean ± SD
176+50
69+31
35+12
84+20
25+9
72+29
15+5
193+47
23+4
13±9

DDP#Mean
390
73
50
100
100
100
30
250
35
NA

#DDP: Desirable Dietary Pattern, computed based on RDA of ICMR for adult women with ideal body weight, NA: Not
applicable
Table 6. Mean intake of macro nutrients of subjects in comparison with RDI# (- different income group subjects)
Income
groups
Low
Moderate
High

Sample(n) Energy (K cal)
Intake
RDI
126
1363+442 2331+163
116
1521+582 2332+169
108
1602+719 2367+173

Fat (g)
CHO (g)
Fiber(g)
Intake
RDI
Intake RDI
32.4+6.6 51.8+3.6 228+84 408+28.5 8.1+3.0
36.6+14.0 51.8+3.8 253+101 408+29.7 8.8+3.4
41.5+19.0 52.6+3.8 260+128 414+30.3 9.0+4.1
#RDI: Recommended Dietary Intake
Table 7. Mean micro nutrient intake of subjects- different income groups

Income Groups

Sample(n)

Low
Moderate
High
Combined
RDA*

126
116
108
350

Out come of
pregnancy

Protein (g)
Intake
RDI
39.6+13.5 58.3+4.1
44.3+18.1 58.3+4.2
46.8+21.3 59.2+4.3

Calcium(mg)
Mean±SD
464±258
492±268
534±323
474±272
1000

Micronutrients
Iron(mg)
Carotene(µg)
Mean±SD
Mean±SD
17.4±7.7
2040±2980
18.8±8.5
1825±2574
18.1±8.6
2199±3585
17.6±8.2
1948±2921
37.5
2400

Vitamin-C(mg)
Mean±SD
21.8±26
22.1±25
34.6±34
23.3±28
40

RDA*: Recommended Dietary Allowance
Table 8.Out come of delivery among subjects of different income groups
Income groups
Low
Moderate
High
Combined
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%

Birth wt
< 2.75
46
> 2.75
35
Gestational Weeks
32-34
11
35-37
42
38-41
29
Mode of delivery
Caesarian
22
Induced
07
Normal
52
Morbidity status
No
12
Yes
6
* Significant at 5% level,

X2

56.8
43.2

40
41

49.4
50.6

21
71

22.8
77.2

107
147

42.1
57.9

22.92*

13.4
51.2
35.4

13
39
28

16.2
48.8
35.0

12
43
38

12.9
46.2
40.9

36
124
95

14.1
48.6
37.3

1.12NS

27.2
8.6
64.2

29
17
35

35.8
21.0
43.2

47
14
33

50.0
14.9
35.1

99
38
120

38.3
14.8
46.9

18.47*

82.8
17.2

100
8

92.6
7.4

316
34

90.3
9.7

11.67*

95.2
96
4.8
20
NS: Non significant
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Table 9. Neonatal anthropometric measurements of subjects of different income groups in comparison with ICMR
standards
Parameters

%

Income groups
Moderate
High
n
%
n

%

Combined
n
%

51
30

63.0
37.0

50
31

40
52

43.5
56.5

141
113

55.5
44.5

AC
< 12.1 cm
> 12.1 cm

61.7
38.3
X 2=8.48 *

74
7

91.4
8.6

79
2

85
7

92.4
7.6

238
16

93.7
6.3

HC
< 33.5 cm
> 33.5 cm

97.5
2.5
X 2=3.03 NS

59
22

72.8
27.2

57
24

47
45

51.1
48.9

163
91

64.2
35.8

CC
< 33.0 cm
> 33.0 cm

70.4
29.6
X 2=10.85 *

76
5

93.8
6.2

72
9

84
8

91.3
8.7

232
22

91.3
8.7

Still birth
No
Yes

89.0
11.0
X 2=1.25 NS

124
2

98.4
1.6

111
5

108
0

100.0
0.0

343
7

98.0
2.0

Abortions
No
Yes

95.7
4.3
X 2=5.47 NS

118
8

93.7
6.3

112
4

CHL
< 48.0 cm
> 48.0 cm

Low
n

96.5
102
94.4
332
3.5
6
5.6
18
X 2=1.10 NS
* Significant at 5% level
NS: Non-significant
Table 10. Apgar scores of neonates born to different income group subjects

SCORES
APGAR-1
5
6-7
8
APGAR-5
<7
7
8-9
10

LOW
N
%

INCOME GROUPS
MODERATE
HIGH
N
%
N
%

COMBINED
N
%

15
53
13

18.5
65.4
16.1

14
60
7

17.3
10
74.1
70
8.6
12
X 2= 4.46 NS

10.9
76.1
13.0

39
183
32

15.4
72.1
12.6

4
11
66
0

4.9
13.6
81.5
0.0

2
7
72
2

2.5
8.6
88.9
2.2
X 2= 8.81 NS

4.4
4.3
89.1
0.0

10
22
220
2

3.9
8.7
86.6
0.8

4
4
82
0

94.9
5.1

NS: Non-significant
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ESSENTIAL OILS IN AROMATHERAPY FOR HUMAN AILMENTS
Vasundhara M.*, Yashaswini Sharma and Priyanka R.
*Professor, Dept. of Horticulture, UAS, GKVK, Bengaluru-560 065, Email: vasundhara.vasu@gmail.com
Aromatherapy is the most popular alternate therapy preferred in curing the human body and the mind from several
ailments. It is a holistic treatment of caring for the body with pleasant smelling botanical oils such as rose, lemon,
lavender and peppermint. The essential oils are added to the bath or massaged into the skin, inhaled directly or
diffused to scent an entire room. Aromatherapy is used for the relief of pain, care for the skin, alleviate tension and
fatigue and invigorate the entire body. These oils can affect the mood, alleviate fatigue, reduce anxiety and promote
relaxation. When inhaled, they work on the brain and nervous system through stimulation of the olfactory nerves.The
essential oils are aromatic essences extracted from plants, flowers, trees, fruits, bark, grasses and seeds with
distinctive therapeutic, psychological, and physiological properties, which improve and prevent illness. There are
more than 150 herbal essential oils. Most of these oils have antiseptic properties; some are antiviral, anti-inflammatory,
pain-relieving, antidepressant and expectorant.Aromatic blending for the sheer pleasure of the aroma is a combination
of creativity and science. The focus of the blend is primarily for its fragrance and its final aroma and then for its
therapeutic properties.Natural oils in the same category generally blend well together such as spicy and oriental oils
blend with florals, and citrus oils. The impact of aromatherapy is more felt in the present day stressful living.
Introduction: Aromatherapy means “treatment using scents”.
It is a holistic treatment of caring for the body with pleasant
smelling botanical oils such as rose, lemon, lavender and
peppermint. The essential oils are added to the bath or
massaged into the skin, inhaled directly or diffused to scent
an entire room. Aromatherapy is used for the relief of pain,
care for the skin, alleviate tension and fatigue and invigorate
the entire body. Essential oils can affect the mood, alleviate
fatigue, reduce anxiety and promote relaxation. When inhaled,
they work on the brain and nervous system through
stimulation of the olfactory nerves (Gwydion, 1998).
Aromatherapy is one of the oldest forms of natural therapy
practiced in India, and also in Egypt and China. Way back in
1000 BC, people used aromatic oils and plants to adorn their
bodies and for physical and mental well being, for religious
purposes and for mummification.
With a rekindling of interest in the ‘natural way of life’ people
are once again turning to aromatherapy, the most natural and
beneficial of all forms of naturopathy. It is one of the fastest
growing fields in alternative medicine. It is widely used at
home, clinics and hospitals for a variety of applications such
as pain relief for women in labor pain, relieving pain caused
by the side effects of the chemotherapy undergone by the
cancer patients, and rehabilitation of cardiac patients (Kurt,
1998).
Aromatherapy is the precise art of using Essential Oils. These
oils are the distilled vital essence of a plant with complex
hydrocarbons, and are present in flowers, leaves, grass,
roots, barks, seeds and fruit rind. A single drop of this
essential oil, equivalent to an ounce of living plant, is highly
potent. The process of extraction is rather slow, laborious
and expensive. To give you an example, 30 roses would give
only a single drop of rose oil (NIIR, 2009).

Essential oils are like sacred gifts of nature. These are
aromatic essences extracted from plants, flowers, trees, fruits,
bark, grasses and seeds with distinctive therapeutic,
psychological, and physiological properties, which improve
and prevent illness. Very small amounts can work wonders
for our bodies, stimulating, rejuvenating and balancing our
delicate life-support system; they literally spring the body
back into action (Ericksen and Marlene 2000). There are about
150 essential oils. Most of these oils have antiseptic
properties; some are antiviral, anti-inflammatory, painrelieving, antidepressant and expectorant. Other properties
of the essential oils which are taken advantage of in
aromatherapy are their stimulation, relaxation, digestion
improvement, and diuretic properties. To get the maximum
benefit from essential oils, it should be made from natural,
pure raw materials (www.holisticonline.com/herb).
The oils can be applied directly to the afflicted part of the
body, or can be heated so that its fumes can be inhaled.
They increase mental activity, stimulate positive feelings and
control the negative ones, trigger pleasant memories,
deodorize, bring calmness, energize and activate blood
circulation and sexual feelings. The oils are good fighters
against bacterial and viral diseases, septic infections,
rheumatism, insomnia, anxiety, indigestion and other ailments.
They also work well as anti-diuretic, anti-venomous, antiinflammatory, anti-spasmodic and anti-toxic agents. But more
than anything else, essential oils are especially great for hair
and beauty treatments, what with their enormous
rejuvenating capacity(Valnet andTisserand, 1990).
Aromatic Blending of Essential Oils: Creating our own
personal essential oil blends is one of the most satisfying
aspects of aromatherapy. Blends can be created for the sheer
aromatic pleasure of the blend and are suitable for personal
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or room fragrance. Essential oil blends can also be created
for specific therapeutic purposes like easing aching muscles,
minimizing the occurrence of acne, reducing winter “blahs”
and so on.
Aromatic blending for the sheer pleasure of the aroma is a
combination of creativity and science. When using a blend
created primarily for its fragrance, therapeutic benefit can
also occur. The focus of the blend, however, is on the final
aroma, not its therapeutic properties. Safety precautions
should be followed for any type of blending, including for
aromatic blending (Lis-Balchin and Maria, 2006). For instance,
you would still want to be extremely careful when using
Bergamot because of its phototoxic properties and still avoid
using all hazardous oils and all oils that are contraindicated
for conditions that you have.
Traditional perfumers that work for the famous fragrance
houses study for years to master the art and science of
perfumery blending. The perfumer’s standard repertoire
consists of essential oils but also of synthesized chemicals
that mimic the constituents (chemicals) of essential oils and
other natural ingredients. Perfumers use synthesized
chemicals and chemicals extracted from essential oils because
they are often cheaper than using pure essential oils and
because the chemicals are standardized and will be more
consistent in aroma. In aromatherapy blending, only natural
ingredients such as essential oils, absolutes, CO2s, grain
alcohol, carrier oils, herbs and water are used.
Essential Oil Blending Basics : Essential oils can be
categorized into broad groups based on their aromas. An
example categorical system is as follows:
Floral (i.e. Lavender, Neroli, Jasmine)
Woody (i.e. Pine, Cedar)
Earthy (i.e. Oakmoss, Vetiver, Patchouli)
Herbaceous (i.e. Marjoram, Rosemary, Basil)
Minty (i.e. Peppermint, Spearmint)
Medicinal/Camphorous (i.e. Eucalyptus, Cajuput, Tea Tree)
Spicy (i.e. Nutmeg, Clove, Cinnamon)
Oriental (i.e. Ginger, Patchouli)
Citrus (i.e. Orange, Lemon, Lime)
Oils in the same category generally blend well together. But
to get started, below are some categories that generally blend
well together:
Florals blend well with spicy, citrusy and woody oils.
Woodsy oils generally blend well with all categories.
Spicy and oriental oils blend well with florals, oriental and
citrus oils. Be careful not to overpower the blend with the
spicy or oriental oils.
Minty oils blend well with citrus, woody, herbaceous and
earthy oils (Kurt, 1998).
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Therapeutic Essential Oil Blending: Therapeutic blending
focuses on creating a blend that will aid with a particular
emotional or physical condition. Therapeutic blending
concentrates more on the therapeutic result than on the aroma
of the blend, but naturally it’s important to create a therapeutic
blend that is pleasing in aroma.
It is important to select essential oils that do not have
contraindications or safety issues that can affect other
aspects of your health. For instance, if you create a blend to
aid with dandruff but you happen to be pregnant, you should
not include Rosemary Essential Oil because it is
contraindicated in pregnancy. As another example, you
would obviously not create an arthritis blend that includes
peanut oil (a carrier oil used to dilute essential oils and is
reported to provide benefit in arthritis blends) if you are
allergic to peanuts (Edris, 2007).
When creating therapeutic blends, it is also important to
consider all the therapeutic actions you are seeing and avoid
oils that clash with your desired goals. For instance, let’s
say one is having severe period cramps and are having trouble
sleeping. For this scenario, we have to create a blend that
you can use right before bedtime. Peppermint and Cypress
are essential oils that can provide relief with menstrual
cramps. But, Peppermint and Cypress are energizing oils.
Thus, one would want to avoid these oils in a blend that has
to be used right before bed (Panda, 2009). The details of
essential oils and the uses for particular essential oils are
presented in Table 1 and Table 2.
Blending Tips:
When creating a new blend, start out small with a total
number of drops of either 5, 10, 20 or 25 drops. 25 drops
should be the most that you start with. By starting small,
waste less oil in the event that the blend does not ultimately
provide the therapeutic results that one can seek.
 Start creating the blend by only using essential oils,
absolutes or CO2s. After we designed the blend, then we
can dilute it by adding carrier oils, alcohol, etc.
 Keep a notebook that lists each oil that used with the
number of drops used for each oil. This way, one can
reduplicate the blend if we ever need to. It’s easy to forget
what oils and in what ratios you used if it is not noted down.
It is also a wise idea to note the vendor’s name of the oil that
was used as the therapeutic properties and quality of oils do
vary between vendors (even with the same vendor, the
properties of oils can vary from batch to batch, due to crop
fluctuations and resourcing).
How to Substitute Essential Oils in Aromatherapy Recipes
and Blends: Over two hundred essential oils, absolutes,
resins, CO2s and carrier oils are used in aromatherapy work.
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There are other essential oils, absolutes, etc. that exist that
are not safe for aromatherapy use. With such a large number
of readily available oils, it is cost prohibitive for most people
to have every available oil.
Aromatic Essential Oil Substitutions : When substituting
an essential oil in an aromatic blend where the goal is strictly
for its aroma and not for a therapeutic emotional or physical
purpose, oil should be selected from the same family of oils
(i.e. citrus, floral, spicy, earthy etc.) as the oil that is being
substituted for. For instance, if you there is a need to
substitute for the essential oil of mandarin, the essential oil
of sweet orange will provide a similar aroma. If you need to
substitute for rose otto (steam distilled rose essential oil),
rose geranium is not perfect, but it can give a suitable result
(Burke and Chambers, 1995).
Below are a few oils that will give examples for aromatic
substitutions. Even for aromatic blending, awareness and
safety precautions for the oils that are chosen is necessary
(NIIR, 2009).
Lemon / Grapefruit
Tangerine / Sweet Orange
 Neroli / Jasmine / YlangYlang (neroli, jasmine and
ylangylang are aromatically quite different beside their intense
floral aroma, but they can be substituted for one another in a
pinch)
Lavender / Lavendin
Peppermint / Spearmint
Benzoin Resin / Vanilla Absolute
Cinnamon / Clove
Therapeutic Essential Oil Substitutions: For therapeutic
substitutions, the rules of thumb differ from those of aromatic
substitutions. You want to create a blend that has a pleasing
aroma, but the goal here is to substitute one oil with similar
therapeutic benefits for the oil that you do not have. The
aroma of the substituted oil can be quite different than the
original oil as long as the aroma is still pleasing to work with.
Pay close attention to the desired therapeutic action of the
original oil and substitute it for oil that has the same action
but that does not introduce any new contraindications or
safety hazards.
Safety concerns: There are potential safety concerns for
using these essential oils, because essential oils are highly
concentrated and they can irritate the skin when used
undiluted.Therefore, they are normally diluted with carrier
oil for topical application. Phototoxic reactions may occur
with citrus peel oils such as lemon or lime. Also, many essential
oils have chemical components that are sensitisers (meaning
that they will after a number of uses cause reactions on the
skin, and more so in the rest of the body). Some of the
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chemical allergies could even be caused by pesticides, if the
original plants are cultivated.Some oils can be toxic to some
domestic animals, with cats being particularly prone.
As with any bioactive substance, an essential oil that may
be safe for the general public could still pose hazards for
pregnant and lactating women.While some advocate the
ingestion of essential oils for therapeutic purposes, licensed
aromatherapy professionals do not recommend self
prescription due the highly toxic nature of some essential
oil. Some very common oils like Eucalyptus are extremely
toxic when taken internally. Doses as low as one teaspoon
have been reported to cause clinically significant symptoms
and severe poisoning can occur after ingestion of 4 to 5
ml.[40] A few reported cases of toxic reactions like liver damage
and seizures have occurred after ingestion of sage, hyssop,
thuja, and cedar.[41] Accidental ingestion may happen when
oils are not kept out of reach of children (Millet et al.,
1981).Adulterated oils may also pose problems depending
on the type of substance used.
Essential oils when used in proper blends and dosage can
be therapeutic but may become toxic in the hands of a novice,
utmost care should be the watchword.
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Table 1. Ten basic essential oils used in aromatherapy
Sl. no. Name of Essential Oil
1.
Lavender

2.

Chamomile

3.

Marjoram

4.

Rosemary

5.
6.
7.

Tea tree(Melaleuca
alternifolia)
Cypress
Peppermint

8.

Eucalyptus

9.

Bergamot

10.

Geranium

Properties
Uses
Analgesic, anticonvulsive, antidepressant, It is used for nervous system disorders,
sedative, stimulant, tonic, vulnerary.
depression, headache, hypertension, insomnia,
migraine, nervous tension, stress related
conditions.
Anti-inflammatory, anti-allergic, antiUsed in digestive disorders, relaxes body and
depressant
mind from stress, skin diseases etc.
Anti-spasmodic, anti-inflammatory and
Used in skin diseases, to relieve from rheumatic
anti-septic
pains, cough and cold
Analgesic, antimicrobial, antioxidant,
Muscle fatigue, colds, poor circulation, aches
anti-rheumatic, antiseptic, aphrodisiac.
and pains and mental fatigue.
Antifungal, antiseptic, anti-infectious and Dandruff, mouthwash, pimples, acne, burns,
anti-inflammatory
herpes, bronchitis, sinusitis, cold and fever
Astringent, anti-septic
Stimulates circulation and increases appetite
Digestive, cooling, refreshing, mentally
Muscle fatigue, bad breath, toothache,
stimulating, analgesic
bronchitis, indigestion and travel sickness
Antiseptic, analgesic, anti-neuralgic, anti- Muscular aches and pains, sprains, asthma,
rheumatic, antispasmodic.
coughs, sinusitis, throat infections, leucorrhoea,
flu and measles
Anti-depressant
Used to relax body from all kinds of stresses
and smoothening effect on mind
Soothing, refreshing, relaxing, anti
Drenocortical glands and menopausal problems,
depressant.
nervous tension, neuralgia, apathy, anxiety.
(Panda, 2009)

Table 2. Other important essential oils used in aromatherapy
Name of Essential Oil

Properties

Uses

Camphor

Stimulant, antispasmodic analgesic and sedative

Used in digestive problems, anxiety, depression,
insomnia, flatulence, stress and fatigue.

Patchouli

Antidepressant, anti-inflammatory, antiseptic

Used for anxiety, depression, eczema, PMS

and sedative

symptoms, acne, dermatitis, fatigue, frigidity
and as insect repellent

Refreshing, antiseptic, stimulating, anti-anaemic,

Warts, depression, acne and indigestion. high

antimicrobial

blood pressure, nosebleeds, rheumatism and
throat infections

Lemon

Mandarin

Antidepressant, sedative, digestive and stimulant Used for acne, dull skin, insomnia, scars, stress
and wrinkles.

Jasmine

Antidepressant, anti-inflammatory, antiseptic,

Depression, nervous exhaustion and stress

galactagogue, parturient, sedative, tonic (uterine).
YlangYlang

Antidepressant, anti-infectious, aphrodisiac,

Depression, nervous tension, high blood

(Canangaodorata)

relaxant, antiseptic, hypotensive and sedative

pressure, for skin care such as for acne, hair
growth etc.

Sandalwood

Antidepressant, antiseptic, aphrodisiac,

Depression, insomnia, nervous tension,

carminative, diuretic, sedative and tonic.

stresses related complaints, sore throat and acne
(www.holisticonline.com/herb)
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RADICAL SCAVENGERS AND ANTI-OXIDANT MEDICINAL HERBS IN TREATING
LIFESTYLE RELATED DISEASES
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Medicinal herbs are rich source of anti-oxidants and are very important for free radical scavenging. A great number of
aromatic, spices, medicinal and other plants contain chemical compounds exhibiting antioxidant properties. Numerous
studies were carried out on some of these plants, e.g. rosemary, sage, oregano, which resulted in the development
of natural antioxidant formulations for food, cosmetic and other applications. Oregano is one of the most concentrated
antioxidant sources ever studied. According to data from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, its antioxidant activity
is around 5-10 times higher than that of any other herb. It has four times the antioxidant activity of blueberries, 12
times that of oranges and 42 times that of apples. Most of the herbs rich in anti-oxidants have both therapeutic and
culinary values. Besides this Bacopa monniera, Turmeric, Ruta graveolens are the most powerful anti-oxidants with
therapeutic properties. Radical scavengers and anti-oxidant herbs seem to be the cure for the present generation
health problems. Thus anti-oxidant activity of important medicinal plants is discussed in detail.
Introduction: Most of the medicinal and aromatic herbs are
relation to human health, both in terms of prevention of
rich source of anti-oxidants, which play a very important role
disease and therapy (Devasagayam, 2004). In biological
in radical scavenging activity. Increasing the antioxidant
systems oxygen gives rise to a large number of free radicals
intake can prevent diseases and lower the health problems.
and other reactive species collectively known as ‘Reactive
Research is increasingly showing that antioxidant rich foods,
Oxygen Species’ (ROS). Another group of reactive species
herbs reap health benefits. Fruits and vegetables are also
are termed as ‘Reactive Nitrogen Species’ (RNS). In a normal
loaded with key antioxidants such as vitamin A, C, E,
healthy person, the generation of ROS and RNS are
betacarotene and important minerals, including selenium and
effectively kept in check by the various levels of antioxidant
zinc.
defense. However, when the humanbeings get exposed to
adverse physiochemical, environmental or pathological
They are the richest sources of antioxidant compounds
agents this delicately maintained balance is shifted in favour
(Sieset al., 1992). Herbs are staging a comeback and herbal
of pro-oxidants resulting in oxidative stress (Sies, 1996).
renaissance is happening all over the world. The herbal
Various antioxidants may prevent and/or improve diseased
products today symbolize safety and are also compatible
states. These include the intracellular antioxidant enzymes
with human normal physiology. Natural products, mainly
and the dietary or oral supplements in the form of vitamin C,
obtained from dietary sources provide a large number of
vitamin E, β-carotene, zinc and selenium (Knight, 2000).
antioxidants. Phytoconstituents are also important source
Antioxidants also can act at different levels of protection
of antioxidant and capable to terminate the free radical chain
such as prevention, interception and repair.
reactions (Cody et al., 1986).
Herbs rich in anti-oxidants: Indian medicinal plants provide
Free radicals are well documented for playing a dual role in
a rich source of antioxidants. A review of literature shows
our body as both deleterious and beneficial species. In low/
that there are over 40 Indian medicinal plants showing
moderate concentrations free radicals are involved in normal
antioxidant abilities at various levels of protection (Table 1).
physiological functions but excess production of free radicals
The medicinal plants that show significant antioxidant
or decrease in antioxidant level leads to oxidative stress. It is
activity include Allium cepa (Onion), Allium sativum, Aloe
a harmful process that mediates damage to cell structures,
vera, Andrographis paniculata, Asparagus racemosus,
including lipids, proteins, RNA and DNA leading to number
Bacopa monniera, Centella asiatica, Curcuma longa,
ofailments. A variety of synthetic medicine employed in the
Melissa officinalis, Momordica charantia, Ocimum
treatment of different diseases is also capable of generating
sanctum, Picrorrhiza kurroa, Rubia cordifolia, Sesamum
free radicals in body that leads to another disease. Phytoindicum, Swertia decursata, Trigonellafoenum-graecum,
constituents are capable in terminating free radical reactions
Withania somnifera and Zingiber officinalis (Tilaket al.,
and prevent our body from oxidative damage. Different
2005). There are also a number of ayurvedic formulations
phyto-constituents and herbal medicines that are safer than
containing ingredients from medicinal plants that show
synthetic medicine, are beneficial in the treatment of diseases
antioxidant activities. Spices are also rich in anti-oxidants
caused by free radicals and also protect the body by
and are extracted from the seeds, stems, buds, roots, and
preventing the free radicals that cause tissue injury (Saikatet
bark of plants and herbaceous parts. In addition to
al., 2010).
antioxidants, many herbs have antibacterial and antiviral
Antioxidants neutralize the toxic and ‘volatile’ free radicals.
properties that protect against contagious illness. The
Antioxidants have many potential applications, especially in
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nutritional composition of herbs and oils of herbs are
presented in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively (Vasundhara,
1999).
Important Medicinal herbs rich in anti-oxidants(Pamela et
al., 2009)
Onion and Garlic: Garlic and onions as Herbal Spices protect
against cardiovascular disease, respiratory concerns,
diabetes, and a variety of cancers. They are rich source of
anti oxidants, which helps to reduce the free radicals. A
number of tests have shown that a diet rich in garlic helps to
lower the total cholesterol rate of an individual, including the
bad cholesterol or LDL while at the same time it raises the
good HDL cholesterol in the bloodstream. Garlic lowers blood
pressure and it decreases the risk of blood clots developing.
Blood clots are to be blamed for the incidence of many strokes
and heart attacks. Cooking garlic, especially for too long or
at high temperatures is responsible for destroying some of
the compound known as “allicin” in it as it is allicin that
makes garlic as healing in nature as it is.
Onions have many benefits to health as well. Much like garlic,
onions help to increase the HDL cholesterol in the blood,
especially when they are eaten in their raw state. Onions also
help to decrease the bad cholesterol or LDL in the blood and
they increase the ability of the blood to dissolve blood clots.
Onions are excellent at decreasing the risk inherent in
developing diabetes and help to fight off the bacteria that
are responsible for causing many infections in the human
body. Onions decrease the risk of many types of cancers. A
compound known as ‘quercetin’ has been discovered in
onions and this compound is extremely powerful when it
comes to fighting cancer and is an excellent antioxidant.
Brahmi (Bacopa monnieri): Brahmi improves intelligence
and mind alertness and helps in maintaining mental calmness
and has an appetite for stress.It is a drug for improving mental
performance and increasing learning capacity and is helpful
in increasing mental concentration level. It has beneficial
effects on patients suffering from insomnia and helps in
relieving them with their stress and makes them feel good
and relaxed. Brahmi reduces anxiety and mental fatigue and
promotes freshness of mind and also very effective in
depression related problems.
Mandukaparni (Centellaasiatica): Cantella increases
memory power and intelligence quotient (I.Q.) and it is an
age-sustainer and used as a potent brain tonic.This is used
for the treatment of mental disorders- neurosis, schizophrenia
and the whole plant is alterative, cardio-depressant,
hypotensive, weakly sedative and tonic. It is a rejuvenating
diuretic herb that clears toxins, reduces inflammations and
fevers, improves healing and immunity, improves the memory
and has a balancing effect on the nervous system.It has
been suggested that regular use of the herb can rejuvenate
the nervous system and it therefore deserves attention as a
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possible cure for a wide range of nervous disorders including
multiple sclerosis.
Aloe vera: Aloe vera and its products like Aloe gel has been
shown to help in the normalization of blood sugar and to
stimulate thebody’s own antioxidant defense. Anti-oxidants
help boost the immune system and combat free radicals in
the body. Studies indicate that aloe gel has a beneficial effect
on the liver, as a hypoglycemic agent and in cardiovascular
disease by reducing oxidative stress.Being a stimulant to
the immune system, a powerful anti-inflammatory, an
analgesic and able to speed up cell growth, it repairs tissues
damaged by arthritis. The amino acids found in Aloe vera
are the building blocks of protein and influence our brain
function. Aloe vera juice revitalizes the body with its phenolic
compounds, polysaccharides, and amino acid.The aloe gel
is rich in vitamin E and hence a good anti-ageing agent.
Wheat grass (Triticum aestivum): Wheat grass juice is a
complete protein containing over 20 essential and nonessential amino acids.It contains twice as much vitamin- A
(Beta-Carotene) than carrots, all the B vitamins including
the elusive B-12, more vitamin-C than oranges, vitaminE,
and vitamin K.Wheatgrass is an excellent source for all major
and minor minerals, containing 92 of the 102 minerals found
in the soil. It is especially high in calcium, magnesium,
manganese, phosphorus and potassium, as well as trace
minerals such as zinc and selenium. It contains essential fatty
acids such as linolenic acid and linoleic acid.One of the
ingredients in wheatgrass juice is called SOD which stands
for super oxide dismutase, which acts as a strong antioxidation agent (Kulkarniet al., 2006). The benefit of Super
Oxide Dismutase is that it attacks and destroys the free
radicals.
Chamomile (Matricaria chamomilla): German chamomile
is used medicinally to treat sore stomach, irritable bowel
syndrome, and as a gentle sleep aid. One of the active
ingredients of the essential oil from German chamomile is the
terpenebisabolol and the other active ingredients include
farnesene, chamazulene, flavonoids (including apigenin,
quercetin, patuletin and luteolin) and coumarin. The research
indicated the herb possesses anti-oxidant, antispasmodic,
anxiolytic, anti-inflammatory and some antimutagenic and
cholesterol-lowering effects. As the oil is a rich source of
anti-oxidant, it is used to cure several diseases such as peptic
ulcers, diarrhea, acne, depression, digestive problems,
gout, flatulence, anxiety and indigestion.
Anti-oxidant rich Medicinal herbs with culinary importance
(Jennifer, 2008)
Turmeric (Curcuma longa) has been used traditionally as
antidiabetic, and it possess as high antioxidant activity and
anticancer properties. The active components such as
curcumin and tetrahydrocurcumin (THC), a major colourless
metabolite of curcumin also possesses antidiabetic,
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antiinflammatory and antioxidant activity.The THC effects
on glycoprotein moiety in addition to its antidiabetic effect.

those that include tomatoes. Basil grown next to tomatoes
can enhance their flavour.

Oregano is the richest source of anti-oxidants and a great
herb for pizza, pasta, stuffed vegetables, omelettes, garlic
bread, and salad dressings, oregano has an antioxidant
capacity that is up to 20 times higher than any other herb,
and far greater than many fruits and vegetables. A single
tablespoon of fresh oregano provides antioxidant activity
equivalent to a medium-sized apple.In addition to its
antioxidant benefits, oregano has been shown to provide
antimicrobial activity against certain nasty pathogens such
as E. coli and Salmonella. Oregano is also a source of vitamins
K, A, and C, as well as manganese, iron, Omega-3 fatty acids,
calcium, and dietary fiber. Marjoram, a close relative of
oregano, also has high antioxidant content.

Parsley volatile oil compounds in parsley may inhibit tumour
formation and also provide chemoprotective benefits
because it helps to neutralize certain carcinogens, such as
benzopyrenes found in smoke from cigarettes and charcoal
grills. Parsley is a source of vitamins A and C and folic acid.A
great edible garnish for almost any meal, parsley is also a
particularly nice addition to soups, rice dishes, potatoes,
and pastas, and adds a fresh crisp taste when sprinkled on
salads.

Rosemary provides a variety of benefits, including
stimulating the immune system, improving digestion, and
enhancing circulation, as well as containing anti-inflammatory
compounds that are beneficial for those who suffer from
inflammatory conditions such as asthma and arthritis.
Rosemary may also improve concentration by increasing
blood flow to the brain.With plenty of polyphenols, rosemary
offers antioxidant and antimicrobial benefits, and this potent
herb is also a source of dietary fiber, iron, and calcium.
Rosemary is delicious on meats and potatoes, as well as in
omelettes, soups, white breads, and tomato sauces. The fresh
leaves can also be pureed in olive oil to create a bread-dipping
sauce.
Peppermint is rich in phenolic constituents and flavonoids,
and benefits include antiviral, antioxidant, antifungal, and
antibacterial activities. Peppermint may also ease stomach
complaints such as indigestion due to its ability to relax
smooth muscles. Additionally, a phytonutrient found in
peppermint oil has been found to protect against cancer of
the skin, lungs, and colon in animal studies.Like rosemary,
peppermint contains rosmarinic acid, which may help those
with asthma to breathe more easily. Peppermint is also a rich
source of vitamins A and C, as well as other vitamins and
minerals. Peppermint can be consumed as a tea or added to
salads and tomato-based soups.
Basil contains flavonoids and volatile oils that provide DNA
protection and antibacterial activity. Adding basil to fresh
greens, pesto sauce, stir fries, and tomato soups not only
adds flavour, but also helps to protect against cancer,
atherosclerosis, and bacterial illnesses.Basil’s volatile oils
provide anti-inflammatory benefits, which may help in medical
problems such as inflammatory bowel conditions, asthma,
and rheumatoid arthritis. Basil is also a source of other
minerals critical to health such as magnesium, calcium, iron,
and potassium, as well as vitamins K, A, and C and dietary
fiber.Basil is a versatile herb that improves many meat and
pasta dishes, as well as dips, soups, and sauces, particularly

Sage, in addition to providing antioxidant and antiinflammatory benefits, a double-blind, placebo-controlled
study found that sage can also enhance memory. Sage is a
good addition to stews, soups, casseroles, tomato sauces,
omelettes, pizza, chicken, and fish.
Dill has antioxidants and chemo-protective effects; helps to
prevent bacterial overgrowth and reduces the risk of bone
loss due to its high calcium content. Additionally, dill is a
source of manganese, magnesium, and iron. Dill is great in
yogurt-based dips, egg salad, and potato salad, as well as
with fish and as a sandwich garnish.
Thyme offers a number of health benefits, including
protecting against bacteria and fungi, as well as containing
a high antioxidant load and vitamin K, manganese, iron, and
calcium. Thyme is tasty in vinaigrette salad dressings and
other uncooked foods, as well as pasta, bean, soup, and fish
dishes.
Tarragon is a member of the dandelion and daisy family. It is
another herb with a high antioxidant content, as well as antiinflammatory and antiviral properties. It may also help to
protect liver health and improve immune function.
Conclusion:Although herbs are not a magic bullet for curing
or preventing health problems, adding them to a variety of
foods as part of a healthy diet can help to reduce the risk for
a broad array of illnesses. An additional benefit of herbs is
that they can be used to replace artificial flavourings and
salt, as well as high-calorie toppings and flavourings.In
recent years, there is a tremendous interest in the possible
role of nutrition in prevention of disease. In this context,
antioxidants, especially derived from natural sources such
as Indian medicinal plants and herbal drugs derived from
them, require special attention.There are still a large number
of plants and ayurvedic formulations whose antioxidant
activities need to be examined in relation to their potential
therapeutic and related beneficial properties.
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of the National Conference on Herbal Products- The Status
and Prospects for Next Millennium-Bangaore, pp.49-58.
Table 1. Indigenous medicinal plants and levels of antioxidant action
Level 1: Suppression of radical formation Momordicacharantia, Ocimum sanctum, Picrorhizakurroa, Vincarosea,
Withaniasomnifera&Zingiberofficinale
Level 2: Scavenging of primary radicals Aloe vera, Curcuma longa, Momordicacharantia, Ocimum sanctum,
Plumbagozeylanica, &Swertiadecussata
Level 3: Scavenging of secondary radicals
Allium sativum, Allium cepa, Aloe vera, Amaranthusblitum, Asparagus
racemosus, Curcuma longa, Ocimum sanctum, Picrorhizakurroa,
Swertiadecussata, Withaniasomnifera&Zingiberofficinale
Level 4: Reconstitution of membranes
Allium sativum, Aloe vera, Curcuma longa, Ocimum sanctum, Vincarosea,
Withaniasomnifera&Zingiberofficinale
Level 5: Repair of damage
Ocimum sanctum &, Hibiscus sabdariffa
Table 2. Nutritional composition of herbs per 100 gms.

ND: Not detected
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Table 3. Nutritional composition oil of Herbs per 100 gms

ND: Not detected

ORGANIC BASED INTEGRATED NITROGEN MANAGEMENT IN
MULBERRY ON SEED
COCOON TRAITS OF SILKWORM (BOMBYX MORI L.)
JYOTI BIRADAR1, N. AMARNATHA2, AND T. K. NARAYANASWAMY3
Department of Sericulture, University of Agricultural Sciences, GKVK, Bangalore-560 065
The cocoons spun by PM and CSR2 breeds fed on mulberry leaves grown by supplying with different types of organic
manures exhibited significant results on cocoon traits. Pooled data of four rearings revealed that, the highest cocoon
weight, shell weight, silk productivity, cocoon shell ratio and cocoon filament length was recorded in PM (1.187g,
0.180g, 2.483 cg / day, 15.18 % and 390.56 m, respectively) and CSR2 (1.942g, 0.411g, 5.953 cg / day, 20.92 % and
979.21 m, respectively) when they were reared on mulberry leaf raised by the application of biofertilizers @ 10 kg/ha
each of Azospirillum brasilense + Aspergillus awamori + 20 per cent recommended nitrogen each through compost,
vermicompost, green manure, castor oil cake and 20 per cent N and remaining recommended dose of P and K
through inorganic fertilizers over other treatments.
Key words: Green manures, oilcakes, biofertilizers, inorganic fertilizers, S36, M5 mulberry varieties, PM and CSR2
silkworm breeds.
INTRODUCTION: Silk is one of the bio-resource for human
life and has occupied a place of pride in the society. The
mulberry raw silk production registered an increase of 8.81
per cent over the previous year performance of 15,445 MTs
and reached 16,805 MTs in 2006–07, yet the demand for silk
is growing at the rate of 10 per cent. Mulberry (Morus alba
L.) is a deep rooted fast growing foliage crop of commercial
importance, which produces leaves continuously throughout
the year for rearing silkworms. Its leaf productivity is highly
dependent on plant nutrients like NPK and is known to
respond well to the addition of organic manures (Jaiswal et

al., 2005). To produce good quality seed cocoons for the
production of quality commercial silkworm dfls, feeding
nutritive mulberry leaf to the parent silkworm races is a prerequisite. The supplementation of nutritive mulberry leaves
during larval stage not only improves the quality and
quantity of silk but also improves the quality of silk moth
eggs (Sengupta et al., 1972). The highly intensive mulberry
cropping system causes depletion of nutrients in soil and
excess usage of inorganic fertilizers and pesticides caused
deleterious effect on soil health. In this context, supply of
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nutrients to mulberry through different kinds of organic
manures is highly imperative. With this background, the
present investigation was carried out to study the seed
technological traits of multivoltine and bivoltine seed
cocoons as influenced by nutritional management of Nitrogen
in particular of mulberry through organic and inorganic
fertilizers.
Material and Methods
The present experiment carried out at Main Research
Station, Hebbal, University of Agricultural Sciences,
Bangalore, with two popular mulberry varieties viz., S36 and
M5 was laid out in a Randomized Complete Block Design
(RCBD) with 6 treatments replicated three times. The mulberry
cultivation practices were followed as per Dandin et al. (2003).
The treatments were as follows,
(Note: Part of Ph.D thesis submitted by N. Amarnatha to
UAS, Bangalore funded by DST New Delhi)
Treatment details
T1 50 per cent recommended N through castor oil cake
+ 50 per cent recommended N and recommended dose
of P and K through inorganic fertilizers.
T2 50 per cent recommended N through vermicompost
+ 50 per cent recommended N and recommended dose
of P and K through inorganic fertilizers.
T3 Biofertilizers @ 10 kg/ha each of Azospirillum
brasilense+ Aspergillus awamori + 25 per cent
recommended N each through compost, green manure
(Glyricidia maculata), castor oil cake , vermicompost
with recommended dose of P and K through inorganic
fertilizers.
T4 Biofertilizers @ 10 kg/ha each of Azospirillum
brasilense + Aspergillus awamori + 20 per cent
recommended nitrogen each through compost,
vermicompost, green manure, castor oil cake and 20
per cent N and recommended dose of P and K through
inorganic fertilizers.
T5 20 tonnes FYM / ha / year + 300: 120: 120 NPK kgs / ha
/ year through chemical fertilizers.
T6 Only chemical fertilizers applied @ 300 : 120 : 120 NPK
kgs / ha / year (control).
The PM and CSR2 breeds were reared on S36 (for youngage
silkworm) and M5 (for lateage silkworm) mulberry varieties
raised through the application of different kinds of organic
manures, biofertilizers and chemical fertilizers. The silkworm
rearing was conducted as per the procedure laid by Dandin
et al. (2003). Finally the data was analyzed statistically by
using simple CRD and two way factorial CRD as outlined by
Cochran and Cox (2000).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The observations on cocoon parameters of Pure Mysore
(PM) and CSR2 silkworm breeds as influenced by nutritional
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management of mulberry through organic and inorganic
fertilizers are presented in Tables 1.
Cocoon parameters of silkworm as influenced by feeding
mulberry leaf raised through integrated nutrient
management
It is evident from the results that, cocoon and post cocoon
parameters of both PM and CSR2 breeds differed significantly
due to feeding of leaves obtained through application of
different sources of organic manures and inorganic fertilizers
(Table 1). Maximum cocoon weight, shell weight, silk
productivity, cocoon shell ratio and cocoon filament length
was observed in PM (1.187g, 0.180g, 2.483 cg / day, 15.18 %
and 390.56 m, respectively) and CSR2 (1.942g, 0.411g, 5.953
cg / day, 20.92 % and 979.21 m, respectively) when they were
reared on mulberry leaf raised by the application of
biofertilizers @ 10 kg/ha each of Azospirillum brasilense +
Aspergillus awamori + 20 per cent recommended nitrogen
each through compost, vermicompost, green manure, castor
oil cake and 20 per cent N and recommended dose of P and K
through inorganic fertilizers (T4). On the other hand, lowest
cocoon weight, shell weight, silk productivity, cocoon shell
ratio and cocoon filament length was observed in PM
(0.949g, 0.145g, 1.844 cg / day, 14.97 % and 375.48 m,
respectively) and CSR2 (1.619g, 0.316g, 4.277 cg / day, 19.30
% and 930.25 m, respectively) when they were reared on
mulberry leaf raised by application of only chemical fertilizers
@ 300 : 120 : 120 NPK kgs / ha / year (control) (T6), Increase
in cocoon parameters may be due to integrated Nitrogen
management wherein different sources of organic manures
and inorganic fertilizers when applied to mulberry might have
increased the crude protein content, potassium and sulphur
content in leaves which inturn influenced the cocoon and
post cocoon parameters. These results are in agreement with
results obtained by Narayanan et al. (1966) who reported
that, application of nitrogen to mulberry significantly
influenced the cocoon production, since it has profound
influence on larval, cocoon and shell weights, shell
percentage and cocoon yield as nitrogen promotes protein
content in mulberry leaf. Significantly better performance of
silkworms with respect to cocoon and post cocoon
parameters were obtained by feeding the silkworms with
leaves fertilized by different sources of N with or without
biofertlilizers, which may be due to enhanced leaf quality
through better uptake of nutrients induced by mineralization
caused by the release of various organic acids during the
process of decomposition (Ravikumar et al., 2005).
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Table 1: Cocoon parameters of Silkworm as influenced by feeding mulberry leaves raised through integrated nutrient
management
Treatments Cocoon weight (g) Shell weight (g) Silk productivity
Single filament
(cg/day)
Shell ratio (%)
length (m)
PM
CSR2
PM
CSR2 PM
CSR2
PM
CSR2
PM
CSR2
T1
0.973 1.659
0.148 0.332
1.913 4.537
15.01 (22.79) 20.23(26.71)
379.69
940.04
T2
1.009 1.720
0.153 0.352
2.005 4.868
15.05(22.81) 20.29(26.76)
383.64
949.83
T3
1.044 1.781
0.158 0.374
2.096 5.211
15.06(22.82) 20.78(27.11)
382.65
954.73
T4
1.187 1.942
0.180 0.411
2.483 5.953
15.18(22.93) 20.92(27.21)
390.56
979.21
T5
1.139 1.854
0.173 0.391
2.332 5.563
15.16(22.91) 20.88(27.18)
385.62
959.62
T6
0.949 1.619
0.145 0.316
1.844 4.277
14.97(22.75) 19.30(26.05)
375.48
930.25
F – test
*
*
*
*
*
*
NS
*
*
*
SEm ±
0.010 0.008
0.001 0.002
0.022 0.152
0.248
0.924
1.162
CD at 5% 0.030 0.026
0.003 0.005
0.067 0.455
0.741
2.769
3.479
*

: Significant at 5%

NS: Non- Significant
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PROCESSING OF MANGO PEEL AND ITS APPLICATION IN SELECTED FOODS
Vijayalakshmi D, Jyoti T Sajjan and Soumya D.V
Department of Food Science and Nutrition, University of Agricultural Sciences, GKVK, Bangalore-65
Introduction: Mango (Mangifera indica) is called the king
of all fruits because of its rich, luscious, aromatic flavor and
a delicious taste in which sweetness and acidity are
delightfully blended. Mango is one of the most important
tropical fruits in the world. Now mango is cultivated in many
tropical regions and distributed widely in the world and
currently ranked 5th in total worlds production among the
major fruit crops (FAO, 2004). It is the most popular and the
choicest fruit and occupies a prominent place among the
fruits of the world. The Encyclopedia Britannica (2008) reports
that the mango is “considered indigenous to eastern Asia,
Myanmar (Burma), and Assam state of India”. Mango is
an excellent overall nutritional source, rich in dietary fiber
carotenes, and carbohydrates. The mango is also very rich
in medicinal properties. As mango is seasonal fruit, about
20% of fruits are processed for products such as puree, nectar,

leather, pickeled, canned slice and chutney, juices, smoothies,
ice cream, fruit bars, raspados, aguas frescas, pies and sweet
chili sauce, or mixed with chamoy, a sweet and spicy chili
paste etc. During the processing of ripe mango, its peel and
seed are generated as waste, which is approximately 40-50 %
of the total fruit weight. Peel contributes about 15-20% of
the fruit. As peel is not currently utilized for commercial
purposes. Mango peel is a good source of dietary fibre and
its chemical composition may be comparable to that of citrus
fibre. The peel has a high value of antioxidant activity and
glucose retardation index while its aroma and flavour is
pleasant. During the processing of ripe mango, the waste
(peel and seed) is a problem for canning factories. Its disposal
may appreciably increase environmental pollution due to its
rapid decay, thus becoming a good source of house fly
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multiplication. Therefore, the analyzing of mango byproducts especially mango peel may be an economical way
to reduce the problem of waste disposal from mango
production as well as increase their utilization as animal feed.
Mango peels and seed kernels are the major by-products of
mango juice industry, they are rich sources of natural
bioactive compounds which play an important role in
prevention of diseases. Consumption of natural bioactive
compounds such as polyphenols, carotenoids and dietary
fiber offers health benefits including protection against
cardiovascular diseases, cancer and other degenerative
diseases.

(May-June).Different batches of waste from the production
industries was obtained and stabilized by blanching method,
the mango peel powder and mango peel paste were analyzed
for the pesticides, heavy metals and microbial analysis .After
its clearance from all the above observations, it was given
for sensory evaluation using five point hedonic scale, after
its acceptability the peel powder was incorporated in products
such as sweet biscuits and salt biscuits, where as mango
peel paste was incorporated in paradi kheer and crisps ,where
in the procedure was standardized for the development of
the products. After the preparation of products it was
subjected to sensory evaluation and kept of storage study.

During processing of mango, by products such as peel and
kernel are generated. Peel contributes about 15-20% of the
fruit depending on varieties. Hence the study has taken with
an objectives development of new and novels foods and
storage study.

Results: Debittering of mango peel paste and powder
Assessment of bitterness and astringency compounds in
the processed mango peel sample. Among the different
treatment methods like hot water, acetone and citric acid
treatment methods, use of citric acid at 0.5% was found to
be effective in removing bitterness and astringency and could
be used in future during products development.

Methodology: Mango peel byproduct was collected from Safal
industries (Bangalore, Karnataka), during the mango season

Biscuits
Table 1.Nutritive Value for Sweet Biscuits with incorporation of Mango Peel powder /100
Sample

Protein(g)

Fat (g)
25.57

Crude fibre Carbohydrates
(g)
(g)
0.15
58.98

Calcium
(mg)
73.54

Phosphorus
(mg)
108.82

Iron
(mg)
1.46

Control
Mango Peel
powder5%
Mango Peel
powder10%

7.35
7.17

25.62

0.51

58.82

76.58

105.72

1.52

6.99

25.68

0.86

58.67

79.63

102.61

1.58

The nutritive value of biscuits indicated an increase in fiber and calcium content in accordance to the level of peel powder
incorporation into the recipe (Table1)
Table2 .Mean Sensory Scores of Sweet Biscuits with incorporation of Mango peel powder (n=20)
Products

Quality Characters
Appearance Aroma
Texture
Control
3.8
3.a4
3.6
Mango Peel powder 5% 3.4
3.4
3.3
Mango Peel powder10% 3.6
3.3
3.2
F test
NS
NS
NS
SEm
0.20
0.35
0.40
CD 5%
-

Taste
3.5
3.4
3.5
NS
0.30
-

Overall Acceptability
3.5
3.4
3.3
NS
0.26
-

Spicy Biscuits
Table 3.Nutritive Value for Spicy Biscuits with incorporation of Mango Peel powder/100 g
Sample

Protein(g) Fat(g)

Crude fibre (g)

Carbohydrate (g) Calcium (mg)

Phosphorus (mg)

Iron (mg)

Control

8.17

27.61

0.45

52.93

96.95

126.57

1.75

Mango Peel 5% 7.97

27.67

0.83

52.77

100.17

123.25

1.81

Mango Peel 10% 7.79

27.73

1.22

52.60

103.43

119.93

1.88
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Table 4.Mean Sensory Scores of Spicy Biscuits with incorporation of mango peel Powder (n=20)
Products

Appearance
Control
3.9
Mango Peel powder 5% 3.3
Mango Peel powder 10% 3.0
F test
NS
SEm
0.29
CD 5%
-

Quality Characters
Aroma
Texture Taste
3.4
3.7
3.1
3.3
3.5
3.1
3.4
3.5
3.0
NS
NS
NS
0.26
0.32
0.27
-

Overall Acceptability
3.3
3.3
3.2
NS
0.29
-

5-Excellent, 4-Very Good, 3-Good, 2-Medium, 1-Poor
NS- Non-significant
Sensory evaluation of prepared spicy biscuits and sweet biscuits using twenty panelists indicated no significant difference
between the quality characteristics.
The prepared products were kept for storage studies to know the shelf life of the product. We could see that both the sweet and
spicy biscuits retained its taste for a month long time.
Paradi Kheer
Table 5.Nutrient composition of Paradi kheer (per 100 g)
Varieties
Control with rice flour
Mango Peel paste 5g

Moisture(g) Protein(g) Fat(g) Carbohydrate(g)
37.98
5.30
7.33
45.60
41.79
13.28
12.99 80.04

Energy(K.Cal) Fiber(g)
291
0.34
292
0.38

Table 6: Mean sensory scores of paradi kheer
Varieties
Control with rice flour
Mango peel paste 5g
F value
SEm+ (0.05)
CD (0.05)

Appearance
3.9
3.5
*
0.17
0.50

Aroma
4.5
4.2
NS
0.16
0.48

Texture
3.8
3.7
*
0.18
0.54

Taste
4.4
4.2
*
0.14
0.44

Overall acceptability
4.4
4.2
NS
0.15
0.46

CRISPS
Table 7 . Nutrient composition of crisps
Varieties
Moisture(g)
Control with rice flour 4.01
5g mango peel paste 10.18

Protein(g)
7.98
12.16

Fat(g)
2.66
5.66

Carbohydrate(g) Energy(K.Cal) Fiber(g)
34.44
191
0.34
102.46
14.34

Table 8 : Mean sensory scores of crisps
Varieties
Control with rice
flour5g mango peel paste
F value
SEm+ (0.05)
CD (0.05)

Appearance
3.5
3.2
*
0.19
0.56

Aroma
3.2
3.1
*
0.15
0.46

Product developed rice flour variety and with incorporation
of mango peel paste. The statistical analysis revealed that
there was significant difference between the varieties for
appearance, texture and taste whereas non-significant
difference for aroma and overall acceptability (Table8)
Product developed out of rice and incorporation of mango
peel paste showed there was significant difference among
the varieties for all the sensory attributes in crisps.

Texture
3.6
3.4
*
0.19
0.56

Taste
3.2
3.0
*
0.15
0.46

Overall acceptability
3.2
3.1
*
0.20
0.59

Sensory evaluation of paradi and crisps was conducted to
compare acceptability of products as breakfast cereal during
storage period. Twenty panelists were selected among the
research scholars and post-graduate students of in the
department of Food Science and Nutrition, on the basis of
their willingness to participate. Panelists were presented with
the product on 2 occasions to familiarize them with quality
attributes. Four differently coded samples were served to
the panelist and sensory scores for five point hedonic scale.
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Summary and conclusionThe present study demonstrated
that industrial byproducts can be used in new food
preparation. They are safe and impart health befits for the
consumers. However the mango peel extracts like
polyphenols, pectin and dietary fibre are extracted and
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incorporated into the products is in under progress in our
laboratory
References:
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GROWTH, YIELD AND YIELD COMPONENTS OF TOMATO (LYCOPERSICON
ESCULENTUM MILL.) AS INFLUENCED BY PLANTING METHODS AND DRIP
IRRIGATION LEVELS
1

T.M. Soumya1, B.K. Ramachandrappa2 and H.V. Nanjappa3
Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Hanumanamatti, Haveri District, UAS, Dharwad , 2 & 3 Department of Agronomy, University of
Agricultural Sciences, GKVK, Bangalore – 560 065, Karnataka (India)

Abstract: A field experiment was conducted on tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.) at the Main Research Station,
University of Agricultural Sciences, Hebbal, Bangalore, India during the summer seasons of 2005 and 2006 with three
methods of planting and three drip irrigation levels to study their effect on the growth, yield and yield components of
tomato in red sandy loam soil. There were nine treatment combinations consisting of three drip irrigation levels (0.6,
0.8 and 1.0 Epan) and three methods of planting (normal row system: 60 cm x 30 cm; two rows paired system: 4590-45 cm x 30 cm and four rows paired system: 45-45-45-120 cm x 30 cm), which were replicated thrice in a
randomized complete block design. The investigations revealed that the total dry matter (TDM) production (194.43 g
plant-1), number of flowers plant-1 (39.9), number of fruits plant-1 (49.7) and fruit yield plant-1 (2.49 kg) were significantly
higher in normal row system at 1.0 Epan drip irrigation level. Fruit yield (Mg ha-1) and fertilizer use efficiency (kg-kg
NPK-1) were significantly higher in drip irrigation at 1.0 Epan with normal row system (109.05 and 181.7, respectively).
Water use efficiency was significantly higher in 0.6 Epan two rows paired system (152.2 kg ha-mm-1). Four rows
paired system recorded wider and deeper depth of wetting and among different levels of drip irrigation 1.0 Epan
registered wider and deeper depth of wetting. Root characters recorded were significantly higher in 0.6 Epan four
rows paired system. Transcendental form of production function was the best fit to explain variability in fruit yield due
to quantity of water applied.
Key words: Tomato, drip irrigation levels, planting methods, root growth
1. Introduction: Water has been identified as one of the scarce
input, as its timely and adequate supply is crucial in increasing
agricultural productivity. Declining irrigation water
availability, crop productivity and increasing food demand
warrants quick adoption of modern method of water
application such as drip irrigation. Drip irrigation provides
efficient use of limited water with high water use efficiency
(Ibrahim, 1992). The superiority of drip irrigation in terms of
crop growth and yield has been well established in several
crops. Tomato is one of the most popular and widely grown
vegetable crops in the world. Efficient use of water is highly
crucial to sustained agricultural production. The utilization
of water by crop varies with different irrigation levels and
methods. Optimum irrigation levels with suitable method of
planting would help in enhancing fruit yield of tomato apart
from achieving high water use efficiency. The major limitation
of drip irrigation is its higher initial investment (Pitts and
Clark, 1991). Therefore, there is a need to reduce the cost of
drip installation by altering the planting geometry with this
objective a field study was conducted to know the effect of
planting methods and drip irrigation levels on the growth,
yield and yield components of tomato.
2. Material and methods: The experiment was conducted at
the Main Research Station, University of Agricultural

Sciences, Hebbal, Bangalore, India, during the March - July
season (summer) of 2005 and 2006. The soil of the
experimental site was red sandy loam in texture, medium in
organic carbon (0.60 %) with a neutral pH (6.79). the available
N, P 2O5 and K 2O were 281.5, 93.4 and 112.0 kg ha-1,
respectively before the initiation of first year experiment.
The field capacity values for 0-15, 15-30 and 30-60 cm depths
were 13.28, 17.16 and 18.50%, respectively and the permanent
wilting point values for the corresponding depths were 6.91,
10.00 and 11.16%, respectively. The weather was warm and
rainfall of 155 and 277.3 mm was received during respective
cropping season. This entire rainfall was considered as
effective rainfall. The mean monthly evaporation ranged from
5.1 to 8.3 mm and from 5.1 to 7.2 mm in the respective cropping
season. The actual mean maximum temperature ranged from
29.3 to 34.3 0C and from 28.9 to 34.2 0C in the years 2005 and
2006. The variations in the mean minimum temperature in
growing months were 14.9 to 21.4 and 17.7 to 21.0 0C,
respectively for the 2 years. Twenty eight day old seedlings
of tomato hybrid Mrithyunjaya-2 (M-2) were transplanted
to the Main field on 24th February 2005 and 5th April during
2006, with the spacing in accordance with the plan. The
experiment was laid out in a randomized complete block
design having nine treatments as shown in Table 1. The
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treatments were replicated thrice in 4.8 m x 3.9 m plot. Lateral
lines were connected to the sub main and laid to run parallel
to the crop row. For normal row system individual lateral of
3.9 m length to every crop row with control valve at supply
end was provided. While, for two and four rows paired system
individual lateral of 3.9 m length for every two rows pairing
and four rows pairing was provided with control valve at
supply end. Integrated drip lines with an emitting point
spacing of 30 cm was used for this study, which was having
a uniform discharge rate of 4.0 liters per hour. Pressure at the
end of lateral was maintained at one bar by operating the
main valve. The second year experiment was superimposed
on the first years experimental plot. The crop took 103 and
102 days, respectively in 2 years of study from transplanting
to final picking. Tomato fruit at colour breaker stage was
harvested. Fourteen harvests from a period of 52 days were
taken up in first year and 25 harvests in 61 days were made in
the second year. The normal fertilizers such as urea, single
super phosphate and Muriate of potash were applied at the
rate of 200: 200: 200 kg NPK ha-1, which is the rate recommended
by the University for tomato. Fertilizers were applied directly
to soil, entire P and K were applied at transplanting and N in
two splits that is, at transplanting and 28 days after
transplanting. The fertilizers were incorporated in the soil at
a depth of 10 cm. Irrigation to all the treatments was scheduled
based on evaporation replenishment (0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 Class
‘A’ pan evaporation) in accordance with the plan. Irrigation
was given daily through in line drippers. Observations on
growth, yield parameters and yield were made. Fertilizer and
water use efficiencies were worked out as a factor of total
economic yield from all harvests by quantity of fertilizer and
water applied and expressed as kg kg-1NPK and kg ha-mm-1,
respectively. Root studies were carried out by exposing the
net work of roots by means of opening trench at a distance
of 60 cm from the plant base and washing off the soil around
the plant through jet of water. Wetting pattern was recorded
by measuring the width and depth of wetting from the point
of emitter.
3.1 Growth: Leaf area is the measure of source size and at 90
DAT significantly higher leaf area (98.9 dm2 plant-1) was
recorded with 0.8 Epan two rows paired system (Table 2) and
was closely followed by 1.0 Epan normal row system (98.6
dm2 plant-1). This has been the consequence of optimum
moisture and nutrient supplied near the plant root zone.
Higher leaf area contributed for more carbohydrate synthesis
and better yield. Duncan (1971) has pointed out the
importance of canopy structure in light interception, crop
growth and yield. Investigations conducted on sandy clay
loam during summer season indicated that the dry matter
accumulation, yield contribution characters and yields were
higher at 1.0 IW/CPE ratio than 0.8 Epan IW/CPE ratio
(Tumbare and Ilhe, 2002). Increase in dry matter production
per unit area is a first step towards achieving higher yield.
Dry matter production is an important pre requisite for higher
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yield as it signifies photosynthetic ability of the crop and
indicates other synthetic processes during developmental
sequences. The total dry matter accumulation per plant at 90
DAT was significantly higher with 1.0 Epan normal row
system (194.43 g) over 0.6 Epan with different methods of
planting (normal, two rows paired system and four rows
paired system), 0.8 and 1.0 Epan four rows paired system
(Table 2). Maintenance of adequate moisture and optimum
microclimate at 1.0 Epan normal row system established
significantly higher total dry matter over four rows paired
system. Significantly lower total dry matter per plant recorded
with four rows paired system at 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 Epan irrigation
was attributed to the strong competition due to closure
spacing and imbalanced availability of moisture and nutrients
to the plants on the peripheral rows.
3.2 Yield and yield components: Drip irrigation levels and
methods of planting significantly influenced the total fruit
yield of tomato. Drip irrigation at 1.0 Epan with normal row
system produced significantly higher fruit yield (109.05 Mg
ha-1). However, it was on par with 0.8 Epan two rows paired
system, 1.0 Epan two rows paired system and 0.8 Epan
normal row system but, significantly superior over other
levels of irrigation and methods of planting (Table 2). This
yield increase could be attributed to significantly higher
number of flowers and fruits per plant and fruit yield per
plant in 0.8 and 1.0 Epan normal and two rows paired system.
This has clearly indicated the need for optimum moisture
level in soil which otherwise results in negative effect on
yield at sub optimal moisture level. Moisture distribution in
four rows paired system was poor which allowed better
availability of moisture and nutrients to the central two rows
on either sides of the lateral line. The results obtained were
in conformity with the findings of Bodunde et al. (1991) and
Pascale et al. (1992) in tomato, Shivakumar (2000) in
sunflower and Choudhary (2005) in baby corn.
3.3 Water and fertilizer use efficiencies: Water
use
efficiency for fruit yield varied significantly due to drip
irrigation levels and methods of planting in tomato.
Significantly higher water use efficiency of 152.2 kg ha-1 mm
was recorded with 0.6 Epan two rows paired system followed
by 0.6 Epan normal row system (Fig. 1). Higher water use
efficiency under these two treatments was primarily due to
lesser use of water and better fruit yield of tomato compared
to 0.6 Epan four rows paired system. In addition, there was
23.5 per cent and 11.8 per cent saving of water under 0.6 and
0.8 Epan respectively over irrigation at 1.0 Epan which
contributed for higher water use efficiency while, scheduling
irrigation when soil matric potential reached -65 kPa resulted
in highest water use efficiency that was higher than that
recorded with irrigation at -85 kPa (Hegde and Srinivas, 1990).
Similar results were reported by Shivakumar (2000) in
sunflower, Hebbar et al. (2004) in tomato and Choudhry (2005)
in baby corn.
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Significantly higher WUE was recorded under two rows paired
system and normal row system with in the same level of drip
irrigation as compared to four rows paired system. This was
mainly due to higher fruit yield under normal and two rows
paired system despite the amount of water used being same
in both the systems. Whereas, contrary results were obtained
with respect to FUE due to better availability of moisture and
nutrients in irrigation at 0.8 and 1.0 Epan with normal and two
rows paired system (Fig. 1).
3.4 Conclusion: The study has shown that the growth and
yield parameters viz., leaf area plant-1, total dry matter
production, number of flowers plant-1, number of fruits plant1
and fruit yield plant-1 were higher in drip irrigation at 1.0
Epan with normal row system which was closely followed by
0.8 Epan two rows paired system. Inturn, fruit yield of tomato
increased significantly over other treatments. Drip irrigation
at 0.6 Epan with two rows paired system recorded higher
water use efficiency while, fertilizer use efficiency was
significantly higher with 1.0 Epan normal row system.
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Table 1 : Treatment details
T1 : 0.6 Epan Two rows paired system
T2 : 0.6 Epan Four rows paired system
T3 : 0.6 Epan Normal row system
T4 : 0.8 Epan Two rows paired system
T5 : 0.8 Epan Four rows paired system
T6 : 0.8 Epan Normal row system
T7 : 1.0 Epan Two rows paired system
T8 : 1.0 Epan Four rows paired system
T9 : 1.0 Epan Normal row system

Table 2: Growth and yield components of tomato as influenced by drip irrigation levels and planting methods
Treatment

Leaf area per
plant (dm2)
at 90 DAT

T1 : 0.6 Epan Two rows paired system
T2 : 0.6 Epan Four rows paired system
T3 : 0.6 Epan Normal row system
T4 : 0.8 Epan Two rows paired system
T5 : 0.8 Epan Four rows paired system
T6 : 0.8 Epan Normal row system
T7 : 1.0 Epan Two rows paired system
T8 : 1.0 Epan Four rows paired system
T9 : 1.0 Epan Normal row system
S.Em.±
C.D. at (p=0.05)

79.9
52.2
78.6
98.9
60.4
91.5
92.5
62.8
98.6
4.94
13.69

Total dry
matter per
plant (g)
at 90 DAT
151.85
108.05
146.82
189.88
124.68
177.60
182.78
134.10
194.43
9.48
26.28

Number of
flowers per
plant at
60 DAT
30.2
19.0
30.6
39.4
22.7
34.8
36.6
26.3
39.9
2.08
5.75

Number of
fruits per
plant at
60 DAT
40.1
26.9
39.9
49.1
31.6
45.5
47.7
34.7
49.7
2.61
7.24

Yield per
plant (kg)

Fruit yield
( Mg ha-1)

1.88
1.30
1.88
2.29
1.50
2.18
2.21
1.63
2.49
0.10
0.27

98.16
81.62
97.52
106.12
88.00
104.93
105.36
95.03
109.05
3.27
9.05
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Treatments
Fig. 1: Water and fertilizer use efficiency as influenced by drip irrigation levels and methods of planting

UTILIZATION OF AFLP MARKERS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF AFRICAN MARIGOLD
GENOTYPES
*PRAMILA, C. K., K.P. RAMA PRASANNA., R. JAYANTHI., R. RAMACHANDRA., B.V. PAVITHRAVANI, W.J.
THANUJA, AND DIVYA, H.V
Kirk House Trust Laboratory, Plant Molecular Biology Unit, Department of Genetics and Plant Breeding, University
of Agricultural Sciences, GKVK, Bangalore, India E-mail: pramila.amulya @ gmail.com
Abstract: The present study was aimed to characterize genetic relationship within a set of 12 marigold genotypes
selected from Tagetes erecta L. species through AFLP markers. The results revealed that, 15 primer combinations
generated 433 amplicons of which 350 were polymorphic, with an average of 28.80 bands per primer. The similarity
indices between genotypes ranged from 0.33 to 0.85 with an average of 0.72. The highest genetic similarity was
recorded between AMG 2 and AMG 3 and the lowest was between AMG 2 and AMG 12. The dendrogram grouped the
genotypes in separate two clusters showing the clear cut difference in all the marigold genotypes from each other.
Primer pairs EcoRI-CTA + MseI-GAC and EcoRI-CTA + MseI-GTG produced 100 per cent polymorphism and the
highest (58) polymorphic bands recorded by EcoRI-CAC + MseI-GTG primer pair. Therefore, these primer combinations
could be recommended as efficient primer combinations for varietal discrimination and genetic diversity studies in
marigold.
Keywords: Fingerprinting, marigold, genetic diversity, varietal discrimination
Introduction: Tagetes is a genus of about 60 species of annual
and perennial herbaceous plants in the daisy family
(Asteraceae). They are native to the area stretching from
south western United States into Mexico and South America.
In India, particularly the species T. erecta, T. patula and T.
tenuifolia are widely cultivated as bedding plant in landscape
design. Besides, the pristine used as loose flower, marigold
occupies anthelmintic, analgesic, anti-inflamatory, aromatic,
bronchodilatory, digestive, diuretic, emmenagogue, sedative
and stomachic properties. It is also widely used in perfumes,
herbal gulal, insect and nematode repellent, organic manure,
nutrient supplement for poultry feed, anticarcinogenic agent,
antioxidant in retinotherapy and for Tagetes oil extraction.
Due to multipurpose uses, the demand for this crop is
increasing recently. In order to make its successful cultivation,
the knowledge and performance of different genotypes is
essential and the genotypes which perform better than others
are only to be grown commercially in a particular location
rather than to go for growing all the genotypes (Singh and
Kumar, 2008). Today, the number of genotypes released by
public and private sector will increase to meet the current
and future demands of the producer and consumers. Apart

from this, the Government of India under the obligation of
the TRIPS agreement has recently passed the Protection of
Plant Varieties and Farmers Rights Act, 2001 (PVP & FR Act)
to encourage public/private investment in research and
development of new plant varieties by giving protection to
the new plant varieties against unauthorised multiplication
of seeds or propagating materials for a specified period. The
purpose of this Act will be achieved only when the new
varieties are given proper protection under it.
The new marigold genotypes will be protected under the
PPV & FR Act after confirming the distinctness, uniformity
and stability of new genotypes through DUS testing. The
DUS of new genotype will be established by growing the
new and existing genotypes side by side and comparing
them with respect to a set of morphological characters
throughout the plant growth period. These are timeconsuming and expensive, requiring large areas of land and
skilled personnel often making subjective decisions. Added
to this, many of the characters used are mutagenic or
quantitative and their expression is altered by the
environmental factors, which essentially require replication
of observations. It also demands costly cold storage facilities
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to store seeds of all protected and extant varieties. Further,
the number of morphological characters available may not
be sufficient for discrimination of all the extant and new
varieties. These are thus compelling reasons to find more
rapid and cost-effective procedures to augment this
approach.
The usefulness of DNA markers for varietal characterization
and identification has been well demonstrated for different
flower crops by Iqbal et al. (1995) in rhododendron, Joseph
(1997) in alstoemeria, Renov (1997) in pelargonium, Prakash
et al. (1998) in heliconia, Lim et al. (1999) in vanda and
Suneetha (2000) in china aster. In addition, the use of DNA
markers for marker assisted selection brings extraordinary
promise for streamlining many crop improvement efforts.
Moreover, DNA markers proved to be useful in selecting
varieties that may be used in new crosses. DNA fingerprinting
using Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP) has
been developed by Zabeau and Vos (1993) and Vos et al.
(1995) provides a very powerful tool for genomic DNA
fingerprinting of genomes of any origin or complexity. Hence,
this marker system can be extensively used for diversity
analysis, varietal characterization and seed purity testing in
marigold. Although other genotyping studies have been
reported for this genus using RAPD markers, the present
work was done with different marker system to examine the
suitability of AFLP markers for varietal characterization in
marigold.
Materials and methods: In the present study, 12 African
marigold genotypes collected from Floriculture Division,
Department of Horticulture, UAS, Bangalore and IARI, New
Delhi. The laboratory work was carried out at the Kirk House
Trust Laboratory, Plant Molecular Biology Unit, Department
of Genetics and Plant Breeding, UAS, Bangalore. Seeds were
raised in pots using vermicompost and coir pith as filler
materials. Brief morphological characters of marigold
genotypes used in the study are given in Table 1.
Genomic DNA isolation: Total genomic DNA was isolated
from 21 day old leaves of each marigold variety by following
the method described by Murray and Thompson (1980). The
leaves were ground in liquid nitrogen to fine powder and
extracted with CTAB extraction buffer (1.4 M NaCl, 20 mM
EDTA, 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 3% w/v CTAB, 1% v/v 2-βmercaptoethanol). The mixture was incubated at 650C for
30min, followed by two extractions with chloroform/isoamyl
alcohol (24:1). Isopropanol was used to precipitate nucleic
acids and co-precipitated RNA was removed by digestion
with RNaseA. Total DNA was precipitated using chilled (70%)
ethanol and dissolved in Tris EDTA (T0.1E1.0) buffer. The
purified total DNA was quantified on 0.8 % agarose gel and
diluted to an approximate concentration of 500 ng/ µl.
AFLP analysis: AFLP analysis was performed following the
protocol of Vos et al. (1995). A total of 25 primer combinations
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were used for AFLP analysis. Genomic DNA (500 ng) was
digested with 4 units of MseI and EcoRI restriction
endonucleases at 37 0C for 3h and then 70 0C for 15 min. The
digested DNA fragments were ligated with double stranded
MseI and EcoRI adapters (Sequence of the adapters and
adjacent restriction sites served as primer binding sites for
amplifying the selected fragments) using T4 DNA Ligase by
overnight (16-18 h) at 37 0C. Adapter- ligated DNA fragments
were diluted to 1:5 in TE buffer (10mM Tris-HCl (pH-8.0),
0.1mM EDTA) and stored at -200C. Polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) was performed in two consecutive reactions: a preselective (pre-amplification) and selective (re-amplification)
PCR. In pre-selective reaction, genomic DNA was amplified
with AFLP primer pair, each having one selective nucleotide.
Accordingly, 3 µl diluted ligation product, 2 µl of each MseI
(7.5 ng/ µl) and EcoRI (7.5 ng/ µl) pre-selective primer, 2µl of
dNTPs (1mM), 1µl of 10x PCR buffer were mixed in 1unit of
Taq polymerase and used for pre-selective reaction in total
volume of 10 µl. Pre-selective amplification was performed
with an amplification profile of 94 0C for 30 s, annealing at 56
0
C for 60 s, extension at 72 0C for 60 s repeated for 20 cycles
and 10 0C for 30min. Pre-selective PCR amplification was
confirmed on 1.0% agarose gel and amplified product was
diluted to 1:5 in TE buffer and used as template for selective
amplification using AFLP primers, each containing three
selective nucleotides. Selective PCR amplification was
performed in 10 µl reaction mixture consisting of 3.0 µl preselective template DNA, 2 µl of each MseI (7.5 ng/ µl) and
EcoRI (7.5 ng/ µl) selective nucleotide primer, 2 µl of dNTPs
(1mM), 1 µl 10x PCR buffer and 1unit of Taq polymerase.
Selective amplification was performed with a cycling profile
of 94 0C for 30 s, 650C for 30 s, reducing by 0.7 0C/cycle to 56
0
C, 72 0C for 60 s for 11 cycles, followed by 94 0C for 30s, 56
0
C for 30s, and 72 0C for 60s, 24 cycles followed by 10 0C for
30 min. PCR were carried out separately for each primer pair.
Gel electrophoresis and visualization: After selective
amplification, the PCR products were denatured immediately
by adding 8 µl of loading dye to each sample (98 % formamide,
10 mM EDTA, 0.05 % Xylene cyanol, 0.05 % Bromophenol
blue) and denatured for 10 min at 94 0C and cooled to 10 0C
for 5 min. Electrophoresis of the samples was carried out on
4.5 % polyacrylamide gel, by loading 3 µl of PCR product.
Then the gels were run for 3 h at 1200 V until the dark blue
dye (Bromophenol blue) reached the end of the gel. Gels
were separated and developed by silver staining as per
Bassam and Caetano-Anolles (1993).
Data analysis: DNA fragments amplified by AFLP primer
combinations were scored for each variety as present (1) or
absent (0) and from band scores a binary data matrix was
constructed. Pair-wise genetic similarity coefficients were
calculated according to Jaccard’s (1908). The similarity
coefficient was used to construct a dendrogram by the
unweighted pair group method with arithmetic average
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(UPGMA) and sequential, Agglomerative, Hierarchical and
Nested (SHAN) features of NTSYS-pc version 2.02 as per
(Sneath and Sokal, 1973). In addition, the discrimination power
of each AFLP markers was evaluated by the polymorphism
information content (PIC) according to Powell et al. (1996) as
follows. PICi = “1–pi 2, where pi is the frequency of the ith
band in a set of genotypes analysed and calculated for each
AFLP locus and marker index calculated as MI= POL x PIC
(POL is polymorphism percentage).
Results and Discussion: In the present WTO regime,
establishment of DUS of new plant varieties plays a crucial
role in protecting them. For protecting the new varieties of
the crop species under the PVP & FR Act, it is necessary that
the new variety be distinct from the existing varieties, which
is established through DUS testing. The new variety is
considered distinct if it is clearly distinguishable by at least
one characteristic from any other variety, whose existence is
a matter of common knowledge at the time of filling the
application for protection of the variety. Further, the DUS of
a new variety will be established based on the morphological
characters. That is time consuming and has its own
disadvantages. Moreover, the number of morphological
characters may not be sufficient for discrimination of all the
varieties.
Measurement of genetic relationships requires the marker
system to provide an unbiased estimate of total genome
variance and to be sufficiently abundant to minimize errors
due to sampling variance. This study thus assessed the ability
of AFLP to compare and differentiate marigold genotypes.
Screening analysis of 12 selected marigold genotypes (Table
1) was done using 25 AFLP primer combinations. Out of 25
primer pairs, 15 generated 433 amplicons of which 350 were
polymorphic, with an average of 28.80 bands per primer (Table
2). The polymorphic bands varied from 6 (EcoRI-CAA + MseIGCG) to 58 (EcoRI-CAC + MseI-GTG) with an average of
23.33 bands per primer. The per cent polymorphism varied
from 27.45 (EcoRI-CAG + MseI-AAT) to 100 (EcoRI-CTA +
MseI-GAC and EcoRI-CTA + MseI-GTG) with an average of
82.29 per cent polymorphism per primer. The number of AFLP
bands detected by each primer combination depends on
primer combinations, sequence and extent of variation in
specific genotypes. Thus, AFLP analysis is serving as a useful
and powerful technique for detecting genetic variation
between individuals (Thomas and Scott, 1993).
Therefore, variation in the amplification patterns and
polymorphism was observed for different primers (Fig 1).
Variations within the cultivars for electrophoretic profiles of
different markers have also been reported in other crops by
Darokar et al. (2000) and Lee and Kim (2000). This was
attributed to breeding methods, where selections based on
morphological characteristics and not on electrophoretic
markers. Hence, residual heterozygosity is likely to be left at
the respective loci of these markers, leading to intra-varietal
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segregation in subsequent generations. These results are in
agreement with the finding of Mor et al. (2008).
The PIC value provides an estimate of discriminatory power
of a marker by taking into account not only the number of
alleles at locus but also the relative frequencies of these
alleles. For each of 15 primer combinations, PIC value ranged
between 0.22 (EcoRI-CAG + MseI-AAT) and 0.89 (EcoRICAC + MseI-GTG) with an average of 0.52. Hence, a large
proportion of primers have a high discrimination power. In
addition, the discrimination power of each primer
combination was estimated by average of the discrimination
power of each marker used PIC (avg) = “ PICi/N. Where PICi is
the PIC value of the ith AFLP marker and N is the number of
AFLP marker generated by a primer combination. Loci that
are non-polymorphic (PIC=0) in the genotype of interest were
excluded from this PIC calculation. Because most loci in the
study are polymorphic, this average value for a set of markers
should only overestimate the true PIC (avg). Whereas, the
marker indices ranged from 17.41 to 87.49 with an average of
44.95 per primer combination.
The similarity indices between the genotypes ranged from
0.33 to 0.85 with an average similarity index of 0.72. The
highest genetic similarity was recorded between AMG 2 and
AMG 3 and the lowest was recorded between AMG 2 and
AMG12. The dendrogram produced grouped the genotypes
in separate two clusters showing the clear cut difference in
all the marigold genotypes from each other (Fig 2). The first
cluster consisted of variety AMG12 which recorded the
lowest genetic similarity with other genotypes and highly
diverse at a distance of 0.37. This might be due to considerable
molecular variation among the genotypes. The second
cluster included 11 genotypes and further sub-divided into
sub-clusters. Among 11 genotypes AMG 1 and other 10
genotypes formed two sub-clusters at a distance of 0.62 and
could be identified individually based on the AFLP banding
pattern. Similarly Mor et al. (2008) used RAPD markers and
found genetic variation within the marigold genotypes and
between the species.
From the present study it has been found that AFLP markers
are highly polymorphic among marigold genotypes and there
are no literature pertaining to the association of these markers
with any of the plant morphological characters. Thus, these
markers could be effectively used as an additional marker for
establishing distinctness of a variety apart from
morphological characters. However, before using these
markers in DUS testing, their validity for testing the stability
and uniformity of genotypes has to be confirmed in these
genotypes.
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Table 1: Brief morphological characters of African marigold genotypes
Sl. No.

Common name

Plant height (cm)

Flower colour

1000 Seed weight (g) Seedlength (cm)

AMG 1

Atlantis gold

84.30

Dark yellow

2.16

1.22

AMG 2

Cracker jack orange

84.46

Light orange

2.21

1.26

AMG 3

Cracker jack yellow

76.20

Light yellow

2.62

1.27

AMG 4

Cupid orange

75.80

Dark orange

3.16

1.32

AMG 5

Cupid orange single

77.20

Medium orange

3.12

1.30

AMG 6

Cupid yelloaw

73.40

Medium yellow

2.64

1.38

AMG 7

Discovery yellow

41.60

Medium orange

2.24

1.22

AMG 8

Double orange

104.00

Medium orange

2.83

1.20

AMG 9

Dwarf orange

27.60

Medium orange

2.38

1.16

AMG 10

Pusa Basanthi

102.40

Dark yellow

2.75

1.24

AMG 11

Pusa Narangi

124.80

Dark yellow

2.59

1.25

AMG 12

Sierra yellow

82.40

Orange

3.62

1.40
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Table 2: Level of genetic information generated by each primer combination
Sl.No. Primer combination

Total number
of bands

1
2

EcoRI-CAG +MseI-GTG
EcoRI-EGAC + MseI-AAT

Number of polymorphic
bands

POL (%)

PIC

MI

35.00

23.00

65.71

0.27

17.74

15.00

12.00

80.00

0.46

36.80

3

EcoRI-TCG + MseI-CTA

17.00

8.00

47.06

0.37

17.41

4

EcoRI-TCA + MseI-CTT

16.00

15.00

93.75

0.47

44.06

5

EcoRI-AGC + MseI-CTG

21.00

20.00

95.24

0.31

29.52

6

EcoRI-GCG + MseI-GCG

24.00

22.00

91.67

0.45

41.25

7

EcoRI-AAT + MseI-TCA

10.00

8.00

80.00

0.45

36.00

8

EcoRI-CTA + MseI-GAC

14.00

14.00

100.00

0.73

73.00

9

EcoRI-CTA + MseI-GTG

36.00

36.00

100.00

0.62

62.00

10

EcoRI-CAG + MseI-AAT

51.00

14.00

27.45

0.22

6.04

11

EcoRI-AGC + MseI-AAT

37.00

33.00

89.19

0.48

42.81

12

EcoRI-GCG + MseI-GTG

47.00

41.00

87.23

0.66

57.57

13

EcoRI-CAA + MseI-GCG

7.00

6.00

85.71

0.66

56.57

14

EcoRI-CAC + MseI-GCC

43.00

40.00

93.02

0.71

66.05

15

EcoRI-CAC + MseI-GTG

59.00

58.00

98.31

0.89

87.49

Mean

28.80

23.33

82.29

0.52

44.95

Note: POL-Per cent polymorphism, PIC-polymorphic information content for polymorphic band and MI= POL x PIC (POL is
polymorphism percentage)
Table 3: Genetic similarity matrix of African marigold genotypes based on AFLP marker data
Genotypes AMG1 AMG2 AMG3 AMG4 AMG5

AMG6

AMG7 AMG8

AMG9

AMG10 AMG11 AMG12

AMG1

1.00

AMG2

0.63

1.00

AMG3

0.61

0.85

1.00

AMG4

0.59

0.83

0.83

1.00

AMG5

0.59

0.78

0.80

0.83

1.00

AMG6

0.59

0.78

0.78

0.78

0.84

1.00

AMG7

0.55

0.63

0.65

0.67

0.69

0.72

1.00

AMG8

0.55

0.63

0.63

0.63

0.63

0.65

0.65

1.00

AMG9

0.59

0.75

0.77

0.76

0.77

0.79

0.71

0.70

1.00

AMG10

0.59

0.68

0.67

0.68

0.67

0.70

0.63

0.72

0.74

1.00

AMG11

0.57

0.69

0.70

0.71

0.71

0.71

0.64

0.75

0.69

0.72

1.00

AMG12

0.34

0.33

0.34

0.34

0.36

0.35

0.35

0.37

0.45

0.42

0.37
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Fig. 1. AFLP analysis of African marigold varieties, (a) Profiles generated by EcoRI-CTA + MseI-GAC and (b) Profiles
generated by EcoRI-AGC + MseI-CTG primer pairs

Fig. 2. Dendrogram showing the relationship between African marigold genotypes constructed using AFLP markers
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SEED QUALITY AS INFLUENCED BY SEASONS, MATURITY STAGES, STORAGE AND
PRIMING IN MARIGOLD (TAGETES ERECTA L.)
PRAMILA, C.K., RAMACHANDRA, R., THANUJA, W.J. AND JAYANTHI, R
DEPARTMENT OF SEED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES, GKVK,
BANGALORE
ABSTRACT: Marigold is an important ornamental plant grown throughout the world which also carries industrial
potential owing to its oil and carotenoid pigments. Experiments were carried out to study the influence of seasons,
maturity stages, storage and priming on seed quality in African marigold cv. Pusa Narangi. The results revealed that
highest 1000 seed weight (2.63g), germination (88.80%), seedling length (12.46cm), seedling dry weight (0.994mg),
vigour index I (1102) and vigour index II (88) were recorded in rabi season. The flowers harvested at 120 and 125 DAT
(Days after transplanting) recorded better seed quality parameters viz., 1000 seed weight (2.87 and 2.90 g), germination
(86.60 and 88.40 %), seedling length (12.20 and 11.95cm), seedling dry weight (0.903 and 0.907 mg), vigour index I
(1056 and 1057) and vigour index II (78 and 80) compared to earlier and later stages. In storage study, seeds stored
in polythene bag (700 guage) and air tight container with silica gel recorded slightly highest germination (75.16 and
74.12%) and vigour index (837 and 796) at the end of eight months of storage. Among priming treatments, highest
germination (71.75 %) and vigour index I (644) were recorded in seeds soaked for 24h.
Key words: marigold, seasons, maturity stages, storage, priming
1. INTRODUCTION: Marigold (Tagetes species L.) a member
of Asteraceae family, is one of the most important flower
crops, grown commercially in different parts of the world. It
is widely cultivated as bedding plant in landscape design.
Besides, the pristine used as loose flower, marigold occupies
anthelmintic, analgesic, anti-inflamatory, aromatic,
bronchodilatory, digestive, diuretic, emmenagogue, sedative
and stomachic properties. It is also widely used in perfumes,
herbal gulal, insect and nematode repellent, organic manure,
nutrient supplement for poultry feed (Kaul et al., 1998),
anticarcinogenic agent, antioxidant in retinotherapy and for
Tagetes oil extraction. In marigold, seed is considered as the
best propagating material, but due to lack of scientific
information on seed production and storage the large scale
production of seed is limited. Hence, experiments were carried
out to study the influence of seasons on seed yield and
quality, maturity stages, storability and priming studies on
seed quality in African marigold cv. Pusa Narangi.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS: The field and lab
experiments were conducted at floriculture unit, Department
of Horticulture and Department of Seed Science and
Technology, University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore.
Seeds of African marigold cv. Pusa narangi procured from
IARI, New Delhi and raised in poly pots by using coir pith
and vermicompost as filler materials. Experimental site was
prepared well to obtain fine tilth. Fifty per cent of N (112.5 kg/
ha) and entire quantity of P and K (60:60kg/ha) were applied
as basal dose and mixed well with soil. Top dressing with N
(112.5 kg/ha) was done at 15 days and 30 days after first
application. Irrigation was given timely at 3-4 days interval
and standard package of practices were followed to raise
healthy crop (Anon, 2008) and the experiments carried out as
detailed below.

2.1 Seasonal influence on seed quality: Thirty days old 50
seedlings were transplanted in the field during kharif and
rabi 2009-10 at spacing of 45 x 30 cm. Finally 15 plants were
tagged to record seed quality parameters at physiological
maturity stage (120 DAT).
2.2 Stages of harvest on seed quality: The present experiment
was carried out during kharif 2010 to study the effect of
stages of harvest on seed quality. Thirty days old seedlings
were transplanted in the field. Then the field was divided
into eight sub plots in three replications. The RCBD design
was followed to impose treatments as follows T1-100 DAT;
T2-105 DAT; T3-110 DAT; T4-115 DAT; T5-20 DAT; T6-125
DAT; T 7-130 DAT; T 8-135 DAT. Five plants from each
treatment were tagged and flowers harvested from all the
treatments. Seeds extracted from all the treatments were dried,
cleaned, graded and subjected to assess seed quality
parameters.
2.3 Effect of packaging materials and silica gel on storability
Seeds harvested from treatments 120-125DAT were cleaned,
graded and reduced safe moisture level (<7.5%) and stored
at Department of Seed Science and Technology for 12 months
under ambient conditions using different packaging materials
viz., P1 - Cloth bag; P2 - Polythene bag (700 gauge) with silica
gel; P3 - polythene bag (700 gauge) without silica gel; P4 - Air
tight plastic jar with silica gel; P5 - Air tight plastic jar without
silica gel.
Five grams of silica gel was placed in small cloth bag and
kept in hot air oven at 100 0C for 1h for reactivation and in
desiccators for 30 min. The activated silica gel bags were
kept in packaging materials along with seed as per the
treatment combination and closed/sealed immediately to
restrict the entry of moisture. The required quantity of seeds
were drawn at two months interval from each bag and
subjected to seed quality analysis.
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2.4 Effect of seed priming on seed quality: Seeds from the
storage experiment (cloth bag) with germination of 62.75 per
cent and vigour index 465 were subjected to different priming
treatments with adequate concentrations. Based on the
preliminary studies, only the treatments which recorded
significant variation in germination were selected as detailed
below.
a). Hydro-priming: Seeds (0.5g for each treatment) were
hydrated as per the method described by Basu et al. (1975).
Seeds were soaked in water in the ratio of 1:3 (w/v) at a
constant temperature of 25 10C for different period’s viz.,
control (T0), 8h (T1), 12h (T2), 18h (T3) and 24h (T4).
b). Osmo-priming: Seeds (0.5g for each treatment) were
treated with Poly Ethylene Glycol 6000 (PEG) and Mannitol
of different concentrations viz., control (T0), PEG @ -1.00
MPa (T1), PEG @ -1.25 MPa (T2), Mannitol @ 1.00 % (T3) and
Mannitol @ 2.00 % (T4) in the ratio of 1:3 (w/v) at 15  10C for
24 hours.
c) Chemo-priming: Seeds (0.5g for each treatment) were
soaked in the aqueous solutions of various inorganic salts
as per the treatment combinations viz., control (T0), KNO3 @
0.5 % (T1), KNO3 @ 1.00 % (T2), KH2PO4 @ 0.5 % (T3), KH2PO4
@1.00 % (T4), KI @ 0.5 % (T5) and KI @ 1.00 % (T6) in the
ratio of 1:3 (w/v) at 25 10C for 24h.
After priming seeds from all the treatments were washed and
spread on a sheet of paper under shade to dry its original
weight (0.5g).
2.5 Seed quality assessment and data analysis: Germination
test was conducted by placing 100 seeds in four replicates in
sterile glass petridishes of 18 cm diameter containing three
wet blotter papers. Then petridishes were incubated at 2510C
for 14 days. The seedling growth parameters were recorded
as prescribed by Anon (2006). Seedling vigour index was
calculated by using seedling growth parameters and
expressed as a whole number as suggested by Abdul-Baki
and Anderson (1973).
For seasonal influence, data was analysed by employing
student’s‘t’/two samples‘t’ test. The data obtained from other
experiments was statistically analyzed by using suitable
ANOVA and critical differences between the treatments at
five per cent significance as per Snedecor and Cochran (1967).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Influence of seasons: The seed quality is primarily a
genotypic character; it is greatly influenced by the seasons
and climatic factors. These influence both vegetative and
reproductive phases of the plant, ultimately leading to
variation in performance. There is a general feeling that
marigold can be grown throughout the year except in very
cold winter when the plants are likely to be damaged by
frost. Aurora (1990) reported as a monsoon crop, while Yadav
(1992) reported its cultivation is possible in all the three
seasons.
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The observations made in the present investigation on
seasonal influence showed significant differences for seed
quality parameters (Table 1). The highest 1000 seed weight
(2.63g), germination (88.40%), seedling length (12.46 cm),
seedling dry weight (0.994 mg) vigour indices I (1102) and II
(88) were recorded during rabi season. The increase in the
shoot and root length might be due to higher food reserves
in the seeds and increase in the seedling vigour index was
due to higher germination, root length and shoot length.
The variation in quality parameters might be due to inherent
genotypic variation, which expressed suitably under
favourable environmental condition.
3.2 Stages of harvest: Physiological maturity is the stage at
which quality of the seed is at its best since it is an
established fact that good quality seed is a prerequisite for
optimum returns from the crop. So the seed technologists
have emphasized the need to determine the optimum stage
of physiological maturity, so as to obtain the seeds with
maximum germination and vigour. Morphological and
physiological changes might set, if the seeds are retained on
the mother plant for a longer duration beyond physiological
maturity (Ovcharov and Kisilova, 1996). Indeterminate
flowering of marigold leads to differential maturity of seeds
resulting in wide differences in seed quality. This poses
challenging problems to seed researchers in their
experimental results (Vijayakumar and Natarajan, 2006).
The marigold flowers harvested between 120 to 125 days
after transplanting possessed higher seed quality parameters
viz., 1000 seed weight (2.87 and 2.90 g), germination (86.60
and 88.80 %), seedling length (12.20 and 11.95cm), seedling
dry weight (0.903 and 0.907 mg), vigour index I (1056 and
1057) and II (78 and 80) compared to earlier and later stages
(Table 2). The reduction in dry weight and moisture content
of the seed during later stages of harvest might be due to the
elimination of certain amount of fluid and gaseous forms of
nutrients and volatile substances present in the flower during
seed maturation. Similar observations on reduced dry weight
and moisture content were also reported by Shivakumar et
al. (2003) in marigold and Natarajan and Srimathi (2008) in
petunia. It is interesting to bring out the fact that the seed
quality was highest in the seeds harvested between 120 and
125 DAT have been associated with physiological maturity
in marigold. While lowest was in earlier and later stages of
harvest resulted from restricted and poor translocation of
metabolites to the seed from mother plant.
3.3 Storage studies: Storage potential of seeds is basically
under genetic control and it differs with the species and
genotypes (Delouche, 1973). It is known that vapour proof
packing is better to preserve the seed in storage and seed
has to be dried to a lower moisture level compared to packing
in vapour pervious package. This extra drying method may
not be possible always. Hence, a simple method of adding
desiccants (silicagel) in the package could serve the same
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purpose, as the seed get dried in the package itself to required
moisture content (Bharathi, 2002).
The per cent germination of seeds gradually declined with
the advancement of storage period. This was due to ageing
phenomenon, which is inevitable process. In the present
study also gradual decrease in germination was noticed (Table
3). The highest germination (75.16 and 74.12%) and vigour
index (837 and 796) were recorded in P2 and P4 (Polythene bag
and plastic container with silica gel). This could be attributed
to slower rate of deterioration and presence of silicagel
maintaining relative humidity inside the packaging materials.
Whereas lowest germination (59.51%) and vigour index (743)
were recorded in cloth bag. The decline in germination might
be due to multiplication of microflora causing seed
deterioration. Similar results were also reported by Vasudev
et al. (2009) in marigold.
3.4 Priming studies: Priming treatments in general, improved
the germination percentage and vigour index over untreated
control irrespective of concentrations. However, the best
effect was realized from the optimum dose while the lower
doses had very marginal effect and the higher dose were
deleterious.
Among different hydro-priming treatments, the highest
germination (71.75 %) and vigour index (644) were recorded
in T4 (seeds soaked for 24h). The highest germination (Fig 1)
might be due to exposure of seeds to water for long time and
pappus might have taken more time to absorb moisture.
Leaching out of autotoxic metabolite byproducts
accumulated in the seed during post harvest storage period
could be the basis of beneficial effects of water soaking in
extending the storage life of seeds. Other mechanisms of
improvement of seed quality include stimulation of cellular
repair system necessary to undertake repair of bio-chemical
lesions in the cell (Villiers, 1974) and activation of hydrolytic
enzymes responsible for triggering germination of seed. On
contrast Li Yu-jie et al. (2009) noticed reduced germination
and uniformity of germination due to increased water uptake.
Osmopriming refers to soaking seed in solutions of sugars,
polyethylene glycol (PEG), glycerol, sorbitol followed by
drying the seed before sowing (Ashraf and Foolad, 2005).
Increased germination (67.50%) and vigour index (512) in the
present study (Fig 2) with PEG priming (1.00 MPa) might be
due to chemically inert nature and does not cause any
adverse effects on the embryo and large size of the PEG
molecule prevented its penetration into seed tissue thus
reducing the side effects on seeds. Similarly, Cantliffe (1983)
also noticed increased germination with PEG priming in
vegetable seeds.
Iodine is one of the halogens that stabilizers the lipo-protein
membranes of cell by the saturation of unsaturated fatty acids
that render the cell less susceptible to lipid peroxidation and
free radical reactions which are major cause for the
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deterioration of seeds. In the present study, better
germination (69.33%) and vigour index (545) in seed treatment
with KI (1.00 %) might be due to prevention of lipid
peroxidation and stabilization of double bonds (Fig 3). As
this halogenation stabilizes the C=C double bond in poly
unsaturated fatty acids which are the primary sites of free
radical attack. The beneficial effect of halogenations to the
stabilization of unsaturated fatty acid moiety of lipoprotein
membrane was also reported by Afzal et al. (2009).
Thus, the study can be concluded that, the better seed
quality could be obtained in rabi season harvested from 120
and 125 DAT and stored upto eight months without loss of
vigour. Further, the production potential of the crop during
these seasons in the study area emphasized the need to
undertake further investigations with regard to use of high
yielding, suitable genotypes and improving longevity, agrotechniques to harness the opportunity of growing marigold
round the year commercially.
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Table 2. Seed quality parameters as influenced by stages of harvest
Harvesting
stages
100 DAT (T1)
105 DAT (T2)
110 DAT (T3)
115 DAT (T4)
120 DAT (T5)
125 DAT (T6)
130 DAT (T7)
135 DAT (T8)
Mean
S.Em ±
CD (0.05P)

Seed quality parameters
1000Seed
Germination Seedling
weight (g)
(%)
length(cm)
2.43
44.00
10.30
2.60
46.80
10.48
2.75
56.60
11.06
2.81
71.20
11.44
2.87
86.60
12.20
2.90
88.80
11.95
2.87
84.00
12.14
2.81
82.40
12.01
2.75
70.00
11.45
0.16
1.46
0.10
0.48
4.24
0.29

Moisture content
of seeds (%)
45.37
41.05
31.72
23.93
20.65
17.13
15.75
14.65
26.28
1.20
3.46

Seedling dry
weight(mg)
0.840
0.871
0.890
0.990
0.903
0.907
0.914
0.917
0.90
0.018
0.530

Seedling vigour index
I
II
453
37
490
41
626
50
815
70
1056
78
1057
80
1020
77
990
76
813
63
17.68
1.67
51.22
4.83

Table 3. Germination and vigour index as influenced by seed storage
Treatments

2

4

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
S.Em±
CD (P=1%)

84.50
86.00
85.00
87.00
83.50
0.93
3.74

79.00
82.00
80.00
83.00
77.00
1.26
5.16

P1
P2

1030
1044

931
1023

Storage period (months)
8
10
Germination (%)
73.50
62.50
58.50
78.50
75.16
63.50
77.34
73.00
58.50
77.34
74.12
62.50
76.83
73.00
62.00
1.36
1.23
1.38
5.47
4.94
5.55
Initial germination (%) = 88.80
Vigour index
763
666
539
886
837
664
6

12

Mean

43.83
48.83
47.83
47.83
47.33
1.02
4.13

69.97
72.14
71.11
71.33
69.94

390
508

743
827
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P3
P4
P5
S.Em±
CD (P=1%)

1028
1040
1018
20.53
82.60
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1015
866
794
597
1028
870
796
661
1008
844
683
629
12.38
16.36
27.49
20.59
49.80
65.81
110.6
82.86
Initial seedling vigour index =1056

LILAVATI-4
499
500
481
16.62
66.87

800
816
774
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PREVALENCE OF MENOPAUSAL PROBLEMS, SYMPTOMS AND ASSOCIATED
CONDITIONS AMONG POST-MENOPAUSAL WOMEN WITH ORTHOPAEDIC AILMENTS
1

Shamshad Begum.S 1, Mushtari Begum. J 2 ,Rama Devi. G 3 & N.C. Narse Gowda 4
Assistant Professor, Krisi Vigyan Kendra, UAS(B), Ramnagar dist-562120, 2 Former Professor & Head, Division
of Home Science, UAS, Hebbal, Bangalore. 3 Former Professor, Smt.VHD Central Institute of Home Science,
Bangalore 4Professor and PC, Krisi Vigyan Kendra, UAS(B), Ramnagar dist-562120.

Women experience a wide range of menopausal symptoms before menopause(Pre-menopause), during
menopause(Peri-menopause) and after menopause(Post-menopause).The personal history of post-menopausal women
with orthopaedic ailments indicated that the type of menopause attained was natural among 92 percent of the
subjects and it was induced in 8 percent of the subjects.Majority of the subjects (64%) had attained menopause
between 48 to 50 years of age. .Majority of the subjects (90%) were experiencing insomnia or sleeplessness followed
by irregular bleeding (88%) and hot flushes (88%). Early wakening and irritability were the symptoms experienced by
the subjects to an extent of 80 percent. Menopausal symptoms like night sweats and achy joints were experienced
by 74 and 72 percent of the subjects respectively. The food intake as well as the climatic conditions also influence
the occurrence of menopausal symptoms. The associated conditions among menopausal women revealed that the
orthopaedic ailments like chronic back pain stiffness, joint pains and osteoporosis among subjects was found to be
62, 30, 28 and 12 percent respectively. It was noticed that the associated conditions like obesity, high blood
pressure and low BP was found to be 44,30 and 26 percent among the subjects. Prevalence of fractures among post
menopausal women indicated that the simple fractures, traumatic fractures, compound and displaced fractures
were 10, 6, 4 and 2 percent among subjects respectively. The details of Post-menopausal women suffering from
achy joints revealed that majority (36.14) of the subjects had achy joints specially knee joints followed by hip joints
(25.3) Regarding the lifestyle, it was observed that majority (63%) of them were performing sedentary work followed
by moderate and heavy by 23 percent and 14% of the menopausal women respectively. Also it was observed that
19.5 percent of the subjects performed exercise and the duration taken to perform the exercise by the subjects was
found to be 30 min per day by 14 percent of the subjects and 60 min per day by 5.5 percent of the subjects. As
majority of the subjects are sedentary, physical activity is an essential requirement for maintaining healthy bones
and immobility is the major cause of boneloss leading to osteoporosis and the focus has to be given more on altering
the lifestyle so that there will be some improvement in the bone health of the subjects. The focus should be given for
performing exercises since weight bearing exercises are recommended for increasing the bone mineral density thus
increasing the strength of the bones there by reducing the risk of fractures. Hence, the occurrence of menopausal
symptoms can be managed by balanced diet by following proper meal pattern, changing lifestyle and by maintaining
cordial atmosphere.
INTRODUCTION: Menopause is the stage at which women
stop ovulating. It happens when the ovaries stop releasing
ovum and it is usually a gradual process. The menopausal
period affects each women differently. However, most of the
women experience this around the age of fifty and usually
lasts upto fifty five years. The major endocrinal changes
occur in women between 45 to 50 years of age with a decline
in the ovarian function resulting in lower estrogen production
responsible for a series of changes commonly known as
menopausal changes. The acute symptoms experienced
during menopause include dizziness, headache, difficulty in
breathing and heart palpitations, vasomotor disturbances,
perspiration, nightsweats, irregular bleeding , hot flushes,
vaginal thinning and dryness, mood changes, changes in
sexuality and insomnia(Albertazzi et.al(1998)). Further, the
chronic changes that occur includes vascular diseases and
skeletal osteoporosis. In addition, orthopaedic ailments like
chronic back pain, stiffness and osteoporosis are commonly
observed.

The present investigation on is an important step in
development of health food for the postmenopausal women
with orthopaedic ailments inorder to supplement calcium so
that there is overall improvement in the menopausal health.
Hence, the present study was conducted with the following
objectives:
The main objective of the study was Nutritional and Clinical
Evaluation of post-menopausal women with orthopaedic
ailments and dietary intervention to improve Calcium levels
with the sub.
1) To elicit information on menopausal problems, symptoms
and associated conditions
2) To study the lifestyle pattern.
MATERIALSAND METHODS
Selection of the subjects
A total of 200 women subjects who had attained menopause
were selected by purposive sampling. The post-menopausal
women who were suffering with orthopaedic ailments like
chronic backpain, fractures, stiffness and osteoporosis were
the criteria used for selection. A prior permission was obtained
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from the head of the Orthopaedic department of victoria
hospital and subjects were from the outpatient department
of orthopaedics as well from the orthopaedic wards of the
hospitals. The subjects belonged to the age groups of 45 to
65 years.
Personal history of post-menopausal women with
orthopaedic ailments : Women experience a wide range of
menopausal symptoms before menopause(Pre-menopause),
during menopause(Peri-menopause) and after
menopause(Post-menopause).The personal history of postmenopausal women with orthopaedic ailments is presented
in Table-17. Almost all women had attained menopause. The
type of menopause attained was natural among 92 percent of
the subjects and however, it was induced in 8 percent of the
subjects.Table-17 indicates that majority of the subjects (64%)
had attained menopause between 48 to 50 years of age
followed by 24 percent of the subject attaining menopause
around 45-47 years. However, 12 percent of the subjects
attained menopause at around 51 to 53 years. The data
regarding years since menopause indicated that majority
(42%) of the subjects had attained menopause since 5 years
followed by 26 percent of the subjects attaining menopause
since 11-15 years.
Table 1 : Personal history of subjects (n=200)
Parameters
n
Percentage
Attainment of menopause 200
100
Type of menopause
Natural
184
92
Induced
16
08
Age of menopause(yrs)
45-47
48
24
48-50
128
64
51-53
24
12
Years since menopause
<1
20
10
1-5
84
42
6-10
32
16
11-15
52
26
16-20
12
06
Family history
Found
52
26
Not found
148
74
However, it was observed that 6 percent of them who attained
menopause since 16-20 years. The reason could be that they
have attained menopause at an early age around 45-47 years.
The family history of menopausal problems revealed that 26
percent of the subjects had the family history of menopausal
problems.
Menopausal symptoms experienced by the subjects: The data
regarding menopausal symptoms experienced by the subjects
is indicated in Table-2. Majority of the subjects (90%) were
experiencing insomnia or sleeplessness followed by irregular
bleeding (88%) and hot flushes (88%). Early wakening and
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irritability were the symptoms experienced by the subjects
to an extent of 80 percent. It was observed that the symptoms
like poor concentration, night sweats and achy joints were
experienced by the subjects to an extent of 76, 74 and 72
percent respectively. The food intake as well as the climatic
conditions also influence the occurrence of menopausal
symptoms.
Table 2 : Menopausal symptoms experienced by the
subjects (n = 200)
Menopausal symptoms
n
Percentage
Insomnia
180
90
Irregular bleeding
176
88
Hot flushes
176
88
Early wakening
164
82
Irritability
164
82
Anxiety
160
80
Poor concentration
152
76
Night sweats
148
74
Achy joints
144
72
Perspiration
132
66
Extreme sweating
124
62
Depression
116
58
Poor memory
108
54
Frequent urination
104
52
Mood swings/change in sexuality 104
52
Difficulty in breathing
60
30
Vaginal thinning and dryness
60
30
Loss of self esteem
44
22
Heart palpitations
28
14
Dizziness
24
12
Note : Multiple responses hence, total will not add upto 100
However, some menopausal symptoms like loss of self
esteem, heart palpitations and dizziness experienced by the
subjects was only to an extent of 22,14 and 12 percent
respectively. Hence, the occurrence of menopausal
symptoms can be managed by balanced diet by following
proper meal pattern, changing lifestyle and by maintaining
cordial atmosphere. On the whole, the subjects were
experiencing the menopausal symptoms individually or in
multiple combinations.
Menopause and associated conditions among the subjects
The associated conditions among menopausal women is
presented in Table-19.The data revealed that the orthopaedic
ailments like chronic back pain stiffness, joint pains and
osteoporosis among subjects was found to be 62, 30, 28 and
12 percent respectively. It was noticed that the associated
conditions like obesity, high blood pressure and low BP was
found to be 44,30 and 26 percent among the subjects.
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Table 3 : Menopause and associated conditions (n = 200)
Associated conditions
Chronic back Pain
Obesity
Stiffness
High blood Pressure
Osteoporosis
Low blood Pressure
Vaginal infection
Diabetes mellitus
Urinary tract infection
Heart diseases
Osteoporosis
AIDS

n
24
88
60
60
56
52
52
48
36
28
24
0.0

Percentage
62
44
30
30
28
26
26
24
18
14
12
0.0

Note : multiple responses, hence total will not add upto 100
However, diabetes mellitus and heart diseases were found
to be 24 and 14 percent among the subjects. However,
subjects were found not to be affected with AIDS.
Prevalence of fractures among post menopausal women
Prevalence of fractures among post menopausal women is
indicated in Table-20. The prevalence of fractures was found
among 22 percent of the subjects.
Table 4: Prevalence of fractures among subjects (n = 200)
Types of fractures
Simple fractures
Traumatic fractures
Compound fractures
Displaced fractures
No fractures

n
20
12
8
4
156

Percentage
10
6
4
2
78

The simple fractures, traumatic fractures, compound and
displaced fractures were 10, 6, 4 and 2 percent among subjects
respectively. The fractures in different parts of the body
among post menopausal women is shown in Table-21.
Accordingly it was found that around 22.7 percent of the
subjects had fracture on the arm followed by the leg (18.2%),
ankle (15.9) and wrist (13.6%). However, only 1 percent of
the subjects had fractures with respect to vertebral column
and knee.
Table 5: Fractures in different parts of the body of
subjects (n = 200)
Parts of the body
Arm
Leg
Ankle
Wrist
Hip
Shoulder
Knee
Vertebral Column
No fractures

n
10
8
7
6
5
4
2
2
156

Percentage
5.0
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.0
1.0
78
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However, only 1 percent of the subjects had fractures with
respect to vertebral column and knee.
Post-menopausal women suffering from Achy joints
The details of Post-menopausal women suffering from achy
joints is presented in Table-6.
Table 6: Subjects suffering with Achy Joints (n = 200)
Types of Achy joints
Knee joints
Hip joints
Hip, knee, ankle joints
Vertebral joints
Arm joints
No achy joints

N
30
21
19
7
6
117

Percentage
15.0
10.5
9.5
3.5
3.0
58.5

It was observed that majority (36.14) of the subjects had
achy joints specially knee joints followed by hip joints (25.3)
and hip, knee and ankle joints. However, 22.9 percent the
subjects had pain in hip, knee and ankle joints . The subjects
were also suffering with vertebral joints and arm joints to an
extent of 8.4 and 7.2 percent respectively. However, around
58.5 percent were not having achy joints.
Medical history of Subjects: The medical history with respect
to health problems of the subjects and the history of
supplements and drug usage is presented in Table- 7. As far
as the orthopaedic ailments are concerned 64.5 percent of
the subjects were suffering form chronic backache and 41.5
percent of them were suffering from joint pains.
Table 7 : Medical history of subjects (n = 200)
Parameters
Chronic backache
Joint pains
Fracture
Hypertension
Diabetes mellitus
Cardiovascular diseases
Liver disorders
Kidney diseases
Supplements/drug used
Calcium
Calcium and Vitamin D
Other drugs*

n
119
83
44
56
48
15
14
4

Percentage
64.5
41.5
22.0
28.0
24.0
7.5
7.0
2.0

129
89
155

64.5
44.5
77.5

About 22 percent of the subjects were also suffering from
fractures. The subjects were also having the history of other
health problems like hypertension, diabetes and
cardiovascular disease to an extent of 28, 24 and 7.5 percent
respectively. However, it was found that the subjects were
having liver disorders and kidney disease to an extent of 7
and 2 percent respectively. The history of drug usage
revealed that 64.5 percent of the subjects were taking calcium
supplements. It was noticed that both calcium and Vitamin D
supplements were taken by 44.5 percent of the subjects.
However, it was found that the usage of painkillers and anti-
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convulsants was to an extent of 77.5 percent . It was
interesting to note that none of them were taking hormonal
supplements.
Deepti et al., (2004) conducted study on diet related risk
factors for osteoporosis in pre and post menopausal women.
The medical history of the subjects indicated that the
subjects were suffering from hypertension, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease and kidney disease to an extent of 43,
35, 29 and 14% respectively. The history of fracture and liver
disorder was seen among 3 and 6% of the subjects. However,
the supplements like Calcium and Vitamin were used by only
13% of the subjects but in the present study, about 64.5%
the subjects were using calcium alone by 64.5% of the
subjects.
Activity performed and Lifestyle pattern of the subjects
Table-8 indicates the type of activity performed by the
postmenopausal women with orthopaedic ailments. It was
observed that majority (63%) of them were performing
sedentary work followed by moderate and heavy by 23
percent and 14% of the menopausal women respectively.
Table 8 : Type of activity performed by the subjects
(n = 200)
Types of activity
Sedentary
Moderate
Heavy

N
126
46
28

Percentage
63
23
14

The life style pattern of the subjects is indicated in Table-25.
Accordingly, 19.5 percent of the subjects performed exercise
and however, around 80.5 percent of the subjects were not
performing the exercises. However, 17.5 per cent of the
subjects were exercising daily and only 2 percent of the
subjects were exercising only thrice in a week. The duration
taken to perform the exercise by the subjects was found to
be 30 min per day by 14 percent of the subjects and 60 min /
day by 5.5 percent of the subjects.
Table 9 : Lifestyle pattern of the subjects (n = 200)
Activity
Exercise
Exercise done
Exercise not done
Frequency of exercise
Daily
Weekly thrice
Duration of exercise
30 min/day
60 min/day
Types of exercise
Brisk walking
Yoga
Duration of Brisk walking
30 min

n

Percentage

39
161

19.5
80.5

35
04

17.5
2.0

28
11

14.0
5.5

24
15

12
7.5

29

14.5
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60 min
Duration of Yoga
30 min
60 min
Chewing Tobacco
Willing to alter lifestyle

10

5.0

11
04
64
119

5.5
2.0
320
59.5

The type of exercise they performed was brisk walking by 12
percent of the subjects and yoga by 7.5 percent of the
subjects. The duration of brisk walking performed by the
subjects was found to be 30 min by 14.5 percent of the
subjects and 60 min by 5 percent of the subjects. The focus
should be given for performing exercises since weight
bearing exercises are recommended for increasing the bone
mineral density thus increasing the strength of the bones
there by reducing the risk of fractures. Above is the list of
weight bearing exercises(Mercy Paul, 2002). Regarding the
performance of yoga, around 5.5 percent of the subjects
performed yoga for a period of 30 min and however, 2 percent
of them were doing yoga for 60 min. The habit of chewing
tobacco was found among 32 percent of the subjects. On
the whole, around 59.5 percent of the post menopausal women
with orthopaedic aliments were willing to alter life style pattern
in order to manage their orthopaedic ailments.
A similar trend was observed in a study conducted by Deepti
et al., (2004) on diet related risk factors for osteoporosis in
pre and post menopausal women. Study indicated that the
majority of women were performing sedentary activity to an
extent of 87%. However, some of them were performing the
physical activity which included walking by 11% and
exercise/yoga by 2% of the subjects.
As majority of the subjects are sedentary, physical activity
is an essential requirement for maintaining healthy bones
and immobility is the major cause of boneloss leading to
osteoporosis(Mercy paul,2002 and Deepti, et al.,(2004) the
focus has to be given more on altering the lifestyle so that
there will be some improvement in the bone health of the
subjects.
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Abstract: Essential oils are concentrated hydrophobic liquids containing volatile aroma compounds from plants.
They are used in perfumery, aromatherapy, cosmetics, incense, medicine, household insect repellent, food industries
etc. They act as analgesic, antimicrobial, antiseptic, anti-inflammatory, antispasmodic, expectorant, diuretic and
sedative. In most pharmaceutical preparations, the essential oils are used directly or in mixed formulations to enhance
their efficacy. Thus, the quality of these essential oils is very important. Every essential oil must pass a number of
tests to ensure its authenticity, quality and purity. Gas chromatography separates the individual constituents of an
essential oil and measures the amount of each constituent present in it. It confirms botanical identity and scientific
profile of the essential oils. GC can screen for non-natural or missing constituents, or constituents occurring in
unnaturally high ratios, signifying adulteration with high accuracy and speed. Besides this, other parameters which
are to be analyzed for the complete assessment of the quality of oil are the refractive index, optical rotation, acid
value, ester value, specific gravity and sensory evaluation. UAS, GKVK, has a repository of aromatic plants and the
quality analysis of the extracted oils is carried out on a regular basis.
Introduction :-

Essential oil has become an integral part of everyday life.

Flavors and Fragrances have been part of life since ancient

They are used in a great variety of ways: as food flavouring,

times, some or other way we all use perfumery and flavor

additives, in compounding of cosmetics and perfumes.

materials, in our daily life. These odoriferous substances come

Furthermore, they are used in air fresheners and deodorizers

naturally from many plant sources called essential oils.

as well as in all branches of medicine such as pharmacy,

Essential oils accumulate in all types of vegetative organs:

balneology, massage and homeopathy. A more specialized

flowers (bergamot tree), leaves (mint, eucalyptus), barks

area will be in fields of aromatherapy and aromachology (K.

(cinnamon), woods (sandalwood), roots (vetiver), rhizomes

Husnu Can Baser et al.,).

(ginger), fruits (anise), and seeds (nutmeg) (Bruneton 1995).

Essential oil plants in particular are those plant species

An essential oil as defined by the ISO in document ISO 9235.2-

delivering an essential oil of commercial interest. Two

aromatic natural raw materials-vocabulary as follows-

principal circumstances determine a plant to be used as an

”Product obtained from vegetable raw material either by

essential oil plant:

distillation with water or steam or from the epicarp of citrus
fruits by mechanical process, or by distillation” (ISO/DIS
9235.2, 1997, p.2). The main compounds of essential oils are
mainly derived from three biosynthetic pathways, the
mevalonate pathway leading to sesquiterpenes, the methylerithrytol-pathway leading to mono-and diterpenes, and the
shikimic acid pathway leading to phenylpropenes. And many

a. A unique blend of volatiles present like flower scents in
rose (Rosa spp.), jasmine (Jasminum sambac), cardamom
(Elletaria cardamom Matron).
b. Secretion and accumulation of volatiles in specialized
anatomical structures. This leads to higher concentration of
the essential oil in the plant (Fahn, 1979, 1988; by Svoboda

of the volatile components of essential oils have diverse

et al., 2000).

ecological functions. They act as internal messengers, as

Quality and safety of essential oil-bearing plants as raw

defensive substances against herbivores and also attracting

materials for pharmaceutical products, flavors, and

pollinating insects to their host (Harrewijin et al., 2001). The

fragrances are of highest priority from the consumer point of

impact of environmental factors such as temperature, relative

view to meet the respective demands, standards and safety

humidity, irradiance, photoperiod and cultivation practices

as well as quality assurance.

influence the composition of essential oils.
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Main items of good agricultural practices (GAP) for medicinal and aromatic plants.

Chemistry of essential oil
The chief constituents of the essential oils are the Terpenoids
having carbon atoms up to C(i.e. mono-and sesquiterpen
oids) and their oxygenated (hydroxyl and carbonyl)
derivatives, along with aliphatic aldehydes, alcohols, esters
and ketones; some of the important essential oils with their
Terpenoids constituents are tabulated in Table 1 (Chemistry
of organic natural products, vol I, O.P. Agarwal). Structure of
selected terpenes is shown in fig 1. Due to the pleasant
smelling nature the mono and sesquiterpenoids are of
considerable commercial importance.
Extraction of essential oil-: For extraction of essential oils
various methods are used, the choice of method depends
upon quality, amount and stability of volatiles obtained, the
type of plant material, economy and also the time required
for extraction. In general, five methods have been developed
for the isolation of essential oils.
1. Pressing / Cold expression: The plant material is crushed
and the juice is screened to remove the lager particles. The
screened juice is centrifuged until the essential oil is extracted.
Citrus, lemon and grass oils are extracted by this method.
2. By enfleurage (absorption of the fragrant oil in greasy oil
and then separated by solvent extraction): An intensive and
traditional way of extracting oil from flowers. The process
involves layering fat over the flower petals. After the fat has
absorbed the essential oils, alcohol is used to separate and
extract the oils from the fat. The alcohol is then evaporated
and the essential oil collected.
3. Solvent extraction /Alcohol extraction (absolute): Solvent
extraction is a technique for the production of concretes &
absolutes of aromatic flowers such as rose, jasmine;
production of oleoresins from spices. Essential oils can be
extracted by using organic solvents and alcohols are mixed
with the plant material in order to produce an absolute.

4. Steam distillation & Water distillation: Distillation
converts the essential oils into a vapor and then condenses
the vapor back into a liquid - it is the most popular, and cost
effective method in use today in producing essential oils.
5. Carbon dioxide extraction (supercritical fluid extraction):
Supercritical fluid extraction is a relatively new technique for
extracting fragrant compounds from a raw material, which
often employs as the extraction solvent. When under high
pressure at slightly above room temperature, a supercritical
fluid pressure CO2 changes directly from a solid to a gas in
a process known as sublimation.
Importance of Gas Chromatography: Many aromatic herbs,
essential oils and aroma chemicals are mentioned as official
drugs in the various pharmacopoeias and formularies of
different countries. In most pharmaceutical preparations, the
essential oils are used directly. Formulations may contain
single essential oils or mixtures of several essential oils to
enhance their efficacy. Because essential oils are mixture of
volatile organic substances of known chemical structure that
react, either singly or in combination, with biomolecules
(proteins etc.) to produce biological responses, it should be
possible to relate the intake of high doses of these
substances to be observed toxicity. Hence, the quality of
essential oil is of prime importance.
The Analysis of essential oils by means of GC began in the
1950s, and since then it is referred as a milestone in the
evolution of instrumental chromatographic methods. GC is
the most frequently used technique for analyzing essential
oil composition. Gas chromatography separates the
individual constituents of an essential oil and measures the
amount of each constituent present. It confirms oil’s
botanical identity by comparing presence & amount of each
constituent. GC can screen for non-natural or missing
constituents, or constituents occurring in unnaturally high
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ratios, signifying adulteration. MS specifically identifies the
constituents in essential oils by name and pinpoints the
adulterants that are commonly used. Gas chromatography
has a molecular mass operating range from 2 (molecular
hydrogen) to about 1500 mass units. Within this mass range,
suitable compounds which can be chromatographed will be
classified as permanent gases (i.e., highly volatile), volatile
compounds (those of 200 mass units) and semi-volatile
compounds (those of higher mass). By their nature, essential
oils will range from volatile to semi-volatile compounds.
Being derived from natural flora, they will serve as highly
volatile alarm-type compounds, which must rapidly diffuse
into the surrounding air, through to more waxy leaf
compounds, which have a lesser vapor pressure and provide
part of the structural constituents of plant atoms units (e.g.,
membrane or cell composition) (Philip J et al., Journal of
Chromatography A).
Volatile oil Analysis:
GC Analysis
Normally, during the processing, the essential oil is evaluated
for its technical function as a flavor. This evaluation typically
involves analysis by GC of the composition of the essential
oil for chemical constituents that are makers for the desired
technical flavor effect for an essential oil such as cardamom
oil, levels of target constituents such as terpinyl acetate, 1,
8-cineole, and limonene.
In GC analysis, the compounds to be analyzed are vaporized
and eluted by the mobile phase, the carrier gas, through the
column. The analytes are separated on the basis of their
relative vapor pressure and affinities for the stationary phase.
At the outlet of the chromatography column, the analytes
emerge separated in time. The analytes are then detected
and a signal is recorded generating a chromatogram, which
is a signal versus time graphic, and ideally with peaks
presenting a Gaussian distribution-curve shape. The peak
area and height are a function of the amount of sample present
and the retention time can be related to solvent’s identity.
Hence, the information contained in the chromatogram can
be used for qualitative and quantitative analysis (Hand Book
of Essential Oils-Science, Technology, And ApplicationsK.Husnu Can Baser, and Gerhard Buchbauer).
The choice of the capillary column in an essential oil GC
analysis is of great importance for the overall characterization
of the matrix; the stationary phase chemical nature and film
thickness, as well as the column length and diameter, are to
be considered.
GC technique is an extraordinary tool for separating and
analyzing compound that can be vaporized without
decomposition by great speed and accuracy. A small sample
of an essential oil is introduced into the GC, where it is heated
to vapor and then carried along a column by an inert gas,
such as helium. As the vaporized oil passes through the
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column, it separates into individual molecular constituents
and is detected by a suitable detector (FID, TCD, ECD, FPD
PID).
Each constituent is represented by a peak in a chromatogra
ph, and the peaks can be compared to a library of molecules
to identify the substance. GC can screen for non-natural or
missing constituents, or constituents occurring in unnaturally
high ratios, signifying adulteration. A chemically
reconstituted essential oil (synthetic essence) can be
harmful, as it can be pathogenic in long term.
The coupling of a gas chromatograph with a mass
spectrometer (GC-MS) is the most often used and is a well
established technique for further analysis of oils in detail,
by spectral interpretation of the separated individual
components. Enantioselective- GC (Es-GC) also represented
a landmark in the detection of adulterations (Nowotny et al.,
1989), and gas chromatography correlated to isotope ratio
mass spectrometry (GC-IRMS) by means of combustion
interface has proved to be a valuable method to evaluate
genuineness of natural product components. GC-O was a
breakthrough in analytical aroma research, enabling the
differentiation of a multitude of volatiles in odor-active and
non-odor-active, according to their existing concentrations
in a matrix (Mosandl and his group).
Application of GC in identifying the adulterants: The
chromatogram at left shows a pure essential oil with nothing
added or taken away, exactly as it should be from its natural
source. In this example, the main ingredient or constituent
has its peak at position of 1.00 on the chromatogram. All of
the other smaller peaks on the chromatogram are from the
many other natural ingredients found in this particular
essential oil. For this example, the main constituent is the
active ingredient used to measure the potency of the essential
oil

Example of an isolated or
synthetically
made
artificial constituent

The chromatogram shown here represents a sample of an
synthetically made or chemically extracted constituent. In
this example, the artificial constituent is the same as the main
ingredient in the pure essential oil above. Notice that there
are two unique impurity compounds in this artificial
constituent, left over from the extraction process or from the
synthesis process when it was made.
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Analysis of essential oil:The authenticity of the essential oil depends on physical as
well as chemical properties.
1. Analysis of physical properties:The following techniques are commonly applied to asses an
essential oil physical property (Guenther, E., 1972, Croteau et
al.,).
Colour and appearance
Specific gravity- Measures the weight of an essential oil at
25 degrees C.
First, the specific gravity bottle is washed and dried in oven,
cool and note the weight of the bottle using the electronic
balance. Then fill the specific gravity bottle with distilled
water and insert the stopper without entrapment of air bubble.
Remove any water which has extruded from capillary opening
and take the weight of specific gravity bottle with distilled
water. Remove the water, clean and dry in an oven and cool.
Again fill the specific gravity bottle with oil and repeat the
process.
Specific gravity= weight of oil/weight of water
Refractive indexMeasures the speed at which light passing through an
essential oil is refracted. Every oil is made up of unique
constituents. These constituents predictably influence the
speed and number of degrees at which they refract light. If
oil has been adulterated, the speed and degree of refraction
may be thrown off.
Optical rotationMeasures direction, left or right, and the degree to which
light rays bend or rotate as they pass through an essential
oil. Every oil is made up of unique constituents, which
predictably influence the direction and degree to which light
rays bend as they pass through the oil. If oil has been
adulterated, the degree of rotation may be thrown off.
Odour evaluationEnables an experienced nose to appreciate globally the
intrinsic qualities, the balance of composition and the specific
nature of essential oil.
2. Analysis of chemical properties: Acid value- (lipid library.aocs.org;www.ncbi.nlm.gov/
pubmed)
Acid value is the mass of KOH in mg that is required to
neutralize 1g of chemical substance.
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Acid value= (A*N*56.1)/W
Where, A- volume of 0.1N KOH consumed
N- Normality of KOH
W- Weight of the sample
Saponification value-(J. Lewkowitsch, chemical technique
and analysis of oils, fats and waxes pp.395-400)
It is the number of milligrams of KOH required to convert 1g
of the fat completely into glycerine and potassium soap
Ester value- The determination of the ester content is of
great importance in the evaluation of many essential oils. It
is the difference between Saponification value and acid value.
Conclusion : The plant families comprising species that yield
a majority of the most economically important essential oils
are not restricted to one specialized taxonomical group but
are distributed among all plant classes. A number of items
concerning the plant raw material have to be taken into
consideration when producing essential oils. All known
influences on the quality are taken into account and
documented in a proper way. To guarantee a steady, affordable
and sustainable supply of essential oil plants of good quality,
guidelines for GAP and standards for sustainable Wild
Collection (ISSC) have been established at the national and
international level.
Presently the total world production of essential oil is about
110,000-120,000 m. tones out of which India produces 15%,
holding, third place after China & Brazil in the world
production, while in terms of value its share is much better
with 21-22%. But considering the total share in world export
of essential oils and perfumery material it is only 0.4% thus,
future hold great promise for India in the fast charging global
economy as for as production and trade of natural raw material
is concerned. No doubt the developing countries have
dominant position in the world production of essential oils
and as for as, India is concerned there are many aromatic
crops which are being cultivated economically and have great
potential for export. If we consider the production and export
of essential oils, menthol mint oil have the dominant position
with producing and supplying more than 75% of total world
production.
Uses for Essential Oils in Health & Wellness
A more specialized area- in the fields of aromatherapy and
aromachology.
Many of the oils contain therapeutic properties that help
in treating psychological and physical conditions.
Essential oils are the key ingredients in fragrance therapy.
The oils can also be used in air fresheners, skin ointments,
hair care products, and steam inhalation therapies.
 Used as biocides and insect repellants (antimicrobial
potential)
 Good natural sources of substances with commercial
potential starting materials for chemical synthesis.
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Used by the food and flavor industries for the flavoring of
small goods, fast foods, ice-cream, beverages, both alcoholic
and non alcoholic soft drinks, and so on.
As evidenced by the numerous techniques described (141,
142), chromatography, especially GC, has evolved into the
dominant method for essential oil analysis. GC provides the
greatest resolving power, speed and accuracy for most of
these volatile mixtures. But it is not sufficient for confirming
oil quality; we need to analyze both physical and chemical
parameters for the complete authentication of essential oils.
The coupling of a gas chromatograph with a mass
spectrometer (GC-MS), Enantioselective- GC (Es-GC), gas
chromatography correlated to isotope ratio mass
spectrometry (GC-IRMS), GC-O have proved to be a valuable
method to evaluate genuineness of natural product
components.
In conclusion, a golden future can be predicted for that useful
natural product: the “Essential Oil”!

Fig. 1. Structures of selected typical terpenes.
(A) Monoterpenes: 1=myrcene, 2=a-pinene, 3=carvone,
4=limonene;
(B) Sesquiterpenes: 1=caryophyllene, 2=farnesol;
(C) Diterpene: 1=techgeranylgeraniol;
(D) Triterpene: 1=lanosterol; (E) tetraterpene: 1=carotene.
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Table 1: Terpenoid constituents of important essential
oils
Essential oils
Bergamot
Citronella
Coriander
Eucalyptus
Geranium
Jasmine
Lemon
Sandalwood
Ginger
Camphor

Terpenoids
Linalool and its acetate
Geraniol, citronellal, farnesol
Linalool, pinene
Cineole
Geraniol esters, citronellol
Linalool
D-Limonene, citral
Santalol
Zinziberence
Camphor
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CONTROL OF MIGRATION BY SCHEDULED CASTE FARM-FAMILIES THROUGH
INTEGRATED FARMING SYSTEM (IFS) APPROACH- A CASE STUDY OF MALAVALLI
TALUK, MANDYA DISTRICT, KARNATAKA
K. Jagadeeshwara1 Usha Ravindra2, Y.Nagaraju3 Bhagyavathi 4 , H.R. Shruthi5
Directorate of Extension, University of Agricultural Sciences, Hebbal, Bangalore - 560 024
Migration of farm families to near by cities in search of remunerative employment is the shift taking place among the
farmers. The migrated farmers are neglecting the agriculture. Hence, control of migration of disadvantaged farmers
particularly scheduled caste farm-families is the serious issue. Newer approaches such as integrated farming system
approach covering building skills and knowledge of farming communities will help in brining them and control of
migration and engage farmers effectively in agriculture.
Integrated Farming System is one of the holistic patterns of land use which envisages integration of agriculture, agroforestry, horticulture, dairy, piggery, sheep and goat rearing, fishery, poultry, biogas, mushroom, sericulture, value
addition, marketing and by-product utilization of crops for sustainability.
The UAS (B) is implementing a holistic project entitled “Development of vulnerable SC farm-families in 17
districts of southern Karnataka through integrated farming system (IFS) approach”. With an objective of
increasing the income and improving standard of living of small and marginal farmers to prevent migration and bring
them back to agriculture.
The project is being implemented from 2009-10 covering 56 cluster villages comprising of 650 farm-families with
highest SC population. Different HRD activities such as skill demonstrations, training on improved cultivation of
agricultural practices, horticulture, dairy, piggery, sheep and goat rearing, fishery, poultry, biogas production, mushroom
cultivation, sericulture, value addition of agricultural produces and creating market linkages among SC farm families
for income generation.
Among 17 districts covered, Koonanpura, Attuvanahalli, Hadli villages of Malavalli taluk, Mandya district was selected
for case study. Because majority of the farmers in this villages had migrated to urban areas like Bangalore, Mandya
and other cities seeking employment in constructions, hotels, coconut & vegetable vending , garments etc.
METHODOLOGY: The University of Agricultural Sciences,
Bangalore is implementing a novel project in Karnataka
entitled “Development of Schedule Caste farmers in southern
Districts of Karnataka through Integrated Farming System
approach”. The project was being implemented from 2009-10
in 17 district covering 56 cluster villages comprising of 650
farm-families with highest SC population. The benchmark
survey conducted in 17 Districts of southern Karnataka
(Fig.1) from selected Scheduled caste farmers involved in
different farming activities combined with allied enterprise. A
detailed baseline survey was undertaken which involved
household census survey and Village level data collection.
In order to collect relevant information, a structural interview
schedule was prepared keeping the objectives of the study
in mind. This gave details of demographic profile of the
village, the literacy percentage, SC/ST population, cattle
population, and net consumption rate in the village, average
milk production of the cattle and various schemes running
and their benefits. Crop grown in the farmer’s field, cropping
pattern, fertilizer used and various sources of irrigation in
the field and other income generating activities.

agricultural practices, horticulture, dairy, piggery, sheep and
goat rearing, fishery, poultry, biogas production, mushroom
cultivation, sericulture, value addition of agricultural
produces and creating market linkages among SC farm
families for income generation were conducted.
Data collection and analysis: Data were collected during
March- April, 2009 through face to face interview using
interview schedule. Collected data were compiled, coded,
tabulated and analyzed according to the objectives of the
study. Tabular analysis was used to interpret the collected
data properly

Figure 1: Map showing
the selected Districts in
Karnataka

Among the 17 districts, Mandya district was selected for the
case study with a total of 33 farmers involved in integrated
farming system. Different HRD activities such as skill
demonstrations, training on improved cultivation of
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: Results of the present study
are presented in tables and discussed here. Socio-economic
conditions of the sample farmers in Mandya district before
the implementation of the project is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Socio-economic conditions of sample farmers
during benchmark survey in Mandya district
(N=33)
Particulars
Average age of farmers (Years)
Family size (Average)
Education level
1.Illiterate
2. Primary school
3. Middle school
4. High school
5. PUC
6. Degree & above
Type of land
1. Irrigated
2. Rainfed

Numbers (Percentage)
39
4
17 (51.52)
6 (18.18)
4 (12.12)
5 (15.15)
1 (3.03)
0 (0.00)
11(33.33)
22 (66.67)

In Mandya district, average age of the farmer was 39years
with family size of four. About 51.52 percent of beneficiary
farmers are illiterate. Out of 33 farmers 11 farmers have
government canal irrigated land and remaining 22 farmers
have rainfed land (Table 1). Major crops in this area are ragi,
paddy, groundnut, maize etc.
IFS project has distributed on time high yielding varieties of
seeds (Ragi, Paddy, Redgram, Blackgram), horticulture
seedlings (Mango, Sapota, Banana, Jackfruit, Lime, Coconut,
Mallige, Moosambi, Orange, Amla etc.) and animal
components such as cow, sheep, poultry birds and piglets
(Table 2) to encourage the selected farmers to take up
agriculture in big way.
Table 3 provide details on training and demonstrations such
as advanced method of compost making / vermi-compost
production, NADAP method, BANGALORE method,
JAPANEESE method and improved vermi compost,
Processing, Value addition & marketing of agriculture produce
and Bio gas for enhanced income for the farm families.
Before IFS project implementation, farmers were growing
traditional varieties of ragi and paddy. After an year of
implementation of IFS project SC beneficiary farmers were
growing High yielding variety crops like Ragi (GPU-28, MR1), Paddy (IR-64, Jaya), Groundnut (TMV-1), Maize (All
rounder) (Table 4). With the available high yielding varieties,
yield of paddy and ragi was increased to 23 quintals and 6 to
8 quintals per acre respectively (Shrotriya et al, 2005).
Average income of the selected farmers was i.e., Net income
before implementation of the project was Rs. 26054 /-. After
implementation of the project, hand skill demonstration and
technical guidance, there was significant change in the
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income levels i.e Rs.44461/-. There was a income increase is
Rs. 18407/- which accounts to 33 per cent increase in total
family income.
Table 2: Integrated Farming System components provided
to sample farmers (33) of Mandya district
Particulars
Seeds (Kg.)
Ragi
Paddy
Redgram
Sun hemp
Blackgram
Horticulture (No.)
Mango
Sapota
Banana
Jackfruit
Lime
Coconut
Mallige
Rose apple
Moosambi
Orange
Amla
Fig
Gooseberry
Sheep(No.)
Female
Male
Cow(No.)
Piglets(No.)
Female
Male
Chicks(No.)

Unit/farmer Cost/Unit Total Value(Rs)

25
50
1.5
6
1.5

22
21.85
74
25
91

67320

12
3
10
2
2
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

50
45
14
40
40
35
12
25
45
60
25
30
25

46497

2
1
1

1900
2400
16500

125400
79200
544500

2
1
5

2350
2350
65

155100
77550
10725

Table 3: IFS Training & Demonstration conducted in
Mandya district
Training and Demonstration
Advanced method of compost
making / vermi-compost
production, NADAP method,
BANGALORE method,
JAPANEESE method and
Improved vermi compost
Processing, Value addition &
marketing of agriculture produce
Bio gas

Numbers Amount(Rs)

11

55000

1
1

5000
5000

Case study1: Success story of IFS farmer Venkatesh,
Malavalli Taluk, Mandya district, Karnataka
The Directorate of Extension, Hebbal, University of
Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore in collaboration with
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Karnataka State Department of Agriculture implemented a

As he says, this project has supplied improved/high yielding

project entitled “Development of vulnerable SC farm-

variety (HYV) seeds like Ragi (GPU-28), Cowpea (C-152),

families in 17 districts of southern Karnataka through

redgram (BRG-1), Blackgram (TAU-1), Green gram (SM),

integrated farming system (IFS) approach”. The IFS

Paddy (Jaya) etc. and scientists provided constant technical

approach was successful and could showcase the activities

guidance on crop production, animal husbandry etc. Harvest

carried out by the SC farmers in utilizing the resources such

and post harvest practices. Project has also supplied kitchen

as seeds, horticulture seedlings, cow, sheep and poultry birds

garden planting seeds, micro-nutrients, improved horticulture

at different locations of Southern Karnataka.

seedlings such as mango, sapota, orange, lemon, jack fruit,

The IFS project was implemented in 17districts of southern
Karnataka. Among districts selected, Mandya district was
unique with irrigation throughout the year for agriculture.

banana, curry leaves. Supplied sheep (Ramboulet & Bannur),
Poultry (Giriraja & Girirani) and piglets (Yorkshire) and
provided maintenance of rearing animal.

Due to lack of knowledge on innovative agriculture

In his leadership IFS beneficiary Sangha has been formed

technologies, awareness on market linkages, processing and

with revolving fund of Rs.5000. On field day, scientists and

value addition made vulnerable SC farmers to migrate to urban

farmers had visited his fields and also other farmer’s fields

areas in search of employment and livelihood security.

and appreciated the exhibited products grown by IFS

Keeping above in mind, IFS project was implemented to

beneficiaries. By utilizing all the resources from IFS project,

control rural migration of SC youth farmers to urban areas,

current annual income was Rs.46000. As Venkatesh says,

providing employment opportunities throughout the year.

integrated farming system brought light to his life. His family

Thirty three farm-families were selected for the study. Among

life also improved with self esteem.

33 selected farmers, Sri. Venkatesh aged 32 years, lives in
Koonanpura, Malavalli taluk, Mandya district. He is very
enthusiastic to adopt IFS concept for sustained agricultural
income. He is living with his father, mother, wife and his two
sons. He has owned 2acres of land with open well and a
small house to live in his village. Venkatesh migrated to
Bangalore because of poverty and worked as a labour with
an annual income was Rs. 36000.

Conclusion : IFS implementation results in overall increase
in production and productivity of agricultural

produces.

Through project interventions farmers got first hand
information on improved agricultural practices, acquired
skills in harvest and post harvest processing of produces.
Good returns gave them confidence on agriculture. Slowly
farmers are changing their mind set to remain on agriculture.
Change in cropping system with higher income led to

In this situation, University of Agricultural Sciences,

improved standard of living of small and marginal SC farmers

Bangalore came into his help through Integrated Farming

to prevent migration and bring them back to agriculture.

System under Special Component Plan (SCP) and Principal
Investigator Dr. K. Jagadeeshwara, Associate Director of
Extension and his staff.
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Table 4: Economic analysis before and after 1 year of implementation of Integrated Farming System (IFS) project in
Mandya district

EFFECT OF TRCIHOGRAMMA CHILONIS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF EARLY
SEEDLING BORER, CHILO INFUSCATELLUS SNELLEN IN SUGARCANE,
SACCHARUM OFFICINARUM LINN.
Jayalaxmi Narayan Hegde, *Nagamani, M.K.,**Nirmala, P. and ** Mallikarjun
College of Horticulture, Sirsi, *Department of Statistics, **Department of Entomology, University of Agricultural
Sciences, GKVK, UAS, GKVK, Bangalore – 560 065
ABSTRACT: Sugarcane being the important commercial crops is attacked by early seedling borer, Chilo infuscatellus
Snellen which reduces the crop stand drastically and kills the growing shoots. Early shoot borer was found to attack
sugarcane in early stages of sugarcane growth, stating from the one week old plant upto two and half month months
of the crop. The borer entered into young shoots and tunnels downwards. The upper portion of the central leaf whorl
was cut off and dried up causing dead hearts in shoots. If the attack was in the early stages, the mother shoot died
completely and late attack induced profuse tillering. The eggs were laid in batches on the under surface of the leaves
by the side of the midrib in three or more rows, one overlapping the other. The caterpillars cut a hole on the side near
ground level and entered the shoot and fed downwards. The affected tillers were decayed emitting bad smell. The
caterpillar was dull white with stripes on the dorsal side of the body with a brownish head. Each caterpillar moved
from one shoot to another, and attacked a number of shoots. The adult moth was small, pale grayish brown, the
forewings with darker markings especially along the outer edge and the hind wings are dull whitish. There were four
treatments including control. The dead heart before taking up the treatments was 85%-90% in all treatments. The
continuous reduction in the damage was noticed in Trichogramma released plots which reached 3% from 90%, 100
days after the first Trichogramma release. In other treatments which involved sprays of 0.2% vijayneem, 0.2%
endosulfan and 0.4%endosulfan, damage was reduced from 85-90% to 26-23% which were found to be less effective
since it reduced the borer incidence only 40-55% even after four applications in 100 days period unlike Trichogramma
released plot where it was more than 90-95% . Releases of Trichogramma eggs @ 30,000/-ac in 5 batches at weekly
intervals amounted to Rs.57/- was the most effective and proved the cheapest as compared to two sprayings of 0.2%
Vijayneem which incurred a cost of Rs. 245 or two sprayings of 0.2% Endosulfan which amounted to Rs.303/- or the
farmers practice i.e. spraying of 0.4% Endosulfan which costed Rs. 450. Use of biological control method with
release of T. chilonis is the most economical, cheapest and environmental friendly in suppressing early seedling
borer in sugarcane.
INTRODUCTION: Sugarcane is one of the important
Commercial crops of Nanjanagud taluk, Mysore District. It
has been grown commercially by most of the farmers. Inspite
of intensive care on the cultivation aspects, farmers are not
getting the expected tonnage yield in sugarcane due to many
limiting factors in sugarcane production. One of the most

important is the damage caused by the early seedling borer,
Chilo infuscatellus Snellen which reduces the crop stand
drastically and kills the growing shoots. It is the most
important pest in the region. One of the most important is
the damage caused by the early seedling borer, Chilo
infuscatellus Snellen which reduces the crop stand drastically
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and kills the growing shoot. It is the most important pest in
the region (Arif et al., 2001). Early shoot borer is found to
attack sugarcane in Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Punjab,
Karnataka, U.P., Bihar, West Bengal, Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Maharashtra. The borer enters into young
shoots and tunnels downwards. The upper portion of the
central leaf whorl is thus cut off and dries up causing dead
hearts in shoots from about a month old to 2 - 3 months crop.
If the attack is in early stages the mother shoot dies
completely and late attack induces profuse tillering. The eggs
are white and flat, laid in batches on the under surface of the
leaves by the side of the midrib in three or more rows, one
overlapping the other. Eggs are laid on the leaf sheath also.
A moth layas more than 200 eggs at a time and in each cluster
8 - 60 eggs will be found. The oviposition is at peak during
May in March - April planted crop. The eggs hatch in 3 - 4
days. The caterpillars cut a hole on the side near ground
level and enter the shoot and feed downwards. The affected
tiller will decay emitting a foul smell. The caterpillar is white
with five violet stripes on the dorsal side of the body with a
brownish head. The crochets in the proleg are crescentic or
semi circular. Each caterpillar migrates and attacks a number
of shoots. The larval stage lasts for about 35 days and pupates
inside the stem. The pupa is light brown in colour and the
pupal period lasts for 10 days. The adult moth is small, pale
grayish brown, the forewings with darker markings especially
along the outer edge and the hind wings whitish. Total life
cycle occupies 44 - 49 days ( Navarajan Paul, 2007).
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Fifteen acres of sugarcane
plot, having 25 days old Co-8371 crop was selected. The plot
was categorized into three, 5 acres blocks. Each block was
given separate treatment and treatment details are as follows.
Five acres of land with farmers practice was treated as control
Sl.No.
T-1

Treatments
Release of Parasite Trichogramma chilonis@
6000 eggs starting from 25DAP, 5 times at weekly
intervals
T-2
Spraying with 0.2% Vijayneem. One spray at
25DAP and another at 40DAP. Total quantity of
the spray solution/ac- 500 liters (1 lit Vijayneem)
T-3
Spraying with 0.2% Endosulfan. One spray at
25DAP and another at 40 DAP. Total quantity of
the spray solution/ac - 500 liters.( l lit of
Endosulfan)
T-4
Spraying with 0.4% Endosulfan – Total quantity
Control of the spray solution / ac was 375 liters(1.5 lit of
(farmer’s Endosulfan)
Practice)
(DAP-Days After Planting)
Treatments were applied 25DAP. The experiment was laid
out in RCBD with 5 replications. The area of each replication
was one acre. The recommended package of practices were
adopted for the crop. Dead heart counts were recorded
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periodically at 25, 40, 55, 70, 85 and 100 Days After Treatment
(DAT). Sugarcane farmers were being educated with the ecofriendly, cheap methods of controlling the early seedling
borer in sugarcane over their regular method of control
(spraying of 0.4%Endosulfan) through the demonstrations
and training programmes.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION: Early shoot borer is found to
attack sugarcane in early stages of sugarcane growth, stating
from the one week old plant upto two and half month months
of the crop. The borer enters into young shoots and tunnels
downwards. The upper portion of the central leaf whorl is
thus cut off and dries up causing dead hearts in shoots.
from about a month old to 2 – 2 ½ months old crop. If the
attack was in early stages, the mother shoot died completely
and late attack induced profuse tillering. The eggs werelaid
in batches on the under surface of the leaves by the side of
the midrib in three or more rows, one overlapping the other.
Eggs were laid on the leaf sheath also. The caterpillars cut a
hole on the side near ground level and entered the shoot
and feed downwards. The affected tiller decayed emitting
bad smell. The caterpillar was dull white with stripes on the
dorsal side of the body with a brownish head. Each caterpillar
moved from one shoot to another, and attacked a number of
shoots. The adult moth was small, pale grayish brown, the
forewings with darker markings especially along the outer
edge and the hind wings were dull whitish. There were four
treatments including control.
The initial damage (dead heart) before taking up the
treatments was 85-90% in all treatments. The continuous
reduction in the damage was noticed in Trichogramma
cholonis released plots which reached 3%, 100 days after
the first Trichogramma release. In other treatment where in
the spraying of 0.2% Vijayneem, the borer incidence reduced
the damage from 85% to 23%, in other treatments where 2%
endosulfna and 4% endosulfan was sprayed, the borer
incidence was reduced from 90% to -26% and 89% to 24%
respectively. The other treatment which involved chemical
sprays was found to be ineffective since it reduced the borer
incidence marginally by 30% even after four applications in
100 days period (Table-1). These results are in agreement
with the findings of Cheng (1986), Subramanian et al.(1977),
Habib(1995) and Panday et al.(1977).
Releases of Trichogramma eggs @ 30,000/-ac in 5 batches
at weekly intervals amounted to Rs.57/- was the most
effective and proved the cheapest as compared to two
sprayings of 0.2% Vijayneem which incurred a cost of Rs.
245 or two sprayings of 0.2% Endosulfan which amounted
to Rs.303/- or the farmers practice i.e. spraying of 0.4%
Endosulfan which costed Rs. 450(Table-2). Use of biological
control method with release of T. chilonis is the most
economical, cheapest and environmental friendly in
suppressing early seedling borer in sugarcane in Cauvery
Command Area(CCA). Farmers obtained Tricho-cards from
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Trichogramma Laboratory, Department of Agriculture,
Mandya on subsidized rates. Government of Karnataka
supplies Tricho-cards on highly subsidized rates to the cane
farmers in the region to encourage use of bio-agents in the
pest management.
Table-1 Infestation of early seedling borer in sugarcane
Treatments

T1(Release of
T. chilonis)
T2(Spraying
with Vijayneem)
T3(Spraying with
0.2% Endosulfan)
Control(Spraying
with 0.4%
Endosulfan)

Infestation of Early Seedling borer
Days After Treatments
Before
Treatments 25 40 55 70 85 100
*Dead heart (%)
90

75 63 56 36 15 3

85

78 62 61 29 26 23

90

81 72 68 62 34 26

89

82 75 68 65 62 24

Pooled data of 5 observations and 5 replications/treatment
Table-2 Cost of the treatments
Treatments Details

T1
T2
T3
Control
(Farmers
Practice)

Release of T.
chilonis
Spraying with
Vijayneem
Spraying with 0.2%
Endosulfan
Spraying with 0.4%
Endosulfan

Total cost
(Rs.) for
5 acres

Cost per
acre(Rs)

284.00

57.00

1225.00

245.00

1515.00

303.00

2250.00

450.00
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Few sugarcane farmers are currently deploying pheromone
traps for the suppression of the borer. So field observations
were recorded in five sugarcane farmers fields around
Mandya (12 º30’N and 77 º0’E, 695m amsl) during 2003-05
kharif. The farmers had placed 5-6 traps/ac and as a result
majority of the females present in fields remained unmated
and laid unfertile eggs. The cost of each trap is Rs.34/-. ESB
lures’ cost is Rs. 18/- and lures were changed once in 2
months.
Five water traps, Wota-T ™ of PCI/ac at 1m height with ESB
lure, reduced, on an average >80% of the dead heart seedlings
within three weeks of the placement in the fields(n=5 fields
of sugarcane around Mandya). This amounted to Rs. 275/for one acre sugarcane. This offered a viable alternative for
the management of early seedling borer in CCA on CO-8371.
Hence, mass trapping of sugarcane early seedling borer by
sex pheromone traps combined with timely removal of dead
heart seedlings can also be used as a device for reducing the
populations of the early seedling borer. The pheromone traps
can also be integrated with releases of Trichogramma egg
parasites. These tools will find application in sugarcane
cultivated tracts not only across the Indian subcontinent,
but also in other parts of the tropics and subtropics, world
over.
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ECONOMIC PESTS OF ROSE, THEIR DAMAGES AND SEASON OF OCCURRENCE
Jayalaxmi Narayan Hegde, * M. K. Nagamani, **Jayanthi, R. ***Chakravarthy, A.K. and ***Nirmala P.
College of Horticulture, Sirsi, *Department of Statistics, ** Department of Horticulture, ***Department of
Entomology, UAS, GKVK, Bangalore – 560 065, Karnataka , India
ABSTRACT: A detail study on “Economic pests of rose, their damages and season of occurrence” was conducted
during 2008-10 at Bangalore. Totally fifty four insect pests including one mite were damaging the rose crop. Out of 54,
thrips, aphids, whiteflies, mites and chafer beetles were major one, damaged the crop throughout the year. Twenty
two insect pests recorded were of new record on rose from India. Thrips were found as a severe pest in both in field
and polyhouse damaging tender plant parts, reducing flower quality and yield. Next aphids, whitefly and mite were
most damaging.
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INTRODUCTION: Roses (Rosa spp.) are one of the most
popular flowering shrubs in India and other countries. Valued
for their beautiful and often fragrant blooms, roses have been
cultivated in gardens for centuries as vines, shrubs, specimen
plants, groundcovers and container plants. Rose belongs to
the family Rosaceae. The genus Rosa consists of about 120
species, out of which only eight are cultivated viz., Rosa
chinensis, R. damascena, R. foetida, R. gallica, R. gigantea,
R. moscharta, R. multiflora and R. wichuraiana. Rose,
acclaimed as the Queen of flowers, native to Asia is
undoubtedly one of the most beautiful nature’s creations. It
is also used in flavouring wines, jams, jellies and syrups
(Bose and Yadav, 1989). Rose ranks first among the top ten
cut flowers in the international flower market (Manjula, 2005).
In India, rose ranks 1st in the export trade worth 178.60 million
dollars in international market.
Being extensively grown flower crop, a large number of insects
attack different parts of rose plants at every stage of growth.
Sucking pests occur in large numbers in clusters under
surface of the leaves, on shoots, buds and flowers throughout
the year in field and polyhouse (Ayyar, 1963). Among the
sucking pests, thrips is one of the serious pests of roses.
Twelve species of thrips have been recorded from polyhouse.
Scirtothrips dorsalis Hood is a major pest of rose
(Ananthakrishnan and Jagdish, 1968; Nair et al., 1991;
Onkarappa and Mallik, 1998). Recently, S. dorsalis has
become a major pet of rose flower (Nair et al., 1991). The
present study was undertaken to have a concrete research
to record the different insects pests damaging the rose both
in polyhouse and open field.
MATERIAL AND METHODS: The present investigation on
“Economic pests of rose and their damage and season of
occurrence” was carried out at Bangalore. Surveys were
conducted to record different insect pest complexes on rose
between January, 2008 to January, 2010 both in polyhouse
and field conditions at fortnightly intervals. Ten plants were
randomly selected on each sampling date per location. During
the surveys, the incidences of pests throughout the year
with nature of damage were recorded.
To estimate the thrips population, beating method was
employed. A young shoot (15 days old) and flower were
tapped five times against a black cardboard sheet (37 cmX53
cm) and the number of thrips falling on the black sheet was
counted and averaged. Thrips count on the plants (both on
young shoot and matured flowers) with and without natural
enemies were counted and averaged.
Aphid counts were made on growing shoot. Number of aphids
present on 7.5 cm length growing shoot, one each from top,
middle and bottom canopy levels were counted and averaged.
To estimate the leafhopper density, sweep net method was
followed. A standard sweep net measuring 42 cm in diameter
was used. The net was swept horizontally forward and
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backward. Five such sweeps were made and numbers of
leafhoppers were counted.
To estimate the density of whitefly, three matured leaves
(>20-45 days old) were selected one each from top, middle
and bottom, and the counts were made. Average density per
plant was counted.
To estimate the densities of hemipteran, coleopteran,
orthopteran, lepidopteron insects, the actual insect counts
(both adults and immatures) per plant were recorded.
To estimate the damage caused by termites, per cent plants
affected were recorded out of ten plants sampled. For non
insect pest, mite density on one cm² area was recorded.
Averages of the pest density for the two years were
calculated.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION: Investigation on “Economic
pests of rose and their damage and season of occurrence”
were carried out at Bangalore. During the survey, 54 species
of insect pests including one mite belonging to six insect
orders and one acarina were recorded on rose field damaging
plants in different seasons and different parts. Out of 54,
twenty five were sap suckers (sucking pests), twelve were
foliage feeders, one was bark feeder, nine were both foliage
and flower feeder, six were exclusively flower feeder and one
mite pest (22 were new records).
Twenty two new pest species were recorded for the first time
from India on rose during the study. They included three
species of thrips viz., Microcephalothrips abdominalis,
Haplothrips gowdeyi and Megalurothrips usitatus;
leafhoppers, Batracomorphus angustatus, Petalocephala
sp. Empoasca flavescens and Cofana spectra; stink bugs.
Nezara viridula: spotted bug, Clovia puncta, Menida
histrio, Mirid bug, Megacoelum sp.; bupresitd beetle,
Sphenoptera gossypii; ash weevils, Alcidodes sp. and
Myllocerus subfaciauts; chafers, Clinteria klugi, and
Popillia sp., grasshoppers, Cirtocanthacris ranacea,
Conocephalus indicus and Tridactylus sp.; castor butterfly,
Ergolis merionae; two spotted beetle, Menolepta signata
and blue pumpkin beetle, Aulacophora intermedia.
Thrips, whitefly, mite and weevil, Alcidodes sp. were recorded
in polyhouse. However, thrips, whitefly and mite were
dominating. Thrips, aphids, whiteflies and chafers occurred
throughout the year on rose in field. Thrips were dominant
pest in both field and polyhouse.
Thrips caused damage to tender shoots, leaves, buds, flowers
and growing tips of rose plants in field and polyhouse. Both
larvae and adults sucked the sap from tender parts of the
plants especially from shoots, leaves, buds and flowers.
Affected leaves became malformed. Upward curling and
crinkling of the leaves were also noticed. Brown lesions were
found on flower buds and petals. Under severe infestation,
hardening of the
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Thrips, S. dorsalis caused damage to tender shoots, leaves,
buds, flowers and growing tips of rose both in field and
polyhouse. This was the dominant, most severe and major
pest inflicting considerable flower loss. Nair et al. (1991);
Rani and Reddy (2001) also reported that chilli thrips, S.
dorsalis was one of the devastating pests of rose in
polyhouse.
Aphids, Macrosiphum rosae L. and Sitobion rosaeformis
were found in clusters on tender shoots, buds and flowers.
Nymphs and adults sucked the sap from affected tender parts
resulting in loss of vigour. There was distortion and
deformation of affected buds. Petals remained deformed.
Aphids prevailed throughout the year with numbers ranging
from 4 to 102. Reddy et al. (2001) reported that rose aphid
was a very serious pest, both nymphs and adults sucked the
sap from tender shoots, leaves, flower buds and flowers
resulting in loss of plant vitality and flower production. They
were positively correlated with relative humidity and
negatively with temperature.
Leafhoppers, Batracomorphus angustatus, Petalocephala
sp. Empoasca flavescens and Cofana spectra were found on
rose plant during April to October.
Whitefly, Trialeurodes vaporarium were found damaging
leaves in polyhouse by sucking the sap from lower leaf
surface. Whitefly Incidence was found throughout the year
reaching peak in October. Whitefly density showed
significantly positive correlation with minimum temperature
and mean temperature. Nair (1975) and Puttarudriah (1977).
Brownish red scale, Aondiella aurantii appeared on the
shoots and stem prevailed from January to August with its
peak during April-May. Nair et al. (1991) also reported A.
aurantii on rose from Trivandrum, Kerala and Reddy (1997)
from Bangalore.
Soft white scales Icerya purchasi were found aggregating
on tender shoots sucked the sap. The pest prevailed from
June to October. Nair (1975) and Reddy (1997) also reported
this pest damaging on rose. Ulgenturk et al. (2001) reported
Rhodococcus perornatus (Homoptera: Coccidae), as an
insect pest of oil rose in Turkey.
Stink bugs. Nezara viridula, Spotted bug, Clovia puncta
Menida histrio, Plautia fimbriate and Dolycoris indicus
Stal. were found damaging the rose plants by sucking the
sap from tender shoots, leaves and floral parts. Tree hopper,
Oxyrachis tarandus was found damaging the rose plant by
sucking the pant sap from tender shoots. They were noticed
throughout the in low number.
Among foliage feeders, ash coloured weevils, Myllocerus
discolor, M. subfaciauts, and M. undecimpustulatus were
found feeding on foliage making typical ‘V’ shaped cut along
leaf margins. These weevils prevailed throughout the year.
Bupresitd beetle, Sphenoptera gossypii was found defoliating
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on the rose plant. It is a new record. Orthopterans,
Cirtocanthacris ranacea, Conocephalus indicus and
Tridactylus sp. were found feeding on the rose leaves. They
occurred in few numbers. Cirtocanthacris ranacea,
Conocephalus indicus and Tridactylus sp. are new records
on rose.
Among flower feeders, blister beetle, Zobnabris pustulata
were found feeding on flowers from July-September. Nair
(1975) and Reddy (1997) reported this pest species feeding
on the petals of flowers. Chrysomelid beetles,
Cryptocephalus sp., Menolepta signata. and Aulacophora
intermedia were found feeding on the internal content of
the flowers throughout the flowering period. Among foliage
and flower feeders, rose chafers, Adoretus sp, Oxycetonia
versicolor, Clinteria klugi, and Popillia sp. and Chiloloba
acuta were recorded throughout the year with peak incidence
during July-August. Chafers fed on rose leaves and flowers
hardly on buds.
Larvae of Gram caterpillar, Helicoverpa armigera were found
feeding on leaves and boring into flower buds and flowers.
The pest occurred throughout the year and density was
maximum from July to September. Matsui et al. (2006) also
reported that H. armigera was a pest of rose.
Castor semilooper, Achaea janata, Tussock caterpillar,
Euproctis fraterna, Slug caterpillar, Latoia lepida, Taragama
siva, Ergolis merionae were the other lepidopteran pests
recoded feeding on leaves of the plants. Cut worm,
Spodoptera litira was observed damaging both leaves and
flowers Ergolis merionae is the new record. Ayyar (1963),
Puttarudirah (1977), Nair (1975) and Reddy (1997) reported
different species of lepidopteran insects damaging the rose.
Other than the above mentioned pest, many insect species
like Pod bug, Coptosoma faenum were rarely noticed. One
unidentified (Nitidulidae: Coleoptera) was also damaging
rose leaves and flowers.
Among bark feeders, termites, Odontotermes obesus were
found damaging barks of the rose plant under earthen shelter
to the soil surface level throughout the year. Puttarudriah
(1977) reported same species on rose. Reddy (1997) reported
O. redemanni on rose in Bangalore. In polyhouse, thrips
and whitefly were the dominating pest species, but thrips
prevailed throughout the year. Alcidodes sp. was also
noticed in very minor number. Non-Insect Pest, Spider mite,
Tetranychus urticae was also observed feeding on leaves in
silken webbings by sucking the sap. Nair (1975), Puttarudriah
(1977), Mali et al (1983) and Reddy (1997) also recorded mite
on rose.
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DAMAGE OF THRIPS, SCIRTOTHRIPS DORSALIS HOOD AND THEIR SEASONAL
INCIDENCE IN ROSE, IN ROSE, ROSA SPP ,
Jayalaxmi Narayan Hegde, * M. K. Nagamani, ***Nirmala P. ,***Chakravarthy, A.K. and .**Jayanthi, R.
College of Horticulture, Sirsi, *Department of Statistics, ** Department of Horticulture, ***Department of
Entomology, UAS, GKVK, Bangalore – 560 065, Karnataka, India
Abstract: Investigation on “Thrips, Scirtothrips dorsalis Hood (Thysanoptera: Thripidae) damage, seasonal incidence
and management in rose” was conducted during 2008-10 at Bangalore. Thrips were found to attack tender shoots,
leaves, buds, flowers and growing tips. Both larvae and adults sucked the sap from the tenders parts of the plants
especially shoots, leaves, buds and flowers. Affected leaves become malformed, upward curling and crinkling of the
leaves. Brown lesions were formed on leaves due to thrips attack. In severe infestation, crinkling and upward curling
of the leaves towards the leaf margin, hardening of the affected tender shoots and leaves were observed. Leaves
became brittle. In case of buds, discoloration occurred due to sap sucking by thrips. Thrips density fluctuated from
7.4 to 30.3 . Thrips found throughout the year and peak was during April- May and during October-November. Studies
on the seasonal incidence revealed that rose thrips prevailed throughout the flowering period and attained peak during
May. Thrips followed an annual pattern in distribution over time. Temperature and sunshine hours were found to have
positive effect on thrips density. Relative humidity, rainfall and wind velocity had negative effect. Temperature and
relative humidity largely influenced seasonal incidence of thrips. Seasonal incidence of rose thrips was influenced by
weather parameters to 72.2 to 75.2 per cent.
INTRODUCTION: Roses are one of the most popular
flowering shrubs in India and other countries. Rose,
acclaimed as the Queen of flowers, native to Asia is
undoubtedly one of the most beautiful nature’s creations.
For thousands of years, rose has symbolized love, adoration,
innocence and several other virtues. It is certainly the best
known and most popular of all cut flowers throughout the
world. Rose is used for worshiping, making garlands, flower
arrangements and bouquets. Rose oil is used in ayurvedic
medicine, perfuming soaps and cosmetics, flavoring soft

drinks and alcoholic beverages. Rose water is used in
medicine and confectionery. It is also used in flavouring
wines, jams, jellies and syrups (Bose and Yadav, 1989).
Since the commercial rose cultivation is gaining importance
and increasing in area day by day, there is a need to give
proper protection against different insect. Among the pests,
thrips is one of the serious pests of roses. Twelve species of
thrips have been recorded from polyhouse. Scirtothrips
dorsalis Hood is a major pest of rose (Ananthakrishnan and
Jagdish, 1968; Nair et al., 1991; Onkarappa and Mallik, 1998).
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Recently, S. dorsalis has become a major pet of rose flower
(Nair et al., 1991). The larvae and adults of S. dorsalis caused
damage to all the stages of flower (Murugan, 2000). S. dorsalis
alone can cause 28-95% damage with a population density
of 11-33 thrips/flower (Gahukar, 2003). It is very much needed
to have a critical study on the thrips, scirtothrips dorsalis
damage and seasonal incidence in rose to coincide the
management to the peak incidence level of thrips.
MATERIAL AND METHODS: A field study on Thrips,
Scirtothrips dorsalis Hood (Thysanoptera: Thripidae)
damage, seasonal incidence and management in rose was
conducted during 2008 to January, 2010 at Bangalore.
Observations were recorded at fortnightly intervals.
To estimate the thrips population, beating method was
employed. A young shoot (15 days old) and flower were
tapped five times against a black cardboard sheet (37 cmX53
cm) and the number of thrips falling on the black sheet was
counted and averaged. Thrips count on the plants (both on
young shoot and matured flowers) with and without natural
enemies were counted and averaged.
The seasonal incidence of S. dorsalis was studied in
Bangalore. Field samples were collected at fortnightly
intervals for two years, from January, 2008 to January, 2010.
Ten plants were selected randomly on each sampling date.
Observations on number of thrips were recorded from three
fully matured flowers representing top, middle and bottom
regions. The flowers were beaten on the black card board
sheet individually and thrips numbers were counted. The
average number of thrips per flower was worked out.
Thrips density was correlated with maximum, minimum and
mean temperature, maximum, minimum and mean relative
humidity, rainfall, sunshine hours and wind velocity.
Result and Discussion: Study on “Thrips, Scirtothrips
dorsalis Hood (Thysanoptera: Thripidae) damage, seasonal
incidence and management in rose. Thrips caused the
damage to tender shoots, leaves, buds, flowers and growing
tips of rose plants in field. Both larvae and adults sucked the
sap from tender parts of the plants especially from shoots,
leaves, buds and flowers. Affected leaves became malformed.
Upward curling and crinkling of the leaves were also noticed.
Brown lesions were found on flower buds and petals. Under
severe infestation, hardening of the affected parts.
Thrips density fluctuated from 7.4 to 30.3 . Thrips found
throughout the year and peak was during April- May and
during October-November. Studies on the seasonal incidence

revealed that rose thrips prevailed throughout the flowering
period and attained peak during May. Thrips followed an
annual pattern in distribution over time (Table-1).
Thrips, S. dorsalis caused damage to tender shoots, leaves,
buds, flowers and growing tips of rose both in field. This
was the dominant, most severe and major pest inflicting
considerable flower loss. Nair et al. (1991); Rani and Reddy
(2001) also reported that chilli thrips, S. dorsalis was one of
the devastating pests of rose in polyhouse.
Observations on seasonal incidence revealed that thrips
occurred throughout the year, except during pruning time,
when there were no flowers on plant. Thrips density started
developing from December-January, reached peak in AprilMay, and then started declining in rainy period (Table-1).
After rainy season, again thrips density started developing.
It can be concluded that high temperature in April-May
favoured the development and multiplication of the thrips.
Rains would have washed the thrips to little extent during
rainy season. Hence the density count was low during rainy
season. Ayyar et al. (1935) also reported that thrips
population was low in rainy season. Dev (1964) reported
that S. dorsalis occurred almost throughout the year, attained
peak during May. Murugan and Jagadish (2004) reported
that severe infestation occurred from February-May.
The trend in the numbers of thrips was similar throughout
the year. These observations suggested that rose thrips
follow an annual pattern in their distribution over time.
Correlation between thrips density and weather parameters.
When weather parameter was correlated with thrips density,
there was significant positive correlation between maximum,
minimum and mean temperature with thrips density during
both the years. Maximum, minimum and mean relative
humidity, rainfall and wind velocity had negative correlations
with thrips density. Thrips density was positively correlated
with sunshine hours. They were positively correlated at all
locations during both the years, even though correlation
was not significant (Table-2). Seasonal incidence of rose
thrips was influenced by weather parameters to 72.2 to 75.2
per cent (Table-3).
Patnaik et al. (1986) also reported that rainfall and relative
humidity were negatively correlated with thrips population
but diurnal temperature variation was positively correlated.
Murugan and Jagadish (2002) reported that incidence of S.
dorsalis on rose was significantly and positively correlated
with maximum and minimum temperature and negatively
correlated with mean relative humidity and total rainfall.

Table 1 Seasonal incidence thrips, Scirtothrips dorsalis on rose during 2008-2010
Month
Jan.
Thrips
number/plant 7.4

Feb.

Mar.

April

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

18.7

19.5

22.1

30.3

18.8

22.5

15.6

18.9

23.2

20.1

18.7
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Table- 2 Correlation between number of rose thrips and
weather parameters, 2008-10
Weather Parameters
Maximum Temperature
Minimum Temperature
Mean Temperature
Maximum Relative Humidity
Minimum Relative Humidity
Mean Relative Humidity
Rainfall
Sunshine hours
Wind velocity

Correlation Values
2008-09 2009-10
.722*
.802*
.008
.347
.264
.731*
-.334
-.432*
-.345
-.586*
-.379
-.615*
-.105
-.024
.376
.349
-.168
-.259

Significant at 5% level
Table-3 Multiple Linear Regression Analysis for seasonal
incidence of thrips, 2008-10
Year
Regression Equation
2008-09 Y= 40.782 -0.653 X1 +2.143 X2 -0.731
X3 -0.032 X4 +0.030 X5 -1.714 X6
-0.690 X7
2009-10 Y= 11.901- 0.087 X1 +2.329 X2
-0.357 X3 -0.220 X4 +0.338 X5
-0.063 X6 -0.067 X7

R2
0.752
0.722

Y - Number of thrips X1- Maximum Temperature X2 Minimum Temperature X3 - Maximum Relative Humidity
X4 Minimum Relative Humidity X5 – Rainfall X6 Sunshine hours X7 - Wind velocity
Hence, both temperature and relative humidity largely
influence seasonal incidence of rose thrips. Correlation
values indicated statistical highly significant to significant
relationship between temperature, relative humidity and
thrips density.
Rainfall, sunshine hours and wind velocity had no direct
relationship with thrips incidence. Nevertheless, these factors
may indirectly influence seasonal incidence of rose thrips.
The correlation and regression analyses indicated that more
than one parameter together influenced thrips incidence on
rose. Rainfall, sunshine hours and wind velocity may not
directly influence, but may have indirect impact via other
weather parameters, crop penology, natural enemies, biotic
and abiotic components in rose cultivated ecosystem.
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1

Abstract: Seeds of leguminous crops are severely affected by Bruchids (Callosobruchus maculatus). In this study,
we aimed to identify microsatellite markers linked to bruchid resistance in ricebean (Vigna umbellata), a potential
underutilized legume crop. An intraspecific mapping population (F2) of 97 individuals was generated by cross between
LRB 26 (bruchid susceptible) and LRB238 (bruchid resistant) ricebean (Vigna umbellata) accessions. The F2 population
exhibited a high level of variation for damaged seeds (7.08-99.0%), developmental period (27-36 days) and adult
emergence (5 -100 %). Further, genetic linkage map was constructed using 14 azukibean, 3 cowpea, 2 mungbean
legume specific Simple Sequence Repeats (SSR) and 21 Sequence Related Amplified Polymorphism (SRAP) primers.
On the linkage map, Eight QTLs were identified for percentage damaged seeds, with 2 QTLs on LG (Linkage Group)
2 and remaining on LG3, 8, 9, 10, U (Unknown group)1 and U4. For developmental period two QTLs on LG2 and LG9;
and two QTLs on LG2 and U1 were recognized for adult emergence. This study of identification and mapping of
bruchid resistance genes and QTLs would facilitate the development of bruchid resistant ricebean and closely related
mungbean cultivars and pyramiding of bruchid resistance with other traits, through marker assisted selection.
Keywords: Ricebean, Bruchid, Callosobruchus maculatus, QTL, Linkage map
Introduction: Rice bean [Vigna umbellata (Thunb.)) Ohwi
and Ohashi] is an important under exploited tropical
leguminous plant native to Southeast Asia (Wu et al., 2001).
It belongs to genus Vigna, subgenus Ceratotropis (Piper)
Verdc which includes azuki bean group. The presumed centre
of domestication is Indo-China, being derived from the wild
form of V. umbellata var gracilis (Tomooka et al., 1991; Lawn,
1995). Ricebean is grown transversely in south, south-east
and east Asia and its wild form is distributed across a wide
area of the tropical monsoon forest climatic zone from eastern
India, Nepal, Myanmar (Burma), Thailand, Laos and southern
China to East Timor (Arora et al., 1980; Tomooka et al., 2002;
Bisht et al., 2005; Seehalak et al., 2006; Gautam et al., 2007;
Tomooka, 2009). The nutritional quality of ricebean is
exceptionally high compared to any other pulses. The bean
contains high amount of seed protein (14-25%), sulphurcontaining amino acids (methionine and tryptophan), mineral
contents (calcium and iron) and vitamins, including thiamine,
riboflavin, niacin and ascorbic acid. Therefore with
advancement in crop improvement programme of ricebean, it
can become a potential legume in meeting the protein
requirement of rising population.
Post-harvest damage to the pulses are caused by a group of
insect pest of the genus Callosobruchus (Order–Coleoptera,
Family–Bruchidae) often referred to as bean weevils or
bruchid, is quite extensive and most devastating storage pest
of pulses in India. The damaged seeds are unsuitable for
human consumption and for other commercial and agricultural
uses due to presence of bad odour and low germination rate.
Weevils can be controlled by improved post-harvest storage,
beneficial predators or fumigants, insecticides and nonchemical treatment of the grain; however, these methods are

not always practical to farmers because of their toxicity and
primitive nature of seed storage facilities in developing
countries where small volume of seeds are frequently used
for consumption (Cardona, 2004). Genetic resistance on the
other hand, has been found to be one of the best techniques
to control weevils (Cardona et al., 1992; Cardona and
Kornegay 1999) and breeding for bruchid resistance is also
considered as a major goal for crop improvement.
One of the most significant advances to occur in the last
decade for the development of improved crops is the use of
molecular markers to identify and track genes of interest
(Tanksley and McCouch, 1997 and Tanksley et al., 1989). If
a given phenotypic trait is tightly linked to a molecular marker,
the genetic segregation of the gene of interest can be
determined by the presence or absence of the molecular
marker instead of the phenotype, using a process referred to
as marker-aided selection (MAS) (Staub, 1996). Diverse
classes of PCR based molecular markers are available with
varying level of complexity, reliability and information
generating ability. Sequence Related Amplified Polymorphism
(SRAP) developed by Li and Quiros (2001) is a simple and
reliable technique with less steps and sequence information
is not required for developing them. SRAP markers have
been used by Li and Quiros (2001) in Brassica oleracea L.
Genetic linkage maps using rice bean as one parent have
been constructed for populations derived from interspecific
crosses [rice bean × azuki bean (Kaga et al., 2000) and rice
bean × V. nakashimae (Somta et al., 2006]. However, a precise
genetic linkage map from a large population derived from an
intraspecific cross has not been constructed. With this
background, study was envisaged for development of
intraspecific linkage map and QTL mapping of bruchid
resistance.
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Materials and methods
Mapping population / Plant materials: In the present study,
one hundred ricebean accessions were procured from All
India Co-ordinated Research Project on Underutilized & under
exploited Crops, University of Agricultural Sciences,
Bangalore, India. All the accessions were subjected to bruchid
assay and based on the per cent damaged seeds; one highly
resistant (0-10 %) and one highly susceptible (80-100 %)
accessions were identified. Crossing was done by hand
emasculation and pollination in the early morning (6am-8am)
and the F1 plants obtained from cross were selfed to produce
the F2 population consisting of 97 individuals.
Bioassay for Bruchid resistance: Bruchid species,
Callosobruchus maculatus was procured from National
centre for Agriculturally Important Insects, Bangalore, India
and the stock culture of was maintained on the highly
susceptible ricebean accession LRB26, kept in incubator at
30 0C and 70% relative humidity. The evaluation of the F3
seeds of F2 individuals and the mapping population parents
for bruchid resistance was carried out as followed by Somta
et al. (2006) with slight modification. Five pairs of newly
emerged adults were released on 20 seeds stuck on 9cm
diameter petriplates with hilum oriented downwards with two
replications for 24 h maintained at 30 0C and 70% relative
humidity. After infestation the data on days taken for adult
emergence (developmental period), damaged seeds (%) and
adult emergence (%) was recorded. The number of adults
emerged were recorded from the day of emergence until 50
days after insect introduction and the emerged adults were
removed in order to avoid secondary infestation. The seeds
with hole was considered as damaged seeds and expressed
in per cent. The individuals in which the insects took longer
type to develop and less damaged seeds were regarded as
resistant lines. The data recorded above were taken as
independent phenotypic traits for identifying the QTLs
associated with bruchid resistance.
DNA extraction: Genomic DNA was extracted from 20 days
old young leaves of mapping parents and individual F2 plants
following the method described by Lodhi et al. (1994) with
slight modification. DNA concentration was adjusted to 2
ng/µl for SSR analysis by comparing with standard λDNA
on 0.8 % agarose gel.
SSR analysis: One thousand one hundred and nineteen
various legume specific (mungbean, azuki bean, cowpea,
common bean and Soybean) microsatellite (SSR) primer pairs
and 57 SRAP primer combinations were screened to detect
polymorphism among mapping population parents; LRB26
and LRB238. Forty polymorphic primers were used for
genotyping the F2 mapping population and mapped on the
linkage map. PCR was carried out with the total volume of 10
µl containing 4ng of DNA template, 1x taq buffer, 2mM dNTPs,
5 pmoles of forward and reverse primer, 1 U Taq Dna
polymerase (fermentas) and 20 mM MgCl2. Amplification was
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performed in a GeneAmp® PCR system 9700 thermocycler
(Applied Biosystems) programmed as follows: initial
denaturation at 94 0C for 2 min followed by 35 cycles of
denatauration at 94 0C for 30 sec, Annealing at 47-55 0C for 30
sec (470C for soybean, 500C for cowpea, 550C for mungbean
and azukibean primers) extension at 72 0C for 1 min and final
extension step at 72 0C for 10 min. The PCR amplicons were
separated on 5 per cent denaturing polyacrylamide gel and
visualised by silver staining.
SRAP (Sequence Related Amplified Polymorphism) analysis
SRAP is a PCR based primer with forward primer (FP) of 17
bases consisting of first 10 bases of filler sequence of no
specific constitution at the 5’ end followed by sequence of
CCGG and then by three selective nucleotides at 3’end. The
reverse primer (RP) of 18 bases consists of same components
as in forward primer with little variation of AATT sequence
followed by filler instead of CCGG. Variation in the selective
nucleotides at 3’end generates a set of primers sharing the
same core sequence. Further, the filler sequence in FP and
RP of 10 or 11 bases long must be different from each other
without forming hairpin or any other secondary structure
with 40-50 % GC content. These are labelled with [ 33P]-ATP
for amplification of genomic DNA. The total primer
combination of 138 [Em (FP) 17 and Me (RP) 14] were used to
screen for mapping population parents and the polymorphic
primer combinations were used to genotype the mapping
population. PCR programme is as follows; The first five cycles
are run at 94°C for 1 min, 35°C for 1 min and 72°C for 1 min, for
denaturing, annealing and extension, respectively. Then the
annealing temperature is raised to 50°C for another 35 cycles
followed by final extension step of 72 0C for 10 min. The PCR
amplicons were separated on 5 per cent denaturing
polyacrylamide gel and visualised by silver staining.
Linkage map construction and QTL analysis: Genetic
linkage maps were constructed with Joinmap 3.0 (Van Ooijen
and Voorrips, 2001) using genotyping data of F2 mapping
population. The calculation was set with the minimum
logarithm of odds (LOD score) at 3.0 and the maximum
recombination frequency (r) at 0.5, using Kosambi mapping
function (Kosambi, 1944). Since the genetic linkage maps of
Asian vigna are highly conserved (Chaitieng et al., 2006;
Somta et al., 2006) and the markers reported by Han et al.,
2005 in azuki bean linkage map are being used in the present
study, the markers were compared and the linkage groups
were assigned. Composite Interval Mapping (CIM) (Zeng,
1994) was performed using WinQTL Cartographer 2.5 (Wang
et al., 2007) to locate QTL for bruchid resistance. The analysis
was done on the means of phenotypic data and the genotypic
data obtained after Join map analysis.
Results and Discussion
Resistance in mapping population parents and F2 plants
Wide variation was exhibited by F2 plants and mapping
population parents for percentage damaged seeds,
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developmental period and percentage adult emergence. In
LRB26 over 75% seeds were damaged by bruchids while only
5% seeds were damaged in LRB238. No adult emergence was
observed in LRB238 until 33 days after infestation (DAI)
while 100% adult emergence was observed in LRB26 by 30
DAI. The total developmental period of Calosobruchus
maculatus in LRB238 was extended to 33 days compared to
22 days in LRB26.
The resistance in F2 (LRB26×LRB238) population was
evaluated from the individual plants using bulked F3 seeds.
The mean percentage of seed damaged by bruchids was 51.04
ranging from 7.08- 99 %. The frequency distribution of F2
plants for percentage damaged seeds in presented in Fig. 1a.
Based on the percentage damaged seeds, out of 97 F2 plants,
6 lines were classified as highly resistant (0-10% damage), 31
lines as moderately resistant (11-40 %), 40 lines as moderately
susceptible (41-80 %) and 20 lines as highly susceptible (81100 %). The normal distribution of F2 based on developmental
period is shown in Fig. 1b. The average number of days from
infestation to adult emergence exhibited by the F2 plants was
30.89 days. More number of F2 plants (32) showed bruchid
developmental period of 31 days, 35 lines showed
developmental period ranging from 28-30 days. Significant
variation was observed in F2 plants for adult emergence (%),
which ranged from 5-100 % having mean of 39.19 %. among
97 F2 lines, 3 lines showed only 0-10 % adult emergence, 71
lines with less than 50 % adult emergence, 21 lines showing
more than 50 % adult emergence, 100 % adult emergence was
noticed in only one line and this frequency distribution is
depicted in Fig. 1c

Fig. 1 Frequency distribution of a.
percentage
damaged seeds,
b. developmental
period, c. adult
emergence of
the F2 population obtained
from cross
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In the present study the resistance was expressed by low
percentage damaged seeds, low adult emergence at the end
of experiment and delayed adult emergence (developmental
period). The progenies of F2 showed signification variation
for percentage damaged seeds and adult emergence, while
adequate variation for the developmental period. Similar
variation in percentage adult emergence and developmental
period has been observed in both wild and cultivated
germplasm of pulses by Tomooka et al., 2000 and Ignacimuthu
et al., 2000. The normal distribution has been observed for
developmental period and adult emergence while, slight
deviation from normal distribution was observed for
percentage damaged seeds. This segregation patterns
indicate that they are quantitative traits which is similarly
reported by Somta et al., 2008 for bruchid resistance in Vigna
nepalensis and Souframanien et al., 2010 in Vigna mungo.
In contradictory, bruchid resistance was controlled by single
dominant gene in TC1966 a wild mungbean relative (Kitamura
et al., 1988; Fujii et al., 1989), resistance was governed a
major dominant gene with modifiers in cultivated mungbean
(Somta et al., 2007), in cowpea accession TVu2027 two
recessive genes were involved in C. maculatus resistance
(Adjadi et al. 1985).
Quantitative trait loci (QTL) for bruchid resistance:
Composite interval mapping was performed to identify the
QTLs for bruchid resistance. The QTL analysis revealed 12
QTLs distributed on Linkage groups (LG) 1, 2,8,4,9 and
Unknown (U) group 1 and 4 (Fig. 2). Out of 12 QTLs, 8 were
associated to percentage damaged seeds, 2 for developmental
period and remaining 2 for percentage adult emergence.
Among the 8 QTLs for percentage damaged seeds, the QTL
Cmrds1.1 on LG 1 flanked by E4M7-726 and E4M3-427 primers
explained higher PVE (88.06 %) with positive additive (17.47)
and dominant effect (45.63) (Table 1). While the 2 QTLs on
LG2 at the linkage distance of 2.01 and 50.2 cM between SSR
markers cp03853and CEDG136; CEDG284 and CEDC12,
respectively explained lower PVE (22.31 and 14.39 %) with
negative additive effect. The 3 QTLs Cmrds1.5, Cmrds1.6
and Cmrds1.7on LG 8, 4, 9 (Fig. 2) respectively flanked
between SSR and SRAP markers VRSSR5 and E1M13-700,
CEDG154 and E2M9-270, E7M10 and CEDG259, explained
79.52 %, 78.51% and 77.67% of the phenotypic variation
(Table 1), respectively. However, the remaining 2 QTLs
Cmrds1.2 and Cmrds1.8 on unknown groups 1 and 4 also
explained higher phenotypic variation of 77.92 % and 80.20
%, respectively. Two QTLs identified for developmental
period, Cmrdp1.1 (flanked by markers cp03853 and CEDG136)
and Cmrdp1.2 (flanked by markers CEDG259 and E6M9-170)
located on LG 2 and 9 (Fig. 2) showing negative dominant
effect together explained 32.33 % of phenotypic variation
(Table 1). Cmrae1.1 on U1 flanked by SRAP markers (E4M7427 and E7M1-130) and Cmrae1.2 on LG2 flanked by SSR
markers (cp03853 and CEDG136) explained phenotypic
variation of 55.78 % and 15.61 %, respectively for adult
emergence with negative additive effect (Table 1).
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Table 1. Results of QTL analysis for Callosobruchus maculatus resistance in a F2 population derived from LRB 26 × LRB
238 by composite interval mapping
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Trait a

QTL name Linkage
group
CMRDS Cmrds1.1 LG 1
CMRDS Cmrds1.2 U1
CMRDS Cmrds1.3 LG2
CMRDS Cmrds1.4 LG2
CMRDS Cmrds1.5 LG8
CMRDS Cmrds1.6 LG4
CMRDS Cmrds1.7 LG9
CMRDS Cmrds1.8 U4
CMRDP Cmrdp1.1 LG2
CMRDP Cmrdp1.2 LG9
CMRAE Cmrae1.1 U1
CMRAE Cmrae1.2 LG2

Position
(cm)
71.08
22.01
2.01
50.2
62.22
71.15
17.01
18.01
1.01
44.1
9.01
0.01

LOD Flanking Markers

PVEb
(%)
11.00 E4M7-726, E4M3-427
88.06
5.49 E4M7-427, E7M1-130
77.92
4.89 cp03853,CEDG136
22.31
3.23 CEDG284,CEDC12
14.39
7.26 VRSSR5, E1M13-700
79.52
5.91 CEDG154,E2M9-270
78.51
3.35 E7M10,CEDG259
77.67
6.68 E12M12-140,E12M12-311 80.20
3.13 cp03853,CEDG136
13.32
3.41 CEDG259,E6M9-170
19.01
3.35 E4M7-427, E7M1-130
55.78
3.76 cp03853,CEDG136
15.61

Additive
effect
17.47
-0.48
-15.25
-14.25
4.42
0.05
-3.50
4.01
1.12
0.39
-3.41
-13.42

Dominant
effect
45.63
53.39
19.27
09.85
53.01
53.96
52.89
-53.48
-1.18
-2.26
26.75
3.08

CMRDP Callosobruchus maculatus resistance damaged seeds; CMRDAE C.maculatus resistance developmental period;
CMRAE C.maculatus resistance adult emergence bPercentage of Phenotypic variance explained by QTL

a

The R2 (PVE%) value explained by the two QTLs, Cmrdp1.1 and Cmrdp1.2 (13.32% and 19.01%) for developmental period ,
one QTL, Cmrae1.2 for adult emergence (15.61%), two QTL Cmrds1.3 and Cmrds1.4 for percentage damaged seeds (22.31 and
14.39) was low. This observed decrease in variance explained by QTL can be attributed to two confounded factors: environmental
and genotypic sampling (Utz et al., 2000), small population size (Beavis, 1998) and also due to isolated regions of abnormal
segregation, as observed in soybean (Rector et al., 2000).
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Fig 2. A Genetic linkage map of ricebean (LRB26 × LRB238)
constructed from an F2 population with SSR and SRAP markers. Map distances in centimorgan and marker names are
shown on the left and right sides of the linkage groups respectively. Prefixs CEDG indicate azukibean probe, cp represents cowpea probe, VSSR identifies mungbean probe and
EM indicates SRAP primer combination and the numbers
beside SRAP primer indicates product size. Different shapes
on the left and right side of the linkage group represents the
putative QTLs.
In the present studya, 2 QTLs were identified on LG2 and 9
for developmental period. Similarly, QTL for developmental
period was identified on LG2 by Souframanien et al., 2010 in
black gram and Somta et al. 2008 in V. nepalensis. Two QTLs
for percentage adult emergence (AE) were identified on LG2
and U1. While, QTLs for AE were located on LG3 and 4
(Souframanien et al., 2010). However, 8 QTLs were identified
on LG 1,2,8,4,9 and U1for percentage damaged seeds .
Similarly, the QTL for C. maculatus damaged seed was
identified in LG4 on V. nepalensis (Somta et al. 2008) and rice
bean (Somta et al. 2006).
Previous mapping studies for bruchid resistance in the Asian
Vigna species, wild mungbean (V. radiate var. sublobata)
and rice bean (V. umbellata), have found resistance genes in
similar linkage groups as found here on LG 1 and LG 2 (Kaga
and Ishimoto 1998; Somta et al. 2006, 2008). This suggests
that there is some conservation of resistance loci across these
species. Comparative mapping has demonstrated
conservation of gene and marker order across genomes of
Vigna species (Kaga et al. 2005) and also between Vigna and
related legume taxa (Boutin et al. 1995).
This research has opened up the possibility of selecting for
bruchid-resistant ricebean genotypes through genotypic
rather than phenotypic analysis. Advantages of markerassisted selection over laboratory screening for bruchid
resistance include increased efficiency of selection. Insectbased screening for bruchid resistance is difficult, as it
requires mass rearing and artificial infestation under
laboratory conditions. Moreover, screening has to be carried
out after harvest, which is a time-consuming and destructive
method. On the other hand, with markers, screening can be
conducted at any time of the year/ crop stage and will not be
affected by seasonal variation. The identification and
mapping of the bruchid resistance genes and QTLs should
facilitate the development of resistant ricebean and closely
related mungbean cultivars and pyramiding of bruchid
resistance with other traits, particularly through the use of
marker-assisted selection.
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ETIOLOGICAL AND CLINICAL CORRELATION OF PANCYTOPENIA BASED ON BONE
MARROW EXAMINATION AND CASE RECORDS- A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY.
DR MANGALA GOURI,
PROFESSOR ,DEPT OF PATHOLOGY,M.S. RAMAIAH MEDICAL COLLEGE, BANGALORE
Pancytopenia is a common entity seen in clinical practice. It is a condition where all the three formed blood elements
(red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets) are reduced than normal reference range. The etiology ranges from
simple treatable ones like infections and megaloblastic anaemia to serious conditions like leukemia. A correlation
between the clinical features of individual patients and the blood picture, bone marrow examination is being reviewed
in this study in order to achieve the same. Our main aims and objective was to determine the spectrum of etiology
and clinical presentation of pancytopenia by conducting a retrospective study of case records, peripheral blood
smear and bone marrow aspiration/biopsy findings. A 3 year retrospective study was undertaken at M.S.Ramaiah
teaching hospital and Memorial Hospital. A total of 134 cases were analysed during this period.Case records, blood
smear reports and bone marrow aspiration/biopsy findings of patients presenting with pancytopenia who fit the
inclusion criteria during the period of January 2005 to December 2009 were analyzed.
Quantitative data such as age, blood levels etc will be summarized using descriptive statistics like mean, median
and standard deviation using Chi square test. All cases of pancytopenia, presenting in Ramaiah teaching hospital
and memorial hospital with reduced parameters of Anaemia-Hb compared to normal for their age , Leukopenia and
thrombocytopenia were included in the study.
The etiological and clinical spectrum of pancytopenia was studied in detail.
The mean age of presentation of pancytopenia was 28 years. Male to female ratio was 1.16.The etiological break up
was according to the following order – megaloblastic anemia (46.27%), leukemia(20.15%), aplastic anemia (9.7%),
hypersplenism (7.46%), infections(6.72%), myelodysplastic syndrome (5.97%) and HIV(3.37%).
The commonest cause of pancytopenia in the present study were megaloblastic anemia (46.27%),the second common
cause of pancytopenia was leukemia (20.15%). The third cause of pancytopenia was aplastic/ hypoplastic anemia
(9.7%), and infections (6.72%). Hence it is important to diagnose pancytopenias as majority of the causes are
treatable causes and also early diagnosis of leukemias are also important where it is needless to say, the miracle
that can be achieved on timely treatment. Early diagnosis and intervention will help the patient to go into remission
and improve their quality of life.
Introduction : Pancytopenia is a common entity seen in clinical
practice. It is a condition where all the three formed blood
elements (red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets) are
reduced than normal reference range. It has numerous
causes. The pattern of diseases leading to pancytopenia may
vary with differences in age and geographic distribution,
nutritional status and prevalence of infection. The etiology
ranges from simple treatable ones like infections and
megaloblastic anaemia to serious conditions like leukemia.
Studies conducted during various timeline have given variable
results about its proportional distribution .This study is aimed
at understanding the etiological spectrum of pancytopenia
in this part of the country.
Although all the cell-lines of the blood are depleted, the
clinical manifestations are varied and mutually different from
one another. This calls for a need to identify a pattern in the
symptoms so as to pick up the clues to the etiology. A
correlation between the clinical features of individual patients
and the blood picture, bone marrow examination is being
reviewed in this study in order to achieve the same. Such a
correlation will help the clinicians to gauge the diagnosis
early and easily. Importance of the study lies in the timely

intervention for the causes of pancytopenia which can either
bring about a complete cure or at least a remission from the
disease.
In a nutshell, this study is aimed at obtaining a few key
symptoms and signs, which, when coupled with Peripheral
blood smear of pancytopenia; can help the clinician to arrive
at a diagnosis for the patient’s condition. This can be
confirmed with a bone marrow examination.
An early and economical method of diagnosis is the key to
better prognosis.
Review of literature: Pancytopenia is not an uncommon
clinical presentation for which there are innumerable
differential diagnoses. The exact incidence and prevalence
of pancytopenia is still a puzzle as there are very few studies
done to find its incidence and prevalence.
Peripheral blood smear and bone marrow examination are
frequently done to investigate pancytopenia. In a study by
Memon S et al, out of 7000 admissions in wards, 250 patients
had pancytopenia in peripheral blood smear showing an
incidence of 3.57%(1).
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During the study of Tilak V et al, pancytopenia was an
indication for bone marrow aspiration/biopsy in 37.6%(2).
This condition seems to have a slight male preponderance
as shown by many studies, to name a few recent ones like
the study by Jha A et al (3).
There seems to be an appreciable variation between the
pediatric and adult age group regarding the pattern of
etiological distribution as pointed out by many studies.
Among adults, though the results varied in many studies,
majority of them were consistent with the commonest cause
being megaloblastic anemia like Tilak V et al (2), Khunger JM
et al(4), Ishtiaq O et al(5), Ramesh k et al(6), Kishore et al(7),
to name a few. Among children, the commonest cause was
aplastic anaemia in accordance with the study by Memon S
et al (1) and Gupta V et al(8). The other notable causes were
leukemias, infections (malaria, kala azar, typhoid, septicemia,
viral infections), hypersplenism, HIV, drugs to mention a few.
There has also been rare causes documented in literature
like Niemman pick’s disease, pure red cell aplasia , Fanconi’s
anaemia, Waldenstrom’s macroglobinemia, hemophagocytic
syndrome, metastatic neuroblastoma and the list is quite long
which have manifested as pancytopenia(3).
The clinical presentation is usually specific to the blood
component which is maximally reduced in the body and a
few presentations which are specific to an etiology. Pallor is
a universal sign in all the studies but is not specific. The
presenting symptoms are usually due to the anemia or the
thrombocytopenia. Leucopenia is an uncommon cause of
initial presentation of the patient, but can become the most
serious threat to the life during subsequent course of the
disorder (46).
Khanduri U et al have elucidated in their study that
megaloblastic anemia is caused by cobalamin deficiency in
65%, both cabalamin and folate deficiency in 12% and lastly
6% is accounted by folate deficiency. Peak incidence is
between 10 to 30 years of age with female preponderance
accounting for 71%. Cobalamin deficiency in not common in
people with mixed diet. 87% of patients with cobalamin
deficiency were lacto vegetarians. Almost all the patients
were from middle and low income group (9). Chronic diarrhea
is a common cause of megaloblastic anemia.
According to Osama Istiaq et al (5), megaloblastic anemia
presented as
Pallor
Fever
Diarrhea
Anorexia
Jaundice
Lymphadenopathy
Bleeding
Splenomegaly

100%
54.4%
38.5%
35.9%
17.9%
17.9%
38.8%
15.4%
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Hepatomegaly
Dyspnoea
Weight loss

17.9%
10.35%
15.4%

Mukibi JM et al have shown in their study that anemia of
moderate to severe degree was present in all patients of
megaloblastic anemia and it accounted for the commonest
triad of presentation, namely weakness(73%),
breathlessness(40%) and headaches(33%).(10)
Pancytopenia was present in 62% of patients with
megaloblastic anemia (9). In the study of Khanduri et al,
blood films showed marked anisopoikilocytosis with both
microcytic and megaloblastic red cells. Good number of tear
drop cells, leucocytopenia and thrombocytopenia were seen.
Nucleated red cells with megaloblastic nuclei and red cell
inclusions such as Cabot rings, basophilic stippling and many
Howell Jolly bodies were noticed.
In study of Tilak et al, among megaloblastic anemia 96%
showed anisocytosis, 45% showed circulating erythroblasts
and 80% showed hypersegmented polymorphs.
Hypersegmented polymorphs have been a consistent feature
on peripheral smear in many studies. According to
Thompson WG et al, Hyper segmentation was more sensitive
(91%) than mean corpuscular volume( MCV) greater than 95
fl (62%) or Red cell width(RDW) greater than 15% (54%) in
detecting B12 deficiency. Hence MCV and the RDW should
not be relied on when screening for B12 deficiency,
examination of the blood smear for hypersegmentation is
necessary.
On bone marrow smears, the cellularity is moderate to
markedly hypercellular and all the haemopoetic precursor
cells show moderate to severe megaloblastic changes.
Diagnostic difficulties arise only when marrow shows partial
megaloblastosis as there is no sharp dividing line between
normoblastic and transitional erythropoeisis as told by
C.Giles (11).
Leukemia is also a well known cause of pancytopenia.
According to Jha et al, hematological malignancies in cases
of pancytopenia were as follows : acute myeloid
leukemia(AML)-62.5%, acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)28.12%, myelodysplastic syndrome(MDS)-3.12%, NonHodgkin’s lymphoma(NHL)-3.12% and myeloma 3.12%(3).
In leukemia presenting as pancytopenia, detection of
immature cells in the smear plays a crucial role in the
diagnosis.
AML can occur at any age but is not common in childhood.
Typical presentation is seen in adults. Older patients present
with atypical aspects such as preexisting MDS or insidious
onset (smouldering leukemia). Median age of onset is 64
years of age. Upto 10% of patients present as aleukemic
leukemia, which means that they present as pancytopenia
with few if any immature cells (blast cells). Here the bone
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marrow gives the diagnoses. (12) Around one third of the
patients present with palpable splenomegaly and
hepatomegaly as in accordance with Boggs et al, Roath et al
and Burns et al (13, 14, 15). Lymphadenopathy is a rare
presentation, except in monocytic variant as was pointed
out by Burns et al (15), Gollard et al (16) and Davey et al (17).
The incidence of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is
variable based on geographic distribution. The incidence is
high in North Europe and North America. It is comparatively
lower in Asia and Africa (18). According to few study, among
childhood ALL the males occupied 55%. The following clinical
features were noted (19,20,21,22)
Fever
Fatigue
Bleeding
Lymphadenopathy(>3cm)
Splenomegaly(marked)
Hepatomegaly(marked)

percentage
57
50
25
15
17
17

In the same studies, leukemic blasts were found in blood in
86% and in bone marrow (above a value of more than 90%) in
81%of cases.
Myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) can also present as
pancytopenia. Onset is usually after 50 years of age.MDS in
children aged 5m to 15 yrs occur at rate of 1 per million. In
adults(>20yrs) it is slightly less than 1 per million and
increases to 20 per 100000 in septugenerians (23).
Hepatomegaly is seen in 5% and splenomegaly in 10%(24).
Marrow cellularity is normal or increased; occasionally it is
decreased giving impression of aplastic anemia (25).
Studies in United States have shown the incidence of aplastic
anemia to be 2 to 5 per 1,000,000 population per year. The age
distribution shows two peaks, one between 15 to 20 years
and the second between 65 to 69 years (26). Pancytopenia is
a characteristic feature of aplastic anemia. As many as 15 to
29% of patients of aplastic anemia develop MDS later in a
period of 5 years (27).
Hypersplenism is a triad of splenomegaly, cytopenias and
compensatory bone marrow hyperplasia(28). Cirrhosis and
portal hypertension commonly presents as pancytopenia.
History of alcohol consumption and decompensated liver
disease are independent risk factors for hypersplenism(29).
Pancytopenia due to an infective etiology is not uncommon.
According to a study by Memon et al, among them the
commonest cause was enteric fever(10.8%) followed by both
malaria and sepsis at 8.60%(1). However this varied with
respect to many studies. In a study by Gupta et al in Benaras
University the commonest infective cause was kala azar
(8).HIV has also been documented as a significant cause of
pancytopenia as was shown by a study in Zimbabwe (30).
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Several isolated studies have been conducted across the
world. However, exclusive studies which include the PBS
and the bone marrow findings coupled with clinical
manifestations in the patients in order to stratify the etiology
based on the incidence are very few. This study is aimed at
obtaining a comprahensive understanding of the etiology.
The studies conducted so far show results different from
one another. It is well known that geographic variations exist
in terms of the etiological frequency. This study aims at
finding the leading and the more common conditions (order
of incidence of the etiologies) causing pancytopenia in South
India.
Aims and objective: To determine the spectrum of etiology
and clinical presentation of pancytopenia by conducting a
retrospective study of case records, peripheral blood smear
and bone marrow aspiration/biopsy findings.
Materials and methods:
Study design: retrospective record analysis
Study site: M.S.Ramaiah teaching hospital and Memorial
Hospital, Mattikere, Bangalore.
Study duration: 2months (1st July to 31st August, 2010)
Sample size: 134 cases
Method: Case records, blood smear reports and bone marrow
aspiration/biopsy findings of patients presenting with
pancytopenia who fit the inclusion criteria during the period
of January 2005 to December 2009 were analyzed. Relevant
history, physical and systemic examination and hematological
parameters at presentation were recorded as shown in the
Performa.
Statistical analysis:From the data gathered as above,
statistical analysis was done and results regarding the
Distribution of etiology and clinical presentation of
pancytopenia were summarized using descriptive statistics
like proportions. Quantitative data such as age, blood levels
etc will be summarized using descriptive statistics like mean,
median and standard deviation.
Inclusion criteria: Pancytopenia: as per the criteria1. Anemia(31)
Age
Hemoglobin(g/dl)
levels less than [Mean-2SD]
Birth (cord blood)
13.5
1-3 days (capillary)
14.5
1 week
13.5
2 week
12.5
1 month
10
2 month
9
3-6 month
9.5
0.5-2 years
10.5
2-6 years
11.5
6-12 years
11.5
12-18years
Females
12
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Males
>18 years
Females
Males
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Representation in bar graph:

13
12
13.5

2. leucopenia and neutropenia(31):
Age
Total Leucocytes
Neutrophils
(×109/L) Mean-2SD (×109/L) Mean-2SD
Birth
9
6
12 hrs
13
6
24 hrs
9.4
5
1 week
5
1.5
2 week
5
1
1 month
5
1
6 months
6
1
1year
6
1.5
2 years
6
1.5
4 years
5.5
1.5
6 years
5
1.5
8 years
4.5
1.5
10 years
4.5
1.8
16 years
4.5
1.8
21 years
4.5
1.8
3. Thrombocytopenia: platelet count <150×109/L
Exclusion criteria: 1.patients on chemotherapeutic drugs.
2. patients on radiation therapy.
OBSERVATION
Table 1: Etiological profile based on analysis of case
records and bone marrow report (in percentage)
Etiology
megaloblastic anaemia
leukemia
Aplastic anaemia
hypersplenism
infection
MDS
HIV
Total

Number
62
27
13
10
9
8
5
134

%
46.27
20.15
9.7
7.46
6.72
5.97
3.37
100
Table 2: Age distribution:

Age(yrs) megaloblastic
anaemia
0—9
1()
10—19 3
20—29 13
30—39 12
40—49 8
50—59 7
60—69 12
70—79 6
80—89 0
90-99
0
total
62

leukemia
9
5
4
2
0
0
2
1
3
1
27

aplastic
anaemia
3
1
2
2
0
2
0
3
0
0
13

hypersplenism
0
0
0
3
5
2
0
0
0
0
10

infection
4
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
9

MDS
0
0
0
1
1
3
3
0
0
0
8

HIV
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
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Table 3: sex ratio:
megaloblastic
anaemia
number of cases 62
Males
28
Females
34
ratio(M:F)
14:17

leukemia
27
15
12
5:4

aplastic
anaemia
13
9
4
9:4

hypersplenism
10
7
3
7:3

Table 4: leukemia spectrum:
number of cases
mean age
males
females
ratio(M:F)

AML
12
72
6
6
1:1

infection
9
6
3
2:1

MDS
8
4
4
1:1

HIV
5
3
2
3:2

total
134
72
62
36:31

Table 5: symptom presentation of pancytopenia:

ALL
15
8
9
6
3:2

fatigue
shortness of breath
dizziness
palpitation
headache
fever
frequent infections
bleeding manifestations
chronic diarrhea

Pancytope
niacases
108
70
30
57
31
61
60
65
15

percentage
80.6
52.24
22.4
42.54
23.13
45.52
44.71
48.51
11.19

Table 6: Symptom presentation of individual etiology:
megaloblastic

leukemia

aplastic

hyperslenism infection

MDS

HIV

anemia [n, (%)]

[n, (%)]

anemia

[n, (%)]

[n, (%)]

[n, (%)]

[n, (%)]

[n, (%)]
Fatigue

51(82.26)

22(81.48)

9(69.23)

8(80)

7(77.78)

6(75)

5(100)

shortness of breath

37(59.68)

12(44.44)

5(38.46)

5(50)

4(44.44)

4(50)

3(60)

Dizziness

15(24.19)

3(11.11)

2(15.32)

4(40)

2(22.22)

1(12.5)

3(60)

Palpitation

29(46.77)

9(33.33)

6(46.15)

5(50)

1(11.11)

5(62.5)

2(40)

Headache

14(22.58)

7(25.93)

3(23.08)

1(10)

3(33.33)

0(0)

3(60)

Fever

19(30.65)

20(74.07)

5(38.46)

4(40)

8(88.89)

2(25)

3(60)

Frequent infections

26(41.93)

17(62.96)

4(30.77)

3(30)

2(22.22)

3(37.5)

5(100)

Bleeding manifestations 27(43.55)

14(51.85)

6(46.15)

7(70)

5(55.56)

2(25)

4(80)

chronic diarrhoea

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

1(11.11)

1(12.5)

3(60)

10(16.13)

*** n= number of cases
Table 7: Percentage of lacto vegetarians:
megaloblastic anemia
leukemia
aplastic anemia
hypersplenism
infection
MDS
HIV

[n,(%)]
55(88.71)
5(18.52)
5(38.46)
2(20)
2(22.22)
3(37.5)
3(60)

*** n= number of cases

Table 8: Presenting signs of pancytopenia:
tachycardia
fever
pallor
jaundice
petechiae
lymphadenopathy
spleenomegaly
hepatomegaly
bone tenderness

[n, (%)]
83(61.94)
71(52.99)
133(99.25)
9(6.72)
49(36.57)
15(11.19)
58(43.28)
51(38.06)
25(18.66)

*** n= number of cases
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Table 9: Signs in individual etiologies:
megaloblastic
anaemia
[n, (%)]
tachycardia
42(67.74)
fever
23(37.1)
pallor
62(100)
jaundice
2(3.23)
petechiae
21(33.87)
lymphadenopathy 1(1.61)
spleenomegaly
34(54.84)
hepatomegaly
34(54.84)
bone tenderness 12(19.35)

leuekmia
[n, (%)]

aplastic
anaemia
[n, (%)]
6(46.15)
5(53.85)
13(100)
0(0)
4(30.77)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)
1(7.69)

16(59.26)
20(74.07)
27(100)
0(0)
11(40.74)
9(33.33)
7(25.92)
6(22.22)
8(29.63)

hypersple
nism[n,(%)]

infection
[n, (%)]

MDS
[n, (%)]

HIV
[n, (%)]

6(60)
5(50)
9(90)
4(40)
5(50)
0(0)
10(100)
6(60)
0(0)

6(66.67)
8(88.89)
9(100)
3(33.33)
4(44.44)
0(0)
3(33.33)
1(11.11)
0(0)

5(62.5)
4(50)
8(100)
0(0)
1(12.5)
1(12.5)
1(12.5)
2(25)
2(25)

2(40)
4(80)
5(100)
0(0)
3(60)
4(80)
3(60)
2(40)
2(40)

*** n= number of cases
Table 10: Mean hematological parameters: (descriptive
analysis)
N
Hemoglobin
(g/dL)
WBC(x109/L)
neutrophils
(x109/L)
platelets
(x109/L)

maxi mini
mum mum

mean

standard
deviation

134 9
134 4.2

3.1
1.5

5.5
3.04

1.62
0.82

134 1.6

0.1

0.9

0.42

134 130

4

48.85

39.01

Table 11: Peripheral smear character of pancytopenia:
anisopoikilocytosis
normocytic normochromic
microcytic hypochromic
macrocytic hypochromic
circulating normoblast
hypersegmented polymorphs
circulating immature cells

[n, (%)]
81(60.45)
57(42.54)
17(12.88)
60(44.78)
29(21.64)
54(40.3)
33(24.63)

*** n= number of cases

*** n= number of cases

Table 12: Peripheral smear character (in percentage) of individual etiologies:
megaloblastic leukemia
anaemia[n, (%)] [n, (%)]
anisopoikilocytosis 48(77.42)
normocytic
normochromic
7(11.29)
microcytic
hypochromic
5(8.06)
macrocytic
hypochromic
50(80.64)
circulating
normoblast
14(22.58)
hypersegmented
polymorphs
51(82.26)
circulating
immature cells
2(3.23)

15(55.56)

aplastic
anaemia
[n, (%)]
3(23.08)

hypersple
infection
nism[n, (%)] [n, (%)]
6(60)

3(33.33)

MDS[n, (%)] HIV[n, (%)]
3(37.5)
3(60)

20(74.07)

12(92.31) 2(20)

7(77.78)

6(75)

3(60)

4(14.81)

1(7.69)

3(30)

2(22.22)

0(0)

2(40)

3(11.11)

0(0)

5(50)

0(0)

2(25)

0(0)

15(55.56)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

3(30)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

25(92.59)

0(0)

2(0)

2(22.22)

4(50)

0(0)

Table 13: Bone marrow cellularity of pancytopenia:
hypercellular
normocellular
hypocelular

*** n= number of cases

[n, (%)]
91(67.91)
20(14.92)
20(14.92)

*** n= number of cases
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Table 14: Cellular findings in each etiology:

hypercellular
normocellular
hypocellular

megaloblastic
leukemia
anaemia[n, (%)] [n, (%)]

aplastic
anaemia
[n, (%)]
23(85.18) 0(0)
2(7.41)
0(0)
2(7.41)
13(100)

hypersple
nism[n, (%)]

infection
[n, (%)]

MDS
[n, (%)]

55(88.71)
3(4.84)
1(1.61)

4(40)
4(40)
2(20)

2(22.22)
7(77.78)
0(0)

6(75)
1(12.5)
1(12.5)

RESULT: The etiological and clinical spectrum of
pancytopenia was studied in detail.
During the period of 5years (between January 2005 and
December 2009) there were 134 cases of pancytopenia at
presentation for which bone marrow aspiration/biopsy was
done to ascertain the diagnosis. Samples were the diagnosis
could not be arrived at were excluded from study.
The mean age of presentation of pancytopenia was 28 years.
Male to female ratio was 1.16.The etiological break up was
according to the following order – megaloblastic anemia
(46.27%), leukemia(20.15%), aplastic anemia (9.7%),
hypersplenism (7.46%), infections(6.72%), myelodysplastic
syndrome (5.97%) and HIV(3.37%)[table 1].
The descending order of symptom presentation was as
follows: fatigue (80.6%), shortness of breath (52.24%),
bleeding manifestation (48.51%), fever (45.52%), frequent
infections (44.71%), palpitation (42.54%), headache (23.13%),
dizziness (22.4%) and chronic diarrhea (11.19%)[table 5].
88.71% of megaloblastic anemia patients presenting as
pancytopenia were lacto vegetarians. The descending order
of the presenting signs were as follows: pallor (99.25%),
Tachycardia(61.94%), fever (52.99%), splenomegaly (44.03%),
hepatomegaly (39.55%), petechiae (36.52%), bone tenderness
(18.66%) , lymphadenopathy (11.94%) and jaundice
(6.72%)[table 8] .
The clinical features of individual etiologies are shown in
table 6 and table 9. Based on analysis of peripheral smear
Study
international agranulocyt
osis and aplastic anemia
group(33)
Keisu and Ost(34)

country

*** n= number of cases
report, the hematological parameters during presentation
were as follows: hemoglobin (mean 5.5g/dL), WBC (mean
3.04x109/L) , neutrophils (mean 0.9x109/L) and platelets
(48.85x109/L)[table 10].
Based on bone marrow cellularity , 67.91% of cases were
associated with hypercellular causes and 14.92% each for
normocellular and hypocellular causes[table 13].
DISCUSSION: Pancytopenia is a frequent clinical
presentation. According to Bashawri (32), 11.9% is the
frequency of bone marrow examination done as pancytopenia
being the indication. From pathogenesis point of view, the
causes of pancytopenia can be broadly categorized as
follows:
1. Reduced formation in the marrow.
2. Cell death in marrow due to ineffective erythopoeisis.
3. Defective cell formation which is avidly removed by
circulation.
4. Destruction of cells due to action of antibodies.
5. Trapping of normal cells due to overactive and
hypertrophied reticuloendothelial system.
The etiological break up of pancytopenia in this study was
in the following order – megaloblastic anemia (46.27%),
leukemia(20.15%), aplastic anemia (9.7%), hyperspleenism
(7.46%), infections(6.42%)), myelodysplastic syndrome
(5.97%) and HIV(3.37%). This is comparable with similar
studies done in our country. The following table compares
the commonest and the second most common cause
according to few similar studies:

year

number
of cases commonest cause

1987

319

1990
1992

100
202

Verma and Dash(44)

Israel &
Europe
Israel &
Europe
India

Tilak and Jain(2)
Kumar et al(45)
khunger et al(4)

India
India
India

1999
1999
2002

77
166
200

Khodke et al(7)
Memom et al(1)

India
2000
pakistan 2008

50
230

HIV[n, (%)]
1(20)
3(60)
1(20)

hypoplastic anemia
(52.7%)
neoplastic disease,
radiation(32%)
hypoplastic anemia
(40.6%)
Megaloblastic
Hypoplastic anemia
Megaloblastic anaemia
(72%)
Megaloblastic
aplastic anemia (23.9%)

2nd common cause
MDS(4.5%)
hypoplastic anemia(19%)
Megaloblastic
Hypoplastic anemia
Megaloblastic
Aplastic anaemia (14%)
Hypoplastic anemia
megaloblastic anemia (13.04%),
leukemia (13.05%)
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istiaq et al (5)

pakistan 2004

100

Savage et al(30)
Jha et al(3)

zimbawe 1999
Nepal
2008

134
148

Gamal and Safa
ramesh et al(6)

yemen
nepal

2008
2009

75
28

present study

India

2010

134

Based on our analysis of the peripheral smear report, the
hematological parameters during presentation were as
follows: hemoglobin (mean 5.5g/dL), WBC (mean 3.04x109/
L), neutrophils (mean 0.9x109/L) and platelets (48.85x109/L).
These are comparable with the results produced by a study
in Nepal (3).
The commonest cause of pancytopenia in the present study
was megaloblastic anemia (46.27%). The increased incidence
of megaloblastic anemia is correlated well with the increased
prevalence of nutritional deficiency in our country. The mean
age of presentation was 38 years. The male to female ratio
was 0.82. This was the only etiology where the female
counterpart was more than males. The overall sex ratio of
pancytopenia was 1.16. Around 88.17% of these patients
were lacto vegetarians, showing that dietary factor is an
important contributing entity. 16.3% patients had chronic
diarrhea which can be a cause for dietary losses. The only
etiology where an even higher percentage of chronic
diarrheas of 80% were seen is HIV infection. Tropical sprue
is endemic in southern India. It is readily corrected by folates
and antibiotics. It primarily affects distal small intestine (38),
is therefore incriminated in the cause of cobalamine deficiency
(39).
The symptom presentation of megaloblastic anemia in
descending order was as follows: Fatigue, shortness of
breath, palpitation, bleeding manifestation, frequent
infections, fever, dizziness, headache and chronic diarrhea.
Because of the slow development of anemia in this condition,
the symptoms of anemia is seen only when the hematocrit is
significantly low.
The descending order of presenting signs were as follows:
pallor, tachycardia, splenomegaly, hepatomegaly, fever,
petechiae, bone tenderness, jaundice and lymphadenopathy.
On blood smear examination, significant parameters were
hyper segmented neutrophils (82.26%), macrocytic
hypochromic blood picture (80.64%) and anisopoikilocytosis
(77.42%). Circulating normoblast was seen in 22.58% patients.
On bone marrow examination, 67.91 % of the cases
demonstrated hypercellularity of which the predominant ones
were of erythroid series. Findings of megaloblastosis clinch
the diagnosis.

megaloblastic anemia
(39%)
megaloblastic anemia
Hypoplastic anemia
(29.05%)
hyperspleenism(28%)
megaloblastic anemia
(42.855)
megaloblastic anemia
(46.27%)

hyperspleenism(19%)
aplastic anaemia
Megaloblastic anemia(23.64%)
malaria(17.3%)
aplastic anemia(35.71%)
leukemia(20.15%)

The second common cause of pancytopenia was leukemia
(20.15%) of which AML constituted 44.44% and ALL
constituted 55.56%. The mean age of diagnosis of AML was
72 years in contrast to that of ALL which was 8 years. AML
did not show any gender preponderance but the sex ratio of
ALL was 1.5. The descending order of symptoms at
presentation was: fatigue, fever, frequent infections, bleeding
manifestations, shortness of breath, palpitation, headache
and dizziness. The frequencies of clinical signs elicited were
(in descending order): pallor, fever, tachycardia, petechiae,
lymphadenopathy, bone tenderness, splenomegaly and
hepatomegaly. On peripheral blood smear, 92.59% showed
circulating immature cells, 74.07% showed normochromic
normocytic anemia and 55.56% showed circulating
normoblasts. On marrow examination, 85.18% showed
hypercellular marrow. These findings correlate well with
observations of other studies (19,20,21,22).
The third cause of pancytopenia was aplastic/ hypoplastic
anemia (9.7%), whose exact cause was mostly undiagnosed
in our study. The mean age of presentation was 24 years.
The male to female ratio was 2.25. The descending order of
symptom presentation were as follows: fatigue, bleeding
manifestations, palpitation, fever, shortness of breath,
frequent infections, headache and dizziness. The descending
orders of clinical signs were: pallor, fever, tachycardia,
petechiae. Significantly no lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly
and hepatomegaly were noted. Hence if any of the above
mentioned finding is seen with pancytopenia, then it rules
out aplastic anemia. On peripheral smear, 92.55% showed
normocytic normochromic anemia with pancytopenia. On
bone marrow examination, 100% showed hypocellular
marrow.
The fourth common cause in this study was hypersplenism
(7.46%). The mean age of presentation was 45 years. The
male to female ratio was 2.33. Many of these patients were
alcoholics and had decompensated liver disease, whose
independent association with hypersplenism is shown by a
study (29). In alcoholic liver cirrhosis, megaloblastic anemia
if usually caused by folate deficiency (40,41). Alcohol acutely
depresses serum folate levels and this acclerates
megaloblastic anemia. Also alcohol causes marrow
suppression of reticulocytes, granulocytes and platelets
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(42,43). The presenting symptoms were: fatigue, bleeding
manifestations, shortness of breath, palpitation, dizziness,
fever, frequent infections and headache. The clinical signs
were of the following order: pallor, splenomegaly, tachycardia,
hepatomegaly, fever, petechie and jaundice. On peripheral
smear, 30% showed hypersegmented neutrophils.
The next common cause of pancytopenia was infections
(6.72%).One Third of them had malaria, another third had
enteric fever and the last third had viral fever and sepsis.
These findings correlate well with studies done by Menon et
al (1). Maximum infections occurred in the age group of 0 to
9 years. The male to female ratio was 2.The descending order
of symptom presentation were: fever, fatigue, bleeding
manifestation, shortness of breath, dizziness, palpitation and
chronic diarrhea. The orders of clinical signs were as follows:
pallor, fever, tachycardia, petechie, jaundice, splenomegaly
and hepatomegaly. On peripheral smear, 22.22% showed
circulating immature cells indicating a shift to left. The bone
marrow was normocellular in 77.78% cases.
Myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) was the next cause of
pancytopenia with 5.97%. In a study done at Isreal and
Europe, MDS was the second common cause of pancytopenia
(33). In this study, the mean age of presentation was 62 years.
The male to female ratio was 1. Patients with multilineal
cytopenias are a subset of MDS with more morbidity and
reduced life expectancy. Immune and inflammatory syndrome
is seen in around 10% patients. A symptom complex which
simulates systemic lupus erythmatosus( fever, arthritis,
pleurisy, and pancytopenia with hypercellular marrow) may
precede AML(37).
HIV accounted for 3.32% of cases presenting as
pancytopenia. Of the 5 cases, two were in terminal stage of
the disease. There are many explanations for pancytopenia
in HIV. It has been attributed to reduced production as a
result of suppression of CD34+ forming unit – erythroidmonocyte- macrophage due to inflammatory cytokines or HIV
virus itself (35). It could be because of blunted erythropoietin
as seen in other chronic inflammatory conditions. Infiltration
of marrow by lymphoma or infection by mycobacterium avium
complex (MAC) or parvo virus B19 has been proposed.
Other cause could be multiple medications used in these
patients. Anemia due to increased destruction is seen in
patients with G6PD deficiency on exposure to oxidant drugs,
Disseminated intravascular coagulation, thrombotic
thrombocytopenic purpura and autoantibodies. Anemia from
ineffective erythropoeisis (folate and vitamin B12 deficiency)
is seen in HIV patients who are ill and not on proper diet or in
those with a disease in jejunum. HIV patients are prone to
vitamin B12 malabsorption, presumably because of infection
and diseases of small intestine. Negative vitamin B12 balance
has been documented in around third of patients and a
majority demonstrated defective vitamin B12 absorption (36).
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CONCLUSION: The order of incidence of etiology of
pancytopenia from this study showed the following results:
megaloblastic anemia (46.27%), leukemia(20.15%), aplastic
anemia (9.7%), hypersplenism (7.46%), infections(6.72%),
myelodysplastic syndrome (5.97%) and HIV(3.37%). So the
commonest cause in this part of the country is megaloblastic
anemia. It is a curable deficiency which if intervened at an
early stage will prevent severe neurological and
hematological sequelae. Adequate replenishment by vitamin
B12 is enough to bring back the normal counts in these
patients by which significant morbidity and mortality can be
prevented. The second commonest cause was leukemia,
where it is needless to say the miracle that can be achieved
on timely treatment. Early diagnosis and intervention will
help the patient to go into remission and improve their quality
of life. Time and again, the investigation of choice has been
bone marrow aspiration/biopsy to diagnose unexplained
pancytopenia or to rule out grave conditions like neoplastic
infiltration of bone marrow. A small proportion of the causes
are easily diagnosable infective etiologies which only needs
a fairly good idea about the endemicity of an area like malaria
and typhoid fever.
SUMMARY: The aim of the study was to find the etiological
and clinical spectrum of pancytopenia by conducting a
retrospective analysis of cases which presented as
pancytopenia based on their case records, peripheral smear
and bone marrow reports. During the period of 5years
(between January 2005 and December 2009) there were 134
cases of pancytopenia at presentation for which bone marrow
aspiration/biopsy was done to ascertain the diagnosis. The
mean age of presentation of pancytopenia was 28 years.
Male to female ratio was 1.16.The etiological break up was
according to the following order – megaloblastic anemia
(46.27%), leukemia(20.15%), aplastic anemia (9.7%),
hypersplenism (7.46%), infections(6.72%), myelodysplastic
syndrome (5.97%) and HIV(3.37%).
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MEDICINAL AROMATHERAPY PREPARATIONS
Dr .JAMUNA.N
Natural Therapy Centre , # 167, 1st floor ,7th Cros, 2nd Main Road , Azad Nagar, Chamarajpet, Bangalore- 560018.
www.drjamunasntc.w4u.in, naturalthrerapycentre@gmail.com, drjamuna_n@yahoo.co.in
Essential oil will help you determine what type of product
you need to buy or make to best suit your needs. a few
essential oils on hand will help to treat everyday
problems.
 Medicinal Aromatherapy usage :
¨ Aromatherapy Compress.,
¨ Aromatherapy Foot or Hand Bath.
 ¨ Aromatherapy Gargle, Mouthwash, or Throat
Spray.
 ¨ Aromatherapy Inhalant.
¨ Aromatherapy Liniment.
¨ Aromatherapy Body Oil.
 ¨ Aromatherapy Salve.
¨ Aromatherapy Bath.
¨ Aromatherapy mud pack.
Aromatherapy compress:
An aromatherapy compress concentrates essential oils
in a specific area of the body and keeps the area moist.
It is one of the quickest and easiest therapeutic
techniques to make. Add about 5 drops of an essential
oil or a blend of oils to a cup of water. Use hot or cold
water, whichever is best for the particular treatment: Cold
water helps relieve itching, swelling, and inflammation,
while hot water increases circulation and opens pores,
helping to flush out blemishes.
Fold a soft cloth and soak it in the water; then wring it
out and apply it where needed. If you feel overheated,
try a cold compress on your forehead. Cold is also
usually the preferred temperature for relieving strained
eyes. A cool compress can also help to get rid of a
headache, although a few people find that heat works
better for them. A hot compress against the back of the
neck will relieve neck strain and tight muscles.
Aromatherapy Foot or Hand Bath: Soaking your
hands or feet in an aromatherapy mini-bath is an excellent
treatment for stiffness, aches, and skin irritations. In fact,
your entire body will benefit since the essential oils
penetrate the skin and enter the bloodstream. To make

a foot or hand bath, simply add 5 to 10 drops of essential
oil to a quart of hot or cold water in a large basin. Stir
well to distribute the essential oils, then soak your feet
or hands for at least five minutes. Cold water reduces
swelling while warm water relaxes stiff muscles. To
improve leg circulation in conditions such as varicose
veins, alternate between a hot and cold bath.
Aromatherapy Gargle, Mouthwash, or Throat
Spray: A spray or gargle brings essential oils into direct
contact with the bacteria or virus responsible for causing
sore throat or laryngitis. To make either one, dissolve 1/
2 teaspoon salt in about 1/4 cup water and add 1/2 drops
of an antiseptic essential oil such as tea tree. Shake or
stir well. Be sure to spit out the gargle or mouthwash —
essential oils should not be swallowed.
Aromatherapy Inhalant: Steam inhalations are a great
way to treat any upper respiratory or sinus problem.
The steam carries essential oils directly to sinuses and
lungs, where they fight infection. Additionally, the warm,
moist air opens nasal and bronchial passages, making
it easier to breathe. To create a steam inhalant, bring
about 3 cups of water to a boil in a pan. Turn off the
heat, and add 3-5 drops of essential oil to the water.
Drape a towel over both your head and the pan to capture
the steam, keeping your eyes closed and your head
about 12 inches from the water. Take deep, relaxing
breaths of the fragrant steam. You can also humidify
and disinfect an entire room — just keep the mixture on
a very low simmer. Essential oils can also be used in
many humidifiers.
Aromatherapy Liniment: Liniments increase
circulation. Rub them externally on the skin to warm
muscles and to reduce muscle and joint pain. Liniments
also disinfect wounds and dry up skin eruptions Make a
quick and easy liniment by adding 15-20 drops of the
appropriate heating essential oils, such as cinnamon,
peppermint, and clove, for every ounce of alcohol, oil, or
vinegar. Alcohol is cooling and quickly evaporates, leaving
no oily residue. Oil heats up faster and stays on the
skin longer,heating muscles so they will stretch better.
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Aromatherapy Body Oil: Body oil consists of essential
oils blended in a carrier oil. A small amount of healing
essential oil can thus be evenly distributed over a large
area of the body. Rubbing warms the body, relaxes
muscles, relieves stress, encourages deep breathing,
and helps the oils to penetrate deeply. All of these do
their part in treating the whole person, rather than just
focusing on a single symptom. To make a body oil,
combine 1/2 teaspoon (50 drops) of essential oil with 4
ounces of any vegetable oil. For example, if a person
with a stomachache refuses to take any medicine, rub a
therapeutic body oil on his or her stomach.
Aromatherapy Salve: Salves are made of herbal oils
that are thickened with beeswax, so they form a healing
and protective coating that adheres better to the skin.
They are used on almost all skin problems, such as
minor cuts, bruises, scrapes, diaper or heat rash, insect
bites, eczema, psoriasis, and swelling. We can make
any salve aromatherapeutic by stirring 24 drops of
essential oil into 2 ounces of salve. This is fairly easy to
do with a toothpick/strelised spatula . The resulting salve
will be a little runnier than usual, but it will stick to the
skin perfectly well.
Aromatherapy Bath: A “sitz” bath is simply a mini-bath
that employs hot and cold water to increase blood
circulation, primarily in the pelvic region. This makes it
ideal for uterine or bladder problems. Add 5-10 drops of
essential oil to a bathtub containing about 10 inches of
water (up to your waist). The water temperature should
be as hot as you can easily stand but not so hot as to
hurt. Prepare a small tub of cold water and leave it nearby.
Sit in the hot water 5 to 10 minutes. Quickly remove
yourself to the tub of cold water and sit in it for at least 1
minute. The large plastic tubs sold at hardware stores
are well-suited for this purpose. Continue alternating
between the hot and cold tubs for a total of two to five
times each. Repeat the treatment every day for 3 to 5
days. Unless otherwise stated in the Common Ailments
chapter, rosemary is a good general oil for this purpose.
Aromatherapy mud pack : The Vedas are filled with
the mention of Mud or Earth and its benefits. Various
methods and treatments have been defined in the Vedas
for the ailing. Mud was and is supposed to be one of the
most beneficial remedies of all times. Mud is supposed
to be a rejuvenator of the body and when it is mixed with
Chandan, it comes out as one of the best beauty secrets.
Mud is best used for the skin therapies. The Mud pack
is supposed to calm down the senses and rejuvenate
the body and mind. It also acts as secret for youthful
skin with no wrinkles. The mud retains the moisture of
the body intact, open the pores of the skin to let it breathe,
relives internal congestion and pain and promotes
elimination of morbid matter .very fine nerve fibres
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in the outer skin also gets activated thereby
stimulating the entire nervous system. The abrasive
drying action of mud over the skin helps in cleaning
and invigorating effects of mud baths A significant
increase in the temperature is noted in the gap between
the skin and the mud masque, as the thermal mud
generates heat (on drying up) with a subsequent vasedilation of the microcirculation underneath the skin.
Requiring more blood This thermal mud even lends
itself to vegetal values, to oils and essences that
amplify the therapeutic effect other than the attested
potency in the osteo-articulatory field; for instance in
cases of venous insufficiency, stress, exhaustion or
debility. can be sure effective solutions for: various
nutritive problems, sleep disturbances, stress,
nervousness, and exhaustion, which most of the time
are not easy to treat on a pharmaceutical level, due
to high social costs.
Conclusion : We believe through experience, the
anecdotal proof offered by untold people using essential
oils, historical use of certain oil and the limited scientific
research already undertaken, that essential oils and
aromatherapy can be most beneficial to your health.
It must be understood that since essential oils as such
can not be patented, that no large corporation is going
to invest millions of dollars / pounds into research, as
they cannot claim it to be their own invention, and for
this reason, clinical research into the benefits of
essential oils, and aromatherapy in general is sadly
lacking.
We do not advocate that essential oils should replace
conventional medicine, yet we do believe that they have
a prominent role to play in maintaining general health
and mental wellbeing.
Aromatherapy may help improve some of the effects of
the pain such as sleep disturbance, joint and muscle
mobility, whilst helping you to relax and feel better.
Achieving one or more of these things, can help people
to cope better with pain on a day to day basis& help to
come out of dis comfort.
Acknowledgement: Time goes by so swiftly that it has
been 7 years since I started working on essential oils.
Regardless of easing pain / menstrual cramps that
female so troubled with, or treating ITP which a lot of
people suffers, these have taken up my life. The process
is intresting but seeing the clients /patient’s thank-you
notes/ease from dis comfort everything was made worth
it. I’ll back on in the worlds of natural therapies &
essential oil!
Reference Material used on this page come from the
following sources:
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1. “500 Formulas for Aromatherapy” by Schiller and
Schiller
2. “The Little Giant Encyclopedia of Aromatherapy” by
Schiller and Schiller
3. “”The Fragrant Mind Aromatherapy for Personality,
Mind, Mood, and Emotion” by Valerie Ann Worwood
4. “Aromatherapy An A-Z” by Patricia Davis
5. “Aromatherapy for Vibrant Health and Beauty” by
Roberta Wilson
6. “Aromatherapy through the Seasons” by Judith
Fitzsimmons and Paula M Bousquet
7. “Advanced Aromatherapy The Science of Essential
Oil Therapy” by Kurt Schnaubelt, Ph.D.
8. “Aromatherapy Companion” by Victoria H Edwards
9. “The Encyclopedia of Aromatherapy” by Chrissie
Wildwood.
10. “The Encyclopedia of Essential Oils” by Julia
Lawless
11. “The Complete Book of Essential Oils and
Aromatherapy” by Valerie Ann Worwood
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12. “The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Essential Oils” by
Julia Lawless
13. “Aromatherapy for Health Professionals” by Shirley
and Len Price
14. Aromatherapy for the Healthy Child” by Valerie Ann
Worwood
15. “Aromatherapy for Dummies” by Kathi Keville
16. “The Aromatherapy Book” by Jeanne Rose
17. “Aromatherapy Handbook for Beauty, Hair and Skin
Care” by Erich Keller
18. “Making Aromatherapy Creams & Lotions” by Donna
Maria
19. “Essential Oil Safety - A Guide for Health Care
Professionals” by Robert Tisserand and Tony
Balacs
20. “The Aromatherapy Practitioner Reference Manual”
by Sylla Sheppard-Hanger
21. “Practical Aromatherapy for Home and Garden
Decoder”
22. “Aromatherapy Decoder”
23. “Advanced Aromatherapy Decoder”

NUTRITIONAL EVALUATION OF POST-MENOPAUSAL WOMEN WITH ORTHOPAEDIC
AILMENTS
1

Shamshad Begum.S 1, Mushtari Begum. J 2 ,Rama Devi. G 3 & N.C. Narse Gowda 4
Assistant Professor, Krisi Vigyan Kendra, UAS(B), Ramnagar dist-562120, 2 Former Professor & Head, Division
of Home Science, UAS, Hebbal, Bangalore. 3 Former Professor, Smt.VHD Central Institute of Home Science,
Bangalore. 4Professor and PC, Krisi Vigyan Kendra, UAS(B), Ramnagar dist-562120.

Diet is a vital determinant of health and nutritional status of population. Precise information on food consumption
pattern of population helps in assessing the nutritional status. Further it helps in elucidating the relationship of
nutrient intakes with deficiency as well as degenerative diseases. Quantitative information about the food intake
compared with recommended allowances enable us to assess the nutritional status of the population.
Hence nutritional evaluation of post-menopausal women with orthopaedic ailments was done and the results revealed
that the mean intake of calories and protein was 2167 Kcals and 58.5g with a percent adequacy of 97 and 117
respectively. The mean ‘t’ test applied showed a significant difference in mean intake of calories. Mean intake of
Calcium (754 mg), was found to be higher than the recommended dietary allowances. As per the statistical analysis,
it was found that carbohydrates,energy and calcium were proved statistically significant. Inclusion of nutri-rich ragi
has contributed for higher intake of calcium . However, the diets were deficient only in Iron when compared with RDA
with the intake of iron (18.94 mg) was less than the recommended dietary allowances. Statistically there was
significant difference in mean intake of calcium but there was no significant difference for the intake of iron. The lower
intake of iron was found mainly due to inadequate intake of iron rich foods. The mean nutrient density of the food
consumed by the subjects in terms of 1000 Kcal was evaluated and it was observed that the Protein and fat and
calcium intake of the subjects per 1000kcal was found to be 27g, 11.8 g and 347mg respectively, which is higher
than the RDA with values being 22.5,9 and 180mg per 1000kcal.Thus, a high nutrient density would illustrate those
foods that are good source of micronutrients or protein because these food would make a greater contribution to the
intake of an essential nutrient than to meeting total energy needs. The percent contribution of calories from
carbohydrate, protein and fat was found to be 78.5,10.8 and 10.7 percent from the diet of the subjects. Maximum
contribution of calories were from carbohydrates since cereals being the major portion of the diet. It was observed
that calories from protein were adequate but not from fat since, around 20 percent of calories were drawn from fat in
a normal diet but in the present study only 10 percent was drawn from the fat. Hence, an intensive orientation and
education is absolutely necessary to decrease the intake of energy giving nutrients and importance of exercise for
weight reduction and management of menopausal problems and orthopaedic ailments.
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INTRODUCTION: Diet is a vital determinant of health and
nutritional status of people. An understanding of nutrient
gaps or excesses in the dietaries would help in planning diets
to overcome diet related morbidities and thus to promote
health of the individuals. Information on food consumption
patterns is also essential for assessing the food needs of
population. Realistic policies on food production,
procurement and distribution can be formulated based on
food habits of the population. Information on foods consumed
in the daily diet helps to assess the nutritional status of an
individuals in terms of food adequacy.Diet is a vital
determinant of health and nutritional status of population.
Precise information on food consumption pattern of
population helps in assessing the nutritional status. Further
,helps in elucidating the relationship of nutrient intakes with
deficiency as well as degenerative diseases. Quantitative
information about the food intake compared with
recommended allowances enable us to assess the nutritional
status of the population. (Geetha and Mushtari Begum 2001)
The present investigation focuses on Nutritional Evaluation
of post-menopausal women with orthopaedic ailments and
the smain objective of the study was and to asses the dietary
intake.
MATERIALSAND METHODS
Selection of the subjects: A total of 200 women subjects who
had attained menopause were selected by purposive
sampling. The post-menopausal women who were suffering
with orthopaedic ailments like chronic backpain, fractures,
stiffness and osteoporosis were the criteria used for selection.
A prior permission was obtained from the head of the
Orthopaedic department of hospital and subjects were from
the outpatient department of orthopaedics as well from the
orthopaedic wards of the hospitals. The subjects belonged
to the age groups of 45 to 65 years.
Dietary intake: Dietary pattern of the post-menopausal
women was assessed using a structured schedule. To assist
them to recall the amount of food consumed by each
individual, standard cups and spoons were used. A three
day recall method was used to study the food consumption
pattern of the subjects. The nutritive value of the diet was
calculated as per the guidelines specified in Nutriguide (Tej
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verma and Raghuvanshi,2002) and also by using the food
composition table (Gopalan et.al,2002).
Food and nutrient intake: Diet surveys constitute an essential
part of any complete study on nutritional status of individuals
or households, providing necessary information on food and
nutrient intake level(Jelliffee,1966).The nutrient adequacy
was calculated by comparing the intake with RDA for Indians,
given by Indian Council of Medical Research(ICMR). Percent
adequacy of nutrients were computed for each woman using
the formula given by Gopalan et.al,(2002).
Nutrient intake
Percent nutrient adequacy = ————————— X 100
RDA of Women
Frequency of consumption: A list of commonly consumed
calcium rich foods were listed with the help of nutritive value
table (Gopalan et.al, 2002) and frequency of consumption
such as daily, weekly and monthly were recorded by
interviewing the respondents.
Statistical analysis : The data was classified, tabulated using
SPSS office package windows 2003, expressed as percentage,
mean +SD. The results were analysed statistically using
ANOVA, t-test and z-test to determine whether there is any
significant change in the parameters of the subjects. Percent
improvement was calculated. Correlation co-efficient between
knowledge, and practices was calculated before counseling
and after counseling (Kothari. C.R, 2004).
Results and discussion
Nutrient intake and percent adequacy of menopausal women
The mean nutrient intake and percent adequacy of nutrients
consumed by subjects in the study is presented in Table-4.
The mean intake of calories and protein was 2167 Kcals and
58.5g with a percent adequacy of 97 and 117 respectively.
The mean ‘t’ test applied showed a significant difference in
mean intake of calories. Mean intake of Calcium (754 mg),
was found to be higher than the recommended dietary
allowances.As per the statistical analysis, it was found that
carbohydrates , energy and calcium were proved statistically
significant. Similar trend was observed by Deepthi et.al (2004)
where an adequate intake of calcium was observed in both
the pre and postmenopausal women and the source of
calcium rich foods being ragi, green leafy vegetables, legume
and milk products

Table 4: Mean ± S.D nutrient intake and percent adequacy of nutrients among menopausal women (n = 200)
Nutrients
Protein(g)
Fat(g)
Carbohydrate (g)
Energy (Kcal)
Calcium(mg)
Iron(mg)

RDA*
50
20
300
2225
400
30

Nutrient intake
58.5 ± 5.8
25.6 ± 6.7
423.6 ± 64.0
2168 ± 274.6
753.6 ± 150.4
18.9 ± 4.9
** - Significant at 1% level

‘t’ value
1.15NS
0.50NS
8.38**
42.91**
14.91**
0.37NS

Percent adequacy
117
128
141
97.4
188.4
63.1
NS – non-significant
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* Gopalan et.al (2002), Nutritive value of Indian foods, NIN,
Hyderabad.
Dietary guidelines for Indians - A manual, NIN, ICMR,
Hyderabad
In the present study inclusion of nutri-rich ragi has
contributed for higher intake of calcium . Statistically there
was significant difference in mean intake of calcium but there
was no significant difference for the iron intake. However,
the fat intake was found to be more than the RDA with 25.6g
per day and t-test applied showed no significant difference
in fat intake. The lower intake of iron was found mainly due
to inadequate intake of iron rich foods. However, the diets
were deficient only in Iron when compared with RDA with
the intake of iron (18.94 mg) was less than the recommended
dietary allowances. Statistically there was significant
difference in mean intake of calcium but there was no
significant difference for the intake of iron. The intake of fat
was found to be more than the RDA with 25.6 g per day and
t - test applied showed no significant difference in fat intake.
The lower intake of iron was found mainly due to inadequate
intake of iron rich foods. Inclusion of nutri-rich ragi has
contributed for higher intake of calcium.
It was observed by Swati Trivedi and Goyal (2004) that the
mean daily energy intake was 1631±86.15Kcal and
consumption of protein, carbohydrate and fat was 49.1±7.89,
251± 24.73 and 31.25±4.67 which is lower than the actual
recommended dietary intake. Also in a study conducted by
Deepa et.al(2008 ) on the nutritional status of menopausal
indicated that the mean percent adequacy of nutrients in the
menopausal women showed that there was no significant
difference between pre, peri and postmenopausal women.
However, the adequacy of macronutrients like energy , protein
and fat was found to be high in all categories.
Nutrient density : The mean nutrient density of the food
consumed by the subjects in terms of 1000 Kcal is depicted
in Table-5 and as indicated in Fig.8. The traditional approach
to provide dietary snutrient intake (RNI) or recommended
dietary allowance (RDA) for specific nutrients. This
Nutrients
Protein(g)
Fat(g)
Carbohydrates(g)
Calcium(g)
Iron(g)

RDA*
22.5
9.0
135.0
18.0
13.5

Mean Nutrient density1000 kcal
27.0
11.8
195.0
34.70
3.9

approach is commonly applied and has proved inadequate
for developing effective nutrition education programmes. An
alternative approach to traditional RNI is the use of nutrient
density concept applied to the total diet, which can be used
to compare the contribution of a food or diet to the intake of
essential nutrients and protein in relation to the energy which
it provides.
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Thus, a high nutrient density would illustrate those foods
that are good source of micronutrients or protein because
these food would make a greater contribution to the intake
of an essential nutrient than to meeting total energy needs.
The Protein and fat and calcium intake of the subjects per
1000kcal was found to be 27g, 11.8 g and 347mg respectively,
which is higher than the RDA with values being 22.5,9 and
180mg per 1000kcal . The increase in calcium intake may be
due to inclusion of fingermillet in the daily dietary. However,
it was noticed that the iron content was found to be 8.7mg
per 1000 K cal which is lower than the RDA of 18.9 mg per
1000Kcal.
Table 5 : Nutrient density of food consumed by subjects
(n=200)
Energy(kcal)
Paired t - test

1000

0.103

1000

* Gopalan et.al (2002), Nutritive value of Indian foods, NIN,
Hyderabad
It is obvious from the results that the intake of iron was
inadequate.
Percent contribution of calories from Carbohydrate,
Protein and Fat
The percent contribution of calories from carbohydrate,
protein and fat is presented in Table -7. The calorie
contribution was found to be 78.5,10.8 and 10.7 percent from
the diet of the subjects. Maximum contribution of calories
were from carbohydrates since cereals being the major
portion of the diet. It was observed that calories from protein
were adequate but not from fat since, around 20 percent of
calories were drawn from fat in a normal diet but in the present
study only 10 percent was drawn from the fat.
The results of the present study were in contradiction to
that of the results observed by Lalitha reddy(2002) where
the contribution of carbohydrate, protein and fat was found
to be 68.6, 11.5 and 19.9 percent among cardiovascular
subjects.
However, similar results were observed by Deepa et.al(2008)
where the menopausal women had higher intake of fat ,
protein and energy with obesity and higher waist hip ratio
which may be a contributing factor for the health problems.
Table 6 : Percent Contribution of calories from
Carbohydrate, Protein and Fat
Total Calories
(Kcal)
2168

Carbohydrate(g) Protein (g) Fat(g)
78.5
10.8
10.7

CONCLUSION: Hence, an intensive orientation and
education is absolutely necessary to decrease the intake of
energy giving nutrients and importance of exercise for weight
reduction and control of blood lipids.
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A REVIEW OF VARIOUS FETAL MONITORING TECHNIQUES
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Chithra Koushik C V , 7th semester, Electronics and Communication, M.S.R.I.T, ; Navya Nagarkar, 7th semester,
Electronics and Communication, M.S.R.I.T, Palak N Gandhi, 7th semester, Electronics and Communication,
M.S.R.I.T, ; Sanju M , 7th semester, Electronics and Communication, M.S.R.I.T,
The objective of this paper is to provide an overview of the existing fetal monitoring techniques and illustrate the
significance of implantable telemetry capsule. Lot of fetuses suffer from severe diseases like twin to twin transfusion
syndrome and congenital diaphragmatic hernia. These diseases cause severe disabilities after birth or in extreme
cases death. Since foetus is in uterus, conventional methods of treatment are inapplicable. Though these conventional
techniques are applied to measure the vital signs external to the mother’s body, it is difficult to distinguish the vital
signs of foetus from those of mother. Implantable systems enable to bring the sensors closer to the foetus, so that
the vital signs are directly measured facilitating continuous monitoring.
1. INTRODUCTION: Fetal heart monitoring is a diagnostic
tool to indicate the overall health status of a fetus. It involves
monitoring of the fetal heart rate and uterine contractions for
the purpose of reducing preventable fetal and neonatal death
by more accurate diagnosis. This paper mainly focuses on
measurement of oxygen saturation and heart rate.
Oxygen saturation (SpO2) is defined as the ratio of
oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2) to the total concentration of
haemoglobin (HbO2 + deoxyhaemoglobin). The percentage
is calculated by multiplying this ratio by 100.
Heart rate is the number of heartbeats per unit of time,
typically expressed as beats per minute (bpm).
There has been a tremendous emergence of fetal monitoring
techniques. Literature reviews attempt to give a brief insight
on the different fetal monitoring techniques mentioned below:
Fetal Pulse Oximetry
Fetal stethoscope
 Fetal Doppler
Cardiotocography
Fetal electrocardiogram
Fetal magnetocardiography
Implantable telemetry capsule

Fetal phonography
The organization of the paper is as follows:
Section 2 deals with fetal monitoring techniques and the
conclusion are presented in section 3.
2. FETALMONITORING TECHNIQUES
Fetal Pulse Oximeter : Fetal pulse oximetry is a relatively
new technique in the assessment of a foetus prior to delivery.
This is done by a doctor or a midwife who will insert a catheterlike probe inside the vagina during labor. The catheter should
lodge on the face, particularly the cheek or the scalp of the
foetus to get a good reading. It may take a few minutes and
cause minor discomfort during the insertion. And in most
cases, fetal pulse oximetry is done along with an internal
fetal monitoring device.
Oximeters measure the different absorption spectra of
oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin. Electronic
measures of Oxygenation at the peak of the pulse allows
computation and display of oxygen saturation of the arterial
blood almost instantly. Correlation coefficients between
pulse oximetry and direct blood oxygen saturation
measurement range from 0.77-0.99 when oxygen saturation
is greater than 60%.
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It transmits specific
wavelengths of
light to determine
the amount of
oxygen beneath
the baby’s skin. It
measures both the
pulse rate and
oxyhaemoglobin
saturation and puts
in on display.
Fig 1: Fetal pulse oximeter
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per minute. Doppler fetal monitors are commonly referred to
simply as “Doppler’s”.
Doppler fetal monitors provide information about the foetus
similar to that provided by a fetal stethoscope. One advantage
of the Doppler fetal monitor over a (purely acoustic) fetal
stethoscope is the electronic audio output, which allows
people other than the user to hear the heartbeat.

When fetal pulse
oximetry is used in

the presence of a CTG (cardiotocography),it showed no
difference in overall caesarean section rates overall. The pulse
oximeter is easy to use, and has recorded trends in
oxygenation instantaneously, and is not associated with skin
injury [1].
There are few disadvantages like change in blood temperature
may introduce errors in pulse oximeter. Also it is uncertain
whether laboring women will accept the device (how
disturbing or invasive it is perceived to be). An Australian
survey assessed clinicians perceptions during ease of
placement showed that it was rated as good or excellent in
71% of cases and the patient’s comfort was rated as good or
excellent in 90% of cases [2]. It is also limited by a wide
normal range and inadequate calibration. But it could
potentially be used in combination with other monitoring
techniques to reduce Instrumental and operative
interventions during labor and improve perinatal outcome.
Cost is estimated to be approximately $11,000 for the monitor
and $150 for each disposable sensor [2].
Fetal stethoscope: A fetal stethoscope or fetoscope is an
acoustic stethoscope shaped like a listening trumpet. The
fetal stethoscope is also known as a Pinard’s stethoscope or
a pinard. It is placed against the abdomen of
a pregnant woman to listen to the heart sounds of the foetus.
It does not use ultrasound. The device is made from metal
and plastic. It allows doctors to immediately spot breathing,
heart and other abnormalities in patients. There is a danger
to the person using the stethoscope. Since the stethoscope
magnifies sounds, any accidental noise that is too loud can
potentially damage the listener’s ears. Stethoscopes must
also be constantly cleaned due to their ability to spread germs
and viruses. Proper cleaning is vital as they are normally
used on bare skin and sometimes on extremely ill patients.
Cost may vary from $15 to $ 45.
Doppler fetal monitor: Doppler fetal monitor or Doppler fetal
heart rate monitor is a hand-held ultrasound transducer used
to detect the heart beat of a foetus for prenatal care. It uses
the Doppler effect to provide an audible simulation of the
heart beat. Some models also display the heart rate in beats

Fig 2: Fetal Doppler

Originally intended for use by
health care professionals, this
device is becoming popular for
personal use. Dopplers can be
used to hear fetal heart tone at
week 10 of a pregnancy, much
earlier than a stethoscope
miscarriages can be detected and
appropriately dealt with before
surgery is required.

One disadvantage is the greater complexity, cost and the
lower reliability of an electronic device. It also lacks
specificity for detecting fetal heart tones (FHT’s). In case of
maternal tachycardia (a rapid heart rate, usually defined as
greater than 100 beats per minute) the operator may not be
able to differentiate whether the transducer is detecting the
fetal or maternal signal, and this can have catastrophic
consequences. Other limitations pertain to changes in fetal
positions which often requires repositioning of transducer
which can be time consuming [3].
There are side effects of ultrasound use on fetuses. The
primary risk theory encompasses a theoretical concept known
as cavitation. According to Dr. Sears, pediatrician and author
of “The Birth Book,” “When sound waves bombard
laboratory tissues at high frequencies, they shake up the
molecules, heat them, and produce microscopic gas bubbles
in the cell called capitation. It also said that number of
sessions or the length of a session to which a foetus is
exposed, increases harm to it. Other tests have revealed
possible links between ultrasound use and growth
retardation, left-handedness, dyslexia delayed speech
development, mental retardation and childhood epilepsy to
developmental dyslexia, autism
Spectrum disorders and schizophrenia. A study by Dr.
Newnham, published in the British Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology found that babies exposed to five or more
Doppler ultrasounds were 30 percent more likely to develop
intrauterine growth retardation—a condition ultrasound is
often used to detect. It costs on average between $100-$1000
depending upon what type of ultrasound is needed (3D vs
regular).
Cardiotocography: Cardiotocography (CTG) is a technical
means of recording (-graphy) the fetal heartbeat (cardio-)
and the uterine contractions (-toco-) during pregnancy,
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typically in the third trimester. The machine used to perform
the monitoring is called a cardiotocograph, more commonly
known as an electronic fetal monitor (EFM).
Simultaneous recordings are performed by two
separate transducers, one for the measurement of
the fetal heart rate and a second one for the
uterine contractions. Each of the transducers may be either
external or internal.
External measurement means taping or strapping the two
sensors to the abdominal wall. The heart ultrasonic sensor,
similar to a Doppler fetal monitor, detects motion of the fetal
heart. The pressure-sensitive contraction transducer, called
a tocodynamometer (toco), measures the tension of the
maternal abdominal wall - an indirect measure of the
intrauterine pressure. Studies show that electronic fetal
monitoring may be linked to an increase in cesarean deliveries
and in the use of a vacuum or forceps during delivery.
Electronic fetal monitoring has its risks too. It has not been
shown to decrease the infant mortality rates as it was initially
proposed to do. It does increase the intervention rates like
cesarean section. It has also been linked to making labor
more painful because of the lack of movement when being
monitored.
Internal measurement requires a certain degree
of cervical dilatation, as it involves inserting a pressure
catheter into the uterine cavity, as well as attaching a scalp
electrode to the fetal head to adequately measure the electric
activity of the fetal heart. Internal measurement is more
precise, and might be preferable when a complicated childbirth
is expected.
CTG reading is printed on paper and/or stored on a computer
for later reference. Use of CTG and a computer network, allows
continual remote surveillance: a single obstetrical
nurse, midwife, or obstetrician can watch the CTG traces of
multiple patients simultaneously, via a computer station. There
is a slight risk of infection for your baby when internal
monitoring is done.
This External Fetal Monitor (EFM) is non invasive & does
not pose risk for infection and enables the nurse to detect
signs of fetal distress. But it may not be able to detect short
term variability, fetal and maternal movement may interfere
continuous monitoring .Internal measurement is more precise,
and might be preferable when a complicated childbirth is
expected .It is neither affected by fetal nor mother’s
movement. Moreover it provides accurate information
regarding variability. It requires a certain degree of cervical
dilatation. It involves higher risk of infection and a trained
practitioner must insert the electrode.
Fetal electrocardiogram: Monitoring the baby’s heart using
electrocardiography (ECG) plus cardiotocography (CTG)
during labor provides some modest help for mothers and
babies when continuous monitoring is needed.
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Strong uterine contractions during labor reduce the flow of
maternal blood to the placenta. The umbilical cord may also
be compressed during labor, especially if the membranes are
ruptured. Usually the baby has sufficient reserve to
withstand this effect but some may become distressed.
Electronic heart monitoring may be suggested if the doctors
think the baby is not getting enough oxygen during labor.
Two different methods may be used. CTG measures the
baby’s heart rate together with the mother’s uterine
contractions. An ECG measures the heart’s electrical activity
and the pattern of the heart beats. This involves an electrode
being passed through the woman’s cervix and attached to
the baby’s head.
The major disadvantage of Abdominal FECG is that the
acquisition of the FECG cannot be guaranteed, and often
has a very low signal to noise ratio (SNR). Its advantage is
that it is totally non-invasive, has relatively low power
requirements and can be used over extended (e.g 24 hours).
Finally, the method additionally allows the maternal heart
rate (MHR) to be recorded [4].
Fetal magnetocardiography: Fetal magnetocardiography
uses the magnetic field over the abdomen of a pregnant
woman and is measured in order to retrieve information on
the electrical activity of the fetal heart. The fetal MCG shows
the typical features of an ECG. The fetal MCG is a weak
signal, therefore sensitive sensors are needed and
disturbances, such as fluctuations of the earth’s magnetic
field and the fields generated by electrical devices and powerlines have to be reduced.. Fetal magnetocardiography (MCG)
can be used for the detection and classification of
Tarrhythmias [5] and the study of congenital heart diseases.
Though other techniques do exist (fetal ECG, ultrasound),
they either do not provide information about the
electrophysiology of the fetal heart, the reliability is low, or
they have a low resolution making it difficult to apply them
for certain clinical applications.
The simultaneous depolarization of many heart cells cause
currents in the tissues surrounding the fetal heart. As the
conductivity of the amniotic fluid is higher than of the other
tissues, currents are constrained within the uterus. The small
part of the volume currents that reach the surface of the
abdomen give rise to potential differences at the abdominal
surface. A measurement of the potential difference between
two electrodes attached to the maternal abdomen is called a
fetal electrocardiogram.
A fetal ECG thence reflects the fetal heart activity. Care is
required to reduce disturbances, such as fluctuations of the
earth’s magnetic field and the magnetic fields generated by
electrical devices and power-lines.
Fetal magnetocardiography is used as it is a diagnostic tool
for arrhythmias and congenital heart diseases.
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Doppler ultrasound, ultrasound M-mode analysis, fetal
electrocardiography, and fetal magnetocardiography are
methods by which the fetal heart can be monitored noninvasively. In this paper, they are evaluated and compared.
Customarily, it is solely the fetal heart rate, which is monitored
using the Doppler ultrasound technique since it is both simple
to use and cheap. However, this method inherently produces
an averaged heart rate and therefore cannot give the beat-tobeat variability. Fetal electrocardiography has similar
advantages, but in addition offers the potential for monitoring
beat-to-beat variability and performing electrocardiogram
morphological analysis. Its disadvantage is that its reliability
is only 60%, although it is the only technique that offers
truly long-term ambulatory monitoring. Ultrasound M-mode
analysis allows a estimation of atrial and ventricular
coordination, as well as an estimation of PR intervals.
Bradycardias, supraventricular tachycardias, extra systoles
are readily diagnosed using this method although timing will
be inaccurate. Fetal magneto cardiograms can be detected
reliably and used for accurate beat-to-beat measurements
and morphological analysis. Consequently, they can be used
for the classification of arrhythmias and the diagnosis of a
long QT syndrome and some congenital heart diseases [6].
Fetal Phonography: Fetal monitoring using phonography
involves the transcription and analysis of vibrations
originating in the fetus. This technique has the potential to
address the shortcomings of existing fetal monitoring
systems. Firstly, fetal phonography is inherently safe.
Secondly, it can be used for surveillance of additional
modalities to the fetal heart rate and thirdly it is likely that
phonography can be implemented in a low cost monitoring
system. The lack of success of phonographic monitoring
systems is attributed to inappropriate transducer design;
typically the transducers used for fetal heart monitoring were
variants of those used for adults.
The important features that distinguish phonography from
ultrasonography and fetal electrocardiography are:
The latest phonography transducers are able to sense fetal
vibrations over a wide frequency range and therefore can
record a range of fetal activities [Cohen 1989, Colley et al.1986].
Phonography is non-invasive, imparts no energy to the fetus
and therefore is inherently safe for long term monitoring.
The latest phonography transducers are sufficiently sensitive
that fetal activity can still be recorded after the position of
the fetus, relative to the transducer, has changed. This is in
direct contrast to Doppler ultrasound systems for which fetal
movements must be tracked. In this respect, modern
phonographic systems may have a reduced requirement for
skilled operators. The latest phonographic techniques have
the capability for long term simultaneous monitoring of a
range of fetal activities. This ensures that potentially,
phonography has an important role in fetal health care.
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The advantages are:
i) Low risks and reduced requirement for operator attendance
permit long term monitoring using phonography.
ii) The estimation of several fetal activities using
phonography may be used to create a phonographic
biophysical profile. This is likely to promote more accurate
diagnoses of fetal state.
iii) The low operating and likely equipment costs dispose
the technique to a large population survey. Such a survey
would enable normal activity patterns to be characterized.
Implantable devices: Today there are implantable medical
devices for many different purposes which include joint
replacement, spinal implants, cardiac devices, devices for
enhancing eyesight, cochlear implants, medical devices that
release medication at regular intervals, control internal
organs such as bladder and diaphragm stimulators etc. These
devices will also send vital information back to doctors who
will be able to use these readings .All of these devices are
used to help treat existing medical conditions or monitor a
person’s health over a period of time. The majority of these
devices are incredibly small and are fitted under general
anaesthetic and will remain in situ for many months or even
years.
Implantable medical devices can be categorised as passive
or active devices. Most passive implants are structural
devices such as artificial joints, vascular grafts and artificial
valves. On the other hand, active implantable devices require
power to replace or augment an organ’s function or treat
associated disease. In order to remove these devices a further
surgical procedure is required. Examples of active implantable
medical devices include: cardiac defibrillators, cardiac assist
pumps, cardiac stimulators or pacemakers, drug infusion
pumps that are implantable, neurological stimulators which
act as pain relief devices etc.
Using implants is often preferential to devices that are outside
of the body as these can often make leading a normal life
quite difficult for a person who is using them. Some of the
advantages of externally powered implants are continuous
availability of high levels of power to the implant, ability to
control and interrogate the implantable device with the
external device using the same RF link, lifetime and shelf life
of the implant are no restricted by the battery.
Disadvantages are dependence on patient compliance ,need
for back-up power, need for accurate positioning of the
external device, maintenance of external device and batteries,
possible RF interference ,heating of the tissue by transmitted
RF power, low cosmetic acceptance and risk of infection.
There are considerable chances of device getting malfunctioned. Cost involved are very high ranging from $4,500
- $22,200 and above depending upon the application and
quality.
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The above mentioned conventional techniques are applied
to measure the vital signs from out of the mother’s body, it is
difficult to distinguish the vital signs of foetus from those of
mother. Since foetus is in utero, these methods are
inapplicable and it is difficult to measure the vital signs at
and after the surgery. Implantable systems enable to bring
the sensors closer to the foetus, the vital signs are directly
measured. Some fatal diseases like TTTS (Twin to Twin
transfusion syndrome) and CDH (Congenital diaphragmatic
hernia) cause some considerable disabilities after birth.
Prenatal therapy has been introduced to avoid these
disabilities [7].
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capsule has three main functions, monitoring vital signs,
transmitting the vital signs, and receiving energy for driving
the capsule without wires. The figure below shows the
schematic of implantable telemetry capsule.
A prototype of the implantable telemetry capsule consisted
of a sensor, FM transmitter, Power supply. The capsule was
driven intermittently by induced electromotive force .The
size of the capsule was 60 mm × 24 mm × 15 mm. The capsule
is waterproof. The heartbeat signals were measured and
transmitted after being filtered and amplified and received
by FM receiver.

Twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS), is a complication
of disproportionate blood supply, resulting in high morbidity
and mortality. It can affect monochorionic multiples, that is
multiple pregnancies where two or more fetuses share
a chorion and hence a single placenta.
TTTS occurs when blood moves from one twin to the other.
The twin that loses the blood is called the donor twin. The
twin that receives the blood is called the recipient twin.
Both infants may have problems depending on the severity
of the transfusion. The donor twin may have too little blood,
and the other may have too much blood. The donor twin may
need a blood transfusion, while the recipient twin may need
to have the amount of blood in his or her body reduced.
Twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS) is a rare condition
that occurs only in identical twins while they are in the womb.
Severe TTTS has a 60–100% mortality rate [8].
TTTS occurs in approximately 5.5–17.5% of
all monochorionic pregnancies [9]. Based on 2003 CDC data,
the theoretical incidence of TTTS would be 1.38 to 1.86 cases
in every 1,000 live births or an estimated near 7,500 cases
each year in the United States [9].
Congenital diaphragmatic hernia is a congenital malformation
of the diaphragm. Congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) is
a birth defect occurring because the diaphragm, a flat muscle
separating the chest from the abdomen, it is not completely
formed. Since there is a whole in this structure, the organs in
the abdomen (stomach, bowels, liver) may ascend to the
chest, thereby compressing the lungs and preventing their
normal development, in a condition called in medicine
pulmonary hypoplasia. It is a major cause of death. Its
mortality rate is 40-60 % [10].
Implantable telemetry systems are those system which are
inserted or grafted into intact tissues or body cavity that
allows to transmit remote information like biological or
physiological data from a remote location .It commonly refers
to wireless data transfer mechanisms.
An implantable telemetry capsule [11] is a device for
monitoring heartbeat and arterial oxygen saturation. The

Fig 3: Schematic of the implantable telemetry capsule.
Implantable sensor: The sensor consisted of LEDs, a control
circuit for LEDs and a photodiode. Two wavelengths of LEDs
were used, one was in visible range red and the other was
infrared. Deoxygenated haemoglobin has absorption of
around 660 nm (red) and oxygenated haemoglobin has higher
absorption at 910 nm (infrared) [12].The LEDs were alternately
turned on for 3 seconds by the control circuit. The reflection
from the measurement object was detected by the
photodiode. The heartbeat was obtained as the reflection.
The arterial oxygen saturation was calculated from the
amplitudes of the heartbeat at each wavelength. The signals
were transmitted after being filtered and amplified in the
capsule.
FM Transmitter: With reduced size and smaller signal
attenuation in human body are needed for implantable
systems. The size of a transmitter is determined by the size
of its antenna. The size of a common linear antenna is about
a quarter of its operating wavelength. The frequency used
in transmission becomes GHz range since higher frequencies,
which mean shorter wavelengths, are suitable for miniaturized
devices. However, higher frequency results in larger
attenuation in human body. Here a 80 MHz transmitter was
fabricated using a coil-based antenna since coil-based
antenna can be miniaturized. The coil-based antenna
consisted of a coil and two capacitors. The impedance and
the frequency of the antenna were tuned by changing the
values of two capacitors.
The signals from the transmitter were received with an FM
receiver. The receiver was fabricated to behave most
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efficiently at low frequency 0.5-20Hz, which is the range of
the vital signs.
Power supply: Once the capsule was implanted, replacing
the battery is very difficult. Wireless power supply system
using induced emf is used .The amount of the power obtained
by wireless system was very small. Hence, the capsule was
driven intermittently. A rechargeable battery for power supply
was used. When the battery ran down, it was charged using
induced electromotive force. This method needed no battery
change.
The power supply consisted of a receiver of the electrical
power, a rectifier circuit, a rechargeable battery, a monitoring
circuit for the voltage of the battery, and a voltage regulator.
The receiver of the electrical power consisted of a coil and a
capacitor. The operating frequency of the receiver was tuned
about 100 kHz, which was the frequency of the applied
alternating magnetic field. An alternating magnetic field was
generated with a coil of 60 mm in diameter. When the capsule
was put in an alternating magnetic field, electromotive force
was induced in the coil. The electromotive force was stored
in the rechargeable battery after being rectified. A lithium
polymer battery was chosen that enabled to supply over
400 mA since the circuit of the capsule needs 100 mA current.
Voltage regulator was also used.
The circuit of the capsule was driven about 10 minutes by
charging the battery for 1 hour with this power supply system.
The procedure of the arterial oxygen saturation measurement
study took about 10 seconds per 1 measurement.

Fig 5: Photograph of the prototype of the implantable
telemetry capsule
Demonstration: The heartbeat was measured from the middle
finger in water tank to confirm the behavior of the system in
body. The arterial absorbance of blood vessels of a middle
finger was measured .Since the human body consists of
almost water, water tank was used as a human model.
Experiments conducted showed that implantable capsule
enabled the measurement in water as well as in air.
Implantable devices have varied applications apart from
monitoring heart beat like improving the diagnostic utility of
pH monitoring, drug delivery, and collection of tissue/fluid
samples. These are used to study the fetal oxygenation with
regard to maternal position and position changes during
labor.
3. CONCLUSION: This paper mainly presents two key
contributions:
(i) Study of various methodologies for fetal monitoring during
pregnancy.
(ii) Brief description of implantable telemetry capsule for
monitoring heart beat and arterial oxygen.
The advantages and limitations of each technique is
discussed. Implantable telemetry capsule with FM transmitter
and power supply, allows for greater patient comfort and
mobility as well as greater convenience to the clinical staff .
The capsule can be made much smaller by bare die and micro
electro mechanical systems (MEMS) sensors.
Depending on the level of compensation and calibration of
the die as well as the type of pack-aging, the average price of
MEMS pressure sensors ranges at present from several
dollars to several tens of dollars for high-value industrial

Fig 4. (A) Photograph of experimental setup
(B) Overview of the experiment

The above discussed methods can be invasive or non
invasive. Fetal stethoscope has very limited functionalities
with less accuracy. It is the easiest technique to immediately
determine the fetal distress .Fetal oximeter and stethoscope
can be used at home apart from clinic. Telemetry monitoring
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is similar to electronic fetal monitoring. The only difference
is the mobility is not limited. The current area of research is
implantable devices and electronic fetal monitoring which
holds an optimistic future. The increasing use of fetal
monitoring seems to have had a marked effect on perinatal
mortality.
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Running title: Sperm function tests and male infertility
Abstract: Back ground and objectives: Male factors alone constitute 40-50% of all cases of infertility. In most of
the infertility centers clinical diagnosis of male infertility involves physical and microscopic examination followed by
hormonal analysis. While at some of the clinics transrectal ultrasound scanning is also practiced. Accordingly the
treatment is provided for few months and if found futile assisted reproductive technique like in-vitro fertilization is
recommended and performed. The poor functional status of the spermatozoa which is not analyzed along with the
conventional analysis could affect the success rate during in-vitro fertilization. Here an attempt has been made to
assess the quality of semen through sperm function tests in the view of studying the extent of damage in semen
profile among different types of infertility diagnosed.
Methods: In the present study 75 infertile men and 75 men with proven fertility were employed. Semen samples
were collected after 3 days abstinence period. Physical and microscopic examination was carried out in semen of all
the men. Vitality test was carried out by eosin-nigrosin technique. This was followed by sperm function tests i,e.,
acrosomal intactness test, hypo-osmotic swelling test and nuclear chromatin decondensation test. Values were
recorded and subjected for statistical analysis.
Results: In this pilot study eight different infertile conditions were observed of which azoospermia was found to be
predominant. Oligoasthenoteratozoospermia and astheno teratozoospermia are the least reported condition in this
study. Barring azoospermia all the infertile conditions showed varied response to sperm function tests.
Conclusion: Among the 75 infertile cases analysed the sperm function tests revealed abnormal conditions. Therefore
apart from conventional semen analysis sperm function tests are very important to assess the quality of sperm for
further treatment and intervention.
Key words: Infertility, semen analysis, sperm function tests
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Introduction: Male Infertility has major health, economic,
and psychosocial consequences across the globe. Infertility
affects about 15% of couples during their reproductive age,
and male-related factors play a role in approximately half of
these cases (1). Around 35 to 40 percent of infertile couples
are unable to conceive because of a problem with the male
reproductive system (3). A thorough assessment of the male
partner is essential but nevertheless often overlooked. Based
on the preliminary analysis, hormonal analysis and transrectal ultrasound scanning, the treatment is provided for few
months and if found futile assisted reproductive techniques
in-vitro fertilization (IVF) are recommended and performed.
The poor functional status of the spermatozoa which is not
analysed along with the conventional analysis could affect
the success rate during IVF. Semen analysis is the initial and
most essential step for the evaluation of infertility. Physical
examination and microscopic examination are considered as
a cornerstone of laboratory evaluation in infertile males and
helps to define the severity of male factor involved in
infertility (4). The conventional analysis of infertility generally
follows evaluation of semen profile, reproductive hormones
and transrectal ultrasound scanning. Though sperm function
tests are very important in evaluating male infertility it is not
considered by many andrologists. Function test studies
should be included along with routine analysis. In this view
the present study was conducted to emphasis the importance
of sperm function tests, a cost effective and better method of
evaluating male infertility along with conventional semen
analysis.
Methods:The study was conducted upon 75 infertile men
who had visited Mediwave IVF and fertility research centre
at Mysore for fertility assistance. A total of 75 males where
the female partner conceived within one year of marriage
without any medical assistance were recruited as control
group. Ethical clearance was approved by the institutional
ethical clearance committee of the University of Mysore,
concerned hospitals and IVF centers. Both infertile and
control males were interviewed to collect information about
family history, medical history, reproductive history, presence
or absence of consanguinity in the family, and parental
diseases. The semen samples were collected from the patients
as well as the control group through masturbation after 3-5
days of ejaculatory abstinence. The samples were collected
in a sterile plastic container in a room specially provided for
this purpose according to WHO protocol (5). Informed
consent letters were taken from the participants before
including them in this study.
The collected semen sample was allowed to liquefy at 37°C
for 30 minutes and analyzed within 1 hour of collection.
Physical examination such as liquefaction time, colour, odour,
pH and viscosity were recorded after the liquefaction. Basic
microscopic examination was carried out to record the count,
density, motility and morphology of the sperm according to
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WHO protocol (5). Functional capacity of the sperms were
examined by sperm function tests through hypo-osmotic
swelling test (HOS) to assess the intactness of plasma
membrane, nuclear chromatin decondensation test (NCD) to
analyse the status of sperm nuclear chromatin(6) and
acrosome intactness test (AIT) (7) to check the acrosomal
status.
Results: Our preliminary finding shows eight different
infertile conditions, which includes azoospermia (35.61%)
observed to be predominant, followed by oligozoospermia
(20%), oligoasthenozoospermia (OAT) (13.69%),
asthenozoospermia (6.8%), teratozoospermia (6.8%) and
ejaculation dysfunction (5.4%) (Table 1). Spermiogram of
the infertile men studied is also shown in the table. Results
of sperm function tests for all the cases are depicted in the
table 2. Except asthenoteratozoospermia (76.5±3.5) and
oligoteratozoospermia (70.0±6.5) all other variants of
infertility showed decreased value for NCD with
oligoasthenozoospermia showing the least value (53.3±7.7).
OAT was found to be the only condition that satisfies the
normal values for HOS test. Asthenospermia,
teratozoospermia and asthenoteratozoospermia also shows
values above the normal level but again the range may show
marked variation with the rise in the sample number. OAT
and teratozoospermia shows lower values for acrosomal
intactness test. Significant low value was only observed in
OAT condition. The results of sperm function test of the
control group are presented in table 2. Figure 1, 2 and 3
represent the response of sperms for acrosomal intactness,
hypo-osmotic swelling and nuclear chromatin decondesation
tests. Student t-test was applied to find out the statistical
significance of sperm function tests between controls and
infertile group. Probability values are significant for all the
tests indicate the importance of sperm function tests in male
infertility evaluation (Table 3).
Discussion: In this study AIT is carried out to check the
activity of the acrosomal enzymes which play a major role in
fertilization of the oocyte. Low sperm acrosome integrity
has been observed in several infertile conditions (8). AIT
assists us in assessing sperm fertilizing ability and its reaction
with zona pellucida. Exocytosis of sperm acrosomal contents
is an important prerequisite for penetration of Zona Pellucida.
The activity of the acrosomal enzymes is determined by the
intact status of acrosome. Intact acrosome prevents loss of
acrosomal enzymatic activity during acrosomal reaction in
female genital tract prior to fertilization (9).
Absence of acrosome reaction implies poor prognosis for
fertilization. In our study apart from oligospermia,
oligoteratospermia and asthenoteratospermia all other
conditions identified show decreased value for Acrosome
intactness test. This indicates that the absence or defects in
acrosomal enzymes could be a major cause for infertility
where the sperm fails to fertilize the oocyte.
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Another important test HOS is aimed to determine the plasma
membrane intactness of the spermatozoa. Strong correlation
exists between the incidence of spermatozoa showing a
positive HOS reaction and those showing a good incidence
of IVF (10). The normal spermatozoan membrane is the
prerequisite for the specialized cell-to-cell communications
and cell-to-cell binding. Membrane defects in the
spermatozoa which could be the cause of defective membrane
functions in the embryo leading to miscarriages. Intact
membrane is essential for progressive motility which is very
essential for the sperms to pass through the vaginal mucus
(11). In our analysis oligospermia and oligoteratospermia
showed significant low values when compared to normal
range.
The primary role of the sperm cell is to deliver paternal DNA
and its associated factors to the oocyte for effective
fertilization and embryo development. The integrity of sperm
DNA is a keystone of reproductive success. DNA-damaged
sperm can form pronuclei at fertilization but may not allow
the normal embryo development (12). Nuclear chromatin of
the spermatozoan is in a highly condensed state prior to
fertilization. In-vivo decondensation occurs in the ooplasm
and is essential for successful fertilization and the formation
of male pronucleus which fuses with the egg nucleus leading
to the formation of the zygote (13). Sperm DNA integrity is
poorer in those couples whose natural pregnancy resulted
in miscarriage as compared to that of the highly fertile couples
(14). In our analysis OAT and oligoasthenospermic condition
recorded very low values when compared to normal range.
Conclusion: From the preliminary data obtained through
our study it is evident that sperm function tests enhance the
spermiogram details. Apart from the routine physical and
microscopic examination, analysis of sperm function tests
plays a vital role to evaluate the complete sperm profile.
Further, it will be a cost effective and precise diagnostic tool
to assess sperm-fertilizing potential at the initial stage to
evaluate male fertility rates.
This if diagnosed earlier and if found to be of very poor
quality, effective and personalized treatments can be provided
to improve the quality of sperms. Thus the chances of
improving the fertility status of the individual are better
instead of directly suggesting assisted reproductive
technique or using donor sperms. Thus sperm function tests
which are simple and cost effective can help precise diagnosis
and correct treatment at the earliest.
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Figure 2: Response of sperms for Hypo-osmotic swelling
(HOT). Normal sperms show bent tails, abnormal sperms show
straight tails [Black Arrow - positive response for HOS test
(bent tail), White Arrow- Negative for HOS test (straight
tail)].

fertilization and intracytoplamic sperm injection cycles.
Fertil Steril 81, 1289–1295.
Figure Legend
Figure 1: Response of sperms for Acrosomal intactness test
(AIT). Halos in the sperm head indicated normal sperm
acrosome and absence of halos indicates absences or
inactivation of acrosomal enzymes (A- Negative response
for (AIT), B- Minimal response to AIT, C-Positive response
for AIT).

Figure 3: Response of sperms for Nuclear Chromatin
Decondensation test (NCD). Normal sperm head is enlarged,
condensed heads indicates no chromatin decondensation
(Black Arrow - positive response for NCD test White ArrowNegative for NCD test).

Table 1: Results of routine semen analysis in infertile and control subjects.
Sl.
No. Conditions

No. of
cases

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

15
5
5
10
4
2
26
2
1
5
75

Oligozoospermia
Asthenozoospermia
Teratozoospermia
Oligoasthenozoospermia
Oligoteratozoospermia
Asthenoteratazoospermia
Azoospermia
Oligoastheno teratazoospermia
Normozoospermia(idiopathic)
Ejaculatory dysfunction
Control

SpermCount
(mean±S.E)
(>20million/
ejaculate)
12.8±1.3
41.4±2.5
60.5±10.9
10.9±1.6
10±3.6
27.6±0.2
16.7±3.2
72.33
68.1±1.06

pH
(mean±S.E)
(7.8-8.0)

Vitality
(mean±S.E)
(>75%)

7.9±0.07
8.04±0.09
8.3±0.09
8.2±0.03
8±0.1
8.5±0.1
8.1±0.04
8.3±0.14
8
7.9±0.03

59.38±3.9
63.4±7.2
64±9.5
57±7.0
41.6±7.2
80±5
53±3
77
76±5.3

Motility
Volume
(mean±S.E) (mean±S.E)
(>50%)
(1.5-4.5 ml/
ejaculate)
56.4±3.4
2.03±0.3
27.2±7.2
3.1±1.2
59±4.5
1.9±0.2
21±4.2
2.18±0.5
53.3±3.5
2.85±0.3
32.5±2.5
2.65±1.8
2.12±0.34
3±2.8
3±0.5
64.5
2.7
60±2.6
2.86±0.10

Table 2: Sperm function tests in different infertile conditions.
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Conditions
Oligozoospermia
Asthenozoospermia
Teratozoospermia
Oligoashtenozoospermia
Oligoteratozoospermia
Asthenoteratazoospermia
Azoospermia
Oligoastheno teratozoospermia
Normozoospermia(idiopathic)
Ejaculatory dysfunction
Control

NCD(Normal range>70)
64.9±2.6
65.8±10.5
64.4±8.6
53.3±7.7
70.0±6.5
76.5±3.5
60±0
62
83.5±12

HOS(Normal range> 60)
53.6±4.7
64.8±6.8
62.0±6.8
58.3±8.7
48.7±6.5
61.0±8.5
80±0
72
68.5±1.5

AIT(Normalrange >50)
57.0±3.6
49.8±6.8
40.2±6.3
40.0±6.1
58.7±7.0
60.5±8.5
28±17.8
55
62.3±1.6

NCD- Nuclear chromatin decondensation, HOS- Hypo-osmotic swelling, AIT- Acrosomal intactness test
Table 3: Distribution of different sperm function tests in infertile cases and controls with Student’s t- test.
Sperm function test Condition
NCD
Infertile
Control
HOS
Infertile
Control
AIT
Infertile
Control

Mean and Standard deviation
62.22±18.81
84.06±2.79
53.34±16.7
71.18±4.5
46.68±17.7
63.4±12.9

P value
0.0001*
0.0001*
0.0001*

* p value is significant
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Classification models are supervised learning methods used for predicting the value of a categorical target attribute.
These models use a set of examples, called the training set, to learn to predict the target class of a future example
whose class is unknown. The development of learning algorithms capable of learning from past experience is an
important step in emulating inductive learning in humans. Classification finds application in many domains, of which
selection of customers for a marketing campaign, fraud detection, diagnosis of diseases, image recognition, and
spam e-mail filtering are justa few examples. In this paper, we present a comparative study ofthe application of the
Naïve Bayes and k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) classification methods to the problem of screening candidates for a
vacant position in an organization. The observable attributes of a candidate profile are first established. In the training
phase, a training set of example profiles is used for learning the classification rulesof the organization. In the test
phase, the accuracy of the classification model is assessed by classifying example profiles not included in the
training set, but for which the target class is already known. In the prediction phase, a profile whose target class is
not known is classified. We present the results of the comparison ofthe Naive Bayes method with the kNN method.
1. Introduction: Classification models are supervised learning
methods and are often used for predicting the value of a
categorical target attribute[1]. For example, given a set of
symptoms for a patient, a classifier predicts the disease that
the patient is most likely suffering from. Starting from a set of
past observations whose target class is known, classification
models are used to generate a scheme by which the target
class of future examples can be predicted.
Classification is an important topic in learning theory due to
its theoretical implications and the large number of domains
where it can be successfully applied. The development of
algorithms capable of learning from past experience represents
a fundamental step towards emulating the inductive
capabilities of humans.
The opportunities presented by classification extends into
many different application domains: the selection of target
customers for a marketing campaign, fraud detection, image
recognition, early diagnosis of diseases, text cataloguing,
and spam email detection are just a few examples of real world
problems that can be formulated in terms of the classification
paradigm.
One such practical application of classification is the selection
of candidates from a pool of resumes to be called for further
testing and interviews. Typically, an organization that needs
to recruit employees advertises the job openings in
newspapers, radio, TV, Internet, and other media. In response
to the advertisement, interested candidates send their
resumes to the organization. The task of the Human Resources
department is to screen the resumes based on set of criteria
and shortlist the candidates to be called for testing and
interviews.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss the basics of two classification models, namely the
Naive Bayes and k-Nearest Neighbors methods, which are

two of the most popular data mining algorithms. In Section
3, we discuss the application of the two methods to the
problem of screening candidates based on a set of attributes.
In Section 4, we present the results of the comparison study.
Section 5 contains conclusions and discussion of future
work.
2. Classification Models
2.1 Basic Concepts: In a classification problem, there is a
dataset Š consisting of m observations described in terms of
n explanatory attributes and a target categorical attribute.
The explanatory attributes are also called predictive variables.
The target attribute is also called a class or label, and the
observations are also termed examples or instances. The
target variable for classification models takes a finite number
of values. In particular, the case where the observations
belong to one of only two classes is called a binary
classification problem. The purpose of a classification model
is to identify recurring relationships among observations
which describe the examples belonging to the same class.
These relationships are then converted into classification
rules which can be used to predict the class for observations
for which only the values of explanatory variables are known.
The rules may be of different forms depending on the type
of classification model used.
From a mathematical perspective, in a classification problem,
m known examples are given, consisting of pairs of (xi,yi), i ª
M, where xi is the vector of values taken by the n predictive
variables for the ith example and yi ª H = {v1,v2,…,vH} denotes
the target class. Each component xij of the vector xi is treated
as a realization of the random variable Xj representing an
attribute aj in the dataset Š. In a binary classification problem,
H may be denoted by H = {-1,1} without loss of generality.
Let 1!be a class of functions f(xi) : ”!n ¦!! called the hypotheses
that represent possible relationships between yi and xi. A
classification problem consists of defining an appropriate
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hypothesis space 1! and an algorithm AF such that AF
identifies a function f* ª 1! that can optimally describe the
relationship between the predictive variables and the target
class.
There are three components of a classification problem: a
generator of observations, a supervisor of the examples
according to an unknown probability distribution PX(x). For
each vector x of examples, the supervisor returns the value
of the target class according to a conditional distribution
PY|X(y|x) which is also unknown. A classification algorithm
AF, also called the classifierselects a function f* ª F in the
hypothesis space that minimizes a loss function.
The development of a classification model consists of three
main phases [1].
Training phase: During the training phase, the classification
algorithm is applied to the examples of the training set, which
is a subset of the dataset D This subset consists of
observations for which the target class is already known.
This allows the classifier to derive classification rules that
establish the correspondence between the target class y and
each observation x.
Test phase:During the test phase, the rules generated in the
training phase are used to classify observations of the dataset
D that are not included in the training set and for which the
target class is already known. The accuracy of the
classification model is assessed by comparing the predicted
class for each example in the test set with the actual class of
the example. The training set and test set must be disjoint to
avoid an overestimate of the model accuracy.
Prediction phase:In the prediction phase, the classifier is
used to predict the class of an observation for which the
target class is not known. This phase thus represents the
use of the classification model to assign the target class to
new observations in the future.
Figure 1 shows the logical flow of the learning process
for a classification algorithm.

Training

Rules
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Classification models may be divided into four broad
categories. Heuristic models make use of classification
algorithms that are simple and intuitive. These include
nearest neighbor methods and classification trees. Separation
models divide the attribute space ”!n into H disjoint regions,
{S1,S2,…,SH}, separating the observations based on the target
class, so that observations in region SH are assigned to
class y i = v H. In general, it is difficult to divide the
observations exactly into a set of simple regions. Hence, a
loss function is defined to take into account the points
that are not classified correctly, and an optimization
problem is solved to arrive at a subdivision into regions
that minimizes the loss. Discriminant analysis, perceptron
methods, neural networks, and support vector machines are
some of the most popular separation methods.Regression
models make an explicit assumption regarding the
functional form of the conditional probabilities
Py|x(y|x)which correspond to the assignment of the target
class by the supervisor. Linear regression assumes a linear
relationship exists between the dependent variable and
the predictors. Logistic regression is an extension of linear
regression to handle binary classification problems. In
probabilistic models, a hypothesis is formulated regarding
the functional form of the conditional probabilities
Px|y(x|y) of the observations, given the target class, known
as class-conditional probabilities. Next, based on the
estimate of the prior probabilities Py(y) and Bayes’ Theorem,
the posterior probabilities of the target class Py|x(y|x) can
be calculated. Naive Bayes and Bayesian Networks are
popular families of probabilistic methods.
2.2 Evaluation of Classification Models
Alternative classification models for a classification
problem can be evaluated using several criteria. In this
paper, we use a method of confusion matrices to evaluate
the two classification models, Naive Bayes and k-Nearest
Neighbors, which are used in problem of screening
candidates, as mentioned in Section 1. We assume that
the values taken by the target class are {-1,1}. We can
consider a 2 X 2 matrix whose rows correspond to the
observed values and whose columns denote the values
predicted by the classification model, as shown in Table 1
below
Predicted
-1
+1
Observed -1 p (tn)
q (fp)
+1
u (fn)
v (tp)

The accuracy of a classifier is given by:
Knowledge

Figure 1: Phases of the learning process for
classification algorithms

The true positives rate, also known as recall, is defined
as:
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The false positives rate is defined as:

The precision is defined as:

The F-measure is defined as:

2.3 Naive Bayes Classification Model
The Bayesian model calculates , the posterior probability of
a specific target class Py|x(y|x), given an observation x, by
means of Bayes’ Theorem, using the prior probability of class
y, P(y) and the conditional probabilities P(x|y), which are
computed in the training phase. Consider an observation
xwhose class variable y may take H distinct values,
{v1,v2,…,vH}. We can use Bayes’ Theorem to calculate the
posterior probability P(y|x), the probability that the
observation x belongs to class y:

To classify an observation x, the Bayes’ classifier applies
the principle of maximum a posteriori hypothesis (MAP),
which involves calculating the posterior probability P(y|x)
for all classes y and assigning the observation x to the
class which has the maximum value P(y|x). The prior
probabilities P(y) can be estimated using the frequencies
m h with which each class appears in the
mh/m.
dataset.
The sample estimate of the conditional probabilities P(x|y)
cannot be obtained in practice due to the computational
complexity and the huge number of sample observations
that it would require. To overcome this difficulty, we use
the Naive Bayes classifier which we describe below.
Naive Bayes classifiers are based on the assumption that
the explanatory variables in the observation x are all
conditionally independent for a given target class. This
assumption allows us to express P(x|y) as:
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Empirical comparisons showing the effectiveness of the
Naive Bayes method are found in [2] and a comparative
assessment is found in [3].
2.4 k-Nearest Neighbors Classification Model
The k-Nearest Neighbors classification model or the kNN
model finds a group of k observations in the training set
that are closest to the test example, and bases the
assignment of the target class on the predominance of a
particular class in this neighborhood. The kNN method is
an example of a lazy learning technique. It waits until the
query arrives to generalize beyond the training data.
Although it is easy to understand and implement, it
performs well in many situations. A well-known result by
Cover and Hart[4] shows that the classification error of
the nearest neighbor rule is bounded above by twice the
optimal Bayes error under certain reasonable assumptions.
The error of the general kNN method asymptotically
approaches the Bayes error and can be used to approximate
it.
Given a training dataset D and a test observation x, whose
target class is unknown, the kNN algorithm computes the
distance between x and all training examples to determine
the list of its k nearest neighbors. It then assigns a class to
x by taking the majority of the nearest neighbors. The value
of k must be chosen carefully. If k is too small, the result
can be sensitive to noise points. If k is too large, then the
neighborhood may include too many points from other
classes. The choice of the distance measure is another
important consideration. Consider two observations x and
y with n attributes. The Euclidean distance between the
two points is given by:

The Manhattan distance is given by:

3 Application of the two classification models to candidate
screening
Candidate screening is an important step in many
applications. For example, the human resources department
of an organization may screen candidate resumes to arrive at

The probabilities P(x j|y) can be estimated using the
examples from the training set. P(xj=v|y) is calculated as
the ratio of the number of instances of class y for which the
attribute xj takes the value v to the total number of instances
of the class y in the dataset.

a list of candidates who are to be called for a written test and
interview. Companies often receive thousands of resumes
for each job posting and dedicated screeners shortlist
qualified candidates. Decision support tools can help in
improving the efficiency of shortlisting process [5]. Another
application is the selection of customers from a list who are
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most likely to buy a certain product. In such cases, a candidate
would have a set of attributes, such as qualifications,
experience, proficiency in required skills, etc. The training
set would consist of candidates with their attributes and the
decision on whether each candidate is selected for the next
round, which is the target class. The classifier learns the
classification rules that establish the correspondence
between the target class and each candidate. In the test phase,
candidates for whom the class is known and who were not
included in the training set are classified as selected or not
by the classifier. This allows us to assess the accuracy of the

Figure 2: ROC curves for Naive Bayes and kNN classifiers

classifier. In the prediction phase, the classifier is used to
classify one or more candidates whose target class is not
known.
We have used seven attributes to describe a candidate. The
first attribute is qualifications and it can take values 1 (low),
2 (medium), and 3 (high). The second attribute is experience
and it can also take 3 values. The next five attributes are
related to different skill sets that the candidate may possess.
Each skill attribute can take values from 1 to 5, where 1
indicates little or no proficiency in the skill set and 5 indicates
the highest possible skill level. The target class value will be
either a -1, which indicates the candidate is not selected, or a
1, which indicates the candidate is selected.
4. Results: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) [6]
curve charts allow the user to evaluate the accuracy of a
classifier. An ROC chart is a plot with the false positive rate
on the horizontal axis and the true positive rate on the vertical
axis. The point (0,1) represents the ideal classifier which
makes no error, since the false positive rate is 0 and the true
positive is 1. The point (0,0) is the classifier that predicts the
class -1 for all observations, while the point (1,1) is a classifier
that predicts the class +1 for all observations.
Figure 2 shows the ROC curves for the Naive Bayes and
kNN classifiers applied to the problem of candidate screening
described in Section 3. The area under the ROC curve gives
an indication of the accuracy of the classifier. The classifier
which corresponds to the greatest area is preferable. In the
case of candidate screening, it is seen that the Naive Bayes
classifier, which is associated with the greater of the two
areas, is preferable.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented two classification models for screening
candidates, the Naive Bayes and k-Nearest Neighbors
classifiers. It is found that the Naive Bayes classifier performs
better than the kNN classifier. The use of such classifiers
helps improve the efficiency of the screening process. Further
research can be done on comparing other classifiers, such
as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Neural Networks.
The work presented here can also be extended to rank
candidates and to assign candidates to the most suitable
job opening in an organization.
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India is now the 4th largest economy and it will take over Japan between 2012 and 2014 to become the 3rd largest
(Source: The Consuming Class, National Council of Applied Economic Research, 2002 ) which demands for additional
1,08,000 MW power generation to meet the growing economy needs. In Indian Situation (Dr S.K. Gupta, 9 Jan ’11,
Deminar 2011), of all power stations built in the next 3 years, 65% will be thermal power stations, utilising domestic
coal in 75% of them. Hence there is an urgent need for the effective utilisation of huge amount of waste generated
from Thermal power stations which otherwise demands for hectares of land for its disposal (Fig.1), a threat to public
health and ecology.
Infrastructure need world wide and hence in India is growing very fast and has led to the demand of large amount of
materials for constructions. Lot of research work is being carried out to use alternative materials for construction,
satisfying strength and performance criteria of structures. Substitution of raw materials / constituents with alternatives
is an important eco efficiency driver and is need of the hour. One such effort is in the use of huge amount of waste
generated from coal fired power plants as coal Ash in the construction industry.
While the use of Fly ash is generally considered to be a ‘win-win’ scenario in the manufacturing of Portland Cement
and many other applications, effective utilization of Pond Ash (Fig. 2) needs to be explored to leave virgin
aggregates for future generations. Pond Ash if used as an ingredient in concrete, a second largest consumed
material world wide (First is Water), helps to overcome the shortage of natural sand in the market, contributing to
sustainable construction.
This paper deals with the initial study on the suitability of Pond Ash (at different replacement levels) as constituent of
Concrete for structural work. The study on its engineering properties such as mechanical properties & durability
parameters were carried out using Pond Ash, a sustainable material in construction industry, to bring in environmental,
ecological & economic benefits and also to make the researchers “Socially Responsible”.(352 words)

Fig.1 Ash Pond – Wet Disposal of Coal Ash

Fig.2 Pond Ash

Related Quotes:
The term Sustainable Development was coined in 1987 in ‘The Brundtland Report’ as:
“Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs”.
“Fly Ash can become wealth generator. By making use of it for producing “green building”
materials, roads, agriculture etc., Full utilization of the generating stock will provide employment potential for three
hundred thousand people results in a business volume of Rs. 4000 crores”. – A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
Excerpt from Indian past President A.P.J. Abdul Kalam’s address to the Nation on the eve of the Country’s
56th Republic Day.
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Introduction: Concrete is a construction material composed
mainly of Cement, Fine Aggregate (Sand), Coarse Aggregate
(Jelly), Water and Admixture. River sand is the most
commonly used Fine aggregate in many parts of the world.
The huge demand for concrete has made this natural resource
to get impoverished. On one side extraction of river sand in
excess has conspicuous environmental impacts, on the other
side, large quantity of coal ash is being produced everyday
in Thermal Power Plants, leading to many environmental
problems.
It is of prime importance to carry out research works on the
feasibility of using alternative materials like Pond Ash, a waste
byproduct and its suitability for potential utilization in
concrete constructions, contributing to sustainability and
reducing burden on environment. There is vast scope for the
study on material like Pond Ash as a constituent of concrete,
which can replace sand partially or fully as an alternative
construction material.
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Fig.3 Ash Pond

Fig.1 Sample Collection

Hence this experimental work is taken up to investigate the
feasibility of utilization of Pond Ash as partial replacement to
sand as Fine Aggregate in concrete so as to get the optimum
replacement level of Sand by Pond Ash.
Experimental Investigations & Procedures : The aim of
present is to determine the Engineering properties such as
Compressive Strength, Acid resistance, chloride Ion
Penetration resistance of M20 grade concrete as per relevant
codes of practice, replacing sand by Pond Ash partially by
12.5%, 25%, 37.5% and 50% so as to determine the optimum
percentage of replacement of fine aggregate (Natural River)
sand by Pond Ash, based on strength and durability
parameters.
Various steps involved in the experimental investigations
carried out are
i. Collection of samples from the sources – Mettur Thermal
Power Station.
ii. Charecterisation of materials used for the study.
iii. Mix design for M20 grade of concrete as per relevant
codes of practice, mixing of concrete and casting of specimen.
iv. Determination of Compressive Strength , Acid Resistance,
Resistance to chloride Ion Penetration.
v. Recording the test results and discussion followed by
conclusions based on test results.
Sample Collection and preparation - Pond Ash sample
collected(Fig.2 & 3) from Ash Pond (Fig.1 )of Mettur Thermal
Power Station (MTPS) was used for replacement of sand by
weight at 0%, 12.5%, 25%, 37.5% and 50% which partially
contributes to Fine Aggregate content of the concrete mix.
Specific gravity of Pond Ash is 2.07. Samples were collected
from Ash Pond at five different locations located at 200m
apart. The samples were dried thoroughly and mixed, before
conducting experimental investigations.

Fig. 2 Samples Pond Ash
at MTPS

Fig. 4 Fine Aggrgate (Sand)

Characterization of materials
A detailed experimental investigation was carried out on
various material considered for the study as
per relevant codes of practices. Characterization of Pond
Ash helps in assessing the extent of its suitability as fine
aggregate in terms of its physical, chemical, mineralogical &
morphological properties. Some of the engineering properties
are of particular interest when Pond Ash is used as an
aggregate in concrete, being very close to the range of
natural resources(2).
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Cement – Cement used was Ordinary Portland Cement - 53
grade (Birla 53) of 348.3kg/m 3 conforming to IS
12269:1987(Table1.1). Natural River sand (fig.4) conforming
to specification IS: 383-1970 (Zone – II) having specific gravity
of 2.63, Coarse aggregate (fig.5) of size 20mm passing (60%)
and 12.5mm passing (40%) conforming to specification IS
383:1970 (Table 1.2) and also to testing requirements as per IS 2386 Part I were used for the investigation.
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Sl.
No
1
2
3

4

Fig 5. Coarse Aggregate (20mm & 12.5 mm)

Fig 6 Chemical Admixtures

Clean potable water available in the laboratory as per IS4562000 was used for preparing concrete. The w/c ratio is the
key factor that determines the strength of concrete. Admixture
is added to the concrete mix to achieve the workability
required. The dosage is varied from 3ml/kg of cement to 12ml/
kg (0.3% to 1.2%) of cement to obtain the required slump.
Concrete mix of M20 is designed for 0.52 w/c ratio. As the
replacement level is increased workability is achieved by
increasing the dosage of admixture. Admixtures used was
Pozzolith 6897(Fig.6), from BASF Constructions Chemical Ltd.
Table 1.1: Properties of Cement
SI
No Test Conducted
1.
2.

3.

Requirements as per
Results IS:3812:2003
Part 1
Part 2
2.07
—
—

Specific Gravity
Fineness - Specific
surface in m2/kg by
Blaine’s Air-Permeab
ility method, min.
326
Soundness by
Autoclave Test
Expansion of
Specimens,
percent, (Max)
0.023

320

200

0.8

0.8

Residue on 45
micron sieve,
percent, (max)
Properties
Fineness
Soundness (by
Le Chatelier’s
method)
1. Initial Setting
Time
2. Final Setting
Time
Specific Gravity

32.9

334

50

As per IS12269Results 1987
2.5%
Shall not be more
10%
Not more than 10
1.00 mm mm
85 min

Not less than 30 min
Not more than 600
355 min min
3.15
——————

TABLE 1.2 - Physical Properties Coarse Aggregates
Sl.
Fine Ag Coarse aggregates
No
Properties
gregate 12.5mm 20mm
1
Loose Bulk
Density kg/m3
1442
1310.67 1299.12
2
Rodded Bulk
Density kg/m3
1682
1550.00 1460.67
3
Specific Gravity 2.63
2.62
2.68
Remark Sieve Analysis
Result
FM -2.71 Graded Well
Graded
Pond Ash - Sample of Pondash was analysed for its physical
properties (table 1.3) and chemical properties(Table1.4). It
has been observed from various studies that properties of
Pond Ash differ significantly according to the type and
source of coal, performance of generating facility, variation
in collection, disposal & storage methods, temperature of
coal burning, peak load demand in thermal stations [3] and
few other issues.
Table 1.3 - Physical Properties of Pond Ash from MTPS Mettur Thermal Power Station
SI.
Requirements as per
No Test Conducted
Results
IS:3812:2003
Pond Ash Part 1 Part 2
1 Specific Gravity
2.07
—
—
2 Fineness - Specific
surface in m2/kg by
Blaine’s AirPermeability
method, min.
326
320
200
3 Soundness by
Autoclave Test
Expansion of
Specimens,
percent, (Max)
0.023
0.8
0.8
4 Residue on 45
micron sieve,
percent, (max)
32.9
334
50
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Table 1.4 Chemical properties of Pond Ash (MTPS (Mettur Thermal Power Plant)
SI. Test Conducted
No

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Results

Silicon dioxide (Si02) plus aluminium
oxide (A1203) plus iron oxide (Fe203),
percent by mass, (Min)
92.86
Silicon dioxide (Si02), percent by
mass, (Min)
59
Magnesium oxide (MgO), percent
by mass, (Max)
0.90
Total sulphur as sulphur trioxide
(S03), percent by mass, (Max)
0.34
Loss on ignition, percent by mass,
(Max)
0.66

Requirements as per IS: 3812:2003
Part 1
Part 2
Siliceous
Calcareous
Siliceous
Calcareous
Pulverized Fuel Pulverized Fuel Pulverized Fuel Pulverized Fuel
Ash
Ash
Ash
Ash
70.0%

50.0%

70.0%

50.0%

35.0%

25.0%

35.0%

25.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

3.0%

3.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

Table 1.5 Fineness Modulus of Samples with different replacement level of Pond Ash
Replacement in percentage
Fineness Modulus

0%
2.71

12.5%
2.37

25%
2.42

37.5%
1.97

50%
1.77

100%
1.39

Fig. 7 Particle Size Distribution Curve-Natural Sand & at different replacement levels
Mix Design Procedures: Concrete mix design is the process
of proportioning various ingredients such as cement,
cementitious materials, aggregate, water and admixtures, if
used, in the most optimal manner so as to produce a concrete
at minimal cost having specified properties of workability
and homogeneity in the green state and strength and
durability in the hardened state.

is designed as per IS 10262:2009 - BIS method of Mix Design
(Table 1.6, Table 1.7).

Concrete Mix is designed following the stipulations laid down
in IS 456:2000 with respect to minimum cement content,
maximum water to cement ratio and minimum grade of
concrete for various exposure conditions and guidelines. Mix

For convenience, specimens of different mixes containing
different ratios of fine aggregate, are designated as - M20
N.C, M20 12.5%, M2025%, M2037.5% and M2050%
Example - M20 12.5% – M20 grade concrete with 12.5 %
replacement of Sand by Pond Ash

The replacement levels of Pond Ash for Sand in concrete mix
designed were
Sand: Pond ash – (100: 0); (87.5 : 12.5); (75 : 25); (62.5: 37.5) ;
(50:50),

Table 1.6 Mix Proportion for final Mix of M20 Grade – Normal Concrete
Cement
348.3
1

Weight of Material in Kg/m3 of Concrete
Fine Aggregate
Coarse Aggregate Water
693.11
1114.56
157.6
1.99
3.2
0.52

Admixture (ml)
104.49
0.3%
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Table 1.7 - Design Mix for various mixes by Weight in (kg/ m3) of Concrete
Specimen
Cement
Designation w/c 0.52
M20 -NC

348.3

M20 12.5%
M20 25%
M20 37.5%
M20 50%

348.3
348.3
348.3
348.3

Admixture
Plasticizer
Pozzolith
6897

Replac
entLevel
in %

Fine Aggregate
Sand

Pond Ash

20mm

12.5mm

Admixture
in
Percentage

0
12.5
25
37.5
50

693.11
552.48
456.84
379.19
292.55

0.0
86.63
173.27
259.92
346.56

668.73
668.73
668.73
668.73
668.73

445.824
445.824
445.824
445.824
445.824

0.3
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.6

Test Procedures, Results & Discussions
Properties of Fresh of Concrete: The diverse requirements
of mixability, stability, transportability, placeability, mobility,
compactability and finishability of fresh concrete are
collectively referred to as workability. Studies carried out
using pond ash in concrete reveal that concrete mix as fine
aggregate show very harsh mix which is difficult to work
with, demanding more for water for the mix(2). Slump test
which forms one of the main properties of fresh Concrete as
per IS: 1199 – 1959 (fig.7) is used to determine the workability
of fresh concrete. Results of Slump test are recorded in Table
1.8
Test Results
Table 1.8 – Values of Slump for different Grades of Concrete
Grade of
Specimen
Admixture
Concrete Designation
Dosage in % Slump (mm)
M20
w/c 0.52
M20 N.C
0.30
100
M20 12.5%,
0.30
100
M20 25%,
0.50
100
M20 37.5%,
0.60
90
M20 50%,
0.60
80

Coarse Aggregate

replacement level was increased requirement of admixtures
dosage was also increased.
Hardened Properties of Concrete: In the design of concrete
structures, engineers need to refer to a number of concrete
properties, with reference to its strength and durability
parameters, few of which are investigated here.
Compressive strength : The strength development is
assessed by maturity testing - an effective way of assessing
the strength of concrete at specified a period in days. A
number of concrete properties may be related to the concrete
compressive strength, the only concrete engineering
property that is routinely specified and tested.
The compressive strength was determined as per IS 516 1959 (Reaff in 1999). Three standard cube specimens
measuring 150 mm side, were cast (fig.9) for each mix, for
each curing period and demoulded one day after casting,
cured in water at 20°C, until testing is carried out (fig.10) at
7 days, 28 days and 56 days. The load shall be applied without
shock and increased continuously at a rate of approximately
140 kg/sq cm/min until the resistance of the specimen to the
increasing load breaks down (fig.11) and no greater load can
be sustained. The maximum load applied to the specimen
shall then be recorded. The results of standard compressive
strength at,7days, 28days, 56 days are tabulated in Table1.9.

Fig. 7 Slump Measurement

Discussions
 Dosage of admixture used for different mixes considered
for the study at different replacement levels of sand by pond
ash was within the range of requirement, of admixture for
Normal Concrete (less than 6%) for M20 grade concrete.
 Requirement of admixture dosage for different mixes of
M20 concrete was 3ml/ kg of cement up to 6ml/ kg ( 0.3% to
0.6%) at different replacement of sand by pond ash. As the

Fig 9 casting of Specimen

Fig 10 Testing of Specimen

Fig 11 Failed Specimen
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Test Results

Table 1.9 – Compressive Strength Test Results

Sl.
No. Replacement Level in %
1
2
3
4
5
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0
12.5
25
37.5
50

Compressive Strength of M20 grade
concrete at curing period of
3day
7 day
28 day
16.08
19.26
30.52
19.70
28.14
38.21
20.45
28.67
39.99
14.67
24.29
33.03
13.49
23.70
28.10

Fig 12 Strength Development of Concrete

Ratio of Strengths in terms of
Normal Concrete Strength (CR1)
3day
7 day
28 day
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.22
1.46
1.25
1.27
1.48
1.31
0.91
1.26
1.08
0.83
1.23
0.92

Fig 13 Strength of Different Mixes at Different Replacement Level

Discussions
 28 day compressive strength of M20 grade concrete
(table 6.1) with pond ash shows that the strength is nearly
same or slightly more than that for normal concrete up to 37.5
% replacement level (fig. 6.2). Compressive strength of
Concrete with pond ash at 50% replacement level is slightly
lesser than that of Normal concrete.
 Among the replacement levels considered for the study,
strength gain is maximum at 25% replacement level of sand
by pond ash for all the mixes considered for the study.
Durability Parameters of Concrete : In recent years the
durability of structures is given more importance along with
strength due to the premature deterioration of RCC structures
which assumed serious proportions. Hence structures have
to be designed taking care of both strength and durability
factors.
Durability It is the measure of the working life of concrete
(without need of repair) under intended condition. While
strength development is an important criterion for concrete
performance, it fails to give an insight into durability
characteristics. Durability was assessed by means of a series

of tests designed to measure water permeability initial surface
absorption, sorption, and shrinkage as well as chloride
permeability. Probably the most important consideration of
using plasticizer and Pozzolanic material, is its ability to
improve the durability of concrete by decreasing the water
demand without adversely affecting the workability of
concrete.
Acid Test - Movement of various fluids through concrete
takes place by flow through porous system, by diffusion or
by sorption(4). Fluid once entered concrete start reacting
with the gel, resulting in its deterioration.
Acid Test is carried out by immersing the specimens in an
H2SO4 (5% concentration) solution after measuring its initial
mass. Record the mass of saturated surface dry specimen
after taking out from acid solution. to access the percentage
reduction in weight. Specimens are tested for its compressive
strength after immersion periods of 7days, 14days and 28days
and results are tabulated(table1.10), with ratios of
compressive strength of normal concrete and other mixes
with for different replacement levels for different immersion
periods.

Table 1.10 - Compressive Strength of Different Mixes of Concrete after immersing in H2SO4Acid (5% Concentration)
Sl.
Replacement Level of
no. Specimen Designation Pond Ash in %
1
2
3
4
5

M20 N.C
M20 12.5%,
M20 25%,
M20 37.5%,
M20 50%,

0
12.5
25
37.5
50

28 days Compressive Compressive Strength in MPa after an
Strength in MPa
immersing Period of
7 day
14 days
28 days
30.52
21.3
19.33
18.3
38.21
28.2
26.67
25.98
39.99
30.7
27.33
26
33.03
27.3
24
23.12
28.1
25.7
19
18.55
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Fig 1.11 - Variation of Compressive Strength of Different mixes of Concrete in terms of 28day strength
28 days Unit
Compressive Strength in MPa after
Compressive Strength an immersing Periods of in terms of
Unit strength
7 day
14 days 28 days
1
0.70
0.63
0.60
1
0.74
0.70
0.68
1
0.77
0.68
0.65
1
0.83
0.73
0.7
1
0.91
0.68
0.66

Fig. 14 Behaviour of Specimen for different immersion period

Discussions

 If CR1=1 represents the strength of Normal concrete
before immersion. CR1 reduces to 0.7, 0.63 and 0.6 as
immersion period of 7 days, 14 days and 28 days respectively.

Fig.16 Experimental Set up

 For Pond Ash replaced concrete at replacement level of
12.5%, the strength ratio’s CR1=1 of non immersed specimen
reduced to 0.74 to 0.68. These limits gradually increased as
replacement increased. At 50% replacement level, the
corresponding CR1 values ranged between 0.91 to 0.66.
Rapid Chloride Permeability Test (RCPT)
Durability of concrete structure is closely associated to the
permeability of the surface layer, one that should limit ingress

Fig.17.specimen being tested.

of substances like CO2, Chloride Sulphate etc.(5) Presence of
chloride ions in concrete is harmful for concrete and also for
reinforcement. Chloride penetration brings concrete swelling
of 2 to 2.5 times larger than that observed with water
penetration. Presence of chlorides near reinforcement steel
is dangerous due to the decrease in the ratio of chloride to
hydroxide near the steel drops below 0.3, passivation is
destroyed and thus corrosion is inevitable. This is caused
due to the higher permeability of concrete. The swelling of
gel causes internal stresses in the concrete. When this
stresses exceeds the tensile strength of cement paste the
cracking of concrete takes place.

The RCP test is conducted as per as per ASTM C – 1202.
Prepare the specimens (fig.15) of size 100mm diameter and
50mm height and cure the specimen for 28 days. Mount the
specimen in the cell after applying the sealants. Fill the side
of the cell containing the top surface of the specimen with
3% NaCl solution and fill the other side of the cell with 0.3N
NaOH solution (fig.16). Attach lead wires to cell banana
posts. Make electrical connections to voltage application
and data readout apparatus as shown (fig.17). Set 60+_ 0.1V
and record initial current reading. Temperature of the
specimen, applied voltage, cell and solutions shall be 20 to
250C at the time the test is initiated and also during test.
Read and record the current readings at least every 30
minutes. Terminate the test after 6 hours.

Fig.15 Specimen preparation,

obtain the results in ampere – seconds or in coulombs of
charge passed during the 6 hour test period. Compare the
readings recorded (Table 1.12 & 1.13) with the table of
requirements (table 1.14) as per ASTM C – 1202.
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Test Results

Table 1.12 - Requirements of RCP as per ASTM C 1202-97
Specimen Designation
Duration in min
0
1
2
3
4
5
10
20
30
60
360
REMARKS

M20 NC
M2025%
M20 50%
Chloride Ion Penetration measured in terms of charges in coulombs
0
0
0
2.9
2.9
2.9
5.9
5.9
5.9
8.9
8.9
8.9
11.9
11.9
11.9
14.8
14.8
14.8
29.7
29.7
29.7
59.5
59.5
59.5
89.3
89.3
89.3
175.6
175.6
175.6
1071.4
1671.4
1071.4
Low
Low
Low
Table 1.13: Result of RCP Test

Specimen Designation
Charge passed in coulomb
REMARKS
Table 1.13 - Requirements of RCP as per ASTM C 1202-97
Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5
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Charge passed in
Coulombs
>4000
2000-4000
1000-2000
100-1000
<100

Chloride Ion Penetrability
High
Moderate
Low
Very low
Negligible

Discussions
From the results of tests conducted on Engineering properties
of different mixes of Concrete with different replacement
levels of Sand by pond Ash following observations were
made.
 M20 NC and M20 50% mixes showed maximum resistance
to chloride ion penetration with least charge of 1071.4 C
 Rapid Chloride Permeability value in terms of Charge
passed for M20 25% is found to be 1671.4 C which falls under
the category of Low Permeable Concrete.
 Chloride ion penetration measured in coulombs was least
with 1071.4 for M20 50%,
Conclusions
From the test results, observations and discussions, it is
seen that
 as the replacement level of pond ash is increased,
harshness of the mixes increases with reduction in workability
and resulting in increased demand for dosage of admixture.
 As the immersion period increases the compressive
strength of both Normal concrete and Pond Ash replaced
concrete decreases.

M20 NC
1071.4
LOW

M2025%
1671.4
LOW

M20 50%
1071.4
LOW

 resistance to acid of Pond Ash replaced concrete
specimens is higher than that of normal concrete and the
resistance goes on increasing as replacement level being
maximum at 50% replacement level.
 Pond Ash mixes showed low changes in coulombs range
of values which may be due to better packing of concrete
due to finer content and also improved pore filling due to
account of pozzolanity.
 The results of characterization of Pond Ash sample from
MTPS though totally not very satisfactory, confirm its
suitability in concrete as fine aggregate (6) in terms of its
strength and durability studies considered for the study.
From the discussions of test results, it can be concluded
that Concrete with Pond ash at different replacement levels
considered for the study, satisfy strength and durability
criteria of Normal Concrete, with 25 % as optimum level of
replacement among the replacement levels considered for
the study, indicating suitability of usage as constituent of
Concrete.
Hence effective utilization of Pond Ash as constituent in
various constructions encourage the large scale utilization
of industrial waste, facilitating human habitation, replacing
fast depleting natural resource, so as to contribute to
sustainable construction and also helps in conserving the
precious top soil required for growing food contributing to
environmental and ecological benefits(6).
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BIRD INGESTION RESEARCH AT ‘GAS TURBINE RESEARCH
ESTABLISHMENT’BANGALORE
Anuradha Nayak Majila , S.Ramachandra, , R.Banger, K. Vishwanath
Gas Turbine Research Establishment, Bangalore- 560093 email: anuradhanayak@ gtre. drdo.in
Abstract: One of the major hazards to flight safety today is the in-flight impact of birds. Aircraft windshield, cockpit,
aircraft leading edges like wing box etc, and engine blades are especially vulnerable to damage. Because of the
importance of this problem all engine houses and aircraft manufacturers are conducting extensive studies and
researches aimed at improving the impact tolerance of these components by developing better impact resistance
materials and by improving the engineering of the design of such components. Gas Turbine Research Establishment,
Bangalore is an establishment of Defence Research & Development Organisation under the Ministry of defence , and
is dedicated to design and development of military engines for Indian Air force. To address the problem related to bird
impact on the engine & other aircraft components, GTRE has set up its own testing facility.This paper presents in
brief the requirement of bird impact research in aero space industries. The practice of using of artificial birds for
conducting impact simulation on aircraft and engine components has been discussed here. For the last 25 years ,
the group has conducted many tests for design validation, validation of numerical simulation analysis results and
many certification tests. As per the requirement few tests are done on flat panel and finally on the components on
static condition as well as dynamic condition. This paper presents few example of such tests conducted in the Bird
Ingestion Test Facility of GTRE. It also discusses about the strain signals of the target plate and deformation
characteristic of soft projectile (bird) recorded at the time of impact.
Key Words: Bird Impact, Deformation, Aircraft, Engine, Projectile, DRDO, GTRE
I Introduction: Collision between bird and aircraft is
described as bird strike event in aerospace industry. These
events are very dangerous in terms of safety but very
common and unavoidable incident. It is reported that bird
and other wild life strikes to the aircraft annually cause
approximately $ 1.2 billion in damage to the civil and military
aviation. Wild life strike to the aircraft not only create loss to
the aviation industry, it also put the lives of passengers as
well as crew members at risk. Over 195 people have been
killed due to wild life strike since from 1988. The aviation

industry has witnessed amaging growth over the past
hundred years interms of number, size and efficency.This
growth has forced challenges in terms of technology,
manpower, crowd, fuel, destination distance, and change in
environment, air traffic rules, Change in regulation and risk
in the aviation industry. Bird strike risks and regulation
requirement under such scenario are given more importance
to design the aircraft and aero-engine. Birds entering into
the aircraft engine or colliding with aircraft can significantly
damage the engine components as well as the aircraft and its
control systems.
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There are several approaches that can help to solve this
problem. The first approach is to try avoiding such impacts.
It has been observed from the past data that 70% of such
events occur during take off and landing. So the probability
of the occurrence of such an event can be significantly
reduced by making the airports less attractive to the birds.
Many techniques are used in the airports to achieve this.
However nothing can guarantee a complete avoidance and
hence it is essential to employ appropriate design
methodologies in the design of airframe and aero-engine
components in a manner that can withstand such impact load.
Gas turbine Research Establishment in Bangalore is dedicated
to design and develop aircraft engines for military application.
Performance of military engine is depended on the capability
of smooth maneuvering depending on the threat. Takeoff,
landing and low altitude maneuvering keeps the engine under
threat from foreign objects like birds. GTRE has set up a
experimental facility to conduct extensive research on bird
impact related issues on engines. This paper presents few
work carried out by GTRE test team to solve the bird impact
related problem associated with the design and development
of aircraft and aero-engine.
The objectives of the bird impact research team of GTRE
are:
1. To design the experimental set up suitable for bird impact
test for any kind of structural components of aero-engine
and aircraft.
2. Validate the design by tests and simulations.
3. Certify the engine against bird impact.
This paper can be divided in to three main technical parts
which explain (a) test facility details (b) usage of artificial
bird in impact test (c) & also talk about few example of actual
tests carried out on static and rotating components.
II Basic Approach for Using Artificial Bird Towards the
Overall Problem
The severity of bird impactyson an aircraft can be easily
understood with the application of basic principles of
physics.The basic principles of physics state that amoving
object hasa momentum equal to themass multiplied by its
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velocity and it has kinetic energy equal to the half of the
mass multiplied by the square of its velocity. So a moving
bird weighing 1.8 Kg moving with a relative speed of 70 m/s
with respect to an aircraft will impact a load of approximately
2T upon impact with the aircraft.
It is very difficult and almost impossible to derive any
quantitative data from service experience and in large
proportion of bird impact related accidents, it is very difficult
to identify the bird species and its approximate weight. It is
difficult to derive accurate conclusion at which operating
stage the incident took place. Tests with real birds are not
uniform & extensive search is required with expenditure of
lots of money to get same species bird having same mass
and density to get repeatability in test data. And it is very
difficult to control the desired hit point with irregular
shape of real bird. So there was a search from the beginning
in the aerospace industry to replace the real bird with some
alternate means.
Aviation regulatory agencies like FAA, MIL etc introduced
some standard methodologies to evaluate the design and
performance of engine subjected to bird impact. So the
designers in the aviation field have to pass their design by
executing certain tests as recommended by these regulatory
agencies. All this testing is carried out using artificial bird
as the replacement of real bird to avoid the problem
associated with the usage of real bird. International Bird
Research Group (IBRG) has been working on the real bird
substitute for usage on the aviation industries by analyzing
the properties of real bird. GTRE is a member of IBRG body
and has developed an in-house methodology to make
artificial bird equivalent to the properties of real bird.
III Real Bird vs. Artificial Bird: Load that gets transmitted
on the structure at the time of collision between bird and
aircraft depends on the mass, length, density of the bird and
velocity of impact. So the aim of the whole research was
towards the imitation of the real bird having different mass
and density corresponding to different species which will
give equivalent effect to the structure in terms of load
tramissition while colliding with it.

Fig. 1 Part wise distribution of weight & density in real bird
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Water & Food grade gelatin powder extracted from animal
bone are used as main ingredient to prepare artificial bird
which carries similar properties as desired for bird impact
test (shown in Fig.2). Phenolic microspheres(PMB) are micron
level hollow spheres, are also added with the basic bird
ingredients to alter the density level of bird as recommended
for any specific test.

Gelatin powder

PMB powder

Fig. 2 Gelatin powder and phenolic micro-sphere
Preparation of Artificial Bird:
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Fig.4 Artificial gelatin bird

Fig.5
Microscopic
view of
artificial
gelatin bird

Bird impact test in aviation industry recommends three
specific type of bird depending upon the weight of the bird
& the detais are given in table 1.
Table 1 Specification of bird for bird impact test
Sl No

Bird Category

Bird Weight(gm)

1

Small Bird

110

2

Medium Bird

900

3

Large Bird

1800

Required amount of Gelatin powder, Phenolic micro-sphere

IV Experimental facility for bird impact test
GTRE has paid wide attention for last 30 years to set up
facility to launch bird of desired shape at required speed.
Two Air guns have been set up which uses pressurized
air to give momentum to the bird and facilitating the bird to
reach the target. Photograph of the GTRE bird ingestion
test facility and a schematic diagram of air gun are shown in
Fig.6 & Fig. 7. More than 1000 tests have been carried out to
establish a data base for projectile mass, velocity and air
pressure. High speed vedio cameras are employed to capture
the impact event.

are mixed together with appropriate quantity of water to make
slurry uniformly. This slurry is poured into mould of cylindrical
shape and cured for 24 hrs to get artificial bird of desired
mass, length and density. Fig. 3 and Fig.4 is showing the real
bird (Chicken ) and artificially made gelatin bird respectively.
Addition of PBM powder introduces air bags within the cased
bird and increases the overall volume of the bird and there
by decreases the density as shown in Fig.5.

Fig.3 Real bird
wrapped with
Polythelene
Fig.6 Photograph of airgun at GTRE
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Fig. 7 Schematic representation of air gun
Basic principal of operation of two air guns are same but the
design of the target chamber is defferent. Air gun employed
for static test can only accommodate static test articles but
the other one is an enclosed chamber connected with DC
motor and gear box at the rear side which can accommodate
rotating components for impact tests.
V Tests on Static Components: Static tests preliminary include
tests to evaluate design of the structure, material of the
structure and validation of numerical analysis using computer
generated FEM codes. During these tests the target is kept
static relative to the velocity of the bird. The structural
components mainly include bullet nose cone, air inlet guide
vanes, and fan stator blades of aero engine. On the other
hand the aircraft structural components include leading edges
of wing, horizontal and vertical stabilizer, windscreen, radome,
cockpit, radar hood etc.
Before conducting any test on real component it is necessary
to conduct trial tests on dummy flat plate to understand the
deformation behaviour of bird at that particular condition
.Fig.8 is showing a typical rigid flat plate(milt steel) impact
with gelatin bird at 110 m/s velocity.

length of the bird . Length of the original bird was 182 and at
the end of the impact process the length becomes 0. Fig.9
is showing the length and diameter profile of bird over a
period of time designated as impact process. Reductions in
length with respect to time is indicative of bird deceleration
axially and increase in diameter is indicative of increase of
shock pressure and accelerate radial flow of bird.
As per Wilbek theory the total collapse time at the time of
normal impact with rigid plate can be expressed by the
following equation:
Collapse(theoretical) = L/V= .00165
L=182 mm and V=110 m/sec
But from the experimental results it is observed as .0032.
The change in collapse time in real time experiment is due to
the increase in overall length of the projectile because of
the 72 0 yaw of projectile. Time of interaction and angle of
impact are very important data to correlate the deformation
pattern and with FEM analysis results.
Structural response due to bird impact is also assessed by
using the strain gauge signals mounted on the components

Fig.8 Collaspe of Gelatin bird against a flat rigid target at 110 m/s
This image are taken with the help of high speed camera at
a sampling rate of 2500 frames per second.Bird being very
soft material with respect to mild steel target loses its
strength due the generation of shock wave and reduces the

as well as the fixture of the components. Impact force is
initially very high and gradually comes down and becomes
steady for a moment and then decreases to zero. Accordingly
the responses in the strain gauge signals are also observed.
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Fig. 9 Length and diameter profile of gelatin bird with
the progress in time during impact.
Fig. 11 shows the strain values during impact by 900 gm
gelatin bird at 135 m/s on rigid fixture. When the fixture is
assemble with the bullet nose cone the strain levels are
reduced from 3000 micro-strain to 1400 micro-strain as shown
in Fig.12. but in both the cases the response behaviour of
the strain signals are quite similar as described by Wilbek
and in other literatures

Fig.12 Strain on fixture at 135 m/s impact velocity
assembled with bullet nose cone

Fig.10
Bullet Nose
Cone
assembled
before test

The previous section primarily focused on the behavior of
bird impact on static rigid components. But response is
violent when the bird encounters with engine blades.
Some time the violent bending deflection due to bird
impact on the opposite direction of engine rotation can
cause resultant force to cause further deflection in the axial
components . This will cause fouling of the stationary vanes
by rotor blades wrecking of a compressor or fan.

Fig.11 Strain on the circular fixture at the time of direct
impact at velocity 135 m/s

Hence GTRE has carried out trial test on static blade to
study the blade deflection and finally the input was taken
further to carry out bird impact test on rotating blade. Fig.13
is showing high speed video images of the impact process
with unwrapped bird against rotor blade. Due to impact load
blade is deflected backward and simultaneously bird slicing
is taking place. Process of bird slicing completes within 6 ms
(Fig.13c).Tip of the blade if deflected is deflected 9.68 mm
along the impact direction.
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VI Tests on Rotating Components: The fan blade is the
most critical rotating component of an aero-engine that
comes in contact with the bird in a bird strike event. The
resultant plastic deformation and fracture of aero-foil may
lead to partial or total loss of thrust and containment failure
which is strictly prohibited by regulatory authorities (e.g
FAA, MIL etc). It is necessary to study the effect of bird
impact on aero foil at their various critical locations like tip,
mid cord or root .It is recommended to conduct the bird
impact simulation test on those critical locations. In GTRE,
Dynamic bird impact test facility is deployed to conduct
impact test on rotating components. The basic set up
configuration is similar as shown in Fig.7. 225 KV DC
motor is connected with the fan shaft via gear box to spin the
rotor upto 15000 RPM under vacuum. Effect of simultaneous
linear bird velocity and rotor tangential velocity on
aerofoil is studied at the time of impact. Blades are strain
gauged & are connected with Slip-Ring system to acquire
strain signals at the time of impact
by means of data
acquisition system. Fig.14 shows a typical example of bird
impact test on 1st stage fan rotor of an military aero-engine
having 22 sets of blades.

Fig.14 Assembled & instrumented 1st stage fan rotor in
FBI spin chamber
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Duration of the total impact is achieved from high speed
image data and the same is being correlated with strain
signal data

Fig. 15 Gelatin bird fully entered into the fan rotor after
1.6 ms of the initiation of collision process.
Maximum deformation or deflection of the blade will be
experienced by the blade that encountersthe first hit. Strain
signal will be more for this blade compared to the blade
encountering the tail part of the bird .From fig.16 it is clearly
understood that blade 21 is the first blade to receive the
bird impact & gradually during the course of interaction
with the bird and due to the rotational speed of the aerofoil
the load is transmitted to the other aerofoil and induced
strain to the blades.

Fig. 16
Normalized
strain signals
on the fan
blade during
bird strike
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VI Conclusion: With the advent of aerospace industries in
civil as well as military applications, the understanding of
bird strike problem and its proper mitigation now take on
even more significance. Manufacturers undertake a great
deal of in house testing along with the numerical simulations
before the certificatin. GTRE is dedicated for design and
development of gas turbine engines and has established its
in house facility to look in to the matter related to Bird strike
and other FOD related problem associated with air craft
industries. This paper briefs about the test facility for
conducting the bird impact simulation test, details of extensive
research carried out so far to establish the method of
preparation of artificial gelatin bird as recommened by IBRG
and other regulatory bodies in aircraft industries and various
types of test carried out so far on static and rotating
components.
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NANOTECHNOLOGY FOR DRUG DELIVERY
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Nanotechnology Integrates all disciplines especially biomedicine, engineering and technology, Nanoparticlles such
as carbon nanotubes and gold nanoparticles have physical properties that are different from their bulk conuterparts.
Nano scale materials can be used as vehicles which can deliver drugs efficiently. Application of nanotechnoloyg in
medicine involves employing nanoparticles to deliver drugs, heat, light or other substances to diseased cells. This
technique reduces damage to healthly cells in the body and allows better treatment for the disease. For example
bucky ball may be used to trap free radicals which are produced during an allergic reaction, nanoshells can be used
to destroy cancer cells with minimal damage to surrounding healthy cells, etc, In this paper we focus on the application
of nanotechnology to drug delivery and its principle.
Key words: Nanotechnology, nanoshells, caroon nanotubes and buckyaban.
Introduction:
Nanotechnology is the science of understanding the structure
and behavior of materials at the atomic or molecular level.
Nanoscience and technology offers us to minimize the
dimensions of many devices and circuit systems to nanoscale
range making them even smaller but with greater efficiency1.
Nanoscience is the rearrangement of atoms whichever way
we want. The technique used for manipulating atoms and
molecules to fabricate materials, devices and systems is
known as nanotechnology. Nanometer is 10-9 meter and it is
10,000 times smaller than the diameter of a human hair.
Nanoparticles are often defined as particles of less than 100nm
in diameter. They exhibit new or enhanced

Importance of nanomaterials in drug delivery: Few methods
of current drug administration are oral, topical, intravenous,
rectal, or by inhalation. Drugs of today have numerous
problems, for example when taking a drug by mouth, some of
it is decomposed via stomach acids, bile salts, or metabolized
by bacteria in the gut. To illustrate, let us imagine a case of
bacterial infection in the ear.

size-dependent properties compared with larger particles of
the same material. Nano scale materials can be used as
vehicles which can deliver drugs efficiently. Application of
nanotechnology in medicine involves employing
nanoparticles to deliver drugs, heat, light or other substances
to diseased cells. This technique reduces damage to healthy
cells in the body and allows better treatment for the disease.
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The most common method of treatment is an antibiotic by
mouth for few days. After the drug enters the stomach, acids
degrade some of the drug before it moves to the duodenum.
Bile is expelled from the gall bladder into the duodenum,
which may further degrade some of the drug before it reaches
the small intestine. The small intestine takes the vast majority
of the nutrients in our food and puts them into our blood for
our bodies to utilize. The same is true for drug absorption;
the small intestine is the major site at which drugs are
transferred to the blood supply and dispersed throughout
the body. However, this tract, illustrated in figure 1, is not
exceptionally efficient, so some of the drug that does survive
the stomach and duodenum
will be excreted from the body in a bowel movement. The
problem with this method is that the antibiotic not only kills
the bacteria in the ear, it may also kill bacteria in the sinuses,
throat, stomach, intestines, colon, and vaginal epithelium.
This poses a risk of pathogenic bacteria colonizing those
tissues when the drug treatment subsides. Antibiotics are
not the only drugs that pose problems associated with
undesired absorption patterns. Selectivity of drug absorption
is so poor that massive dosages are needed often creating
worse problems than the ones the drug is intended to alleviate
or cure. Most side effects of drugs are a result of them not
going to the desired locations in the body. Other adverse
effects can be attributed to impure drugs. Often in making
pharmaceuticals, undesired products resulting from the
chemical reaction are mixed in with the desired product (the
drug). As drugs become more complex and increasingly toxic2,
new modes of drug delivery are necessary to transport to the
desired sites in the body. The present problems can be solved
by nanotechnology. Nanodrugs will be able to target specific
tissues in a body and act only on those tissues. These two
problems can be solved with nanotechnology. Nanocatalysts
designed at the molecular level are more selective and will
only make the drug molecule that is desired. Drug molecules
may also be coated with nanomaterials to enhance selective
delivery3.
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Production of nanoparticles : There are several methods5
for creating nanoparticles; attrition and pyrolysis, metalvapor-deposition technique and sol-gel are common
methods. In attrition, macro or micro scale particles are ground
in a ball mill for size reduction, In pyrolysis, an organic
precursor (liquid or gas) is forced through an orifice at high
pressure and burned, the resulting ash is air classified to
recover oxide nanoparticle. Metal-vapor-deposition
techniques have been developed for the clean preparation
of metal nanoparticles dispersed in organic solvents by a
physical rather than chemical method. These physical
methods are considered clean because no byproducts,
unconverted reagents, or additives need be present that can
contaminate the nanoparticles. These techniques are
generally of two types, one depositing metal onto the surface
of a flowing solvent of very low vapor pressure and the
other by a co-condensation and freezing of the metal with a
volatile solvent on an extremely cold surface. The Sol-Gel
process involves initially a homogeneous solution of one or
more selected alkoxides. These are organic precursors for
silica, alumina, titania, zirconia. A catalyst is used to start
raction and control pH.
Drug delivery mechanism: Many methods of nanodelivery
have been proposed, but very few are being successfully
developed. Phares is a pharmaceutical company that
introduced the first nanodelivery system. They discovered
a way to get relatively water insoluble drugs to solubilize in
our bodies via nanotechnology. Phospholipids are the
components that comprise the membranes of our cells. They
have a region that likes water and a region that dislikes water
(hydrophilic and hydrophobic, respectively). Phares6 uses
these phospholipids, illustrated in figure 2, to aid in delivery
of water insoluble drugs. These drugs are in contact with
the hydrophobic region of the phospholipids, while the
hydrophilic portion of the phospholipid is in contact with
our water rich fluids. The lipid matrix may be liquid filled in
soft gelatin capsules, solidified in order to be loaded into
hard gelatine capsules or even further compressed as tablets.

Characteristics of nanoparticles which influence drug
delivery
Size of nanoparticles: As the size of nanoparticles is similar
to that of most biological molecules and structures,
nanoparticles can be useful for both in vivo and invitro
biomedical research and applications.
Surface characteristics: The most obvious property is the
large surface to volume ratio of nanoparticles. This ratio
increases solubility, which increases absorption rate of
drugs4.
Nanoparticle targeting: Site-specific targeting can be
achieved by nanoparticles. Nanoparticles can be used to
deliver drugs effectively on the right spot in the body, on the
place of disaster, therefore lower doses will be needed and
the patient will encounter less side-effects.
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Nanodrug delivery mechanism involves developing of
nanoscale particles or molecules to improve the
bioavailability of a drug. Bioavailability refers to the presence
of drug molecules where they are needed in the body. Drug
delivery focuses on maximizing bioavailability both at specific
places in the body and over a period of time, this will be
achieved by molecular targeting by nanoengineered devices.
It is all about targeting the molecules and delivering drugs
with cell precision, Invivo imaging is another area where tools
and devices are being developed. Using nanoparticle contrast
agents, images such as ultrasound and MRI have a favorable
distribution and improved contrast. Drug delivery systems,
lipid or polimer based nanoparticles, can be designed to
improve the pharmacological drugs and therapeutic
properties of drugs. Complex drug delivery mechanisms are
being developed, including the ability to get drugs through
cell membranes and into cell cytoplasm. Efficiency is important
because many diseases depend upon processes within the
cell and can only be impeded by drugs that make their way
into the cell.
Triggered response is one way for drug molecules to be used
more efficiently. Drugs are placed in the body and only
activate on encountering a particular signal. For emample, a
drug with poor solubility will be replaced by a drug delivery
system where both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
environments exist, improving the solubility. Potential
nanodrugs7 will work very specific and well understood
mechanisms, one of the major impacts of nanotechnology
and nanoscience will be in leading development of
completely new drugs with more useful behavior and less
side effects.
Applications
Nanotubes: Nanotubes8 could even be used as nano needles
that inject drugs directly into individual cells, as developed
at Purdue University. Grafting functional groups onto carbon
nanotubes can be extremely useful in health related
applications. For example linking a nanotube to a DNA
sequence that can bindspecifically to a protein in a cancer
and grafting a cell toxin to another part of the same nanotube
may provide a guided missile that can target the tumour cells
and destroy them.
Quantum dots: Scientists are currently studying methods
to link quantum dots to drugs or other therapeutic agents to
target cancer cells. These dots could serve as “smart bombs”
to deliver a controlled amount of drug to a particular type of
cell. Moreover, these particles would be able to profile a large
number of genes and proteins simultaneously.
Nanoshells: Nanoshells are used for the coupling of nano
shells to antibodies of tumors for heat therapy.
Core shell nanoparticle.: This nanoparticle9 consists of a
core surrounded by one or more shells. The core
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consists of an inorganic material or of a magnetic material of
<100 nm diameter. The shellcan consist of a metal or of an
organic material. Applications include drug delivery and
diagnostics in life sciences, biomedical and food. With
respect to drug delivery the nanoparticle consists of an iron
containing core and a double polymer shell with optionally
adjuvants or pharmaceuticals linked to it. Such core shell
nanoparticles can also be made and loaded with a biologically
active substance inside liposomes Hydroxy Apatiteliposome particle.
Fullerenes.: Fullerenes are a carbon configuration where
the atoms form more or less spherical cages also known as
Buckminster-fullerenes or as “Bucky Balls”. Due to their
possibility of functionalisation they could be used for drugdelivery systems.
For example, with fullerenes vesicles could be build which
includes a special drug. It is imaginable that by special
fictionalization these vesicles deliver the drugs at a
predetermined place due to specific proteins in the vicinity
of the target.
Gold shell nanoparticles: Gold shell nanoparticles10 consist
of a dielectric core (Goldsulfide or silica) and a gold shell, or
of an onion structure with several layers. They can be heated
by external infrared light of specific wavelengths; and used
for heat treatment of cancer cells. The gold shell
nanocomposite particles can be integrated in heat sensitive
polymers which collapse above a threshold temperature.
These can be used in controlled drug dosage implants to
release drugs on an external signal.
Iron (carbon coated) [Fe-C] powders.: Highly amorphous Fe
powders of 50-80 nanometer particles found in large, dendrite
particle agglomerates, with good magnetic, optical and
chemical properties for drug delivery and magnetic materials.
Bioferrofluid obtained using coated iron nanoparticles are
promising candidates for magnetic drug delivery. The carbon
cages made the particles biocompatible and provide a support
for drug adsortion. Gold plated permanent magnets are
implanted close to the tumor by using endoscopic techniques
in the affected organ. The bioferrofluid charged with the
chemiotherapic is injected and the particles are attracted to
the magnet and desorption of the drug take place at the
tumoral region.
Conclusion: In the future, nanoparticles will contain far more
intelligence than the entire current system of drug delivery.
These will be able to target and deliver therapeutics to specific
tissues and cells with no side effects. For example a
nanoparticle taken orally, that passes undisturbed through
the stomach, small intestine and into the colon, where it
homes in directly on the tumour cells and releases a powerful
anticancer drug that destroys just the cancerous cells, could
soon be a reality. In this respect antibodies that bind
exclusively to cancerous cells could be attached to
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nanoshells and injected into patients. Following infrared
irradiation of the nanoshell-targeted tumour the resultant heat
would destroy the cancer cells. Another possible targeted
drug delivery system involves the use of nanomagnets that
can be directed to specific sites within the body using external
magnetic fields. These magnets could be attached to drugs
that could treat specific cellular structures. A drug payload is
not even necessary: the material could just produce high
temperature under heat or light to destroy the targeted cells.
The advantage of such a system is that it allows very focused
and intense treatment of diseased cells without harming
cellular structures of non-interest.
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SPACE FOR HEALTH INFORMATION NETWORK ON EARTH – SHINE
Sahana Jagannatha*
Masters in Space Sciences, International Space University, France
Abstract: Infectious diseases are still present major issues in developing countries and affect millions every year.
The mortality rate due to infectious diseases is proportional to their rate of transmission, and it is therefore important
to concentrate on the prevention and monitoring of these diseases. The SHINE Roadmap was developed to evaluate
the current and possible future global health scenarios and identify what technologies exist to aid global health
initiatives with an outlook towards 2030. Notably, it shows how space-based technologies can complement other
resources in the e-Health industry and how information and communication technologies can maximize the accessibility
to information provided by these technologies. The SHINE Web Platform was designed to fill gaps identified in the
SHINE Roadmap, and tie together existing health monitoring information into an intuitive database. This database
allows users to link diseases and their environmental indicators to satellite instrumentation and data providers able
to provide the necessary remote sensing data and analysis.
Mission statement: SHINE will identify the missing links
between space technologies, alternate technologies, and
disease monitoring, and create a plan as well as
undertake the first step to address these links.

E-Health: E-Health is the application of information and
communication technologies within the health care
domain. The significance of e-Health has been
recognized by international bodies such as the World

Fig 1. SHINE roadmap
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Health Organization (W HO), the W orld Trade
Organization (W TO) and the International
Telecommunication Union (ICT) Industry.
Several space-based solutions such as telecommuni
cation, navigation and remote sensing satellites have
recently found a niche in global e-Health sector.
E-Health is a cutting edge sector that provides services
to all age-groups, improve quality of life and the standard
of healthcare services, reduces the overall cost of
healthcare and allows for integration in local and global
healthcare systems. The trend of e-Health market is
influenced by the global demand for free and easy access
to reference data through the internet and integrating
information resources. The market is currently estimated
at 96 billion USD (66 billion Euro).
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Current: Soil contaminants sensors and air and water
quality monitors are being used for the observation of
disease-related environmental factors. Ground and
weather stations are involved in identifying the
atmospheric and meteorological movements of pollutants
that affect human health.
Future: These measurements could be used to validate
and complement measurements from space based
resources particularly water and air pollution.
Telecommunication Satellites
Current: Systems such as VASTs , Iridium, Globalstar,
and Inmarsat constellations are providing the
communication infrastructure in medical situations as
well as disaster mitigation.

The Current Health Situation

The WHO projects that communicable diseases can
gradually decline up to the year 2030 with the following
efforts in place:
Increased environmental awareness
Improved education
Access to resources
Increase in anti-retroviral drugs
Economic growth
SHINE was developed to assist global health
organizations in mitigating the effects of communicable
diseases. Current and future trends of space and non
space technologies were assessed to identify where
SHINE could pay a role.
Space and Non-Space solutions for Health
Terrestrial

Future: E-Health communication capabilities will
continue to improve as new more advanced satellite
constellations become available.
Seaborne
Current: Buoys, autonomous underwater vehicles,
remotely operated vehicles and surface vessels are being
used to mount devices such as acoustic Doppler current
profiler, ocean acoustic monitoring, sonar and sampling
are used for ocean environment monitoring.
Future: The use of real-time automatic data acquisition
and processing devices will increases. In addition,
interconnecting these devices with the appropriate space
counterparts could be used for a global ocean
surveillance program.
Remote sensing
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Current:Both passive and active space-based remote
sensing satellites are used to provide monitoring
opportunities of the environmental factors linked to the
health issues.
Future: Trends in Earth Observation (EO) missions to
use more hyperspectral payloads could increase as data
downlink capacity increases. New satellite constellations
are continuously launched to ensure the preservation of
data continuity with historical missions.
Airborne
Current: Aerial photography, LIDAR and sampling are
being used for environmental monitoring through airborne
platforms such as both manned and unmanned planes,
helicopters and light-than-air platforms.
Future: The data sets these platforms generate could
compliment space-based solutions by providing
completeness, enhanced accuracy and detail.
Navigation satellites
Current: Satellite Navigation systems such as the Global
Positioning Systems are being used for search and
rescue as well as emergency vehicle management.
Future: Multiple navigation systems will complement
each other and will be operational and commercially
available to provide greater accuracy and interoperability
for e-Health.
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Monitoring Disease from Space
What can Earth observation do?
EO satellites are not able to map diseases directly but
can monitor the indicators that identify biotic and abiotic
factors for disease outbreaks. If this information is
combined with mathematical models, the spread of
epidemics can be predicted and monitored.
What is an indicator?
An indicator represents environmental factors that can
be monitored from space. The indicators differs
depending on the means of transmission of the disease
and is illustrated in four different categories, land, ocean,
atmosphere and others, in the diagram .
CASE STUDY
African Trypanosomiasis
Why African Trypanosomiasis?
African Trypanosomiasis, also known as sleeping
sickness, is a disease transmitted by tsetse flies. IT
still plays a major role in limiting the development in the
rural regions of Africa, with about 70 million people at
risk (WHO).
How can Space help?
Indicator for African Trypanosomiasis can be related to
the vegetation (type and health) and to climate conditions
(rainfall, atmospheric temperature and humidity). The
indicators are used to identify ecological requirements
for tsetse flies habitats. The figure on the left illustrates
the process of identifying the potential presence of vector
in Uganda
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The disease information page, for each disease, is
accessed for each disease that includes a brief
description of the disease, symptoms, statistics
regarding demography, a list of the indicators can also
be found linking the mapping opportunity and monitoring
capabilities of the specific disease for space.
SHINE understands how important the privacy of
personal information is to its users. Providing this
information ont he SHINE web platform is optional. It is
stored in a secure location and is accessible only by
designated staff.
For each disease selected the SHINE web platform links
the disease’s environmental indicators to display the
instruments with their associated satellite, data providers
and value added companies.
The SHINE web platform is protected by the Directive
96/9/EC on the legal protection of databases adopted
by the European Parliament and the Council of Europe.

THE SHINE WEB PLATFORM
The SHINE web platform allows the user to search the
SHINE database, retrieve information to facilitate disease
monitoring and register additional companies and
services.
The SHINE database contains information on infectious
and parasitic diseases, regions at risk, and most
importantly the indicators. These link the diseases in
the SHINE database with potential EO instruments and
satellites that are provided by the CEOS MIM database.
The SHINE database also contains a list of satellite data
providers associated with satellite systems and value
added companies in accordance with the various
indicators.

THE VISION FOR SHINE
SHINE presents the steps to produce a list of
instruments and satellite systems that are capable of
monitoring a particular health problem as identified by
Path A. This can be improved and refined in future
updates to produce high – quality results, as indentified
by Path B. SHINE aims to identify and incorporate data
from A wide range of sources to contribute to the creation
of a system of systems in an interoperable and
harmonized manner. A system of systems approach
helps to make resources more readily available through
one larger system. The multiple sources to information
are complementary to each other, therefore making a
more robust system.
Steps to achieve a system of systems:
Promote individuals, organizations and value added
companies to register with the SHINE web platform.
Provide data processing capabilities including historical
data analysis, automated data processing, instant risk
mapping and a health risk alert system.
Update data sources in order to identify and incorporate
new data sources and value-added companies.
POLITICAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS OF SHINE
The values of SHINE are in line with national and
international policies to improve global health through
cooperation.
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universal access to existing information databases and
the development of technical and methodological
standards for information exchange and interoperability.

The UN Millennium Development Goals ask for
cooperation to increase capacity in order to tackle the
spread of infectious diseases, several of which can be
more efficiently controlled with the use of space
technology.
The WHO Annual Reports reflects the shift for control at
the national borders to control and containment at the
source. WHO recognizes the importance of an adopted
response before the spread of a disease, and stresses
the need for up-to-date and relevant information for
decision makers.
WHO’s International Health Regulations (2005) are used
to promote cooperation in early warning systems and
response, surveillance, technical collaboration and
sharing of public health information when a risk is
identified between member states.
The UN Principles of Remote Sensing (1986) promote
the use of remote sensing for global benefit, particularly
for developing countries. It also promotes international
cooperation and encourages open lines of
communication between the sensed territory and sensing
state.
UNESCO’s Recom mendations Concerning the
Promotion and use of Multilingualism and Universal
Access to Cyberspace (2003) include recommendations
for the development of publics domain content including

Conclusion

Working website: http://e-health.isunet.edu
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND LIFE EVALUATION OF MARINE LOW PRESSURE
TURBINE SHROUDED ROTOR BLADE
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Abstract: The Low Pressure Turbine rotor blade of a gas turbine engine designed for marine applications experiences
very high metal temperatures accompanied by severe aerodynamic and centrifugal loads during the missions. This
could limit Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) life and Creep life of the blade. Added to this, any resonances within operating
range can accelerate the High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) mode of failure. The present paper describes the design
modifications carried out to avoid HCF failures due to resonances in LPT rotor blade. Shroud is introduced at the
blade tip in order to meet the frequency and damping requirements. The blade is redesigned through several iterations
by performing various geometric modifications. Structural analysis is carried out after each design modification with
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the help of general purpose Finite Element Software (ANSYS), in order to check the integrity of the design. Modal
analysis is carried out to evaluate the resonance bands in the Campbell plot. It is followed by the static stress
analysis of the blade to check that the stresses are within acceptable limits. Further the LCF, HCF and creep life
estimation is carried out in order to ensure that the blade will not fail during service.
KEYWORDS: Resonance, Frequency, HCF, LCF, Creep
NOMENCLATURE
[aij]
CF
DS
E
FE
HCF
LCF

:
:
:
:
:
:

Elastic Response Matrix
Centrifugal Force
Directionally Solidified
Youngs modulus, MPa
Finite Element
High Cycle Fatigue
Low Cycle Fatigue

1. INTRODUCTION: A gas turbine functions by allowing
passage of expanding combustion gases through the turbine
blades. To accommodate gas expansion and obtain maximum
efficiency from the unit, the turbine chamber volume and
blade length increases from inlet to outlet. A simple design
for LPT rotor blade, which is placed at the exit of turbine
chamber, offers three major disadvantages. First, as blade
length increases, so do chord-to-length aspect ratios. This
can result in an unacceptable HCF margins on fundamental
modes such as 1st bending. Secondly, resonance may occur
if excitation frequency matches with any of the natural
frequencies of the blade. Thirdly, the rotor blades allow a
significant amount of gas leakage around the blade tips. This
reduces turbine efficiency.
As a solution to these problems, the long LPT rotor blade
can be supported at tip section with the help of a tip shroud.
It provides added stiffness for frequency and also stability
control with additional friction damping. Further to this, it
helps in reducing inefficiencies due to over tip leakage and
also minimizes performance deterioration due to tip erosion.
There are some negative impacts of shroud as well, that
include increased load on aerofoil, curling and creep of the
shroud overhanging edges and fatigue or overstress of
unsupported shroud edges. Also, the overhanging shroud
edges act as cantilevers that may create high bending stress
at the shroud-to-airfoil fillet region. In order to account for
these negative impacts, geometric modifications are made in
shroud as well as in other locations of the rotor blade. This
paper details the geometric modifications carried out in
meeting the design requirements. Structural analysis and life
estimation methodology used are also described.
2. MATERIAL CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS: RENE-80 DS
is the material used for LPT rotor blade. It is an orthotropic
material. Elastic response for an anisotropic body in Cartesian
coordinates (x,y,z) can be obtained by generalized Hooke’s
law and is expressed as

LPT
Nf
%RA
UTS
å
ó
óm

:
:
:
:
:
:

Low Pressure Turbine
Fatigue Life in Cycles
Percrntage Reduction in Area
Ultimate Tensile Strength
Strain
Stress,MPa
Mean Stress,MPa

For orthotropic material, [aij] is the matrix as given below

Here, the longitudinal axis is the third axis. Due to orthotropic
symmetry
t21 = u12 and u31 = (E3/E1)*u13 [Ref. 1]
Temperature dependent material properties are considered
to calculate the values of elastic constants given in the above
matrix.
3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELAND ANALYSES
The solid model of the blade with initial scheme of shroud is
created in UG software. The FE mesh (Fig. 1) is generated in
HYPERMESH 10 [Ref. 2] using SOLID 45 elements. This
model is verified and found to confirm to the in-house quality
check norms. Local co-ordinate system is created at origin
with X-axis aligned to the radial direction, Y-axis with
tangential and Z-axis aligned with engine axis. All nodes are
rotated with respect to the local co-ordinate system in order
to assign the orthotropic material properties. Material
strength reduction factors are considered to account the
size effect, surface finish and scatter in material properties.
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Shroud
Aerofoil

Firtree root
Fig. 1. FE Model
3.1. Modal Analysis : Modal analysis for the baseline
configuration of the rotor blade is carried out in ANSYS
12[Ref. 3], for zero speed, Idle speed and maximum speed
conditions (rpm=11204). The analysis is carried out to predict
the natural frequencies and the resonance speed considering
the pre-stress effects [Ref. 4]. The boundary conditions used
for analysis are shown in Fig. 2. The temperature distribution
on the blade is obtained from heat transfer analysis and is
shown in Fig. 3. Fourth engine order is found to be interfering
with the natural frequencies of the blade within operating
range
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3.2. Stress Analysis: The average stresses for the aerofoil
and root of the baseline blade configuration are calculated
based on the centrifugal loads for the Max power condition.
The stress in aerofoil hub section is found to be greater than
the allowable limits of the material. Further, average crushing
stresses on the blade root contact surfaces which interfere
with disk are worked out based on centrifugal load and
projected area. These are compared with allowable stresses
of the material at the corresponding temperatures and are
found to be higher than acceptable values.
Static stress analysis of the rotor blade is carried out in
ANSYS 12 considering the aerodynamic, thermal and
centrifugal loads. The boundary conditions and temperature
distribution on the rotor blade are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
respectively. Stress stiffening is enabled to consider the
centrifugal stiffening effect. The analysis results showed
high stresses at some regions of tip shroud, aerofoil and
root of the baseline configuration of the rotor blade.
4. DESIGN MODIFICATIONS AND RESULTS: Several
geometric modifications have been made in order to meet
the stress and frequency requirements for the shrouded
configuration of the blade. The salient ones are listed below.
a) Redistribution of material in shroud: Thickness at the
centre of shroud is increased and is reduced for the
overhanging portion [Ref. 5] as shown below in Fig. 4. This
helped in reducing the stresses at shroud-aerofoil interface.

Fig. 4. Shroud Material Redistribution
b) Creation of pockets in shroud: Material is scooped out at
the overhanging portion of shroud [Ref. 5] as shown below
in Fig. 5. It helped in reducing bending stress at the centre
portion of shroud and also at the aerofoil tip. It further helped
in reducing the weight of the blade.
Fig. 2. Boundary conditions

Fig. 3. Temperature
distribution (in Kelvin)

Pockets

Fig. 5. Shroud Pockets
c) Change in shroud contact angle: Shroud contact angle
(Fig. 6) has been changed from 45° to 60°. It helped in
increasing the natural frequency of the blade
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h) Aerofoil hub thickening: The cross sectional area of hub
section is increased in order to meet the increased average
stresses developed due to addition of shroud at the blade
tip.

Contact Angle
Fig. 6. Shroud Contact Angle

i) Increase in axial length of root: Increasing the axial length
(L) of the root (Fig. 10) helped in increasing the areas of rootdisk contact surfaces. It helped in meeting the crushing stress
requirements and also reduced stresses at firtree fillet region.

d) Shifting of shroud C.G.: Shroud is shifted towards suction
side w.r.t. aerofoil by 0.5mm in order to align its C.G. with that
of aerofoil. This is shown below in Fig. 7. It helped in
redistribution of stresses, thereby reducing the stresses in
high stress regions
Modified edges

L
Fig. 10. Root Axial Length

Fig. 7. Shroud Relocation
e) Positioning of seals: Shroud seals (Fig. 8) help in
preventing the leakage of flow over the blade tip. The seals
are positioned properly in order to meet the stress
requirements.

4.1. Modal Analysis Results: Results are presented for the
baseline and the final configuration of the blade. 10 modes
shape has been extracted. The frequencies of first 5 modes
for the baseline and the modified blade at maximum rpm are
listed below in Table 1.
Table 1. Frequencies for baseline and final blade
configuration
Mode
1
2
3
4
5

Seals

Fig. 8. Shroud Seals
f) Introduction of web: Web is introduced from root up to
quarter section of the hollow blade as shown in Fig. 9. It
helped in increasing the stiffness of the rotor blade in bending.

WEB

Frequency (Hz)
Baseline Configuration Final Configuration
417
827
1035
1123
2198
2532
2730
2919
3952
4121

Normalized resultant displacement plot for the baseline and
the modified geometry of the blade, for 1st mode are shown
below in Fig. 11. The Campbell Diagram is drawn for first five
engine orders and also for 9EO, 18EO & 36EO corresponding to no. of struts, burners and NGVs respectively. Resonance points are identified in Campbell Diagram, as shown
in Fig. 12, for the above mentioned engine orders and are
found to be away from operating range for the final configuration of the blade

Fig. 9. Web Placement in Slot
g) Change in radius of critical fillets: Fillet radius has been
increased in critical regions like aerofoil base, root-platform
and shroud-aerofoil interfaces in order to provide gradual
change in geometry. It helped in reducing stresses in these
regions.

Baseline

Modified

Fig. 11. Normalized Resultant Displacement Plots
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4.2. Stress Analysis Result: The stress results for the
baseline and the final configuration of the blade at critical
locations are listed below in Table 2. The principal stress
plots are shown in Fig. 13. The stresses for the final
configuration of the blade are found to be within the
acceptable limits of the material.
Table 2. Stress values at critical locations
Location

Fig. 12. Campbell Diagram
(The triple point intersection of engine order, natural
frequency and operating speed gives the resonance point)
Baseline

1st Principal Stress (MPa)
Baseline

Final

Configuration

Configuration

Shroud-Aerofoil fillet

1482

930

Aerofoil-Platform fillet

842

524

Root bottom lobe fillet 1337

774

Modified

Shroud-Aerofoil fillet region

Aerofoil-Platform fillet region

Root bottom lobe fillet region
Fig. 13. Principal Stress Plots, MPa
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5. LIFE EVALUATION
5.1. High Cycle Fatigue: The LPT rotor blade is susceptible
to HCF as it experiences large steady state stresses
accompanied by the fluctuating stresses due to flow
disturbances in the upstream and downstream. The
requirement calls for infinite high cycle fatigue life (>107
cycles) so that the damage due to HCF is minimum during
the service of the component. At the design stage it is
normally ensured that sufficient margins for alternating
stresses are provided against the peak steady state stresses
so as to satisfy HCF strength requirement [Ref. 6]. The
alternating stress margins are calculated at the maximum
tensile stress locations of shroud, aerofoil and critical fillets
with the help of Goodman Diagram as shown in Fig. 14 and
are found to be within acceptable limits. Hence the design is
acceptable from HCF life requirement.
Platform bottom fillet region
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one of the major life limiting components of the engine. The
main objective of any rotor blade design is to avoid resonance
in the operating range, in order to minimize the risk of high
alternating stress. Since the number of possible coinciding
excitation sources and Eigen frequencies are considerable
for LPT rotor blade, it is not possible to eliminate all
resonances. Consequently, design work has to focus on
excluding hazardous resonances from the normal operating
range of the turbine. The shrouded configuration of blade,
as detailed in this paper, serves the purpose with additional
advantages of damping blade vibration and preventing over
tip leakage. The increased CF load on the aerofoil and root
of the blade, due to added weight of tip shroud, is accounted
by redesigning of the over stressed regions. The final blade
configuration meets strength, frequency and life
requirements.

Aerofoil base fillet region

Shroud fillet region

Fig. 14. Goodman Diagrams for stresses at critical locations
5.2. Low Cycle Fatigue: LCF life is calculated using Mansoncoffin relation considering the strain range and mean stress
effects for 0-max-0 cycles at the identified critical locations.
The following equations have been used to evaluate LCF life
[Ref.2].
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ε = [3.5*(UTS- σm)/E] Nf-0.12 + D0.6 Nf-0.6
D = -ln(1-%RA/100)
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The most critical location in LCF has been identified based
on stress analysis results and is found to be at firtree bottom
fillet on the pressure side at trailing edge. LCF life is evaluated
using the above equation considering the material properties
at the corresponding temperature and the result is found to
be satisfactory as per design requirements.
5.3. CREEP: The creep life of the blade is calculated by using
in-house computer program which has the capability of taking
into account, thermal stresses due to the temperature
gradients, redistribution of stresses with the time due to stress
relaxation and mechanical stresses from the finite element
analysis. The strain hardening rate is used to simulate the
stress relaxation phenomenon. The creep life is evaluated
using LMP material data [Ref.7]. The cumulative creep life of
the LPT rotor blade is found to be meeting the service
requirement of 15000 hours.
6. CONCLUSION: The turbine rotor blade, which experiences
high temperature along with steady & dynamic stresses, is
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RELEVANCE OF THERMAL BARRIER COATINGS (TBC) IN GAS TURBINE ENGINES
*M.Tamilselvi, Shweta Verma, SSK Balam, M D Ganeshachar, S Ramachandra
Gas Turbine Research Establishment, Bangalore – 560093
Abstract: Gas Turbine Engine has found wide application in aero & marine propulsion and industrial application
which are made out of different materials ranging from Steel, Titanium, Superalloys to Composite materials. Lately
due to the advent of new materials, Turbine Entry Temperature (TET) of gas turbine engine has been increased
significantly, which in turn has improved the engine efficiency. The materials employed for these components need to
have good strength to weight ratio, adequate resistance to steady state and vibratory stress, toughness and micro
structural stability. Adequate resistance to environment degradation which affects the life of the component drastically
is one of the important requirements. In order to enhance the life of the component, protective coatings are extensively
used in gas turbine engines. The selection of protective coatings depends on the substrate material, Coefficient of
Thermal Expansion (CTE) mismatch, temperature, stresses, loading and strains as well as environmental conditions
being faced by the component. These protective coatings include abrasion, wear, oxidation and Thermal Barrier
Coatings (TBC).
Thermal Barrier Coatings are used in the hot end parts of the engine which helps in providing thermal insulation and
reduces the service temperature of the component in the range of 100-150°C. Typical Normal Thermal Barrier Coatings
are a combination of oxidation resistant bond coat and 7-8% Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ) ceramic top coat.
Atmospheric Plasma Spray (APS) or High Velocity Oxy-Fuel (HVOF) spray processes can be used for producing
these coatings. The component life entirely relies on the specification and the quality of the coating. For successful
functioning of TBC, better adherence is required between the Bond coat- Substrate and Bond coat-Top coat otherwise
can lead to the failure of the coating and ultimately the component during service. This paper brings out the function
and properties of TBC and its relevance to Gas Turbine Engines and the characterization of TBC.
1.0 INTRODUCTION: Gas turbine engine consists of air
intake, Compressor, Combustion chamber, Turbine and
Exhaust. LP compressor is coupled with HP turbine and HP
compressor is coupled with LP turbine through shaft. The
intake derives the air from the atmosphere which is
compressed by compressor. The compressed air is then
burned with fuel in the combustion chamber and it generates
high pressure and temperature which is used to rotate the
turbine which in turn rotates the compressor through shaft
and it is ejected out of the engine exhaust to provide thrust.
Fig. 1 depicts the typical combustor portion of a gas turbine
engine. A flow path liner connects the low pressure turbine
with the jet pipe line in a gas turbine engine and it’s made up
of Ni base super alloy. The gas which is entering the
combustor liner usually has a temperature of approximately
801°C. The temperature of the metal reduced to 700°C with
the help of TBC

Thermal Barrier Coatings are widely used in hot section parts
like combustor, blades and vanes of the gas turbine engine
to improve the efficiency by means of increasing the turbine
inlet temperature1, 2. The use of TBC along with the internal
cooling system provides major reduction in underlying
superalloy substrate in the range of 100-300°C. Generally
TBC consists of a metallic MCrAlY bond coat to protect the
underlying superalloy substrate from oxidation and corrosion
by forming a protective aluminium rich layer3.
Bond coat is applied by varies process like, Air Plasma Spray
(APS), Low Pressure Plasma Spray (LPPS), Vacuum Plasma
Spray (VPS), High Velocity Oxy Fuel (HVOF), etc,. Top coat
is of ceramic Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ). The ceramic
coating properties required for turbine engine applications
are achieved through the selection of material properties
and coating process parameters3. Generally 6-8 wt.% YSZ is
used to maximize the spallation life of the coating. Various
processes like, Air Plasma Spray (APS) or Electron-Beam
Physical Vapour Deposition (EB-PVD), etc were developed
for depositing YSZ. Air Plasma Spray is widely adopted for
TBC due to low cost, wide range of temperature capability
and good process control4,5. In order to have a better thermal
and mechanical compatibility, thin coating is preferred. TBC
system must have low thermal conductivity, relatively high
coefficient of thermal expansion, good erosion resistance,
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thermodynamic stability in gas turbine environment,
mechanical stability during thermal cycling, and improved
creep life of the substrate by reducing the steady state
substrate temperature. To minimize the coefficient of thermal
expansion mismatch the top coat must have high in-plane
compliance6.
The YSZ is porous in nature and it allows hot gases to
penetrate through it and gets reacted with the bond coat
when the component is in service. Due to which a Thermally
Grown Oxide (TGO) layer, predominantly of alumina, forms at
the interface between the bond coat and the top coat. The
formation and the thickness of TGO play a critical role in the
use of TBC. In spite of having low thermal conductivity,
good erosion resistance, the failure of TBC has been observed
either within the TBC layer, interface between TBC and TGO
or between the TGO and bond coat3,7. The formation and
growth alumina layer results in the depletion of aluminium
from the bond coat and allows oxygen to penetrate and
compromises the structural integrity of TGO. At high
temperature elemental diffusion can occur between the
substrate and the bond coat which affects the spallation
resistance of TBC. One of the main contributing factor for
the failure of TBC is the development of large internal stresses.
This paper addresses the importance of Thermal Barrier
Coatings in Gas Turbine Engines and the characterization
method involved in qualification.
3.0 EXPERIMENTAL: The component along with the test
coupons were coated as per the Sulzer Metco’s plasma spray
specification to a thickness of 400µm. Before actual coating,
the component and the coupons were alumina grit blasted
followed by forced air cleaning to remove the debris which is
present on the surface and to provide roughness for better
coating adherence. During coating, the temperature of the
substrate was maintained 100-150°C. A set of two test coupons
were coated with NiCrAlY powder (bond coat).
Different acceptability criteria tests like bend test, hardness
and image analysis were carried on test specimens as per the
standard test procedures. For image analysis the as received
TBC specimens were prepared using standard polishing
procedures as per ASTM E-1920. The thickness of the TBC
(ceramic layer) as well as the bond coat was measured by
optical microscopy. Macro hardness was carried out as per
ASTM E18.
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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4.1 Bend Test
Fig. 2 Bend test result of (a) Accepted (b) Non accepted
TBC (NiCrAlY + YSZ) coating
The bend test result of the bond coat and bond + top coat
are shown in Fig. 2(a) & (b). Bond coat showed good
spallation resistance whereas coating peel-off has been
observed on the bond + top coated coupon

a
Fig. 2 Bend test
result of (a)
Accepted (b) Non
accepted TBC
(NiCrAlY + YSZ)
coating

4.2 HARDNESS : Rockwell Hardness Tester was used for
hardness measurement studies. The hardness measurement
was carried out three places and the average was calculated
and reported. The bond coat hardness was found to be 78±2
HRB against the specified hardness of 85-95 HRB.
4.3 IMAGE ANALYSIS: To check the integrity and the quality
of the coating, test coupons of same nickel base superalloy
were coated along with component as it is not possible to
carry out any kind of destructive coating on the component.
Fig. 3 shows the TBC coated component

Fig. 3 Photograph of TBC coated component
The prepared test coupons were examined under Olympus
Inverted Metallurgical Microscope GX-71 to check for the
presence coating defects, porosity and coating thickness
measurement. Fig. 4
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YSZ Coating

As shown in Fig. 4 (b), the microstructure of the air plasma
sprayed bond coat composed of splats with poor intersplat
bonding and irregularly shaped pores. The splats are
separated by inter lamellar pores resulting from rapid
solidification of the lamellae. The microstructure revealed
proper bonding between the substrate and the coating. The
bond coat provides oxidation protection and CTE
compatibility between the substrate and the top coat. The
bond coat also provides a rough surface to which the YSZ
can mechanically bond. Fig. 4(a) shows the porous structure
which is the characteristics of ceramic coating which helps
in reducing the thermal conductivity and thereby reducing
the underlying substrate temperature. Proper adhesion was
found between the metallic bond coat and the ceramic top

coat. In order to study the volume of % of porosities present
within the splats, measurements were carried out using
BIOVIS software The porosity of the bond coat was found
to be <2% whereas the top coat shows 10-11% porosity due
to its porous nature.
The commonly observed coating defects are shown in Fig, 5
(a), (b), (c), and (d). Interfacial contamination, grit inclusions
(Fig.5(c) & (d)), oxide stringers and porosities (Fig.5(c)) were
noticed in the coating. The interfacial contaminations are
normally due to improper cleaning and the presence of debris
on the substrate. The development of stresses at the interface
locally buckles the top coat and detaches from the bond
coat (Fig. 5 (a)) and further growth and accumulation of
stresses leads to spallation
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At high temperature, the component experiences thermal
stress and allows oxygen to penetrate through the top coat
and oxidizes the bond coat by forming thin TGO. Once the
TGO thickness it causes premature failure to the entire
coating system and exposes the bare metal to the harsh
environment.
5.0 CONCLUSION
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Abstract: This paper attempts to address risk analysis of a software system, particularly during any change to the
software is done, either due to bug fixes or new features added. Risk analysis is primarily a job of an expert who has
lot of heuristic knowledge, product knowledge, customer usage profile, etc. Essentially, such knowledge about the
product, heuristics, functionality, etc, can be captured as world knowledge. A simple rule based system is being
developed which after understanding the world knowledge, would generate a list of affected areas in the software. The
testing team can then use this list and prepare their regression suite for testing.
As an example simple HR payroll application is taken as the software on which the rule based system is developed.
As a heads-up, we will consider how the upcoming Direct-tax-code system (proposed by Income tax Dept of India)
would affect a simple application like HR-payroll system. The paper will discuss in detail how to do risk analysis
manually on a representative sample database, and how this Artificial Intelligence (AI) system would bring forth the
solution
Keywords : Software system, Regression testing, Code-churning, Risk analysis, Heuristics, Rule-based system,
Payroll system, Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Introduction: A software system as it goes through various
stages of its development and maintenance undergoes lot of
changes in its features, functionality, etc, as per customer’s
need. This in turn leads to code churning from the software
developers. During the maintenance phases, if a software
system is subjected to change in its code base, then it is
imperative to ensure that the repercussions on the unchanged
software are minimal or zero. Hence a lot of emphasis is laid
on regression testing of the software. The term “regression”
here refers to the testing activity which makes sure that the
unchanged functionality in the software is not adversely
impacted due to new changes in code. The term is not related
to statistical regression.
It is impractical to perform regression-test for the whole
software, it is therefore necessary to undertake calculated
risk based approach. Such an approach identifies what areas

in the software could have high impact factor and what areas
the least affected. Based on this, regression testing is
planned. These approaches rely heavily on the subject matter
expertise of the person who does the risk assessment.
We, in this paper, attempt to provide a solution for risk
assessment by using a rule based AI system. Specifically
what we mean by risk assessment is to assess or evaluate
what part of the software can get impacted, or work adversely
because of adding a new functionality or a code change in
the software.
HR Payroll system: HR Payroll system is a software
application which is used to manage the payroll of employees
in an organization. Typical features of this application
include, but not limited to:
Statutory Details
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o Provident Fund, Employee State Insurance, Tax Deduction
at Source
Company Details
o Address capturing, Enabling PF with options for VPF and
multiple PF, Bonus/Ex-Gratia
Enable TDS
Enable Supplementary Salary
Enable Gratuity
Configurable Options
Maintain user defined employee identifier
Maintain HR Details
Configurable captions for Employee ID, Reference Number
and Salary structure
Different types of Net Salary rounding off
Standing Instructions - Advance, Loan, Insurance, Group
Insurance, SSS, Periodic Incentive
LTA
Medical Reimbursement
Arrears given
Process salary in Middle of the Month
Process salary with hidden parameters
Flexi Pay
Food coupons
Allot leaves after certain number of days
 Display VPF Voluntary and Employer contribution
separately in Monthly PF report
Restrict PF Employer contribution for each employee
Attendance Management system
Salary Heads defined as: Formula, Slab, Lump sum, Every
Month
 Setting required TDS references for automatic Tax
computation.
Detailed employee information capturing data pertaining
to department, designation, occupation, division, grade,
branch, attendance head, bank account number and salary
structure
 Attendance Management: Encashment of leaves, user
defined dates for applying OT
Bonus/Ex-Gratia, Reimbursement
Automated Salary Calculation (Salary Editor): OT Rate,
TDS, Bank Detail, Release Salary
Arrears
Salary Adjustment, Full and Final settlement
1. Aims and Objectives: The aims and objectives of this paper
is to develop a Rule based AI system that could perform risk
assessment on software system, understanding the knowhow of the changes that have been done on the software.
The assessment is then provided to the user who is a test
engineer or test lead, to use this system for the risk
assessment.
In this paper we have provided as an example a HR payroll
system for the case study.
2. Methodology
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2.1 Uniqueness of the Solution: Conventionally, the risk
assessment of software is done manually (by humans), by
understanding what areas in the software application have
undergone change and how the new changes can affect the
application as a whole – including the stable, unchanged
areas or functionality.
Some of the conventional methods of risk assessment in
software systems are:
a) Failure Mode Effect analysis (FMEA): A very formal risk
assessment technique. Normally used for safety critical
systems such as aerospace, avionics, railways, etc.
b) HAZOP (Hazardous operations): A very formal
methodology used in assessing power plant safety, medical
systems, etc.
c) Informal methods: These are the most common methods
used, but yet very effective for non-safety-critical
applications or software. Most commonly, in this method
the risk is a function of impact factor and likelihood of its
occurrence. Nevertheless, these methods do not quantify
risks by using any statistical methods or analysis. Hence it
is purely qualitative and informal.
This paper attempts to provide a solution for informal risk
assessment techniques by using a rule based AI system. As
envisaged, by developing an AI system we hope to solve
complex situations, later, where in there would be high risks
due to interdependency of functionality, and assessment by
humans could be very challenging and complex – small
human errors could lead to loss of customer base, revenue
loss, etc,.
The proposed solution is limited to “functional” riskassessment of the software only. Software security,
performance and other non-functional aspects are currently
not considered.
2.2 Establish the concurrence and link between Rule Based
System and Risk assessment for the machine to perform the
task
The above technique is part of machine learning and expert
system development. Risk assessment, typically done by an
expert test analyst or lead, involves subject matter expertise,
product knowledge, knowledge of the customer/user profile,
etc. This knowledge forms the basis for deducing impact on
the software whenever the software is subjected to change
(i.e. because of defect fixes or new features added).
The risk assessment is partly linear and partly fuzzy in nature.
Because not all times we can predict that these are the only
areas that can get affected – the rest are risk free!! The
knowledge structure involves causal reasoning and as well
as heuristic knowledge.
So if we see this activity in a nut-shell, risk assessment is:
1. Partly deterministic and partly fuzzy in nature
2. Causal reasoning (If x then y) and deduction
3. Assessment can differ from person to person
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4. Experiential learning is the key to assessment
5. Even an expert analyst can never give a 100% accurate
result
Rule based system is appropriate in the context because for
the expert system developer unless rules are formulated with
exact facts, the risk assessment may be improper, and inexact.
2.3 Knowledge Representation: Knowledge base contains
domain knowledge useful for problem solving. We are using
a Rule Based AI System in order to perform risk assessment.
Essentially, the world knowledge is represented using simple
IF-THEN Rules. Each rule specifies a relation,
recommendation, directive, strategy or heuristic and has the
IF <antecedent> THEN <consequent> structure
Data is represented by a set of facts about the current
situation. The inference engine compares each rule stored in
the knowledge base with facts contained in the data base.
When the condition part of a rule is satisfied the rule is said
to fire and consequent (or action) part is executed.
2.4 Rule Based System Architecture: The production model
is based on the idea that humans solve problems by applying
their knowledge (expressed as production rules) to a given
problem represented by problem-specific information. The
production rules are stored in the long-term memory and the
problem specific information or facts are stored in the shortterm memory. The production system model and the basic
structure of a rule based expert system are shown below.
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A sub-set of the rules and facts defined for the payroll system
is shown below. The total number of rules defined for this
system is very huge – more than 60-70, and cannot be listed
here completely.
Rule
R1:
If Tax-code Not Old
Then TDS affected
tax-slabs affected
deduction-future affected
salary-monthly affected
tax-on-arrears affected
tax-on-bonus affected
R2:
IF Tax-code Not Old
AND monthly-planner = True
THEN tax-monthly affected
deduction-monthly affected
TDS affected
R3:
If deduction-future affected
Then salary-total affected
Tax-monthly affected
salary-future affected
R4:
IF statutory-deductions =
change
THEN PF/PT affected
R5:
IF salary-future affected
THEN paycheck-future affected

Pre-existing Facts
F1: Tax-code = New

F2: flexible-pay = True

F3: monthly-planner =
True

F4: statutory-deductions =
no-change
F5: advance-loan = Exist

3.2 Representation of Problem Solving
The risk assessment for the current system can be
represented by the following tree.
If user enters => Tax-code = new, then this is how the rules
are fired
Tax-code = New
/ \
R1 R2
/
\
R3
Rn
/
\
R5
…

Fig 1. a) Production system model b) Basic structure of a
rule-based expert system
3. Theoretical/Experimental Methods
3.1 Production Rules

Note the following:
R1 -> generates new facts (e.g. deduction-future) this in turn
fires R3.
R3 -> generates new facts (e.g. salary-future) this in turn
fires R5
So a small change in the tax code can affect so many fields in
a payroll system!!
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More complex rules can be added to the knowledge base
based on the complexity of the payroll system and the tax
rules of the land.
3.3 Implementation
The inference engine performs both Forward and Backward
chaining taking into account the corresponding rules as well
as the facts.
As an example: Goal is to find “is salary-future affected”
Fact: Tax-code = New
Pass1:
Trying R3: Need to find “deduction-future affected”
R3: stacked object “deduction-future” sought as “affected”
Pass 2:
Trying R1: Need to find “Tax-code”
R1: stacked Object “Tax-code” sought as “Not Old”
Given the fact that Tax-code = New, so “salary-future” is
affected.
Since “salary-future” is affected R5 is fired.

Fig 2. Inferencing Mechanism
4. Analysis/Results and Discussion
When implemented, the AI system will interact with the user
and results will be generated in the following way.

5. Conclusion and Future work
The above Rule based AI system is designed to be
implemented using ‘C’ language. A comprehensive set of
production rules will be developed in order to make sure that
a reasonable risk assessment can be done by the system.
In the next phase of development we will add “Certainty
factor” to rules and consequents, so that
a) Non-deterministic cases can be handled and
b) The measure of belief in some hypothesis can also be
calculated.
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MULTI-AGENT INTELLIGENT TUTORING SYSTEM FOR ADAPTIVE E-LEARNING
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ABSTRACT: Learning is the process of gaining knowledge. With the advent of internet and mobile technology,
learning is not confined only to the classroom. Having better technology at one’s disposal, like faster internet
connectivity, learning can be accomplished anywhere even while on the move. E-learning is a learning environment
which is customizable according to the user’s learning pace, needs and interest. The first generation of E-learning
was simply computer assisted document management. But the need of the hour is E-learning assistants who would
adapt to the learner’s general needs, to the learner’s current problems and to the specific context.
Agents are a piece of software that can work autonomously and try to accomplish any work on behalf of any other
program or any user. The Software agents have profound applications in a variety of fields including E-learning. This
paper discusses the application of multi-agent systems in the E-learning environment. The design of “COMPULEARN”
,a system for learning concepts of Computer science for engineering students is presented as a case study.
Bloom’s taxonomy model is used for preparing the learning objectives of the course. ADDIE model is used for
instructional development . The proposed system can be specifically used for blended learning.
Keywords: Software agents, E-learning, Multi-agent systems,Blended learning
INTRODUCTION: Learning is the acquisition of knowledge
or skills through experience, practice, or study, or by being
taught. The growth of internet has thrown up a plethora of
opportunities to the learners, one of them being E-learning.
E-learning comprises all forms of electronically supported
learning and teaching. A blended learning approach
combines the traditional classroom teaching with online
content to offer an integrated learning approach. This
approach would offer better learning outcomes. Handling
student absentiesm, is a part and parcel of the challenge
faced by teaching fraternity. The student misses the
continuity in the topics taught and ultimately loses interest
in the course provided to the students. Blended learning
could be a panacea for the above problem hogging the
teaching community.
MULTI- AGENT SYSTEM FOR E-LEARNING: Software
agents have got widespread attention and interest. An agent
is expected to work on its own. In many ways, a software
agent imitates the real-world role of a secretary, personal
assistant, librarian, investment advisor, tutor etc. Or in other
words, an agent is expected to act like a human. Agent-based
approach can be used in those systems where the software
is made up of autonomous units and each one getting
executed separately. Such multi-agent systems can find
tremendous application in the field of learning. There have
been many multi-agent systems simulating the role of
instructors and even virtual classrooms. Nowadays learning
is not confined to the classroom only. It has become
ubiquitous and the presence of software agents have made
the process easier.
 BLOOM’S TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL
OBJECTIVES: Bloom’s taxonomy of learning domain
remains the most widely used systems of its kind in education

and training development programs. It is a very simple clear
and effective model, both for explanation and application of
learning objectives, teaching and training methods, and
measurement of learning outcomes.
2. METHODOLOGY: The design of “COMPULEARN” a
system for learning computer science concepts for
engineering students is considered. COMPULEARN is a
multi agent system which teaches basics of Artificial
Intelligence to the students. The specific topic considered
in this design is learning “First order logic”. There are many
modules in this multi-agent system. For developing the
instructional objectives of every module, Bloom’s taxonomy
model is used. Bloom’s taxonomy model is in three parts or
overlapping domains, cognitive, affective and psychomotor
domain. In each of the three domains Bloom’s Taxonomy is
based on the premise that the categories are ordered in degree
of difficulty. An important premise of Bloom’s Taxonomy is
that each category (or ‘level’) must be mastered before
progressing to the next. As such the categories within each
domain are levels of learning development, and these levels
increase in difficulty .
3. EXPERIMENT
3.1 ARCHITECTURE OF THE MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM
In this section, the architecture and the number of agents
involved in the tutoring process is explained.
Theory Agent: The theory agent generates the appropriate
content based on the level reached by the student. Each
level needs to be mastered before going to the next level. In
the current paper we use a small subset of first order logic to
be tutored. The focus is on identifying the learning objectives
and generate the content based on the current level of the
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knowledge of the student. This agent needs to access a
database where the theory which needs to be displayed to
the user is stored.
Exercises Agent: The exercises agent tests the student at
the end of each level and interacts with the theory agent to
generate the next content. If the student has got a passing
score, then this agent informs the theory agent to generate
the content corresponding to the next level. Otherwise a
supplementary material would be generated to the user.
User Interface agent: The user interface agent interacts
between the tutor and learner. This agent interacts with the
theory agent, profile agent and also the progress agent. Care
has to be taken to ensure that the user interface screen is
comfortable for the learner to work with.
Profile Agent: A profile agent records the details of the
learner for future use. The profile records the complete
information of the learner. The name of the learner, register
no, semester pursuing, course name are some of the
information collected. The user can change any of this
information at any point in time.
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3.2 WORKING OF THE MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM: The user
interface agent displays the graphical user interface to the
user. When the user presses the start button, the theory
agent displays the pages corresponding to the knowledge
level of the domain. The content corresponds to the first
level of bloom’s taxonomy which is knowledge. Based on the
Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives, there are
different levels of difficulty in learning. The first step is
knowledge.
Only after the user reads through the entire theory, the exercise
agent generates the first activity test in which the user must
score some minimum marks. If the user does not score the
minimum marks, then the next levels theory would not be
displayed

 Progress Agent: The progress agent records the
performance of the learner. This agent keeps track of the
level of difficulty reached by a student. The score of the
student in the tests are also recorded and stored for future
reference. There would be a database for storing the
information which can be retrieved by the progress agent at
any time.
The following figure depicts the architecture of the multiagent system.

No

Yes

Figure 2. FLOW CHART OF MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM
At any level the user can know their performance by using
the progress agent. An important premise of Bloom’s
taxonomy is that each category(or “level”) must be mastered
before progressing to the next. The following table describes
the six levels of the cognitive domain of Bloom’s taxonomy
FIGURE 1. ARCHITECTURE OF MULTI-AGENT
TUTORING SYSTEM

of educational objectives with specific example to our topic
of lesson.
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Sl. CAT EGORY OR LEVEL BEHAVIOUR
NO
DESCRIPTIONS
1.
Knowledge
Recall or recognize
information

EXAMPLE OFACTIVITY TO
BE TRAINED
Multiple-choice test, recount
facts or statistics

2.

Comprehension

Understand meaning

Identify, recognize

3.

Application

Use or apply knowledge,
put theory into practise

Apply, illustrate

4.

Analysis

Interpret elements,
organizational principles

Examine, analyze

5.

Synthesis

6.

Evaluation

Develop new unique
structures, systems,
models, approaches and
ideas
Assess effectiveness of
whole concepts

Formulate, organize
Select, choose

EXAMPLE WI TH RESPECT
TO OUR LESSON TAUGHT
1. Recall the connectives.2. A
language like predicate
calculus is defined by its
i)syntax ii)semantics
iii)formation
1.Identify the predicate in the
following sentence: Kishore
ate samosas.
1.Apply the correct connective
after reading the sentence:
Shree lives in a brown hut.
Examine the following sentence
and write the predicate
equivalent of it.Every child
loves every candy.
Formulate the FOPL statement
for the following:John buys a
pumpkin.
Select the predicate form and
solve it using resolution:Every
child loves anyone who gives
the child any present.

TABLE 1 LISTING OF THE LEARNING OBJECTIVES
4. RESULTS: A multi-agent incorporating the specific
learning objectives was developed. An initial evaluation
found that the students found this tutor very useful for
learning about “First order logic”.
5. APPLICATIONS : Intelligent Tutoring System developed
this way would be very useful for teaching any difficult
concept to the students. Because of the blended learning
approach, the student can make best use of the classroom
learning environment as well as tutoring systems of this kind.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK: In this paper, a
novel method for developing learning content using Blooms
taxonomy of learning objectives is presented. The design of
multi agent system which will implement the system is also
given. In future, we would like to thoroughly evaluate the
system and improve on its performance.
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COMPARISON OF IN-FLIGHT THRUST DETERMINATION METHODS
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ABSTRACT: One of the performance parameters of the aero-gas turbine engines is thrust. It is measured directly
in the ground and altitude test beds by load cells which are installed on the engine stand. The thrust is determined
during the flight tests of aero-gas turbine engines. The mathematical modelling relationships along with measured
quantities on engine are used to determine the thrust. Three methods to determine thrust have been explained and
compared with the method employed to determine thrust of the ab-initio engine. The results are shown for a typical
flight data of 7, 8 and 9 km altitude test at various positions of power lever angle.
KEYWORDS: In-flight thrust, engine thrust, thrust measurement, thrust determination
1. INTRODUCTION: Aero gas turbine engines are the
power plants of civil and military aircrafts. It uses
atmospheric air to generate thrust. It is called in-flight
thrust when power plants are installed in aircrafts. It is
determined using the mathematical relations and engine
measured data.
The parameter ‘thrust’ is the product of mass which
enters the engine and the velocity by which it ejects
from the engine. As the thrust is generated by nozzles,
it is the mass which enters the nozzle and the velocity
through which it ejects. The nozzles are of two types,
convergent and convergent-divergent . Each nozzle can
be fixed or variable type. Generally, fixed nozzles are
used for civil aircraft gas turbine engines due to limited
manoeuvrings like, take-off, cruise and landing. As
compared to the civil engines, military engines have
additional manoeuvres like combat, acceleration, dash,
diversion, overshoot etc., and this necessitates the usage
of variable nozzles; convergent or convergent-divergent
nozzles.
Herbert[1] has worked extensively in the convergent
nozzles. He showed that the flow velocity from 70 m/s
to 140m/s at the entry of nozzle does not change the
nozzle performance. Such nozzles can also be used as
a means of mass flow measurement in the test rigs. He
has also brought out the importance of discharge
coefficient for a varying flow rate of the air through
engines.
Dyckman and Christian[2] have derived a procedure to
calculate in-flight thrust for turbo-fan engine TF39 which
had been tested on C-5A aircraft. The thrust calculations
have been empirically calibrated from results of scaled
and full scaled model tests. Paul [3] has developed a
comprehensive method to determine the in-flight thrust.
He uses theoretical thrust prediction method which was
modified using the scaled and full engine tests. The
method has been implemented on a mixed flow, dual
spool, augmented turbo-fan engine with a variable
convergent divergent nozzle.

Donald[4] has determined the gross thrust by three
methods. He compares the results obtained from these
methods with the measured data. The measured data
was acquired from static thrust calibration facility of
Edwards Air Base where the tests were conducted on
engine installed in the aircraft. Timothy [5] has explained
the measurement effects on the calculated in-flight thrust
on an afterburner gas turbine engine. The uncertainty of
the measurement has also been explained using the
flight test data.
The paper gives an overview of the methods developed
by Donald and explains the method used to determine
in-flight thrust of the aero-gas turbine engine which has
completed first phase of tests in the flying test bed.
2. ENGINE THRUST : Engine thrust is represented by
difference of two quantities, gross thrust generated at
nozzle and inlet momentum due to intake duct
R engine = R nozzle – J Intake Duct
…. (1)
where, R – thrust and J – inlet momentum
Figure 1 shows the cross section of a typical aero-gas
turbine engine with the intake duct. The measurements
in the intake duct, ID installed in the front end and nozzle
at the rear end of the engines are used to determine
thrust

Figure 1: Engine cross section with intake duct
2.1. Determination of engine nozzle thrust, R nozzle
Engine nozzle thrust, Rnoz of Equation (1) is the sum of
nozzle thrust at nozzle throat plane R con and thrust due
to divergent part, R div i.e., if the engine employs
convergent divergent nozzle.
R noz = R con + R div
….(2)
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Thrust due to convergent and divergent part of nozzle
can be defined as a function of flow parameters and
geometry of the nozzle.

2.1. Determination of inlet momentum, J intake duct
Inlet momentum is a product of mass flow that enters
engine with the surrounding flow stream velocities or
aircraft velocity. Inlet momentum is defined as a function
of flow parameters prevailing in the intake duct and its
geometry.
The mass flow rate is determined at intake duct ahead
of fan/compressor. It is necessary to know the coefficient
of discharge of the intake duct.

ii. Mass Momentum Method: This procedure
determines the force caused by the change in
momentum of the fluids by passing through the engine.
This method is also based on pressure area method

- Air Total pressure and static pressure at intake
duct
- Air total temperature at intake duct
- Ratio of specific heats and Gas constant, 1.4, 287J/
kg-K
- cross sectional area of Intake duct
- Mach number
- Discharge coefficient
3. IN-FLIGHT THRUST DETERMINATION METHODS
There are two methods developed for calculating the inflight gross thrust: Pressure Area (PA) method and Massflow Temperature (WT) method. The mass flow, W noz in
nozzle thrust term is calculated from mass continuity
condition with an assumption that the nozzle is choked.
It is a function of Pressures and temperature. Similarly
the velocity at nozzle throat is determined as a function
of nozzle pressure ratio and temperatures.
These equations are reduced such that the temperature
term does not appear and the dependency of
measurement of turbine exit temperature is not there.
The gross thrust term will depend on the accuracy of
throat area and turbine exit total pressure measurement.
Similarly, emphasis is given on temperature
measurement at turbine exit plane in the mass flow
temperature method. Here the dependency of throat area
and pressure at turbine exit is eliminated.
Under Pressure Area method, following three methods
are generally used. It provides the gross thrust generated
by engine installed in the aircraft.
i. Gas Generator Method
ii. Mass Momentum Method
iii. Simplified Gross Thrust Method
i. Gas Generator Method
This method is used by engine manufacturers for
convergent nozzles. The equation used to calculate
thrust is given below:

The method is good for a theoretical engine obeying the
perfect gas laws on the assumption that the ratio of
specific heats is constant for a non-afterburning engine.
iii. Simplified Gross Thrust Method: The thrust
calculation method is applied only when engine
parameters are measured at exit plane. The analytical
procedure is originally used to calculate the thrust of a
more complicated jet engine which has Afterburner,
ducted fan etc., The equation given below is the simplified
form

4. IN-FLIGHT THRUST DETERMINATION OF ABINITIO ENGINE: The ab-initio engine is a dual spool,
three staged turbo fan, six staged compressor, annular
combustor, two staged turbines and an afterburner
combustor employing a variable convergent - divergent
nozzle gas turbine engine. The engine, Figure 2, had
been installed in an engine nacelle of a flying test bed
to conduct tests and obtain the engine performance.
The engine nacelle has an intake duct to provide smooth
air flow to the engine inlet plane. As shown, it is
instrumented at Plane A0 with total pressure, total
temperature and static pressure probes. Similarly, the
engine has been instrumented with various instruments
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in its flow path at plane BCs, Ds etc., The nozzle inlet
plane, D10 has total pressure, total temperature and
static pressure probe. The surface of the convergent
and divergent nozzles are instrumented with wall static
pressure probes and skin temperatures at planes Fs
and Es respectively.
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Vo
Cd (Intake duct)

= flow velocity of free stream or aircraft
velocity
= discharge coefficient of intake duct
(through CFD studies)

Equation (4) considers the ambient pressure and nozzle
throat values and is equivalent to second term of the
equation (8). The turbine exit pressure value is considered
in the term
Equation (5) has two terms equivalent to 1st and 2nd
term of equation (8). The term Cf will be obtained from
thrust stand of ground test bed.

Figure 2: Engine cross section with intake duct.

It can be observed that equation (6) requires
measurement of static and total pressure inside the
convergent - divergent nozzle. As some or the other
data is not available in the acquired data, thrust is
determined using equation (8).

The data acquired during various flights at plane A0, D10
and Fs are considered to determine the engine thrust
as per equation (1). The nozzle thrust, R nozzle equation
(1) or equation (2) takes the following form

5. FLIGHT DATA: Generally, flight tests are carried out
for few hours. The engine tests are conducted and engine
flight data is acquired by various instruments as per given
test schedule.

R noz = W NOZ*VNOZ*CD + (PS9 – PATM)*A9 — (8)

Figure 3 shows the speed attained by one of the two
spools (Low pressure shaft) of the engine based on the
power lever angle (PLA) selected by the pilot.

The first term relates to the thrust generated by
convergent nozzle and second term relates to thrust
generated by divergent nozzle. The calculation of mass
flow uses measured temperatures and pressures values.
Mass flow passing through nozzle is calculated as
following
where,
density

W

A nozzle throat
V nozzle throat
CD
PS9
PATM
A9
A8)

noz

= density * A nozzle throat * V nozzle throat

= f(Po, p, To measured at Nozzle inlet
plane, D10)
= measured during engine tests as A8
= f(To, Po, p measured at Nozzle inlet
plane, D10)
= nozzle coefficient determined from CFD
studies
= measured at plane F3 of figure 2.
= atmospheric pressure measured by
aircraft
= exit area of the Divergent nozzle; f(A9/

Figure 3: Engine speed during engine testing

Inlet momentum as shown in equation (1) is defined as
J

ID

=W

where
W engine ID

engine ID

* Vo * Cd (Intake duct)

....(9)

= mass flow that enters intake duct f(Po,
p, To at plane A0)

Figure 4: Engine and aircraft Control parameters
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A typical flight data is shown in Figure 4. There are three
plots 1) Mach number or speed of the aircraft, 2) altitude
at which flight took place and power lever angle (PLA) of
engine in degrees. The position of the PLA determines
the fuel flow rate to be burnt in the combustor chamber.
All the data have been plotted for the flight duration in
seconds.
The above control parameter plots are important to select
the steady state points for which engine performance
shall be carried out. The steady state data points are
considered for the time duration of 5200 seconds from
2000second to 7200 second at an altitude of 6000, 7000
and 8000 meters altitude. The speed of the aircraft at
these altitudes were at a Mach number of 0.4, 0.45 and
0.5 respectively.

Figure 6: Static pressure pickups in convergent
divergent nozzle

The PLA position varies from 0 degrees to 80 degrees.
Steady state conditions are considered from 50 degrees
onwards. The speed of the second engine spool is found
to be 80 to 100% during the steady state conditions.
The total pressure, total temperature, static pressures,
areas of nozzles are tabulated for the selected steady
points from the measurement planes at A0, D10 and Es
and Fs.
The parameters to be used for thrust determination are
plotted with respect to time and selected for the same
discrete times. The plot also explains the performance
of the instrumentation. Typical total and static pressure
measurements are plotted and shown in Figure 5. The
intake duct pressures are plotted in Figure 5.

Figure 7: Static pressure along the length of
convergent and divergent nozzle
6. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS: Initially, the inlet
momentum is determined as defined in equation (9).
The mass flow which enters engine is calculated using
the area of intake duct where the total pressure and
static pressure probes are installed. The coefficient of
discharge is obtained by computational methods. The
correctness of the calculated mass flow passing through
the engine is verified by putting the non-dimensional mass
flow in the fan characteristics. The fan characteristics
is plotted for pressure ratio developed by the fan at
various mass flow rates given as non-dimensional data
(Figure 7). It can be observed that most of the points lie
on the blue line which is the operating line of fan.

Figure 5: Pressures in the intake duct
The other set of data acquired and used for the analysis
is pressures in the convergent divergent nozzle. The
nozzle static pressures are measured at six locations
of the convergent and divergent nozzle. There are 3
numbers of pickups placed circumferentially at all six
planes (=18 points) as shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows
a typical wall static pressure values found at all 6 locations

Figure 7:
Fan
characte
ristics
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The nozzle thrust is calculated using the equation (8).

7. CONCLUSIONS: In-flight thrust determination

W NOZ*VNOZ*CD + (PS9 – PATM)*A9

methods have been explained. All methods require data

The mass flow is calculated based on nozzle area and
prevailing pressures and temperature at the inlet of
nozzle. The nozzle discharge coefficient is determined
by computational methods. The calculated mass flow
is compared with the engine mass flow. It is generally
little less than the mass flow which enters the engine.

based on ground test beds. A simple method has been

The intake momentum or drag is deducted from the gross
thrust. The thrust generated by engine is shown at
altitudes of 6.9 kms for various power lever angles is
shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that as PLA increases
the thrust increases. Same can be found at altitudes of
7.9 and 8.9 kms. The trend is found to be satisfactory.

Subhananda Rao, Director GTRE for giving permission

devised to calculate the net thrust for which 1Dimensional performance data is available.
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INSTANT RAGI MALT VENDING MACHINE - AN INVENTION FOR VALUE ADDITION TO
EMPOWER WOMEN
1

S.V. Suresha1, Usha Ravindra2, Jamuna, K.V3. and Rani Arvind3
Coordinator, Associate Professor, 3Assit. Professors, Bakery Training Unit, Directorate of Extension, UAS,
Hebbal, Bangalore usharavindra2007@yahoo.co.in
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Millets are small seeded annual cereals used for food, feed and forage. Among the millets, Ragi (Eleuscine coracana
L.) is a humble grain with abundant nutritional and health benefits. Ragi is mainly used in preparation of weaning
foods and malt because of rich protein and amino acid bio-availability. With increasing awareness for healthy living,
the consumption of millets particularly ragi is increasing. On the other hand women who are suppose to be the home
makers are slowly changing their regular duties i.e., cooking, serving food and other household activities to self
employment and economic empowerment. This led to lot of stress on women to keep their family members happy
and healthy. Therefore, The Bakery Training Unit has specially designed Ragi Malt Vending Machine providing ready
to drink malt keeping in view of the nutritional value of the Product as well as women employment. The machine has
number of options for different flavours. With the vending machine, each press will get 100ml Ready-to-drink malt.
The value of one Kg. of Ragi is Rs. 14-16/- , Ragi flour costs Rs. 20-25/- where as one Kg. of Ragi malt (with other
ingredients) costs Rs. 100.00/- and this can be enhanced to Rs.500. ( One Kg. of Ragi malt gives 100 cups of drink
and each cup @ an approximate price of Rs. 5/- (100 X 5 = Rs. 500/-). Machine has got wide utility in Public Places
including health centers. Therefore, through the machine ragi malt could be made available to everyone to get
superior nutritional benefits with low price. By providing nutritive beverage women can become an entrepreneur and
self employed.
Introduction: Millets are small seeded annual cereals used
for food, feed and forage. Among the millets, Ragi (Eleuscine
coracana L.) is a humble grain with abundant nutritional and
health benefits (Anon. 2007).

was mixed with deferent flavours and stored in air tight
containers. Same powder was fed to the vending machine
for ready to drink malt beverage. Malt acceptability was
studied using nine point hedonic scale.

Ragi is mainly used in preparation of weaning foods and malt
preparation, because of rich protein and amino acid bioavailability. With increasing awareness for healthy living,
the consumption of millets particularly ragi is increasing. On
the other hand women who are suppose to be the home
makers are slowly changing their regular duties i.e., cooking,
serving food and other household activities to self
employment and economic empowerment. This led to lot of
stress on women to keep their family members happy and
healthy. Therefore, The Bakery Training Unit has specially
designed Ragi Malt Vending Machine providing ready to
drink malt keeping in view of the nutritional value of the
product as well as women employment.

Results and Discussion: Malt vending machine is a new
concept. Since, gelatinization of starch is the major constraint
in vending machines. That’s why least attention is paid
towards commercializing the malt in vending machine.
However, tea and coffee vending machines do not have such
problem. Therefore, Bakery Training Unit had attempted for
development of malt vending machine under Public Private
Partnership mode. Any number of options for different
flavours can be included in the malt beverage. With the
vending machine, each press will get 100ml Ready-to-drink
malt.

Material and Methods:
About the Machine: Machine is designed in Public Private
Participation with good output efficiency. Any number of
options for different flavours can be included in the malt
beverage. Each press will get 100ml Ready-to-drink malt and
each Kg. of Ragi malt gives 100 cups of drink. The machine
was tested for suitability as well as user friendly operations.
Malt powder: The fingermillet (Ragi), wheat, and green grams
were soaked overnight, water was drained, soaked ragi then
tied using a damp muslin cloth. Kept in a dark place and
allowed to germination for 36 hours at room temperature and
then sun dried for 10-12 hours. Dried grains were roasted
and milled separately. Grains were conditioned to remove
vegetative parts before milling (Mallehi, 2002). Malt powder

Utility of the machine: The machine has got utility in the
following areas;
 Public Places- Rly Station, Bus stands, Banks,
Institutions etc.
 Hostels, Schools and Colleges
Hospitals / Health centers, Gymnastic centers
Malls, Sandys, Shopping complexes, Theatres etc.
Economics of the machine
The value for One Kg. of Ragi costs
Rs. 14-16
One Kg. of Ragi flour costs
Rs. 20-25
One Kg. of Ragi malt (with other ingredients) costs
Rs. 100.00
One Kg. of Ragi malt gives 100 cups of drink Each cup @
an approximate price of
Rs. 5/100 X 5 = Rs. 500/-
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The increase of income over Ragi- 33 times
Ragi flour- 21 times
Ragi malt- 5 times

stools and controlling the colon cancer, constipation and
gastrointestinal complications (Menon, 2004).

Acceptability of malt from vending machine: The
standardization of malt powder was carried out for about 1 ½
years with lot of trail for physico- chemical, sensory, and
storage quality aspects. After this training on malt preparation
as an income generating activity for the interested SHGs and
entrepreneurs were conducted. Different combinations were
tried to obtain good quality malt drink from the machine.

Employment generation: Women roles are changing from
household activities to economic empowerment. Maintaining
good health and nutrition of family lies on women. Without
affecting the family life women can earn by selling ragi malt.
Malt vending machine needs minimum investment and area
also.
Future Plans: The Unit is planning to develop newer malt to
reach larger population of different choices. Hence,
standardizing the following variation to commercialize malt
in a big way.

Herb malt

Health + malt

Malt with Milk,

Malt with Dry fruits

Malt with Kesar

Spicy malt

Sensory evaluation by the semi-trained panelists (no.100):
Among the four blends /flavours of ragi malt (Table), normal
malt with sugar, milk and cardamom was highly acceptable
and significant difference was observed for appearance and
texture between the blends but for colour, taste and overall
acceptability no difference existed. The scores ranged from
6.5-7.8, 6.1-8.0, 6.6-7.5, 6.5-7.5 and 6.7-7.8 for appearance,
texture, colour, taste and overall acceptability respectively
between the variations. Differences in the scores are
attributed to the traditional flavor and taste of the malt.
However, children enjoyed the vanilla flavour very much.
Table : Mean sensory scores for the Ragi malt with different blends
Product
Sugar free malt
Normal milk blend
Vanilla flavour
Ginger flavour
F-Value
SEm±
CD

Appearance
7.4
7.8
6.8
6.5
*
0.33
0.96

Texture Colour Taste Overallacceptability
7.3
6.6
6.8
7.0
8.0
7.5
7.5
7.8
6.1
6.9
6.8
6.7
6.3
6.9
6.5
6.7
*
NS
NS
NS
0.38
0.36
0.37
0.34
1.10
1.03
1.07
1.00
* Significant at 5 per cent level
NS- Non Significant

Varieties of Malt: Normal malt, Sugar free malt, Malt with
vanilla Flavour, Malt with ginger flavour, Malt with chocolate
flavour etc. was other options available with vending
machine. Ragi malt is gaining much importance among the
consumer due to its health benefits. Hence, more number of
consumers wants malt in ready to drink form.
Advantages of Ragi Malt:
• Ragi malt is easily digestible
• Convenient to prepare
• Suits to every individuals taste
• Have good shelf life
• Can also be utilized for health and therapeutic foods.
• Higher proportion of fibre and lower fat makes it ideal for
formulation of foods which can provide several nutritional
and physiological benefits Viz.., transit time, minimizing the
undesirable fermentation of undigested food components in
the gut and binding with toxins and discharging them with

Conclusion: With this vending machine, ragi malt could be
made available to everyone to get superior nutritional benefits
with low price. By providing nutritive beverage women can
become an entrepreneur and self employed.
1. ANONYMOUS, QRT report of Millets, Director of Millets
Development, Rajasthan, 2007
2. GOPALAN, C., RAMA SASTRI, B.V. AND
BALASUBRAMANIAN, S.C., Nutritive value of Indian
foods. National Institute of Nutrition. Indian Council of
Medical Research, Hyderabad, 2000.
3. MALLESHI, N.G., , Nutritional qualities of millets and
pseudo cereals, short-term course on processing and
value addition to nutritious millets. Central Food
Technological Research Iinstitute, Mysore, 2002
4. MENON, M.V. (2004). Small millets call for attention.
Kissan World. 4: 63-64
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A DIGITAL REALIZATION OF ADAPTIVE BEAMFORMING TECHNIQUE USING LMS
ALGORITHM
Meena D, Kavitha GR*
Electronics and Radar Development Establishment (LRDE),CV Raman Nagar, Bangalore-93,
dmeenasatish@gmail.com
Abstract - The present day multifunction RADARs demand the requirement of multiple receive beam formation for the
efficient operation. This is achieved by fixed multiple receive beam formation which are limited by processing and
hardware capabilities. This research work brings out a solution for this with the realisation of adaptive beam formation
with the received complex video signals. The work highlights the formation of the beam towards the desired direction
using Least Mean Square Algorithm while successfully rejecting all other signals in unwanted directions in real time.
This is realised by iterative computation of complex weights in real time by minimising the mean square error
between desired and computed beam directions.
The paper prescribes the digital methodologies used for the computation of adaptive weights and also the realisation
approach using Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). Both functional and performance evaluation have been
carried out with the consideration of timing aspect in the simulation environment. (Using simulation software: ISIM).The
design is further used for the bit stream generation for a hardware platform using Virtex 5 series of FPGA. The design
incorporates an additional feature of transmitting computed weights to an external environment using serial link. This
adaptive weight computed can be used further for the beam formation in a radar system. The paper also brings out a
comparative study results performed between the Mat lab based algorithm and real time hardware results. The whole
process is implemented using single FPGA, which provides high degree of flexibility and upgradability
Keywords– LMS Algorithm, Adaptive Beamforming, Smart antenna
I INTRODUCTION: The most advanced approaches of
beamformation use Smart Antenna techniques based on
adaptive beamforming technique known as Adaptive
Beamforming .One of the most popular adaptive algorithms
available in the literature is the Stochastic Gradient Algorithm
also called Least Mean Square(LMS), introduced by Windrow
and Hoff in 1959. In adaptive beamforming the optimum
weights are iteratively computed using complex algorithm
based upon different criteria’s. LMS algorithm is popular as
it is very simple to implement in adaptive Beamforming
methodologies. As a consequence it is widely used in many
applications where system has to adapt its environment. But
it is also limited by its iterative nature which requires more
time for converging to a desired direction.

methods and clearly show how efficiently it can compute
the weight vectors in real time.
II DESIGN PRINCIPLES: The design of this algorithm is based
on Wiener-Hopf equation. By modifying the set of WeinerHopf equations with the steepest descent approach, a simple
adaptive algorithm that can be used recursively was realised.
Consider a uniform linear Array with n isotropic elements
which forms the integrated part of adaptive beamforming
system as shown in the Fig.1.

The application of adaptive beam forming techniques is very
wide, ranging from mobile and other communication systems
to complex Radar systems.
A. Motivation for Research: Smart antennas are recognized
as promising technologies for higher user capacity in wireless
communication system. Adaptive beamforming is known to
have resolution and interference rejection capability when
the array steering vector is precisely known, however the
performance of the adaptive beamforming techniques may
degrade severely in the presence of mismatches between
assumed array response and true array response.

Fig.1 Adaptive array antenna schematic.

This problem can be overcome by LMS algorithm. In this
research work, we have investigated a novel approach for
the realisation of adaptive beamforming based on LMS
algorithm. We also bring out a simple solution with digital

The digital signal processor interprets the incoming data
information, determines the complex weights and multiplies
the weight of each element output so as to optimize the array
pattern. As a result, adaptive antenna array has been devel-
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error with respect to desired response. Further error is used
to calculate iterative filter coefficients.
Es (n) = S (n) – Ds (n) ................. (1)
Where, Es (n) = Error Signal, S(t) = Beam output,
Ds(n)=Desired response
The updated filter coefficients are computed by multiplying
the error with learning rate parameter (Ks) and input signal
and add this result to the values of the previous coefficients.
W(n+1)=W (n) + 2 Ks * Es (n) *X (n).. (2)
Where, W (n) = vector of weights on the nth iteration of the
algorithm, X (n) = Reference input, Ks = Gain constant and
control the rate of adaptation is illustrated in Fig.2

Fig.2. Block diagram of the adaptive beamformer
Fig.2 represents a block diagram of the LMS adaptive beam
forming process. The algorithm consists of three steps in
each recursion. The first step is the computat- ion of the
processed signal with the current set of weights. Followed
with the generation of the error between the processed signal
and the desired signal. The last step is the computation of
weights with the new error information using gradient method.
III DESIGNAPPROACH AND REALISATION

Fig.3.Adaptive beamformer in a radar receiver chain
diagram shows the role of ABF in modem multi function radar.
In a radar system, the multiple receive signals obtained from
multiple radiating element are first down converted to a lower
radio frequency and is then sampled using digital receivers.
The complex video signal obtain from digital receiver are
used for adaptive weight computation in real time. Multi beams
thus formed are further used in signal processing unit of
radar for both search and track functions. In this work we
bring out the digital solution for adaptive beam formation
block using LMS.
In this work the design realisation is performed with the
following steps based on LMS algorithm. Initially the desired
response and initial set of weights are considered based on
the requirements. X (t) W(n). By using the received complex
video signal X (t) and the initial weights and the respective
beams are formed. Formed beams are used to calculate the

A. The Importance of Ks : The important part of the algorithm
is the updation of filter coefficients in real time as it is typical
in adaptive algorithm. The step size parameter Ks also called
learning factor is critical for the update and must be chosen
accurately to ensure the convergence based on time
constraint. The ‘step-size’ parameter Ks introduced in
equation 3 controls how far we move along the error function
surface at each update step. Ks certainly have to be chosen
Ks > 0 .Otherwise it will lead the coefficient vector to a
direction of larger squared error. Furthermore, too large stepsize causes the LMS algorithms to be unstable, i.e., the
coefficients oscillate without converging to fix values.
Updating the coefficients is important because this is the
part of the code that governs how the filter will converge to
the desired response.
IV RESULTS: Initially adaptive algorithm results are
obtained in Matlab environment for the evaluation of targeted
platform results (FPGA based hardware).The same adaptive
process is developed in ISE environment for FPGA based
Hardware. The same is evaluated at the simulation
environment using ISIM Software both for functional and
timing analysis. This is further used for the direct bit
generation for the required Hardware platform. After the
realisation of in the FPGA based hardware the final iterative
filter coefficients thus computed for the minimum error is fed
back to a processor where the beam formation takes place.
The formed beams are further used by SP unit of the radar
for further analysis.
The following section explains various test case requirements
along with its results. Some of the results show the
comparison of Algorithm and the hardware results in which
( Fig 4.1,Fig 4.2, Fig 4.3 , Fig 4.4) red legend represents FPGA
and Blue legend represents Matlab. It also contains the
results of simulation studies for FPGA based Hardware.
We have considered typical cases with various values of Ks
to observe the convergence speed in the filter coefficient
computation process. For this an input signal arriving from
different azimuth directions for an 18 element linear array
has been considered.
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The beam plot in fig 4.3 shows that LMS algorithm converges
for 20th iteration.

In all these cases, the hardware platform considered was
with Virtex 5 series of FPGA.
The following figures show the beam output signals for
various iteration of filter computation process with different
values of ‘Ks’. We also observed that lesser value of Ks
leads to faster convergence i.e. with less error.
Test Case1: Ks = 0.006
The beam plot in Fig 4.1, Fig 4.2 shows convergence of the
algorithm at various iteration process with Ks=0.006. But we
can observe that in this case, even after 10th iteration the
order of the error is still high.
In the first case, to satisfy the required error criteria, the
computation process is repeated for 20 iterations. These
optimal complex weights are further used for beam formation.

Fig. 4.3 The simulation result for Ks=0.006 for 20th iteration
The beam plot shown in Fig 4.4 represents the output signals
after a single adaptation process.

Fig. 4.1 The simulation result for Ks=0.006for 5th iteration

Fig 4.2. The simulation result for Ks=0.006for 10th iteration
Fig. 4.4 The simulation result for Ks=0.2 for 1st iteration
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No. Of
Elements
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Weights From
MATLAB
-0.9866 - 0.1629i
-0.4119 - 0.2779i
0.3624 + 0.0326i
0.3667 + 0.0234i
0.0855 - 0.5835i
0.2347 - 0.7346i
0.3109 + 0.1417i

Weights From VHDL
-0.9355 - 0.3534i
-0.3148 - 0.3682i
0.3296 + 0.1277i
0.3237 + 0.1039i
0.2227 - 0.5316i
0.3593 - 0.6504i
0.2495 + 0.2168i
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

0.0161 + 0.8757i
-0.0822 + 0.5617i
0.2580 - 0.0385i
0.2107 - 0.0580i
-0.5914 + 0.1231i
-0.9754 - 0.1306i
-0.2511 - 0.2996i
0.5337 - 0.0299i

-0.1841 + 0.8434i
-0.2019 + 0.5227i
0.2762 + 0.0327i
0.2019 - 0.0030i
-0.5850 - 0.0208i
-0.8998 - 0.3415i
-0.1722 - 0.3207i
0.5227 + 0.0891i
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16
17
18

0.4313 - 0.0455i
0.0353 - 0.5597i
0.1297 - 0.5611i

0.4187 + 0.0386i
0.1663 - 0.5286i
0.2554 - 0.5019i

Table.1. Comparison of Matlab and vhdl results
V CONCLUSION
This paper prescribes a digital method for the realisation of
LMS adaptive algorithm with less hardware resources. A
detailed analysis of the same is also performed between
algorithm and hardware implementation results.LMS
algorithm is most commonly used in adaptive algorithm
because of its simplicity and a reasonable performance.
However it is not having a really fast convergence speed
compared to other algorithms. The results prove that, in LMS
algorithm step size parameter Ks is critical for update and
must be chosen accurately to ensure their convergence. Thus
meets the crucial time constraints required for real time
applications.
The same can be reused for various beam steering angles
based on the hardware resource availability. It can also be
realised with hard-soft realisation techniques to have better
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power and resource management. Thus the digital realisation
solution becomes reusable.
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INNOVATION CHALLENGES & VALUE ENGINEERING ADVANTAGE
Anita Lukose
SNR Manager, Sobha Developers, No. 4, Neeladri Plaza, 4th Floor, Raja Ram Mohan Roy Road, Richmond Circle,
Bangalore-560 025
Innovation is imperative for the organization to become the thought leader. They need to innovate faster than their
competitors to stay in business. This condition often leads organization to keep innovation as a target rather than a
means. The organizations should understand that, innovations help them to become leaders as it provides the
competitiveness through the cutting edge technologies. This awareness prompts the top leaders of the organizations
to analyze and recognize the challenges of the business and thus the related issues.
The innovation chain follows the process of idea generation, prioritizing and funding ideas, converting those ideas to
products and spreading those products and business practices across the company. There are different organizational
challenges which hamper the spirit of innovation within the organization.
Though the challenges results in risks, understanding them helps to get equipped to address them or possibly avoid
them to take the best course of action. This is possible through highly talented people of the organization. who are
motivated and passionate about the organizational vision. They will stretch themselves and perform at the highest
effectiveness to generate innovative solutions to the challenges of achieving the vision. This kind of efficiency in
innovation process is instrumental in converting practical ideas to beneficial products, services, business models
and process. It can also lead to radical changes within the organization and the daily activities within the company.
Factors to be considered which lead to innovation are also discussed which will be helpful while formulating the
innovation process and executing a project.
Bringing about the great idea is less a challenge compared to the bigger challenges of implementing them and
addressing the changes it demands, especially if the innovation is disruptive in nature. Many companies spend so
much on whole innovation process and neglect the most important step of implementing and communicating the
innovation. A spirit of innovation and collaboration does not come naturally to an organization. It has to be cultivated
and nurtured with the help of a top down and bottom up approach. None of this is easy, but it is what a company must
do if it truly wants to create a healthy environment in which innovation can flourish. Successful implementation of
ideas to make the innovation happen will result in achieving the expected result. Different aspects leading to effective
implementations are put forward.
Value Engineering is a methodology fostering Innovation. it is an organized approach to creative thinking by using the
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functional analysis. It is conducted through an eight step procedure named VE Job Plan. The paper briefly explains
the methodology which was developed during the Second World War when there was a scarcity of materials for
production and manufacturing. Presently, this is widely used in different areas like construction, health care. new
product design, process analysis etc.
Finally the advantage of value methodology in generating and implementing innovative ideas are listed. When there
are many pitfalls to face, a proven methodology like value engineering internalized into their organizational DNA,
helps organizations to understand the issues and achieve the competitive edge and reap the benefits.
Introduction
“If the rate of change outside is higher than the rate of
change inside then the end is in sight.” - Jack Welch
Innovation is the buzz word in the current business world.
Women are much more flexible, dynamic and proficient at
multi-tasking, which comes to them naturally as they play
the multiple roles in life of executive, mother and spouse.
They often exhibit varying life skills and effective man
management. These qualities help them to become better
managers of innovation which help them to be noticed as
they will be problem solvers both in technology and in
business. But Innovation and Value Engineering (VE) are
areas that women have less explored. The paper presents a
closer look at the innovation scenario, VE and the advantage
of using Value Methodology to facilitate structured
Innovation.
Right from corporate giants to small companies, from
esteemed business schools to group discussions, people
talk about Innovation. The important guidance given to the
organizations for their success is “Innovate or perish”. They
need to innovate faster than their competitors to stay in
business. These often lead organizations to keep innovation
as a target rather than a means. The organizations should
understand that, innovations help them to become leaders
as it provides the competitiveness through the cutting edge
technologies. This awareness prompts the top leaders of the
organizations to analyze and recognize the challenges of the
business and thus the related issues.
The concern for organizations in the present business
scenario with a surge of innovative products and processes
is not the growth from quarter to quarter. An unexpected
downturn that kills the business due to sudden changes in
the market due the reset customer requirement by new
products possibly in the related industries is a bigger problem
to face.
Challenges in Innovation: The innovation chain follows the
process of idea generation, prioritizing and funding ideas,
converting those ideas to products and spreading those
products and business practices across the company. There
are many organizational challenges which hamper the spirit
of innovation within the organization of which some important
ones are listed below:

1. A system if as effective as its weakest link. So finding and
improving the weakest link while nurturing the strength is
imperative for the success of any innovation process.
2. Structuring the innovation process is a difficult task in
any organization as there is no single solution for it to meet
the organizational requirements. Replicating a successful
process from a different organization or some suggestions
from successful personalities in the field may not give the
same result in different organizations. It has to be a combined
with a long term vision and wholesome approach. Partial
process changes may lead to more serious issues which
weaken the system.
3. Another important challenge is the organizational support.
The decision makers of many organizations are unaware of
the innovation processes and related issues. Some managers
are very passive to the whole system. Even though they do
not oppose openly, they are reluctant to give the required
support. This will generate uninspired and impractical ideas
which cannot be monetized. The second set show more
resistance showing a negative reaction to any new idea
especially if it is not from their team or if is of disruptive
innovation grade. Such kind of rejection from authorities
will demoralize the proponent of the idea.
4. Ineffective communication and lack of collaboration is
another aspect that is detrimental to innovation. This is a
bigger challenge by which the technical knowledge within
the organization is not used effectively to strengthen the
innovation chain of generation, evaluation and
implementation of the idea. This also leads to an indifferent
approach from the knowledgeable employees. Companies
serious about innovations should find ways to avoid
isolation of people in the organizational silos and encourage
collaboration.
5. Generally, the people having hands on experience are not
in picture while finalizing the strategies which leads to the
under utilization of the technology strength of the
organization in understanding the problems and enhancing
the business.
6. The urgency in addressing and solving difficult problems
leads to the tendency of looking for solutions in same places
we always look for. Seeking precedents and stopping at
roadblocks are also a common at this stage. Usually, the
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solution generated like this will be the conventional solutions.
7. Keeping the employees motivated during the entire
innovation process of generating ideas and analyzing and
modifying them to create innovation is a bigger challenge.
8. Lack of pathbreaking ideas is understood as another issue
in the innovation effectiveness. Instead the true reason may
be the lack of knowledge and willingness to understand and
recognize ideas. A collaborative approach to nurture the new
and rough idea in its conception stage helps it to gather the
synergy. The effective way is to deliberate on the idea with
the people who are willing to support it. This back-and-forth
dialog is crucial in helping to shape the idea into something
more concrete, understandable, and actionable to face the
tougher challenges and criticisms. Developing collaborative
solutions with other organizations is also a possibility.
9. There is yet another bigger challenge of implementing the
ideas and addressing the changes it demands. A new idea
will have a tough phase when it is competing with the
established existing one. When found effective, it should be
supported till sufficient development of technology and
acceptance its sustainability demands.
10. Pumping more ideas beyond the capacity of the
innovation funnel creates more problems. The creative
employees quickly become cynical when none of their ideas
are implemented.
Factors Leading to Innovation
“A person’s mind stretched to a new idea never goes back to
its original dimensions.” – Oliver Wendell Holmes
Though the challenges results in risks, understanding them
helps to get equipped to address them or possibly avoid
them to take the best course of action. This is possible
through highly talented people of the organization, who are
motivated and passionate about the organizational vision.
They will stretch themselves and perform at the highest
effectiveness to generate innovative solutions to the
challenges of achieving the vision.
The success recipe of Apple is that they are good at making
a great customer experience out of the good ideas that are
generated and thus been able to monetize them. This kind of
efficiency in innovation process is instrumental in converting
practical ideas to beneficial products, services, business
models and process. It can also lead to radical changes within
the organization and the daily activities within the company.

• Analyzing the Business: Organizations keen on continuous

improvement analyses the performance of their product and
the process which was followed for producing it. They even
take special care in the product design. All these are effective
in leading the organization to success making some
incremental innovations or even step innovations. Taking
the analysis a step ahead for the strategic decisions better
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envelops the scope of the business and so solutions of
bigger impact are generated which may develop into
breakthroughs and disruptive innovations. This may lead to
the finding of blue oceans also.

• Awareness of the Project Scenario: There are many factors
which keep the team motivated. When it comes to the
technical aspects, the understanding of the project is what
matters most. In depth study before the design and launch
of the product gives the design team the confidence to better
handle the project which motivates and encourages them to
be creative.
• Tools and techniques: Some people naturally think
differently and find solutions for the situations they face. It
is imperative for the organization to duplicate such capability.
Different tools for the analysis and creation of ideas directs
the team to creativity thus resulting in innovative ideas.

• Constraints of the project: The popular belief is that the
creativity should not be disturbed by constraints. On the
contrary, constraints were reasons of many great
innovations. “I don’t remember being forced to accept
compromises, but I have willingly accepted constrains” says
the American modern furniture designer, Charles Eames,
famous for his movie, “Powers of 10”.
• Tapping the expertise within: The innovation scheme
should be open to all in the organization. Ideas from all levels
across the organization should be nurtured which will be
helpful in creating an innovation culture in the organization
by implementing and recognizing them. Usually at the sight
of the roadblock, there is a tendency to seek precedents and
if it is not available, the effort is stopped at why it can’t be
done.
• Collecting sufficient and right information: A holistic
understanding of the problems to be addressed is imperative
to generate innovations. For this, collecting the information
available by widening the area around it will be helpful. The
effect of the problem to all its stakeholders needs to be
analyzed with respect to the technical and individual aspects.
There are organizations that send their representatives to
even stay with the end customers to understand the customer
experience of their products.
• Utilize technology through out the project. Use it to ensure
the quality and quantity of the information collected, analysis
and implementation.
Implementing Ideas: Bringing about the great idea is less a
challenge compared to the bigger challenges of implementing
them and addressing the changes it demands, especially if
the innovation is disruptive in nature. Many companies
spend so much on whole innovation process and neglect
the most important step of implementing and communicating
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the innovation. A spirit of innovation and collaboration does
not come naturally to an organization. It has to be cultivated
and nurtured with the help of a top down and bottom up
approach. None of this is easy, but it is what a company must
do if it truly wants to create a healthy environment in which
innovation can flourish.

• Identifying the right leader who is effective in bringing

about the change required for the implementation of the
innovations and empowering him is an important aspect of
effective implementation.

• The team can be motivated for implementation by involving
them in identifying the problems rather than initiating it from
the top. New ideas and innovations demands a change in the
system and any change forced upon will not be executed
willingly. When the task force to implement the idea is there
from the initial stages of information, analysis and
distinguishing the problem, they will start sharing the vision
and passion required to achieve the goal. This creates a sense
of urgency within them. This in turn inspires and motivates
them to reach the effectual solution. The team will enjoy the
responsibility of executing such self generated ideas than
any such task imposed on them.
• Setting goals for implementation and encouraging the team
to achieve them will ensure and expedite implementation.
Celebrating the achievements helps to sustain the motivation.

• Institutionalize the best practices that are found successful
as a result of such studies by converting them as policies or
process and communicating it across the organization.
Initially, the implementation has to be followed up to ensure
adherence to the proposal. The process should also be flexible
to adapt the problems in the implementation. It is advisable
to adopt a step implementation style by which the success
of the idea implemented in one division or project generates
the momentum to spread the idea organizational wide.
• Generate and focus on ideas which directly contribute to

the bottom-line improvement. The time, money and resources
spend on the study of such ideas should justified by the
returns. An idea can be called an innovation when it can be
monetized.

• Successful implementation happens only when employees
exhibit trust, openness and helpfulness both as individuals
and in team.

• A continuous improvement in the innovation process will
make the implementation faster. Start by finding the weakest
link. When this is strengthened, analyze the other areas and
improve.
• Innovation attracts external talents to the organization who

are more open to new ideas. This in turn makes the
organization more innovative.
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Value Engineering (VE): Value Engineering is a functional
analysis for a product or service which leads to alternative
solutions to achieve the requirement and their decision
criteria while selecting and utilizing resources. This is done
by identifying and analyzing each function that is wanted
by the customer, then applying knowledge and creativity to
achieve the desired function. The resource may be money,
material, manpower, time, space, energy, etc. Adopting value
engineering techniques, 15 to 40% reduction in the resources
on is often achieved by finding the unnecessary use of it.
Value, as defined, is the ratio of function to cost. Value can
therefore be increased by either improving the function or
reducing the cost. Value Engineering can be used in any
industry. It is extensively used in different areas namely
design, construction, automobile industry, health services.
This can be also used in personal management and other
non-technical areas. Value engineering is also referred to as
“value management” or “value methodology” (VM), and
“value analysis” (VA).
VE does not require a degree in an engineering discipline,
but does provide an alternate career opportunity to those
individuals who are seeking new areas to apply their
engineering skills. Value Engineering provides an
opportunity to enhance existing skills and gain new skills to
be applied in an exciting and challenging profession.
The concept of VE came into existence during the World
War II. Faced with shortage of critical resources, it became
necessary to adopt changes in materials and traditional
design methods. Many of these changes resulted in superior
performance at reduced costs. This functional approach was
developed by Lawrence D. Miles and he organized it as a
methodology named Value Analysis, which is also called as
Value Engineering.
Society of Ameican Value Engineers (SAVE International)
defines value engineering as “the systematic application of
recognized techniques which identify the function of a
product or service, establish a monetary value for that
function, and provide the necessary function reliably at the
lowest overall cost.” It identifies opportunities to remove
unnecessary costs while assuring that quality, reliability,
performance and other critical factors will meet or exceed the
customers’ expectations. Value engineering is a team work
that generates better-than-normal results. A successful value
engineering study requires a knowledge and expertise in the
technical field of study and a solid background in the
principles of value engineering. This can be achieved through
a team of experts in the area of study with at least one Value
specialist to lead them. Value engineering study is conducted
as an 8 step methodology called Value Engineering Job Plan.
Value Engineering Job Plan
1. Orientation phase
2. Information phase
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3. Function phase
4. Creation phase
5. Evaluation phase
6. Recommendation phase
7. Implementation phase
8. Audit Phase
1. Orientation phase: This phase comprises of two steps project selection and team selection. A project is selected on
which VE study has to be conducted. Then, together with a
value expert, individuals from various fields concerning to
the area under study are selected to form a multi-disciplinary
team. The team then selects a team leader to lead the team
during the discussion and in various phases of VE job plan.
A coordinator is also selected
2. Information phase : This asks what the requirements are
for the object. Function analysis, an important technique in
value engineering, is usually done in this initial stage. It tries
to determine what functions or performance characteristics
are important. The team collect, collates, verify, process and
update information in this phase. The important consideration
is to get ALL THE FACTS and to get them from the BEST
SOURCES. All information, needs to be collected and
meaningful costs are to be determined. The motto followed
in this phase is “collect more information than required”.
Following key questions may be asked in this phase:
• What is it?
• What does it do?
• What must it do?
• What does it cost?
• What is the budget?
• What is it worth?
• Who is doing it?
• What could it do?
•What must it not do?
3.Function phase: This phase is the heart of the value
engineering concept. VE follows a structured thought process
that is based exclusively on “function” of the item, i.e. what
something “does” not what it is. A customer buys a product
because he wants it to do “something”. This something is
referred to as function in Value Engineering. If one is asked
“what a pen is expected to do”, the common answer will be
“to write”. But the fact is that the person is writing and not
the pen. Then what is the pen doing when he is writing?
Generally the answer will be “it is a means to write”. But that
is not the answer for the question. For the answer, “a means
to write”, the question will be what is pen. So, what is the pen
doing when one is writing? The pen is making a mark. That is
the function of the pen – make mark. The function of a bottle
will be “hold fluid” and that of a chair will be “support weight”.
It may be noted that the function can always be expressed as
a combination of two words – an active verb and a measurable
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noun. Understanding the function of a product or activity
with such clarity that it can be described in two words, an
active verb and a measurable noun, is imperative in a VE
study.
According to L D Miles, “All cost is for function.” In the
function phase, the team defines the functions of the item
under study, classifies them and evaluates the functional
relationships using a technique called function analysis
system technique (FAST). FAST is developed using a unique
“how – why” logic applied to the identified functions. When
this analysis is complete, the necessary and unnecessary
functions become visible. Following key questions may be
asked in the function phase:
• What does it do?
• What must it do?
• What does the function cost now?
• What is it worth?
• Is the function basic, secondary or required secondary?
4. Creation phase: The purpose of this phase is to generate
alternate ideas for providing the needed functions by creative
thinking, brainstorming and speculation. For example, the
function of a pen is to “make mark”. To generate alternative
ways to perform the same function, the team creates ideas
on “what else can make marks”. A spray can, lipstick, a
diamond on glass, a stick in the sand, a pencil, paint – all
serves the same function and the appropriate alternative
solution can be decided upon.
In this stage value engineers ask;
• What else will perform the desired function?
• What are the alternate ways of meeting the required
function?
• How this function achieved elsewhere?
5. Evaluation phase: This phase of the job plan deals with
the process which helps to find out the best alternative.
Here, the judicial mind is brought into active use. The
quantity of ideas generated in creation phase is judged,
refined and combined as needed to determine how each of
these ideas can be utilized to accomplish the needed function
and fulfill its governing criteria. Paired comparison is the
tool commonly used for evaluation.
Thus using any of these methods, we find that alternative
which will cost the lowest, satisfy all the functional
requirements. Following key questions may be asked in this
phase:
• Will each Idea work?
• Will it be implementable?
• How feasible are the selected alternatives?
• What are the advantages and disadvantages of each idea?
• How will the alternatives be measured?
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• What is cost impact of ideas?
• Consider cost of ownership
• Which Ideas are the best?
6. Recommendation phase: On the basis of evaluation, the
VE team should come up with a recommendation. First the
team should make a short-term or long-term decision based
on an evaluation matrix and cost-benefit analysis. Thereafter,
the VE team has to present their recommendation to the
decision-makers, either orally or in written. All possible
questions should be thought of and answers must be ready.
The best alternative will be chosen and presented to the
client for final decision. Following key questions may be
asked in this phase:
• How will it improve value?
• Will it meet all requirements?
• What are the implementation problems?
• What are the advantages and disadvantages?
• What are the differences?
• What is recommended?
• Who has to approve it?
• What are the impacts?
• What is the cost?
• What is the performance?
7. Implementation phase: Value of an idea is measured in
terms of its attainment. The fruits of all the efforts in the
preceding phases depend on the successful completion of
this phase. The goal here would be to activate action for its
implementation. The implementation plan should indicate the
agencies that are responsible for implementation, the
procedure and all technical details, along with the probable
date of implementation.
8. Audit Phase: An independent authority will conduct an
audit of the value engineering change, in order to validate
that the expected results have been achieved. Two types of
audits are usually necessary.
• Technical / Operational Audits: To ensure that the Value
Engineering Change Proposal has been implemented
according to the implementation plan and the benefits have
started accruing. Any change that needs to be proposed
after the implementation are also noted and communicated
to the concerned team.

• Financial Audit: To ensure that the company has started

accruing the benefits and it becomes a part of the financial
accounts. The financial benefits proposed during the study
and the achieved benefits are compared.
The VE Advantage
A systematic approach: Identification of business issues and
their solutions help the organization to generate strength
and motivation to implement the changes. But the people
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who are deployed as the change agents to implement the
change should also be a part of identifying the problem.
This awareness in them of the issue faced brings urgency in
implementing the change. A systematic approach is
imperative for reaching the proposal for effective changes.
VE prompt complete overhaul of the system and provides
insight on alternate design and materials by analyzing the
design criteria set for the product like the strength, capacity,
durability, safety, throughput time etc.
Keys for Innovation: The five keys identified by the
professors of Harward Bussiness school are associating,
questioning, observing, experimenting and networking. All
these are integral part of a VE team and its study.
Identifying the issue is imperative for the finding of the
effective solution. There are chances that the symptoms are
identified as problems rather than the root cause. VE team
collects all the information which will help in the study of the
project. The information are formatted and analyzed. The
functional analysis brings the awareness of the right problem.
Most of the quality improvement programmes follow the
sequence of collecting information, analyzing it, creating and
evaluating ideas and then implementing them. But VM has
the advantage of conducting a functional analysis which
differentiates it from other progmammes. Steve Jobs of Apple
points out that the products should be functional and fast.
Understanding the function is the heart of VE. VE helps us
to analyze in detail to understand the function of a system or
an assembly by ripping it apart item by item. This makes it an
effective methodology for innovation
VM fosters communication and collaboration: “Many of
life’s failure are people who did not realize how close they
were to the success when they gave up.” – Thomas Edison.
Any team is a group of people who are brought together to
do things which they could not do individually. It brings all
the team members to a common platform especially in the
functional phase and enhances communication. Involving
members from outside the team for brainstorming leads to
better collaboration and increased confidence of others who
like to support.
Triggers Innovation: Innovations are of different types
according to its degree of impact in the business. They are
mainly classified as breakthrough, step innovations and
incremental change. In the functional phase the product or
the service is broken down to different items and its
functions are determined to generate creative ideas. Thus
functional analysis ensures better understanding leading to
innovative solution. As the scope of the project is widened,
the angle of vision widens resulting in breakthrough
innovations. VE done at the early stage of strategic decisions
of the project leads to breakthrough ideas. This is enhanced
by information on the market study, existing product in the
market, project initial input, customer segment targeted etc.
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VE at specification level leads to step innovations and at the
item or activity level leads to incremental innovations.
Encompasses different tools: For different phases of VM,
different tools can be used thereby tapping the advantages
of them. For example, using 5 why method helps for a deep
understanding of the problem and so prompts the team to
collect more data which are useful.
Refining the proposal: Taking the decision makers into
confidence in the recommendation phase by talking to each
of them separately and getting the confidence before the
formal recommendation meeting may lead to better
acceptance of the proposal. The idea going back and forth
during this phase modifies it like a pebble in the river so that
it will be well prepared for implementation.
Ensuring success: Good ideas coupled with great execution
makes a perfect system. VE is a complete package from idea
conception to implantation and even audit. The technical
and financial audit done on the implantation modifies it and
prepares it to address the challenges of the changes involved
during the initial stages of implementation. During the auditing
phase, one has to keep in mind that, customers may come for
the cost but stays for quality and value. VE never
compromises on quality. VE aslso has an effective selection
mechanism for screening and identifying the best ideas,
building external and internal networks to roll out those ideas
across the company and sustain this ongoing process.
Conclusion: The challenges and factors outlined in this
article are not exhaustive but are important issues faced in
the Innovation process. When there are many pitfalls to face,
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a proven methodology like value engineering internalized
into their organizational DNA, helps organizations to
understand the issues and achieve the competitive edge and
reap the benefits.
Women being able to connect to people will be able to
enhance the team building skill required for VE. Value
Engineering requires excellent skills in communication,
facilitation, teamwork, and problem solving. These skills,
combined with the technical skills gained through the
engineering profession, give women an upper hand in the
field of VE. Value Engineering offers a wide field of opportunity
for women to work in the industry and the academic either as
full time employees or as a consultant.
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Abstract: Urinary tract infection is a major disease that affects about 40% of women and 12% of men in the world.
Bacteria are found to be the causative organisms of UTI and are increasingly growing resistant to the current drugs
used for the treatment of UTI necessitating new anti-microbial compounds for their treatment. In the current study,
traditional knowledge in treatment of UTI is used to test the potential antimicrobial activity of some essential oils and
extracts of medicinal plants against uropathogens. The major uropathogen was found to be E.coli in a study of 20
clinical samples. In the antibiotic susceptibility test Rifampicin, Tetramycin, Norfloxacin, Trimethoprim, Amoxicillin,
were used and majority of pathogens showed susceptibility to Norfloxacin and Rifampicin which are the currently
used drugs for the treatment of UTI. The resistant zone diameters of E.coli cultures to Mimosa pudica extract for
different samples were comparable to that of the antibiotics and indicated the effective susceptibility of the uropathogens
to the extract.Phytochemical analysis confirmed the presence oftannins, flavonoids, saponins, steroids, terpenoids
and cardiac glycosides in the extracts which might be responsible for the antimicrobial activity of the plant extract.
Introduction: A urinary tract infection as the name suggests
is an infection that can happen anywhere along the urinary
tract. Urinary tract infection is a major disease that affects
about 40% of women and 12% of men in the world.The

disease is underlined by symptoms of itching and burning
sensation of the urinary tract coupled with frequent urination.
It is common in areas with low or no sanitary facilities and
predominantly affects women. At least 50% of the women
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across the globe suffer from UTI at some point in their lives.
The common line of treatment for UTI is the use of antibiotics.
Bacteria are found to be the causative organisms of UTI and
are increasingly growing resistant to the current drugs and
posing severe side effects necessitating new anti-microbial
components for their treatments.This phenomenon calls for
an alternative method for the treatment of UTI. Since a long
time native plants have been used to treat UTI in certain
traditional practices and shown positive results although
much light hasn’t been thrown on their mechanism of action.
Plantshave been a treasured source of pharmaceutical
products since a long time and World Health Organization
states that medicinal plants would conducive in obtaining
several drugs in the coming years. Numerous plants have
been used in the past due to their antimicrobial qualities,
which are the results of compounds synthesized in the
secondary metabolism of the plant.In the current study,
traditional knowledge in treatment of UTI is used to test the
potential antimicrobial activity ofMimosa pudica.Mimosa
pudica has been broadly used in Ayurveda& homoeopathic
medicine and known for its aphrodisiac, antipyretic,
antispasmodic, anticancer and diuretic actions posing
prospects of being used in modern medicine. Lajjavanti and
chuimui are the popular Indian names ofMimosa pudica
which is colloquially called ‘touch me not’. The plant has
been used in folklore and traditional medicine since a long
time and is popular for its antispasmodic and anti-diarrheal
activities and also used to treat constipation, inflammation,
asthama, conjunctivitis and hemorrhage. The objectives of
our study were to identify the organisms responsible for
Urinary tract infections and to check for the antimicrobial
activity of extracts of Mimosa pudicaagainst UTI pathogens
and also check for the compounds in the plant extract that
may be responsible for the antimicrobial activity.
Materials and methods:
Collection of samples: About 20 samples of UTI pathogens
were collected from BMH hospital, Mysore and JSS hospital,
Mysore,India irrespective of age and sex. The samples were
contained in an ice box and immediately brought to the
laboratory where they were sub cultured on nutrient agar for
further analysis.
Collection and preparation of plant extracts: The plants
(Mimosa pudica) were obtained from the wet lands of
Mysore in the months of August and September and washed
with tap water followed by distilled water and shade dried. It
was then ground into fine powder using electric blender. 20 g
of shade dried, powder of M.pudica was filled in a thimble
and extracted with 100 ml of ethanol using a Soxhlet extractor.
All the extracts were concentrated by evaporation. After
complete solvent evaporation, the solvent extract was
weighed and preserved at 4 ºC in airtight bottles until further
use.
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Identification of organisms: The UTI pathogens obtained
were isolated and identified using the methods of gram
stainingto differentiate between gram positive and negative
strains of bacteria. The isolated organisms were streak plated
on Eosin Methylene Blue (EMB) agar to confirm whether
obtained organisms were E.coli asE.coli grows on EMB agar
as metallic sheen colonies.
Antibiotic sensitivity test: After the identification of
organisms, they were tested for their susceptibility to most
common antibiotics used for the treatment of UTI. This was
done by inoculating the organisms (about 1 loop of organism
in 100 µl distilled water) on macconkey agar by spread plate
technique.Antibiotic discspurchased from Hi media were
placed on the culture and incubated at 37 ºC for 16 hrs. The
antibiotics used for the test were: Rifampicin, Tetramycin,
Norfloxacin, Trimethoprim, Ampicillinand Amoxicillin
Antimicrobial test of the plant extract: The agar well
diffusion method was carried out to check the susceptibility
of UTI pathogens to the plant extract [3-5]. A loop full of the
specimen taken in 100 µl of distilled water was uniformly
spread on macconkey agar plates using a bent sterile glass
rod. Wells of 4 mm were bored on the plate using a sterile
cork borer and 80µl of the crude plant extractobtained was
injected into the wells along with ethanol as the control.
This extract was allowed to diffuse into the media and the
plates were incubated at 37ºC for 24 hrs. Antimicrobial activity
was evaluated by measuring the zone of inhibition against
the test organism.
Phytochemical analysis of the plant extracts:Phytochemical
analysis was carried out to check for the presence of
secondary metabolites, which may be responsible for the
antimicrobial activity. Tests were run to check the presence
or absence of tannins, flavonoids, saponins, steroids,
terpenoids and cardiac glycosides in the plant extract by
using standard methods [8-11]
Results: The gram staining indicated that 16 out of the 20
samples were Escherichia Coli(Gram negative) by staining
pink.It was confirmed by small creamy red or pink colonies
on Macconkey agar. Also, metallic sheen was observed on
EMB agar

Fig 2: E.coli
colonies on
Macconkey agar
(Gram negative)
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Fig 4: Culture of E.coli
with a zone of growth
inhibition around the
well containing extract of
Mimosa pudica (left) and
control (Right)

Fig 3: E.coli
confirmatory test,
metallic sheen on
EMB agar

Discussion: Natural, plant based antimicrobial compounds
pose no side effects as opposed to synthetic antimicrobials
and open a new area of therapeutics with limitless
possibilities.The antibacterial activity of M. pudica was
assessed by measuring zone of growth inhibition (cm). The
inhibitionzone diameters of E. coli cultures to Mimosa
pudica extracts were comparable to that of antibiotic zone
inhibition diameter.Norfloxacin is the most common drug used
today to cure Urinary tract infection and the zone of growth
inhibition of E.coli for Norfloxacin was 4.2 cm while the growth
inhibition zone of E.coli for the crude extracts of M.pudica
is 3.6 cm. The zone rate diameters of the widely used drugs
were comparable to that of the growth inhibition diameter of
M.pudica and thus indicated the susceptibility of the
uropathogens to the extract. Further experiments have to be
carried out to elucidate the exact method of mechanism of
action of M.pudica against UTI pathogens and the specific
compounds responsible for the same which could potentially
be used as a drug to treat UTI in the coming years.

The isolated test organisms incubated with the antibiotics
were checked for the zone of growth inhibition. Norfloxacin
showed the maximum inhibition diameter of 4.2 cm. The zone
inhibition diameters of other antibiotics are tabulated in Table
1. The E.coli strains were resistant to Rifampicin and Ampicillin.
Antibiotic
Organism Zone inhibition diameter (cm)
Ampicillin
E.coli
Negligible
Amoxicillin E.coli
2.4
Norfloxacin E.coli
4.2
Rifampicin
E.coli
Negligible
Tetramycin E.coli
1.8
Trimethoprim E.coli
3.8
Table 1.Zone of growth inhibition diameters of E.coli for
the respective antibiotics
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Fig 3: Test organisms
showing zone of
growth inhibition
around the antibiotics

The test organisms which were incubated with crude extracts
of Mimosa pudica were checked for the zone of growth
inhibition around the organisms. The zone of growth
inhibition around the plant extract was about 3.6 cm

Phytochemical analysis of M.pudica showed the following results which have been tabulated in the table below:
SL NO

PLANT

1

M.pudica
(leaf and stem)

Tannin

Flavonoids

Saponin

Steroids

Terpenoids

Cardiac glycosides

+ve

+ve

+ve

+ve

+ve

+ve

Table 2: Phytochemical analysis of the plant to check for secondary metabolites
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NANO WORLD
Vaidehi Ganesan
Metallurgy and Materials Group, Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Dept of Atomic Energy,
Kalpakkam-603 102. vaidehi@igcar.gov.in
Abstract : Nanomaterials are „Nano in size. Nano refers to a nanometer (nm), i.e., one billionth of a meter (10 -9 m).
They possess amazing properties at nanoscale. Nanoparticles are of great scientific interest as they are effectively
a bridge between the bulk materials and atomic and molecular structures. Nanoscience is exploiting the enhanced
properties of nanomaterials, study of physics laws in nanostructures etc. Nanotechnology can be defined as handling
the nanomaterials, design and production of nanodevices and systems, utilization of nanostructures for various novel
applications etc. The nanotubes are the strongest fibers we have ever come across. It possesses remarkable tensile
strength. The strength is 100 times greater than steel and the weight is one sixth. It has to undergo very high strain
to cause failure. Electrical conductivity is very high and is as good as that of copper. The thermal conductivity is very
high and is as good as diamond. Single wall and multiwalled nano tubes are available. Nanomaterials have wider
applications in improving the properties of materials, high power magnets, nano coatings (defence, aerospace,
nuclear etc), electronic devices, heat transfer, sensors (physical and chemical), reinforced composites, conductive
high strength composites, nano semiconductor devices and probes, medicine (early detection of cancerous cells
and cure), drug delivery, nano computer, high density storage media, cosmetics, improving strength of concretes to
with stand natural calamities, cost effective solar energy, thin mobile phones, etc. There are some disadvantages,
like there is little knowledge about the long term effects of nanomaterials, precautions to be taken in handling
nanomaterials (possibility inhalation etc), toxic effects (Huge dose of nanotubes damage the lungs of cats and
mices. Higher doze of Bucky balls cause brain damage in fish) etc. Fundamentals and applications „Nanomaterials
will be discussed in detail in the manuscript. This is a review manuscript published under “Education column”
in Deccan Chronicle by the author.
Introduction
Mankind and civilization evolve through different eras.
Now we are in the era of Information and Nano
Technologies. Nano is the modern watch word for
progress and development. Whether it is „cars or
„materials , „Nano is the “Mandiram”. We have
transformed from „Big is better and beautiful to „small is

sweet and safe . Nanomaterials are „Nano in size. Nano
refers to a nanometer (nm), i.e., one billionth of a meter
(10 -9 m), i.e., one eighty thousandth the width of human
hair. A sheet of paper is about 100,000 nanometers thick;
a single gold atom is about a third of a nanometer in
diameter. Nanomaterials are of the order of 1-100nm. In
general, atoms are 0.1 to 0.2 nm wide. Nanoparticles
are larger than individual atoms, but smaller than bulk
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solids. They possess amazing properties at nanoscale.
Nanoparticles are of great scientific interest as they are
effectively a bridge between the bulk materials and atomic
and molecular structures. Nanoscience is exploiting the
enhanced properties of nanomaterials, study of physics
laws in nanostructures etc. Nanotechnology can be
defined as handling the nanomaterials, design and
production of nanodevices and systems, utilization of
nanostructures for various novel applications etc.
Conventional materials have grains varying in size
anywhere from hundreds of microns to centimeters.
Nanomaterials (nanopowders when not compressed)
have grain sizes of the order of 1-100nm. With the advent
of the advanced microscopic techniques like Atomic
Force Microscope, High Resolution Transmission
Electron Microscope etc., new nano materials have been
developed much more systematically and with greater
understanding.
Nanoparticles have a very high surface to volume ratio.
This provides a tremendous driving force for diffusion,
especially at elevated temperatures. Some nanoparticles
are exceptionally strong, hard and ductile at high
temperatures. However they are chemically very active
because the number of surface molecules is very large
compared to the molecules or atoms in the bulk of the
material. Due to their smaller size, nanomaterials exhibit
novel properties which largely differ from bulk materials.
The new emergent properties include quantum size effect,
non-linear optical properties etc.
Nano particles attract greater attention today due to
various applications they have in different fields. The Nano
scale can be explained in simple terms as below [Fig 1,
2].

Fig 1. Nanoscale
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Fig 2. The size of nanotechnology,
[Courtesy: www.sustainpack.com/
nanotechnology.html]
Colloids, gold and silver nanoparticles
Colloidal particles are increasingly receiving attention
as important starting points for generation of micro and
nano structures. These particles are under active
research because they possess interesting physical
properties differing considerably from that of the bulk
phase. It has been proved that in the case of noble metal
nanocrystals, the electromagnetic, optical and catalytic
properties are highly influenced by shape and size.
Among noble-metal nanomaterials, silver and gold
nanoparticles have received considerable attention due
to their attractive physicochemical properties. It can
exhibit size dependent electrical and optical properties.
The properties of gold nanoparticles at the nanoscale
(1-100 nm) remarkably differ from those of the bulk
counterpart because of quantum size confinement
imposed by nano size regime. [The effect specific to
the small size of nanoparticles is called the quantum
size effect (QSE)]. As a result, gold nanoparticles show
colours ranging from ruby red to blue, green, orange
etc., depending on the size and shape. This absorption
in the visible region is called surface plasmon absorption.
The gold nano particles show remarkably catalytic activity,
whereas bulk gold is known to be catalytically inert. Of
late, gold nanoparticles have been frequently used in
the biomedical fields due to their strong adsorption in
the visible and near IR region and their distinguished
photo thermal properties. Silver nanoparticles have
received considerable attention due to their attractive
physical and chemical properties. It exhibits new optical
properties which are observed neither in molecules nor
in bulk metals. One of the examples is presence of
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absorption band in visible light region. Metals like Au
and Ag have almost identical lattice constants (0.408
nm for Au and 0.409 nm for Ag) which are responsible
for a strong tendency towards alloy formation.
Gold and silver show unique properties. Silver becomes
antimicrobial (wound dressing etc,). Iron becomes
flammable. It is strong and flexible. Carbon forms highly
conductive compounds, which are 400 times stronger
than steel. Ceramics, composites, polymers etc., provide
lighter weight, greater strength and overall better
properties.
When the size becomes smaller and smaller (nano
levels), surface to volume ratio increases, interatomic
distance changes and material becomes more
chemically reactive. This introduces quantum mechanical
effects and significantly changes optical, magnetic and
electrical properties. We can improve the properties of
materials by controlling their nano structures
(nanomaterials, powders, particles, composites etc). We
can design complex nanodevices for specific applications
(biological, physical, chemical, electronic, medical etc,).
Complex machines can be developed combining
nanotechnology, bio-technology, material science,
quantum physics, organic chemistry etc., (nanoscopic
transistors, Robotics, Nanocomputer Processors).
Ferrofluids : A Ferrofluid (from the Latin ferrum, meaning
iron) is a liquid which becomes strongly polarized in the
presence of a magnetic field. Ferrofluids are colloidal
mixtures composed of nanoscale ferromagnetic, or
ferrimagnetic, particles suspended in a carrier fluid,
usually an organic solvent or water. The ferromagnetic
nano-particles are coated with a surfactant to prevent
their agglomeration (due to van der Waals and magnetic
forces). The particles in a ferrofluid primarily consist of
nanoparticles which are suspended by Brownian motion
and generally will not settle under normal conditions.
Ferrofluids, one of the most widely studied nanofluids
due to their immense applications. Ferrites with the
general formula AB2O4 are a class of chemically and
thermally stable materials suitable for a wide variety of
applications such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
contrast agents, magnetically guided drug delivery,
information storage and catalysis. Among these ferrites,
magnetite is a frequently used one because of its high
saturation magnetization value, ease for bio-molecule
tagging and bio-compatibility. In all these applications it
is important to tailor magnetic nanoparticles with desired
characteristic physical properties. Ferrofluids have wide
applications in electronic devices (liquid seals-ferrofluidic
seals), mechanical engineering (friction reducing
capabilities), defence (radar absorbent material-RAM),
aerospace (rotation of the space craft by NASA),
medicine, heat transfer etc.
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Characterization Techniques: There are many nano
tools available and the principal objective is to image a
surface with atomic resolution and to play with matter
in the atomic level. Some of the nano techniques are as
follows: Atomic Force Microscope (AFM), Electric Force
microscope (EFM), Scanning Tunneling Microscope
(STM), Tunneling Electronic Microscope (TEM), High
Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope (HRTEM),
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS), Nano
Electro Mechanical Systems (NEMS) etc. There are two
categories of nanomaterial preparation (synthesis). i.
Creating nanostructures from macrostructures. ii. Self
assembly of atoms or molecules into nanostructures.
The advantage of materials in nanoscale is that the
physical and chemical properties can be tailored
selectively. The synthesis routes of nanomaterials are
as follows: 1. Chemical synthesis / chem ical
precipitation, 2. Sol-gel synthesis, 3. mechanical
alloying or high energy ball milling, 4. Electro-deposition,
5. Plasma synthesis, 6. Inert gas condensation, 7.
Vapour condensation, 8. Laser ablation etc.
Three categories of nanomaterials: There are three
categories of nanomaterials, namely, one dimension,
two dimension and three dimension nanomaterials.
Example for one dimension nanomaterial is thin films
and surface coatings. Example for two dimension
materials are nanowires and nano tubes. Example for
three dimension materials is quantum dots, fullerenes
and dendrimers. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) of thin
films and electroless coatings on surfaces give rise to
one dimensional nanomaterials. Nanowires are ultra fine
wires or linear array of dots. Nanowires possess excellent
optical, magnetic and electrical/electronic properties.
Carbon fibers have excellent mechanical properties, used
as ultra strong fibers in space shuttles, friction free
rotational bearings etc. Nano-tubes are ready made
molecular wires. Nanotubes are discovered by Sumio
Iijima in 1991. A number of sheets of graphites are rolled
to make a tube [Fig 3]. The structure is basically a
benzene ring. The nano tubes can be conducting, semi
conducting or super conducting based on chiral angle.

Fig 3. Sheets of graphenes are rolled to make a
nanotube.
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Fig (4 a, b). Single wall and Multiwalled Carbon
Nanotubes (SWCNT and MWCNT).
There are a host of applications for nanotubes. To name
a few: sensors (physical and chemical), nanoelectro
mechanical systems (NEMS), nanocomputer design,
energy storage and energy conversion devices, radiation
sources, field emission displays, nanocomputer design,
reinforced composites, conductive and high strength
com posites,

hydrogen

storage

media,

nanosemiconductor devices and probes, drug delivery
etc.

Fig (5). Quantum dots emit light when the ultraviolet lights are on
Som e of the quantum dots applications are:
nanocomputer (bio-chip base), quantum computer,
multicomputational instructions at a time, neural
networks, nanomachines, high density storage media
etc.
Fullerenes and Dendrimers: Fullerenes [Fig 6] are
recently discovered allotrope of carbon [Dr. Richard E.
Smalley and Dr. Robert F. Curl Jr., were jointly awarded
the 1996 Nobel Prize for chemistry]. This is similar to
graphite, which is composed of a sheet of linked
hexagonal rings, but they contain pentagonal rings that
prevent the sheet from being planar. This forms a hollow
sphere, ellipsoid, or tube. They are called bucky balls
also. These are resistant to high speed collisions.

The nanotubes are the strongest fibers we have ever come
across. It possesses remarkable tensile strength. The
strength is 100 times greater than steel and the weight
is one sixth. It has to undergo very high strain to cause
failure. Electrical conductivity is very high and is as good
as that of copper. The thermal conductivity is very high
and is as good as diamond. Single wall and multiwalled
nano tubes are available [Fig 4]. The three dimension
nanomaterials “”quantum dots” are tiny semiconductors
that can behave like individual atoms. It can be a single
electron or a collection of thousands of electrons. As
expected, the energy levels in quantum dots are
quantized. These can be easily connected to electrodes,
and hence can be used to study atomic level properties.
Quantum dots are tiny crystals that can glow when
stimulated by UV light [Fig 5]. The colour of course
depends on the size of the crystal.

Fig 6. Fullerenes: Buckminsterfullerene C60 also
known as bucky ball is the simplest of the carbon
structures known as fullerene. Members of the
family of fullerene are a major subject of research falling under the nanotechnology umbrella [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Nanotechnology]
Fullerenes are soluble in many solvents. C60 is a
molecule made of 60 carbon atoms. Similarly C70 is a
molecule made of 70 carbon atoms.
Fullerenes are not very reactive like nanomaterials due
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to the stability of graphite like bonds. The chemical and
physical properties of Fullerenes are still under rigorous
study. Some of the potential applications of fullerene are:
antibiotics, artificial muscles. injection needles, cancer
cells (medical application), etc.

systems etc., are being explored and realized, at an

Dendrimers [Fig 7] are well defined, highly branched
monodisperse macro molecules. This is three
dimensional, man made molecules possessing high
degree of structural symmetry. This is chemically different
from the interior. These are the basis of new nanoscale
technology and devices and this is highly useful in drug
delivery. Dendrimers are repeatedly branched molecules.
Dendrimers are a new class of polymeric materials. The
structure of these materials has a great impact on their
physical and chemical properties. As a result of their
unique behaviour dendrimers are suitable for a wide range
of biomedical and industrial applications.

8, 9]: In the traditional method, non cancerous cells also

increasing pace. Nanodevices are small enough to enter
cells; hence it improves the cancer treatment compared
to the conventional methods, as illustrated below [Fig
get affected. But in the nanotechnology treatment, non
cancerous cells are in tact and do not get affected.

Fig 8. Nanodevices are small enough to enter
biological cells
Fig 7. Dendrimers
Applications : Nano technologies have a large number
of potential applications and some of these have already
been realized. To name a few: Cosmetics (used as
sunscreens / cream- The quantum phenomenon of
nanostructured materials plays a vital role in the field of
cosmetics and sunscreen lotion etc. Though the
nanomaterials exhibit transparency nature to visible light,
it absorbs and also has the ability to reflect the ultraviolet
light. This property has been exploited. Nanosized
Titanium oxide and zinc oxide are widely used for this
application), high power magnets, Nanocomposite
materials, Nano coatings, aerospace components (better

Fig 9. Improving Cancer treatment using nano
[Courtesy National Cancer Institute, USA].

performance), better insulation materials, longer lasting

Gold nanoshells absorb the near infra-red light and the

satellites, hard cutting tools, better performing paints,

heat. The nanoshells stick to the cancerous cells and

improved future weapons, high energy density batteries,

with infra red light is „on , the heat absorbed nano shells

displays, mini/ micro/ nano- quantum machines etc.

kill the cancerous cells. The good cells are in tact. These

Applications in bio-nano technology and nano-medicine,

potential applications are being explored and are for the

like detection of pathogens and cancer cells, as
diagnostics tools (sensors, MEMS, NEMS), drug delivery

benefit of the society. This is explained in the following
illustrations [Fig 10 a, b].
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Fig 10 a, b. Nano shells as cancer therapy [Courtesy National Cancer Institute, USA]
The advantages of nanomaterials are, we have the
possibility to produce defect free materials, clean and
pollution free abundant energy devices, perfect health,
new weapons for defence applications, space
applications (performance enhanced) etc. Some of the
disadvantages are: there is little knowledge about the
long term effects of nanomaterials, precautions to be
taken in handling nanomaterials (possibility inhalation
etc), toxic effects (Huge dose of nanotubes damage the
lungs of cats and mices. Higher doze of Bucky balls
cause brain damage in fish) etc.
It is already confirmed that certain types of carbon
nanotubes may lead to cancer. Carbon nanotubes, part
of a broader universe of nano material that is found in
everything from face creams to car bumpers, could be
just as dangerous as asbestos if inhaled in sufficient
quantities, according to a research paper published in
the journal Nature Nanotechnology [http://www.crn.com/
hardware/207801650]. When the nano products are
commercialized, the business community should try to
understand and to manage the [nanotube] issues and
should ensure the safety of the products. Many
“Nanomedicines” are already in routine clinical use, as
illustrated in the following Fig [11].

Nano materials can strengthen future buildings
(Civil engineering structures)
Materials with light weight, high strength and tough
characteristics are being developed in nano technology
laboratories. Future buildings will be built using concrete
mixed with carbon nano tube materials. They will be
able to resist any natural calamities like earth quake,
tsunami etc [as quoted by an Indian nanotechnologists
Prof. P.M.P Ajayan, from Rice University, US].
Nanomaterials can find application in desalination of
water; generate solar energy when there is no sunlight
(flexible energy storage). The same technique can be
used in harnessing wind energy.
Cost effective solar energy (Energy) Solar energy is
abundance available in tropical countries like India.
Electricity could be generated at unbelievably economic
rates, if the efforts of an Indian scientist based in the
US could materialise. An Indian Professor [Prof. K.
Oommen] from the Pennsylvania State University has
refined a technology employing „Titanium nanotubes for
power generation. A column of titanium nanotubes having
diameter upto 260 nms and length of 1 mm will help to
convert solar energy into electric power at one third of
the cost of conventional photo voltaic cell technology. It

Fig 11. Nanomedicines are
already in routine clinical
use.
nanoparticledrugdeli
very.blogspot.com/2007_09
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is the large surface area of the titanium nano tubes and
the chemical potential of dyes found in fruits and
vegetables, which make this technology works.
Early detection of cancer (medical application)
An Indian scientist, Dr. Ajay Singhal based in California
has developed to detect cancer in the early stage itself.
It is based on nano technology. All one has to do is take
the blood samples and subject them to a series of tests
and any kind of cancerous cells could be detected in
the early stage itself. They have standardized the process
and the technology is reliable and user friendly. This
method for early detection of cancer has been patented
and will be available for medical world in 2 years time.
Thin mobile phones possible with Nano tech
This is communication era, i.e. world of communications.
We have come across, nano science is revolutionizing
human life offering cure for cancers, light weight but tough
material for a wide variety of applications and potential
for homogeneous data storage. An Indian scientist is
leading a team of international researchers to develop
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material capable of storing thousand times more data,
which can be retrieved within seconds. This will help in
manufacturing mobile phones which are as thin as films.
Gadgets driven by nano material will have more functions
and storage capacity. The final objective of the research
was to develop new magnetic material for data storage.
No doubt that Nano is for the development of mankind
in general and has wide spectrum of applications in
various walks of life (materials to medical as nanomaterial
and devices). It is customary practice to conclude with
a quote from great minds of our era. Albert Einstein s
quote “Imagination is more important than knowledge”
is applicable in general to all the branches of different
fields (science, technology & art) and in particular to
Nano Science and Technology.
References:
1.Various scientific literature references and related websites.
2. Vaidehi Ganesan, Article on “Nano” under Education
column in Deccan Chronicle published for four weeks
(23rd Feb, 2nd mar, 9th mar, 16th mar 2009).
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ABSTRACT – Welding inspectors are employed to assist with the quality control (QC) activities that are necessary
to ensure the welded items will meet the, specified requirements and be fit for their application.
For the confidence in the developed products by the company, the welding inspectors need to be have the ability to
understand /interpret the various QC procedures and also have the sound knowledge of welding technology
Applications of the standards/code usually specify the acceptance criteria for the weld inspection and imperfection.
This paper is discussing about the practical welding imperfection in the working jobs
The cracks are the most dangerous linear indication n which the possibility of extinction due to the stress, variable
loads like torque, there effect may also been changed due to thermal effect (thermal crack)
Key words: cracks, stress, post weld heat treatment (PWHT), pre heating, heat affected zone (HAZ), imperfections,
and defects (see BS EN ISO6520-1)
1. Introduction/Inspection details : Welding is an operation
in which two or more parts are united by means of heat or
pressure or both; in such a way that there is continuity in the
nature of the metal between these parts.
1.1 Types of welding process
1.1.1 SMAW (shielded- metal arc welding)
1.1.2 GTAW (gas tungsten arc welding)
1.1.3 SAW (submerged arc welding)
1.1.4 GMAW (gas metal arc welding)
1.2 Types of joint

1.2.1 Butt joint – A connection between the ends or edges
of the two parts making an angle to one another of 135 to
1800 inclusive in the region of the joint
1.2.2 T joint – A connection between the ends or edge of
one part and the face of the other part, the parts making an
angle to one another of more than 5 up to and including 900
in the region of joint
1.2.3 Corner joint- A connection between the ends or edges
of two parts making an angle to one another of more than 30
but less than 1350 in the region of the joint
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1.3 Types from the penetration point of view
1.3.1 Full penetration weld - A welded joint were the weld
metal fully penetrates the joint with complete root fusion. In
US the preferred term is complete joint penetration weld
(CJP)(see AWS D1.1).
1.3.2 Partial penetration weld- A welded joint without full
penetration. In US the preferred term is partial joint penetration
weld (PJP)
1.4 Types of joints
1.4.1 Homogeneous joints ;Welded joint in which the weld
metal and parent material have no significant difference in
mechanical properties and or chemical composition. Example:
Two carbon plates welded with a matching carbon steel
electrode.
1.4.2 Heterogeneous joints ; Welded joints in which the weld
metal and parent metal have significant differences in
mechanical properties and /or chemical composition. Example:
a repair weld of cast iron item performed with a nickel based
electrode
1.4.3 Dissimilar joints ;Welded joints in which the parent
materials have the significant difference in mechanical
properties and /or chemical composition. Example; A carbon
steel lifting lug welded onto an austenitic stainless steel
pressure vessel
1.5 Features of completed weld
1.5.1 Parent metal- Metal has to be joined or surfaced by
welding , braze welding or brazing
1.5.2 Filler metal – metal added during welding, brazing or
surfacing
1.5.3 Weld metal – all metal melted during the making of a
weld and retain in the weld
1.5.4 Heat affected zone (HAZ )- the part of the parent metal
that is metallurgicaly affected by the heat of welding or
thermal cutting , but not melted
1.5.5 Fusion line – The boundary between the weld metal
and HAZ in a fusion weld. This is non standard term for weld
junction
1.5.6 Weld zone - The zone containing the weld metal and
HAZ
1.5.7 Weld face – the surface of a fusion weld exposed on
the side from which the weld has to be made.
1.5.8 Root- the zone on the side of the first run furthest from
the welder
1.5.9 Toe – the boundary between a weld face and the parent
metal or between a weld face and the parent metal or between
runs. This is a very important feature of a weld science toes
are points of high stress concentration and often they are
initiation points for different types of cracks (e.g. fatigue
cracks, cold cracks) in order to reduce the stress
concentration, toes must blend smoothly into parent metal
surface.
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1.5.10 Excess weld metal- weld metal lying outside the
plane joining the toes other non standard terms for this
feature; Reinforcement, overfill.
2 Classification of imperfections according to BS EN ISO
6520-1
This standard classifies the geometric imperfections in case
of fusion welding, dividing them into six groups:
2.1 Cracks
2.2 Cavities
2.3 Lack of fusion and penetration
2.4 Imperfect shape and dimensions
2.5 Miscellaneous imperfection
2.1 Cracks: Definition –An imperfection produced by a local
rupture in the solid state, which may arise from the effect of
cooling or stress. Cracks are more significant than the other
types of imperfection, as their geometry produces a very
large stress concentration at the crack tip, making them more
likely cause fracture.
Types of cracks
• Longitudinal
• Transverse
• Radiation (cracks radiating from a common point )
• Crater
• Branching (a group of connected cracks originating from
the common crack )
These cracks can be situated in the:
• Weld metal
• HAZ
• Parent metal
Depending on their nature, these cracks can be:
2.1.1 Hot (i.e. solidification cracks liquation cracks )
2.1.2 Precipitation induced (i.e. reheat cracks, present in
creep resting steel )
2.1.3 Cold (i.e. hydrogen induced cracks)
2.1.4 Laminar tearing
2.1.1 Hot cracks: Solidification hot cracks are most likely to
occur in compositions, which results in a wide freezing
temperature range. In steel this commonly created by a higher
than normal content of carbon and impurity elements such
as sulphur and phosphorous. These elements segregate
during solidification, so that inter granular liquid films remain
after the bulk of the weld has solidified the thermal shrinkage
of the cooling weld bead can cause these to rapture and
form a crack.
Generally, solidification cracking can occur when:
• The weld metal has a high carbon or impurity (sulphar etc)
element content
• The depth -to- width ratio of the solidifying weld bead in
large (deep and narrow)
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• Disruption of the heat flow condition occurs, e.g. stops/
start condition
• Hence the welders are advised not to weld on or near metal
surface covered with scale or which have been contaminated
with oil or grease. Scales have high sulphar content and oil
and grease can supply both carbon and sulphar.
contamination
• Low melting point metals such as copper, tin, lead, and zinc
should also be avoided

2.1.2 Hydrogen induced cracks: Hydrogen induced cracking
occurs primarily in the grain –coarsened region of HAZ and
is also known as cold, delayed or under bead /toe cracking
under bead cracking lies parallel to the fusion boundary, and
its path is usually a combination of intergranular and
transgranular cracking. The direction of the principle residual
tensile stress can, for toe cracks, cause the crack path to
grow progressively away from the fusion boundary towards
a region of lower sensitivity to hydrogen cracking. When
this crack growth rate decreases and eventually arrests
A combination of 4 factors is necessary to cause HAZ
hydrogen cracking
1. Hydrogen level >15ml/100g of weld metal deposited
2. Stress
> 0.5 of yield stress
3. Temperature
<3000
4. Susceptible microstructure > 400 HV hardness
Therefore, cracking can be avoiding through control of one
or more these factors
• Apply pre heat (to slow down the cooling rate and thus
avoid the formation of susceptible microstructure )
• Maintain a specific interpass temperature (same effect as
preheat)
• Post heat on completion of welding(to reduce the hydrogen
content by allowing hydrogen to effuse from the weld area)
• Apply PWHT (to reduce residual stress and eliminate
susceptible microstructure )
• Reduce weld metal hydrogen by proper selection of welding
process / consumable
• Use multi –instead of single run technique (eliminate
susceptible micro structure by means of self –tempering effect
, reduce the hydrogen content by allowing hydrogen to effuse
from weld area )
• Use the temped bead or hot pass technique
• Use austenitic or nickel filler (avoid susceptible
microstructure formation and allow hydrogen diffusion out
of critical areas )
• Use dry shielding gases (to reduce hydrogen content )
Clean rust from the joint (avoid hydrogen contamination from
moisture present in rust )
• Reduce residual stress
• Blend the weld profile (to reduce stress concentration )
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2.1.4 Laminar tearing: Laminar tearing occurs only in rolled
products (primarily plates) and its main distinguishing feature
is that the cracking has a terraced appearance .
Cracking occurs in joints were;
• A thermal contraction strain occurs in the through thickness
direction of steel plate
• Non metallic inclusion are present as very thin plates , with
their principle planes parallel to plate surface

Contraction strain imposed on the planer non metallic
inclusion results in progressive decohesion to form the
roughly rectangular holes which are horizontal parts of the
cracking, parallel to the plate surface. With further strain, the
vertical parts of the cracking are produced generally by
ductile shear cracking. These two stages create the terraced
appearance of these cracks
Two main options are available to control the problem in
welded joints liable to laminar tearing
• Use a clean steel with guaranteed trough – thickness
properties (Zgrade)
• A combination of joint design, restrain control and welding
sequence to minimize the risk cracking
2.2 Cavities: These are the imperfections which comes under
the volumetric section, they are formed by entrapped gas

Causes for the cavities are
• Damp or contaminated surface or electrode
• Excess sulphur di oxide
• Too high a shielding gas flow rate which results in
turbulence
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The volume metric defects are generally not found on the
surface to naked eye hence to find these defects NDT testing
has to be performed (RT, PT, MPT)
The acceptance criteria is given by the customer example
AWS D1.1, ASME section 8 division 1
2.3 Lack of fusion and penetration
Definition – lack of union between the weld metal and parent
metal or between the successive layers of weld metal

The causes of these defects are

TRIPLE ARC BLADE GENERATION METHODOLOGY(EXTENDED TO QUADRUPLE
CIRCULAR ARC)
P.K.A. GEETHA, S.A. KRISHNAN
Gas Turbine Research Establishment, C.V.Raman Nagar, Bangalore – 560 093.
ABSTRACT: Axial and centrifugal compressors are used in aero gas turbine engines for high and low thrust class
engines respectively. The axial compressor employs rotor and stator blades with or without inlet guide vanes to
achieve the high pressure ratio which in turn gives a high thrust.
Conventionally designed blades consist of double circular arc (DCA)* and multiple circular arc (MCA)* sections. The
flow control over the blade surface dictates the pressure ratio achievable along with the operating range and efficiency.
Methods to design blade surfaces which can achieve higher pressure ratios, increase the operating range and
efficiency are always the endeavour of a designer. A triple circular arc (TCA)* methodology has been formulated
towards this goal wherein the curvature of each of the three arcs can be controlled. Further a quadruple circular arc
(QCA)* method has been added. The choice of chord, thickness and camber of each of the arcs along with the
leading and trailing edge blade angles are the inputs required to generate the initial four corner points of the three arcs
on each surface. The QCA has 5 corner points.
Further, additional points are generated on all the arcs and they are stacked radially to obtain the blade surface after
completing the edge circles. Once a blade has been generated, 3D N-S analysis is carried out to verify the potential
of the newly generated blade. The feedback from the 3D N-S solution is used in redesigning the blade to meet
specific requirements like improving efficiency, range from choke to stall or reducing the loading.
The methodology gives flexibility to the designer to control the surface by appropriate local turn rates as there are
three or four arcs instead of two for MCA or single for DCA, enabling the designer to achieve specific goals.
* DCA – suction and pressure surface consist of one circular arc for each surface. Hence together it is named as
Double Circular Arc.
* MCA – suction and pressure surface each has 2 circular arcs. Together there are 4 arcs. Hence it is known as
Multiple Circular Arc.
* TCA – It is convenient to define a Triple Circular Arc as follows : Each surface has 3 circular arcs and totally 6 arcs
for both surfaces.
* QCA – Similarly Quadruple Circular Arc has 4 arcs for each surface and totally 8 arcs.
INTRODUCTION
Military aircraft like the LCA (Fig. 1) require high thrust and
low specific fuel consumption (SFC) for the range of multiple
roles they have to perform. High pressure ratio & efficiency
from the compressor help in achieving the higher thrust and
lower SFC.
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Axial compressors play a very important role in this regard
and designing of the rotor and stator blades is a challenging
task for the designer. The design of the blades have gone
through several routes from the initial phase upto the current
methodology of controlled diffusion aerofoils. More and more
new blade generation methods are being attempted
everywhere. Triple Circular Arc (TCA) generation is an
attempt in this direction. Quadruple arcs (QCA) offer greater
potential for blade design.
Blade Design Methodology: In the early years and upto the
sixties the blade designs have been arrived at from well
established series of aerofoils like NACA – 65, C4 [1] etc.,.
These aerofoil series had undergone a lot of cascade tests at
low subsonic Mach numbers and a data bank of their
performance for varying incidence with loss coefficient and
deflection was available to the designer. The C4 section had
its maximum thickness at 30% chord while the NACA-65 at
40%. In the seventies and eighties, the double circular arc
(DCA) [2] came into use which had its maximum thickness at
50% chord. The loss coefficient and flow deflection obtained
for these aerofoils for different inlet Mach numbers were
also available along with other characteristics.
Later multiple circular arcs (MCA) [2] (Fig. 2) came into use
wherein each surface was made up of two arcs, the front arc
and rear arc. The designer had a choice of chord and camber
for each of the arcs by which a better flow control around the
aerofoil was possible to meet the mass flow at reduced losses
and supersonic inlet relative Mach numbers and hence higher
loading levels were possible with this compared to DCA and
the NACA-65 / C4 series.
In recent years, the trend was towards achieving aerofoil
sections to operate at transonic/supersonic inlet conditions
and also have a lower loss & higher operating range. Towards
this end, Prescribed Velocity Distribution[1] (PVD) and
Controlled Diffusion Aerofoil (CDA) [3] have been arrived
at. Supercritical blade designs having supersonic patches
but no shock losses have also been attempted.
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The Triple and Quadruple Circular Arc blade design
methodology offers a good flexibility and blade construction
is simple. Circular arc equations are solved with leading and
trailing edge blade angles specified. The choice of chord,
thickness and camber of each of the arcs is chosen by the
user. This generates the four or five control points of the
arcs (Fig. 3).

Analysis and Results: Cascade type of analysis was carried
out for aerofoil section having the same chord and overall
camber and generated as MCA and QCA. The inlet Mach
number was maintained. Axial velocity density ratio was also
maintained. The aerofoil section was subjected to different
inlet air angles and the total loss coefficient obtained along
with the deflection was compared.
Table 1 compares the results obtained for inlet Mach number
of 1.04 for the MCA and QCA aerofoil. The loss for the QCA
aerofoil is less compared to that of MCA for the same
incidence. The deflection obtained is also higher. The
operating range is also increased for the QCA aerofoil. Table
2 compares the performance obtained for the Mach number
of 0.95. Similar behaviour is exhibited at M1=0.95, for the
QCA aerofoil where at same incidence the loss is lower, range
is increased but deflection marginally lower compared to
MCA

where i is incidence, is deflection and É is total pressure loss
coefficient and M1 is inlet Mach number.
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Conclusion: The methodology enables the designer to have
a greater choice to control the blade surface as more arcs
with desired cambers, thickness and chords can be chosen.
This flexibility will enhance the design as blades capable of
handling higher loading levels can be designed efficiently.

Figure 3 compares the incidence Vs loss coefficient between
the MCA and QCA aerofoils for inlet Mach number of 1.04.
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TABLET – PC : A POMPOUS AMONGST PC’S
Rajeshwari S Pattar*, Suresh C Pattar
*Karnataka State Women’s University, BIJAPUR-586102, BLDE Association’s SB Arts & KCP Science College,
BIJAPUR-586103
ABSTRACT :Recently India made a revolution by introducing a new generation personal computer Akash, a TabletPC. It is a small, beautiful, handy, moreover the world’s cheapest multitasking personal computer. A Tablet-PC is a
full-fledged laptop-PC and has many more features. The digitized pen can be used directly on its screen, with all the
functions that can be performed by a mouse, such as selecting, dragging and opening files, or as you would use a
keyboard, to communicate and to write notes. Some Tablet PCs are with touch screen and some are not having
touch screen. They work with the special digital pen. Therefore, they receive information only from the tip of the pen,
and not from your finger tip or any part of your clothing, which makes it comfortable for resting your wrist on the Tablet
PC’s screen in order to write naturally. Some are finger touch sensitive, they can be used for special applications.
This paper comprises the evolution, technology, operating systems, application and future status of the Tablet-PC.
INTRODUCTION: Of course the beginning of Tablet is in
the early period of 1800 BC. The first
Clay Tablets uses cuneiform characters
written with stylus. Base 60 numbering
is used, at the origin of time and angle.
A Tablet PC is a full-fledged laptop PC
and has many more features. The

digitized pen can be used directly on its screen, with all the
functions that can be performed by a mouse, such as
selecting, dragging and opening files, or as you would use a
keyboard, to communicate and to write notes.
In the late 1980s, early pen computer systems generated a
lot of excitement and there was a time when it was thought
they might eventually replace conventional computers with
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keyboards. After all, everyone knows how to use a pen and
pens are certainly less intimidating than keyboards.
Pen computers, as envisioned in the 1980s, were built around
handwriting recognition. In the early 1980s, handwriting
recognition was seen as an important future technology.
Nobel prize winner Dr. Charles Elbaum started Nestor and
developed the NestorWriter handwriting recognizer.
Communication Intelligence Corporation created the
Handwriter recognition system, and there were many others.
In 1991, the pen computing hype was at a peak. The pen was
seen as a challenge to the mouse, and pen computers as a
replacement for desktops. Microsoft, seeing slates as a
potentially serious competition to Windows computers,
announced Pen Extensions for Windows 3.1 and called them
Windows for Pen Computing. Microsoft made some bold
predictions about the advantages and success of pen systems
that would take another ten years to even begin to materialize.
In 1992, products arrived. GO Corporation released PenPoint.
Lexicus released the Longhand handwriting recognition
system. Microsoft released Windows for Pen Computing.
Between 1992 and 1994, a number of companies introduced
hardware to run Windows for Pen Computing or PenPoint.
Among them were EO, NCR, Samsung, Dauphin, Fujitsu,
TelePad, Compaq, Toshiba, and IBM. Few people remember
that the original IBM ThinkPad was, as the name implies,
slate computers.
The computer press was first enthusiastic, then very critical
when pen computers did not sell. They measured pen
computers against desktop PCs with Windows software and
most of them found pen tablets difficult to use. They also
criticized handwriting recognition and said it did not work.
After that, pen computer companies failed. Momenta closed
in 1992. They had used up US$40 million in venture capital.
Samsung and NCR did not introduce new products. Pen
pioneer GRiD was bought by AST for its manufacturing
capacity. AST stopped all pen projects. Dauphin, which was
started by a Korean businessman named Alan Yong, went
bankrupt, owing IBM over $40 million. GO was taken over by
AT&T, and AT&T closed the company in August 1994 (after
the memorable “fax on the beach” TV commercials). GO had
lost almost US$70 million in venture capital. Compaq, IBM,
NEC, and Toshiba all stopped making consumer market pen
products in 1994 and 1995.
By 1995, pen computing was dead in the consumer market.
Microsoft made a half-hearted attempt at including “Pen
Services” in Windows 95, but slate computers had gone away,
at least in consumer markets. It lived on in vertical and
industrial markets. Companies such as Fujitsu Personal
Systems, Husky, Telxon, Microslate, Intermec, Symbol
Technologies, Xplore, and WalkAbout made and sold many
pen tablets and pen slates.
That was, however, not the end of pen computing. Bill Gates
had always been a believer in the technology, and you can
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see slate computers in many of Microsoft’s various
“computing in the future” presentations over the years. Once
Microsoft reintroduced pen computers as the “Tablet PC” in
2002, slates and notebook convertibles made a comeback,
and new companies such as Motion Computing joined the
core of vertical and industrial market slate computers
specialists.
The primary reason why the Microsoft-specification Tablet
PC is reasonably successful whereas earlier attempts were
not has two reasons. First, the technology required for a pen
slate simply wasn’t there in the early 1990s. And second, the
pen visionaries’ idea of replacing keyboard input with
handwriting (and voice) recognition turned out to be far
more difficult than anticipated. There were actually some
very good recognizers that are still being used today, but
they all require training and a good degree of adaptation by
the user. You can’t just scribble on the screen and the
computer magically understands everything. With the Tablet
PC, Microsoft took a wise decision that downplayed
handwriting recognition in favor of “digital ink” as a new
data type.
Styles of Tablet PCs: There are many manufacturers that
produce the Tablet PC which can differ in many aspects such
as the size, the design, the processing speed, and so on, in
order to meet individual requirements. Basically, Tablet PCs
are comes in 3 flavors.
The Convertible Style
Tablet PC: This model
looks a lot like a regular
laptop computer because
of the keyboard
attached to it. However,
the screen can be
rotated and 180 degrees
and can be placed flat
on the keyboard, which
makes it better for
writing and reading.
The Slate Style Tablet
PC: Since this model does
not have the size and
weight of a permanent
keyboard, it is an ultralight and slim design.
Some slate type of Tablet
PCs do have keyboards
that are detachable, but all
of them have innovative
solutions for docking,
thus offering access to a
mouse, keyboard, and a
full sized monitor.
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The Sturdy Style
Tablet PC: This
is a rugged little
mobile computer
with a shockproof hard drive
and a shell that is
of
industrial
strength. These
sturdy models of
Tablet PCs are ideal for those who need to use their computer
in rough conditions, such as for military duty, during
patrolling duties, in construction areas, or just used by people
who want a mobile PC that is hardy and durable.
The tablet computer and the associated special operating
software is an example of pen computing technology, and
thus the development of tablets has deep historical roots.
The depth of these roots can be quite surprising to people
who are only familiar with current commercial products. For
example, the first patent for an electronic tablet used for
handwriting was granted in 1888.
India pioneers in innovations aimed at making the lives of
common people easier at an affordable price and Aakash is
the step in that direction. DataWind, in association with IIT
Rajasthan, has launched world’s cheapest 7 inch tablet,
Aakash at Rs 2,250. The device aims to bring India’s masses
onto the information highway.
Aakash world’s cheapest internet device was conceived
under the Human Resources and Development Ministry’s
National Mission on Education through Information and
Communication Technology (NME-ICT) to provide students
a device that could be used as an Ebook reader, to access
online streaming course material and web based research.
Under NME-ICT, the government intends to deliver 10 million
tablets to post-secondary students across India. The target
price of the 10 million units is Rs 1,750 per unit.
Tablet PC Platform
Microsoft Windows : The Tablet PC Technology components
enable to develop applications designed for Tablet PC
hardware. These components can be used to build
applications that run on Windows XP Tablet PC Edition 2005,
Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008 R2, and
certain other earlier operating systems. The Windows
Presentation Foundation also supports development of
Tablet PC applications.
Linux: One early implementation of a Linux tablet was
the ProGear by FrontPath. The ProGear used a Transmeta
chip and a resistive digitizer. The ProGear initially came with
a version of Slackware Linux, but could later be bought
with Windows 98.
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A number of Linux based OS projects are dedicated to tablet
PCs. Since all these are open source, they are freely available
and can be run or ported to devices that conform to the
tablet PC design.
Maemo (rebranded MeeGo in 2010), a Debian Linux based
graphical user environment, was developed for the Nokia
Internet Tablet devices (770, N800, N810 & N900). Currently
It is in generation 5, and has a vast array of applications
available in both official and user supported repositories.
Android Operating System: Android Operating System is
an operating system for mobile devices such
as smartphones and tablet computers.
It is developed by the Open Handset Alliance led by Google.
Google purchased the initial developer of the software,
Android Inc., in 2005. Made Android distribution on
November 5, 2007 with the founding of the Open Handset
Alliance, a consortium of 84 hardware, software,
and telecommunication companies devoted to
advancing open standards for mobile devices.
The Android Open Source Project (AOSP) took further
development of Android.
Android consists of a kernel based on the Linux kernel,
with middleware,
libraries and APIs
written
in C and application software running on an application
framework which includes Java-compatible libraries based
on Apache Harmony.
webOS: Initially developed by Palm, Inc. in January 2009 as
the Palm OS, webOS was purchased by HP to be their
proprietary operating system running on the Linux kernel.
Versions 1.0 to 2.1 of webOS uses the patched Linux 2.6.24
kernel. HP has continued to develop the webOS platform for
use in multiple products, including smartphones, tablet PCs,
and printers.
HP announced plans on March 2011 for a version of webOS
by the end of 2011 to run within the Microsoft Windows
operating system to be used in HP desktop and notebook
computers in 2012.
HP TouchPad, the first addition to HP’s tablet family, has
been shipped out with versions 3.0.2. that gives the tablet
support for multitasking, applications, and HP Synergy.
On August 18, 2011, HP announced that it would discontinue
production of all webOS devices.
Technological advancement
Memory: Faster DRAM memory standards for use in mobile
devices like smartphones and tablets. The new LPDDR2
DRAM uses less power, according to Samsung, than existing
solutions while at the same time delivering more performance
thanks to its 30 nm-class technology.
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The base model is offered at 4 GB and can transfer data at
1,066 Mbps, which is similar in performance to PC memory
solutions, but optimized for mobile computing needs.
An 8 GB solution will also be available by stacking two 4 GB
chips in a single package. The 8 GB model will have a 20%
height reduction, which could result in thinner devices in the
future. Samsung says the LPDDR2 DRAM technology should
become mainstream in 2011. It looks like in addition to dualcore tablets and smartphones, we can also expect an increase
in DRAM speeds.
Nvidia Tegra Audio-Video: It is a system-on-a-chip series
developed by Nvidia for mobile devices such as smart
phones, personal digital assistants, and mobile Internet
devices. The Tegra integrates the ARM Architecture
processor CPU, GPU, Bridges and memory controller onto a
single package. The series emphasizes low power
consumption and high performance for playing audio and
video.
Typically, an MMC is used as a storage medium for a portable
device, in a form that can easily be removed for access by
a PC.
eMMC: The eMMC describes an architecture consisting of
an embedded storage solution with MMC interface, flash
memory and controller, all in a small ball grid array (BGA)
package.
Embedded Multi Media Card (e-MMC) e-MMC/Card Product
Standard, High Capacity, including Reliable Write, Boot, Sleep
Modes, Dual Data Rate, Multiple Partitions Supports and
Security Enhancement
What is eMMC?
eMMC = High-density MLC NAND Flash & MMC controller
Wireless Network: WLAN and WWAN both connect to
the Internet wirelessly, but they use different technology to
do it.
WLAN is intended for “local” use (the “L” in WLAN). Also
referred to as Wi-Fi, it’s probably the most common way to
wirelessly connect to the Internet.
A wireless wide area network (WWAN), is a form of wireless
network. The larger size of a wide area network compared to
a local area network requires differences in technology.
Wireless networks of all sizes deliver data in the form of
telephone calls, web pages, and streaming video.
WWAN provides regional, nationwide and global wireless
coverage
A WWAN often differs from wireless local area network
(WLAN) by using mobile telecommunication cellular
network technologies such as LTE, WiMAX often called a
wireless metropolitan area network WWAN is a mobile
broadband option that covers a “wide” area (the “W” in
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WWAN) may be called a “3G” or in some areas a “4G”
network.
WWANs typically incorporate encryption and
authentication methods to make them more secure.
Unfortunately some of the early GSM encryption techniques
were flawed, and security experts have issued warnings that
cellular communication, including WWAN, is no longer
secure. UMTS (3G) encryption was developed later and has
yet to be broken.
Advantages of Tablet-pc: Tablet PCs are lightweight, mobile
PCs which are approximately the size of paper tablets. A
tablet PC is a true personal computer with a compact,
convertible design that enables hospital and medical center
technicians, artists, design and entertainment industry
professionals, gaming enthusiasts and many others to
function without lugging around heavy laptops or portable
notebooks. There are many advantages of tablet PCs which
has seen a rise in their popularity and acceptance.
1. Lighter Than Laptops: The extremely lightweight and
handy characteristics of tablet PCs as compared to laptops
are definitely the biggest advantage. Tablet PCs can be easily
tucked under the arm and moved from place to place even by
teenagers.
2. Personlization of Input: As tablet PCs are functional with
the help of the special digital pen or stylus like gadget, the
handwriting of a person becomes the input. This enables
better personalization and value-addition to work-based input
than possible with a touchpad or mouse.
3. Flat Working Surface: The form factor and convertible
design characteristic of a tablet PC enables it to be laid flat
on any working surface. This facilitates better presentations,
personalized interactions with people or ability to showcase
work to others in any work setting.
4. Electronic Input Leverage: In college or school
classrooms, sales meetings, conferences, you can take down
notes which are electronic inputs. These handwritten notes
can be stored, accessed, reviewed, reorganized and
synchronized with inputs in other formats to streamline work
and create superior output or compelling presentations.
5. Other Advantages: Third-party software, applications and
tools made specifically for tablet PCs, low-heat processor,
longer battery life are some of the other advantages of tablet
PCs.
Disadvantages of a Tablet PC: While there are numerous
advantages to using a tablet PC, there are also many
disadvantages that should be considered before making a
costly purchasing mistake. Things to consider include the
type and speed of the input process, potential screen
damages and repair costs and the use of optical drives and
other peripherals.
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1. Input: The screen on a tablet PC is also the keyboard.
Laptops provide a keyboard for data entry that is capable of
entering 50—100 words per minute. This is far faster than the
hand writing recognition
software that typically
comes standard on tablet
PCs. While you could
connect a keyboard to a
tablet computer, it is less
portable in such a
configuration. The best
solution to this problem is
to purchase a hybrid device that combines the best a tablet
has to offer with a docking station that transforms it into a
laptop. This helps overcome the disadvantages inherent in
the touch-screen input system found on tablet PCs.
2. Screen Damages: LCD screen damage can be very costly.
The next, and often most
expensive, disadvantage of
using a tablet PC is screen
damage. Because the
screen is used as the
primary input device, tablet
computers are prone to
problems like cracks, dead
pixels, blown back-light bulbs and bad sensors. The LCD
screen is one of the most expensive parts to replace on a
tablet PC.
3. Optical Drives: Tablet PCs often lack optical drives.
Because tablet
PCs are designed
to be small, light
and portable,
most do not come
with
optical
drives for use
with CDs or
DVDs.
The
manufacturer is
able to minimize
the size and
weight of the
overall device by leaving off the drive. Additionally, a tablet
computer is designed to be held like a legal pad, and this is
not conducive to writing or reading optical media.
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Conclusion : A Tablet PC is a full-fledged laptop PC and has
many more features. The Tablet PC is more easy and
comfortable to use because instead of using the keyboard
and mouse as interaction tools. Tablet PCs can also be used
when on the move or while standing up, which makes it
perfect for people who are constantly on their feet such as
sales managers, nurses, doctors, and so on.
Tablet is still a recent phenomenon in India. It all started with
Olivepad which was later followed by the launch of Samsung
Galaxy Tab and iPad. Tablet hasn’t reached the mass market
product status and the entry of Reliance and Airtel would
change that. Beetel Magiq and Reliance 3G Tab will change
the tablet market in India with aggressive pricing and on
your face advertising.
It’s great that Broadband speeds are now on the uptick
(atleast theoretically). BSNL recently launched FTTH scheme
which promises upto 100 mbps speeds directly to your home.
Resistive touch screen Tablets are cheap. Cheap in price
doesn’t mean cheap in features or cheap user experience.
Resistive touch screens weren’t even cool on camcorders.
So, Tablets which have the screen as the sole input? It is
necessary to bring capacitive touch screen tablet at all.
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A SURVEY ON HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION
Deepa G.M_, Keerthi R_, Meghana N_, Dr.S.Sethu Selviy
_Student, B.E, M.S.Ramaiah Institute of Technology, HOD, Electronics and Communication, M.S.Ramaiah
Institute of Technology, Bangalore-560 054
With the ever-increasing diffusion of computers into the society, it is widely believed that the present popular mode of
interactions with computers such as keyboard,mouse etc may take a setback in the near future due to advancements
in human computer interaction (HCI), in which these complicated interfaces can be replaced with more user-friendly
environment. Hand Gesture recognition has the potential to be a natural and powerful tool supporting efficient and
intuitive human-computer interaction(HCI). It enables the user to communicate from a distance without any physical
contact with the computer and this has motivated many researchers in computer vision-based analysis and interpretation
of hand gestures as a very active research area. The main focus of this paper is to provide a survey of the current
advances in the field of hand gesture recognition, analyzing the different research efforts, the challenges involved as
well the recent and promising directions in this field.
Index Terms—Human Computer Interaction, Hand Gesture
recognition, Computer vision

Other applications include navigation of image browsing in
mobile devices, cameras and handheld devices.

I. INTRODUCTION: GESTURE recognition is a topic in
computer science, artificial intelligence and language
technology with the goal of interpreting human gestures via
mathematical algorithms. Gestures can originate from any
bodily motion or state but commonly originate from the face
or hand. Current focuses in the field include emotion
recognition from the face and hand gesture recognition.
Many approaches have been made using cameras and
computer vision algorithms to interpret sign language.
However the identification and recognition of posture, gait,
proxemics, and human behaviors is also the subject of gesture
recognition techniques.

A. Gesture types: In Hand gesture recognition, two types of
gestures are distinguished:
• Static hand gesture: It is a particular hand configuration
and pose, represented by a single image.
• Dynamic hand gesture: It is a moving gesture, represented
by a sequence of images.

In the present day framework of interactive, intelligent
computing, an efficient human-computer interaction is
assuming utmost importance in our daily lives. An approach
in this direction can be termed as gesture recognition [1].
Gesture recognition can be seen as a way for computers to
begin to understand human body language, thus building a
richer bridge between machines and humans than primitive
text user interfaces or even GUIs(Graphical User Interfaces),
which still limit the majority of input to keyboard and mouse.
Gestures have long been considered a promising approach
to enabling a natural and intuitive method for humancomputer interactions for myriad computing domains, tasks,
and applications. Gestures play a very important role in our
day-to-day life. Hand gesture is very common when we
interact with people. Such gestures make communication more
meaningful. Hand gesture recognition has various
applications. Computer gaming is one such application which
requires integrating haptics, audio and visual signals together
[2]. Hand Gesture recognition helps those users with sensory
impairments and others with temporary or permanent
disabilities or illness by providing personalized interfaces
while interacting with computers. It also finds applications
in sign language recognition, robotic control, home
automation control, control of media player and power point.

B. Input devices used for gesture recognition: The ability to
track a person’s movements and determine what gestures
they may be performing can be achieved through various
tools. Although there is a large amount of research done in
image or video based gesture recognition, there is some
variation within the tools and environment used between
implementations. Some tools used for gesture recognition
are:
1. Wired gloves: These can provide input to the computer
about the position and rotation of the hands_ Depth-aware
cameras: Using specialized cameras such as time-of-flight
cameras, one can generate a depth map of what is being
seen through the camera at a short range, and use this data
to approximate a 3D representation of what is being seen.
These can be effective for detection of hand gestures due to
their short range capabilities.
2. Stereo cameras: Using two cameras whose relation to
one another is known, a 3D representation can be
approximated by the output of the cameras. To get the
relation of the cameras, one can use a position reference
such as a lexican-strip or infrared emitters.
3. Controller based gestures: These controllers act as an
extension of the body so that when gestures are performed,
some of their motion can be conveniently captured by
software.
4. Single camera: A normal camera can be used for gesture
recognition where the resources/environment would be
convenient for other forms of image-based recognition.
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C. Methods for Hand Gesture Recognition: Hand gesture
recognition has been implemented in different methods. This
field is improving at a very fast rate as a result of research
and development happening from a decade. In this paper, 5
major approaches which are commonly used in hand gesture
recognition are surveyed in the following sections. They
include: Hidden Markov Models(HMMs), Neural
Networks(NNs), Dynamic Bayesian Networks(DBNs),
Orientation Histograms and Fuzzy based approaches. Rest
of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2-6 provides a
survey on approaches such as HMMs, NNs, DBNs,
Orientation Histograms and Fuzzy techniques respectively.
Finally, conclusion is presented in Section 7.
II.HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS (HMMS): The HMM
models are double stochastic processes as governed by an
underlying Markov chain with a finite number of states, and
a set of random functions each of which is associated with
one state [3]. In discrete time instants, the process is in one
of the states, and generates an observation symbol according
to the random function corresponding to the current state.
The model is hidden in the sense that all that can be seen is
a sequence of observations. Quantitatively, an HMM is
described as follows:
• A set of observation strings O = {O1,.,OT }, where T is the
number of observations in the sequence.
• A set of N states {s1,s2,....,sN }and state at time t is denoted
as qt.
• A set of M discrete symbols {v1,v2,....,vM}.
•A state transition matrix A = {aij}, where aij is the transition
probability from state s to sj. aij = P[qt+1 = sj | qt = si], 1 d” i;
j d” N
• An observation probability matrix B = {bj(k)} where ,
bj(k) = P[vk at t j qt = sj ], 1 d” j e” N, 1 d” k d” M. An initial
state distribution À = {Ài} where Ài = P[q1 = si], 1 d” i d”
From their definitions, a complete set of
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Parameters of an HMM can be compactly expressed as Ž=
{A,B,À}. The generalized topology of an HMM is a fully
connected structure known as an ergodic model, where any
state of the model can be reached from any other state of the
model. In this model, the state index transits only from the
left to the right as time increases and this property is easily
applied to dynamic gesture recognition, which is depicted in
Fig.1.
HMM is a powerful tool used for hand gesture recognition
in diverse application domains. Probably, the first publication
addressing the problem of hand gesture recognition is the
celebrated paper by Yamato et al. [4]. In this paper, a novel
HMM-based approach for human action recognition from a
set of time-sequential images has been proposed. In this
approach, the image sequence goes through several preprocessing steps such as low-pass filtering to reduce the
noise, extraction of the human area, and thresholding of the
extracted images so that the white and black pixels
correspond to human areas and background respectively.
Mesh feature extraction is performed on these images. The
mesh feature vector sequence extracted from time-sequential
images is converted to a sequence of symbols which
correspond to the code- words in the code-book created by
vector quantization. In the learning phase, symbol sequences
obtained from training image sequence data are used to
optimize HMMs for action categories. In the recognition
phase, a symbol sequence from an observed image sequence
is processed by HMMs, and the recognition result is
determined as the category which best matches the observed
sequence. Six tennis strokes were used for experimentation.
The recognition rate was over 90% when both training and
testing images belonged to the same subject but the
performance dropped when images of different subjects were
used for training and testing.
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Chen et al. [5] proposed a hand gesture recognition system
to recognize dynamic gestures wherein a gesture is performed
singly in a complex background. A real time hand gesture
tracking technique is used to track the moving hand and
then extract the hand shape from the complex background.
The processes involved are - motion detection, skin color
extraction, edge detection, movement justification, and
background subtraction. Fourier descriptor (FD) and optical
flow method are used to characterize the spatial information
and temporal information respectively. The spatial and
temporal features of the input image sequence are combined
as the feature vector. After having extracted the feature
vectors, HMMs are applied to recognize the input gesture.
The gesture to be recognized is separately scored against
different HMMs. The model with the highest score indicates
the corresponding gesture. This was tested for 20 hand
gestures. The recognition system exhibits good performance.
However, if in the beginning, the system makes many error
observations and generates wrong symbols, then the HMM
models will not justify the correct recognition. Another
reason for error recognition is the lack of sufficient training
data to make a good estimate of the HMM model parameters.
Huang and Jeng [6] suggested a model-based recognition
system that consists of three stages:
(i)feature extraction based on spatial(edge) and
temporal(motion) information, (ii) training that uses the
Principal Component Analysis, HMM and a modified
Hausdorff distance and (iii)recognition by applying the
Viterbi algorithm. This method recognized 18 different
continuous gestures effectively.
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hearing impaired. Starner and Pentland [9] used a view-based
approach with a single camera to extract two dimensional
features as input to HMMs with a 40-word vocabulary and a
strongly constrained sentence structure. They assumed that
the smallest unit in sign language is the whole sign. This
assumption leads to scalability problems, as vocabularies
become larger.
Nam and Wohn [10] used three-dimensional data as input to
HMMs for continuous recognition of gestures. They
introduced the concept of movement primes, which make up
sequences of more complex movements.
Grobel and Assam [11] used HMMs to recognize isolated
signs out of a 262-sign vocabulary. They extracted 2D
features from video recordings of signers wearing colored
gloves. Liang and Ouhyoung [12] used HMMs for real-time
continuous gesture recognition of Taiwanese Sign Language
with a lexicon of 250 vocabularies. Here, statistical analysis
is done according to four parameters in a gesture: posture,
position, orientation, and motion.
Christian Vogler and Dimitris Metaxas [13] proposed a novel
approach to ASL recognition that aspires to being a solution
to the scalability problems. It is based on parallel HMMs
(PaHMMs), which model the parallel processes
independently. Several experiments are performed with a 22
sign vocabulary. Experiments demonstrate that PaHMMs can
improve the robustness of ASL recognition even on a small
scale. H. Hienz, B. Bauer, and K.-F. Kraiss [14] use HMMs
for continuous video-based sign language recognition of
German Sign Language with a 52-sign vocabulary.

Subsequently, there are several other applications of hand
gesture recognition that have been developed based on
HMMs. In the following sections, we elaborate some of these,
as available in the literature.

Mahmoud et al. [15] developed an automatic system that
recognizes both isolated and continuous gestures for Arabic
numbers (0-9) in real-time based on Hidden Markov Model
(HMM). The system uses the following steps: Gaussian
Mixture Model(GMM) for skin color detection, the orientation
between two consecutive points is extracted as basic feature,
zero-codeword detection with static velocity motion, BaumWelch (BW) algorithm for training and Forward algorithm in
conjunction with Viterbi path for testing. To handle isolated
gestures, HMM using Ergodic, Left-Right (LR) and Left-Right
Banded (LRB) topologies with different number of states
ranging from 3 to 10 is applied. The continuous gestures are
recognized by the novel idea of zero-codeword detection
with static velocity motion. LRB topology in conjunction
with Forward algorithm presents the best performance and
achieves average rate recognition 98.94% and 95.7% for
isolated and continuous gestures, respectively.

A. Sign language recognition [8]: Sign language, which is
usually known as a set of natural language with formal
semantic definitions and syntactic rules, is a large set of
hand gestures that are daily used to communicate with the

B. Remote robot control [16]:
1. A combination of static shape recognition, Kalmanfilterbased hand tracking, and an HMM-based temporal
characterization scheme is developed for reliable recognition

Yoon et al. [7] proposed a system consisting of three different
modules:(i)hand localization, (ii)hand tracking and (iii) gesture
spotting. The hand location module detects hand candidate
regions on the basis of skin color and motion. The hand
tracking algorithm finds the centroids of the moving hand
regions, connects them, and produces a hand trajectory. The
gesture spotting algorithm divides the trajectory into real
and meaningless segments. This approach uses location,
angle and velocity feature codes, and employs a k-means
clustering algorithm for the HMM codebook. The proposed
approach yields a satisfactory and higher recognition rate
for user images of different hand size, shape and skew angle.
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of single-handed dynamic hand gestures. The system is
robust to background clutter, and uses skin color for static
shape recognition and tracking. The gesture recognition
algorithm is outlined as follows: Detect the hand for bootstrapping the tracker.
2. Recognize the starting hand-shape and initialize tracker
with the template of the recognized hand shape.
3. While hand is in view
(a) Track the hand and output encoded motion information
until shape change is detected.
(b) Recognize the new shape and initialize the tracker with
template of the recognized shape.
4. Using HMM, find the gesture which gives maximum
probability of occurrence of observation sequence composed
of shape templates and motion information.
The user is expected to bring the hand to a designated region
for initiating a gestural action to be grabbed by a camera.
The hand should be properly illuminated, and the user should
avoid sudden jerky movements. When the user moves the
hand away from the designated region, it signals the end of
the gesture and the beginning of the recognition process.
The grabber and tracker are operated as synchronized
threads.
A real-time implementation is developed for robot control.
For the purpose of experimentation, 5 different dynamic
gestures are used. These gestures are logically associated
with 5 different functions needed for robot motion. The five
different instructions given to the robot through gestures
are:
• Move forward(Closed to open forward). Move forward
then right(Closed to open right).
• Move forward then left(Closed to open left).
• Move backward then right(Open to closed right).
• Move backward then left(Open to closed left).
B. The Gesture Pendant [17]: Gesture pendant is a selfilluminating, wearable, infrared computer vision system for
control of home automation systems via hand gestures.
The recognition system incorporates two kinds of gestures:
control gestures and user-defined gestures. Control gestures
provide continuous control of a device. Thistype of gesture
provides continuous output while the gesture is being
performed. Example: a volume control on a stereo. Eight
gestures were defined for the Gesture Pendant. The Nearest
Neighbor algorithm was used for pattern recognition.
User defined gestures, recognized by hidden Markov models
(HMM) provide discrete output for the single gesture. Hidden
Markov models are used for recognition. The network
topology of the HMM consists of three states, where the
first state can skip to the third state. Six user defined gestures
were trained and tested: fire on, fire off, door open, door
close, window up, window down. An accuracy of 96.67%
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was obtained with the six gestures. Thus, gesture pendant
offers many benefits to the user, especially the elderly or
disabled.
III. NEURAL NETWORKS (NNS): Connectionist approaches
such as Multilayer perceptron (MLP), Neural Network(Time
delay neural network (TDNN), Probabilistic neural
network(PNN), backpropagation neural network (BPNN))
have proven to be an effective tool for hand gesture
recognition in the recent past. In this section, we provide a
survey on various approaches which deal with Neural
Networks.
Kjeldssen and Kender [18] proposed an algorithm of skin
color segmentation in the HSV color space and used a
backpropagation neural network to recognize gestures from
the segmented hand images. Huang and Huang [20]
proposed a system consisting of three modules :(i)modelbased hand tracking that uses the Hausdorff distance measure
to track shape variant hand motion, (ii)feature extraction by
applying the scale and rotation invariant Fourier descriptors
and (iii)recognition by using a 3D modified Hopfield neural
network.
Ge et al. [24] presented a computer vision system for human
gesture recognition and tracking based on a new nonlinear
dimensionality reduction method. This paper is mainly
concerned with the problem of static hand gesture
recognition and dynamic gesture tracking. An unsupervised
learning algorithm, DLLE, has been developed to discover
the intrinsic structure of the data. After the embedding of
input images are represented in a lower dimensional space,
probabilistic neural network (PNN) is employed and a
database is set up for static gesture classification. For
dynamic gesture tracking, the similarity among the image
sequences are utilized. Hand gesture motion can be tracked
and dynamically reconstructed according to the images
relative position in the corresponding motion database.
Experimental results show that the proposed approach is
able to successfully separate different hand postures and
track the dynamic gesture.
Stergiopoulou and Papamarkos [21] presented a new method
for hand gesture recognition that is based on a hand gesture
fitting procedure via a new Self-Growing and Self-Organized
Neural Gas(SGONG) network. The SGONG is an innovative
neural network that grows according to the hands
morphology in a very robust way. The proposed hand gesture
recognition is divided into four main stages: (i)detection of
the hand region using a color segmentation technique based
on a skin color distribution map in the YCbCr space,
(ii)approximation of its shape using (SGONG) , (iii)extraction
of its features and (iv)identification using a likelihood – based
classification method. The proposed gesture recognition
system has been trained to identify 31 hand gestures that
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derive from the combination of raised and not raised fingers.
It is found from the experiments that the recognition rate is
very promising and approaches 90.45%.
Artificial neural networks(ANNs) have been widely used in
sign language recognition research. Given below are few
approaches used in sign language recognition. Yang et al.
[19] proposed an algorithm for extracting and classifying twodimensional motion in an image sequence based on motion
trajectories. The gesture recognition system in this approach
has been divided into two distinct steps. In the first step,
multiscale motion segmentation is applied to track movements
of objects between the frames. Regions between two
consecutive frames are matched to obtain two-view
correspondences. Then, affine transformations are computed
to define pixel matches and recognize the motion regions or
trajectories. In the second step, a TDNN is used to match the
trajectory of movements to a given gesture model. The
performance of the algorithm is evaluated using 40 complex
hand gestures of American Sign Language (ASL). With these
40 different isolated signs, they achieved a recognition rate
up to 96.21%.
Yung-Hui Lee and Cheng-Yueh Tsai [22] proposed a system
for recognizing static gestures in Taiwan sign language (TSL),
using 3D data. The 3D hand gesture data is acquired from
VICON, which is processed and converted to features that
are fed to a back propagation neural network. Experimental
results indicate that the proposed system can recognize 20
static hand gestures in TSL with an average accuracy of
96.58%.
Rahman et al.[23] proposed a system for recognizing static
gestures of alphabet in ASL using ANN. The required images
for the selected alphabet are obtained using a digital camera.
The color images are then cropped, resized, and converted
to binary images. Height, area, centroid, and distance of the
centroid from the origin (top-left corner) of the image are
used as features. Finally, the extracted features are used to
train a BPNN. Experimental results show that the proposed
system can recognize 26 selected ASL alphabets with an
average accuracy of 80.28%.
IV. DYNAMIC BAYESIAN NETWORKS (DBNS): A
Bayesian network(BN), belief network or directed acyclic
graphical model is a probabilistic graphical model that
represents a set of random variables and their conditional
dependencies via a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
Formally, Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs
whose nodes represent random variables in the
Bayesiansense: they may be observable quantities, latent
variables, unknown parameters or hypothesis. Edges
represent conditional dependencies; nodes which are not
connected represent variables which are conditionally
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independent of each other. Each node is associated with a
probability function that takes as input a particular set of
values for the node’s parent variables and gives the
probability of the variable represented by the node. For
example, if the parents are m Boolean variables, then the
probability function could be represented by a table of 2m
entries, one entry for each of the 2m possible combinations
of its parents being true or false.
A state-space representation is a mathematical model of a
physical system as a set of input, output and state variables
related by first order differential equations.
To abstract from the number of inputs, outputs and states,
the variables are expressed as vectors, and the differential
and algebraic equations are written in matrix form. The statespace representation, also known as the time domain
approach, provides a convenient and a compact way to model
and analyze systems with multiple inputs and outputs. Two
most common state space models are Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) and Kalman Filter Models (KLMs). A more general
statespace model is the dynamic Bayesian network(DBN).
A dynamic Bayesian network(DBN) [25] is a way to extend
Bayes nets to model probability distributions over semiinfinite collections of random variables, Z, Z2, .... The variables
are partitioned into Zt = (Ut,Xt,Yt) to represent the input,
hidden and output variables of a state-space model. Since
only discrete-time stochastic processes are considered, the
index t is increased by one every time a new observation
arrives.
A DBN is defined to be a pair, (B1,B->), where B1 defines the
prior P(Z1), and B- > is a two-slice temporal Bayes net(2TBN)
which defines P(Zt | Zt-1) by means of a DAG as follows:
P(Zt | Zt-1) = (1)

is the ith node at time slice t, which could
be a hidden node, an observation node, or a control
node(optional).
- Pa( ) are the parent nodes
- The nodes in the first slice of a 2TBN do not have parameters
associated with them, but each node in the second slice has
an associated CPD (conditional probability distribution).
These conditions are shown in Fig. 2.
DBNs could be considered as an extension of BN to handle
temporal models. DBNs generalize HMMS and KFMs by
representing the hidden and observed state in terms of state
variables, which have complex interdependencies. The
graphical
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structure provides an easy way to specify these conditional
interdependencies.
A broad class of learning and inference algorithms for timeseries models have been successfully cast in the framework
of DBNs. A key feature of the approach proposed in [26] by
Vladirmir Pavlovic et al. is an approximate Viterbi inference
technique for overcoming the intractability of exact inference
in mixed-state DBNs. This paper introduces a new approach
to dynamics learning based on switching linear models.
Viterbi approximation technique which overcomes the
exponential complexity of exact inference is proposed.
Experimental results for learning figure dynamics from video
data are presented and promising initial results are obtained
for tracking, interpolation, synthesis, and classification using
learned models.
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the
problem of skin segmentation, which aims to detect human
skin regions in an image. Skin segmentation is commonly
used in algorithms for face detection, objectionable filtering
and hand gesture analysis [27], [28]. In these applications,
the search space for object of interest, such as face or hands,
can be reduced through the detection of skin regions. Zhu et
al. [27] proposed a novel statistical approach to hand
segmentation based on Bayes decision theory. The proposed
method builds statistical hand and background color models
for each image using GMM and the restricted EM algorithm,
and classifies pixels with Bayes decision criterion. The
performance of the proposed method is found to be
promising.
Son Lam Phung et al. [28] presented a comparison of various
classifiers for skin segmentation. Experimental results indicate
that the Bayesian classifier outperforms other tested
classifiers including 3 piecewise linear classifiers, 3 unimodal
gaussian classifiers and a gaussian mixture classifier. For
Bayesian classifier with histogram technique, the RGB color
space and histograms with 256 bins were used. But in terms
of memory usage, this technique required the largest amount
of memory.
Nowadays, robotics has reached a technological level that
provides a huge number of input and output modalities. Jorg
Rett and Jorge Dias [29] presented a framework for gesture
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recognition by modeling a system based on Dynamic
Bayesian Networks from a Marionette point of view. A guide
robot named ’Nicole’ is developed and it is equipped with a
monocular camera and an inertial sensor to observe its
environment. This paper also presents a solution to the
gesture recognition task based on Dynamic Bayesian
Network. It is shown that using a DBN is a human-like concept
of recognizing gestures that encompass the quality of
anticipation through the concept of prediction and update.
This approach is used by incorporating a marionette model
in the DBN as a trade-off between simple constant
acceleration models and complex articulated models. A clear
explanation is given regarding the mapping between gestures
and action.
Heung-Il Suk et al. [30] described a dynamic Bayesian
network-based hand gesture recognition method that can
be used to control a media player or Power Point. Unlike the
coupled HMM, the proposed model has room for common
hidden variables which are believed to be shared between
two variables. 10 different hand gestures have been defined,
5 two-hand gestures and 5 one-hand gestures. Here, the
proposed new design of DBN has 3 hidden variables and 5
observable variables. The inference over a DBN is simply
computing the marginal probability P(Xi|O1:T ) of hidden
variables Xi given an observation sequence O1:T = O1,O2,....OT
. The authors have tested the DBN-based system
performance with a data set which was captured from 7
different subjects at different times, in total 490 video
sequences. The DBN model achieved a recognition rate of
99.59% in isolated gesture recognition with a crossvalidation technique.
V. ORIENTATION HISTOGRAMS: Orientation histograms
have been used as a feature vector for fast, simple hand
gesture classification and interpolation. The necessity for
lighting and position invariance forms the basis for
developing the orientation histogram representation.
McConnell [31] proposed this pattern recognition method.
This method is extended in [32] by Freeman and Roth, to
recognize hand gestures, employing histograms of local
orientation which produces a feature vector for the same
hand at different positions. This treats each orientation
element the same, independent of location. This is the feature
vector used to represent hand gestures. The orientation
analysis gives robustness to lighting changes. The histogram
of orientations, representing an orientation in terms of its
angle, provides for translational invariance. When analyzing
local orientation, a contrast threshold below which the
orientation measurement is inaccurate is set. Except for the
pixels having the same orientation, all points will be below
the threshold. Then the histogram in the angular domain is
blurred. Single angle representation is used and then a
classifier such as euclidean distance metric, hidden markov
models or support machine vectors can be used. Local
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orientation can be calculated from the direction of the image
gradient. The local orientation angle [33], as a function of
position x and y, and image intensities I(x, y) is given below:
¸(x; y) = arctan[I(x; y) - I(x - 1; y); I(x; y) - I(x; y - 1)]
A vector, Æ, of N elements is formed. Then the orientation is
divided into 36(varies depending upon applications) bins
and blurred.
Local orientation histogram is modeled in [34] into blocks of
normalized descriptors called as Histogram of Oriented
Gradient descriptors. Object appearance and shape can be
described by the distribution of local intensity gradients or
edge directions. In this paper, this is implemented by dividing
the image into small spatial regions called cells. Local 1-D
histogram of gradient directions or edge orientations over
the pixels of the cell is accumulated and thus the histograms
of all cells forming the entire image is its representation. The
local responses are contrast-normalized, which is done by
accumulating a measure of local histogram energy over larger
spatial regions called blocks and using the results to
normalize all of the cells in the block. These are called as
HOG descriptors. A dense grid of HOG descriptors is thus
created and used in further classification process. In another
approach stated in [35], Orientation histograms have been
combined with edge location similarity, finger-based
matching, and matching based on central and Hu moments
as edge orientation histograms to retrieve the most similar
database views for an input image(i.e., as similarity measure).
An illustration of orientation histogram for two different hand
gestures is as shown in Fig. 3.
A. A simple application
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An implementation of a real time hand control interface to
control an intelligent wheelchair is provided in [36]. A hand
tracking technique is proposed, and on basis of the tracking
results, orientation histogram matching is adopted to
recognize Hand gestures. Each gesture has its typical
contour orientation histogram. A training set consisting of
contour orientation histogram models of different gestures
is stored. In each frame, hand region is segmented from the
background and orientation histogram of hand contour is
computed, which is used to classify different hand gestures.
Thus, hand control interface controls the intelligent
wheelchair in real time.
VI. FUZZY BASED APPROACHES: Fuzzy sets introduced
by Zadeh [37] provide a novel means for pattern recognition.
Fuzzy logic helps in reducing the disturbances due to non
uniform gestures and provides a better recognition. This
theme is explained in [38] by Mu-Chun Su. Here, the local
measure of similarity between the test vector and each
template in the vocabulary is computed. Then, a fuzzy rulebased approach to spatio-temporal hand gesture recognition
is employed and recognition rate of 94.1% is achieved.
Verma and Dev [39] proposed a c-mean fuzzy clustering
based finite state machine (FSM) to recognize hand gestures.
Use of k-mean algorithm on clusters is demonstrated in [40]
and the vector data obtained was classified using HMM
and Bayes-classifier. In [41], a more descriptive system which
can convert human gesture positions into a linguistic
description using fuzzy logic is explained.
In [42], a glove based hand gesture is represented by a tuple
of angles corresponding to each sensor and fuzzification of
the hand configuration is provided. A fuzzy rule based
approach is used for recognition of finger and hand
configurations, segmentation of the gesture in monotonic
hand segments and recognition of the sequence of
monotonic hand segments. Gaolin Fang et al. [43] proposed
a fuzzy decision tree with heterogeneous classifiers for large
vocabulary sign language recognition. Three classifiers are
used as components of the fuzzy decision tree: a one or two
handed classifier based on the Gaussian mixture model
(GMM), hand shape classifier based on finite state machine
(FSM) and self-organizing feature maps or HMM classifier.
Experimental results on a large vocabulary of 5113-signs
show that the proposed method dramatically reduces the
recognition time by 11 times and also improves the
recognition rate about 0.95% over single SOFM/HMM.
VII. CONCLUSION: The importance of hand gesture
recognition lies in building efficient human computer
interaction. Its applications range from sign language
recognition through medical rehabilitation to computer
gaming. In this paper, we have dealt with the applications,
developments and researches that have been taking place in
the field of hand gesture recognition. The major approaches
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surveyed for this purpose include HMMs, NNs, DBNs,
Orientation Histograms and Fuzzy based approaches. From
the survey, it is evident that the use of hand gesture
recognition systems could aid in the interaction between
man and machines(computers), thus enabling them to become
more user-friendly.
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Abstract: “Brain fingerprinting” is a computer-based test technique that uses electro elencephalography (EEG) to
determine whether specific information is stored in a subject’s brain. It does this by measuring electrical brainwave
responses to words, phrases, or pictures that are presented on a computer screen.
It is designed to discover, document, and provide evidence of guilty knowledge regarding crimes, and to identify
individuals with a specific training or expertise such as members of dormant terrorist cells or bomb makers. It has
also been used to evaluate brain functioning as a means of early detection of Alzheimer’s and other cognitively
degenerative diseases, and to evaluate the effectiveness of advertising by measuring brain responses.
Gist: In the field of criminology, a new lie detector has been
developed in the United States of America. This is called
“brain fingerprinting”. This invention is supposed to be the
best lie detector available as on date and is said to detect
even smooth criminals who pass the polygraph test (the
conventional lie detector test) with ease. The new method
employs brain waves, which are useful in detecting whether
the person subjected to the test, remembers finer details of
the crime. Even if the person willingly suppresses the

necessary information, the brain wave is sure to trap him.
Brain Fingerprinting is a technique that measures recognition
of familiar stimuli by measuring electrical brain wave
responses to words, phrases, or pictures that are presented
on a computer screen. Brain fingerprinting was invented by
Lawrence Farwell. The theory is that the suspect’s reaction
to the details of an event or activity will reflect if the suspect
had prior knowledge of the event or activity. This test uses
the MERMER (“Memory and Encoding Related Multifaceted
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Electroencephalographic Response”) response to detect
familiarity reaction. One of the applications is lie detection. It
is a new computer-based technology to identify the
perpetrator of a crime accurately and scientifically by
measuring brain-wave responses to crime-relevant words or
pictures presented on a computer screen. Farwell Brain
Fingerprinting has proven 100% accurate in over 120 tests,
including tests on FBI agents, tests for a US intelligence
agency and for the US Navy, and tests on real-life situations
including actual crimes. This paper describes a test of brain
fingerprinting, a technology based on EEG that describes
how to detect the existence of prior knowledge or memory in
the brain.
Why Brain Fingerprinting???: Brain Fingerprinting is
based on the principle that the brain is central to all human
acts. In a criminal act, there may or may not be many kinds of
peripheral evidence, but the brain is always there, planning,
executing, and recording the crime. The fundamental
difference between a perpetrator and a falsely accused,
innocent person is that the perpetrator, having committed
the crime, has the details of the crime stored in his brain, and
the innocent suspect does not. This is what Brain
Fingerprinting detects scientifically.
What is Brain Fingerprinting?: Brain Fingerprinting is
designed to determine whether an individual recognizes
specific information related to an event or activity by
measuring electrical brain wave responses to words, phrases,
or pictures presented on a computer screen. The technique
can be applied only in situations where investigators have a
sufficient amount of specific information about an event or
activity that would be known only to the perpetrator and
investigator. In this respect, Brain Fingerprinting is
considered a type of Guilty Knowledge Test, where the
“guilty” party is expected to react strongly to the relevant
detail of the event of activity.
Existing (polygraph) procedures for assessing the validity
of a suspect’s “guilty” knowledge rely on measurement of
autonomic arousal (e.g., palm sweating and heart rate), while
Brain Fingerprinting measures electrical brain activity via a
fitted headband containing special sensors. Brain
Fingerprinting is said to be more accurate in detecting “guilty”
knowledge distinct from the false positives of traditional
polygraph methods.
The Techniques of Brain Fingerprinting: The person to be
tested wears a special headband with electronic sensors that
measure the electroencephalography from several locations
on the scalp. In order to calibrate the brain fingerprinting
system, the testee is presented with a series of irrelevant
stimuli, words, and pictures, and a series of relevant stimuli,
words, and pictures. The test subject’s brain response to
these two different types of stimuli allow the tester to
determine if the measured brain responses to test stimuli,
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called probes, are more similar to the relevant or irrelevant
responses.
How Brain fingerprinting Testing Works: The fundamental
difference between the perpetrator of a crime and an innocent
person is that the perpetrator, having committed the crime,
has the details of the crime stored in his memory, and the
innocent suspect does not. This is what Brain fingerprinting
testing detects scientifically, the presence or absence of
specific information.
In a Brainfingerprinting test, relevant words, pictures or
sounds are presented to a subject by a computer in a series
with irrelevant and control stimuli. The brainwave responses
to these stimuli are measured using a patented headband
equipped with EEG sensors. The data is then analyzed to
determine if the relevant information is present in the
subject’s memory. A specific, measurable brain response
known as a P300, is emitted by the brain of a subject who has
the relevant information stored in his brain, but not by a
subject who does not have this record in his brain.
When a crime is committed, a record is stored in the brain of
the perpetrator. Brain Fingerprinting provides a means to
objectively and scientifically connect evidence from the crime
scene with evidence stored in the brain. (This is similar to
the process of connecting DNA samples from the perpetrator
with biological evidence found at the scene of the crime;
only the evidence evaluated by Brain Fingerprinting is
evidence stored in the brain.) Brain Fingerprinting measures
electrical brain activity in response to crime-relevant words
or pictures presented on a computer screen, and reveals a
brain MERMER (memory and encoding related multifaceted
electroencephalographic response) when, and only when,
the evidence stored in the brain matches the evidence from
the crime scene. Thus, the guilty can be identified and the
innocent can be cleared in an accurate, scientific, objective,
non-invasive, non-stressful, and non-testimonial manner
MERMER Methodology: The procedure used is similar to
the Guilty Knowledge Test; a series of words, sounds, or
pictures are presented via computer to the subject for a
fraction of a second each. Each of these stimuli are organized
by the test-giver to be a “Target,” “Irrelevant,” or a “Probe.”
The Target stimuli are chosen to be relevant information to
the tested subject, and are used to establish a baseline brain
response for information that is significant to the subject
being tested. The subject is instructed to press on button
for Targets, and another button for all other stimuli. Most of
the non-Target stimuli are Irrelevant, and are totally unrelated
to the situation that the subject is being tested for. The
Irrelevant stimuli do not elicit a MERMER, and so establish
a baseline brain response for information that is insignificant
to the subject in this context. Some of the non-Target are
relevant to the situation that the subject is being tested for.
These stimuli, Probes, are relevant to the test, and are
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significant to the subject, and will elicit a MERMER,
signifying that the subject has understood that stimuli to be
significant. A subject lacking this information in their brain,
the response to the Probe stimulus will be indistinguishable
from the irrelevant stimulus. This response does not elicit a
MERMER, indicating that the information is absent from their
mind. Note that there does not have to be an emotional
response of any kind to the stimuli- this test is entirely reliant
upon recognition response to the stimuli, and relies upon a
difference in recognition- hence the association with the
Oddball effect.
The four phases of Brain Fingerprinting: In fingerprinting
and DNA fingerprinting, evidence recognized and collected
at the crime scene, and preserved properly until a suspect is
apprehended, is scientifically compared with evidence on
the person of the suspect to detect a match that would place
the suspect at the crime scene. Brain Fingerprinting works
similarly, except that the evidence collected both at the crime
scene and on the person of the suspect (i.e., in the brain as
revealed by electrical brain responses) is informational
evidence rather than physical evidence. There are four stages
to Brain Fingerprinting, which are similar to the steps in
fingerprinting and DNA fingerprinting:
1. Brain Fingerprinting Crime Scene Evidence Collection;
2. Brain Fingerprinting Brain Evidence Collection;
3. Brain Fingerprinting Computer Evidence Analysis; and
4. Brain Fingerprinting Scientific Result.
In the Crime Scene Evidence Collection, an expert in Brain
Fingerprinting examines the crime scene and other evidence
connected with the crime to identify details of the crime that
would be known only to the perpetrator. The expert then
conducts the Brain Evidence Collection in order to determine
whether or not the evidence from the crime scene matches
evidence stored in the brain of the suspect. In the Computer
Evidence Analysis, the Brain Fingerprinting system makes a
mathematical determination as to whether or not this specific
evidence is stored in the brain, and computes a statistical
confidence for that determination. This determination and
statistical confidence constitute the Scientific Result of Brain
Fingerprinting: either “information present” (“guilty”) – the
details of the crime are stored in the brain of the suspect – or
“information absent” (“innocent”) – the details of the crime
is not stored in the brain of the suspect
Scientific Procedure, Research, and Applications
1. Informational Evidence Detection.: The detection of
concealed information stored in the brains of suspects,
witnesses, intelligence sources, and others is of central
concern to all phases of law enforcement, government and
private investigations, and intelligence operations. Brain
Fingerprinting presents a new paradigm in forensic science.
This new system detects information directly, on the basis of
the electrophysiological manifestations of information-
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processing brain activity, measured non-invasively from the
scalp. Since Brain Fingerprinting depends only on brain
information processing, it does not depend on the emotional
response of the subject.
2 The Brain MERMER: Brain Fingerprinting utilizes
multifaceted electroencephalographic response analysis
(MERA) to detect information stored in the human brain. A
memory and encoding related multifaceted electroencephal
ographic response (MERMER) is elicited when an individual
recognizes and processes an incoming stimulus that is
significant or noteworthy. When an irrelevant stimulus is
seen, it is insignificant and not noteworthy, and the
MERMER response is absent. The MERMER occurs within
about a second after the stimulus presentation, and can be
readily detected using EEG amplifiers and a computerized
signal-detection algorithm.
3. Scientific Procedure: Brain Fingerprinting incorporates
the following procedure. A sequence of words or pictures is
presented on a video monitor under computer control. Each
stimulus appears for a fraction of a second. Three types of
stimuli are presented: “targets,” “irrelevant,” and “probes.”
The targets are made relevant and noteworthy to all subjects:
the subject is given a list of the target stimuli and instructed
to press a particular button in response to targets, and to
press another button in response to all other stimuli. Since
the targets are noteworthy for the subject, they elicit a
MERMER.
Most of the non-target stimuli are irrelevant, having no
relation to the crime. These irrelevant do not elicit a
MERMER.
Some of the non-target stimuli are relevant to the crime or
situation under investigation. These relevant stimuli are
referred to as probes. For a subject who has committed the
crime, the probes are noteworthy due to his knowledge of
the details of the crime, and therefore probes elicit a brain
MERMER. For an innocent subject lacking this detailed
knowledge of the crime, the probes are indistinguishable
from the irrelevant stimuli. For such a subject, the probes are
not noteworthy, and thus probes do not elicit a MERMER.
4. Computer Controlled: The entire Brain Fingerprinting
System is under computer control, including presentation of
the stimuli and recording of electrical brain activity, as well
as a mathematical data analysis algorithm that compares the
responses to the three types of stimuli and produces a
determination of “information present” (“guilty”) or
“information absent” (“innocent”), and a statistical
confidence level for this determination. At no time during
the testing and data analysis do any biases and
interpretations of a system expert affect the stimulus
presentation or brain responses.
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The devices used in brain fingerprinting:

“Information Present”

Brain waves:

NOT GUILTY: Because the blue and green Lines closely
correlate, suspect does not have critical knowledge of the
crime.
GUILTY: Because the blue and red lines closely correlate,
and suspect has critical knowledge of the crime

Fig(1):Using brain waves to detect guilt
How it works
A Suspect is tested by looking at three kinds of information
represented by Different colored lines:
——Red: information the suspect is expected to know
——Green: information not known to suspect
——Blue: information of the crime that only perpetrator would
know

Scientific Experiments, Field Tests, and Criminal Cases
Scientific studies, field tests, and actual criminal cases
involving over 120 individuals described in various scientific
publications and technical reports by Dr. Lawrence A. Farwell
have verified the extremely high level of accuracy and overall
effectiveness of Brain Fingerprinting. The system had 100%
accurate scientific results in all studies, field tests, and actual
cases conducted at the Federal Bureau of Investigation, a
US intelligence agency, the Alexandria (VA) Police
Department, the offices of the Macon County (MO) Sheriff,
and other organizations and individuals. Some of these tests
are described below.
Brain -Wave Responses of a suspect

“Information Absent”
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Y-axis: voltage in micro volts at the parietal (Pz) scalp site.
X-axis: time in milliseconds (msec). Stimulus was presented
at 0 msec.

Determination: information absent.
Statistical Confidence: 99.9%
Conclusion: Certain significant details of the murder of
Mr.Xyz are not stored in the suspect’s brain.

Determination: information present.
Statistical Confidence: 99.9%
Conclusion: Certain significant details of the murder of
Mr.Xyz are stored in the suspect’s brain.
Results of the Brain Fingerprinting test on the suspect:
For the test on murder, the determination of Brain
Fingerprinting was “information absent,” with a statistical
confidence of 99.9%. The information stored in the suspect’s
brain did not match the scenario in which he went to the
crime scene and committed the murder.
The determination of the Brain Fingerprinting test for alibirelevant information was “information present,” with a
confidence of 99.9%. The information stored in suspect’s
brain did match the scenario in which he was elsewhere (at a
concert and with friends) at the time of the crime.
Current uses and research: Brain Fingerprinting has two
primary applications:
1) detecting the record of a specific crime, terrorist act, or
incident stored in the brain .
2) Detecting a specific type of knowledge, expertise, or
training, such as knowledge specific to FBI agents, Al-Qaeda
-trained terrorists , or bomb makers.
Additional Applications
Helps to Exonerate the Innocent: Terry Harrington was
convicted of murder in 1978 in Iowa and was serving a life
sentence in prison. In 2000 on conducting a Brain
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fingerprinting test on Mr. Harrington, which showed that
the record stored in Harrington’s brain did not match the
crime scene and did match his alibi. Confronted with the
Brain fingerprinting evidence, the only alleged witness to
the crime recanted. In a sworn statement admitted as
evidence, Harrington’s accuser confessed that he had lied
in the original trial to avoid being prosecuted for the crime
himself. Harrington appealed for a new trial based on the
Brain fingerprinting results and on the additional evidence
discovered during the development of the test. On February
26, 2003 the Iowa Supreme Court has reversed the conviction
of Terry Harrington and ordered a new trial, capping a 24year-quest for justice by the Omaha, Nebraska man. In
October of 2003 the State of Iowa elected not to retry him.
Mr. Harrington is now a free man.
Helps to Catch a Serial Killer: The results of a Brain
fingerprinting test on J. B. Grinder, who had been a suspect
in an unsolved murder case for 15 years showed that the
record stored in his brain matched critical details of the crime
scene that only the perpetrator would know. Faced with an
almost certain conviction and a probable death sentence,
Grinder pled guilty in exchange for life in prison without the
possibility parole. He then also confessed to the previously
unsolved murders of three other women.
National Security Applications: In a terrorist act, evidence
such as fingerprints or DNA may not be available, but the
brain of the perpetrator is always there — planning, executing,
and recording the crime. There are memories of the crime
stored in the brain of the perpetrator and in the brains of
those who helped plan the crime. Brain Fingerprinting
Laboratories technology can detect these records stored in
the brain and help identify trained terrorists before they
strike, including those that are in long-term “sleeper” cells.
The technology can also be used to improve security in
areas like VISA applications and the protection of classified
information.
Medical Diagnostics: The incidence of Alzheimer’s is
growing rapidly throughout the world. In the United States
alone over 4 million people have been diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s. This number is expected to grow to 11 million in
the next 10 years. There is a critical need for a technology
that enables early diagnosis simply and economically and
that can also accurately measure the effectiveness of
treatments. Research has now demonstrated that the P300
brainwave is extremely effective at identifying the onset of
Alzheimer’s. MERMER technology, includes the P300
brainwave and provides a significantly more sensitive
measurement than the P300 alone. Brain Fingerprinting
Laboratories is now developing diagnostic and monitoring
systems for Alzheimer’s using this exciting new technology
that will be very cost effective and accurate. A patient
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s will undergo a series of tests
over a period of time to measure their progress and response
to various treatments. The tests will be simple, non-intrusive
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and can be administered in a medical center or in a local
physician’s office. The systems being developed by Brain
Fingerprinting Laboratories will provide early identification
Alzheimer’s and be able to detect changes in cognitive
functioning on a short-term basis. This will allow physicians
to more effectively evaluate the progress of individual patients
and adjust treatments much more rapidly that what is possible
today, improving the quality of care and the quality of life for
the patients. There is also a high level of interest with
Pharmaceutical firms who want to determine more accurately
the effectiveness of their Alzheimer’s medications in
development. This will allow them to reduce research costs
and potentially get new medications to market more quickly.
Some other Applications:In advertising, Brain Fingerprinting
Laboratories will offer significant advances in measuring
campaign and media effectiveness. Most advertising
programs today are evaluated subjectively using focus
groups. We will be able to offer significantly more advanced,
scientific methods to help determine the effectiveness of
campaigns and be very cost competitive with current
methodologies. This technology will be able to help determine
what information is actually retained in memory by individuals.
For example, in a branding campaign do people remember the
brand, the product, etc. and how do the results vary with
demographics? We will also be able to measure the
comparative effectiveness of multiple media types.
In the insurance industry, Brain Fingerprinting Laboratories
will be able to help reduce the incidence of insurance fraud
by determining if an individual has knowledge of fraudulent
or criminal acts. The same type of testing can help to determine
if an individual has specific knowledge related to computer
crimes where there is typically no witness or physical
evidence.
Limitations of brain fingerprinting: Brain fingerprinting
detects information-processing brain responses that reveal
what information is stored in the subject’s brain. It does not
detect how that information got there. This fact has
implications for how and when the technique can be applied.
In a case where a suspect claims not to have been at the
crime scene and has no legitimate reason for knowing the
details of the crime , and investigators have information that
has not been released to the public, brain fingerprinting can
determine objectively whether or not the subject possesses
that information. In such a case, brain fingerprinting could
provide useful evidence.
If, however, the suspect knows everything that the
investigators know about the crime for some legitimate
reason, then the test cannot be applied. There are several
circumstances in which this may be the case. If a suspect
acknowledges being at the scene of the crime, but claims to
be a witness and not a perpetrator, then the fact that he
knows details about the crime would not be incriminating.
There would be no reason to conduct a test, because the
resulting “information present” response would simply show
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that the suspect knew the details about the crime –
knowledge which he already admits and which he gained at
the crime scene whether he was a witness or a perpetrator.
Conclusion: Brain Fingerprinting is a revolutionary new
scientific technology for solving crimes, identifying
perpetrators, and exonerating innocent suspects, with a
record of 100% accuracy in research with US government
agencies, actual criminal cases, and other applications. The
technology fulfills an urgent need for governments, law
enforcement agencies, corporations, investigators, crime
victims, and falsely accused innocent suspects. Currently,
many crimes remain unsolved, while apparently many
innocent people are convicted and go to prison, and some
innocent people are even executed. Science can help. Many
innocent suspects, some already convicted, and some on
death row, have been exonerated by the newly discovered
science of DNA testing. Fingerprints are also highly accurate.
Unfortunately, DNA and fingerprints are found in only about
1% of cases. The brain, on the other hand, is always there,
planning, executing, and recording the crime. Now Brain
Fingerprinting technology is available to determine
accurately and scientifically whether the record of the crime
is stored in the brain of a suspect or not. As has been the
case with DNA testing, It is expected that Brain Fingerprinting
testing will help to release many innocent people from false
imprisonment, and save many innocent people from the death
penalty.
When applied by law enforcement agencies and by
defendants in criminal cases, Brain Fingerprinting tests can
eliminate many innocent suspects at the very beginning of
the investigation. Innocent suspects can avoid false
prosecution and possible false conviction and punishment,
and get on with their lives. Authorities can focus their efforts
on the suspects who actually committed the crime, and Brain
Fingerprinting technology can help to convict them. Brain
Finger printing technology can reduce crime by helping to
bring perpetrators to justice, so that they will no longer be
out there committing crimes. Knowing that such an accurate
and scientific technique is available may also prove to be an
effective deterrent.
The overall effect of Brain Fingerprinting testing will be that
many innocent people will be exonerated and will be free
from false prosecution, imprisonment, and execution, while
many more actual criminals will be brought to justice.
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A REVIEW OF SOLID STATE IONICS
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Abstract: Solid state ionic materials have been extensively developed during the last 10 years. Theory and applications
of solid electrolyte as well as insertion compounds have begun to converge into a coherent field. The solid state ionic
technology is the result of progress in two categories of materials: superionic conductors and insertion compounds.
A considerable effort has been undertaken in last few years to increase the knowledge of these materials, and the
most recent advances in this field are discussed with the related devices. This development has found applications
in the domain of electrochemical devices, such as batteries, fuel cells, etc. The conventional batteries contain a
liquid electrolyte, generally a concentrated aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide or sulfuric acid. The liquid state
offers very good contacts with the electrodes and high ionic conductivities but anion and cation mobilities are of the
same order of magnitude and their simultaneous flow gives rise to two major problems: (i) corrosion of the electrodes
(ii) consumption of the solvent (water) by electrolysis during recharging and by corrosion during storage, resulting in
periodic refilling. In addition, gases are released during chemical reactions, prohibiting the design of totally sealed
batteries. The resulting problems include leakage of the corrosive electrolyte and deteriorate the electrolyte and the
electrodes due to atmospheric moisture. Inorganic solid electrolytes are promising for the solution to the safety
issue of lithium batteries. In spite of these advantages, the performances of the solid state lithium batteries including
lower energy densities or smaller current drains compared to liquid systems have been preventing them from practical
use. In this present paper, I present the performance of solid state battery recently developed on the basis of the
careful consideration for the compatibility of the solid electrolytes with the electrode materials
1. Introduction: Energy is the basic necessity for life, which
provide us light and comfort. It can help us to go from one
place to another, to get information around the world; to
keep better health etc. in other words without energy ,the
existence of life is impossible. Do we know whether energy
is a gas, liquid or a solid? What is the origin of energy? How
and when did it come about? We often attribute energy to
God, but energy is not God, it is concept in science just like
time. First of all, energy is not a solid, liquid or a gas, but it
can go from anywhere to everywhere. Energy can neither be
created nor destroyed, but one form of energy can be
converted into another.
Most of us, often suffer power breakdowns. They have
become common in our country. A power cut can be very
uncomfortable, so we often install alternative source of
electricity in our home, like a portable battery or an inverter.
Fuels are required to run a generator. If it is a hydroelectric
power station, power is generated using the flow of water
from a height in a dam. But, not all electricity comes from
hydroelectric power stations. In thermal power stations, fuel
is in the form of coal or natural gas, while in nuclear power
stations fuel is in the form of uranium rods. Lack of energy
resources is a larger problem. The available fuel is only 1/3rd
of what is needed. Therefore there is an urgent need for
alternate efficient sources of energy.
2. General comments on solid state ionics: Solid state ionic
system include materials in which lattice defects or channel
structures allow ions to flow rapidly and have interesting
physical properties and important applications in
electrochemical devices. In this family, electrolytes conduct
electricity by the movement of ions, whereas metals conduct
by the flow of electrons.

Until recently, almost all electrolytes known to have high
conductivities were liquids. Batteries produced industrially
were based on electrochemical cells discovered at the end of
the 19th century. Manganese dioxide (Leclanche) battery was
discovered in 1868, lead and nickel iron (Edison) battery was
discovered in 1900. However, researchers over the last 20
years have discovered many solid state solutions and
electrodes, which have high ionic conductivity. One of the
important motivating factors for the development of solid
electrolytes is their application in fuel cells, batteries, ion
selective membranes, gas sensors and other electro chemical
devices. As a result, in the last decade the study of solid
state ionics development spread into a broad interdisciplinary
field involving Physics, Chemistry, Materials science and
Engineering. Note-worthy fact is that ion insertion
compounds which have promising high reversibility and high
energy density proportions have received increasing
attention and efforts are aimed at the development of
rechargeable batteries that have high energy and power
density. These batteries could reduce oil consumption by
powering electric vehicles.
3. Importance of solid state technology: The conventional
batteries contain liquid electrolyte (generally aqueous
solution of KOH and H2SO4). The liquid state offers very
good contacts with the electrodes, giving rise to high ionic
conductivities. But anion and cation mobility is of the same
order of magnitude and their simultaneous flow gives rise to
two major problems: (a) corrosion of electrodes and (b)
consumption of the solvent (water) by electrolysis during
recharging and by corrosion during storage, making periodic
refilling necessary. In addition, gases are released during
electrolysis, which prevents the design of sealed systems.
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The resulting problems include leakage of the corrosive
electrolyte and air entries deteriorate the electrolyte and
electrode.
In a solid electrolyte, the only mobile charge carrier is the
cation A+ associated with an anion immobilized in its site.
Examples include lithium nitride or inorganic glasses like
lithium-thioborate glasses. The blocking of anion prevents
passivation, corrosion and solvent electrolysis reactions. It
is therefore, possible to design totally sealed batteries
eliminating the deterioration of the electrolyte and electrode
by outside environment.
Solid electrolytes could be in the form of crystalline, polymeric
or glassy structures, which is the subject of needful research
[1, 2]. An electrolyte is an essential component of an
electrochemical cell, which is a battery or a fuel cell, for
producing electrical energy. The function of the electrolyte
is to provide a path for the migration of ions from one electrode
to another, is balanced by the electrons flowing through the
external circuit. If the cell is a battery, it is desirable to channel
all the electrons flow through the external circuit, where it
can perform a useful function.

4. Classification: Solid state batteries are broadly classified
into
i) Primary solid state batteries and
ii) Secondary rechargeable batteries.
i) Primary solid state batteries: Traditional primary batteries
are disposable batteries, largely used for powering low
voltage devices that are not used often such as flashlights,
calculators, clocks, smoke alarms etc. The most common
disposable battery is alkaline and is has all standard sizes
available for typical electronic devices. They are ranging from
1V to 12V, providing a great initial charge, which makes them
the perfect battery for low voltage applications. Solid state
primary batteries can provide very long life operations at low
currents. one such application is the lithium anode solid state
batteries for cardiac pacemakers which are manufactured in
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USA by Catalyst Research Company. Solid electrolyte cells
have also been tested in energy storage applications, for
instance in all electric vehicle applications. Primary Lithium
Manganese Dioxide Battery Type CP9V has the advantages
of high energy density, high open circuit voltage, wide range
of operating temperature, stable operating voltage and
current (over 90% of the total capacity is discharged at a
high plateau voltage), long operating time (over 8 years) for
continuous low current discharge with medium current pulse
and low self-discharge rate (less than 1% per year). Its main
applications are, Smoke detector, memory backup,
professional electronics, measuring instrument.
Solid electrolytes for lithium batteries are required to have
not only high ionic conductivities but also wide
electrochemical windows, because they should be stable to
both the highly oxidative cathodes and the highly reductive
anodes. Sulfide glasses, Li2S-P2S5 [3], Li2S-B2S3 [4], Li2S-SiS2
[5], etc., have been regarded as a suitable solid electrolyte
for solid-state lithium batteries. They show high ionic
conductivities of the order of 10-3 S/cm with doped LiI and
do not contain any transition metal elements easily reduced
in contact with low potential anodes. LiI forms micro domains,
that is, I- ions are not covalently bonded to the glass network.
Therefore, the isolated I- ions tend to be oxidized in contact
with high-voltage cathodes, having limited cell voltages of
solid state batteries using the sulfide glasses. However,
without the doping of LiI, conductivities of the sulfide glasses
had been of the order of 10-4 S/cm. The findings of the
conductivity enhancement by doping oxysalts [6] instead
of LiI have lead way to high-voltage solid state batteries.
Only sulfide glasses have been candidates of solid electrolyte
for the application to lithium batteries for a long time. Since
sulfide ions are essentially preferred as framework anions
for high ionic conduction because of their large polarizability,
highly conductive solid electrolytes will be found also in
crystalline materials. Recently, crystalline sulfides with
LISICON structure have reported to have high ionic
conductivities [7].
Again solid state batteries are classified into four classes:
a) High temperature cells
b) Polymerize batteries
c) Lithium cells and
d) Silver and copper primary batteries.
a) High temperature cells: This class of batteries utilizes
fast Ion conductors or fused salts as electrolytes and operates
at temperatures 2500C to 5000C. Sodium sulfur battery is the
best example for a solid battery operating at 3000C.
b) Polymeric batteries: Polymeric electrolyte batteries have
been under development for cells operable at elevated
temperatures of about 1400C. An experimental battery uses a
thin electrolyte film made from polymer such as polyethylene
oxide (PEO) to separate the lithium electrode from an ion –
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V6O13 , Tis2 , V3O8 etc [8-

a factor of 10. Recently developed paper-thin flexible self
rechargeable thin film–organic solar cell, which recharges
itself when exposed to light .

c) Lithium primary cells: Commercially available solid
electrolyte batteries use lithium iodide (LiI) which is attractive
because this metal is strongly electro positive. They generally
exhibit high thermal stability, low rates of self-discharge. They
operate over a wide range of environmental conditions such
as temperature, pressure, and acceleration. They exhibit high
energy densities (0.3 - 0.7 Wh cm-3). However, limitations
associated with these batteries are low power capability due
to the high impendence of lithium solid electrolytes [11-17].

In 2009 Coops Tek Company developed a battery comprising
a chunk of solid sodium metal mated to a sulfur compound
by a paper thin ceramic membrane which conducts ions back
and forth to generate current. The rechargeable cycle of this
battery is roughly one day for one decade .More recently
Scientists from Massachusetts Institute of Technology have
developed a mobile phone battery that can be charged just
in 10 seconds.

insertion – type electrode such as
10].

d) Silver and copper primary batteries: The development of
silver or copper anode batteries was mainly due to the
existence of good silver or copper cation conducting
electrolytes and relatively simple manufacturing process
involved. Owens discovered

Ag 4 RbI 5 solid electrolyte in

1970, which exhibits an unusually high ionic conductivity of
0.26 S cm-1at room temperature [18-20]. This permits cell
discharge at much higher current drains than those available
with LiI – based cells.
ii. Secondary rechargeable batteries: Many portable
electronic devices such as laptops, smart phones, MP3
players etc will only accept rechargeable batteries. Secondary
rechargeable batteries are nickel cadmium, nickel metal
hydride, lithium sealed batteries. They also guarantee
extended battery life, which makes them the perfect battery
for high – drain frequent – use applications [21 - 25]. A
rechargeable battery is a group of one or more electro
chemical cells. They are known as secondary cells because
their electro chemical reactions are electrically reversible.
Rechargeable batteries exist in many different shapes and
sizes, ranging anything from a button cell to megawatt
systems connected to stabilize an electrical distribution
network. Rechargeable batteries have lower total cost and
environmental friendly than disposal batteries. Rechargeable
batteries have higher initial cost, but can be recharged very
cheaply and use many times [22-28].
During charging, the positive active material is oxidized,
producing electrons and the negative material is reduced,
consuming electrons .These electrons constitute current flow
in the external circuit .The electrolyte may serve as a simple
buffer for ion flow between the electrodes, as in lithium ion
and nickel cadmium cells .The energy used to charge
rechargeable batteries usually comes from a battery charger
using AC mains. Charging take from a few minutes to several
hours to charge a battery.
In 2007 Yi Cui and coworkers at Stanford universities,
Department of Materials Science and Engineering discovered
that silicon-nano-wires as anode of the lithium ion battery
increases the volumetric charge density of the anode up by

4. Conclusions: The traditional role of electrolytes in
batteries is of less consequence than the electrode materials.
While the recent understanding about electrolytes, lithiumbased rechargeable cells revealed that the chemical
composition of electrolytes profoundly affects the cell
performance in many aspects from lithium cycling efficiency
to rate capability, and from capacity retention at various
temperatures . Thus, the current state-of-the-art electrolyte
systems in lithium ion cells are tailor-made for the specific
cell chemistry in which the various electrolyte components
yield adhoc surface chemistry on metal oxide cathodes and
especially on graphite anodes. Radical change in electrolyte
composition is not expected to be likely, as long as the cell
chemistry remains the reversible shuttling of lithium ions
between those metal oxides and graphitic carbons, but
innovations will continue to be carried out concerning the
rate performance, temperature range of service, safety of
scaled-up cells, and “solidification” of the electrolyte. On
the other hand, the emergence of new cell chemistries would
call for reformulation of the electrolytes, as has always been
the case during the history of lithium battery development.
There have been numerous such efforts in seeking more
energetic or safer cathode materials, which include the novel
or safer cathode materials, which include the novel 5.0Vclass
mixed metal oxides and the more recent olivine iron phosphate
family, while metallic lithium remains a main attraction as a
potential anode considering its tremendous energy density.
In the latter case, electrolyte reformulation has been used as
a main factor in controlling the undesired formation of
dendritic lithium during the long-term cyclings, an example
of which is the work of Aurbach et al., who found ad hoc
surface chemistry on metallic lithium provided by an etherbased electrolyte similar to that of a carbonaceous anode.
Polymer-based electrolytes are also expected to be effective
in regulating the surface morphology of metallic lithium. Upon
the successful solution of the safety issue of the lithium
electrode, the revival of the lithium cell is a possibility, along
with new electrolyte formulations that cater to the new cell
chemistries. Little attention has been paid to the compatibility
of solid electrolytes to electrode materials so far. Such
compatibility is quite important to gain energy density of
batteries by raising their cell voltages. However, as far as we
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use the same kinds of electrode materials as those used in
liquid system, their energy densities will not largely exceed
those of liquid systems. The discovery of high-performance
electrode materials is the need of the era of Materials Research
and Engineering.
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ENGINEERING DESIGN PROCESS AND TECHNOLOGY: EDUCATION APPLICATIONS
SIMPLIFIED USING ANALOGICAL REASONING
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Abstract: This synthesis paper discusses the research exploring analogical reasoning, the role of analogies in the
engineering design process, and educational applications for analogical reasoning. Researchers have discovered
that analogical reasoning is often a fundamental cognitive tool in design problem solving. Regarding the possible role
of analogical reasoning in the context of technology education, analogies may be a useful tool to develop student’s
design skills, teach abstract or complex concepts, and build students’ analogical reasoning skills for general problem
solving. The positive and negative educational implications of analogical reasoning being explored by researchers are
also discussed.
Introduction: Recently there has been a lot of discussion
about the limitations of engineering education. We, as
educators, are adept at traditional lecturing and assigning
closed-ended problems. However, recent findings note that
students need to learn by doing, and that creative design
skills can be sharpened if exercised regularly. According to
the Boyer Commission on undergraduate education [1 Boyer,
Commission, “Reinventing Undergraduate Education: A
Blueprint for America’s Research Universities]
“Faculty should be alert to the need to help students
discover how to frame meaningful questions thoughtfully

rather than merely seeking answers because computers can
provide them. The thought processes to identify problems
should be emphasized from the first year, along with the
readiness to use technology to fullest advantage.”
With the development of the Standards for Technological
Literacy: Content for the Study of Technology (ITEA, 2000)
and a focus on the integration of engineering design, the
profession has attempted to standardize, validate a need for
technology education, and most importantly increase
students’ technological literacy. Technological literacy has
been defined as the “ability to use, manage, assess, and
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understand technology” (ITEA, 2000, p. 9). The National
Academy of Engineering and the National Research Council,
in a joint report (2002), pointed to three interdependent
dimensions of technological literacy:
(a) Knowledge, (b) ways of thinking and acting, and (c)
capabilities. Engineering, with its emphasis on design, has
been proposed to help bring about technological literacy
and improve these cognitive skills (Dearing &
Daugherty,2004).
The emphasis on cognition within technology education has
led to an increased focus on cognitive science research,
which has sought to understand how people think and learn.
These efforts have been used to better develop instructional
strategies for applications such as teaching creative, real
world problem solving. In this pursuit, researchers have
examined how knowledge is constructed, stored, and utilized.
Schema theory, for example, has been posited as an
explanation of how knowledge is represented and then
applied. According to this theory, knowledge is constructed
and stored as mental models or schemata. Schemata are the
active representations of knowledge and general belief
structures that support understanding, reasoning, and
prediction.
Experiences and knowledge inform the creation of schemata
and new knowledge leads to the revision of previously formed
schemata. Schema must then be activated from memory to be
used or revised (Ball, Ormerod, & Morely,2004; Gentner, 2002).
It is this active process that may be of particular interest to
the field of technology education.
Understanding how engineering designers store and retrieve
knowledge during the design process can be particularly
beneficial to informing technology education. The retrieval
of prior knowledge to solve engineering design problems is
an important part of the design process. As evidenced in the
following excerpt from a verbal protocol study by Ball,
Ormerod, and Morely (2004), a subject recalled prior
knowledge, stating, “I’ve designed outdoor terminals before,
so, straight away, I’m thinking about how this relates to my
knowledge of what I’ve done before…” (p. 7). This
association between the current challenge (in this example:
designing a rental car automated terminal) and past
experiences (designing outdoor terminals) is fertile grounds
for study.
These links differentiate novice and expert designers and
provide a tool for connecting previous experiences with new
and unfamiliar challenges. The storage and retrieval of
knowledge within the problem solving process is of particular
importance to informing the integration of engineering design
content and processes into technology education. Design
problem solving is an integral component of engineering and
by learning from experts, educational practices can be better
developed to teach novice students design skills. This
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integration has been spurred by many researchers within
technology education.
For example, Lewis (2005) argued that design is “the single
most important content area set forth in the standards,
because it is a concept that situates the subject more
completely within the domain of engineering” (p.37).
Engineering design, however, is not yet fully understood
and educators disagree how and at what level design should
be taught. Technology education researchers and
practitioners are faced with the challenge of how to teach
engineering design authentically. An avenue of exploring
expert design cognition with the intent of informing
technology education teaching practices is to understand
how designers store and retrieve knowledge within the
associative, similarity-based reasoning system.
Analogical Reasoning: Two systems have been theorized
to exist within a person’s cognitive structure: (a) the symbolic
system, and (b) the associative reasoning system, as shown
in Figure 1. Schemata can be viewed as being stored and
utilized in both of these cognitive systems. The symbolic or
rule-based reasoning system is where abstract real world
problems are reasoned about and solved through symbolic
representations and rules. The associative, similarity-based
reasoning system is where problems are reasoned about
through associations or similarities with other known
information. Although researchers disagree as to which
system is dominant, this second system is significant
because associative reasoning is viewed to be a fundamental
part of expert design cognition (Akin, 2001; Goldschmidt,
2001).

Figure1. Graphic representation of the cognitive
structure for reasoning through analogies.
Analogical reasoning is a function of the associative,
similarity-based reasoning system, as shown in Figure 1.
This type of reasoning is a method of activating stored
schema based on the identification of connections, parallels,
or similarities between, what are typically perceived as
dissimilar items. Analogies serve as a type of scaffolding,
where new information is anchored to existing schemata.
Analogical reasoning is thus the use of schema analogues,
or knowledge from previous experiences, to facilitate learning
in a new situation (Ball, et al., 2004; Cross, 1994). Analogies
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enable an individual’s symbolic ability or “the ability to pick
out patterns, to identify recurrences of these patterns despite
variation in the elements that compose them, to form concepts
that abstract and reify these patterns, and to express these
concepts in language” (Holoyoak, Gentner, and Kokinov,
2001, p. 2). Researchers have discovered that analogical
reasoning is often a fundamental cognitive tool for design
problem solving. Available resources already stored in the
mind as schemata are recruited to fortify the search for
problem-solving strategies through analogies (Goldschmidt,
2001).
Perhaps one of the most notable examples of design problemsolving through the use of analogies is the creation of
Velcro®. According to the Velcro® Industries B.V.’s website,
the inventor, George de Mestral’s walk in the woods led to
the hook and loop fastener component of the design. Mestral
noticed the “natural hook-like shape” of the cockleburs
attached to his dog’s fur and his clothes. He recognized a
parallel between the cockleburs attached to his fabric and
the potential for a new design in mechanical fastening. To
explore the potential of this new design, he analyzed a
cocklebur under a microscope and then partnered with a fabric
manufacturer to create a fabric system with characteristics
similar to the cocklebur. He was able to envision the
possibilities of creating a new design (Velcro) based on a
naturally existing design (cocklebur) by drawing analogies
between the two.
Structure Mapping and Learning: Structure mapping is a
theory of explaining analogical reasoning. Structure mapping
theory posits that schema analogues can be viewed as being
similar according to their relational structures or how they
relate. In other words, an analogy is the identification of
particular aspects of one item (referred to as the known or
base domain), as being similar to certain aspects of another
item (the unknown or target domain), as shown in Figure 2.
The base domain and target domain are not similar on all
accounts, but through structure mapping the relational
structure of the base and target domains are found to be
similar (Gentner & Gentner, 1983). Structure mappings allow
for the construction of new schema based on inferences and
predictions. The inferences undergo a transformation
bringing the two items close enough together to allow
mapping and transfer from the base to the target
(Goldschmidt, 2001). Causality can then be inferred and causal
mental models or schemata developed.

Figure 2. Graphic representation of the structure
mapping process that explains analogical reasoning.
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Similar to structure mapping, Holyoak and Thagard (1997)
outlined the steps involved in learning through analogical
reasoning, including; (a) the retrieval step, (b) the mapping
step, (c) the inference step, and (d) the learning step. Moving
from the target analog (base domain) to the source analog
(target domain), analogies are accessed in the retrieval step
when the learner is trying to reason about a new situation.
During the mapping step, similarities or correspondences
between the source and target are found. Inferences about
the two domains are made during the inference step and
then “a kind of abstraction of the commonalities shared by
the source and target” (p. 35) is developed during the learning
step.Holyoak and Thagard further outlined a “multiconstraint
theory” of analogical reasoning that explains how analogies
are guided by three particular kinds of constraints: (a)
similarity, (b) structure, and (c) purpose.
The use of analogy is often guided by a similarity of concepts
between the base and target domain. In addition, consistent
structural parallels often exist between the roles in the base
and target domains. Finally, analogical reasoning is typically
guided by a purpose or a goal that the analogy is intended
to achieve. According to Holyoak and Thagard, these
constraints “function more like the various pressures that
guide an architect engaged in creative design, with some
forces in convergence, others in opposition, and their
constant interplay pressing toward some satisfying
compromise that is internally coherent” (p.36).
Forms of Analogical Reasoning: Researchers have
concluded that analogical reasoning can be categorized into
two different forms. First, analogical reasoning can be used
to understand the operation of a new device. Schema, or
stored knowledge, of how a device operates is used to reason
about how an analogous device might operate or
understanding how to operate a device can be inferred from
knowing how the larger system works (Kieras & Bovair,
1984). Second, analogical reasoning uses schema, or
knowledge already stored, to reason about, infer, and/or
predict information to solve a problem. In other words,
analogue schemata are used to compare what is already
stored as schemata, to a new domain of knowledge
(Schumacher & Czerwinski, 1992).
These two basic forms of analogical reasoning
(understanding the operation of a device and problem
solving) are also commonly found in the technology
education classroom, although they may not be made explicit
to the students.
For example, in teaching a lesson on automation, teachers
may include an activity during which students learn to
program a robotic arm. A typical robotic arm is
anthropomorphic in structure, meaning that it is analogous
to the human arm. Students easily relate their shoulder, elbow,
wrist and fingers to the robot’s arm and end effectors. This
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analogy aids the students in learning to program a pick and
place operation using a new technology that might otherwise
seem foreign and unfamiliar to them. The ability to use
analogical reasoning about how the device will perform like a
human’s arm enables the students to develop schema about
robotics.
In problem solving applications, students may be less aware
of the use of analogical reasoning but can be made aware
through instruction. The development of analogical reasoning
can be an important tool in the development of students’
engineering design knowledge. For example, in presenting
students with the challenge of designing a tower for a shake
table earthquake simulation, teachers can prompt students
to draw on their knowledge of geometric shapes. Many
students have learned that triangulation leads to structural
stability. During the design and building of this activity,
students who consider the analogy between their
understanding of triangulation and stability in the design of
their tower may be able to reason through their design more
easily. An optimization process emerges as students balance
the need to conserve building materials in order to meet the
goal of a tall structure, with the need for stability during the
shake.
Metaphors, Literal Similarities, and Types of Analogies:
An important distinction should be made between metaphors,
literal similarities, and types of analogies. According to
Gentner and Jeziorski (1993),metaphor can be viewed as a
broad category encompassing analogies. However,Miller
(1993) argued that in a broad way, “any expression of similarity
or resemblance can be called an analogy” (p. 378). A way to
distinguish between the two is to categorize metaphors as
items compared from the same category and analogies as
items compared from different categories (Saha,1988). The
“grounds for a metaphor, therefore, can be formulated as
relations of similitude that can be expressed as comparison
statements” (Miller, 1993, p. 398). An analogy is perhaps a
more creative comparison of less similar relations. An
“analogy is a way of aligning and focusing on relational
commonalities independently of the objects in which those
relations are embedded” (Gentner & Jeziorski, 1993, p. 449).
Gentner and Gentner (1983) clarified the distinction between
literal similarities and analogies by referring to how the items
are structured as schema. Items are literally similar when the
particular characteristics of the items are the same. Items are
analogous when the relational structures are similar, but the
particular characteristics of each item are not the same. Two
different types of analogies can be distinguished as shown
in Figure 3, surface feature analogies and generative
analogies. Goldschmidt (2001) pointed out that analogies can
have either structural or surface feature commonalities that
are carried over to new items or situations. Items that are
analogous based on their surface features, however, may
not be analogous structurally or conceptually.
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For example, language or analogical terms can be borrowed
from one domain as a convenient way of talking about another
domain. Generative analogies are the type of analogies that
provide the ability to make inferences from the base domain
to the target domain. These inferences can be made because
the analogous relationship between the base and target
domain is based on more than the surface features of each.
The structure of each domain is similar enough conceptually
to generate inferences from what is known about the base
domain. Not only inferences, but also predictions can be
made based on analogies. In other words, analogies allow a
person to go beyond the familiar and reason about the
unfamiliar (Collins & Gentner, 1987).

Figure 3. Types of analogies
Goldschmidt (2001) pointed out that inferences and
predictions with generative analogies can be made because
they are often not just identified but visualized. Individuals
are able to imagine or “run” actions in their minds, such as
causality, based on what is known about the base domain.
Classroom Examples: Literal similarities, metaphors, and
surface feature and generative analogies may all be identified
in the classroom. For example, commonly found in technology
education classroom are various tools such as multimeters
or handheld GPS units. School districts often purchase these
tools over a span of a few years and thus classrooms may
have multiple units of different models or brands. A teacher
will typically provide a demonstration on one unit and expect
the students to be able to see literal similarities and realize
that each unit will have the same features while the physical
appearance may vary drastically.
Metaphors are often used during instruction. Metaphors
can serve as “linguistic tools for overcoming certain
cognitive limitations” (Sticht, 1993, p.622) by extending
students’ active memory through language. A great example
of using metaphors in technology education is in the teaching
of machining patterns during a lesson on CNC milling.
Students are typically more familiar with the use of a lawn
mower than they care to be and this provides for a solid
knowledge base from which to understand machining
patterns. A facing,pocketing, or contouring operation can
be compared to cutting grass with the lawn mower. Such
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concepts as depth of cut, finish passes, and method of cut
such as: zig-zag, one way, and spiral lend themselves to
comparison with lawn mowing activities. Students clearly
understand that tall grass will required multiple depth cuts
and/or slower traveling speeds, just as a rotating tool would
break if presented with an excessive depth of cut and/or
traverse speed.
Surface feature analogies rely primarily on terminology.
During a lesson on laser technology, the light from a laser is
analogous to a beam and hits a point on the wall or target.
While a laser beam and a beam used in the construction
industry are two very different concepts, they share some
common surface features: they are both straight, with a
relatively small cross-sectional area.While the laser beam
illuminates what is described as a point, the target has a
cross-sectional area that may be more appropriately termed a
small circle (assuming the aperture is circular). A point is a
theoretical concept, but in this case, it creates an analogy
differentiating the laser beam from typical incandescent or
florescent lighting that floods the room.
The use of generative analogies in the classroom is
exemplified by Gentner (1981). A student highlighted his or
her understanding of electricity by employing a generative
analogy, stating:
If you increase resistance in the circuit, the current slows
down. Now that’s like a high—cars on a highway where
you—if you notice as you close down a lane, you have cars
moving along. Okay, as you go down into the thing, the cars
move slower through that narrow point. (p. 1)
The student compared the flowing electricity to their
knowledge of automobile traffic on a highway. Their ability
to visualize and “run” a simulation of manipulating a variable
in this system and predicting its effects on the system’s
behavior is demonstrated. If cars slow for a restriction, then
current must slow when resistance is encountered. As
discussed, literal similarities, metaphors, and analogies are
often used tools in the teaching of technology and can be
furthered enhanced to better prepare students’ problem
solving skills.
In their engineering text, Dym and Little (2004) promoted the
use of similarities, metaphors, and analogies to encourage
creative, divergent thinking in students. In particular they
argued that analogies have the potential to be “very powerful
tools in engineering design” (p. 103). For example, they
compared the designs of scaffolding and angioplasty to
indicate the ability of designers to stretch their knowledge to
be able to solve complex design problems. An angioplasty
stent’s intent and function is similar to scaffolding erected to
support walls in mines as they are being built. A stent
supports the walls of the artery as surgeons operate. This
example makes clear to students that inspiration can be found
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in other designs whether they are directly similar or only
similar in terms of form or function.
Expertise, Design, and Analogical Reasoning: Expert
analogical reasoning has been studied to understand how
to better develop this cognitive tool in novices. Dreyfus and
Dreyfus (1986) stated that the ability to analogically reason
is an important component in the development of expertise.
They outlined five stages in the progression from novice to
expert. This progression is characterized by performance
based on the analytic, detached behavior of the novice, to
the involved, experience-based behavior of an expert. One
of the components Dreyfus and Dreyfus saw as a
distinguishing mark of proficiency in performance was the
ability to recognize new situations as similar to remembered
situations (i.e., the ability to use analogies).
Other researchers have differentiated between the type of
analogical reasoning used by experts and novices. Ball, et
al. (2004), for example, concluded that expert engineering
designers use more schema-driven analogizing while novice
engineering designers use more case-driven analogizing.
Schema-driven analogizing is the application of abstract
knowledge to familiar problem types, affording a design
solution seemingly effortlessly.
Ball, et al. concluded that experts develop numerous design
problem schemata because they are exposed to and learn
from many domain-specific problems. Experts develop a
conceptual understanding of the underlying nature of domain
specific problems, which then enables them to recognize
problem types. Experts not only engage in schema-driven
analogizing, but also spontaneous analogizing. When an
expert encounters a problem, an appropriate schema that is
analogous to the problem type is automatically accessed.
This schema usually indicates a straight-forward solution
method based upon previous application of the solution to
the analogous problem.
Novices, however, have not had the opportunity to develop
a repertoire of analogous problem type schemata. They rely
heavily on case-driven analogizing when solving design
problems. Novices apply specific solution elements from prior
design problems to current problems. Novices do not
recognize problem types as do experts; instead they
analogize according to the specific components of the
problem-solution schema. Interestingly, Ball, et al. found that
experts and novices alike use this method when experts
encounter non-routine engineering design problems. When
experts face a problem that cannot be spontaneously mapped
to an analogous problem type and cue appropriate solution
methods, they focus on developing surface level analogies
between the target problem and similarly encountered cases.
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a methodology that was
originally developed in the realm of computer cognition, but
as Kolodner (1997) discussed, it has been extended to explore
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human cognition as well. CBR has two central components;
(a) the use of analogies to solve real-word problems, and (b)
the use of computational modeling to derive hypothesis
about cognition.
Analogies in CBR typically reflect personally experienced
situations called cases and include “a sought-after goal, a
method for achieving the goal or solution to the problem and
the results (outcome) of carrying out that method (solution),
all of this described specifically” (p. 59). The intention is to
provide cases so as to enable the development and use of
analogical inferences to help solve real-world problems.
The representation of the problem has been found to be an
important component in analogical reasoning in design
problems. Akin (2001), for example, found that analogical
reasoning is based on how directly the given problem
corresponds to the problem solver’s schemata. If the problem
is ill defined, the problem solver must continually re-structure
the problem in order to search for an appropriate solution.
These frequent shifts of problem representation can affect
the use of analogical reasoning. Because experts seem to
rely on problem types to invoke analogous problem schemata,
an ill-defined problem, which does not fit into a recognized
problem type, requires frequent restructuring or the use of
other search strategies besides analogical reasoning in order
to develop an adequate solution.
Analogies and Creativity: Another important component of
analogical reasoning in design problems is creativity. As
Perkins (1997) articulated, analogy is “the creature that carries
people’s cognitive capacities across the desert of unworkable
possibilities from the familiar to true innovations” (p. 524).
Specifically, analogies can play an important role in
conceptual change, which is a crucial aspect of creativity.
Four analogical processes can be used to spur conceptual
change: (a) highlighting, (b) projection of candidate
inferences, (c) re-representation, and (d) restructuring
(Gentner, et al., 1997). Analogies focus attention on specific
aspects of the base and target domains, highlighting relevant
information. By projecting inferences, analogies aid in the
development of knowledge within the target domain.
Representing either or both the base or target domain to
improve the analogy can further establish conceptual change.
Finally, analogies can spur the restructuring of elements of
the target domain to form a new explanation.
Educational Applications: Researchers have examined the
issues involved with the use of analogies in instructional
practices within design. Although analogical terminology is
already an often used instructional technique, as Gentner
and Jeziorski (1993) pointed out, analogical reasoning is rarely
formally taught to students.
Typically, language is borrowed from one domain to talk about
another usually more complex domain. Instructors seem to
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believe that students can learn concepts and operations in a
new domain by connecting to similarities from a previously
learned domain. Instructors teaching electricity, for example,
often rely on analogies such as comparing similar features
of water to electricity (Gentner & Gentner, 1983).
However, as pointed out earlier, surface commonalities do
not necessarily mean that the base and target domains are
analogous structurally. Superficially similar problems may
not have underlying similarities to where appropriate
solutions can be inferred (Ball, et al., 2004; Goldschmidt,
2001). Kempton (1986), for example, found that many
individuals’ analogies for thermostats were not structurally
similar to how thermostats actually operate. Many analogized
that their thermostat system operated like a valve. Although
the valve analogy provided for correct functionality of the
thermostat, the complete understanding of how thermostats
operate would have required a total replacement of the
analogue schema. Thus the reliance on analogical reasoning
can be problematic for instructors. For example, schemata
developed from experience can be resistant to change
through instruction (Getner, 2002). Even when presented with
conflicting information, individuals are likely to hold onto
their existing schema. This persistence has been referred to
as a cultural boundary. Isolated elements or terms may be
incorporated into the existing schema, but the underlying
schema will remain unchanged (Kempton, 1986).
Halasz and Moran (1982) warned against using analogies to
teach new learners computer systems because of these
problems. They argued that analogies may actually hinder,
not help, the development of a good understanding of the
target domain because “analogical reasoning requires
considerable work to sort out the relevant mappings and
allowable inferences” (p. 385). Instead, they recommend
using conceptual models, which can be shaped without the
“baggage” of analogies. Conceptual models represent the
underlying conceptual structures within a specific context,
providing a sound basis for reasoning about the system.
Although analogies provide a link to a learner’s prior
knowledge, conceptual models increase the learner’s
reasoning abilities because complexities of a system are
reflected more so in a conceptual model than in an analogical
model.
Other researchers, however, have argued that analogical
reasoning can be a powerful instructional strategy because
students already rely on analogical thinking to comprehend
the world and solve problems. Goldschmidt (2001), for
example, declared that people can be trained to maximize the
processing resources with which they are endowed. As
Holyoak and Thagard (1997) pointed out, young children
“before they enter school, without any specialized tutoring
from their parents or elders, develop a capacity for analogical
thinking” (p. 35). Based on this belief, students can then be
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taught to improve their analogical reasoning skills. Instructors
may also utilize analogies to better teach abstract information.
Analogies can be used to increase far learning transfer by
bridging knowledge from familiar domains to abstract,
unfamiliar domains.
Bridging analogies is a type of scaffolding where new
information is anchored to existing schema. By progressing
in small steps, using analogies along the way, the learner
gradually moves to another way of conceptualizing the
concept or domain, and ultimately forms a new schema or
revises an existing schema (Gentner, 2002).
Analogical reasoning has been studied, however minimally
(Goldschmidt,2001), in the hopes of informing the teaching
of design problem solving. Thagard (1988) offered a series of
questions that the problem solver can ask and answer to aid
in analogical reasoning. Thagard argued that the identification
and retrieval of an analogy “must be followed by an attempt
to exploit the analogy to produce the desired result of
analogical reasoning” (p. 108) within the context of problem
solving.
The questions Thagard provided include:
1. What are the general aspects of the starting conditions
and the goals?
2. What are the relationships among the objects in the starting
conditions and the goals?
3. What past problems does this problem look similar to?
4. During problem solving, what constraints are violated by
failed attempts?
Are those similar to constraints violated in previous
problems? (p. 119) Analogical reasoning has also been
formalized into a creative design method called synectics as
discussed by Cross (1994). Synectics is a group design
method. Groups attempt to build, combine, and develop ideas
toward a creative solution by using analogies to make the
strange familiar. Synectics is similar to brainstorming;
however, the group works toward a particular solution rather
than generating a large number of ideas. As the group uses
more and more analogies, a conceptualization of the problem
is developed that guides the development of a solution. The
group is encouraged to use particular types of analogies to
help develop unusual, creative ideas. The following is a
description of the different types of analogies used in
synectics:
Direct analogies: are found by seeking a biological solution
to a similar problem. For example, plant burs were used as
analogy to design Velcro fastening.
Personal analogies: are used by designers when they
imagine what it would be like to use themselves as the system
or component that is being designed. For example, designers
might ask questions like how would I operate if I were a
washing machine?
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Symbolic analogies: are poetic metaphors and similes that
are used to relate aspects of one thing with aspects of
another. For example, words like “head “and “claw” can be
used to describe aspects of a hammer.
Fantasy analogies: are impossible wishes for things to be
achieved in some magical way. Designers envision the
ultimate goal, for example, making bumps in the road
disappear beneath a car’s wheels (Cross, 1994).
Analogies and Technology Education: Analogies may be a
useful tool to not only develop design skills, but teach
abstract or complex concepts and build analogical reasoning
skills, within a technology education setting. Opportunities
to model and use analogical reasoning are abundant within
technology education. A broader approach to using
analogical reasoning in a technology education setting
would be to first establish the base domain. For example, by
first building a schema around a systems approach (input process - output; and feedback), analogies can be used to
understand a multitude of technical processes. The systems
approach focuses on the structure of the system or how the
components are connected to each other, the function of the
components within the system, and the behavior of those
components. By understanding the systems approach,
students can better understand the causal interactions that
occur between components or devices. An excellent example
in technology education is the explanation of inter-modal
transportation. There are many components to inter-modal
transportation; however, with an understanding of systems
thinking, students can more easily map the inputs (cargo),
the processes (containerization), and the outputs (shipping,
globalization, economic growth, etc.).
Conclusion: The use of analogies as proposed is subject to
empirical evidence to support their effectiveness. Perhaps
the most essential component to validate the use of analogies
as an instructional strategy is to first understand how to
assess student’s base domain knowledge. Effective
analogical reasoning requires that the base domain
knowledge is correct. As pointed out by Lewis (1999), there
is a need in technology education to examine questions
pertaining to student’s conceptions and misconceptions of
technological phenomenon in order to better inform teaching
practices and improve learning. Lewis proposed parallel
studies to those done in science examining student
conceptions of such things as energy and thermodynamics,
be completed in technology education.
Other research needs to be completed to examine the role of
analogical reasoning in design and its implications for
technology education. For example, studies that examine
synectics in the classroom need to be completed. Synectics
has been formalized as an expert design method, but how
will novice students engage in this type of approach to
design? More research also needs to be done to explore the
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effectiveness of using analogical reasoning in design. Is this
an approach that should be taught to novices or one that
develops naturally through experience? More thorough
understanding needs to be uncovered about the “baggage”
described by Halasz and Moran (1982). Should analogizing
not only be avoided, but actually be dissuaded as an
approach to problem solving and design? Analogical
reasoning is just one of many important elements in design
cognition that, with more empirical research, can inform and
improve technology education practices.
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RECOGNITION OF HANDWRITTEN KANNADA CHARACTERS USING TEXTURE
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Abstract: Handwritten character recognition is an important area in image processing and pattern recognition fields.
Handwriting has continued to persist as a means of communication and recording information in day to day life even
with the introduction of new technologies. Recognition of handwritten characters with respect to any language is
difficult since, handwritten characters differ not only from person to person but also according to the state of mood
of the same person. This paper deals with recognition of handwritten Kannada characters consisting of vowels and
consonants collected from age of 45 years to age of 80 years using complex wavelet features and NN classifier. The
character database has 4700 characters corresponding to 47 classes and each category has 100 patterns. Training
set consists of 940 characters corresponding to 47 classes and each category has 20 patterns. Samples used in test
set are taken from different writers. Simulation results on the test set using complex wavelet features with a feature
dimension of 64 reveal a recognition rate of 56.40% using NN classifier. Hence higher recognition rate is not possible
for handwritten characters because of variation in writing style of different writers.

Index Terms: OCR, Kannada Script, Pattern Recognition,
Complex Wavelet, Nearest Neighbour
I. INT ROD UCT ION: Recognition of handwritten characters
has been a popular research area because of its various
application potentials such as postal automation, bank cheque
processing and automatic data entry. Various approaches have
been proposed for handwritten recognition of Roman,
Japanese, Chinese, Korean and Arabic scripts [1] and not
much research has been done for the recognition of
handwritten characters of South Indian scripts such as
Kannada.
Kannada or Canarese, is the official language of the Southern
Indian state of Karnataka. Modern Kannada has 51 base
characters, called as varnamale. There are 16 vowels as in
Fig. 1(a) and 35 consonants as in Fig. 1(b). Consonants
take modified shapes when added with vowels. When a
consonant character is used alone, it results in a dead
consonant (mula vyanjana). Vowel modifiers can appear to
the right, on the top or at the bottom of the base consonant.
Fig. 2 shows a consonant modified by all the 16 vowels. Such
consonant”vowel combination is called live consonants

(gunithakshra). In Kannada only 34 consonants have a half/
short form which can be referred to as half consonant (vatthu
or subscript) as in Fig. 3. Any half consonant can appear
below any other consonant or in a consonant”vowel
combination as a bottom extension character to form a
consonant conjunct character. The first consonant takes the
full form and the following consonant becomes half
consonant. In addition, a special character is used along
with a consonant conjunct or with a consonant”vowel and
forms a word with arkavatthu. An example of a word with a
vowel, consonant”vowel combination and a consonant
conjunct is shown in Fig. 4. Example of a word with
consonant”vowel and a new character(arkavatthu) is shown
in Fig. 5.
There are five major stages in handwritten character
recognition(HCR) problem: Image preprocessing,
segmentation, feature extraction and recognition.
Segmentation refers to extraction of lines, words and
characters from the text. Character segmentation is a crucial
pre”processing step for reliable character recognition. The
overall success rate of a character recognition system
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depends on segmentation of characters. Feature extraction
is a crucial processing step for pattern recognition and most
research has been devoted to finding measures that concisely
represent a pattern and at the same time contain enough
information to ensure reliable recognition. Feature extraction
[2] is the problem of extracting from the raw data, the
information which is most relevant for recognition purposes,
in the sense of minimizing the within class pattern variability
while enhancing the between class pattern variability. In
general, good features must satisfy the following
requirements: First, intra”class variance must be small.
Seondly, the inter”class separation should be large. This paper
proposes recognition of handwritten Kannada characters
based on complex wavelet transform and Nearest Neighbour
classifier.
The organisation of this paper is as follows: In Section II, a
review of feature extraction and character recognition for
handwritten Kannada characters is presented. Section III
summarizes the method of extracting features using complex
wavelet transform. The database constructed for testing the
proposed model is presented in Section IV. Simulation results
using complex wavelet features is summarized in Section V.
Finally conclusion is presented in Section VI.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. Vowels and Consonants: (a) vowels (b)
consonants

Fig. 2. Consonant-Vowel combination

Fig. 3. Half Consonants
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Fig. 4. Example of a word with a vowel, consonant-vowel
combination and a consonant conjunct

Fig. 5. Example of a word with a consonant-vowel and an
arkavatthu
II. RE VIE W OF FE AT URE EXT RACT ION AND CH
ARACT E R RE COGNIT ION FOR HANDW RIT T E N K
ANNADA SCRIP T: Pal and Sharma [3] have proposed a
quadratic classifier based scheme for the recognition of
off”line handwritten characters of three popular south Indian
scripts: Kannada, Telugu and Tamil. Two sets of features are
computed, 64 dimensional feature vector for fast recognition
and 400 dimensional feature vector for accurate recognition.
A 64 dimensional feature vector extraction is performed as
follows:
Contour points for an input binary character are calculated.
This is done by considering a 3 x 3 window around an object
point and if any of the four neighboring points is a
background point, then this object point is considered as a
contour point. The bounding box of an input character is
then divided into 7 x 7 blocks. The direction chain code for
each contour point is noted, and the frequency of direction
codes is computed in each block. Chain code of four directions
are used [0(horizontal), 1(45 degree slanted), 2(vertical) and
3(135 degree slanted)]. Thus in each block an array of 4 integer
values is obtained representing the frequencies and these
frequency values are used as features. Thus for a 7 x 7 block,
7 x 7 x 4 = 196 features are obtained. The feature dimension is
reduced to 64 by down sampling 7 x 7 block into 4 x 4 blocks
using a Gaussian filter.
A 400 dimensional feature vector is obtained as follows: The
binary character of size 126 x 126 pixels is converted to gray
scale character, by applying 2 x 2 mean filtering 5 times. The
gray scale character is normalized such that the mean gray
scale value is zero with a maximum value of 1. They are then
segmented into 9 x 9 blocks. Robert’s filter is applied to obtain
the gradient. The arc tangent of the gradient is quantized
into 16 directions, and the strength of the gradient is
accumulated for each of the quantized direction. The strength
of gradient f (x, y) and direction of gradient θ(x, y) are given
in Equations
p 1 and 2.
f (x, y) = (“u2 ) + (“v2 )(1)
θ(x, y) = tan“1 “v “u (2)
where “u = g(x + 1, y + 1) “ g(x, y) and “v = g(x + 1, y)
“ g(x, y + 1)
and g(x, y) is the gray scale value at (x, y). Histograms of
the values of 16 quantized directions are computed in each
9 x 9 block. 9 x 9 blocks are down sampled into 5 x 5 by a
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Gaussian filter and thus a 5 x 5 x 16 = 400 dimensional
feature vector is obtained. The characters are recognized by
a quadratic classifier [4] using a discriminant function. As no
standard database exists for Indian handwritten characters,
the authors have developed a database for Indian
handwritten script. This database consists of 10,779 samples
of Kannada script which were collected from different
individuals of various professions from Karnataka state.
Experimental results reveal recognition accuracy of 85.27%
for 64 dimensional and 90.34% for 400 dimensional feature
vector.
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curved in nature with symmetric structure, four directional
images were obtained using Gabor Filter. To analyse the
Kagunitha set, the vowel information and consonant
information were identified and these image regions were
extracted from the pre”processed original images to form
cut images. Moment features were extracted from them and
these features were trained and tested on Multilayer
Perceptron with back propagation neural network. Average
recognition result of 85% and 59% are reported for vowels
and consonants.

Niranjan [5] proposed unconstrained handwritten Kannada
character recognition based on Fisher Linear Discriminant
Analysis (FLD), 2D”FLD and Dia”FLD. In the first set of
experiments only 16 vowels and 34 consonants were
considered with a total of 50 classes. Here samples from 100
individual writers were considered making a total of 5,000
samples. In this method 75 samples of each class were used
for training and remaining samples were used for testing.
Different distance measures were used for classification.
Experimental results reveal that FLD based method using
angle distance measure has a recognition accuracy of 68%
compared to other distance measures. In 2D”FLD based
method, a recognition accuracy of 68% was reported using
correlation and angle distance metric and hence achieved
better results compared to other distance measures. In
Dia”FLD based method, a recognition accuracy of 67.33%
using Mahalanobis distance was reported. In the second set
of experiments, some of the modifiers were considered along
with vowels and consonants, with a total of 100 classes.
Recognition accuracy of 57% and 58% has been reported for
FLD and 2D”FLD based method using angle distance metric
classifier. In Dia”FLD, Euclidean distance performs little
better than other measures. Thus, for the first set of
experiments 2D”FLD with angle and correlation distance
metric gave better recognition rate and for the second set of
experiments, the angle distance metric combined with
2D”FLD achieved a better recognition rate compared to other
feature extraction methods and distance metric. Sangame and
Ramkete [6] have proposed unconstrained handwritten
Kannada vowels recognition based upon invariant moments.
In this system, the image is divided into four zones(Upper”left,
Lower”left, Upper”right and Lower”right) with respect to
the center of the character. Seven invariant moments are
extracted from each zone. Thus, a total of 28 features are
extracted from each character. For experimentation, a total of
1625 Kannada vowels were considered out of which 1300
samples were used for training and 325 samples were used for
testing. The test samples were classified using K”NN classifier
for K=1, 3, 5 and have reported overall accuracy of 85.53% for
K=1.

III. FE ATURE EXTRACT ION USING COMPLEX WAVE
L E T T RANSFORM: Feature extraction is the basis for
character recognition. Character recognition can be based
on many features such as texture and shape. The texture
features are derived from Two dimensional Discrete Wavelet
Transform(2D”DWT) and tree structured wavelet transform.
2D “DWT can be regarded as equivalent to filtering the input
image with a bank of filters, whose impulse responses are all
approximately given by scaled versions of a mother wavelet.
The output of each level consists of four sub”images: LL,
LH, HL and HH with 2:1 down sampling. The coefficients of
decomposition suffer from lack of shift invariance and poor
directional selectivity. Two dimensional Complex Dual tree
Wavelet Transform does not only keep wavelet transform’s
properties of multiresolution decomposition analysis and
perfect reconstruction but also adds new merits such as
insensitive to small image shifts and multiple directional
selectivity. This transform is implemented using a dual”tree
structure [8] as in Figure 6. The two real wavelet transforms
use different sets of filters, with each satisfying the perfect
reconstruction conditions. The two sets of filters are jointly
designed so that the overall transform is approximately
analytic. h0 (n) and h1 (n) are the low pass and high pass
filter pair for the upper filter bank and g0 (n) and g1 (n) are
the low pass and high pass filter for the lower filter bank. The
two real wavelets associated with each of the two real wavelet
transforms are ψh (t) and ψg (t). In addition to satisfying
the perfect reconstruction conditions, the filters are designed
so that the complex wavelet
ψ(t) = ψh (t) + jψg (t)
is approximately analytic. They are designed so that ψg (t) is
approximately the Hilbert transform of ψh (t). Therefore in
Tree A one separable 2D”DWT is implemented using h0 (n)
and h1 (n) and in Tree B another separable 2D”DWT is
implemented using g0 (n) and g1 (n). This results in six high
pass subbands (two HL, two LH and two HH) at each level
and two low pass subbands on which subsequent stages
iterate. To implement the oriented wavelet transform, sum
and difference of each pair of subbands is considered. This
provides true directional selectivity and is useful in pattern
recognition.

Leena and Raghav [7] have proposed the use of moment
features on Kannada Kagunitha. As Kannada characters are

A character of size N x N is decomposed into four subband
images LL, LH, HL, HH at the first level of each tree and
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each of the subband images has a size of N/2 x N/2 . At each
higher level, the decomposition is based on LL subband at
the previous level. For example, 32 x 32 character is
decomposed using two levels, the final size of each subband
is 8 x 8. In the second level, the amplitude and phase
information of the low frequency component is considered
as features. The number of features for two level
decomposition is 8 x 8(for each subband image) x 2(trees) x
2(parts:real and imaginary) = 256. As the real and imaginary
coefficients of each LL subband image are extracted as
features, the phase information is preserved with good
directional selectivity. The number of features for third level
of decomposition is 4 x 4 x 2(trees) x 2(real and imaginary)
= 64.

Fig. 7. Text Sample

Fig. 6. Block Diagram of Complex Dual Tree Wavelet
Transform
IV. DATABASE COL L E CT ION: Standard database of
handwritten Kannada script is currently not available. Hence
a character database was created from scanned text samples.
A total of 100 Kannada text samples were collected from 100
different writers. Writers, from age of 45 years to age of 80
years were asked to write only vowels and consonants of
Kannada script. This document database is digitized at 300dpi
by a flat bed scanner. Kannada script has 50 base characters
(vowels and consonants) and only 47 characters which occur
frequently are considered in this database. A sample of text
written by a person aged 50 years is shown in Figure 7.
Character database was created and this database has 4700
characters corresponding to 47 classes and each category
has 100 patterns. Each character is labelled with an integer
number starting from 1 to 47. 3760 samples are used for training
47 classes and each category has 80 patterns. 940 samples
are used for testing of these 47 classes and each category has
20 patterns. The characters in the train and test data set are
normalized to a size of 32 x 32 by using bilinear interpolation

V. RE COGNIT ION RE SULT S: The feature vector extracted
from each character in the character database is assigned a
label using a classifier. Recognition of the characters in the
character database are performed using K” Nearest
Neighbour classifier(K”NN). K”NN is a method of
classification based on closest training examples in the
feature space. This is the simplest of all machine learning
algorithms. An unknown sample is classified by a majority
vote of its neighbors and is assigned to the class most
common amongst its K nearest neighbors where K is a
positive integer. If K = 1, then the sample is simply assigned
to the class of its nearest neighbor. Performance of K”NN
classifier based on complex wavelet features is tabulated in
Table I. From Table I performance of K”NN classifier is better
for K=3 using complex wavelet features. The recognition rate
of the classifier is very less because of different shape and
size of the characters in the database which is evident from
character samples and maximum recognition rate of 56.40%
is obtained with 64 dimensional feature vector.
TABLE I
P E R F O R M A N C E O F K -NN C L A S S I FIE R F O R
T H E C H A R AC T E R DATA BA S
Recognition rate(%)
Faeature
K-NN
Size
K=1
K=3
K=5
256
38.21
48.51
41.49
64
49.00
56.40
54.04
VI. CONCL USION: In this paper, a novel approach for
recognition of handwritten Kannada characters that uses
complex wavelet based texture features is presented.
Simulation results reveal that recognition of handwritten
characters is better with complex wavelet features for k=3
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with a feature dimension of 64. Recognition rate can be
improved by having a larger training samples in the database.
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Abstract: This paper presents a study on RT level power optimization techniques in terms of their applicability on
data-low intensive data path designs and their efficiency. The dynamic power management techniques of clock
gating and operand isolation are investigated and their efficiency evaluated by sample designs. Although, clock
gating by itself offers significant power savings at low overhead in sequential blocks, it is not always the case that
hold conditions can be extracted when input registers are shared among several resources. Latch based operand
isolation, was also found quite effective, though savings are offset by the high overhead. Fine clock gating is proposed
as an approach that merges the merits of both methods and yields the highest power savings and the least performance
degradation, for the same overhead. The static RTL power optimization methods are discussed.
Today tools are taking over the designer as early as at the Register-Transfer (RT) level, while tools for behavioral
synthesis have for long been a topic of research. Along this evolution, the optimization goals have undergone changes.
Performance will always be a metric that cannot be neglected. Power dissipation has attained significant importance
as it can easily become the bottleneck of current designs, both because of cooling requirements and battery life of
portable equipment. It is understood that power minimization will always come with some performance degradation;
hence new metrics that capture this trade-off, such as the power-delay product are coming into play. This shift has
also resulted in incorporating power awareness both in the CAD tools and in the systems architectures. This paper
discusses the area in between, namely at optimizing power at the block level in a synthesis based design flow,
described by code at the RT level. More specifically, the design of power efficient data path components for use in
Application Specific Processors is going to be investigated.
Introduction: Design for low power refers to the transistor
and gate level optimization techniques [1], some on computeraided low power design [3] and few to system level power
management [2]. Little has though been written about low
power design at the RT level. In compliance with the general
principle that the higher the level of abstraction, the higher
the power savings, it is expected that considerable amount
of power can be saved at the RT-level before the design is
synthesized and gate level optimization algorithms are
applied. Nowadays, a diversity of applications calls for high
computing performance with very specific functionality.
Example applications are image processing and
communications (signal processing, compression). The

demands of many such applications cannot be dealt with
efficiently when using off the-shelf hardware, making the
development of application specific hardware necessary. This
is particularly the case for real-time multimedia and signal
processing embedded applications e.g. cellular phones,
personal digital assistants, gaming applications etc.
Application Specific Processors, which are entire processors
designed specifically for an application (or application
domain), provide for a complete and very efficient solution.
The major obstacles for using ASPs, however, are the
required development effort and the related high
development costs. Although, tools to streamline the design
of ASPs have been announced [4] and are gradually making
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their way into the standard suites of synthesis tools,
designers still have to design power efficient solutions under
tight performance and time-to-market requirements. For this
reason a synthesis based design flow with rich libraries of
components can be selected as the implementation platform.
It is the purpose of this paper to explore the design space
and low power techniques that could be applied at this level
of abstraction .
Application Specific Processors (ASPs): The term
Application or Domain Specific Processors refers to the
midway solution between a custom ASIC and a general
purpose computer. It can also be described as a degenerate
or specialized Digital Signal Processor, which is a Domain
Specific Processor with extended programmability. Figure 1.1
depicts the classification of the above mentioned choices in
terms of figures of merit for integrated Circuits.
ASPs are both a compromise and a necessity between the
expensive, highly utilized, low power and hard to maintain
ASICs and the inexpensive, flexible, but lowly utilized and
power hungry general purpose computers. They are meant
to process computing intensive problems efficiently,
performance- and power-wise. For this reason, they only have
a limited, carefully selected instruction set inspired by the
specific domain they are intended for and a specialized data
path.
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the node’s switching activity, the number of gate output
transitions per clock cycle.
The second term represents the short-circuit power, the power
dissipated during the gate transitions, when current flows
directly from the power supply to the ground terminal through
the network of p- and n-type CMOS transistors. The factor
QSC accounts for the quantity of charge carried by the short
circuit current per gate transition.
The third term expresses leakage current power, due to the
leakage current I leak formed by reverse bias currents at
parasitic diodes and sub threshold transistor currents.
Throughout this paper, only switching activity power is taken
into account as it is seen as a design problem;.
At each level of abstraction several alternatives need to be
considered and their power consumption estimated. For these
reason vivid activities in researching power estimation at
various levels of abstraction is being done [6], [7], [8], [9].
from the highest (system) down to the lowest (circuit) level
with increasing accuracy and decreasing power savings.
System Level, Behavioral Level, Register-Transfer Level,
Logic Level: Another important issue is dynamic power
management which refers to the availability of different
modes of operation of the individual components (sleep,
doze, off) and the existence of a controller to control the
components’ transitions from one mode to the others.
Dynamic power management can also be applied at lower
levels (block and RT) through clock gating. Another
widespread system level power management technique is
supply voltage scaling Although this method has yielded
remarkable results, its applicability is limited in the deepsubmicron region where supply voltages are as low as 1V.

There are the main guidelines that should be followed in the
design of application specific processors: i. Use only as much
arithmetic as necessary” ii. Use data interconnections that
match the algorithm iii. Use programmability sparingly. It is
pointed out in the next section that power dissipation is
closely related to switching activity. Hence, a fourth command
would be to minimize switching activity and a major part of
this paper is to evaluate how this can be done efficiently in
the selected scope.
Power Saving Techniques in a Top-Down Design Flow
The sources of power dissipation in CMOS technology are
summarized in formula 1 [5].
The first term captures the switching activity power, the
power required to charge and discharged the circuit nodes,
where C is the node capacitance, VDD is the supply voltage,
f is the frequency of operation and N is a factor expressing

The RT level: The RT level of abstraction has been created
as an intermediate level between the logic and the architecture
levels to facilitate manageability of large designs. It alleviates
designers from the tedious and error prone tasks of capturing
functionality at the gate level, resulting in considerable
improvement in the productivity-design quality product.
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In contrast to the system/architecture level of abstraction
characterized by general specifications and inaccurate power
consumption models for design components, the RT level
contains enough implementation details to be used for
constrained design space exploration and more precise power
estimation. In conclusion, the coarser RTL description of a
design provides for efficient power optimization and
estimation algorithms. The purpose of this paper is to provide
an overview of the available RTL power optimization
techniques and evaluate them in the context of this work.
Before that, a decomposition of the RT level is performed
and a theoretical background is built to enhance
comprehensiveness of the proposed techniques.
Decomposition of an RTL Design: At a first level, an RTL
design can be decomposed into a control and a data path
unit. The control unit is usually captured as a FSM. A data
path comprises three distinct categories of components:
Functional Units (e.g. adders, multipliers), Steering Logic
(multiplexors, tri-state buffers and registers), Interconnection
buses The controller and the data path interface through the
control signals, which are used to configure the steering
logic, and the conditional signals (e.g. comparators’ outputs),
which express certain conditions and are used in the
calculation of the controller’s next state. As two independent
sources of power dissipation, the controller and the data
path can be separately optimized. Additional power cuts can
be achieved by carefully designing the interface between
them .At this point it is important to distinguish between
static and dynamic power optimization; a Characterization
that is independent of the abstraction level. Static refers to
those techniques that do not change over time, in contrast
to dynamic. Static techniques represent decisions
throughout the design phase that affect average power
consumption. For example, at the RT level, a low dissipative,
but slower component, is selected against a faster, but more
power consuming one. Dynamic refers to methods that in
run time, under certain conditions, are activated to minimize
power consumption (e.g. dual voltage operation under
varying load requirements) by means of additional circuitry.
This circuitry imposes an area overhead, it may affect
performance, if inserted on critical paths, and at corner cases,
it may compromise the overall power reduction. Thus, an
extremely important part of any power optimization algorithm
is the identification of appropriate applicants to be power
managed. RT level power estimation can be used for this
purpose.
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clarify the principle of the clock-gating operation and to
discuss its limitations and automation.
Clock gating was originally conceived as a system level
power optimization technique aiming to reduce the power
dissipated on the clock network (which accounts up to 40%
of the total) by deactivating parts of the system that are idle.
Its applicability has been extended to the RT level as a power
efficient implementation of registers on a hold condition. An
enabled register is shown on the left figure 1.3. During a
hold condition, the register preserves its previous value at a
high power cost. Unnecessary power is consumed on the
clock line, the register itself and on the multiplexor on the
feedback path. By controlling the clock driving the clock
input of the register, reloading is only conditionally performed
resulting in both reduced power consumption and area
overhead.

Figure 1.3 :
Operand Isolation: Operand isolation is a technique to
protect a functional block from being exposed to switching
activity at its inputs by means of blocking logic. It involves
a candidate for isolation, the isolation circuitry and the
activation condition that controls it. Figure1.4 illustrates a
common case that operand isolation assists clock gating,
enabling better utilization of external idleness. Since, register
A is shared by the two functional units, clock gating cannot
block the switching activity in the shifter, when an addition
is required. The activation condition for the blocking logic,
active-low in this case, can be extracted by the observability
don’t care conditions

Clock gating: Clock gating has in the last years changed to
a well accepted power saving optimization method. The early
unpopularity of clock gating is charged to the inability of the
tools of that time to deal with the timing implications of the
gated clock signals and by the reduced fault coverage
achieved by logic testers. The purpose of this section is to
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Figure 1.4
Clock Gating and Operand Isolation Interaction: By applying
clock gating, the feedback multiplexor is eliminated and so is
the activation condition. Depending on the complexity of
the isolation candidate the overall power saving may be
suboptimal. The limitation is that when the output of a
functional block is directly connected to a register, the
activation signal extraction procedure does not consider
whether the register itself is enabled or not.. This may be
necessary if latch based isolation is to be deployed.
Pre-computation
In [1], a powerful method for reducing useful switching
activity, called pre-computation, is proposed. The basic
architecture is shown in figure1.5

Figure 1.5 Subset input disabling pre-computation
architecture
The method is based on selectively pre-computing the output
of logic block A in figure using the logic sub-blocks g1 and
g2, hereafter predictor functions, one clock cycle in advance,
and using the pre-computed values in the preceding cycle
to effectively reduce the switching activity and power. This
is done by deactivating register R2 and exposing block A
only to a subset of the new inputs, those that have an effect
on the output value.
Minimizing Switching Activity: Similar to pre-computation,
the methods described in the following are not dependent
on the existence of idle conditions. They aim at reducing
spurious transitions (glitches) which account for a
considerable amount of the total power consumption,
especially in designs with long paths.
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Glitch Power Minimization, Retiming for Low Power, Encoding
for Low Power are the other methods.
Conclusion: Clock gating has been confirmed as a powerful
method to reduce area and power dissipated in sequential
logic. A clock gated register dissipates almost no power,
contrary to a register that holds its previous value through a
feedback multiplexor. Operand isolation is proven to be an
efficient power optimization technique as a means to block
switching activity from functional units. Though, it comes
with an overhead and should be used judiciously.
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Abstract: In recent years, fusion of a multiple biometric modalities for personal authentication has received
considerable attention. This paper proposes a multimodal biometric system using fingerprint, face and signature. The
proposed system is based on texture features with feature level fusion. Texture features are extracted using Curvelet
transform. The performance of the system is evaluated using nearest neighbor (NN) and support vector machines
classifier (SVM). The algorithm is tested on a multimodal database of 100 persons. Recognition rate of 97.0% is
achieved using SVM classifier.
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Index Terms: Multimodal biometrics, Curvelet transform,
Feature level fusion, NN classifier, SVM classifier.
I. IN T RO D U C T I O N: Biometric offers a natural and
reliable solution to recognize individuals based on their
inherent physical or behavioral characteristics. Personal
authentication through the use of biometrics have been a
subject of study for the last several years. Ever since the
incidence of 9/11 personal safety has become more important
in both public and private domains. The unimodal systems
based on fingerprint, face, iris etc. possess problems such as
noise in sensed data, intra-class and inter-class variations.
Such limitations can be overcome by including multiple
sources of information for establishing personal identity. This
has motivated the current interest in multimodal biometrics
[1] in which multiple biometric traits are simultaneously used
in order to make an identification decision. Multimodality is
the usage of more than one physiological or behavioral
characteristic to identify an individual. It involves the fusion
of two or more biometric traits such as fingerprint, face, iris,
hand geometry, signature or speech or multiple
representations of a single input, multiple matchers of a single
representation or any combination there of. The fusion is
done by combining the two (or more) biometric recognition
algorithms, to arrive at a decision. This technique is useful in
large-scale civil ID applications, where the identity of
thousands of people need to be authenticated at a time. It
allows the user to choose a biometric of their preference, and
the resulting system is likely to be used by a largest
population and perceived as user friendly. The only
disadvantage of multimodal biometrics is its high cost and
more computational time. They need effective fusion schemes
to get better accuracy than a unimodal system.
Depending on the number of traits, sensors and feature
sets used, a variety of scenarios are possible in a multimodal
biometric system. They include single biometric with multiple
sensors, multiple biometric traits, single biometric with multiinstances, single biometric with multiple representations and
single biometric with multiple matchers. Among all these
scenarios, system with multiple biometric traits is gaining
importance and this method itself is known as multimodal
biometric system. Based on the type of information available
in a certain module, different levels of fusion are defined
[2]. Levels of fusion are broadly classified into two
categories: fusion before matching also called as preclassification and fusion after matching also called as post
classification. Pre- classification approach includes sensor
level and feature level fusion. In sensor level fusion [3]
different sensors are used to extract same biometric trait. In
face recognition multiple cameras are used to extract 2D
and 3D face images for recognition. Information obtained
from multiple sensors are complementary to each other and
can account for inter-class variations. Another problem with
sensor level fusion is large memory requirement. With these
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limitations sensor level fusion is still a research problem. In
feature level fusion [4] different feature sets of either the
same biometric trait or from different biometric traits are
extracted and combined. When feature sets to be integrated
are homogeneous, a single feature vector can be computed
as weighted average of the individual feature sets. When
feature sets are non”homogeneous they are concatenated
to form a single feature set. Performance of feature level fusion
is high. Post classification approach includes match score
level and decision level fusion. Most of the existing
multimodal systems are based on either score level or
decision level fusion [5]. Match score is a measure of the
similarity between the input and template biometric feature
vector. In match score level, scores are generated by multiple
classifiers pertaining to different biometric traits and
combined [6]. In order to map score of different classifiers
into a single domain, where they possess a common meaning
in terms of biometric performance, normalization technique
is applied to the output of classifier before score fusion.
Fusion at decision level consists [7] of combining final
output of different classifiers. In this fusion strategy, a
separate authentication decision is made for each biometric
trait. These decisions are then combined into a final vote.
This approach overcomes the scores normalization that was
mandatory for the score level fusion. Fusion at the decision
level is a rather loosely coupled system architecture, with
each subsystem performing like a single biometric system.
Due to the constraints of feature level fusion, very few
researchers have studied integration at feature level. Chetty
[8] combined face and voice using visual and acoustic
features with artificial neural network as a recognizer and
obtained an Equal Error Rate (EER) of 2.5%. Nandakumar [9]
concatenated fingerprint and iris code at feature level using
fuzzy vault classifier and showed that uncorrelated features
when combined gives best possible EER. Ferrer [10] proposed
fusion of features extracted from hand geometry, palmprint
and fingerprint. It is imperative that an appropriate feature
selection scheme is used when combining information at the
feature level. Features can also be combined in a more
complex way in the algorithmic level through co-registration.
For example, Husken [11] proposed a multimodal system
combining 2D and 3D face features that locates eye points
as features on the face in the 2D image. Then these locations
are transfered over to the (registered) 3D shape features of
face to form face feature vector.
This paper proposes a multimodal system that combines
fingerprint, face and signature biometric traits. Fingerprint is
the most widely accepted biometric trait. It is highly
distinctive in nature. It has got high permanence and high
performance. It can be easily obtained using low cost
fingerprint scanners. But fingerprint also suffers from few
limitations. There is a large variation in the quality of
fingerprint over the population. The appearance of a person’s
fingerprint depends on age, grease and cut or worn fingers
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due to occupation and lifestyle. Signature verification was
in service before the advent of computers and seen wide
usage in document authentication and transaction
authorization in the form of cheques and credit card receipts.
The main advantage of using signature recognition as an
authentication method is that most of the modern portable
computers and personal digital assistants (PDA) use
handwritten inputs and there is no need of principally new
devices for biometric information collection. At the same time
there are very few signature recognition solutions that can
provide sufficiently high recognition rates at a reasonable
level of efficiency. Signature verification alone cannot be a
secure biometric as people can change their signature time to
time. Because of its naturalness, face recognition is more
acceptable than most biometrics. Since the advent of
photography faces have been used as a guarantor of identity
in passports and identity cards. Because conventional optical
imaging devices easily capture faces, there are large legacy
databases that can be automatically searched. But face
recognition system suffers due to variation in illumination,
pose and rotation. Hence the objective is to design a
multimodal system using all these three traits and try to
eliminate limitations imposed by these three traits individually.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
proposed multimodal biometric system based on feature
level fusion. Experimental results of two different methods
of fusion are presented in Section III. Section IV summarizes
proposed multimodal biometric system.
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person are acquired separately in data acquisition module.
Required pre-processing techniques are applied on every
biometric trait and features are extracted simultaneously.
Features from all three biometric traits are concatenated and
a feature vector is formed and stored as template in a
database. Single matcher is used to evaluate the
performance. NN classifier based on Euclidean distance and
SVM is used for matching. During authentication, feature
vector extracted from the test person is compared with the
template stored in the database. Matching is performed
using a recognizer which compares query feature vector with
the template in the database and generates a match score. To
prevent impostor from being identified, the match score from
matcher is compared with a predefined threshold in the
decision module. This module makes a decision as either
person under test is recognized or not recognized. The
proposed system is developed based on texture features.
Texture features are extracted from Curvelet transform.
A. Database Collection and Pre-processing: This makes
each biometric trait ready for feature extraction. Preprocessing techniques differ from one trait to the other.
Minimum pre-processing techniques are needed on each
biometric trait, since the recognition system is based on
texture features.
Nitgen fingerprint scanner is used to collect fingerprints. It
is an optical sensor with ultra-precise 500dpi resolution. To
locate center point of fingerprint, it is divided into non-

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Proposed Multimodal Biometric System based on Feature Level Fusion
II. PRO P O S E D MU LT I M O DA L BI O M E T R I C SY S T
E M BA S E D O N FE AT U R E LE V E L FU S I O N: The
schematic of the multimodal system at feature level fusion is
shown in Figure 1. The multimodal system has two phases
of operation: enrollment and identification. The enrollment
module registers a person and then the three biometric traits
are acquired and representation of these three traits are
stored in a database. The proposed system is designed to
operate in parallel mode. Fingerprint, face and signature of a

overlapping blocks. Gradient in x and y direction at each
pixel in a block is obtained. A 2D Gaussian filter is applied to
smooth the gradient. A slope perpendicular to direction of
gradient in each block is computed. Blocks with slope values
ranging from 0 to ð/2 are considered and traced a path down
until a slope that is not ranging from 0 to ð/2 and that
block is marked. Block with highest number of marks gives
slope in the negative y direction. This provides the center
point of fingerprint. Region of interest around the center
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point is cropped and normalized in size to 140 ×140 pixels.
Still face images are collected using digital camera LifeCam
Nx-6000 with a 2.0 mega pixels sensor. The 2D color face
image is converted to a gray scale image. Canny edge
detection mask with suitable threshold value is applied on
image with a uniform background to extract outer curvature
of the face. From this only foreground face image is cropped.
The signatures were taken on a A-4 size white paper. These
were scanned using an 8-bit, 300 dots per inch resolution
scanner. The scanned signatures were cut out from the
scanned page in their original orientation and size using an
image editor. The scanned signature is binarized. Since the
signature consists of black pixels on a white background,
the image is then complimented to make it a white signature
on a black background. When a signature is scanned, the
image obtained may contain some noise components like
the background noise pixels and these noise pixels are
removed by employing median filter. To avoid inter-personal
and intra-personal size variations of signatures, size is
normalized to 128 × 256.
B. Feature Extraction using Curvelet Transform: Texture
features using Curvelet transform are extracted from the
three biometric traits. Extracted features are stored as
template in a database in the enrollment stage and compared
with the database in the identification stage.
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in the way of points and keeps many coefficients. Curvelet
transform represents a curve as a superposition of functions
of various lengths and widths obeying the scaling parabolic
law with width equals square of length. This can be done
by decomposing the image into a series of disjoint scales.
Each scale is then analyzed by means of a local ridgelet
transform. So, Curvelet transform is based on multiscale
ridgelet transform combined with a spatial bandpass filtering
operation at different scales. It consists of multiscale
ridgelet which exists in a prescribed frequency band. The
discrete Curvelet transform of a continuum function f (x1, x2
) makes use of a dyadic sequence of scales, and a bank of
filters (Po f, “1(f ), “2(f ) · · · ) with the property that the pass
band filter “s is concentrated near the frequencies (22s ,
22s+2 ) (where s is a subband) which is a non-standard
feature of discrete Curvelet transform. Figure 2 shows the
flow graph of Curvelet transform. The transform involves
following steps:
Step 1: 2D”WT: The subbands of the input biometric trait is
obtained using 2D wavelet transform.
TABLE I
PE R F O R M A N C E O F NN A N D SVM CL A S S I FI E R
F O R MU LT I M O DA L BI O M E T R I C S AT FE AT U R E
LE V E L FU S I O N U S I N G CU RV E L E T FE AT U R E S
O N ECMSRIT DATA BA S E
Recognition Rate in (%)
’Type-I’ Feature
Featuredimension NN
SVM
Recognition Rate in (%) for ECMSRIT Database
95.0
97.0
250+250+250
94.5
97.0
121+121+1a21
90.0
94.0
66+66+66
82.5
88.5
35+35+35
Step 2: 2D”FFT: The two”dimensional Fast Fourier
Transform of the LL subband of Step 1 is obtained.
Step 3: Cartesian to Polar conversion: Using an interpolation
scheme, the samples of the Fourier Transform obtained on
the square lattice is substituted with sampled values on a
polar lattice.

Fig. 2. Flow Graph of Curvelet Transform
Fourier transform works on periodic structures (such as
textures), and wavelet transform works on singularities (such
as corners), but only sparse reconstruction of edges is
possible from these transforms. Dual tree complex wavelet
transform is better compared to wavelet transform but it has
limited directions. In order to develop direction sensitivity,
Donoho [12] developed Curvelet transform. Curvelet transform
provides optimal sparse representation of images and requires
very few Curvelet coefficients with negligible magnitude
values. whereas the wavelet transforms approximates curves

Step 4: 1D”IFFT: One”dimensional Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (IFFT) is computed on each radial line.
Step 5: 1D”WT: 1D”WT is computed at each frequency.
Steps 2 through 5 forms Ridgelet transform and steps 2 to 4
represent finite Radon transform for digital data. Ridgelet
transform is application of 1D wavelet transform to the slices
of Radon transform. Following these steps Curvelet features
are extracted independently from fingerprint, face and
signature. Each biometric trait is decomposed using
2D wavelet transform and LL subband is considered for
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further processing. Radon transform is applied on this LL
subband for different angles θ in the range 0æ% to
180æ%. 1D wavelet transform is applied along each radial
line of the Radon transform of different sizes using DB2 filter
and approximate coefficients (LL subband) from second or
third level of decomposition are considered as features. Thus
in feature level fusion Curvelet features with different
dimension are extracted from each trait and concatenated to
form a feature vector. This feature vector is stored as template
in the database for matching.
III. EX P E R I M E N TA L RE S U LT S: The proposed
multimodal biometric system with feature level is tested on
ECMSRIT multimodal database of size 100. ECMSRIT
multimodal database consists of 3000 samples with 10 samples
for each biometric trait. Any six samples of each trait are
considered as training samples and other four samples are
used for testing. Thus in the multimodal database 1800
samples are used for training and 1200 samples are used for
testing.
A. Feature Level Fusion: Fingerprint of size 140 × 140, face
of size 140 × 140 and signature of size 128 × 256 are
considered for extraction of Curvelet features. Feature
vectors of size 250, 121, 66 and 35 are extracted from each
trait and concatenated to form ’Type-I’ feature vector. From
same feature vector first few required coefficients are
considered from each trait and concatenated to form ’TypeII’ feature vector. For example, 85 coefficients from a feature
vector of 250 is considered from individual trait and
concatenated to form a feature vector of dimension 85 + 85
+ 85 = 255 which is comparable with the dimension of
unimodal system.
Table I shows performance of feature level fusion evaluated
using NN and SVM classifiers for Curvelet transform ’TypeI’ features. From Table I it is clear that, the size of ’Type-I’
feature vector is large compared to unimodal system and
maximum recognition rate by NN classifier is 95% and 97%
from SVM classifier. Tables II and III show performance of
feature level fusion evaluated using NN and SVM classifiers
for Curvelet transform ’Type-II’ features. These tables gives
the comparison of recognition rate of multimodal and
unimodal systems with same feature dimension using
Curvelet transform features. Results show that the maximum
recognition rate obtained from NN classifier is 82% in
multimodal system, compared to 65.5%, 96.0% and 82.0% in
unimodal system for fingerprint, face and signature
respectively. Similarly with SVM classifier, recognition rate
of 86% is obtained from multimodal system compared to
74.5%, 97.5% and 84.0% in unimodal system for fingerprint,
face and signature respectively.
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TABLE II
CO M PA R I S O N O F RE C O G N I T I O N RAT E O F
NN CL A S S I FI E R F O R MU LT I M O DA L BI O M E T R
I C S W I T H UN I M O DA L BI O M E T R I C S U S I N G
CU RV E L E T TR A N S F O R M FE AT U R E S

Recognition Rate in (%)
Unimodal System
Multimodal System
Feature
Signa
Multi
Dimens Finger
Feature
ion
Dimension modal
print
Face
ture
96.0
82.5
85+85+85 82.0
250
65.5
121
62.2
96.0
76.5
42+42+42 80.0
66
60.5
91.0
72.0
22+22+22 68.5
35
40.0
50.0
42.5
11+11+11 48.5
TABLE III
CO M PA R I S O N O F RE C O G N I T I O N RAT E O F
SVM CL A S S I FI E R F O R MU LT I M O DA L BI O M E T
R I C S W I T H UN I M O DA L BI O M E T R I C S U S I N G
CU RV E L E T TR A N S F O R M FE AT U R E S

Recognition Rate in (%)
Unimodal System
Multimodal System
Feature
Dimens Finger
Signa Feature
Multi
ion
Dimension modal
print
Face
ture
250
74.5
97.5
84.0
85+85+85 86.0
121
67.5
97.2
76.0
42+42+42 84.5
66
65.2
94.5
72.0
22+22+22 71.5
35
45.2
52.2
61.5
11+11+11 55.0
IV. CO N C L U S I O N: In this paper, a multimodal biometric
system with feature level fusion is proposed. The proposed
multimodal system comprises of fingerprint, face and
signature traits. Performance of the system is evaluated
using NN and SVM classifiers. The feature extraction in the
proposed system is based on texture features using Curvelet
transform. The recognition process is very past with texture
features that require minimum pre-processing. Curvelet
transform is invariant to translation and rotation and also
possess multiresolution capability. From experimental results
it is observed that performance in feature level fusion with
SVM classifier is better compared to NN classifier. In feature
level fusion, the dimension increases as features are
concatenated as shown in ’Type-I’ features. To compare
the performance with unimodal systems ’Type-II’ features
are considered. Maximum recognition rate of 86% and 97%
are obtained from Curvelet transform features using SVM
classifier.
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Abstract: Power transformer is a complex and critical component of the power transmission and distribution system.
Reliable operation of transformers largely depends on a lifetime of insulating system. For early fault detection and
real time condition assessment, online monitoring system in accordance with age and conditions of the asset would
be an important tool. Monitoring of these characteristics is completed with analysis of oil samples by dielectric
diagnostic study technique. This paper discusses condition assessment criteria based on asset abnormalities with
respect to ageing. Transformer oil was tested for diagnosing prediction of the characteristics of it under different
operation conditions. The study was carried out on different oils. Several tests on the transformer oil insulation were
carried out to determine the various properties like resistivity, dielectric strength and tan delta.
Key words: Oil, aging, aging by-products, transformer, testing systems.
Introduction: A power transformer is most significant and
extremely important element in the utility industry.
Transformers are key-stone in transmission and distribution
system. The failure of one transformer may cause significant
effect for electrical utilities.
In electrical energy, market due to competition require
enhanced system reliability due to periodic diagnostic to
sudden failure and losses due to outage duration. Failure
coming without warning which is responsible for large
economic losses and large outage. In the absence of critical

components monitoring and diagnostics, the failure risk
always remains high.
It has been established that the service reliability of power
transformers largely depends on the condition of the oil–
paper insulation. In today’s economic climate, it is important
to test the condition of the oil-impregnated paper mainly
used as primary insulation in transformer. With increase in
age, risks of substantial monetary losses due to unexpected
failures and outages become higher. The basic objective is
to obtain the longest possible service life with minimal lifetime
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operating costs and to provide an optimal maintenance
schedule for transformer monitoring, repair or replacement.
In the absence of proper monitoring and diagnostics, the
failure risk always remains high [1]. Transformer life is mainly
related to the degradation of the insulation, caused mainly
by the thermal stress of the insulating paper [2], together
with the electrochemical decomposition of the paper. The life
of insulating cellulose paper at 110°C is calculated as only 10
years [3] but it may significantly be extended for lower
operating temperatures. There were 730 transformer
explosions in the USA only. Many experts anticipate that the
number of failures will increase significantly in the near future,
from 1% in 2001 to 2% in 2008.In addition, the shorter lifetime
of new transformers continues to sharply increase above
this rate. An explosion in fact in the underground power
cable of a transformer at Kolkata 2008, January 16. Because
about 1,15,000 large transformers are in operation in the US
and about 4,00,000 worldwide, the number of impacted
transformers is high, even when only in some cases fire and
explosion lead to a total damage [4].
Two types of transformers commonly used are dry type
transformers and liquid insulated transformers. Dry type
transformers are transformers containing solid or gas
insulation material. The fire hazard of dry type transformers
is generally considered to be lower compared to liquid type
transformers because the amount of combustible materials
present in the transformers is limited. Liquid insulated type
transformers are usually subdivided from a fire hazard point
of view into less flammable liquid transformers and flammable
liquid transformers. Less flammable liquid (e.g. silicone oil,
ester) is expected to have a high fire point (above 300°C) and
hence such a transformer is more difficult to ignite.
Transformers which are insulated with flammable liquid such
as mineral oil are considered to have the highest fire hazard
because of the combustible liquid oil and its relatively lower
fire point (100°C to 170°C). Today, liquid-filled main
transformers are widely used in power distribution systems.
Most are outdoors, where the risk of property damage
associated with a flammable liquid dielectric is lower.
Transformer Liquid Insulation: Liquid dielectric has appeared
to be a more useful insulating material than either the solids
or gases insulating material due to its natural properties. But
very often, insulating liquids are used in conjunction with
the solid insulations [5]. Oils have been used as an insulating
liquid for the power transformer since the beginning of the
last century and they are broadly classified as organic oil,
mineral oil and synthetic oil[6].
Mineral oil: Petroleum oil has been used for transformer oil
since Sebastian de Ferranti discovered its useful function in
1891. The source and production process of petroleum oil
are described as follows:
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a. Crude petroleum: Petroleum oil comes from the extraction
source which is called crude petroleum. It contains
hydrocarbons and also a small portion of sulphur and
nitrogen . Basically, hydrocarbon molecules can be divided
into three main groups as shown in Figure 1.
Paraffins: Methane (CH4) is a gas, normal buthane (C4H10),
and isobutene.
Naphthenes: It has ring structures with six carbon atoms
(within six-membered rings) or fourteen carbon atoms (within
three-membered rings).
Aromatics: It has six-membered ring structures, fall into two
groups: monoaromatics (single rings) and polyaromatics
(two or more rings).

b. Refining petroleum: Crude petroleum needs to be refined
into more useful petroleum products such as gasoline,
kerosene, liquid petroleum gas (LPG), lubricating oils, and
so on. The basic refining process comprises a vacuum
distillation unit several steps are followed such as selective
solvent extraction, sulphuric acid extraction, earth filtration,
hydrogenation, re-distillation, filtration, and dehydration.
Mineral oil refined from petroleum is known as a good
insulating material because of its good electrical properties,
aging behavior, and low viscosity. Other characteristics such
as the low relative permittivity also give a positive point for
transformer operation. The most important thing is that
mineral oil is already produced worldwide and offered at a
low cost. But, the biggest problem will occur when there is a
transformer leakage and the mineral oil will endanger the
environment because of its poor biodegradability.
Ester oil: Esters are the synthesized organic compound of
acids and alcohols [8, 9]. Generally, there are two main types
of esters,
a. Natural ester: It is derived from single, double or triple
unsaturated fatty acids. The optimal condition is reached by
using a fluid with a high single unsaturated fatty acids
concentration. Natural esters can be produced from edible
seed-based oil such as alcohol glycerol (triglycerides). Figure
2 shows the chemical structure of natural ester oil.
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runs well then it also maintains the stability of the hydrolytic
aspect.
Natural ester fluid needs some additives such as antioxidant
or metal deactivators, to improve the performance and
oxidation stability. They ensure that the combination between
the natural ester fluid and additive material is in the range of
minimum environmental and health safety target [13].

b. Synthetic ester: The synthetic ester is created from an
acid and an alcohol, commonly known as polyol
(pentaerythitol). The most recent products used in transformer
insulation are MIDEL 7131 (M&I Company) and Elantas
BecFluid 9902. Figure 3 shows the chemical structure of a
synthetic ester fluid.

The basic process of ester fluid production consists of three
stages [10] :
a. Extraction: Ester oil can be extracted from animal fats, fish
oil, palm fruits or seeds with different processes. Several
typical oil seeds which are extracted and processed before
they are ready to be used as the transformer insulation.
b. Refining: The refining process converts the crude oil or
fat into a suitable product.
c. Processing: The final product of ester oil needs
enhancement of some physical properties. Some techniques
have already been applied in this process which includes
blending, fractionation, hydrogenation, and inesterification.
The advantages of ester fluid can be acknowledged from its
performance criteria [11]:
a. Low vapor pressure, low volatilities, high flash point
b. Lubricity
c. High solvency: The high polarity of ester molecules causes
a high solvency inside the fluid.
d. Hygroscopic: Ester fluids are hygroscopic because water
molecules easily attach to the polar ester bond.
e. Thermal stability: The higher bond energy of ester linkage
makes it stable to heat [12].
f. Hydrolytic stability: Hydrolysis is the reverse action of
esterification, so if the process in creating the ester fluid

STANDARD PROPERTIES OF TRANSFORMER OIL: In
this project, a set of parameters selected from Indian Standard:
6262-1971 has been selected for evaluation and suitability of
oil mixtures. A brief description of the properties is given
under:
1. Dielectric Breakdown Voltage (IEC 60156): The minimum
voltage with standard electrodes at which electrical flashover
occurs in an oil is known as breakdown voltage. It defines
the ability of oil to withstand dielectric stresses. Degradation
of dielectric strength typically indicates the presence of
moisture and polar particle contamination from external
sources and insulation aging. The breakdown voltage is by
far the single most important property. No oil evaluation is
complete without breakdown voltage measurement.
2. Dielectric Breakdown Strength (IEC 60156): The
dielectric breakdown strength is a measure of the voltage
required to puncture a material, expressed in volts/mm of
thickness. The voltage figure used is the average. The voltage
figure used is the average root-mean-square voltage gradient
between two electrodes at which electrical breakdown occurs
under prescribed conditions of test. It is expressed as volts
at which an insulator breaks down, divided by the thickness
in mm.
3. Moisture content (IEC 60814): Moisture content is the
presence of moisture in the sample, which is indicated in
ppm (parts per million). The principle source of water in oil
storage tanks are rainwater and condensation.
4. Dielectric Loss Factor (tan delta) (IEC 60247): Dielectric
Loss Factor is the tangent of the angle between current and
a line at a quadrature axis. Tan delta is an estimate of real
current (in-phase current) that flows in the oil under ac voltage.
This in-phase current results in power loss and consequent
rise of temperature.
5. Capacitance (IEC 60247): It is a measure of amount of
charge (q) stored in a dielectric system.
6. Dielectric Constant (IEC 60247): It is the ratio of
capacitance of dielectric field capacitor to a capacitor of same
with vacuum between the plates.
7. Permittivity (ASTM D-150): It is a measure of how easy
it is to establish electrical flux in a material.
8. Oxidation Stability (IEC 61125): Rapid method for the
evaluation of the oxidation stability of new insulating oils
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containing an oxidation inhibitor, used to check the
performance consistency of production oils.
9. Colour (ISO 2049): Colour of new oil is generally accepted
as an index of the degree of refinement. For oils in service, an
increase or high colour number is an indication of
contamination, deterioration or both.
Management of in service oils: Monitoring and maintaining
oil quality is essential in ensuring the reliable operation of oil
filled electrical equipment. Electrical power industries have
established code of practice in many countries. The
frequency of testing and action based on the test results are
the most important factor. Large power companies, normally,
find uneconomical the full application of the recommendations
to distribution transformers and accept a higher failure risk.
Conversely, the industry users whose activities depend on
the reliability of their power supply may wish to institute
more frequent and stricter controls of oil quality as a means
of guarding against power failures.
This group of oil requires only reconditioning for further
service:
This group of oil is in poor condition that can be restored
to satisfactory condition only after reclamation
 These groups of oil are in such condition that it is
technically advisable to dispose of them.
 Where a test result is outside recommended limits it is
important to check the results with the previous one. If
appropriate, a fresh sample should be obtained for
confirmation before any other action is taken. If rapid
deterioration is observed more frequent tests should be
instituted and appropriate remedial action should be taken.
In general several characteristics will have to be unfavorable
in order to justify action.
The following oils are considered to test the dielectric
properties
Synthetic Ester Oil (Mydel)
Naphthenic Oil (Nynas)
Isoparafinic Oil (Apar )

DIFFERENT TESTS FOR TRANSFORMER OIL
After designing the samples, it has to undergo the following
tests for comparison of electrical and mechanical properties.
1. Accelerated ageing (IEC 61125)
2. Break down voltage (BDV) test (IEC 60156)
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3. Dissolved Gas-in-Oil Analysis (ASTM D3612 or IEC 60567)
4. Tan δ(delta), Capacitance and Resistivity test (IEC 60247)
5. Tensile test (mechanical strength) (ASTM D76-99)
6. Moisture content (IEC 60814)
Accelerated ageing: Accelerated aging testing is based on a
thermodynamic temperature coefficient formulated by Von’t
Hof that states “for every 10 degree C rise in temperature the
rate of chemical reaction will double.” Accelerated ageing is
a form of product testing in which a product is subjected to
stress which is meant to mimic the aging process. While it is
possible to evaluate products as they age naturally,
accelerated aging allows people to determine roughly how
long the product will survive in the real world without having
to wait for the product to break down naturally. This allows
companies to test new products before they are released
without having to wait for weeks, months, or years while
they monitor natural aging to determine what the shelf life of
the product might be. Tests are required, for the purpose of
generating expiration dates. In these cases, the test results
may need to be submitted to regulatory agencies so that
they can be verified. In other instances, accelerated aging is
used to identify issues which should be addressed before a
product is released. For example, if the packaging breaks
down very quickly during accelerated aging tests, a company
might opt to change packaging to avoid this problem.
In these tests, products are subjected to very intense stress
far beyond that which they would encounter in the real world.
This can include mechanical stress, as with equipment which
is run hard to see when it starts to break down, along with
temperature extremes, humidity changes, physical trauma,
and so forth. The idea is to simulate the process of aging
within a very short period of time; which the product might
not be as abused in the real world as it is during accelerated
aging, the cumulative stress endured by the product over a
normal lifetime can be equivalent to that simulated in
accelerated aging.
As the accelerated aging progresses, data about how the
product holds up is logged. This is then used to extrapolate
a potential shelf life. Some companies perform their own in
house accelerated aging testing, using equipment they have
in their lab. Others may send products out for such testing
to third party laboratories which can conduct the testing.
Dakin modified the Arrhenius law to calculate the transformer
insulation deterioration [10]. The Dakin-Arrhenius law is
formulated as

where A is the initial life, B is a constant, depending on the
properties of the material studied, and T is absolute
temperature in K. The simple insulation life curve was
developed to relate the insulation’s life and its operating
temperature. According to life test protocol for distribution
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transformers which is mentioned in ANSI/IEEE C57.100-1986
[11,12] , the life expectancy of oil-immersed distribution
transformers is formulated as:

Procedure:
• The test is conducted the required standard known quantity
of different oils in a beaker.
• The oil beakers are placed in Oven at a temperature of 110ºC.
• The ageing is continued for certain
period of time.
• The aged oil is taken out and standard tests are conducted
to test the properties of the aged oil after several periodic
interval hours of ageing.
The accelerated thermal aging process is arranged for
approximately 1000 hours or 2 months at an aging temperature
of 110°C. The schedule for each dielectric measurement is
described in Table 2.
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Figure 7,8,9 shows a significant change of color during the
aging period. New mineral oils like Naphthenic oil, IsoParafinic
oil has a light yellow brown color, but at the end of the aging
period the color got darker and some sludge formed in the oil
shown in Figure . For the Synthetic ester oil sample, the
color did not assertively change or form any sludge tracery.
BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE TEST (IEC 60156): The
breakdown test of insulating oils is done as per Indian
standard (IS 6792-1972).The test set, which operates on 230V,
50 Hz supply has mainly two transformers. The test cell is
made up of Perspex is transparent and non absorbent. The
effective volume is 300-500 ml. The electrodes are made up
of copper, brass or bronze or stainless steel polished. The
electrodes should be of spherical surface. They shall be
mounted on a horizontal axis and spaced apart 2.5mm. The
axis of the electrodes shall be immersed to a depth of 40mm.
The test cell is cleaned with acetone and the insulating oil to
be tested is poured inside the cell until the electrodes are
just immersed. The voltage is increased, the rate of increase
being uniform and equal to approximately 2 kV/sec. The
voltage is advanced, till breakdown occurs and the voltage
is noted down. The above procedure is repeated for 4 trails.
The breakdown strength is calculated using the formula,
Breakdown strength = (breakdown voltage) / (gap distance
in cm) = kV/cm
The test is done on transformer oil (fresh) and vegetables
oils at different temperatures i.e. from room temperature to
100 °C and their values are compared.
Ageing time

Break down voltage
Synthetic Naphthenic
Ester
oil
IsoParafinic oil
0
41
38.87
37.56
300hours
35.87
36.46
35.36
600hours
34.56
35.43
34.21
1000hours
33.89
34.67
33.31
Table 1 Breakdown voltage results of mineral and
synthetic ester oil along the aging time
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Graphical presentations of breakdown voltage results for
mineral oil and synthetic ester oil along the aging time as
shown in table 1 and figure 9.

hours of ageing to 2.65, In naphthenic oil tan δ results In
case of IsoParafinic oil 10.78 to 3.87 and for synthetic ester
tan δ results 3.33 to 1.09.

At the beginning of the aging period, the BDV of synthetic
ester decreased slightly upto 300 Hours then the BDV slightly
went up at 164 h before going down again at 284 h. Between
284-428 h, BDV value increased to the highest value which
was still lower than the BDV at the beginning of test, before
slightly decreasing until the end of aging time. The initial
BDV value for new synthetic ester oil was higher than mineral
oil, but after 300 hours it jumped down to similar value as
mineral oil. At 600 hours, the BDV value decreased but then
showed a tendency of declining until 1000hours. At
1000hours, the BDV value reached the lowest part .For mineral
oil Naphthenic oil, the BDV value was reduced from 38.87 kV
(new oil) to 34.67kV (end of aging) and For mineral oil
IsoParafinic oil, the BDV value was reduced from 37.56 kV
(new oil) to 33.31kV (end of aging) and for synthetic oil the
BDV value was reduced from 41kV (new oil) to 34.67kV (end
of aging) ,The BDV value of synthetic ester oil also was
reduced from 38.6 kV (new oil) to 33.89 kV (end of aging). For
an accelerated aging process at 300°C for 13 days. The BDV
of mineral oil like Naphthenic oil, IsoParafinic oil and synthetic
ester oil at the end of aging were lower than the initial BDV.

Figure.10 Tan δ vs. aging time for mineral oil at applied
voltages If we plot the graph of tan δ in mineral oil as a
function of applied voltage. A graph with a peak tan δ value
at the early stage of aging before it continues to decrease
and becomes constant as see Figure. A graph with a tendency
of tan δ values which slightly decrease at the early aging
and continue with a steady position. This phenomenon rarely
happened for tan δ measurements in oil. It does not mean
that the dielectric strength of mineral oil increased during
the accelerated aging process. More investigation on
chemical content will be needed to determine the thermal
reaction product in mineral oil during the accelerated aging.

Ageing time
0 hours
300hours
600hours
1000hours

Synthetic
Ester
3.33
3.12
1.20
1.09

Tan δ(x10-4)
Naphthenic
oil
10.78
6.45
3.56
3.87

IsoParafinic oil
9.58
6.54
2.89
2.65

Table 2 Tan δ (x10-4) results in comparison between mineral
oil and synthetic ester oil along the aging time is
described.

Graphical presentations of tan δ results for mineral oil and
synthetic ester oil along the aging time at 500 V applied
voltage respectively as shown in table 2. As the ageing
increases loss angle also increases, 9.58 reduced at 1000

Besides that it also causes the dielectric loss of the
transformer oil to increase. The effect of moisture is one of
the largest contaminants in the oil. In the applications of the
transformer oil, the degree of solubility in the liquid is of
basic importance. Its rate of solubility mainly depends on
the molecular composition and the operating temperature of
the power transformers [7].
Conclusions: In this thesis an experimental research is
described on the dielectric properties of insulating oils and
how they are affected by an accelerated thermal aging
process. In order to rate the dielectric properties of alternative
insulating oil, a vegetable oil used in distribution level
transformers and a widely used mineral oil were investigated.
1. The need of mineral oil resources become a world issue
and encourage people to find the alternative energy source.
The application of mineral oil in transformer also brings a
problem when there is a leakage during operation and the oil
become a pollutant to the environment due to its less
biodegradable characteristic.
2. Vegetable oil has been accepted as good alternative
material for transformer oil due to its good biodegradability
characteristic, low pour point, high flash point, and high
solubility.
3. Both the mineral oil and the synthetic ester oil exhibited
lower breakdown voltages at the end of the aging process
than at the beginning. For mineral Naphthenic oil, was
reduced from 38.87 kV to 34.67kV and For mineral IsoParafinic
oil, the BDV value was reduced from 37.56 kV to 33.31kV and
for synthetic oil the BDV value was reduced from 41kV to
34.67kV,The BDV value of synthetic ester oil also was reduced
from 38.6 kV (new oil) to 33.89 kV .
4. Tan δ vs. aging time for mineral oil at applied voltages if
we plot the graph of tan δ in mineral oil as a function of
applied voltage. Tan δ increased significantly along the aging
process. The Tan δ of the mineral oil during the aging process
showed different behavior compared with that of the ester
oil. The measured tan A of the mineral oil showed a maximum
value after aging between 300 to1000 hours in the aging,
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then decreased for some time and tended to increase again
before the end of aging.
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ABSTRACT : The efficient and authentic power supply to the consumer is the primary function of any distribution
system. In distribution systems certain measures are taken for supervision, control, operation, measurement and
protection. These are highly onerous works that take lot of manpower. So, the need of advanced automatic control
systems to reach the required destination is becoming mandatory, to supersede antiquated ways that are persisting
in the present distribution system. In this paper we emphasize mainly on the SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition) systems, the most sophisticated automatic control system, being used in distribution automation for
quality power.
The Scada Systems Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) will be installed in SUB Stations (440/220/110/66KV) which will
constantly monitor the power flow and send the data to MCC (Master Control Center) which will be constantly
monitored. Scada not only Supervises Power Flow but also can be used to remotely control and operate Sub stations
electrical components such as Breakers, GOS, Relays etc. EMS (Energy Management System) of Scada will
monitor the Energy consumption of receiving stations and also energy delivered to interface point at Distribution
Boundary meters. Finally this is helpful in maintaining the load control process
Keywords : Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), Energy Management System (EMS), Real-time
Data Exchange.
1.Introduction : A SCADA network can be broken down into
three main areas:
 The Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) in the substations;
 The communications network between the RTUs and
the NMS;
 The Network Management System (NMS).
SCADA Components:SCADA system has essentially five
hierarchies:
• Field level instrumentation and control devices
• Marshalling terminals and RTUs [2]
• Communications system
• The master station(s)
• The commercial data processing department computer
systems.

The RTU provides an interface to the field analog and digital
sensors situated at each remote site. The communications
system provides the pathway for communication between
the master station and the remote sites. This communication
system can be wire, fibre optic, radio, telephone line,
microwave and possibly even satellite. Specific protocols
and error detection philosophies are used for efficient and
optimum transfer of data.
The master station (or sub-masters) gather data from the
various RTUs and generally provide an operator interface
for display of information and control of the remote sites. In
large telemetry systems, sub-master sites gather information
from remote sites and act as a relay back to the control master
station.
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1.1 Remote Terminal Units(RTU’s): The RTU connects to
physical equipment. Typically, an RTU converts the electrical
signals from the equipment to digital values such as the open/
closed status from a switch or a valve, or measurements such
as pressure, flow, voltage or current. By converting and
sending these electrical signals out to equipment the RTU
can control equipment, such as opening or closing a switch
or a valve, or setting the speed of a pump. It can also control
the flow of a liquid .The gathering of direct-wired process
information and its transfer to a higher level control system
is one of the primary tasks of the remote control application.
The RTU560[3] rack based solution with its scalable platform
and its highly advanced communication capabilities allows
ABBs RTU to communicate to various sub RTUs, IED and
control centres at the same time.
This ensures the highest flexibility of adaptation to the
customer’s requests for different applications: The on-board
PLC function according to IEC 61131-3 ensures that customer
specific applications can be easily integrated into our system.
The I/O compatibility to RTU232 and RTU200 allows costoptimized upgrades of existing ABB installations.
2. Power Scada Architecture: In substation automation
systems, the RTU has interfaces towards protection and
control equipment, as well as metering devices and other
automation products Local and remote monitoring and control
can easily be achieved via the integrated Human Machine
Interface of the RTU560.The IEC 61850 client and server
functionality of the RTU opens up an additional application
area. It allows the combination of traditional protocols, parallel
wiring and the IEC 61850 station bus. The hybrid solution
provides the possibility to gradually upgrade the station to
an IEC 61850 architecture.

Fig1:Typical Scada architecture involving field device RTU
and Communication servers interacting to provide real time
information of power flow in electrical network
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The scalable hardware platform of the RTU560 fulfils the
requirements of communication gateways. The RTU uses
multi-processor technology to achieve high performance in
data processing. The RTU560 simplifies complex
communication structures through decentralized
communication gateways. Together with the flexible
redundancy concept various levels of availability can be
achieved according to the operational requirements.
RTU includes:
(a ). Multi-function Transducer : The MFT is designed with
RS485 Modbusoutput to display the different electrical
parameters including maximum demand & min.& max. values
of all electrical parameters with time. Available in single phase
& three phase is wire (balanced & unbalanced) configuration
in a single module.
(b). DC Transducer with modbus: DC Transducer is designed
to convert 0-110 V -220 V DC input into 4-20 mA analog O/P.
It also shows 0-10 V input value on computer through modbus
communication protocol
(c). Tap Position Transducer with modbus: Tap Position
Transducer is designed to monitor Tap’s by modbus
communication. 4 -20 mA analog output is also given with
respect to tap’s position . The advantage of using modbus
communication is that complete analog RTU Card can be
saved.
(d). Status Indication: The status of Circuit breakers, Isolators,
Earth switches are made known through the potentially
isolated Opto-couplers.

Fig2(a): Remote Terminal Unit inside Substations to
monitor the power flow and transmit the information
through Communication link to the respective DCC
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RTU is the name given to the computer equipment located in
substations that interface between the SCADA network
(NMS and communication network) and the substation equipment. RTUs generally consist of the following components:
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substation components such as breakers, GOS, can be
determined.The output signal is fed to VSAT via RS232 port
3. Communication Link:INSAT-3A is a multipurpose satellite
for providing telecommunications, television broadcasting,
meteorological and search & rescue services. It carries twenty
four transponders - twelve operating in the normal C-band
frequency, six in Extended C-band and six in Ku-band. Nine
of the twelve normal C-band transponders provide expanded
coverage and the remaining three have India coverage beam.
All the extended C-band as well as the Ku-band transponders
has India coverage beams. INSAT-3A was launched by
European Launch Vehicle (Ariane-5G) into a
Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO) with a perigee of
200km and an apogee of 35,980km.

Fig 2: Typical RTU in Substations
Power Supply Unit:
o This converts the ‘main’ supply to the RTU to the
various voltages required by the RTU;
 Processor Card:
o This is the ‘brains’ of the RTU. It performs the
operations required to manage the resources and data;
 Communications Card:
o This manages the interface to the communications
system
 Analogue Card;
o This interfaces to the various analogue points in
the substation, such as feeder amps, volts etc;
 Control Card:
o This manages the remote operation of the
substation breakers, switches etc. by sending out a timed
pulse to the breaker interpose relays which in turn operate
the breaker open/close mechanism;
 Digital Card: This manages the equipment state
indications (breaker open/closed etc.) and substation alarms
(protection operated, low battery etc.).


Current and voltage being analog quantities the flow is
monitored and corresponding is transformed to the digital
equivalence using Multi Functional Transducers. These
output values is transmitted using mod bus using various
Algorithms and protocols, correspondingly based on the
status of relays and other signals the status of electrical

3.1 VSAT: VSAT is Very Small Aperture Terminal which refers
to the small aperture antenna and the Indoor Trans-receive
unit (IDU) used at remote locations. It is Voice communication
link to all KPTCL, ESCOMS stations, Major generating
stations With Load Dispatch Centre and main communication
Media for KPTCL/ESCOM SCADA Network.
VSAT System consists of:
• Satellite transponder
• Centre hub/ Master earth station
• Remote VSATs.
In KPTCL Vidyuth Net a VSAT featured communication is
used which includes the following specifications. It uses
Single Channel per Carrier (S C P C) Algorithm[5] and
Frequency

Division

Multiple

Access

(FDMA)

technology[6],Demand Assigned Multiple Access (DAMA)
for Voice.8 KBps for Voice and 4.8 to 64KBps for Data Circuits.
Transponder space in Insat 3A, 17th Transponder Usage of
Extended ‘C’ band with uplink Frequency 6.9350 – 6.9465
GHz, Down link at 4.710 - 4.7215GHz
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ESCOM depending upon requirement of grid Scada
Application and Network Manager [7].

Fig 3: INSAT 3C BW for communication split up in KPTCL/
ESCOM’S
SCADA Master control system:
It includes the following modules:
1. Display modeling module: Single line model of all
Generating and Receiving stations with real time display
of Analog data and Status information’s.
2. Acquiring module (Real time data): Analog inputs MW,
Mvar, Frequency, Transformer Tap position, Digital
inputs, Breaker status, and Isolator status.
3. Digital control module: To control Breakers and Isolators
and to control Generators also
4. Alarm module: alarm is displayed when the set limits for
analog values are violated. When the set limits for analog
values are violated.Exs: If a line is designed to carry 100
MW, and its upper limit is set to say 100 MW, an alarm
will occur whenever the load on the line crosses 100 MW.
5. Events Module: Events are generated when there is a
change in status of a breaker or Isolator .Events can be
used to trigger a Disturbance Data collection
4. Integrated Extended Scada [IES] Algorithm: Step 1:
Concatenate the output provided by each RTU’s installed in
various Sub Stations.
Step 2: FEP’s at the MCC/DCC will be used to process the
information provided to it and suitable give the information
to corresponding Load Dispatch Centres.
Step 3: DRM (Disaster Recovery Managers) being updated
with the MCC input Data which will act as backup Server in
case of any disasters to Master Control Centres
Step 4: Based on Event Triggering and alarm module outputs
the Load Dispatch HUB’S will take decisions to act as and
when required.Step 5: Scada put on public network suitable
security frame work must be involved.
4.1 Additional RTU features to be implemented in IES : The
Station equipments such as Metering core of CT & PT, for
MW , MVAR, Voltage and Frequency and Energy (3ph, 4W ),
with Multi Functional Transducer in each bay need to be
interfaced with the RTU. Indication of CB both ON & OFF &
Isolator position OFF, Master Trip relay , WTI, OTI, LR
Switches must also be suitably interfaced with IES Supporting
RTU’S. RTUs are having facility for remote control, EMS
applications like AGC, Voltage control ,Load monitoring and
shedding, however this will be taken up with SLDC and

The SCADA applications are built on a platform utilizing a
full-graphics user interface, a real-time relational database,
and a modern process communication system among other
components. Network Manager SCADA supports a number
of algorithms to secure Authentication, Confidentiality and
Integrity of all data communication on the internal and
external networks. Additional tools for hardening, patch
management together with project management, recovery
planning and training of employees all in conformance with
Cyber Security standards. Network Manager SCADA is
designed for growth (e.g., start with a small system with
limited functions and expand to a fully functional EMS or
DMS incorporating multiple control centres).

The Network Manager SCADA Applications provide the
follwong benefits:
 Easy expansion of data and functionality, excellent
scalability
Immediate access to power system status
Fast and easy monitoring of power system security
 Direct preventive actions and restoration even during
disturbance situations
Extensive reporting and archiving capabilities including
export and restoration of archived data.
Energy Management Systems:
 They include the following functions:
Fig4:
ABB’s
Network
Manager
installed
in
SCADA
which is
implemented
at
KPTCl/
ESCOM’s
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Dispatcher Power Flow
Security Analysis
Short Circuit Analysis
Equipment Outage Scheduler.
The Decision Support applications provide the needed
information to assist the Operator in making the best
operational decisions. They include the following functions:
Dynamic Network Coloring
PAS Interlocking with DPF and SA
Study Data Base
Network Save Cases
The Operation Enhancement applications provide the needed
information to assist the Operator in enhancing the network
conditions. They include the following functions:
Optimal Power Flow
Security Constrained Dispatch
Voltage Stability Analysis
 Network Sensitivity

Fig 5 : SCADA application Snap Shot showing IISC 66/11
KV Substation along with details of 11KV feeder energy
consumption and status of CB,Isolators, which is remotely
operated using Scada MCC.
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dispatch crews in the most efficient manner. Thus Network
Manager SCADA/DMS provides a more accurate picture of
the electrical distribution network performance than a
standalone SCADA system, and can allow for faster and
more reliable responses to system disturbances.
Network Manager SCADA/DMS offers full Graphic and web
based interfaces for Control Center Operators, Service Center
and Call Center personnel, and management. These are
deployed throughout the utility to support various work
procedures such as required for Switch Orders, Trouble Calls,
Crew Dispatch, Outage Management, and to allow access to
up-to-the-minute operational status reports.
5.1The major benefits of Network Manager SCADA/DMS
.Real time monitoring and control over the whole distribution
network.
 Enhanced customer service through a complete outage
management package including trouble call taking, fault
localization and restoration as well as outage statistics and
customer notification.
 Efficient work order handling via the built-in work
management tools.
Better crew and resource management including support
for crew scheduling and tracking, dispatching and assignme
nts as well as follow-up and reports.
 Optimal network utilization using the State Estimator
functionality for optimal feeder reconfiguration and loss
minimization in balanced networks
Better support for all reporting with retrieval of historical
data archived in a data warehouse
I. Results
From the load curve we can monitor the power consumption
by State Power corporations and inturn various
ESCOM’s.The requirement and shortage/surplus gris
components and be effectively identified.Interchange
between various States sharing national power gris is
possible via this application

5. SCADA/DMS : Network Manager SCADA/DMS is used
to manage the operation of the electrical distribution network
and the field crews assigned to operate, maintain and repair
the network. Network Manager SCADA/DMS improves the
utilization of the distribution network; increases productivity
of the workforce; and enhances information flow between
operations, engineering, management and customers.
The system maintains a complete connectivity model of the
as-built electrical network. Processing inputs from SCADA/
DMS and crew reports, the system retains an accurate
representation of the as-operated state of the electrical
network. Using other information inputs, such as substation
loads, customer trouble calls, relay fault data and crew
location, the system can analyze the status of the network
for loading (current and voltage), outages, fault location and

Fig 6: Load curve obtained from SCADA application which
shows detailed scenario of power consumption by KPTCL
from the Grid.The graph is Load(MW) v/s Time along with
the Grid frequencies.
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Conclusion: SCADA solutions often have distributed control
system (DCS) components. Use of “smart” RTUs or PLCs,
which are capable of autonomously executing simple logic
processes without involving the master computer, is
increasing. The function of SCADA systems is to enable
critical, and some less important network information, to be
viewed in (nearly) real time by control engineers at a central
location and allow the control engineers to operate and
control the network. It will be very effective in monitoring
the power flow in the GRID and in turn maintaining grid
stability.
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STUDY OF AUTO EXHAUST POLLUTION ON POLLEN CHARACTERISTICS OF
AZADIRACHACTA INDICA A. JUSS IN MYSORE CITY
Hemavathi C.
Maharani’s Science College for Women, Mysore, Karnataka, India.
ABSTRACT: The atmospheric pollutants have a direct impact on the physiology of pollen and indirect impact on its
ontogenesis. The present study deals with the pollen characteristics of Azadirachacta indica A. Juss, as bioindicators of vehicular air pollution in Mysore city. Effect of air pollutants on pollen germination, pollen viability and the
structure of the pollen by SEM of the tree species growing at the traffic intersection-Fountain circle were studied.
Significant reduction was observed in the viability of pollen, delay in the onset of germination and pollen tube length
compared to the pollen samples from the control area Mahadevapura situated 20kms away from the city. The present
study has shown the possibility of using pollen as bio-monitor of urban air pollution.
INTRODUCTION: Air is a vital resource which is
endangered in most of the metropolitan cities all over the
world mainly due to increasing urbanization, industrialization,
vehicular movement, poor vehicular maintenance, fuel
inefficiency, non-existent traffic planning and other factors.
Emberlin (1998) showed that air pollutants affect pollen
structure, viability, germination, and tube growth. These
effects cause pollen sterility and reduced fertilization.
Azadirachacta indica (Neem) is a tree in the mahogany family
Meliaceae. Neem is a fast-growing tree that can reach a height
of 15-20 m rarely to 35-40m. It is evergreen, but in severe
drought it may shed most or nearly all of its leaves. Neem is
known to clear air pollution; absorbing carbon in the
environment and constantly purifying the air. It is medicinally
known as a blood purifier. Plants growing in and around the
selected traffic intersections are thus exposed to variety of
pollutants such SPM, SO2, and NOx .
Plant’s reproductive organs are very sensitive to the air
pollutants. Hence, the present work was undertaken to assess
the impact of pollutants on morphological changes in pollen
grains of avenue tree in the historical city of Mysore. Pollen
has great advantage in biomonitoring atmospheric pollution.
They can be stored in adequate quantity in viable condition
for a long time. They are relatively more sensitive as compared
to leaves and other plant organs. Biomonitoring with pollen
can be easily accomplished with simple equipments.
Biomonitoring consists of the use of responses of individual
plants or plant associations at several biological organization
levels in order to detect or predict changes in the environment
and to follow their evolution as a function of time. Some
plant species are sensitive to single pollutant or to a mixture
of pollutants.
The present investigation aims at studying the effect of air
pollutants on pollen germination and pollen tube growth of a
roadside tree species A. indica growing at Fountain circle
one of the busiest traffic intersections in the city of Mysore,
Karnataka. The tree growing at Mahadevapura, 20 kms away
from the city with negligible traffic served as control. The

city of Mysore has witnessed a phenomenal increase in traffic
population from 6333 in 1970 to more than 4 lakh in 2008.
Increased emission from the vehicles adversely affects the
roadside vegetation.
It is highly essential to scientifically assess the impact of
vehicular pollution in a developing city like Mysore since
the ecosystem needs to be safeguarded and sustained on a
priority basis. The present investigation was undertaken to
study the responses of the pollen characteristics in A. indica
growing near traffic intersection with a view to investigate
the feasibility of establishing it as a biomonitoring tool for
environmental pollutants.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Ambient air quality
monitoring data at Fountain circle, Mysore was obtained
from Pollution Control Board, Mysore (KSPCB). Monitoring
was done for major pollutants namely SPM, SO2 and NOx
using High Volume Air Sampler.
IN-VITRO GERMINATION STUDIES: Pollen samples from
the tree species were collected both at control
(Mahadevapura) and polluted areas (Fountain circle) during
flowering season.
POLLEN VIABILITY TEST: Fluorochromatic Reaction (FCR)
Test was done to assess the viability of pollen of the tree
species following the method of Heslop-Harrison (1970).
IN-VITRO GERMINATION TEST: Pollen was cultured using
Brewbaker & Kwack’s medium (1963). To culture the pollen,
hanging drop culture method was followed (Shivanna and
Rangaswamy, 1992).
Per cent pollen germination = number of pollen grains
germinated / total number of pollen grains in the field ×
100
The length of the pollen tubes in ten microscopic fields was
measured with an ocular micrometer. The values were
expressed in ìm.
Mean pollen tube length = Total length of all pollen tubes
(in units of ocular micrometer) /Total number of pollen tubes
measured from all fields.
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PREPARATION OF POLLEN GRAINS FOR SCANNING
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC (SEM) STUDIES: Scanning
Electron Microscopic studies were carried out to study the
ultra structural changes on the pollen grain. The samples
were collected from both polluted and control areas and stored
in glacial acetic acid. The pollen sample was acetolysed
(Erdtmann, 1960) in the freshly prepared acetolysis mixture
and proceeded for the SEM studies following the method of
Falc (1980). The selected pollen grains from polluted and
control area were photographed.
RESULTS:
AMBIENT AIR QUALITY MONITORING: Air quality
monitoring data for pollutants SPM, SO2 and NOx of Mysore
city is presented in the Table 1. The data was obtained from
Karnataka State Pollution Control Board (KSPCB) Mysore,
for 2009-10. The data showed that SPM, SO 2 and NOx
concentrations were within the permissible limits prescribed
by CPCB, New Delhi.
IN-VITRO GERMINATION STUDIES: For in-vitro
germination studies pollen samples of the tree species from
control and polluted area (Fountain circle) were collected
and used for testing the pollen viability, per cent pollen
germination and pollen tube length.
In the present investigation the Fluorescein Diacetate (FDA)
test was used to test the pollen viability. The viability results
of pollen from control and polluted areas are represented in
the Table 2. Pollen that fluoresces brightly when seen under
fluorescent microscope was considered viable (Fig 6). It is
clear from the study that the pollen from polluted area showed
decrease in the pollen viability in A.indica. The result of per
cent germination of the tree species from control and polluted
area is depicted in fig.7.
The mean length of pollen tube in the tree species of polluted
and control area is shown in Fig.8. There was a significant
reduction in the length of pollen tube of the pollen from
polluted area when compared to control area.
SEM STUDIES: In A. Indica the shape of the pollen varies
from circular to convex in different views. Also, exine is not
formed in the pollens from polluted area when compared to
the control area (Fig. 9).
CONCLUSION: The present investigation has explored the
possibility of using pollen as bioindicator of air pollution.
Numerous studies have been carried out on the impact of air
pollutants on pollen but only a few works are available on
the use of pollen to evaluate atmospheric pollution.
Pollens are very sensitive to air pollutants and have been
used for air pollution monitoring (Varshney and Varshney,
1981). Fedotov et.al. (1983) have also observed SO2 induced
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reduction in pollen viability, size and shape of pine pollen
grains.
Pollen used as bioindicator does not indicate levels of
pollutants, but it measures their biological impact and can
therefore provide information on the potential adverse
effects of pollutants on living organisms. This direct
assessment of risk by bioindicator method is of greater
importance as compared to the physico-chemical methods.
However plant bioindication methods are not a substitute to
physico-chemical methods for air pollution studies. They
constitute complementary methods as they provide essential
information on biological impact.
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Table 1: Annual total pollution for a period of years from
2009-10.
Ambient pollutants
(ìg/m³)
SPM
102.0
SO2
13.40
NOx
13.8
Table 2: Effect of vehicular pollution on per cent pollen
viability of tree species
Tree species
Azadirachacta indica

Control (%)
82

Polluted (%)
53
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Fig. 6.Photomicrograph
of pollen stained with
FDA

Fig.1. Azadirachta indica

Fig.7.Effect of pollutants on the per cent pollen
germination of the tree species growing at control and
polluted areas

Fig 2. Fountain circle

Fig.8: Effect of pollutants on the mean pollen tube length
in the tree species growing at polluted and control areas
Fig. 3. Mahadevapura (control area)

Fig.4. Photomicrograph
of Pollen grain

Scanning Electron Micrographs of Pollen Grains from
Control and Polluted Areas

Fig.5.Photomicrograph of germinating Pollen grain

Fig.9. Pollen grains from
control area (2000x)

Pollen grains from Polluted
area (2000x)
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SIMULATION OF NORTH- INDIAN OCEAN CYCLONES USING VARSHA GCM
K Vijayakumari and Mrudula G
Flosolver, CSIR-NAL, Bangalore
ABSTRACT: Many parts of India receive most of the rainfall during Southwest monsoon, except Tamilnadu, Andhra
Pradesh and adjoining areas. These areas get their rainfall mainly during the Post- monsoon Season (OctoberDecember). Major portion of the rainfall during this season is due to the cyclones forming in the nearby Indian Ocean.
Varsha is a hydrostatic general circulation model used at Flosolver unit, Bangalore for forecasting the weather daily
from the year 2005. The model uses the spectral technique for the horizontal representation of the model variables.
Analysis is carried out to study the capability of Varsha GCM to predict the genesis and track of cyclones. Tropical
cyclones formed in North Indian Ocean for the months of October-December during the years 2007-2010 are selected
for the study. Predictions of wind (00, 06, 12, 18 UTC) and accumulated rainfall are made using different initial
conditions (IC) during the active days of cyclones. Position of the system was estimated based on maximum vorticity
and Mean Sea Level Pressure (MSLP) at the center. Tracks of the system, mean wind and rainfall computed from the
model forecasts are compared with the observations by various organizations. Varsha could predict the landfall of the
cyclones considered for the study 3-5 days in advance. The model was also able to predict the genesis and movement
well in advance for some of the cyclones (eg. JAL). The predictions become closer to observations when the IC
approaches the cyclone genesis.
INTRODUCTION: Tropical cyclones are severe weather
patterns originating in the tropics or sub tropics. When a
tropical cyclone leaves the ocean and crosses land, the high
winds and flooding all along the way inflict wide spread
damage. Winds often causes rapid rise in water level, causing
greater damage to the coast. Storm surge occurs with the
falling of pressure which usually confined to a relatively small
area of coastline. Though tropical cyclones are important in
the precipitation view, they can cause extensive damage to
human well being.
North Indian Ocean is one of the six distinct regions of
occurrence of tropical cyclones and they usually develop in
the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea during the period of AprilDecember, with peak activity between May and November.
Tropical cyclones can be tracked by satellites when they are
far from the land and by Doppler radars when they approach
the land. Generally, the position of a cyclone can be computed
using various variables, most often minimum Mean Sea Level
Pressure (MSLP) or maximum relative vorticity. Better
forecasts (position, intensity, direction and speed of the
system) and warnings of such systems are important to avoid
loss of life and destruction. Numerical weather prediction
models can provide substantially more reliable predictions
of tropical cyclones in the North Indian Ocean. Analysis has
been carried out to check the performance of forecast model

named ’VARSHA’ in tracking a cyclone.
Varsha, a hydrostatic spectral general circulation model
developed at Flosolver Unit, National Aerospace
Laboratories is used for forecasting the monsoon from the
year 2005. More details about the model are already
discussed in various reports1. The model can be run at
different physical grid resolutions and spectral truncations.
The present version of the model has 18 sigma levels
(pressure levels) in the vertical and resolution has been
chosen to be 120 spectral modes and a horizontal grid of
512×256 (approx. 80km at equator). The model is being used
to produce real-time medium range weather forecast everyday
and then integrated up to a month. The 0000 UTC FNL
analysis data from National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) was used to initiate the model run. The
main predicted variables are temperature, vorticity,
divergence, surface pressure, specific humidity and also
rainfall. Winds are calculated from divergence and vorticity.
Other prognostic variables are surface temperature and
surface wetness.
Data and Methodology:Tropical cyclones formed in North
Indian Ocean for the months of October-December during
the years 2007-2010 are selected. The details are listed in the
Table 1.

Table 1: Cyclones considered for the study
Cyclone
SIDR
KHAI-MUK
PHYAN
JAL

Duration
Category Max. Wind(Kmph)
11NOV-16NOV2007 VSCS
215
13NOV-16NOV2008 CS
85
09NOV-12NOV2009 CS
85
01NOV-08NOV2010 SCS
110
CS - Cyclonic Storm;
SCS - Severe Cyclonic Storm;
VSCS - Very Severe Cyclonic Storm

Min. Pressure (mbar)
944
996
988
988

Landfall
15NOV
16NOV
11NOV
07NOV
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Observed cyclone tracks are mainly taken from Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) and Institute of Astronomy,
University of Hawaii, Hawaii (IA) 2. Mean Wind and Position
of the cyclones obtained from FNL of NCEP are also considered. Mean wind was calculated by averaging the four hours
data of a day (0000, 0600, 1200, 1800UTC). Observed rainfall
amount was taken from Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM) data3, which has a resolution of 0.25° x 0.25°. Model
predicted cyclone tracks, mean wind and rainfall obtained
using different initial conditions are compared with the observations. Position of the system is estimated based on the
vorticity and MSLP. The different tracks of cyclone SIDR
obtained using various variables, i.e., minimum MSLP and
maximum vorticity with observations are shown in Fig 1. As
both the tracks are matching well with each other, tracks
obtained from either one of the variables, i.e., maximum vorticity are selected for the present analysis for the ease of
computation. Initial condition (IC) refers to 0000UTC FNL
analysis given by NCEP of the corresponding day.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SIDR-2007 – Observations 5
On 11th November 2007, a low pressure area was formed over
southeast Bay of Bengal. On the same day, it concentrated
into a depression and deep depression. Moving in a
northwesterly direction, it intensified in to cyclonic storm
SIDR at 0300UTC on 12th November. It concentrated into a
severe cyclonic storm at 1200UTC and subsequently to very
severe cyclonic storm at 1800UTC moving almost in the same
direction. The system lay centered near south of Kolkata on
15th November. Moving in almost northeasterly direction, it
crossed west Bangladesh coast around 1700UTC on 15th
November with sustained winds of 215Km/h. The system
further weakened into a cyclonic storm continuing in the
same direction. On 16th November, it lay as a well marked low
pressure and became unimportant.
SIDR-2007 – Predictions: The comparison of the model
forecasts using initial conditions of 13th and 14th November
2007 with the observations from various sources is detailed
in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.
The forecasts using initial conditions of 13th November 2007
could predict the position of the cyclone center correctly for
24 hours. The forecasts track is seen deviating from the
observed track after that (Table 2). The heavy rainfall
associated with the cyclone on 13th November was predicted
by the model with a slight overestimation, while that of 14th
November was underestimated by the model. The predicted
surface winds (sigma level 1) are compared with that from
the final analysis data of NCEP. It can be seen that Varsha
could capture the winds with a slight increase in intensity.
From Table 3 it can be seen that the track of the cyclone is
better predicted by using initial conditions of 14th November
2007. The heavy rainfall associated with the cyclone on 14th
and 15th November was predicted but underestimated by the
model. From this table also it can be seen that Varsha could
capture the windspeed with a slight overestimation.

Fig 1: Tracks obtained from minimum MSLP and maximum
vorticity
DATE HR
Center
Rainfall (mm)
IMD
VARSHA
TRMM VARSHA
13NOV 00
12.0N/89.5E
11.8N/90.0E
238.44
287.34
13NOV 06
12.0N/89.5E
12.5N/90.0E
13NOV 12
13.0N/89.5E
13.2N/89.2E
13NOV 18
13.5N/89.5E
13.9N/88.5E
14NOV 00
14.5N/89.5E
13.9N/88.5E
588.63
368.18
14NOV 06
15.0N/89.5E
13.9N/87.8E
14NOV 12
16.0N/89.0E
15.2N/87.1E
14NOV 18
16.5N/89.0E
15.2N/87.1E
15NOV 00
17.5N/89.0E
15.9N/87.1E
255.26
369.21
15NOV 06
19.5N/89.0E
16.6N/86.4E
15NOV 12
21.0N/89.0E
17.3N/86.4E
15NOV 18
22.5N/90.5E
18.0N/85.7E
16NOV 00
23.5N/91.0E
18.7N/85.0E
130
16NOV 06
24.5N/91.5E
19.4N/85.0E
16NOV 12
20.8N/84.3E
16NOV 18
21.5N/83.6E

Surface Wind (Kt)
FNL
VARSHA
25.04
25.04
32.39
35.94
28.16
43.64
28.29
48.04
29.79
52.51
34.18
56.14
31.74
57.42
33.24
61.45
36.79
60.10
41.22
58.58
40.87
63.69
33.5
55.34
24.79
46.56
13.32
43.39
13.26
33.05
14.51
21.65

Table 2: Various parameters
observed and obtained
from model forecast (IC:
13NOV2007) for cyclone
SIDR-2007
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Date HR
14 NOV 00
14 NOV 06
14 NOV 12
14 NOV 18
15 NOV 00
15 NOV 06
15 NOV 12
15 NOV 18
16 NOV 00
16 NOV 06

Center
IMD
14.5N/89.5E
15.0N/89.5E
16.0N/89.0E
16.5N/89.0E
17.5N/89.0E
19.5N/89.0E
21.0N/89.0E
22.5N/90.5E
23.5N/91.0E
24.5N/91.5E

VARSHA
13.9N/90.0E
15.2N/89.2E
16.6N/89.2E
17.3N/89.2E
18.7N/89.2E
20.1N/88.5E
20.8N/88.5E
22.2N/88.5E
23.6N/89.2E
2430N/89.2E
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Rainfall (mm)
TRMM VARSHA
588.63 324.27

255.26

139.36

Fig 2 shows the predicted tracks of SIDR using Varsha along
with the observation. Observations from different sources
are also shown in the same figure. It can be seen that the
observations from IMD and IA are matching with other while
the FNL observed track is slightly different (the data taken is
at every day at 00 hrs). The predicted track with 13th November
initial condition is matching the observation for 24 hours
and then it deviates from the observed track. Forecast from
most of the models showed a similar track using the same
initial conditions. The track of the cyclone SIDR using the
initial conditions of 14th November 2007 almost lay near to
the observed track except for the slight spatial shift after the
landfall. The predicted landfall was within 100 km distance
from the actual landfall with a delay in the time of the landfall.
Fig 3 and Fig 4 is a comparison of mean wind at sigma level 5
(850hPa) and rainfall forecasts using the initial conditions of

Surface Wind (kt)
FNL
VARSHA
29.79
29.78
34.18
38.07
Table 3: Various parameters
31.74
44.70
observed and obtained from model
33.24
51.46
forecast (IC: 14NOV2007) for
36.79
56.24
cyclone SIDR-2007
41.22
49.17
40.87
43.16
33.5
36.43
24.79
30.94
13.32
23.54

13th and 14th November with the observations from FNL and
TRMM. The upper panel shows the observations while the
lower panel depicts the forecasts. It can be seen from Fig 3
that the Day 1 forecasts are in agreement with the
observations while Day 2 and 3 deviates from it. The Day 2
forecasts show the centre of the cyclone within a spatial
difference of 50 km from the observations. The model
forecasts show an overestimation both in rainfall and
windspeed. The northerly movement of the cyclone was well
predicted by the model using the initial conditions of 14th
November2007 (Fig 4). The model forecasts of rainfall and
windspeed using this initial condition were fairly accurate.
The spatial distribution of rainfall associated with the cyclone
was well predicted with both the initial conditions. The
weakening of SIDR on 16th November is predicted 3 days in
advance using the initial conditions of 14th November

Fig 2: Observed and predicted tracks of SIDR
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KHAIMUK-2008 – Observations 6
A low pressure area was formed on 12th November 2008 over
the south west Bay of Bengal. Gradually intensifying into a
depression, deep depression, the system developed into a
cyclonic storm over west central and adjoining southwest
Bay of Bengal on 14th November 2008 and was named as
Khai-muk. It headed northwest and as a deep depression, it
crossed south Andhra Pradesh coast to the north of Kavali
between 2200 and 2300 UTC of 15th November. Later it
weakened into a well marked low pressure area over
Rayalaseema and moved towards Telangana and interior
Karnataka.
KHAIMUK-2008 – Predictions: Varsha predictions for Khaimuk were moderate with spatial and temporal deviations. The
forecast track using the initial condition of 10th November
2008 along with the observation for the cyclone KHAI-MUK
is shown in Fig 5. The starting time of observed tracks are
different i.e., IMD and FNL starts from 1200 UTC of 13th
November while that from IA starts from 1800 UTC of 14th
November. The forecast track is plotted from 0000 UTC of
11th November. The direction of the movement of the cyclone
was well predicted by the storm, but a spatial error of ~80 km
was found almost at all the forecast intervals. This was seen
even at the time of landfall as the forecast landfall was at a
spatial distance of 100 km.
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Quantitative details of the storm are presented in Table 4. It
is seen that in the forecast the cyclone is moving faster.
Even the landfall was predicted earlier than when it was
actually observed. The rainfall for the first 2 days was
predicted moderately. But the heaviest rainfall associated
with the cyclone was missed by the model. The predicted
winds at six-hour interval were matching with the
observations for the first day, which are seen weakening
with respect to the observations afterwards.
Fig 6 shows the rainfall and mean wind predictions using the
initial condition of 10 November 2008 along with the
observation. Varsha could predict the winds up to 0600 UTC
of 14th November, but the predicted winds later weaken with
respect to the observations. Prediction of rainfall for the first
day was accurate, while the rainfall intensity reduced in
forecasts with increase in forecast length increased.
PHYAN-2009 – Observations 7, 8
PHYAN was the first cyclonic storm formed over east central
Arabian Sea during the post monsoon season of 2009. It
was first seen as a low pressure area over Comorinon 7th
November. It concentrated into a depression and lay centered
over southeast and adjoining east central Arabian Sea on 9th
November. It moved in almost north-eastward direction and
gradually intensified into a Cyclonic Storm PHYAN on 10th
November. Continuing its movement in the same direction, it
crossed the Maharashtra coast between Alibag and Mumbai
between 1000 and 1100 UTC on 11th November. It gradually
weakened over north Madhya Maharashtra on 12 th
November. The cyclone moved faster before crossing the

Fig 5: Observed and predicted tracks of KHAI-MUK
Date HR
13 NOV 12
13 NOV 18
14 NOV 00
14 NOV 06
14 NOV 12
14 NOV 18
15 NOV 00

Center
IMD
11.5N/85.5E
12.0N/85.0E
12.0N/85.0E
13.0N/85.0E
14.0N/84.0E
14.5N/83.5E
14.5N/83.0E

VARSHA
14.6N/82.9E
15.2N/82.2E
15.2N/82.2E
15.9N/81.5E
16.6N/80.1E
16.6N/79.4E
17.3N/78.7E

coast (about 450 km).

Rainfall (mm)
Surface Wind (kt)
TRMM VARSHA FNL VARSHA
179.49
117.49
25.18 26.11
26.01 26.32
255.26
139.36
28.26 26.22
25.03 21.79
24.30 18.45
25.45 18.35
430.23
46.22
26.43 17.06

Table 4: Various parameters
observed and obtained from model
forecast
(IC: 10NOV2008) for cyclone
KHAI-MUK-2008
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PHYAN-2009 – Predictions: The forecast and observed
tracks of PHYAN are shown in Fig 7. It can be seen that
eventhough the model could not capture the slight movement
in the northeasterly direction; the landfall was predicted
accurately by the model. The landfall predicted by the model
is same as that by IMD and IA.
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JAL-2010 – Observations 9
JAL was first seen as a disturbance on 12th October 2010
over South China Sea. The system entered into eastern border
of Bay of Bengal in a few days. On 2nd November, the system
was observed as a low pressure area over the south Andaman
Sea and neighborhood. Later on 4th November, IMD upgraded
the system to a depression. The system intensified into a
cyclonic storm and was named as JAL on 5th November. The
storm became a severe cyclonic storm by 6th November. JAL
started weakening and it moved almost northwestwards. As
a deep depression, the system crossed over north of Chennai
between 1700 and 1800 UTC of 7th November. Causing severe
flooding along the way, JAL rapidly weakened as it moved
farther inland over the next few days.

Fig 7: Observed and predicted tracks of PHYAN
Table 5 gives the comparison of position, rainfall, surface
wind obtained from model forecast with the observations.
The model forecasts of the cyclone positions are very near
to the observations. The forecasts at 12 hr and 18 hr of 10th
November showed signs of weakening, so not included in
the table and track. Heavy rainfall due to the cyclonic
activity is predicted with less intensity. The cyclonic winds
were captured by the model with a slight change in the
windspeed.

JAL-2010 – Predictions

Fig 8 shows the wind and rainfall patterns during the
development and intensification of PHYAN (observation and
forecast). The rainfall observed in the ocean is seen shifted
to land in the model forecast. The decrease in rainfall was
picked up by the model. The computed winds are
approximately equal the observations, but the wind is seen
weakening after 11th November when compared to the actual
observations.

is also to be noted that the cyclone dissipates in the sea in

Date HR
10 NOV 00
10 NOV 06
10NOV 12
10NOV 18
11 NOV 00
11 NOV 06
11 NOV 12
11 NOV 18

Center
IMD
VARSHA
12.5N/70.5E 11.8N/71.7E
13.5N/70.5E 13.2N/72.4E
14.5N/71.0E 15.0N/71.0E 16.0N/71.5E 17.3N/73.1E
17.5N/72.5E 18.7N/73.1E
19.5N/73.5E 18.7N/73.1E
20.0N/74.0E 20.1N/74.5E

The observed and forecast tracks for the cyclonic storm JAL
are shown in Fig 9. Forecasts using two different initial
conditions are shown in the figure to show that as the initial
condition approaches time of genesis, the model forecasts
are more accurate and reliable. Two different initial conditions
are considered, one when JAL was in the form of a low
pressure area and another when intensified into a cyclone. It
case of data from IA. The forecast using 3rd November
showed the landfall to be in Andhra Pradesh, while the later
forecasts were showing the landfall 100 km away from
Chennai. In both the cases the direction of movement was
parallel to the observation.

Rainfall (mm)
Surface Wind (kt)
TRMM VARSHA FNL
VARSHA
251.85 137.56
25.97 25.98
33.24 36.77
35.32 32.46 105.18 73.71
30.40 29.45
30.54 26.37
23.36 24.59
22.01 23.33

Table 5: Various parameters
observed and obtained from model
forecast
(IC: 10NOV2009) for cyclone
PHYAN-2009
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deviates from the observations. The rainfall due to cyclone
was captured by the model very well, except that on 6th
November the predicted rainfall intensity was less compared
to that observed. Varsha predicted stronger winds than that
observed later.
Table 7 is same as Table 6 but using the initial conditions of
6th November 2010. It is seen that the positions are better
predicted with this initial condition. The heavy rainfall
associated with cyclone is captured with less intensity. The
cyclonic winds with higher windspeed were predicted well
by the model.

Fig 9: Observed and predicted tracks of JAL
Table 6 gives the comparison of Varsha forecasts of cyclone
positions, daily accumulated rainfall and wind at surface
(sigma level 1) using initial conditions of 03November 2010
and observations. It can be seen that after 24 hours the track
Date HR
04 NOV 00
04 NOV 06
04 NOV 12
04 NOV 18
05 NOV 00
05 NOV 06
05 NOV 12
05 NOV 18
06 NOV 00
06 NOV 06
06 NOV 12
06 NOV 18
07 NOV 00

Center
IMD
8.0N/92.0E
8.5N/90.0E
9.0N/88.5E
9.5N/87.0E
10.0N/86.0E
10.0N/85.5E
11.0N/84.5E
12.0N/83.0E

Date HR

Center

VARSHA
9.0N/90.7E
9.7N/89.2E
9.7N/87.8E
9.7N/87.1E
10.4N/86.4E
11.8N/85.0E
12.5N/84.3E
13.9N/83.6E
14.6N/82.9E
15.2N/81.5E
15.9N/81.5E
17.3N/80.8E
18.7N/80.8E

Comparison of spatial patterns of rainfall and wind speed
with the initial conditions of 3rd and 6th November 2010 are
shown in Fig 10 and 11 respectively. Movement of the system
and the rainfall due the storm was well predicted for 24 hours
in the case of 3rd November initial conditions, which deviates
afterwards. From Fig 11, it can be seen that the movement is
better predicted by the model with a slight shift of rainfall
towards north. Weakening of JAL was well predicted in the
forecasts using the initial conditions of 6th November.

Rainfall (mm)
Surface Wind (kt)
TRMM VARSHA FNL
VARSHA
253.77
292.87
34.57
52.97
34.62
56.6
31.59
54.56
31.94
53.26
295.89
279.44
32.64
62.72
34.92
65.29
39.08
58.59
43.58
58.38
327.54
141.40
41.98
56.7
42.81
43.7
46.63
37.56
46.76
36.4
264.12
25.25
42.75
28.56
Rainfall (mm)

Surface Wind (kt)

IMD

VARSHA

TRMM

VARSHA FNL

VARSHA

06 NOV 00

10.0N/85.5E

9.7N/85.7E

327.54

239.59

41.98

41.97

06 NOV 06

-

10.4N/85.0E

42.81

42.78

06 NOV 12

11.0N/84.5E

11.1N/85.0E

46.63

46.78

06 NOV 18

-

12.5N/84.3E

46.76

52.23

07 NOV 00

12.0N/83.0E

13.2N/82.9E

42.75

50.21

07 NOV 06

12.5N/82.5E

13.9N/82.2E

49.25

47.06

07 NOV 12

13.0N/81.0E

14.6N/81.5E

37.64

41.4

07 NOV 18

13.5N/80.0E

15.2N/80.8E

36.87

41.79

08 NOV 00

14.0N/79.0E

15.9N/79.4E

25.89

30.74

264.12

156.75

165.36

89.01

Table 6: Various parameters
observed and obtained from model
forecast (IC: 03NOV2010) for
cyclone JAL-2010

Table 7: Various parameters
observed and obtained from model
forecast (IC: 06NOV2010) for
cyclone JAL-2010
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Tracks of all the cyclones selected for the study were computed using various initial conditions. But for the ease of representation,
only one or two best track data is included in this report. Fig 12 show some of the additional tracks obtained for cyclone Sidr,
Khaimuk and Jal. It can be seen that the model forecasts of tracks becomes better as the initial conditions approach the day of
intensification. In almost all the cases the direction of movement was well predicted by the model except for Sidr. In the case of
Sidr almost all the models showed a similar track using the same initial condition.
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Conclusions: A study was carried out to assess the
performance of Varsha GCM in predicting the movement of
cyclones during the north-east monsoon season. Cyclones
developed in Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea during the years
2007-2010 are considered for the study. It is seen that Varsha
could capture the landfall of the system 3-5 days in advance
for all the cyclones considered for the study. The cyclonic
circulation and rainfall were captured by the model. It is also
seen that the track and the associated rainfall and wind
predictions becomes better as the initial conditions approach
the day of cyclone genesis.
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ABSTRACT: Environment pollution is the result of urban technological revolution and speedy exploitation of natural
resources. Such activities by man have created adverse effects on all living organisms in the biosphere. Rapid
industrialization has left us with polluted rivers, contaminated soil and depleted wildlife and exhausted our natural
resources. Pollution is introduction of contaminants into an environment that causes instability, harm or discomfort
to the ecosystem, i.e. physical systems or living organisms. Pollutants, the elements of pollution, can be foreign
substances or energies, or naturally occurring; when naturally occurring, they are considered contaminants when
they exceed natural levels. Objectives of study were to assess the adolescents’ attitude and knowledge on environmental
pollution; and to appraise influence of Environment Education in promoting awareness of environmental pollution.
Research design comprised of survey method using questionnaires; and survey was conducted for 50 adolescents in
selected schools, which were carried out using interview schedule. Appropriate statistical analysis was used to
analyze the data on the objectives formulated.
INTRODUCTION: Environment pollution is the result of
urban industrial technological revolution, and speedy
exploitation of every bit of the natural resources. Such
activities by man have created adverse effects on all living
organisms in the biosphere. Rapid industrialization has left
us with polluted rivers, contaminated soil, depleted wildlife
and exhausted natural resources. Pollution is the introduction
of contaminants into an environment that causes instability,
harm or discomfort to the ecosystem, i.e. physical systems
or living organisms. Pollutants, the elements of pollution,
can be foreign substances or energies, or naturally occurring;
when naturally occurring, they are considered contaminants
when they exceed natural levels. Pollution control means
“control of emissions and effluents into air, water or soil”.

Some pollution control measures which could be undertaken
by adolescents are:
Drive Smart! Take public transport, walk, or bicycle
when you can.
 Replace incandescent light bulbs with compact
fluorescent bulbs and LEDs, as they use about a quarter
of electricity and last ten times longer.
Plant a Tree, protect a forest. Protecting forests is a big
step on the road to curbing global warming.
Reduce! Reuse! Recycle! Producing new paper, glass,
and metal products from recycled materials saves 70 to
90 percent of energy and pollution.
OBJECTIVES:
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 To assess the adolescents’ attitude and knowledge on
environmental pollution.
 To ascertain the energy saving efforts of adolescents
regarding environmental pollution.
 To gain knowledge about the influence of Environment
Education in promoting awareness of environmental
pollution among adolescents.
METHODOLOGY: A study on various aspects of
environmental pollution was conducted among the
adolescents. In order to assess their attitude on
environmental pollution, some schools offering ICSE, CBSE
and SSLC syllabi were identified for the present study in the
different zones of the city. The study was limited to 50
adolescents, both boys and girls. A Questionnaire was
developed to collect information about the attitude of
adolescents towards environmental pollution.
SALIENT FINDINGS:
Characteristics of the Adolescents’Age, Gender and School
Syllabus. The age range of the adolescents was found to be
between 12 to 15 years, with 54 percent of males and 46
percent of female respondents. Forty percent of the
adolescents were from SSLC and ICSE schools and 20 percent
from CBSE schools. Majority of them were from nuclear
families, with 20 percent being from joint families. Most of
the adolescents’ parents were degree holders and preuniversity educated; while a few were educated up to 10th
standard and some were professionally qualified
TABLE – 1. Awareness of Changes in the Environment
due to Pollution.
Characteristics

Category

No. Type of Pollution
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Percentage

Aware of Changes in Aware

45

90

the Environment

Not aware

5

10

Process of change

Decomposition 4

8

Pollution

37

74

Contamination

9

18

50

100

Air pollution
Water pollution
Soil pollution
Noise pollution
Radioactive pollution
Chemical pollution
Vehicular pollution

Respondents
N
Percentage
46
92
50
100
37
74
46
92
23
46
33
66
38
76

Table 2 reveals that cent percent of the respondents knew
about water pollution, majority about air and noise pollution;
and to a lesser extent about soil pollution, vehicular pollution
and radioactive pollution.
TABLE –3. Attitude of Adolescents towards
Environmental Pollution.
No. Attitude towards Pollution

N=50

Respondents
N Percentage

1

Conservation of the natural
resources

2

46 92

Educate the general public
regarding environmental pollution 50 100

3

Stringent Legislative measures to
be formulated to prevent further
pollution

4

38 76

Environmental Education be a
compulsory subject in school

Respondents
N

Total

TABLE – 2. Knowledge on Types of Pollution in
Bangalore city.
N=50

syllabi
5

46 92

Not bothered as it’s a unsolvable
problem

03 06
@ Multiple Response

It can be observed from Table 3 that all the adolescents
remarked that educating the general public with regard to
environmental pollution was the best option; followed
closely by conserving of the natural resources. Environ-

It is evident from Table 1 that majority of the respondents
were aware of changes in the environment due to pollution.
Seventy four percent were aware of environment changes
due to pollution followed by contamination and
decomposition.

ment Education should be a compulsory subject in the school
curriculum. Seventy Six percent felt, stringent legislative
measures must be formulated to prevent further pollution
and only 6 percent were indifferent towards prevention of
further environment pollution.
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TABLE –4. Energy Saving Efforts by Adolescents at home
No. Energy saving efforts at home
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Switch off unwanted lights
Switch off TV/Computer when not in use
Use water sparingly at home
Use rain water harvesting
Utilize solar energy at home
Use of CFL and LED bulbs at home
Using public transportation when suitable
Turning off A/c of cars, unless really required
Purchase of environment friendly products
Using natural light as much as possible

Always
54.0
60.0
2.0
30.0
24.0
38.0
72.0
36.0
66.0
42.0

Respondents (%)
Some times Rarely
46.0
0.0
0.0
18.0
40.0
34.0
48.0
22.0
58.0
14.0
52.0
8.0
12.0
10.0
58.0
6.0
26.0
2.0
30.0
4.0

N=50
Never
0.0
24.0
24.0
0.0
4.0
2.0
6.0
0.0
6.0
24.0

Total
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Table 4 depicts the energy saving efforts of adolescents at

pollution, and have a positive attitude towards it. They are

their homes.

A large percentage of them always utilized

concerned with conservation of natural resources, and felt

public transportation; 60% switched off their computers and

that Environmental Education must be a compulsory subject

TVs when not in use; and 54% switched off the unwanted

in all school syllabi. Most adolescents followed the concept

lights at home. 58% of the adolescents sometimes turned

of “reduce, reuse and recycle”, as well as practiced energy

off their car A/c unless it was really required; utilized solar

saving efforts at home like usage of CFL bulbs, switching

energy systems at home, and 52% utilized CFL and LED bulbs

off the TV/Computer when not in use, and utilizing solar

at home. A smaller percentage used rainwater harvesting

energy and rain water harvesting units. Besides this, the

and used water sparingly at their homes as energy saving

general public must also be educated on this aspect followed

efforts in their homes.

by stringent legislative measures taken to prevent further

TABLE – 5 Adolescents’Attitude towards prevention of
Environment Pollution.
N=50
No. Waste disposal minimization Respondents Group
N
1

Utilize disposable items
whenever possible

2

9

18

 Jadhav, H.V., (1995), Environmental Pollution, Himalaya
Publishing House, New Delhi.
 Kudesia, V.P., (2000), Pollution (Everywhere), Pragati
 K. Ramana Murthy, (2008), A Textbook of Environmental
Science, Dominant Publishers and Distributors, New Delhi.

3

6

41

82

Use concept of reduce,
reuse and recycle

REFERENCES:

Prakashan, Meerut.

Dispose garbage without
any concern

3

Percentage

environmental pollution.

Table 5 clearly shows that majority of the respondents
practiced used the concept of “reduce, reuse and recycle”;
while only 18% utilized disposable items whenever possible
to curb the menace of pollution, and 6% disposed garbage

 Nandini, N. et al., (2009), Environmental Studies, Sapna
Book House, Bangalore.
 Pawar, S.N., Patil, R. B., Salunkhe, S. A., (2005),
Environmental Movements In India, Rawat Publications,
Jaipur, New Delhi.
 Trivedi, P.R., (2004), Environmental Pollution and Control,
A.P.H. Publishing Corporation, New Delhi.
 Examining Trends in Adolescent Environmental Attitudes,

without concern.

Beliefs, and Behaviors across Three Decades; Laura Wray-

CONCLUSION: Thus, it can be concluded that most

Lake, Constance A. Flanagan, & D. Wayne Osgood,

adolescents in Bangalore city are aware of environmental

Pennsylvania State University, December 2008.
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ENVIRONMENT –ARTHASHASTRA
Dr.M.V.PRAPHULLA
Prof. & HOD Sanskrit, Christ University, Bangalore-560029
Kautilya’s Arthashastra, is an authentic work on socio- political and economics, used by ancient Indian kings for
good administration in their country. Kautilya has explained the political, economic and environmental aspects, as
concern for natural environment.
King had to build new villages or re-establishing the old ruined villages, to form new district in a systematic manner,
for socio-economic and environmentally well structured villages to expand his nation. He has to see even distribution
of population and self sufficiency of the villages by establishing needed number of all professional persons like
agriculturists, potter, carpenter, black smith, gold smith and others in each village.
The land was divided into three types as :
1. Uncultivable land as pasture grounds for animals.
2. Land for schools or Ashrams of sages.
3. The Abhaya aranya [protected forest, to preserve all verities of plants and animals.
Whoever throws inside the city the carcass of animals, such as cat, dog, mongoose and snake, shall be fined 3
panas, of animals, such as an ass, a camel, a mule, and cattle shall be fined 6 pana and human corpse shall be fined
50 panas. The Kautilya’s Arthashastra provides an insight of kings rulings and punishments for environmental disturbers
or destroyers. Thus we can conclude that Indians were aware of value of environment.
Kautilya’s Arthashastra, is an authentic work on sociopolitical and economics, used by ancient Indian kings for
good administration in their country. Kautilya has explained
the political, economic and environmental aspects, as concern
for natural environment. The concern for nature and natural
beings is an object for successes of a good administration
by any king. Arthashastra is a comprehended work of rules
framed by many sages like, Manu and Yajnavalkya and others.
The concern for nature as environmental consciousness is a
part of economics and political science, since the revenue of
a country is generated through plants and animals. Without
good protection and preservation for animals and plants,
there can never be any happiness and peace in any country.
The welfare of beings can be in the form of protective measure
for their growth and development. These aspects appear as
development of new villages to protection of forest for the
economic and environmental welfare, to be practiced by a
good king and his administration.
King had to build new villages or re-establishing the old
ruined villages, to form new district in a systematic manner,
for socio-economic and environmentally well structured
villages to expand his nation. He has to see even distribution
of population and self sufficiency of the villages by
establishing needed number of all professional persons like
agriculturists, potter, carpenter, black smith, gold smith and
others in each village. The majority population in village
should be agriculture professionals. So that economy of the
country improves and self sufficiency will bring happiness
to people. The professionals should be supportive to
agriculture, and if by any reason their delay or refuse to
contribute their profession based things and hamper the work
of agriculturist, then he was individually punished in suitable
way by king.

The distribution of agricultural land, construction tanks with
natural resources available in the place or by constructing a
tank or reservoir for rain water received in a place, and building
bridges on tanks and rivers are to be taken up by king as
welfare measures. The public participation either through
contribution of land, money and physical help for the welfare
measures was welcomed by king, and greatly appreciated
the benevolent act of people through kind or work.
King had to redistribute the agricultural land which is not
used by owners in villages, to others or by appointing laborers
living in that village or by traders [vaniks] to efficiently
produce grains. Those who properly cultivate in their lands
were given tax benefit, for that financial year. The lands
prepared for agriculture was only redistributed to people for
doing agriculture on a contract basis. The king had to provide
the cattle, money and seeds for cultivators of redistributed
land as these were need for cultivation. The superintendent
of Agriculture appointed by king should help the people
with good seeds, ploughs and bullocks for getting good
yield. If any one due to any reason destroys the interest of
nation by destroying agriculture of a place or yield, they
were punished with fine equal to loss, by king.
Depending on quantity of rain in a place, the land was
classification as Jangala, Anupaanaam. Jangala received 16
dronas [measures] of rain suitable for agriculture
[deshavapanam]. Anupaanaam places rains were almost half
of the Jangala. Therefore they were considered as moist
lands. In places of less quantity of rain agriculture was carried
out with help of kulya or channels, therefore called as
kulyavapanam. If the rainfall in a place is evenly distributed
as one third of the requisite quantity during commencement
and closing of rainy season and two-thirds in the middle
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then it is called as sushumarupam. The amount of rainfall is
calculated scientifically depending on the planetary positions,
motion, and pregnancy clouds [water content in clouds or
garbhadhana] of Jupiter and Venus, natural and unnatural
movements of sun, causing variations in rainfall amounting
to agricultural produce, during that season of the year. The
clouds were classified depending on amount of rain water
received from them, weather they rains continuously for
seven days, as heavy down pour or rains as minute drops or
intermittent with sunshine. If the rain is free from wind and
unmingled with sunshine, then people could harvest three
crops in a year. It was the duty of king even to prepare for
drought or excess rain during the year and protect people
and their property. King had to protect natural resources of
waters like rivers, tanks, lakes and pools through proper
protection for the benefit of all verities of beings. He had to
build tanks, reservoirs [setu] either filled with perennial source
or drawn from some other source for supporting people for
agriculture and for drinking purpose. But if people are ready
to construct setu or road, he had to provide them with
necessary timber and other things needed for construction.
At same time he had safe guard the natural environment of
villages by protecting existing water resource. Persons
obstructing or making mischief with flow of water intended
for cultivation shall be punished with first amercement[. The
land was divided into three as
1. Uncultivable land as pasture grounds for animals.
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2. Land for schools or Ashrams of sages.
3. The Abhaya aranya [protected forest, to preserve all
verities of plants and animals.
All these are to be protected by king for the welfare of his
country. The king was appointing authority Nagarika for
protection of environmental cleanliness of city. The authority
was permitted to punish people, who liter on the roads of
city. Whoever excretes fasces in places of pilgrimage,
reservoirs of water, temples, royal buildings shall be punished
with fines rising from one pana and upwards in the order of
offences. Out when such exretions are due to the use of
medicine or to disease no punishment shall be imposed.
Whoever throws inside the city the carcass of animals, such
as cat, dog, mongoose and snake, shall be fined 3 panas,
of animals, such as an ass, a camel, a mule, and cattle shall be
fined 6 pana and human corpse shall be fined 50 panas. When
dead body is taken out of a city through a gate other than
usaual or prescribed one or through a gate other than the
prescribed path, the first amercement shall be imposed and
those who guard the gates [through which the dead body is
taken out] shall be fined 200 panas. When a dead is interred
or cremated beyond the burial or cremation grounds, a fine
of 12 panas shall be imposed.
The Kautilya’s Arthashastra provides an insight of kings
rulings and punishments for environmental disturbers or
destroyers. Thus we can conclude that Indians were aware
of value of environment.

CANADIAN WATER QUALITY INDEX (CWQI) FOR LINGAMBUDHI LAKE OF MYSORE,
KARNATAKA
G. Shruthi
III Semester, B.Sc.(Biotechnology) , SBRR Mahajana First Grade College, Jayalakshmipuram, Mysore-570012.
E. mail:shruthigovindaraju@gmail.com
A water quality index developed by the Canadian Council Of Ministers of the Environment was applied to Lingambudhi
Lake of Mysore. It is a heavily polluted and disturbed and faces extinction. Fourteen water chemistry variables were
analysed using standard methods for a period of one year. The hypothesis before us was to understand the suitability
of the lake water for various usages. Importance was given to the overall rating as well as for drinking. protection of
aquatic life, recreation, irrigation and for life stock rearing. Canadian Water Quality Index 1.0 software was used for
calculations. The output of the data is dependent on three main factors. F1 (Scope), F2 (Frequency) and F3 (Amplitude)
of the nature of variations in chemicals. The resultant index is comparable to a standard table ranging from 0 to 100,
where 0 is bad and 100 is pristine.
The results obtained indicate that the lake water quality is poor for all purposes except use for livestock rearing .. The
rating is 1 for recreation and 27 for the overall rating. The index value for livestock rearing reaches a slightly higher
level of 58 becoming marginal. The summarized are 5/8 parameters tested for overall rating of the water quality failed;
4/6 failed for drinking purpose; 2/2 for protection of aquatic life and 1/1 both for recreational and irrigation; 1/3 parameters
tested for livestock rearing failed the prescribed objective values. The variables that failed the objective values were
Dissolved oxygen for the overall rating and for aquatic life. pH was the parameter with most failures. The poor rating
of water quality is an indication that the water quality is almost, always endangered and the conditions it regularly
deviate from normal levels. The marginal rating (58) for livestock rearing also proves that the water quality in Lingambudhi
lake is frequently endangered . and the conditions in it often deviate from natural levels. A precautionary measure to
prevent the lake from anthropogenic activates may help conserve this once beautiful but endangered lake. The
Canadian Water Quality Index can serve as a useful tool in water quality management of lakes.
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INTRODUCTION: The Canadian water quality index was applied to Lingambudhi Lake of Mysore
This index facilitates evaluation of water quality for various purposes
It helps to identify the quality based on prescribed values(objective values).
Methodology: 14 physico-chemical parameters were analysed using standard methods for a period of 12 months.
The CWQI 1.0 software was used to calculate the indices.
Physic chemical parameters of ligambudhi lake (2009-2010)
MONTHS
march
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February

pH
7.3
7.8
7.7
7.5
7.2
7.8
7.0
6.7
8.3
8.5
8.6
9.0

BOD
16
15
11
13
18
18
24
18
15
18
7
22

COD
91
107
184
88
104
248
434
104
108
128
84
152

DS
76
28
40
48
38
128
96
92
82
80
58
94

SS
858
740
610
610
610
50
612
840
1160
860
620
640

SO4
12
9
14
27
32
22
25
30
09
17
13
15

TA
400
288
536
496
450
448
350
380
510
330
456
464

CON
1415
1351
330
644
1136
974
814
1240
600
1104
939
990

NH3
1.4
3.3
4.0
0.0
0.0
2.2
5.0
5.9
0.0
3.0
0.0
1.7

No3
7.9
9.0
11.4
10.88
11.4
12.5
18.5
20.1
8.8
15.8
20.4
13.4

PO4
4.2
4.2
2.6
10.0
2.9
14.0
2.7
3.6
3.6
9.4
4.4
5.5

Hard
500
400
380
380
330
340
300
400
770
500
320
436

DO
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.4
0.0
2.0
0.0

BOD:Biochemical oxygen demand;
COD:Chemical oxygen demand;SS:suspended solids;
DS:Dissolved solids: SO4:sulphates;
TA:Total aluminium,NH3:Ammonia;NO3:Nitrates;PO4:Total phosphates ;
Hard :Hardness of water ; DO : Dissolved Oxygen;Cl2:chlorides(expressed as mg/l);
CON :Conductivity
CCME value categorization
The CCME-WQI
Rating
WQI
Characterization
The index has 3 main features
Excellent 95-100 Water quality intact conditions close
to natural levels
Good
80-90
Water quality protected, with minor
degree of threat; conditions rarely
depart from normal levels.
Fair
65-80
Water quality usually intact,
occasionally endangered, conditions
of few deviate from normal levels.
Marginal 45-65
Water quality frequently
endangered, conditions often deviate
from normal levels.
Poor
0-45
Water quality always endangered,
conditions regularly deviate from
normal levels.
Results
Data summary
overall Drinking Aquatic Recreation Irrigation Live stock
CWQI
27
25
13
1
23
58
Categorization
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Marginal
F1(Scope)
62
67
100
100
100
33
F2(Frequency)
50
51
58
100
83
33
F3(Amplitude)
99
99
96
98
29
56
No.of.variables tested
8
6
2
1
1
3
No.of.variables that failed 5
4
2
1
1
1
The water quality for recreation is very poor, and rise to marginal conditions for livestock rearing.
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Reasons for poor water quality
Variables tested No. of failures
Overall

8

5

Drinking

6

4

Aquatic life 2

2

Recreation 1

1

Irrigation

1

1

livestock

3

1

The most failure parameter that did not meet objective values
were pH(12/12); chloride (10/12); colour and turbidity (12/
12)
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Conclusion
- water quality is always poor and is endangered
- conditions in it regularly deviate from normal levels
- The quality is ranked as marginal for livestock rearing.
- The lake water is completely unfit for recreational and for
support of aquatic life such as plants and birds.
- Inflow of certain chemicals must be checked to render the
water useful
- The Canadian water quality index can be a useful tool in
water quality management.
Acknowledgement: My sincere thanks are due to
prof.K.V.Prabhakara, principal grade 1 and to
DR.Shankar.P.Hosmani, research cell, SBRR Mahajana
first Grade College, Jayalakshmipuram, Mysore for support
and guidance.

PARTICIPATION OF HOMEMAKERS IN RECYCLING OF WASTE
Smt. Asha Jyothi.U.H1, Dr. Mamatha.B2, Prof.H.S.Surendra3,
Research Scholar, 1, 2Associate professor, Smt.V.H.D.Central Institute of Home Science, Bangalore.
3
Associate professor in Statistics, University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore. Email: sa_uh@yahoo.com
Abstract: Increased waste generation does not determine the degree of efficiency in the management of waste.
Urbanization has been the engine of economic and social development and has helped cities attain stronger and
stable economies (Habitat, 1996). There is an inextricable link between urban population growth, development and
environmental problems, municipal solid waste management being one. This study was taken up to find out the types
of waste generated in the household and to know the ways adopted to recycle the waste from 35 homemakers
working in meteorology office in Bangalore using a Structured questionnaire. It was found that an equal percentage of
women (37.1%) were in the age of 31-40 and 41-50 years of age. A majority of the homemakers were post graduates
(51.4%). The annual income ranged from Rupees 1 lakh to more than 5 lakh rupees and most of the families were
nuclear family type. Most of the homemakers were (65.7%) willing to recycle the waste generated in their households.
Seventy seven percent of homemakers in the age group of 41-50 recycled their household waste and 72.2 percent of
Post-Graduate educated homemakers do recycling of waste. It could be observed that nuclear family’s (68.2%)
recycled waste more than joint family households (61.5%). Most of the respondent (92.3%) in the income range of
rupees 3-5 lakhs recycled the waste. It was observed that age, education of the homemaker and type of the family did
not have significant association with recycling of waste while the income of the family showed significant association
on recycling of waste.
Keywords: Waste management, Education, Family type, Income, Recycling
Introduction: Municipal solid waste management (MSWM)
is one of the critical environmental challenges of developing
countries. Solid waste arising from human, domestic, social
and industrial activities is increasing in quantity and variety
as a result of growing population, rising standards of living
and development of technology (UNEP 1991, Dickerson
1999). The need to manage this increasing waste in an
environmentally effective, technologically feasible,
economically affordable and socially acceptable manner is a
problem faced by all nations of the world today.
Solid waste management in developing countries
demonstrate daunting problems partly due to negligence,
but more as a result of the inability of the local responsible
sectors to cope with the problem. The per capita waste
generation rate are generally less than those in developed
nations, but are equally increasing in amount and variety

(UNEP 2000a) between industrial and less industrialized
region and mostly composed of 70 – 90% by organic
biodegradable waste (UNEP - IETC 1996).
Management faces many problems as waste management
authorities have, in a majority of cases, experimented with
almost every strategy and with high and modern waste
management technology acquired from the developed
countries, with very little success. Other more pertinent failure
is due to corruption and the autocratic command and control
approach to waste management issues (Kironda et al 1997).
Non-inclusive management that excludes other stakeholders
has also been a crucial issue. The other stake holders in
waste management include Non-Governmental
Organisations (NGOs), common initiative groups (CIGs), and
community based organizations (CBOs), formal and informal
private sectors, scavengers, households and individuals.
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These groups are involved in street sweeping, cleaning drains
and repairing, transforming and reusing discarded articles,
supplying waste collection equipment. All these groups and
individuals play a important role in municipal solid waste
management. However, it is only recently that these are
recognized and eventually integrated them into their solid
waste management.

TABLE – 2: Classifications of Respondents by Recycle of
Waste
N=35

Materials and Methods: In the light of the theoretical analysis
performed, the principal aim of this paper is to find out the
opinions and awareness of homemakers on recycling of
Municipal solid waste by means of interview schedule in
Bangalore city. The objectives of the research were as follows;
1. To find out the types of waste generated in the household,
2. To know the ways adopted to recycle the waste,

The above table shows that most of the homemakers were
(65.7%) willing to recycle the waste generated in their
households.
TABLE – 3 Associations between Age and Recycle of
Waste
N=35

The research design used was survey method. The
questionnaire was administered to 35 homemakers employed
in meteorological office in Bangalore city through random
sampling technique. The questionnaire consisted of mainly
close ended questions on basic socio economic
characteristics of the households such as age, sex, marital
status, occupation and educational level and family
composition, type of building. The second part consisted
questions specific to various issues like opinion on different
problems in the city, facilities in the neighbourhood, type
and quantity of waste generated by the households, different
waste management practices followed, awareness on waste
segregation, disposal and recycling.
TABLE 1: Classification of Respondents by Socioeconomic Characteristics N=35
Characteristics

Category

Recycle of Waste

Respondents
Number Percent
23
65.7
12
34.3
35
100.0

Yes
No
Total

Age group Respondents
No
Yes
N % N %
31-40
4 30.8 9 69.2
41-50
3 23.1 10 76.9
51-60
5 55.6 4 44.4
Total
12 34.3 23 65.7

χ 2 Value

Total
N %
13 100.0
13 100.0
9 100.0
35 100.0

NS : Non-Significant.

χ 2 (0.05,2df) = 5.991

0.27 NS

The role of age of the homemakers on waste recycling was
observed in table 3; it was observed that 76.9 percent of
homemakers in the age group of 41-50 recycled their
household waste followed by homemakers in the age group
of 31-40 years of age. By statistical analysis of the data it
was observed that there was no significant relationship
between age of the homemakers and recycling of waste.
TABLE – 4 Associations between Education and Recycle
of Waste
N=35

Respondents
Number Percent
Age group( years) 31-40
13
37.1
41-50
13
37.1
51-60
9
25.8
Educational level PUC
4
11.5
Graduate
9
25.7
PG
18
51.4
Professional 4
11.4
Annul Income
1-3 lakhs
9
25.8
3-5 lakhs
13
37.1
>5 lakhs
13
37.1
Type of Family
Nuclear
22
62.9
Joint
13
37.1
Total
35
100.0

NS : Non-Significant

It can be observed from table 1 that, an equal percentage of
women (37.1%) were in the age of 31-40 and41-50 years of
age. A majority of the homemakers were educated up to post
graduate level (51.4%). The annual income ranged from
Rupees 1 lakh to more than 5 lakh rupees. It could be observed
from the table that most of the families were nuclear family
type consisting of husband, wife and children.

It could be observed from the above table that 72.2 percent
of Post-Graduate educated homemakers do recycle waste. It
was followed by 66.7 percent of graduate homemakers. By
analyzing statistically, it was found that there was no
significant association between education of the homemakers
and recycling methods followed (table no 4).

Educational Level Respondents
No

χ 2 Value

Yes

Total

N %

N %

N

%

PUC

2

50.0 2

50.0 4

100.0 1.22 NS

Graduate

3

33.3 6

66.7 9

100.0

PG

5

27.8 13 72.2 18 100.0

Professional

2

50.0 2

Total

12 34.3 23 65.7 35 100.0

50.0 4

100.0

χ 2 (0.05,3df) = 7.815
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TABLE – 5: Association between Type of Family and
Recycle of Waste
N=35
Type of Family Respondents
No
Yes
N % N %
Nuclear
7 31.8 15 68.2
Joint
5 38.5 8 61.5
Total
12 34.3 23 65.7
NS : Non-Significant.

χ Value
Total
N %
22 100.0 0.16 NS
13 100.0
35 100.0
χ 2 (0.05,1df) = 3.841
2

The above table 5 reveals the association between family
type and recycling of waste. It could be observed that nuclear
family’s (68.2%) recycled waste more than joint family households (61.5%). Chi-square test was applied to find any association, revealed that there was no significant relation between family type and waste recycling
TABLE – 6: Association between Annual Income and
Recycle of Waste
N=35
Annual Income Respondents
No
Yes
N % N %
1-3 lakhs
4 44.4 5 55.6
3-5 lakhs
1 7.7 12 92.3
>5 lakhs
7 53.9 6 45.2
Total
12 34.3 23 65.7
*Significant at 5% Level.

χ Value
Total
N %
9 100.0 6.70*
13 100.0
13 100.0
35 100.0
2

χ 2 (0.05,2df) = 5.991

Table 6 shows the association between annual income of the
family and recycling of waste. Most of the respondent (92.3%)
in the income range of rupees 3-5 lakhs recycled the waste
followed by families in the income range of rupees 1-3 lakhs.
The data was analysed statistically and it was found that
there was a significant difference between annual income of
the family and recycling of waste.
Conclusion: Human Activities generate many by products
which are generally seen as useless and discarded as waste
(Palmer, 1998). These massive amounts of waste subsequently
find its way into the ground, water and air (Day, 1998). High
consumption lifestyles have major effects on how much
domestic waste are produced by modern high-technology,
while little efforts are made to bring the same technology to
bear on waste management and disposal. Increasing
population growth accompanied by rapid Urbanization and
Industrialization has resulted in dramatic increase in the
volume of waste generated by modern societies.

Recommendation:
It is recommended that Environment education be
strengthened in schools and also in the community using
outreach methods and programmes, either directly through
government or indirectly through NGO’S activities to raise
people’s awareness about relationship between domestic
waste management and Environment.
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ECO-FRIENDLY MANAGEMENT OF SOLID WASTES- AN YARD STICK IN SUSTAINABLE
ROAD DEVELOPMENT
RajaRajeshwari B Vibhuti
Dept of Civil Engineering, RVCE, Bangalore
Introduction : Disposal of solid waste materials including
waste plastic bags is a menace and has become a serious
problem, specially in urban areas, in terms of its misuse, its
dumping in the dustbins, clogging of drains, reduced soil
fertility and aesthetic problem etc. Waste plastics are also
burnt for apparent disposal, causing environmental pollution.
The laboratory studies conducted by CRRI in utilization of
waste plastic bags in bituminous concrete mixes have proved
that these enhance the properties of mix in addition to solving
disposal problems. The results indicated that there was an
improvement in strength properties when compared to a
conventional mix. Therefore, the life of pavement surfacing
using the waste plastic is expected to increase substantially
in comparison to the use of conventional bituminous mix.
There are two different processes, namely dry and wet
process, to incorporate waste plastic bags into the
bituminous mixes. The performance test proved that
• the fatigue life was doubled and
• increased resistance to rutting and water damages when
plastic waste was used.
Polymer modified bitumen is emerging as one of the important
construction materials for flexible pavements. Use of plastic
waste in the construction of flexible pavement is gaining
importance because of the several reasons. The polymer
modified bitumen show better properties for road
construction & plastics waste, otherwise considered to be a
pollution menace, can find its use in this process and this
can help solving the problem of pollution because most of
the plastic waste is polymers.
Various studies are being carried out to improve the quality
of bitumen used in bituminous road construction. One of the
results of such studies is to use polymer-modified bitumen.
Use of disposed plastic waste (specially plastic bags) is the
need of the hour. The studies on the thermal behavior and
binding property of the molten plastics promoted a study on
the preparation of plastic waste-bitumen blend and its
properties to find the suitability of the blend for road
construction.
Methods: Field trials have been carried out using dry process
i.e. by mixing the appropriate quantity of dry shredded plastic
bags with hot aggregate prior to production of bituminous
mixes at hot mix plant. Wet process i.e blending of shredded
plastic bags & bitumen prior to the production of modified
bituminous mixes, is at the commercialization stage. The wet
process for modification of bitumen using waste plastic has
been patented by CRRI Field trials have also been carried
out, using Dry process in Delhi under which about 3.5km

road stretch has recently been constructed with 40mm
bituminous concrete overlay on the above said location.
The section will be monitored for another three years for its
performance
Characteristics of Plastic Waste Thermal study:
A study of the thermal behavior of the polymers namely
polyethylene, polypropylene, polystyrene shows that these
polymers get softened easily without any evolution of gas
around 130-1400C, this has been scientifically verified.
At around 3500C, they get decomposed releasing gases like
methane, ethane etc. and above 700 0C, they undergo
combustion producing gases like CO and CO2.
Binding property

The molten plastic waste inhibits good binding property.
Following experiments were carried out to study the binding
property.
 The aggregate was heated to around 1700C and the
shredded plastic waste (size between 2.36mm and 4.75 mm)
was added. Plastics got softened and coated over the
aggregate. The mix of aggregate and plastic was compacted
and cooled. The block was very hard and showed
compressive strength not less than 130 MPa and binding
strength of 500 kg/cm2. This shows that the binding strength
of the polymer is good.
The polymer coated aggregate was soaked in water for
72 hours. There was no stripping at all. This shows that the
coated plastic material sticks well with the surface of the
aggregate.
Preliminary Studies: The studies on the thermal behaviour
and binding property promoted a study on the preparation
of plastic waste-bitumen blend and its properties to find the
suitability of the blend for road construction.
Plastic Waste Blending Materials
Preparation of blend: Polyethylene carry bags were cut
into pieces using a shredding machine. It was sieved and
the plastics pieces passing through 4.75mm sieve and
retaining at 2.36mm sieve were collected. These plastic pieces
were added slowly to the hot bitumen of temperature around
170-1800C. The mixture was stirred well using mechanical
stirrer for about 20-30 minutes. Polymer-bitumen mixtures of
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different compositions were prepared and used for carrying
out various tests.
Characterization of Blend
Separation test (IRC-SP: 53-1999) : Samples of different
composition were prepared and subjected to the separation
test. The following observations were made on the basis of
their softening point values. Homogeneity was obtained
approximately up to 1.5% blend. Beyond this composition,
the variation of softening point was much higher for the top
and bottom layer of the test samples showing that there is a
separation of polymer from bitumen on standing.
Determination of softening point (IS: 1205-1978): The
blend of different composition with different percentage of
plastic waste has been prepared and their softening points
were determined as given in Table-1. It is observed that the
softening point increases by the addition of plastic waste to
the bitumen. Higher the percentage of plastic waste added,
higher is the softening point. The influence over the softening
point may be due to the chemical nature of polymers added.
Penetration Test: (IS: 1203-1978)
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decreasing as the percentage of polymer increases. The blend
has developed better resistance to burning. The polymer
bitumen blend road surfaces will be less affected by fire
hazards.
Characterization of Plastic Waste-Bitumen Blend For
Flexible Pavement: The utility of the plastic waste blended
bitumen-aggregate mix for flexible pavement construction
was characterized by studying stripping value and Marshall
Stability value of the mix for the blends having a maximum of
1.5% plastic waste.
 Stripping Test (IS :6241-971): Plastic waste was
dissolved in bitumen and the blend was coated over
aggregate. It was tested by immersing in water. Even after 72
hrs, there was no stripping. This shows that the blend has
better resistance towards water. This may be due to better
binding property of the plastic waste-bitumen blend.
Marshall Stability Test: The specimen was prepared as
per the IRC specification using plastic waste-blended
bitumen. This shows that plastic waste-bitumen blend has
higher strength compared to pure bitumen, whose value is
approx. 1200Kg
Moreover, the Marshall Quotient is also within the range of
tolerance, thus showing that the plastic waste (polyethylene)
blended bitumen mix is better and more suitable for flexible
pavement construction.

Samples having different percentage of plastic waste in
bitumen were prepared and their penetration values
determined as per the IS Code given in Table-2. The
penetration values of blends are decreasing depending upon
the percentage of polymers and the type of polymer added
the increase in the percentage of polymer decreases the
penetration value. This shows that the addition of polymer
increases the hardness of the bitumen.

Plastic Waste Scenario: The use of plastic materials such
as carry bags, cups, etc. is constantly increasing. The
consumption of plastics have increased from 4000 tons/
annum (1990) to 4 million tons/annum (2001) and it is expected
to rise 8 million tons/annum during the year 2009. Nearly 50
to 60% of the total plastics are consumed for packing. Once
used plastic materials are thrown out. They do not undergo
bio-decomposition. Hence, they are either land filled or
incinerated. Both are not eco-friendly processes as they
pollute the land and the air. Any method that can use this
plastic waste for the purpose of construction is always
welcomed.
Results of Preliminary Studies

Ductility: Table-3 shows that the ductility is decreasing by
the addition of plastic waste to Bitumen. The decrease in the
ductility value may be due to interlocking of polymer
molecules with bitumen.
Flash and fire point(IS:1209-1978): The studies of flash
and fire points of the plastic waste-bitumen blend helps to
understand the inflammability nature of the blend. Flash &
fire point of plain Bitumen is 175-2100C. From the experimental
results it is observed that the inflammability of the blend is

The studies of properties of the plastic waste-blended
bitumen show that the addition of plastic waste to bitumen
increases softening point, decreases penetration value and
ductility, increases flash point and fire point, increase
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Marshall stability value and improve anti-stripping properties.
Yet the above process has its own limitations
1. The preparation of such modified bitumen needs high
power stirrer with thermostatic facilities to maintain the
temperature between160-180 0C. Any increase in the
temperature could affect the properties of bitumen.
2. The proper storage of such polymer-blended bitumen is
very important. It should be stored in a freezer and it is also
referred that it is stable for 6 hrs at a temperature of 1800C
3. It was also observed from the separation test that when
the plastic was mixed beyond the soluble range (from 2%
and above) the excess plastic material got separated on
cooling.
These limitations necessitated developing an alternate method
for using higher percentage of plastic waste for flexible
pavement.
Modified Process (Dry Process): An alternate method was
innovated to find an effective way of using higher percentage
of plastic waste in the flexible pavement. The aggregate
coated with plastic was used as the raw material. The plastic
used were the disposed carry bags, films, cups was etc. with
a maximum thickness of 60 microns. The bitumen was not
blended with plastic waste.
Preparation of Plastic-Waste Coated Aggregate: The
aggregate was heated to around 1700C; the plastic waste was
shredded to the size varying between 2.36mm and 4.75mm.
This shredded plastic-waste was added over hot aggregate
with constant mixing to gave a uniform distribution. The
plastic got softened and coated over the aggregate. The hot
plastic waste coated aggregate was mixed with the hot
bitumen 60/70 or 80/100 grade (1600C).
Characterization of PCA Bitumen Mix
 Stripping Test (IS: 6241-1971): The plastic waste
coated aggregate bitumen mix prepared by the above process
was immersed in water. Even after 96 hours there was no
stripping. This shows that the plastic waste coated aggregatebitumen mix has good resistance towards water.
Marshall Stability Test: It is observed that the Marshall
stability values obtained for were generally much higher than
the Marshall stability value obtained for pure bitumen min.
 Field study: Using this dry process technique, road
length of more than 1200 km were laid at different places in
Tamil Nadu both by the department of Rural Development
Agency and by Highways at Cochin, Mumbai, and
Pondicherry the corporation laid test roads using this
technology. The roads are exposed to heavy traffic,
monsoonal change, heavy rain, hot summer etc. The roads
are functioning well without potholes, raveling and rutting.
Expert’s opinions are also in agreement.
Water absorption test : A known quantity of aggregate
was taken dried at 1100C and cooled. The weight of aggregate
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was determined. It was then immersed in water for 24 hrs.
Then the aggregate was dried using dry clothes and the
weight was determined. The water absorbed by the aggregate
was determined from weight difference. 500gms of the
aggregate was taken and heated to around 1700C. It was
then coated with plastic at that temperature. The plastic
coated aggregate was cooled to room temperature. It was
immersed in water for 24 hrs. Then it was removed dried and
the weight of the aggregate was determined. It is observed
that the absorption of water had decreased with the increase
in the percentage coating of plastic over the aggregate. This
shows that the coating of plastic reduces the voids. Hence,
coating of plastic over aggregate helps to improve the quality
of the aggregate.
DISADVANTAGES OF PLASTIC ROADS
1) Cleaning process toxics present in the co-mingled plastic
waste would d start leaching.
2) During the road laying process but the presence of chlorine
will definitely release noxious HCL gas.
Results and Discussion: Preliminary studies on the use of
plastic-waste as a blending material with bitumen, suggest
that the blends behave similar to PMB, thus having improved
properties compared to plain bitumen. It is also observed
that this process of blending has limitation. At high
percentage of blending there is separation of plastic. Hence,
process modification was needed and a new product namely
plastic waste coated aggregate was developed. This product
is not only easy to prepare but also helps to use higher
percentage of plastic-waste for coating without much of
difficulty.
The coating of molten-plastic over the aggregate will reduce
water absorption. This shows that the voids at the surface
were reduced. Lesser the voids better the quality of the
aggregate. Otherwise, the air entrapped in the voids would
cause oxidation of bitumen resulting in stripping, pothole
formation etc. Moreover, the presence of water in the voids
is detrimental to adhesion between aggregate and the binder
namely bitumen. Hence the aggregate with lesser voids is
considered to be good for better road construction. These
observations help to conclude that plastic-waste coated
aggregate can be considered as more suitable material for
flexible pavement construction.
Conclusion: Polymer Modified Bitumen is used due to its
better performance. But in the case of higher percentage of
polymer bitumen blend, the blend is a more polymer
dispersion in bitumen, which get separated on cooling. This
may affect the properties and quality of the blend and also
the road laid using such blend.
In the modified process (dry process) plastics-waste is coated
over aggregate. This helps to have better binding of bitumen
with the plastic-waste coated aggregate due to increased
bonding and increased area of contact between polymer and
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bitumen. The polymer coating also reduces the voids. This
prevents the moisture absorption and oxidation of bitumen
by entrapped air. This has resulted in reduced rutting, raveling,
and there is not pothole formation. The road can withstand
heavy traffic and show better durability.
The dry process thus helps to:
Use higher percentage of plastic waste
Reduce the need of bitumen by around 10%
Increase the strength and performance of the road
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Avoid the use of anti-stripping agents.
Reduce the cost to around Rs. 5000/Km. of single lane
road
Carry the process in situ
Avoid disposal of plastic waste by incineration and land
filling
Add value to plastic waste
Generate jobs for rag pickers
Develop a technology, which is eco-friendly

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE CONCEPT OF TEJAS IN COSMOLOGY IN THE
BACKGROUND OF UPANISHADS IN VEDIC LITERATURE
N. K. Prasanna Nayaki, B. Sc., M. A.
Chakrakolam, Nagamangala – 571432
Cosmology being an interesting field of study, leads to different schools of thinking. Philosophy as a backbone to the
scientific approach takes an important role in exploring the reality of life. While science is considered as the
approach in exploring the answers limiting it to perceptible approaches it leaves behind a host of unanswered aspects
at the mind. It is also an established fact such gaps are mostly addressed through experiences of life, spiritual
thoughts that promote the ‘inner’ knowledge and referred to be the philosophical path. Thus science and spiritual
philosophy together can bridge the gap of ignorance and illusion formed by the imbalances of the partially unclear
concepts.
It is known that Tejas, is the cause for illumination. In the Vedic literature and Upanishads, it is considered as one
of the fundamental elements of formation - pancha-mahabhutas - Prithvi, Up, Tejas, Vayu and Akasha (the earth,
water, light, wind and sky). In one of the most interesting characteristics of Tejas, its concept is visualized in two
aspects, one in its ability to render the materials perceivable and the other as an attribute for a human or other entity,
the extent or degree of knowledge they possess. The philosophy of Upanishads aim at conceptualizing Cosmology
as an entity that emerges from the supreme or ultimate source. In this viewpoint, a concept of Tejas has evolved that
could be very relevant and contributing for the present day life style of the mankind. It encompasses analogies in the
functioning of Tejas in dual domains – the one of the physical that is perceivable and the other of philosophical that
are conceivable. In an alternative statement, it links up scientific and philosophical thoughts. It is quite interesting
and rewarding if adopted suitably, to study these aspects of rich narrations of Vedic literature including Upanishads
that give out many such instances with values not limited by time and provides a host of well balanced messages and
views useful in the day-to-day situations of present day life.
Over the age of the Universe, the doubts, discussions, and clarifications on the Cosmology have not stopped.
Upanishads express the Cosmology like this – ya eko avarno bahudhaa shaktiyogat avarnaanekaannihitartho
dadhaati | vichaiti caante vishwamaadou sa devah sa no buddhyaa shubhayaa samyunaktu || (Shwetaaswtara
Upanishad 1-2: He who Himself is without any colour imparts colours to all things with an unspecified purpose. He
is the one who is both the end and beginning of all the worlds.) This is indicative of the magnanimity of the Tejus
considered in the Vedic and Upanishad Literature.
Upanishads bring out the characteristics of Tejas in Cosmology in its three concepts - i) as a source of illumination
and eradication of darkness – Jyotiswarupa, ii) as a source of heat or energy and eradication of inability –
Agniswarupa, and iii) as a source of knowledge and eradication of ignorance – Jnanaswarupa.
In this paper it is attempted to narrate the way of scientific observations with a philosophical background with special
reference to Tejas or light and it is a comparative study and illustration of how scientific concepts of the present day
and the Vedic concepts have many corollaries and the bear concepts that go hand in hand.
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Introduction

Á AqpÉxrÉ mÉÉUå pÉÑuÉlÉxrÉ qÉkrÉå lÉÉMüxrÉ mÉ×¹å qÉWûiÉÉå
qÉWûÏrÉÉlÉç | vÉÑ¢åühÉ erÉÉåiÉÏÇÌwÉ xÉqÉlÉÑmÉëÌuÉ¹È mÉëeÉÉmÉÌiÉ¶ÉUÌiÉ
aÉpÉåï AliÉÈ | rÉålÉÉuÉ×iÉÇ ZÉÇ cÉ ÌSuÉÇ qÉWûÏÇ cÉ
rÉålÉÉÌSirÉxiÉmÉÌiÉ iÉåeÉxÉÉ pÉëÉeÉxÉÉ cÉ |
iÉSåuÉÉÎalÉxiÉ²ÉrÉÑxiÉixÉÔrÉïxiÉSÒ cÉlSìqÉÉÈ ||

One who is the bank of the water, centre part of the universe,
back of the heaven, biggest of the big, omniscient and
omnipotent is He who is the centre source of the light, that
is, the light of the light through which all manifestations are
made visible.

Á pÉÔÈ pÉÑuÉÈ xuÉÈ iÉixÉÌuÉiÉÑuÉïUåhrÉÇ pÉaÉÉåï SåuÉxrÉ kÉÏqÉÌWû |
ÍkÉrÉÉå rÉÉå lÉÈ mÉëcÉÉåSrÉÉiÉç ||

It is clearly told about the surety of the possibility of acquiring
the knowledge through regular tuning of the mind in Gayatri
Mantra.
In Brhadaranyakopanishad (1-3-28) it is prayed – AxÉiÉÉå qÉÉ

xÉªqÉrÉ; iÉqÉxÉÉå qÉÉ erÉÉåÌiÉaÉïqÉrÉ; qÉ×irÉÉåqÉÉï AqÉ×iÉÇ aÉqÉrÉ ||

From the unreal lead me to the Real; From darkness lead me
to Light; From death lead me to Immortality’. To convert this
twilight into twilight of dawn and a brighter day is the
challenge facing human knowledge and human wisdom
today.
1. Teachings from the Upanishads
Shwethashwatara Upanishad expresses the Cosmology like
this

rÉ LMüÉå AuÉhÉÉåï oÉWÒûkÉÉ vÉÌ£ürÉÉåaÉÉSuÉhÉÉïlÉlÉåMüÉÌ³ÉÌWûiÉÉjÉÉåï
SkÉÉÌiÉ | ÌuÉcÉæÌiÉ cÉÉliÉå ÌuÉµÉqÉÉSÉæ xÉ SåuÉÈ xÉ lÉÉå oÉÑSèkrÉÉ
vÉÑpÉrÉÉ xÉÇrÉÑlÉ£Ñü || 1,2 ||

He who Himself is without any colour imparts colours to all
things with an unspecified purpose. He is the one who is
both the end and beginning of all the worlds.
This universal truth is expounded in every Upanishad in a
different way. This is the essence of Vedic Philosophy.
2. Science and Philosophy
Science and Philosophy are the two paths in seeking about
the reality of life. Many doubts arise in the human minds due
to many unknown facts. Some of them can be clarified
through direct perceptions, some other through practical
experiments, and some other by adopting physical efforts.
This path of approach relating to material doubts is
considered to be the method of science in seeking the truth.
But the mental doubts which may seem to be hard to clarify
through scientific approach can be clarified through
experiences, spiritual thoughts and promoting inner
knowledge. This is considered as the philosophical path in
the revealing process of illusions. Thus Science and spiritual
philosophy together can bridge the gap of ignorance and
illusion formed by the imbalances of the partially unclear
concepts, in a long way. Science and Vedic Philosophy are
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that way complementing each other –

mÉÔUMüÇ cÉ

mÉUxmÉUÇ AuÉsÉÎqoÉiÉÇ

The Concept of Tejas in Cosmology – A view through
Upanishads with a Comparative study:
It is well known that Tejas, the cause of illumination, is one
of the five fundamental elements in Cosmology –
mÉgcÉqÉWûÉpÉÔiÉs  mÉ×juÉÏ – the earth; AmÉç– the water; iÉåeÉxÉç
– the light; uÉÉrÉÑ – the wind (or breath) ; AÉMüÉvÉ – the sky or
space. In one of the most interesting characteristics of Tejas,
its concept is visualised As a source of illumination –erÉÉåÌiÉxuÉÃmÉ– eradication of
darkness,
As a source of heat – AÎalÉxuÉÃmÉ
As a source of knowledge – ¥ÉÉlÉxuÉÃmÉ – eradication of
ignorance.
oÉ×WûeeÉÉoÉÉsÉÉåmÉÌlÉvÉiÉç clarifies the dual character of Tejas
like this –Ì²ÌuÉkÉÉ iÉåeÉxÉÉå uÉ×Í¨ÉÈ xÉÔrÉÉïiqÉÉ cÉ AlÉsÉÉÎiqÉMüÉ
(2,2). Tejas has not only an illuminating power , but is
having heating power also. DvÉÉuÉÉxrÉÉåmÉÌlÉwÉiÉç says AlkÉÇ

iÉqÉÈ mÉëÌuÉvÉÎliÉ rÉå AÌuÉ±ÉqÉÑmÉÉxÉiÉå | (9)

They who cannot get knowledge, will enter into the blind
darkness and remain in ignorance. Light is a unique form of
energy with which alone the world becomes visible. It is a
prominent and interesting branch of Physics in the scientific
studies. There are so many instances of sources of light,
Sun being one of the strongest around. It is referred to in
the Ramayana as –erÉÉåÌiÉaÉïhÉÉlÉÉÇ mÉiÉrÉå ÌSlÉÉÍkÉmÉiÉrÉå lÉqÉÈ –
Salutations to the head of the group of luminaries and the
king of day light. Sun is expressed to be the vision of the
world, to mean that his presence makes it to that effectxÉÔrÉÉåï rÉjÉÉ xÉuÉïsÉÉåMüxrÉ cÉ£ÉÑÈ– Sun is an eye of whole
universe.
In Upanishadic Cosmology, Sun is not only a source of light
energy, but he is a symbol and manifestation of Brahman
Himself. Solar energy is not an independent source, but is
emerged from that Unique Spirit itself. In this viewpoint, the
concept is studied and clarified its contribution for the
present day life style in the background of Upanishads.
Some instances as seen in different Upanishads are hereunder.

2.1. DvÉÉuÉxrÉÉåmÉÌlÉwÉiÉç
ÌWûUhqÉrÉålÉ mÉÉ§ÉåhÉ xÉirÉxrÉÉÌmÉÌWûiÉÇ qÉÑZÉqÉç |
iÉ¨uÉÇ mÉÔwÉ³ÉmÉÉuÉ×hÉÑ xÉirÉkÉqÉÉïrÉ SØ¹rÉå || (2-11)

With a golden vessel, the faces of Reality are covered over,
Thou, O Pooshan, uncover it so that I, the devotee of Truth
– may behold Him.

mÉÔwÉ³ÉåMüwÉåï rÉqÉ xÉÔrÉï mÉëeÉÉmÉirÉurÉÔWû UvqÉÏlxÉqÉÔWû |
iÉåeÉÉå rÉ¨Éå ÃmÉÇ MüsrÉÉhÉiÉqÉÇ iÉ¨Éå mÉvrÉÉÍqÉ || (2-12)

O Pooshan, O Yama – the controller, O Sun, O son of
Prajaapathi, spread your rays, gather your splendour the
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Tejas so that let me see the majesty of that Real Truth – the
Supreme Spirit.
2.2.MåülÉÉåmÉÌlÉwÉiÉç: Though the sun is a source of light through
which all manifestations are made visible, Kenopanishad says
that Brahman Himself is a ‘Light of light’ and more peeping
through the eyes is not associated with light effect though it
appears to be so. If the Spirit of Brahman withdraws its
enlightening power, not only an eye, even the rays of Sun
cannot work -

rÉiÉç cÉ£ÉÑwÉÉ lÉ mÉvrÉÌiÉ rÉålÉ cÉ£ÉÔÇÌwÉ mÉvrÉÌiÉ |
iÉSåuÉ oÉë¼ iuÉÇ ÌuÉÌ® lÉåSÇ rÉÌSSqÉÑmÉÉxÉiÉå || (21)

Which cannot be seen with the eye, but whereby the eye can
see, know, that alone to be Brahman, the Spirit – and not
what people here adore.

2.3. MüPûÉåmÉÌlÉvÉiÉç
xÉÔrÉÉåï rÉjÉÉ xÉuÉïsÉÉåMüxrÉ cÉ£ÉÑlÉï ÍsÉmrÉiÉå cÉ£ÉÑwÉæoÉÉï½SÉåwÉæÈ |
LMüxiÉjÉÉ xÉuÉïpÉÔiÉÉliÉUÉiqÉÉ lÉ ÍsÉmrÉiÉå sÉÉåMüSÒÈZÉålÉ oÉÉ½ È ||
(5-11)

As the sun, the eye of the whole world, will not be slung by
external illusions formed by the working cognitions, likewise
the Inner Soul of all things would not be attached to the
miseries of the world.

2.4. mÉëvlÉÉåmÉÌlÉwÉiÉç
AÉÌSiÉÉå Wû uÉæ mÉëÉhÉÉå UÌrÉUåuÉ cÉlSìqÉÉ || (1-5)

The sun is considered as life and moon as matter. This has
an illustrative analogy that matter is dependent on life, even
as moon is dependent in the sun. The sun shines with its
non light- while the moon receives its light from the sun. It is
told that UÌrÉ the matter, derives its existence from mÉëÉhÉ. In
this Upanishad the Cosmology is described through the
interaction of the Sun – the life; and moon – the matter – the
manifestation.

xÉ LwÉ uÉæµÉÉlÉUÉå ÌuÉµÉÃmÉÈ mÉëÉhÉÉå AÎalÉÂSrÉiÉå
iÉSåiÉSØcÉÉprÉÑ£üqÉç || (1-6)

Brahman in the form of omniscience –xÉuÉÉïiqÉlÉç, ÌuÉµÉÃmÉ, mÉëÉhÉ
itself rises in the form of Sun. He Himself enriches his existence
in the form of the sacred fire –AÎalÉ. Thus in this Upanishad,
the concept of Tejas is seen in the form of heat also. Thus
sun is the symbol of mÉUqÉåµÉU.

ÌuÉµÉÃmÉÇ WûËUhÉÇ eÉÉiÉuÉåSxÉÇ mÉUÉrÉhÉÇ erÉÉåÌiÉUåMüÇ iÉmÉliÉqÉç |
xÉWûxÉëUÎvqÉÈ vÉiÉkÉÉ uÉiÉïqÉÉlÉÈ mÉëÉhÉÈ mÉëeÉÉlÉÉqÉÑSrÉirÉåwÉ
xÉÔrÉïÈ || (1-7)

One who stands in the form of all pervasiveness –ÌuÉµÉÃmÉ,
one who is having innumerable rays –WûËUhÉÇ, one who is a
learned person by birth -eÉÉiÉuÉåSxÉç; who is a resort of all
creatures;mÉUÉrÉhÉ; who is endowed with illumination of bright
single light –erÉÉåÌiÉUåMüÇ; one who is an origin of heat and who
radiates it –iÉmÉliÉÇ; who is having thousands of bright rays –
xÉWûxÉëUÎvqÉ; and who is the life of crores of living beings is
considered as Sun.
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2.5. iÉæ ¨ ÉUÏrÉÉå m ÉÌlÉwÉiÉç : Taittariyopanishad is famous
for its dealing with the social, the intellectual and the Spiritual
Education of the Vedic period. It has good information about
several branches of educational systems like Grammar,
Astronomy, Psychology, Environmental studies, Biology and
a few others. It describes the Cosmology in five folds –
mÉgcÉÉÍkÉMüUhÉÉs

– AÍkÉsÉÉåMü, AÍkÉerÉÉæÌiÉwÉ, AÍkÉÌuÉ±É, AÍkÉmÉëeÉ

and AkrÉÉiqÉ. While referring to theerÉÉåÌiÉsÉÉåïMü, it is said –

AÎalÉÈ mÉÔuÉïÃmÉÇ AÉÌSrÉÉå¨ÉUÃmÉÇ AÉmÉÈ xÉÎlkÉÈ uÉæ±ÑiÉÈ xÉlkÉÉlÉqÉç
CirÉÍkÉerÉÉæÌiÉwÉqÉç ||(3-2)

Here it is told that one great energy shines brightly in the
sky as Sun. The same is seen in the form of fire at the
bottom. Water is in between them. That is the clouds having
water is interrelating to both of them –xÉÎlkÉÈ. Lightening
due to the crushing of clouds is the effect –xÉlkÉÉlÉ. Here the
cycle of rain is brought out clearly. This is told by Kalidasa
as – xÉWûxÉëaÉÑhÉqÉ×ixÉë¹ÒÇ AÉS¨Éå ÌWû UxÉÇ UÌuÉÈ||
2.5. NûÉ lSÉåarÉÉåmÉÌlÉwÉiÉç - Chandogyopanishad approaches
the whole subject of Brahman through speech or more truely
through sound. Here the state of mind is instructed to attain
that position where the concentration centralizes by saying
the sacred word – Á(AUM) indicated as EªÏjÉÈ. Á AUM
is the purest symbolization of Brahman; it is the sublime
manifestation of Brahman. Á is a representation of all
knowledge, for the syllable Á starts from A – begins from
vocal cord, E – in the middle state and qÉ- concludes at the
end of the lips. Thus it attains all practical audible possibilities
of sound. Through the eradication of the ignorance, that is
the darkness, the knowledge shines like Sun. So sun is
considered as E ªÏ j É, m É ëh É uÉ x uÉ Ã m É , i Éå e É É åÃ m É in
Chandogyopanishad.
AjÉ ZÉsÉÑ rÉ EªÏjÉÈ xÉ mÉëhÉuÉÉå rÉÈ mÉëhÉuÉÈ xÉ EªÏjÉÈ CirÉxÉÉæ uÉÉ
AÉÌSirÉ EªÏjÉ LwÉ mÉëhÉuÉ AÉåÍqÉÌiÉ ½åwÉ xuÉU³ÉåÌiÉ | (5-1)
2.6. oÉ× W û S ÉUhrÉMüÉåm ÉÌlÉwÉiÉç: Among the prime Upanishads,
this Upanishad comes out with a broader coverage like the
Mahabharata. Here Yagnavalkya, the well known
Brahmavaadin clarifies the doubts of many scholars through
conversation. For instance, the conversations between his
wives Maitreyi and Katyayani, among Ajathashatru, Gargi
and Shakalya – are bringing out the gist of the Vedic
philosophy. Here the concept of Aditya is told like this –
MüiÉqÉ AÉÌSirÉÉ CÌiÉ ²ÉSvÉ uÉæ qÉÉxÉÉÈ xÉÇuÉixÉU¶ÉææiÉ AÉÌSirÉÉ LiÉå WûÏSÇ
xÉuÉïqÉÉSSÉlÉÉ rÉÎliÉ iÉå rÉÌSSÇ xÉuÉïqÉÉSSÉlÉÉ rÉÎliÉ iÉxqÉÉSÉÌSirÉÉ CÌiÉ
|(3-71)
Yajnavalkya replies to Shakalya as – ‘Aditya is one whose
components are framed by suming up of twelve months of a
year, indicating that he is responsible for the changing of
seasons. He is considered as the absorber of both the lifespan of all creatures – AÉrÉÑxÉç and the consequences of their
works – MüqÉï-TüsÉqÉç; AÉSSÉlÉÉ rÉÎliÉ – and named as AÉÌSirÉ.
Further it is referred to that Aditya is not an entirely self
powered light source, but shines only when the ‘Absolute’
does.
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Through the conversation of Gargi and Yajnavalkya, it is
clarified that whatever seen in the entire universe is covered
by the rule of that Absolute itself  A£ÉUmÉëvÉÉxÉlÉLiÉxrÉ uÉÉ A£ÉUxrÉ mÉëvÉÉxÉlÉå aÉÉÌaÉï, xÉÔrÉïcÉlSìqÉxÉÉæ ÌuÉkÉ×iÉÉæ ÌiÉ¹iÉ.........LiÉxrÉ
uÉÉ A£ÉUxrÉ mÉëvÉÉxÉlÉå aÉÉaÉÏï, ÌlÉqÉåwÉ qÉÑWÕûiÉÉï AWûÉåUÉ§ÉÉÍhÉ AkÉïqÉÉxÉÉ qÉÉxÉÉ
GiÉuÉÈ xÉÇuÉixÉUÉÈû CÌiÉ ÌuÉkÉ×iÉÉÈ ÌiÉ¹ÎliÉ.........(3-72)
Under the rule of that Absolute, the Sun and the moon are
working in their status. Only under His rule the minutes,
hours, days, nights, fort-nights, months, seasons and years
regularly occur.
The above narrations imply that Sun is not only a bright
source of light but also the symbol of Absolute, the Brahman
Himself, having His Tejas working in different fields giving
various names as mÉëpÉÉMüU, AÉÌSirÉ, xÉÌuÉiÉÉ, xÉÔrÉï, ZÉaÉÈ, mÉÔwÉÈ,
aÉpÉÎxiÉqÉÉlÉç, pÉÉlÉÑ, xuÉhÉïUåiÉÉ, ÌSuÉÉMüUÈ and many of the kind. From
these illustrations one can infer that the illumination from the
light is a measure of how much Tejas the source is having.
2.7. aÉÉrÉ§rÉÑmÉÌlÉwÉiÉç : What we see the form of EªÏjÉ in
Chandogyopanishad, that is referred to as Gayatri here which
resides in Sun. When this mÉëhÉuÉxuÉÃmÉ– that is the entire
essence of knowledge is uttered in the dawn, is referred to as
Gayatri, at the time of noon is referred to as Savithri, recital at
the time of evening is referred to as Saraswathi.
In another illustration, in Gayatri Upanishad Savitha is referred
to as the motivating element, and Savithri as motivated
element.
qÉlÉ LuÉ xÉÌuÉiÉÉ, uÉÉMç xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ – The mind is savitha, speech is
Savithri, AÎalÉUåuÉ xÉÌuÉiÉÉ, mÉ×ÍjÉuÉÏ xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ –fire is savitha, earth
is Savithri; uÉÉrÉÑUåuÉ xÉÌuÉiÉÉ, AliÉËU£ÉÇ xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ – The wind is Savitha
and space is Savithri; AÉÌSirÉ LuÉ xÉÌuÉiÉÉ, ±ÉæÈ xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ – Sun is
Savitha, the world of the sun is Savithri; cÉlSìqÉÉ LuÉ xÉÌuÉiÉÉ,
lÉ£É§ÉÉÍhÉ xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ – moon is the Savitha, and the stars and planets
are Savithri; AWûUåuÉ xÉÌuÉiÉÉ, UÉÌ§ÉÈ xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ – the day is Savitha,
the night is Savithri; EwhÉqÉåuÉ xÉÌuÉiÉÉ, vÉÏiÉÇ xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ – the heat is
Savitha and cold is Savithri; AopÉëqÉåuÉ xÉÌuÉiÉÉ, uÉwÉïÇ xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ –the
cloud is Savitha and the raining is Savithri; ÌuÉ±ÑSåuÉ xÉÌuÉiÉÉ,
xiÉlÉÌrÉ¦ÉÑÈ xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ –the lightening is Savitha, and thundering is
Savithri; mÉëÉhÉ LuÉ xÉÌuÉiÉÉ, A³ÉÇ xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ – while the breathing is
Savitha and the food is Savithri; uÉåSÉ LuÉ xÉÌuÉiÉÉ, NûlSÉÍxÉ xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ
– the Vedas are Savitha and the rhymes are Savithri; rÉ¥É LuÉ
xÉÌuÉiÉÉ, SÍ£ÉhÉÉ xÉÉÌuÉ§ÉÏ – the offering is Savitha and the donation
is Savithri.
By observing the concept in above Upanishads, we remember
the words of Dr. Khan, a noted German physiologist. He says
– ‘Vision is not a physical process like photography, but
rather a psychological experience. It is not the eyes that see.
We commonly believe that we see, but actually we form
judgements. The image on the retina bears the same relation
to vision as a book to its reader. Just as two people, even
when they read the same thing , never have the same
thoughts, while they are reading, in the same way, their gaze
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may fall upon the same object, but each one sees something
different’.
3. Comparison of the Concepts of Light in the Science and
Vedic Philosophy : A comparison is made of what is available
in the concepts in Science and Vedic Philosophy on some of
the matters related to Light.
3.1. The light, in science is looked at as, an energy that is
emitted when the atoms or the materials from which light is
emitting are under exited state. It implies that not all materials
can have the light emitting out of them unless they process
an extra-ordinary phenomenon that induces the material to
emit the light.
In Vedic sciences, light is referred to as Tejas. Tejas is not
available in every material. It is available only in such a
material that is supported by special Spiritual and Devine
properties.
3.2. Sun, in science is recognised very well as one of the
largest energy sources as we can see in the near within the
around.
In Vedic sciences, Sun is introduced as one of the greatest
references and is projected as the representative of God, the
Supreme Absolute Divine Power.
3.3. In the property of propagation of light, the similarity can
be observed as follows. In scientific observations, it has
been observed that though light travels through several
media its propagation is not limited for a particular type of
media. This is a very unusual, rather unique behaviour of
this form of energy and is applicable only to light. For
instance, many other energy forms like electricity, conducting
heat and acoustics, it is essential to have a media without
which they cannot propagate.
In Vedic sciences, we find that the Tejas can really propagate
with an extra-ordinary power and it will reach the target with
a clear and undisturbed condition. That means Tejas can
effectively reach the target with less sensitivity on the class
of media it may pass through. This aspect is analogous to
the observation of propagation of light as described above.
3.4. In scientific observations today, the light is broadly
characterised as an electro-magnetic interference which is a
wide-spectrum that covers both visible and invisible rane.
For instance, the visible light rays have chromatic and
heating effects in normal conditions whereas the invisible
infra-red rays, ultra-violet rays and X-rays have different
effects on the environment and the life-style. The penetration
strength is higher in some of these invisible rays.
Even in Vedic sciences, it is brought out that the Tejas emitted
by a source of relatively lower level will not be as powerful
as that emitted by a source of higher level. In
Brhadaranyakopanishad, the clarification of the Absolute is
an instance of this aspect. Here, A£ÉUmÉëvÉÉxÉlÉ of Parabrahman
given by Yajnavalkya is a narration of clear distinction in the
structure of Tejas, an explanation that was comprehensive
enough to stun all other scholars, got accepted, and has
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remained unquestioned since then. In another reference in
the Ramayana, it is narrated that Vishwamitra’s strength was
overpowered by the Brahma-Tejas of Vasishta. Vishwamitra
accepts and narrates –ÍkÉMç oÉsÉÇ, £ÉÌ§ÉrÉoÉsÉÇ, oÉë¼iÉåeÉÉå oÉsÉÇ, oÉsÉÇ CÌiÉ | This is an illustration of how the strength of Tejas
differed among sources.
It can be seen clearly that the Sun is a magnanimously
influential source of light whereas the moon is far less
influential on that scale but still plays a significant role in the
human life.
3.5.In another aspect of comparison, one can see that the
penetration of light depends on the property of the receiving
object, though the source of light is same. This point has
been upheld in both of the fields of Science and Vedic
Philosophy.
In the scientific observations, it is seen that for a selected
light some of the materials completely absorb it, a few transmit
– such as glass, some reflect – like mirror and so on. These
observations indicate that the effect of penetration and
absorption of the light depend strongly on the property of
the receiving object. So the material property has a major
role in the usage of the energy.
The intellectual and analytical mind is considered to be the
base line to receive knowledge in the Vedic Philosophy. The
spiritual knowledge will not shine unless the knowledge is
properly exposed, acquired and applied. A Tejas, no matter
how bright or strong it could be, it may be o no relevance if
the receiver or the target is not fit enough to withhold it. In
Vedic culture and Vedic philosophy it is repeatedly told that
unless there the recipient has a constant urge in persuading
the required knowledge, the gain in either nothing or
negligible. Tejas is narrated in Brahma Sutra as – AjÉÉÅiÉÉå
oÉë¼ÎeÉ¥ÉÉxÉÉ – after attaining that qualified stage only a
person can attempt to know Brahman. In another instance it
is told that – lÉÉrÉqÉÉiqÉÉ oÉsÉWûÏlÉålÉ sÉprÉÈ – Atman cannot be
found by a person of weak mental power. It implies that just
being a scholar does not amount to mean he is to be a Siddha.
This is because unless whatever is absorbed by him is fully
converted properly, he cannot make use of it. People who
are not mentally matured enough or for those who do not
intend in getting into the spiritual line, the effect of Spiritual
Tejas, however strong it could be, will not bring up the person
to a higher level.
These aspects reveal that it can be considered that if not in
all, many aspects of both Scientific Concepts and Vedic
Philosophy agree fairly well.
4. Answers regarding to the question ‘HOW’ through
Science, and ‘WHY’ through Philosophy in mysterious
Cosmology
It is experienced that there are many unresolved observations
in the scientific explorations. Scientific knowledge is
restricted to perceptive inferences. So it has a limitation
because many things can be neither visualised nor quantified
by measurements. One simple example to give is – the famous
law of Thermodynamics. There is no way one can explain
why heat will flow from objects with higher temperature to
that of lower range only. One can attempt to give an
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explanation of the energy levels to be brought from the high
to low but that does not give a qualified statement as to why
the heat should flow from a higher direction to lower direction
only. And it will also remain unanswerable as to why the
heat is not fully convertible to other forms of energy. In this
situation, Vedic Philosophy becomes an alternate directive.
The questions and the ‘WHY’s puzzles and often burdens
the unresolved mind. The mind becomes restless in its
arguments as to why an entire question should get deadlocked at one point. In the present context, it is well known
how the concept of Light is abstractly described in the
Science. Science has attempted to answer it fully, but in the
process had made certain theories and axioms that have not
eliminated the circles of confusion. In this pretext, it can be
recognised that many scientists also have turned
philosophers, because of many unresolved issues they have
are results of lack of perception. The general outlook from
this fact points out that there are limitations of the human
perception in persuading a problem and philosophy being
an essence of long standing experience, turns out to be
another way of finding salvation for such questions. One
can give different names and shapes for the concepts and
they may vary from place to place. But by and large, they are
found to be not greatly differing in their moulding. In their
thinking till today and possibly forever the philosophers are
likely to continue in the same way. No matter how much
advancement in science has been in past several hundreds
of years, man has sought to philosophical thinking
consistently and the philosophical line has neither
diminished in its expressive strength nor lost its value. Its
ability in answering and narrating has been recognised with
highest value, thereby complementing what is being
observed in day-to-day in the scientific field. In this angle
of view, they are complementing each other.
Conclusion: The one and the best way of looking scientific
observations with a philosophical background in the event
of light – as radiation or illumination or Tejas has been a
comparative parameter and a good illustration of how
Scientific and Vedic Concepts have many corollaries and
concepts going hand in hand. So it could be conclusive to
consider that Vedic sciences are accurate in thinking and
their observations leave lesser doubts in the minds to adopt,
rather than many approaches that are ad-hoc and help in
bringing down substantially the voids in knowledge. It is
necessary to recognise that the collaboration of both the
approaches to see that a more stable and comprehensive
dissemination and adoption of knowledge is possible only
when both Vedic Sciences and the current day Scientific
Approaches are blended together.
Ashtavakra Geeta narrates -

rÉxrÉ oÉÉåkÉÉåSrÉå iÉÉuÉiÉç xuÉmlÉuÉiÉç pÉuÉÌiÉ pÉëqÉÈ |
iÉxqÉæ xÉÑZÉæMüÃmÉÉrÉ lÉqÉÈ vÉÉliÉÉrÉ iÉåeÉxÉå ||

I bow down in the peaceful personification of Tejas, who is
a symbol of bliss, whose cleverly rising reduces all illusions
into a dream.
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ABSTRACT: Microbes in fresh water often change the quality of water and render it unfit for public use. Many
methods of water quality determination have been discussed. A Simple but useful index is the National Sanitation
Foundation-Water quality index (NSF-WQI).This index can be calculated by determining only nine physico-chemical
parameters. Water temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, biochemical oxygen demand, total phosphorous, nitrates,
total suspended solids, turbidity and faecal coliforms were used for the calculation of the index.
Key Words: NSF, WQI, Physico-chemical parameters
INTRODUCTION: The WQI is used to classify water quality
as excellent, good, medium, bad, and very bad. The National
Sanitation Foundation WQI procedure was applied to polluted
pond water at Mysore. The chemical pollutants of industrial,
domestic and agricultural origin find their way into lakes
through surface runoff and precipitation and increase the
level of pollutants (Yalchin & Sevinc 2001). The index ranges
from0 to 100, where 100 represent an excellent water quality
condition. The water quality index (WQI) has been considered
as one criteria for drinking water classification, based on the
use of standard parameters for water characterization. The
index is a numeric expression used to transform large
quantities of water characterization data into a single number,
which represents the water quality level (Bordalo et al., 2006;
Sanchez et al., 2007). The WQI and classification proposed
by Department of Environment, Malaysia (DOE, 2001), has
been used to assess the quality of major water supply sources
indicating the level of pollution. A commonly used WQI was
developed by the National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) in
1970 (Brown et al., 1970). The WQI is one of the most widely
used of all existing water quality procedures. WQI was the
intent of providing a tool for simplifying the report of water
quality data (Liou et al. 2003).The computer automated tool
QUALIDEX(Water Quality Index),which has been developed(
Sarkar & Abbasi 2006) to generate and operate water quality
indices. Presently Wilkes University in the USA facilitates a
simple online calculator for the NSF- WQI using nine WQ
parameters i.e., Temperature, pH, Dissolved oxygen,
Turbidity, Faecal coli form, Biochemical oxygen demand, total
Phosphates, Nitrates, and Total solids (Wu, 2008).
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Sampling of the Pond water
was carried out from December 2010 to April 2011. Water
samples were taken monthly for analysis, and after
determining field parameter (temperature), they were kept in
the dark at a cool temperature in a cool box before being
transported to a laboratory for quantification of other
parameters [nitrates, total dissolved solids (TDS), turbidity,
pH. In the laboratory, all the samples were kept in a refrigerator
at a temperature below 4æ%C to reduce all the activities and

metabolism of the organisms in the water. The laboratory
analysis of pH was carried out using a pH meter (EUTECH
Cyber Scan ISO 9001 Certified). Nitrates and TDS were
determined according to the standard methods procedures
(APHA 1998). Turbidity was measured using a turbidity meter
(EUTECH Cyber Scan ISO 9001.All the 9 parameters were
analysed by standard methodology. (Prati , 1971; Pielou, 1977;
Schaeffer et al.1977; Otto, 1978a, Abbasi, 2002).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: Many methods of water
quality determination have been discussed. Water quality
index (WQI) is regarded as one of the most effective way to
communicate water quality. There are several reports on pond
water quality assessment using physico-chemical parameters
(Madhyastha et al., 1999; Santhosh et al., 2008) The index
values ranged from a Minimum of 49 during the month of
March and reached a maximum of 93 during February and
April. According to the water quality rating, values of 0-25
(very bad); 25-50 (Bad); 50-70 (medium); 70-90 (good) and
90-100 (excellent). The water quality of the pond under study
is rated as bad during March but remains in a medium state
during the remaining months. The water quality is usually
intact but occasionally endangered. In the study, the
physico-chemical characteristics of water samples have been
estimated using ISI(1991)methods, and evaluated the water
quality index NSF international, formerly the National
sanitation foundation. The conditions in it often deviate from
the normal levels. Physico-chemical parameters are
represented in the Table 1and are graphically represented
from Figs. 1-9.
A water quality index (WQI) integrates complex analytical
raw data and generates a single number (like a grade) that
express subjectively the water quality .Such a rating scale
allows for simplicity and consumer comprehensibility. The
WQI approach has many variants in the literature, and
comparative evaluations have been undertaken (SDD 1976;
Otto 1978b, Dunette, 1979; Miller et al., 1986; Smith, 1990,
Cude, 2001). A water quality index can be different type
depending on its final intended purpose. It can be highly
specific for different bodies of water or could be a general
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one for all types of water meant for human consumption. A
WQI can also be based not just on readings at a single point
of time but also on readings collected over a period of time. A
WQI may also be arrived at by calculating the number of
objective parameters not met, or by calculating the frequency
with which they are not met or the amount by which they
exceed the norm. The WQI was calculated using NSF
information software (Ramakrishnaiah, 2009) and compared
with standard water quality rating, as shown in Table 2.

Miller, W.W., Joung, H.M., Mahannah, C.N. and Garret, J.R.
1986. Identification of water quality differences in Nevada
through index application. J. Environ. Qual. 15: 265-272.

Monitoring the levels of certain water chemistry variables
will keep the pond water in normal conditions .The NSFWQI serves as a useful tool in water quality monitoring.
Water quality in the pond is medium for most of the periods;
it changes to bad only during March. Faecal coli forms reach
very high during this month. Water treatment for the control
of coli forms is essential.

Otto, W.R. 1978b. Water Quality Indices: A Survey of Indices
Used in the United States, Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C.
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INTRODUCTION: The national sanitation foundation-water
quality index (NSF-WQI) was applied to pond water at
Mysore. The index enables to determine the quality of water
for drinking. It involves only 9 physico-chemical parameters
based on procedure given by water quality experts.
METHODOLOGY: Water temperature(oc),pH, dissolved
oxygen, Turbidity, Fecal coliforms, Biochemical oxygen
demand, Total phosphorus, nitrates, total suspended solids
were analysed by standard methodology. The NSF-WQI
calucator was used for determining the index.
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Results
TABLE-1:Physico-chemical analysis
Parameters
Temperature
PH
Dissolved oxygen(mg/lt)
Turbidity
Fecalcoliforms/100ml
BOD(Mg/ml)
Total phosphorus(mg/ml)
Nitates(mg/ml)
Total solids(mg/ml)
WQI
Rating

December
17.0
6.8
8.9
155
1500
2.4
2.6
1.4
934
53
Medium

TABLE 2: Water quality index rating
WQI

Rating

90-100

Excellent

70-90

Good

57-70

Medium

75-50

Bad

0.25

Very bad
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January
21.0
6.8
8.9
184
1000
1.9
2.4
1.6
934
51
Medium

February
21.3
6.8
9.4
163
1500
2.3
1.4
2.7
485
52
Medium

March
19.0
6.4
9.4
157
10000
2.5
1.9
2.6
120
49
Bad

Conclusion
Water quality index in the pond is medium for most period.
It changes to bad during march.
Fecal coliforms reach very Bad during this month.
Water treatment for control of fecal coliforms is essential.
The NSF-WQI Is a useful tool in water quality management.

5;Fecal coliform values of
pond from December to
April
Fig 1; Temperature
values of pond from
December to April

Fig 6;BOD values of pond
from December to April

Fig 2;PH values of pond
from December to April

Fig 7;Total phosphate
values of pond from
December to April
Fig 3;Dissolved oxygen
values of pond from
December to April

April
18.6
7.1
9.8
162
2100
2.6
2.5
1.7
100
53
Medium

Fig 8;Total Nitrate values
of pond from December to
April

Fig 4;Turbidity values of
pond from December to
AprilFig

Fig 9;Total Suspended
solids values of pond from
December to April
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IMPLEMENTATION OF “STREE SHAKTHI” PROGRAM IN YELAHANKA PROJECT,
BANGALORE NORTH: A NOVEL APPROACH TO WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT
*Akshatha V.M, **Dr.G.Rajendra, ***Dr.S.Siddharamanna, ****Suprabha.R
*Lecturer, Department of IEM, **Prof & HOD, Department of IEM, ****Sr.Lecturer, Department of IEM,
Dr.Ambedkar Institute of Technology, ***Child Development Project Officer, Yelahanka Project, Bangalore North
The paper focuses on the study and analysis of Stree Shakthi program implementation in Yelahanka project, Bangalore.
This program was launched throughout Karnataka State on Oct. 18, 2000 by the Directorate of Women and Child
Development in Karnataka. The aim of the programme was to empower women economically and socially by organizing
them in self help groups. At present about 1.3 Lakh rural Stree Shakthi groups have been formed in the state and
19 Lakh women members have been organized in these groups. The members have saved an amount of ‘ 930.14
crores since its inception. Of them, 1,20,842 groups have availed bank loans to the extent of ‘ 1176.84 crores and
have done internal lending of ‘ 2692.01 crores to take up various income generating activities. About 90 Lakhs
was paid as an incentive to the Anganawadi workers for monitoring these Stree Shakthi groups.The Yelahanka project
consists of 19 supervisors and 525 anganvadi workers currently work under the able leadership and guidance of child
development project officer Dr. S.Siddharamanna. They monitor stree shakthi groups at present which are carrying
out various kinds of income generating activities.The aim of this paper is to carry out a detailed study on:








Registration Methods of stree shakthi groups,
Loan schemes,
Methodology followed in moitoring the working of these groups by the supervisors & anganwadi workers,
Issues faced by the supervisors in monitoring the groups & their countermeasures to tackle these issues,
Details of opportunities provided by the department to the groups to exhibit their products in the market; and
The feedback from any two groups is taken about how stree shakthi program has brought a change in their
lives and has given them the desired recognition in the society.

I. INTRODUCTION: “A nation would not march forward if
the women are left behind”-Swami Vivekananda. In any
society the status of women is an indicator of the level of
its development. Women constitute nearly half of the
to t al po pul at i o n of the wo rl d. They s e em t o b e
underpowered relative to men. They are relegated to
secondary position in the household, workplace or in
governance and society in general. Women in many
countries still lack the right to inherit property, own land,
get education, obtain credit, earn income or work outside
home, they are still widely underrepresented in decision
making at the household or social level.
Indian women are considered as source of power (Shakti)
since mythological times. Goddesses are being worshipped
as mother in the major religions of India. Moreover the
mother is the first teacher for the young ones, who helps to
recognize the world from the beginning. At the same time,
in the sociological setup, she is a male dominant one. Such
sociological and cultural habits, have been keeping the
women sector of the Indian population, a dormant one for a
long time. In general women are capable of working hard
physically on all occasions and mostly at all stages, with
these built up characteristics and infrastructure in which
they live, the entrepreneurship of the Indian women is to

be looked into. Now the scenario is changing fast with
modernization, urbanization and development of education
and business. When women move forward; the family
moves, the village moves and the nation moves, these
words of Jawaharlal Nehru are often repeated because it is
an accepted fact.(1)
In recent years, empowerment of women has been
recognized as a central issue in determining the status of
women. Empowerment is an active process of enabling
women to realize their full identity and power in all spheres
of life. Women empowerment concept was introduced at
the international women’s conference in 1985 at Nairobi.
Empowerment of deprived begins with their ability to
voice their opinion through the process of consensual
political dialogue, backed up by access to education.
Women’s empowerment and their full participation as the
basis of equality in all spheres of society are
fundamental for the achievement of equality, development
and peace. The empowerment process encompasses
several mutually reinforcing components but begins with
and is supported by economic independence which implies
access to and control over production resources.
“Nothing, arguably, is as important today in the political
economy of development as an adequate recognition of
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political, economic, and social participation and
leadership of women” (Amartya Sen., 1999). The social
status of women is a reliable index of the general
empowerment of the society. Empowerment implies an
overall positive change in the physical quality of life, this
positive change for the better encompasses economic as
well as social aspect. Therefore, development not only
calls for economic growth but also the equitable
distribution of the gain made from economic growth. In
other words, development implies growth with justice. It
means an improvement in the quality of life to better health,
education, housing and welfare.(2)
The Indian women have cast of their age- old shackles of serfdom
and male domination. She has come to her own and started
scaling the ladders of social advance with proud and dignity.
Women of India are now uplifted and emancipated and granted
equal status with men in all walks of life-political, social,
domestic and educational. They have a franchise, they are free
to join any service or follow any profession. Free India has,
besides her woman prime minister, women ambassadors,
women cabinet ministers, women legislators, women governors,
women scientists, engineers-doctors-space researchers-giant
IT specialists, women Generals, women public officers,
judiciary officers and in many more responsible positions. No
distinction is now made in matters of education between boys
and girls. Their voice is now as forceful and important as that
of men. They are becoming equal partners in making or
dismissing of a government.
Not-withstanding the remarkable changes in the position of
women in free India, there is still a great divergence between
the constitutional position and stark reality of deprivation
and degradation. Whatever whiff of emancipation has blown in
Indian society, has been inhaled and enjoyed by the urban
women, their population belonging to the rural areas are
still totally untouched by the wind of changes. They still have
been living in miserable conditions, steeped in poverty,
ignorance, superstition and slavery. There still exists a wide
gulf between the goals enunciated in the Constitution,
legislations, po licies, plans, progr ams and re lated
mechanisms on the one hand and the situational reality on the
status of women in India, on the other. The human rights
scenario in the country continues to be dismal and depressing.
Women are being brutalized, commoditized, materialized and
subjected to inhuman exploitation and discrimination.
Although, gender discrimination has been banned by the
Constitution and women have been guaranteed political equality
with men, yet there is a difference between the constitutional
right and the rights enjoyed in reality by women. Even after half
a century of independence, barring a few exceptions, women
have mostly remained outside the domain of power and
political authority. Although they constitute about half of the
citizen and over the years their participation by way of voting
has increased, yet their participation and representation in law
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making and law implementing bodies are not very satisfactory.
No doubt the 73rd and 74th constitutional amendment acts
have provided access to women in the decision making process
at the grass-root level but their representation in the Parliament
and state legislatures is woefully poor. Insecurity does not allow
the women leaders to identify leadership at the grass-root level.
In politics when a man proposes, they themselves depose.
In reality women representatives are ornamental in nature and
political consciousness is found lacking among them. They are
affected by the caste and class divisions, feudal attitudes,
patriarchal nature of the family and village-social, environmental,
ethnic, religious separatism and the like. They are members
on record only. Allegedly, they are not consulted while taking
decision. Thus, women representatives are not free from male
dominance in the village administration and no significant
change in the power equal is observed in the villages. (3)
Women entrepreneurship development is an essential part
of human resource development. Entrepreneurship
amongst wo men has been a r ecent concern. T he
development of women entrepreneurship is very low in India,
especially in the rural areas. Women have become aware of
their existence their rights and their work situation. Women
Entrepreneur is a person who accepts challenging role to
meet her personal needs and become economically
independent. Women entrepreneurs are motivated by
internal factors such as the family background, education
background, and the desire to do something
independent ly. The emergence of rural women
entrepreneurs and their contribution to the national
economy is quite visible in India. Rural wo men
entrepreneurs are those entrepreneurs who actually reside
in rural areas and mobilize human resources requirements
from those areas in which they live. A rural woman
entrepreneur is a woman or group of women who undertake
to organize and run an enterprise in a rural area. Rural women
force remains an unorganized one. Young and middle-aged
group will be the major constituents in this sector. Women
in rural areas are mostly engaged in farm labour and get
their daily earnings. Women from middle class and upper
middle class are themselves included in income earning
activities at their own level. Such rural women are involved
in number of entrepreneurial activities. Self- employment
gives economic status to rural women. Economic status
paves way for social status. About 66 per cent of the female
population in the rural sector is idle and unutilized.
In the words of Gandhiji, “a woman is the companion of
man gifted with equal mental capacities. She has the right
to participate in all walks of life along with men. She has
the same right of freedom and liberty as men’s. She is
entitled a supreme place in her own sphere of activity as
men’s. This has lead to ‘Empower’ women which has
constituted the motive force for the formation of ‘Self
Help Groups’ and empowerment by means of modest
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income generation activities.
II. SELF HELP GROUPS : A self help (SHG) is a voluntary
informal group of homogeneous rural poor, whose members
pool savings and re-lend within the group on need basis.
These groups have a common perception of needs and impulse
towards collective action. These groups promote savings
among members and use the pooled resources to meet the
emergent needs of members including the consumption needs.
Sometimes the internal savings generated are supplemented
by external resources loaned/donated by the NGO who
promoted the SHG’s. Since the SHG’s are able to mobilize
savings from the poor who are not expected to have any
savings and also recycle effectively the pooled savings, they
provide banking services to their members in a cost effective,
simple and flexible manner at the door step of the members
and above all, without any defaults in repayments by
borrowers .SHG’s can be all-men, all-women or mixed
membership groups.

In India, Self Help Groups or SHGs represent a unique
approach to financial intermediation. The approach
combines access to low-cost financial services with a
process of self management and development for the
women who are SHG members. SHGs are formed and
supported usually by NGOs or (increasingly) by
Government agencies. Linked not only to banks but also to
wider development programs, SHGs are seen to confer many
benefits, both economic and social. SHGs enable women to
grow their savings and to access the credit which banks are
increasingly willing to lend. SHGs can also be community
platforms from which women become active in village
affairs, stand for local election or take action to address
social or community issues (the abuse of women, alcohol, the
dowry system, schools, water supply).(4)
a) Aims & Objectives of SHG
To reduce poverty at family & village level
To initiate and implement village development activity
To enhance confidence and skills
To support each other as members of the group
To increase awareness on various institutions
To increase knowledge on technology
To create awareness of various resources and optimum use
Quick access to credit
To establish linkages and networking with institutions
b) Characteristics of SHG
Homogeneous membership comprising of rural poor
Small size of the group
Democratic and transparent style of functioning( a political
and non-discriminatory)
Regular(weekly) meetings and good attendance
Set of own byelaws for orderly functioning
System for fine/sanctions for enforcing norms
All decisions and financial transaction in group meetings
Compulsory saving by all members
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Utilization of common fund for internal loaning
Maintenance of simple books of accounts
Periodic rotation of leaders
SB account with bank in SHG’s name
Principle of “one for all. All for one”
Development orientation in approach
Credit-plus activities(socio-economic)
c) Structure of SHG: The structure of SHG according to the
stree shakthi scheme is;
The size of the group should be around 15-20 members.
 The socio-economic strata of the group members are
considered to be poor.
 The members are bound by affinity with mutual trust,
respect and support, they must be able to follow rotational
leadership which transfers power and opportunities for every
group member and this must be based on voluntary
participation. The group must have socially viable vision,
mission , financial management ,accountability, linkages,
learning and evaluation.
The members of the group must be free to express their
views and suggestions during group discussion and
decision making sessions.
In order to facilitate effective functioning of the group, the
rules and regulation framed must be accepted by all the
members, understood clearly and should be followed by all.
The documentation activities such as maintaining books
of bank accounts, and auditing must be done regularly by
the group members with the supervision of the group leader
and other officials.
d) Functioning of SHG: The group members meet on weekly
basis by deciding on the place and time, the savings money
is kept aside from spending, the money is circulated on credit
basis between the members with service charges. The
repayment of the loan amount is scheduled and prioritized
by group members. Essential books and records such as
admission book, attendance, minutes of meeting, individual
passbook, cash book, savings and loan ledger, general ledger,
receipt and payment vouchers, bank passbook and cheque
book. The common issues and problems are recognized and
addressed by group members and by others in the village.
But the most important function of the group will be to attend
and participate in the training programs organized by the
department towards capacity building of the group.
e) Loaning of SHG
Groups develop their common fund through regular savings
They evolve flexible system of working and manage pooled
resources in a democratic way with participation of every
member in decision making
 Request for loans considered in group meetings and
competing claims on limited resources on consensus
Amounts loaned are small , frequent and for short duration
 Loans cover a variety of purposes some nontraditional
and unconventional
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All terms of loaning decided by group in meetings after
discussions
 Rate of interest charged is higher than that charged by
banks and lower than that charged by money lenders
Recovery of dues from members in group meetings
 Defaults are rare mainly because of group pressure and
intimate knowledge of end use of credit.
f) SHG-Bank Linkage Program: It was introduced in 1992,
financing SHG’s by banks enables the members to access
large quantum of financial resources for setting up their own
micro enterprises. This facilitates smoother and meaning full
banking with poor.RBI has since advised all commercial banks
(vide its circular dated 02 April 1996) to continue the lending
to SHG’s as a normal business activity. Lending to SHG’s
may be considered as finance to weaker section within the
priority sector. Banks may include SHG linkage in their
corporate strategy, plan and training curriculum, and monitor
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and review it periodically. NABARD has advised RRB’s and
co-operatives on similar lines.(4)
III. STREE SHAKTHI PROGRAM IMPLEMENTAT ION IN
YELAHANKA PROJECT: The “Stree shakthi” program was
launched throughout Karnataka State on Oct. 18, 2000 by
the Directorate of Women and Child Development in
Karnataka. The aim of the program was to empower women
economically and socially by organizing them in self help
groups. At present about 1.3 Lakh rural Stree Shakthi groups
have been formed in the state and 19 Lakh women members
have been organized in these groups. The members have
saved an amount of Rs. 930.14 crores since its inception. Of
them, 1,20,842 groups have availed bank loans to the extent
of Rs. 1176.84 crores and have done internal lending of Rs.
2692.01 crores to take up various income generating
activities. About 90 Lakhs was paid as an incentive to the
Anganawadi workers for monitoring these Stree Shakthi
groups. This scheme works on the principle of SHG groups.

a) Initial Implementation and registration of stree shakthi Groups
The implementation of the scheme is as shown in the flow chart below;
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The year of saction of this scheme was during 18/10/1999 –
2000. In the first year of its implementation, 816 groups were
formed in the yelahanka project (It’s the biggest project in
Bangalore urban) which covers: Yeshwantpura, Dasanapura
Hobli , Rajarajeshwari Nagara, Yelahanka , Chikkajala
Panchayat, Hesargatta, Vidyanagara, Sandekoppa Panchayat,
Machohalli panchayat, Nandini layout, Abbigere, Laggere,
Peenya ,Dasarahalli, Shivajinagar, Kadugodi, Hebbala,
Rajanukunte, Bettalsoor and Bagalooru. From the year 20002006 the department monitored 816 groups with 17
supervisors and 465 anganvadi workers. After receiving
government sanction for an additional 150 groups in June
2006, the total number of groups increased to 966 which were
monitored by 18 supervisors and 500 anganvadi workers.
Again in the year 2007-2008 (August) a sanction of additional
50 groups was obtained, which increased the number to 1016
(Fig 1) groups with 16822 members, out of which 2175 members
have individual income generating activities and these groups
are at present managed by 20 supervisors and 525 workers.
During the initial five years the department monitored 816
groups which were formed in the first year of the scheme.
Later after gaining much experience and work efficiency they
went ahead with forming additional groups. The members of
the group carry out income generating activities such as
dairy farming, milk products, papad & pickle making, dry
masala powders, paper bags, jute bags, terracotta jewellery,
paper files, saree business, embroidery work, weaving…etc.
The manufactured products by these groups are sold in the
local markets and exhibitions organized by the department
every year were the exposure is very vast.

Figure 1 Representation of Number of groups from 20002011
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a) Training provided for the group members: The department
regularly organizes several training sessions and workshops
for the group members in order to enhance their skill set and
improve their knowledge about various factors. Group
representatives from different groups come together and
interact at taluk level, in turn exchanging their thoughts and
experiences. The training sessions are organized and
conducted by the supervisors with assistance from the
workers. The sessions are handled by the supervisors and
external resource people. The training comprises of
orientation program, improving the leadership qualities of
the members, providing information regarding social impact
of women empowerment, accounting, maintenance and
importance of record keeping and bank ledger’s, Credit
Management, marketing Skills and providing vocational
training in income generating activities. Training techniques
such as chalk & talk, Group discussions, case studies and
role play are used for imparting effective learning to the
members. These trainings are provided both at taluk level
and district level at regular intervals.10-12 groups in each
taluk join together and form a “bunch of groups”, these
“Bunch of groups” in turn join together to form “Block
societies” were the members interact at district level.(5)
b) Role of supervisors in monitoring the groups & tackling
issues arising in the groups:
1. Internal Loan Lending: Disputes regarding internal loan
lending and repayments may occur when the borrower in
the group refuses to pay on time. This problem often arises
and is brought to the notice of the worker and the supervisors
by the rest of the group members. To tackle this issue during
money lending process, surety is taken from any one group
member or a family member of the borrower by the supervisor
to ensure regular repayments of loaned amount.
2. Fixing of meeting place: This is a very important factor,
since the place of meeting directly reflects on the percentage
of members attending the meetings regularly, due to issues
like meeting place far from residing place, date & timings of
meetings…etc. To overcome such problems the meetings
are fixed on weekly basis in the nearby anganvadi centers,
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were all the members can meet, discuss and share their
opinions in the presence of the anganvadi worker. Every
three months the meeting is presided over by the supervisor
to collect updates regarding group activities.
3. Absenteeism of group members: This can be a very critical
problem since the integrity of the group members is in
question. If any member of the group is absent for 2-3
meetings continuously, a warning is given by the worker to
the member and in case of prolonged absenteeism, the member
is removed from the group with the consent of other group
members.
4. Motivation and Guidance: The supervisor meets the group
once in every three months and collects information regarding
progress of the group activities. She/he provides motivation
to the group members by addressing them and explaining
them the progress of other stree shakthi groups in the area
and sets target for the members and also provides required
guidance to achieve the target.
5. Training and marketing opportunities: With the help of
NGO’s like AWAKE (Association of women entrepreneurs
in Karnataka) they organize training programs related to skill
development, entrepreneurship development, business
counseling, marketing & exhibition and basic computer
training. They provide market links to sell their products and
develop their business. Syndicate bank and Canara bank also
is involved in sponsoring such training programs which is
organized by RUDSET Institutes (Rural Development and
self employment institute).
c) Feedback from group members: Babitha, aged 28, group
member in ‘Akshaya’ group from Yelahanka new town region
says, she got the information regarding the stree shakthi
scheme through her friends who were stree shakthi members,
after meeting the concerned anganvadi worker; she joined
the group in 2007. Initially she took a loan of Rs.10000 from
the groups’s credit system and started her individual business
of making terracotta jewellery. She sells most of the products
through exhibitions & retail stores in malls. She also makes
customized products for the customers who visit her with
unique demands. Most importantly she says she is content
with her new found individuality, identity and respect in her
family, and is thankful to the CDPO and other authorities for
their constant guidance and support.
Asha, aged 45, group member in ‘Annapoorneshwari’ group
says she became a member under the scheme in 2004, initially
she started individual income generating activity of making
hand made dolls and slowly graduated to making cloth bags,
jewellery pouches and saree bags. She had borrowed a loan
of Rs.25000 and Rs.75000 under Udyogini & Asare schemes
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and successfully repaid the loan amount. Udyogini is a
scheme where the department sanctions a loan amount of
Rs.50000, where the borrower can repay the amount with
lower interest rates. Under Asare Scheme, the department
sanctions Rs.25000(with subsidy and lower interest rates)
and the remaining loan amount of Rs.50000 is given by the
linked banks, in her case she borrowed it from SBM,
Mathikere branch. She exhibits & sells her products in forum
mall outlets, safina plaza exhibitions, Chithrakala Parishad
and with the help of NGO’s like “Sampoorna organization”,
she also gets to sell her products in corporate company’s.
Hence she has benefitted immensely through the bank
linkage program and NGO collaboration.
I. CONCLUSION: By the above feedback given from the
group members, it is evident that how implementation of
stree shakthi program has brought a new wave of change in
our society through women empowerment. The credit for
this success must definitely go to the CDPO’s, ACDPO’s,
supervisors and the anganvadi workers who constantly
thrive to improve the performance of these groups. The
yelahanka project successfully handles 16822 stree shakthi
members as of now. Creation of block societies also helps in
knowledge sharing of different groups at district level. There
are several such projects in Bangalore urban which have
successfully implemented this scheme.
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STATISTICAL STUDY ON FLUORIDE CONTENT IN GROUND AND SURFACE WATER
AND ITS STANDARDIZED EFFECTIVE RATES OF DISEASES AT BASAVANA BAGEWADI
AND MUDDEBIHAL TALUKA OF BIJAPUR DISTRICT KARNATAKA , INDIA.
Smt, S.C.Kalamath, Smt, P.H. Hugar, M.S.Yadawe
Department of Statistics.S.B. Arts and KCP Science College Bijapur 586103, pushpahugar20@gmail.com
Secondary data is taken from the investigation which was undertaken in 10 villages (28 samples ) of Basavana
Bagewadi Taluka and 11 villages (38 samples ) of Muddebihal Taluka of Bijapur district to assess fluoride in water and
also its clinical symptoms like dental skletal and diseases. Fluoride content varies from 0.4 – 6.4 mg/L in Basavana
Bagawadi taluka and 1.10- 7.10 mg/ L in Muddebihal taluka. However 12 samples are with in the range while 16
samples are above the permissible limit at Basavana Bagewadi taluka , whereas in Muddebihal taluka all the values
are above of WHO respectively. Standardized effective rates of dental and skletal fluorosis. Joint Pains and gastro
intestinal discomfort at Basavana Bagewadi is less than that of Muddeibhal taluka . According to large sample test
the proportion people affected due to fluoride are more in Muddebihal taluka than Basavana Bagewadi Taluka.
Key words: Fluoride, Clinical Symptom, Dental Skeletal fluorosis, standardized effective rates, large sample test,
correlation, proportion.
Introduction: Fluoride is key aspect of water quality in rural
water supply system, which potentially affects the
sustainability of water if its exceeds its prescribed limit .
Fluorosis is an endemic disease resulting from excess in take
of fluoride either through drinking water, food or dentifrices
at concentration of 6.200 ppm or above1. At first in 1937, the
excessive fluoride in ground water reported in India in State
of A.P. Approximately 62 million people including 6 million
children suffering from Fluorosis because of consumption
of water with high fluoride concentration (Sushila 1999). 17
states in India have been identified as endemic for fluorosis
1
.Gulbarga of Karnataka was found to be a endomic area
.The amount of flouride occuring naturaly in ground water is
governed by climate, composition of host rock , and
hydrogeology . The major source of fluoride in ground water
are due to fluoride having rocks such as fluorospar, Cryolute,
Flarapatile and hydroxylapatile fluorosis. Fluorosis of teeth
has been reported to affect dental enamel, cronic fluorine

intoxitation through drinking water contained above 10 ppm
of fluorine results in pathological changes of bone leading
to skeletal fluorosis . water is the medimum of intake of
humans Fluoride can rapidly cross cell membrane and
distributed in skletal and cardic muscles ,liver ,skin and
erithrocytes .2 An attempt has been made statistically
tocorrelate the concentration of Fluoride with measured
parameters and conditions affecting the ground water quality
and statistically comparative study of B.Bagewadi and
Muddebihal Taluka of Bijapur district has been made.
Experimental :For present study 28 samples of B.Bagewadi
Taluka and 38 samples of Muddebihal Taluka of Bijapur
District collected .Dental, skeletal , joint and pains and
gastroinstinal diseases of both sexes between ages 8- 50
years are noted and also it is noted that there are no major
surface water in the study area . However main source of
water inselcted area are openwells handpumps and bore wells

Physicochemical characteristics of water quality in selected villages B.Bagewadi Taluka.
Sl. Village
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Karishyal
Abbihal
Vandal
Gonal (RC)
Kadakol
Sindageri
Maradagi L.T. (RC)
Gani L.T
Areshankar
Muddapur
Sindageri
Nandihal
Yaranal
Hattarakihal

Source

HP
BW
BW
BW
BW
W
BW
BW
BW
OW
BW
BW
BW

Cond
mho/cm
1.40
2.80
1.92
1.15
2.12
3.60
1.00
1.20
4.60
1.90
2.03
4.62
2.10

PH

TDS
mg/L

8.03
7.80
8.10
7.80
8.22
7.80
8.00
7.50
1.20
7.50
8.30
7.40
7.50
7.67

814.00
964.00
1265.00
1362.00
830.00
1500.00
2410.00
505.00
480.00
3424.00
1501.00
1555.00
3034.00
1515.00

Total
Hardness
mg/L
572.00
589.00
598.00
600.00
560.00
880.00
220.00
440.00
480.00
600.00
950.00
870.00
2380.00
850.00

Ca,
mg/L

Cl
mg/L

SO4
mg/L

Fluoride
mg/L

29.00
53.00
29.00
32.00
50.00
56.00
260.00
90.00
14.60
120.00
55.00
183.00
675.00
51.00

58.00
98.00
110.00
130.00
90.00
180.00
260.00
88.00
35.00
660.00
176.00
65.00
1058.00
88.00

148.00
195.00
245.00
310.00
120.00
564.00
1290.00
142.00
110.00
1280.00
544.00
325.00
590.00
596.00

6.40
2.80
6.30
6.40
2.50
2.40
3.80
2.60
6.00
5.40
2.40
0.70
1.00
1.00
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Rajanal
Jweeralabhavi
Honnalli
Rambhapur
Nagathan
Hunshyal
Madasnal
Ingnal
Kaulagi
Sikalawadi
Akalawadi
Mukartial
Angadageri
Solawadagi

BW
BW
BW
BW
BW
Bw
BW
BW
BW
BW
BW
BW
BW
BW
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1.14
2.00
1.60
4.40
1.80
3.60
2.30
2.80
1.70
1.40
1.70
1.35
0.80
2.37

BW :Borewell

8.00
8.10
7.50
7.50
7.25
7.70
7.39
7.40
7.48
7.61
7.50
7.66
7.67
7.64

770.00
1418.00
1100.00
2899.00
1225.00
2500.00
1550.00
2220.00
1290.00
950.00
1150.00
920.00
558.00
1584.00

460.00
725.00
685.00
845.00
382.00
1200.00
620.00
800.00
1040.00
704.00
952.00
536.00
456.00
596.00

60.00
75.00
33.66
45.00
40.00
40.10
48.00
64.12
278.00
123.00
169.00
56.00
47.00
41.000

HP:Hand pump

84.00
270.00
55.00
360.00
190.00
264.00
364.00
630.00
352.00
176.00
204.00
100.00
72.00
220.00

45.00
205.00
8.00
897.00
120.00
528.00
300.00
425.00
180.00
188.00
552.00
168.00
44.00
472.00

2.60
1.50
0.60
0.90
0.40
0.40
0.70
0.50
0.60
1.40
1.38
1.80
2.00
1.20

OW :Open well

The analytical reportb reveals that Fluoride values vary from 0.40-6.40 mg/L and 1.10-7.10 mg/L , however 12 samples were
withiin range while 16 samples were above the permissible limits at B.Bagewadi taluka whereas in Muddebihal taluka all the
values are above the permissible limits of WHO respectively .
Physicochemical characteristics of water quality in selected villages of Muddeibhal Taluka.
Sl. Village
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Adavisomanal infront of
Pujari house
Hulagabal / Infront of
Hanuman temple
Khilarahatti/ Nr.
Huligemma temple
Garasangi /Nr
Basapa Myageri
field Madri RC / Nr
Siddappa meti field
handrail ? Infront of
B.Y Bidiri house
Kuchabal / Infront of
Hadapad master
Kuchabal /Nr
Bhimashankar
Temple
Lingadahalli /Infront of
Mk Harijan
Lingadahalli /Beside
hanuman temple.
Bantanur (Tanda Nr
Kulkarni Pond
Gutakhandaki
Garasangappa
Gowda kannal
Geddalamari
/NR Bus stand
Hadalageri /Infront of
Durganna Temple

Source Cond
mho/
cm

PH

TDS
mg/L

Total
Hardness
mg/L

Ca
Mg/L

CL
mg/L

SO4
mg/L

Fluoride
Mg/L

BW

2.10

7.5

544

896

1181.0

304

536.00

3.20

BW

3.33

7.5

2450

364

112.0

460

544.00

2.80

OW

1.19

7.8

844

352

48.00

120

116.00

3.60

BW

1.76

8.50

1001

215

40.00

104

280.0

6.60

BW

1.34

8.42

934

336

59.0

168

152.00

2.80

OW

1.76

8.50

1276

160

16.0

132

304.0

5.80

BW

1.78

7.31

1420

380

80.0

240

644.0

4.00

OW

2.74

8.09

2100

600

126.0

420

848.0

2.80

BW

2.70

8.19

2098

628

50.0

252

1024.00

4.50

BW

3.90

8.28

3020

544

43.0

480

1408.0

3.30

OW

1.10

8.36

766

204

29.0

52

128.0

3.10

BW

7.16

7.76

498

232

38.0

32

24.00

3.30

BW

9.48

7.67

544

372

54.00

80

32.00

1.60

OW

4.98

7.48

3490

1520

186.00

1072

464.00

3.10
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Mudnal LT /2 In Tanda
Budihal (PN)
Mallappa Koganur
Budihal PN
Behind anganawadi
Kendra
Jangamural/Nr Govt
Primary school
Malagaladinni Infront of
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BW

8.38

8.09

618

380

56.00

72

52.00

2.50

BW

8.66

7.44

626

336

73.50

72

38.00

2.80

BW

7.14

7.30

546

304

65.50

40

24.00

3.00

BW

1.86

7.53

1260

280

46.00

128

320.00

4.20

1.86

7.45

1360

444

89.50

220

240.00

2.50

6.75

7.88

460

416

38.00

32

17.00

6.40

8.57

8.09

594

224

35.00

44

15.00

4.60

6.47
5.52
1.26
1.32

7.78
7.56
7.79
8.20

426
4117
768
830

208
3520
400
248

48.00
454.00
53.00
50.00

24
1280
92
176

18.50
16320
74.00
160.00

7.10
2.60
5.30
6.50

3.43

7.08

2510

1088

145.50

520

1152.00

2.90

8.52

7.46

670

304

62.00

72

23.00

4.80

4.84
6.88

8.11
8.61

352
490

256
68

54.0
11.00

31
32

93.0
13.00

1.10
3.50

2.17

8.13

1606

412

81.50

204

480.00

6.20

2.33

7.70

1642

416

40.00

184

608.00

3.40

2.02

7.63

1412

332

64.00

200

528.00

5.30

1.99
1.90

7.33
8.00

1472
1482

632
548

134.00
99.00

240
348

600.00
316.00

5.50
2.40

8.07

7.74

554

268

45.00

56

38.00

3.30

1.59
8.60

8.24
8.05

1094
600

324
228

59.00
46.00

156
68

232.00
76.00

2.60
4.10

1.66

7.56

1180

264

49.50

120

464.00

4.20

Hanumant Somanal house BW
HULLUR LT
BAsur Rathod house
BW
Jattagi Nr overhead
water tank
OW
Koppal / IN shanteshwar
Math Ingalaeriokkp.
BW
INgalageri /AT Bus Stop BW
Chilmi Nr Kandoni House BW
Kalagi Nr. Govt Hospital BW
Gonal (S.H. / Nr Siddappa
Chalavadi’s house.
BW
Sarur (LT / Nr D.P)
Pandeppa Field
BW
Bellur/ Nr V.J. Deshmukh
Field Gadisomanal (LT)
BW
Infront of Shivalay temple BW
Kolur / On Kolur tanda
ways Madikeshwar
MWS
Gudihal INfront of
Primory school
BW
Gudhal / Nr M.N. Nadaf
house Minijigi / At.
BW
Asharaya Colony
shivapur / Open
BW
Well outside the village OW
Jainapur / Infront
of Primory school
BW
The janata Plot
Bhilebghavi /Nr
BW
Dyavappa Met field
BW
Nalatawad / Nr
Basaveshwar high school BW

It is evident from the analysis of data it is obvious that the fluoride concentration is more than the limits for drinking purpose.
Fluoride content of 1mg/L in drinking water has no biological side effects Studies in these areas revealed that fluoride level is
more than permissible limit in drinking water and consumed for period of 5-10 years caused dental fluorosis .Between 4-8mg/
L for period of 15-20 years caused severe form of dental and mild form skeletal fluorosis and if it exceeded 8mg/L and consumed
for 5-10 years or more caused severe form of dental and skeletal fluorosis . Therefore drinking water is sufficient to produce
severe form dental and mild form skeletal fluorosis consumed for a period of 15-20 years 2.
Table 3 The Clinical symptoms of fluorotic patients from Basavana Bagewadi Taluka.
Age in Yea No. of peop No. of Peoples
No of Peoples
No. of peoples
les examined with dental and
suffering from
with gastrointest
skeletal fluorosis Percentage Joint pain
Percentage inal discomfort Percentage
8-16
697
109
15.63
82
11.88
155
22.23
17-25
1070
312
29.15
91
8.50
64
5.98
26-50
1225
403
32.89
129
10.53
107
8.73
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9) Statistical Analysis : Table 4 The Clinical Symptoms of Fluorotic patients from Muddebihal Taluka
Age in Year No. of peoples No. of Peoples
examined
with dental and
skeletal fluorosis
8-16
845
175
17-25
733
230
26-50
1118
407

No of Peoples
suffering from
Percentage Joint pain
20.71
82
31.37
82
36.40
173

No. of peoples
with gastrointest
Percentage inal discomfort
8.16
123
11.18
107
15.47
185

Percentage
14.55
14.59
16.54

Table 5 Correlation coefficient values of water quality parameters of Basavan Bagewadi taluka
PH
TDS
Total
Ca,
Cl
SO4
Fluoride

PH

TDS
0.19586

Total
0.08526
0.485332

Ca,
0.079489
0.441476
0.747181

Cl
0.090821
0.784779
0.686514
0.709426

SO4
0.144759
0.818237
0.159346
0.497292
0.497292

Fluoride
-0.24625
-0.14654
-0.34649
-0.20566
-0.21511
-0.078259
-

Table 6 : Correlation coefficient values of water quality parameters of Muddebihal taluka
PH
TDS
Total
Ca,
Cl
SO4
Fluoride

PH

TDS
Total
-0.19681 -0.3035
0.74408

Ca,
-0.27677
0.153562
0.468339

Correlation is the mutual relationship between two variables.
Direct correlation exists when increase or decrease in the
value of one parameter is associated with a corresponding
increase or decrease in the value of the other. The correlation
is said to be positive when increase in one parameter causes
the increase in other parameter and it is negative when
increase in one parameter causes the decrease in other
parameter. The correlation ( r) has a value between +1 and -1.
Correlation coefficients ( r ) among various quality parameters
are calculated for Basavana Bagewadi and Muddebihal
Taluka and are given in Table 5 and Table 6. Negative
Correlation is observed between Fluoride and other
parameters – PH, TDS, Total Hardness, Ca, Cl, & SO4.
Frequency distribution of Fluoride in Ground water in
Basavana Bagewadi and Muddebihal Taluka

Cl
-0.2658
0.919881
0.892485
0.377683

SO4
-0.13711
0.620331
0.908459
0.720696
0.720696

Fluoride
0.165295
-0.16267
-0.22339
-0.15974
-0.24037
-0.14937
-

By calculating standardized effective rates for 3 diseases
for Basavana Bagewadi and Muddebihal Taluka. It is
observed that standardized effective rates of Dental Skeletal
disease of Basavana Bagewadi Taluka (264.71) is less than
that of Muddebihal Taluka (301.18)
standardized effective rates of joint pains of Basavana
Bagewadi Taluka (103.67) is less than that of Muddebihal
Taluka (125)
standardized effective rates of Gastro intentional discomfort
of Basavana Bagewadi Taluka (89.56) is less than that of
Muddebihal Taluka (153.93)
Multiple bars showing SER of the three diseases of both
Talukas
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Is there a real difference between proportion of persons
affected by diseases in two regions?
According to large sample tests the proportion of people
affected by fluoride are more in Muddebihal Taluka than
Basavana Bagewadi Taluka, and Estimated No. of people
affected by Dental and Skeletal diseases ( 83526) Joint pains
(30611), Gastro intestinal discomfort (33043) in Basawana
Bagewadi Taluka. Estimated No. of people affected by Dental
and Skeletal diseases (76396) Joint pains (31705), Gastro
intestinal discomfort (39305) in Muddebihal Taluka.
Conclusion: From the results of Statistical analysis People
of Muddebihal Taluka are more affected by Fluoride content
in water than Basavana Bagewadi Taluka. Therefore it is
essential that village affected by flourosis be supplied with
safe drinking water less than 1 mg / L Fluoride either by
changing the water source to safer once or by adopting
suitable treatment technique to remove fluoride in existing
sources.
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A STUDY ON ASSESSING THE VALUES TO BE ADOPTED IN YOUTH AND STUDENTS
* Ritu Tomar , ** DR. Chandrashekhar Bendigeri
* Faculty, Dept of Physics, Research Center, Sambhram Institute of Technolgy Bangalore-560 097, ** Department
of Mechanical Engineering, UVCE, Bangalore University, Bangalore-560 001
Youth are back bone to the nation. They can change the future of the society with their well being and courageous
behavior. Unfortunately today we find the youth those who are more interested in other places which are not useful to
them as well as nation. They choose to spend their days doing drugs and playing video games. More and more young
men of this age group are sitting at home in front of their televisions playing games all day instead of bettering
themselves or going to work.
In the present work focus is on assessing the values to be adapted in youth. The One hundred students who are
studying B.E and M.Tech are interviewed in form of a questionnaire. The questionnaire consists of twenty questions
first five of which is warm up questions and other fifteen questions are directly related to values. The fifteen questions
covered values such as courage, accuracy, active, operative, contentment, discipline, honesty, forgiveness, optimistic,
responsibility, self confidence, peaceful, helping nature and patience.
The study was undertaken to determine the state of mind and thinking of present day youth and to understand the life
style and behavior of present day youth . The findings of this empirical study confirmed the following
1. The study indicated that the youth has inclination to keep their living area clean and tidy. Maximum of the students
about 84% are aware of keeping their room clean, whereas 11% do not keep their room clean and 5% are not aware,
i.e., some time they may keep their room clean but not all the time.
2. The study revealed that most youth obey their parents. It is evident that 98% of the students obey their parent’s
whereas 2% are not aware of that.
3. Some of the youth consume alcohol, but however the smoking habit is very less compared to alcohol.
4. From the survey, most of the youth reported that they have helping nature and are co-operative.
5. Discipline, forgiveness and responsibilities were shown by good number of students.
6. Some of them response to being courageous, active person, content with life, optimistic, self confident, peaceful
were moderately good.
7. The values like accuracy in work, patience were most poorly cultivated among the youth as per the study
1. Introduction to values : Values are those things and
processes that we will invest time, energy, money and
resources to move towards or away from. Values are everreceding, qualitative goals that can never be fully and finally
attained – they point us toward the Infinite. Values are the
greatest power known to humanity – when they are alive.
Values have power when we aspire to achieve them – not
when we merely understand they are desirable. Values come
alive when our emotions embrace them – not just our minds.
Values are an embodiment of higher truth. Values are a path
to perfection. Values channel our energies to express at the
highest possible level.
Values are spiritual skills.
2.1 Necessities for values: Values are the essence and source
of all high accomplishment. Energy is the fuel for all. Action
absorbs and expresses energy. Values create energy – energy
of a higher level and higher power. Values are the key to
becoming a Significant Individual. Every value can be
converted into profit-value. Every great achievement by an
individual, an organization or a nation – without exception has been founded on the expression of high values in action.
Higher values elevate performance of any individual or any
organization to the top of its field locally, national or
internationally. No matter how great the challenges or

constraints, a determined commitment to elevate values can
overcome the limitations and carve out a path for recovery
and endless expansion. Values create opportunities, attract
the market, and make life respond to your aspirations. Values
create leaders. Values shape our lives. The level of organized
values determines the maximum achievement possible by an
individual and a society. Values create not only wealth and
success. They create knowledge, joy, aspiration and
fulfillment too.
2.2 Types of values
• Physical values – one strives to achieve with regard to
physical objects, work and one’s environment
• Interpersonal values – one seeks to express in relationships
with other people
• Psychological values – one aspires to realize in one’s own
personality & inner being
2. Research Methodology: The data are collected from
engineering students studying in BE and M.Tech for the
purpose of assessing the values to be adopted in them
through questionnaire method. They will be analyzed using
statistical as percentage.
3.1 Objective
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1. To assess the values to be adopted in the youth
2. To determine the state of mind and thinking of present day
youth.
3. To understand the life style and behavior of present day
youth.

II.Comparison of students according to their age group

3.2 Data Collection: The instrument used for data collection
was questionnaire method. A questionnaire is pro forma
containing a sequence of questions to elicit information from
the interviewees. It is used for personal interview. It is the
heart of the primary data collection technique. The
unstructured questionnaire is useful in carrying out in depth
interviews where the aim is to probe for attitudes and reasons.
It was designed in such a way to cover the objective of
study.
The interview schedule consisted of three categories such
as Personal data and warm up question and question related
to the values. The interviews were conducted to 100 youths
at Bangalore during the month of April, 2011. It was simple
and prepared in English language enabled the respondents
to give the relevant information for the study.
3.5 TOOLS FOR ANALYSIS: The tools used to analyze an
interpret the data is Percentage analysis Percentage Analysis
Percentage refers to a special kind of ratio. Percentages are
used in making comparison between two or more series of
data to describe the relationships. Percentages can also be
used to compare the relative terms, the distribution of two or
more series of data.
Percentage = Number of respondents * 100
Total number of respondents
4. Analysis and interpretation
The analysis and interpretation of data collected is presented
as follows:
I. Number of boys and girls comparison

Figure 1: Pie chart of Girls vs. Boys

Figure 2: Pie chart showing age groups
1.

Student’s response for the question “Do you keep
your room clean and tidy?”

Figure3: Results for Do you keep your room clean and tidy
From the above chart, it is clear that maximum of the students
about 84% are aware of keeping their room clean, whereas
11% do not keep their room clean and 5% are not aware, i.e.,
some time they may keep their room clean but not all the
time.
1. Student’s response for the question “Do you obey your
parents?”

Figure4: Results for Do you obey your parents
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From the chart, it is evident that 98% of the students obey
their parent’s whereas 2% are not aware of that.
3. Student response for the question “Do you respect your
teachers?”

Figure5: Results for Do you respect your teachers
From the chart, maximum of the students (94%) respect their
teachers. Only 2% answered NO. 4% of the students are not
aware about whether they respect their teacher or not.
4. Student response for the question “Do you drink alcohol?”
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6. Student response for the question “Are you courageous?”

Figure8: Results for Are you courageous
From the chart, 70% of the students are courageous whereas
17% are not courageous and 13% are not aware of that.
7. Student response for the question “Are you accurate in
your work?”

Figure9: Results for Are you accurate in your work

Figure6: Results for Do you drink alcohol
From the chart, 92% of the students do not drink alcohol. 6%
of the students drink alcohol whereas 2% are not aware
whether they drink alcohol or not.
5. Student response for the question “Do you smoke

From the chart, 54% of the students are accurate in their
work whereas 35% of the students agree that they are not
accurate and 11% are not aware.
8. Student response for the question “Are you an active
person?”

Figure10: Results for Are you an active person
Figure7: Results for Do you smoke
From the above chart, 99% of the students are away from the
smoking habit which is a good thing and which is to be
appreciated.

From chart, 71% of the students are active whereas 21%are
not active and 8% are not aware of that.
9. Student response for the question “Are you cooperative?”
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Figure11: Results for Are you co-operative
From chart, 93%of the students are cooperative and 3% are
not co-operative and remaining 4% are not aware of that.
10. Student response fort the question “Are you content
with your life?”
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Figure14: Results for Are you a honest person
From chart, 83% of students are honest, 10% are not honest
and remaining 7% are not aware.
13. Student response for the question “Are you forgiving?”

Figure15: Results for Are you forgiving
From chart, 87% people have forgiving nature, 12% don’t
have the forgiving nature.
14. Student response for the question “Are you optimistic?”
Figure12: Results for Are you content with your life
From chart, 73% of the students are content with hteir life
and 22% are not.
11. Student response for the question “Are you disciplined?”

Figure16: Results for Are you optimistic
From the chart, 73% of students are optimistic and 16% are
not optimistic.
15. Student response for the question “Are you a responsible
person?”
Figure13: Results for Are you disciplined
From chart, 84% students are disciplined with their work and
7% are not disciplined whereas 9% are not aware.
12. Student response for the question “Are you a honest
person?”

Figure17: Results
for Are you a
responsible
person
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From chart 85% of the students are responsible, 9% are not
responsible and 6% are not aware of responsibility.
16. Student response for the question “Are you selfconfident?”

Figure18: Results for Are you self-confident
From chart, 79% of students are self confident, 16% are not
self confident and remaining 5% are not aware.
17. Student response for the question “Are you peaceful?”

Figure19: Results for Are you peaceful
From chart,74% of the students are peaceful in their life, 20%
are not and remaining 6% are not aware of peacefulness.
18. Student response for the question “Are you a good
person?”

Figure20: Results for Are you a good person
From chart, 7% of students agree that they are not good
whereas 70% are confidently saying that they are good and
23% are in a confusion of whether they are good or not.
19. Student response for the question “Do you have helping
nature?”

Figure21: Results for Do you have helping nature
From chart, 94% of the students are having helping nature,
2% have no helping nature and 4% are not aware of that.
20. Student response for the question “Do you have
patience?”

Figure22: Results for Do you have patience
From chart, only 68% of the students have patience, 22% are
not having patience and remaining 10% are not aware of
that.
The findings of this empirical study are presented in the
forth coming chapter. Also some suggestions are presented
in following chapter.
5. Finding of the field project: The findings of this empirical
study confirmed the following:
• The study indicated that the youth has inclination to keep
their living area clean and tidy. Maximum of the students
about 84% are aware of keeping their room clean, whereas
11% do not keep their room clean and 5% are not aware, i.e.,
some time they may keep their room clean but not all the
time.
• The study revealed that most youth obey their parents. It
is evident that 98% of the students obey their parent’s
whereas 2% are not aware of that.
• Some of the youth consume alcohol, but however the
smoking habit is very less compared to alcohol.
• From the survey, most of the youth reported that they
have helping nature and are co-operative.
• Discipline, forgiveness and responsibilities were shown
by good number of students.
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• Some of them response to being courageous, active person,

2. Specific study may be undertaken on overcoming various
Negative Emotions by following various principles/practices
3. Meditation can be introduced to the students
4. A study may be taken to compare with the control group
who took up meditation to note difference.

6. Suggestions
i. Meditation is suggested to youth in competitive and
stressful working environments. The regular practice helps
to increase one’s own sense of
wellbeing, Concentration
and Peace of mind
ii. Regular meditation help to increase concentration so that
accuracy in the work can be enhanced
iii. As the food , so the mind, as the mind, so the Life. Therefore
one has to choose pure Vegetarian food for health promoting,
to increase vitality and to produce positive effect.
iv. Meditation and satsang can help youths to develop
patience
v. Meditation and proper guidance youth can overcome the
habit of alcohol consumption and smoking
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content with life, optimistic, self confident, peaceful were
moderately good.
• The values like accuracy in work, patience were most poorly
cultivated among the youth as per the study

7. Conclusions: From the empirical study it is concluded
that
1. The present youth admits they have less patience and are
inaccurate in their work.
2. Even courage is allows lacking in most cases.
3. A spiritual practice such as meditation and satang helps to
overcome their difficulties.
8. Scope for future research:The empirical study conducted
paves the way for further studies on the following avenues
1. Specific studies may be conducted on the influence of
various values to overcome social evils such as smoking,
drinking, addiction etc.

NEED FOR WOMEN LEADERSHIP IN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
Vaidehi Ganesan
Metallurgy and Materials Group, Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam-603 102. Email:
vaidehi@igcar.gov.in
Abstract : The speaker had presented lectures in various National and International forums on various topics as
follows: Science and Technology- Gender issues, Science Education and Brain Drain-Indian context, Expanding
Frontiers of Information and Technology and challenges and opportunities for women scientists in the new
communication era, A decade after Chernobyl-environment and other related effects, Maximal utilization of the Human
Resources of Women Scientists and Technologist, Women s impact on Science and Technology in the new MillenniumRole of women Scientist in societal development, Capacity Building of Women Scientists and Engineers: Sustaining
Global Pressures-Women in Science and Engineering, Nobel prizes and Nobel Laureates, Role of women for India
ahead - Indian women past, present and future, National Women s science congresses ( Bijapur and Mysore),
Sustaining Global Pressures Women in Science and engineering (SGPW-2006, New Delhi and SGPW-2008,
Kalpakkam) etc.
A set of suggestions and recommendations were submitted during the first National Women Science congress at
Bijapur for the benefit of women scientists and technologists. These will be explained in detail. These will be useful
for the present theme also [Women leadership in Education & Research]. There is an old saying: “If a man is
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educated, he is educated, but if a woman is educated, her family is educated”. This is the testimony for women s
leadership in education. Madam Marie Curie is living legend and role model for all women scientists, who created
history by winning two Nobel prizes and she is the perfect example for women leadership in research. Her discoveries
are for societal development. Recently the author had presented “The Problems and Prospects of Women in Science
and Need for Women Leadership in Science and Technology” during the International TWOWS conference, “Women
Scientists in a changing world”, 27-30 June 2010, Beijing, China. Important conclusions of author s earlier articles/
presentations in various national and International forums, relevant to this present theme will be highlighted and
discussed.
Introduction : The speaker had presented lectures in
various National and International forums on various
topics as follows: Science and Technology- Gender
issues, Science Education and Brain Drain-Indian
context, Expanding Frontiers of Information and
Technology and challenges and opportunities for women
scientists in the new communication era, A decade after
Chernobyl-environment and other related effects, Maximal
utilization of the Human Resources of Women Scientists
and Technologist, Women s impact on Science and
Technology in the new Millennium-Role of women
Scientist in societal development, Capacity Building of
Women Scientists and Engineers: Sustaining Global
Pressures-Women in Science and Engineering, Nobel
prizes and Nobel Laureates, Role of women for India
ahead - Indian women past, present and future etc.
The author had the opportunity to present invited lectures
and actively participated during the proceedings of
Sustaining Global Pressures Women in Science and
engineering (SGPW-2006 and SGPW-2008). The
objectives of SGPW -2006 and SGPW -2008 are
presented and analyzed. Important conclusions of author
s earlier articles/ presentations in various national and
International forums, relevant to this present theme will
be highlighted. Recently the author had presented “The
Problems and Prospects of Women in Science and Need
for Women Leadership in Science and Technology” during
the International TW OW S conference, “W omen
Scientists in a changing world”, 27-30 June 2010, Beijing,
China. Important points from this presentation relevant
to the present theme will be highlighted.
Presentations in various forums : The theme „The
problems and prospects of women in science [First
National Women Science congress at Bijapur, India,
2008] will be discussed, highlighting some of the
obstacles and achievements of the Indian women in
general. In the decision making level in any field, women
should be involved and encouraged. Valuing women s
knowledge and skill is the first step towards progress /
development. As Mahatma Gandhi has aptly said “A
nation is as developed as her women are”. Let s look
forward to many useful ideas and suggestions to come
out of the discussions during the present meet for the
betterment of women in education and research, for a

better society and for a brighter future to all of us.
The ultimate objectives of these Global/ National meets
should be, to initiate „Action Oriented Programmes .
The first step should be, forwarding the suggestions and
recommendations to higher level decision making bodies
and follow up to implement action oriented programmes,
based on the recommendations (outcome of the meets)
for the societal development. This is to ensure a better
and brighter future for all in the world and in particular in
India. As Swami Vivekananda rightly mentioned that “It
is impossible to think about the welfare of the world
unless the condition of women is improved.
It is impossible for a bird to fly on only one wing”. Beyond
spending our time and energy on discussions, we should
initiate Global changes in a positive manner. “Need for
Women Leadership in Science and Technology”, The
above is the theme of the second National Women
Science congress held at Mysore, India, Nov 2009 [Key
note lecture]. There is an urgent need for Women
leadership in Science and Technology. Why „women
particularly? Already in „Men” leadership, men have
progressed. In India, almost all the systems are both
patriarchal and bureaucratic. Women should unite
together and try to work towards the goal. Hence given
an opportunity, women can become good leaders and
will work for the progress of an Institution and society.
In the past women have excelled and proved their
leadership qualities in various walks of life. There are
many examples to cite. In the present day context there
are very good example for women leaders. There are
many positive qualities in women. In the professions
related to Education & Research in particular, men out
number women. More women should join Education &
Research. We, women are lagging behind in team
building and networking. This is the main reason for not
finding many women in leadership positions in Education
and Research particularly. This situation should change.
We can always mutually support each other and try to
climb the ladder together. We can see the % of women
in Education & Research has improved considerably,
compared to 20 years before. This is the right time for
women Educationalists and Researchers to come
together and work united for the progress of their personal
growth, Institution, society, country etc.
Suggestions and Recommendations : A set of
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suggestions and recommendations were submitted
during the first National Women Science congress at
Bijapur for the benefit of women scientists and
technologists. These are explained in detail. These will
be useful for the present theme also [Women leadership
in Education & Research]. Suggestions and
Recommendations submitted after the National Women
s Science Congress, Bijapur, Karnataka organized by
Swadeshi Vijnana Andolana (A Karnataka unit of Vijnana
Bharati-SVAK)- 7-9th Nov, 2008, are as follows: All the
following suggestions holds good for “ Women leadership
in Education & Research”, the present theme also.
1.To introduce more visibility of women in science in the
higher levels, girl child science education should be
promoted from primary and secondary school levels
(more women to join science stream).
2. In the higher education level (Bachelors degree,
Masters , Doctorate etc), more scholarships should be
initiated for women taking up science.
3. Orientation programmes for younger scientists by
senior women scientists (Mentoring)
4. Once in three months discussion forums to discuss
openly the problems faced by women and solutions for
the same (Technical and non-technical both).
5. Encourage women scientists to present their work,
contributions, achievements, accomplishments etc in a
common platform (both genders).
6. More awards for women in science in the junior level
and senior level.
7. Check periodically, whether women s ideas/
suggestions (good ones) are suppressed or ignored and
necessary action for the same.
8. A committee to be formed to listen and to take action
for the „grievances of women in Education & Research.
9. In Higher level- decision making bodies, women should
be introduced / represented (in all the committees).
10. Any senior level posting /appointment should be
based on good previous records, not based on gender.
11. Transparency in the dealings and selections to ensure
merit based appointments.
12. Felicitate/ encourage women scientists/ engineers
to have collaboration projects within India and abroad.
Funds should be allotted for the same.
13. Check whether women get due recognition for the
work/ contributions- they have made- one committee.
14. Conducting training programmes, personality
development programmes, leadership programmes etc
for women in science and engineering (Education &
Research )
Conclusions : There is an old saying: If a man is
educated, he is educated, but if a woman is
educated, her family is educated. This is the testimony
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for women s leadership in education. Madam Marie Curie
is living legend and role model for all women scientists,
who created history by winning two Nobel prizes and
she is the perfect example for women leadership in
research. We all know that her discoveries are for
societal development. This proves the potential of women
s leadership in science and education. A study of women
and men in Science and Engineering (including
Education & Research) (questionnaire) will bring out the
anomalies and may throw light on “Women as decision
makers, i.e., W omen leadership in science and
technology, Women leadership in Education and
Research -Pitfalls and barriers”. There is an “Urgent need
for women leadership in Education and Research”. Let
s discuss the modus operandi to implement Women
Leadership in Education and Research. This exercise
will be useful for the capacity building of our women in
Education and Research and for the development of our
country.
It is always nice to conclude with quotes from great
personalities. Their quotes always reflect the way of life
that we should follow: To conclude:
“Out of clutter, find simplicity, From discord, find
harmony, In the middle of difficulty lies
opportunity” - Albert Einstein.
Be yourself This is the best person And the only true
person
Don’t take away from your uniqueness By trying to
change it
Being yourself leads to success and happinessBe yourself. Accept yourself as being imperfect, But
not un-loveable For your strengths far exceed any
weaknesses
Be yourself. You are a part of the universe. Not by
accident But by design. You have a special place and
purpose” - - - by Nancy Sims - - Given the right environment, anyone can blossom.
There is beauty everywhere and in everyone,
One only needs to wait for the right moment.
No matter in what environment I am, I can excel!
Have a wonderful day! —— Anon
To conclude:
“To live use Heart and To survive use Brains”
“Where there is no struggle, There is no strength”—
—Oprah Winfray
[Open forum- Interactive session- suggestions/
discussions from the audience]. To be presented
during 3rd National Women’s Science Congress”,
7-10th Nov, 2010, Davangere University, Davangere].
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3. Attended as an observer and a report prepared on the
topic “High lights of the International Conf-one decade
after Chernobyl”-Vaidehi Ganesan, 9-12 th Apr, 96, Austria
Centre, Vienna, organized by IAEA, European
Commission (EC) and World Health Organization
(WHO).
4. Expanding Frontiers of Information Technology-An
user s viewpoints. Vaidehi Ganesan, International
conference of Women in Science “Expanding frontiers
of Science and Technology, 8-11th Oct, 1998, Mumbai,
India.
5. Expanding frontiers of information Technology Challenges and opportunities [Women scientists in the
new communication Era: Challenges and opportunities],
(Invited), Vaidehi Ganesan, Presented at TWOWS
second general assembly and International Conference,
8-11 Feb 1999, Cape Town, South Africa.
6. A decade after Chernobyl- Environment and other
related effects - Invited. Vaidehi Ganesan, paper
presented at GASAT-9, International Conference, 4-9 th
July 1999, Accra, Ghana.
7. Maximal utilization of the Human Resources of Women
Scientists and Technologist, Vaidehi Ganesan, paper
presented during the International Conf-GASAT –10,
“World Wide Wisdom-socially responsible and gender
inclusive Science and Technology”, July 1-6, 2001,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
8. Presented a lecture on “Role of women Scientist in
societal development- at Women s Christian college,
Physics Dept (Golden jubilee celebrations). March 7th,
2005 (Invited).
9. Womens Impact on Science and Technology in the
new Millenium-Role of women Scientist in societal
development, Vaidehi Ganesan, presented during “Third
general assembly and International Conference”,
Bangalore, Nov 21-25, 2005, organized by TWOWS,
Trieste, Italy, DST, India, Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for
Advanced Research, Bangalore and Academy of sciences
for the developing world (TWAS), 2005.
10. Capacity building of women scientists and engineersWomen s impact on S &T- Women Scientists/Engineers
in Societal development, Vaidehi Ganesan, presented
during Global meet and International workshop (5 th to 8
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th Nov, 2006), Sustaining Global pressures: Women in
Science and Engineering (SGPW-2006), Delhi, India.
11. Nobel Prize - Nobel Laureates, Vaidehi Ganesan,
(presented in AECS, Anupuram on 21st Feb-part of
Science Day celebrations).
12. Theme: Capacity building of women Scientists and
Engineers -Indian women „Past / Present/ Future,
prented during “Role of women for India ahead -National
Conference, April 2nd and 3rd, 2007, S.R.M. Engineering
college, S.R.M University, Chennai
13. Sustaining Global pressures-women in Science and
Engineering, Vaidehi Ganesan, article, SGPW-Jan 2008,
SRI Auditorium, Anupuram.
14. Invited as Chief Guest in the valedictory function of
“Marketting strategies for Micro-enterprises” and
presented a lecture (as faculty) on “Marketting strategy
for small and medium enterprises in the changing global
scenario-for the development of our country, 27th June,
2008, at MES College, Kuttipuram, Kerala.
15. Invited to participate in the National Conference on
Showcasing Cutting Edge Science & Technology by
Women, 8 &9 March 2008 at Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi,
Organised by DST.
16. Prepared and Submitted (DST) a questionnaire
(Vaidehi Ganesan and Prof. Jaya Indiresan, New Delhi),
“Women as decision makers-pitfalls and barriers- Women
in Science and Engineering”.
17. The problems and prospects of women in science
(theme lecture) invited lecture, National Women s
Science Congress, Nov 2008, Bijapur, Karnataka (one
of panelists). ibid., Suggestions and Recommendations
submitted after the National W omen s Science
Congress, Bijapur, Karnataka organized by Swadeshi
Vijnana Andolana (A Karnataka unit of Vijnana BharatiSVAK)- 7-9th Nov, 2008 (to SVAK and DST).
18. Suggestions and Recommendations submitted after
the National Women s Science Congress, Bijapur,
Karnataka organized by Swadeshi Vijnana Andolana (A
Karnataka unit of Vijnana Bharati-SVAK)- 7-9th Nov,
2008 (DST, India).
19. Suggestions for “Science Day celebrations -28th Feb,
2009- to encourage younger minds towards Science
Education” to Deccan Chronicle.
20. Need for women leadership in Science and
Technology, Vaidehi Ganesan, presented during 2nd
National Women s Science Congress, 7-9th Nov, 2009,
Mysore.
21. The Problems and Prospects of Women in Science
and Need for Women Leadership in Science and
Technology, Vaidehi Ganesan, presented during
International TWOWS conf, Women Scientists in a
changing world, 27-30 June 2010, Beijing, China.
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THE IMPACT OF VEDIC CULTURE AND RELIGION ON THE SOCIETY THROUGH
RAMAYANA
N.K. Prasanna Nayaki, B.Sc., M.A.
Chakrakolam, Nagamangala – 571432

ªÉÊ¢PÀ zsÀªÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈwUÀ¼À »£Àß¯É0iÀÄ°è gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄt¢AzÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ MzÀVzÀ ¥À¨
æ sÁªÀ
£Á. PÀÈ. ¥Àæ¸À£ßÀ £Á0iÀÄQ
ZÀPÀæPÉÆ¼ÀA, £ÁUÀªÀÄAUÀ®
Vedas and Upanishads are essentially known as the rich treasury of knowledge. Manu, the person referred to as a
great authority says – Dharma eva hato hanti Dharmo rakshati rakshitah | tasmaaddharmo na hantavyo ma
no Dharmo hato vadhit – One who disregards the religion, also does not get a support from it, it lets him get
perished. The one, who protects it, also gets its strong support and survives in the long run. This is observed as a
universal truth and is not restricted to the Hindu or Vedic Religion. One can infer from many such Universal truths
Vedic Literature brings out as the good indication of the maturity that Vedic Religion has reached, embellishing its
contributing role to the society rather than being trusted upon itself, unlike many other contemporary religions.
Manu describes Dharma – the religion through its tenfold characteristics – Dhrutih kshama damo asteyam
shoucham indriyanigrahah | dhiirvidyaa satyamakrodho dashakam dharmalakshanam – Courage (boldness),
forgiveness, the emotional restrain, the non-theft behaviour, the cleanliness, the sensual restrain, the intelligence,
knowledge, the truth, and non – aggressiveness. These aspects of Dharma influence the society in keeping up the
high standards and values in life. This is an insight of the Vedic religion. The result derived out of these religious
norms, is referred to be Samskruti – the culture.
Now-a-days, in the background of advanced scientific knowledge, a large cross section of the society has remained
ignorant of these Vedic Religion and Culture. The Hindu Religion has found alternatives of making these concepts to
reach the common man as a substitution for advanced learning. Ramayana is one among such means of quick and
easy access to the Vedic Religion. The heroic characters of Ramayana upholding the highest esteem of Vedic
Religion and Vedic Culture have resulted in Ramayana to be considered as one of the most accepted reference
document for Dharma, the essence of the Vedic Religion.
Ramayana has a large number of events and sensible narrations that give a choice for the thinking and analyzing.
Many of the events could provide a base for multiple aspects of the Dharma and thereby the Vedic Religion. In this
study, it is not intended to cover them exhaustively and not attempted to discuss all aspects of the selected event.
Attempt is made to have the arguments simpler, but communicative enough to reach the conclusions being drawn. It
is also brought out how the great epic Ramayana has the strong signature of Vedic Religion and culture in it, with its
heroic characters forcing themselves to the framework of Dharma and becoming the role models for the society.

MÔüeÉliÉÇ UÉqÉ UÉqÉåÌiÉ qÉkÉÑUÇ qÉkÉÑUÉ£ÉUqÉç | AÉÂ½
MüÌuÉiÉÉvÉÉZÉÉÇ uÉlSå uÉÉsqÉÏÌMüMüÉåÌMüsÉqÉç||
uÉåSuÉå±å mÉUå mÉÑÇÍxÉ eÉÉiÉå SvÉUjÉÉiqÉeÉå | uÉåSÈ
mÉëÉcÉåiÉxÉÉSÉxÉÏiÉç xÉÉ£ÉÉSìÉqÉÉrÉhÉÉiqÉlÉÉ ||
¦ÃpPÉ: ªÉÃzÉÆÃ¥À¤µÀvÀÄÛUÀ¼ÀÄ ¤¸ÀìA±À0iÀÄªÁV eÁÕ£À¤¢üUÀ¼ÀÄ.
eÁÕ£ÀzÀ vÀ¼ÀºÀ¢0iÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É ¤AwgÀÄªÀ zsÀªÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
fÃªÀ£ÀzÀ°è vÁwéPÀªÁV C¼ÀªÀr¹PÉÆ¼ÀîzÀ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ ¸ÀªÀiÁdªÀÅ
¸ÀÄ¨sÀzÀæªÁV DgÉÆÃUÀåPÀgÀªÁV ¨É¼É0iÀÄ¯ÁgÀzÀÄ. ‘ªÉÃzÀ’ªÉA§ ¥ÀzÀPÉÌ
ÌuÉSÎliÉ – eÉÉlÉÎliÉ – Cj0iÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ, ÌuÉ±liÉå – pÉuÉÎliÉ –
EgÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ; ÌuÉ±liÉå – sÉpÉliÉå – C¼ÀªÀr¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀÅzÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ
ÌuÉlSiÉå – ÌuÉcÉÉUrÉÎliÉ - 0iÉÆÃa¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ JAzÀÄ CxÉðÊ¹zÁÝgÉ.
JµÉÖÃ ¥Àæ¨sÁªÀPÁj0iÀiÁzÀ gÁdQÃ0iÀÄ, ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ªÉÊeÁÕ£PÀ
¨É¼ÀªÀtÂUÉUÀ¼À°è0iÀÄÆ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ PÁæAwUÀ¼À°è0iÀÄÆ £ÀªÀÄä ¨sÁgÀwÃ0iÀÄ

¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ zsÁ«ÄðPÀ ¨É¼ÀªÀtÂU É0iÀÄ vÁPÀ¯ÁlzÀ°è
ªÉÃzÉÆÃ¥À¤µÀvÀÄÛUÀ¼À vÀvÀéUÀ¼ÉÃ »AzÀÆ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ D¼ÀªÁzÀ
§Ä£Á¢0iÀiÁVzÀÄÝ ¸ÀÄ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈvÀªÁzÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÀlÖ®Ä ¸ÁzsÀåªÁzÀ
CrUÀ¯ÁèVzÉ. F ¤nÖ£À°è zsÀªÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ ¥ÁvÀæ
CvÀåAvÀ »jzÁVzÉ. vÉÊvÀÛjÃ0iÉÆÃ¥À£µÀvÀÄÛ – xÉirÉqÉåuÉ SåuÉÉÈ –
¸ÀvÀåªÉÃ zÉÊªÀªÉAzÀÄ ¸ÁjzÀgÉ, 0iÀÄdÄªÉðÃzÀªÀÅ – CSqÉWûqÉlÉ×iÉÉiÉç
xÉirÉqÉÑ mÉæ Í qÉ – ‘£Á£ÀÄ C¸ÀvÀåªÀ£ÀÄß ªÉÄnÖ ¸ÀvÀåªÀ£ÀÄß JwÛ
»r0iÀÄÄvÉÛÃ£É’ JAzÀÄ ¸ÀàµÀÖ¥Àr¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. CxÀªÀðªÉÃzÀªÀÅ – AÉåeÉ¶É
iÉåeÉ¶É xÉWû¶É oÉsÉÇ cÉ uÉÉMç cÉ CÎlSìrÉÇ cÉ ´ÉÏ¶É kÉqÉï¶É vÀ¯É0iÉÄwÛ ¤®ÄèªÀ ¸ÀÄ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈvÀªÁzÀ fÃªÀ£ÀPÉÌ Nd¸ÀÄì, vÉÃd¸ÀÄì,
¸ÀºÀ£É, zsÉÊ0iÀÄð, eÁÕ£À, EA¢æ0iÀÄ¤UÀæºÀ, L±Àé0iÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ
zsÀªÀÄðUÀ¼ÉA§ÄzÀÄ ªÀÄÆ®ªÀÄAvÀæUÀ¼ÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß w½0iÀÄ¥Àr¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ.
F «µÀ0iÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¸ÀàµÀÖ¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀ »£Àß¯É0iÀÄ°è zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß –
kÉÉUhÉÉiÉç kÉqÉïÈ - ‘JwÛ ¤°è¸À§ºÀÄzÁzÀzÀÄÝ’ JAzÀÄ ¸ÁgÀÄvÁÛ
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kÉÉUhÉ, mÉÉåwÉhÉ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ U£ÉhÉ – zsÀj¹, ¥ÉÇÃ¶¹ ¨É¼É¹, gÀQë¸ÀÄªÀ
¸ÁzsÀ£ÀªÉAzÀÄ CxÉðÊ¸À¯ÁVzÉ. ¸ÀÄ¥Àæ¹zÀÞ£ÁzÀ ªÉÊ±ÉÃ¶PÀ vÀvÀéeÁÕ¤
0iÀiÁzÀ PÀuÁzÀ£ÀÄ zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß ‘rÉiÉÉåÅprÉÑSrÉÌlÉÈ´ÉårÉxÉÍxÉÌ®È
xÉ kÉqÉïÈ’– 0iÀiÁªÀÅzÀÄ C¨sÀÄåzÀ0iÀÄPÀÆÌ ªÀÄÄQÛUÀÆ ªÀiÁUÀðªÉÇÃ
CzÀ£ÉßÃ zsÀªÀÄðªÉAzÀÄ WÉÆÃ¶¸ÀÄvÁÛgÉ. ªÀÄ£ÀÄªÀÅ kÉqÉï LuÉ WûiÉÉå
WûÎliÉ kÉqÉÉåï U£ÉÌiÉ UÍ£ÉiÉÈ | iÉxqÉÉ®qÉÉåï lÉ WûliÉurÉÉå qÉÉ lÉÉå
kÉqÉÉåï WûiÉÉå uÉkÉÏiÉç || zsÀªÀÄð¨Á»gÀ£À£ÀÄß zsÀªÀÄðªÀÅ PÉÆ®ÄèvÀÛzÉ
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ gÀPÀëPÀ£À£ÀÄß gÀQë¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. DzÀÝjAzÀ ¥Àæ¥ÀAZÀªÀÅ G½0iÀÄ¨ÉÃPÁzÀgÉ
zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß PÉÆ®è¨ÁgÀzÉAzÀÄ JZÀÑjPÉ PÉÆnÖzÁÝgÉ.
ªÀÄ£ÀÄªÀÅ zsÀªÀÄðzÀ zÀ±À®PÀëtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß »ÃUÉ ¥ÀjZÀ¬Ä¸ÀÄvÁÛ – kÉ×ÌiÉÈ
£ÉqÉÉ SqÉÉåÅxiÉårÉÇ vÉÉæcÉÇ CÎlSìrÉÌlÉaÉëWûÈ | kÉÏÌuÉï±É xÉirÉqÉ¢üÉåkÉÉå
SvÉMüÇ kÉqÉïsÉ£ÉhÉqÉç | zsÉÊ0iÀÄð, PÀëªÉÄ, ¨sÁªÉÇÃzÉéÃUÀ«®è¢gÀÄ«PÉ,
PÀ¢0iÀÄ¢gÀÄ«PÉ, ±ÀÄavÀé, EA¢æ0iÀÄ¤UÀæºÀ, §Ä¢ÞªÀAwPÉ, eÁÕ£À,
¸ÀvÀå ªÀÄvÀÄÛ PÉÆÃ¥ÀUÉÆ¼Àî¢gÀÄ«PÉ JA©Ã zsÀªÀÄðzÀ UÀÄtUÀ¼ÀÄ
¸ÀªÀiÁdªÀ£ÀÄß ªÀiË°PÀªÁV JwÛ ¤°è¹ fÃªÀ£ÀzÀ WÀ£ÀvÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
¨É¼ÀV¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÁzsÀ£ÀUÀ¼ÁVªÉ – JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÁÛgÉ. EzÉÃ ªÉÃzÀzÀ
CAvÀgÁxÀð. F ¨ÉÃj£AzÀ ¨É¼É0iÀÄÄªÀ ªÀÈPÀëªÉÃ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw.
ªÉÊ¢PÀzsÀ ªÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ªÉÊ¢PÀ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀ Ä CAvÀgÁxÀðªÀ£ÀÄß
ªÀÄAr¸ÀÄªÀ ºÉÃgÀ¼ÀªÁzÀ UÀæAxÀUÀ½zÀÝgÀÆ, 0iÀiÁªÀÅzÀÄ C£ÀÄ¸Àj¸À®Ä
¸ÀgÀ¼ÀªÀÇ DVzÀÄÝ §Ä¢Þ0iÀÄ£ÀÆß ªÀÄ£À¸Àì£ÀÆß ¸ÀÄzÀÈqsÀ¥Àr¹ «eÁÕ£À
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ vÀAvÀæeÁÕ£ÀzÀ ¥ÀæUÀw¥ÀxÀzÀ UÀÄAV£À°èzÀÝgÀÆ ªÀåQÛvÀéªÀ£ÀÄß
gÀÆ¦¸À§®ÄèzÉÆÃ CzÀgÀ CzsÀå0iÀÄ£À ªÀÄvÀÄÛ fÃªÀ£ÀzÀ°è C¼ÀªÀrPÉ,
ªÉÊ0iÀÄåQÛPÀ ªÀiË®åªÀ£ÀÄß ªÀ¢üð¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀgÀ C£ÀÄ¸ÀgÀuÉ ¥Àæ¸ÀÄÛvÀ ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀPÉÌ
CvÀåAvÀ CªÀ±ÀåPÀªÁVzÉ. ªÉÊ¢PÀ zsÀªÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈwUÀ¼ÀÄ
¸ÁªÀiÁ£Àåd£ÀjUÉ vÀ®¥ÀÅªÀÅzÀÄ PÀµÀÖ¸ÁzsÀåªÁVgÀÄªÁUÀ d£Àd£vÀªÁzÀ
gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀÅ zsÀªÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÀÄ®¨sÀªÁV
¥ÀjZÀ¬Ä¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÁzsÀ£ÀªÉ£¹zÉ. »AzÀÆ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ°è0iÉÄÃ DzÀgÀÆ,
ªÉÃzÉÆÃ¥À£µÀvÀÄÛUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §®èªÀgÀ ¸ÀASÉå ¨ÉgÀ¼ÉtÂPÉ0iÀÄµÀÄÖ ªÀiÁvÀæ
PÁt¹UÀÄªÀÅzÁzÀgÀÆ, gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀ£Àßj0iÀÄzÀ d£ÀvÉ E®èªÉAzÉÃ
ºÉÃ¼À§ºÀÄzÀÄ. gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ°è PÀAqÀÄ§gÀÄªÀ ¥ÁvÀæUÀ¼ÀÄ G£ÀßvÀ
ªÀÄlÖzÀ ªÉÊ¢PÀ zsÀªÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈwUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¥Àæw©A©¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀ
jAzÀ¯ÉÃ CzÀ£ÀÄß G¯ÉèÃR£Ã0iÀÄªÁzÀ Dzs Á gÀUÀæAxÀªÉAzÀÄ
¥ÀjUÀtÂ¸À¯ÁVzÉ.
GzÉÝÃ±Àå: »AzÀÆ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ°è gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀ£ÀÄß ¥À«vÀæUÀæAxÀ
ªÉAzÀµÉÖÃ ¨sÁ«¸ÀzÉ, ¸ÀªÀiÁd¸ÀÄzsÁgÀuÉ0iÀÄ ¸ÁägÀPÀUÀæAxÀªÉAzÀÆ
¥ÀjUÀtÂ¸À¯ÁVzÉ. ¥Àæ¸ÀÄÛvÀ «µÀ0iÀÄzÀ°è ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÁA¸ÀÌöÈwPÀ
£ÀqÀªÀ½PÉUÀ¼À°è gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ°è PÀAqÀÄ§gÀÄªÀ ¥ÁvÀæUÀ¼ÀÄ ºÉÃUÉ
¥Àæ¨sÁªÀ©ÃgÀÄvÀÛªÉ, ºÉÃUÉ ¸ÀªÀÄAd¸ÀªÉ£¸ÀÄvÀÛªÉ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ JµÀÄÖ
CªÀ±ÀåPÀªÁVªÉ JA§ÄzÀgÀ «±ÉèÃµÀuÉ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀÅzÉÃ DVzÉ. ªÀÄÄRåªÁV
ªÉÃzÉÆÃPÀÛvÀvÀéªÁUÀ°Ã, zsÀªÀÄðªÁUÀ°Ã, F ¥ÁvÀæUÀ¼À°è ºÉÃUÉ
ºÉuÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄ ©ÃgÀÄvÀÛªÉ JA§ÄzÀgÀ
CzsÀå0iÀÄ£ÀªÉÃ DVzÉ.
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gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ°è PÀAqÀÄ§gÀÄªÀ ºÉÃgÀ¼ÀªÁzÀ ºÀÈzÀ0iÀÄ¸Àà²ðÃ
WÀl£ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ D¯ÉÆÃZÀ£ÉUÀÆ, «±ÉèÃµÀuÉUÀÆ ¸ÁPÀµÀÄÖ CªÀPÁ±ÀªÀ£ÀÄß
MzÀV¸ÀÄvÀÛªÉ. JµÉÆÖÃ WÀl£ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ C£ÉÃPÀ zsÀªÀÄð¸ÀÆPÀë÷äUÀ¼À£ÉÆß¼À
UÉÆArgÀÄªÀÅzÀjAzÀ CªÀÅUÀ¼ÀÄ ªÉÊ¢PÀzsÀªÀÄðzÀ ¥ÀjZÀ0iÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß
ªÀiÁr¸ÀÄvÀÛªÉ. F ¥Àæ§AzsÀzÀ°è CªÀÅUÀ¼À£Éß¯Áè DªÀÄÆ¯ÁUÀæªÁV
«±ÉèÃ¶¸À¨ÉÃPÉA§ÄzÀÄ GzÉÝÃ±ÀåªÀ®è; DzÀgÉ «µÀ0iÀÄzÀ ¤tð0iÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß
¸ÁPÀµÀÄÖ ªÀÄ£ÀªÀÄÄlÄÖªÀAvÉ ¸ÀgÀ¼ÀªÁV «ªÉÃa¸À¯ÁVzÉ. PÀxÁ¤gÀÆ
¥ÀuÉVAvÀ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ¸ÀªÀÄ¸ÉåUÉ CzÀÄ ºÉÃUÉ ¥ÀjºÁgÀ MzÀV¸À§ºÀÄ
zÉA§ÄzÀPÉÌ MvÀÄÛ PÉÆqÀ¯ÁVzÉ. F ¤nÖ£À°è PÉ®ªÀÅ WÀl£ÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß
«ªÀÄ²ð¸À¯ÁVzÉ.
1.qÉÉiÉ× SåuÉÉå pÉuÉ, ÌmÉiÉ× SåuÉÉå pÉuÉ –
(v É Ê v ÀÛjÃ 0 iÉ Æ Ã ¥À¤ µ Àv ï )
– v ÀA z É v Á¬ Ä 0 iÀÄgÀÄ
zÉÊªÀ¸ÀégÀÆ¥ÀzÀªÀgÀÄ – PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ
PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä0iÀÄÄ gÁd zÀ±ÀgÀxÀ£AzÀ §zÀ°¸À¯ÁUÀzÀAvÀºÀ JgÀqÀÄ
ªÀgÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¥ÀqÉzÀÄPÉÆArzÀÝ¼ÀÄ. vÀ£Àß ¸ÁéxÀð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ºÀoÀªÀiÁjvÀ£À
¢AzÀ gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß gÁeÁå©ü¶PÀÛ£ÁUÀ®Ä ©qÀzÉ PÁrUÉ PÀ¼ÀÄ»¸À®Ä
¥ÀlÄÖ»rzÀ¼ÀÄ. zÀ±ÀgÀxÀ¤UÉÆ vÁ£ÀÄ PÉÆlÖ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÀÄß G½¹PÉÆ¼Àî®Ä,
0iÀiÁªÀ vÀ¥Àà£ÀÆß ªÀiÁqÀzÀ gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß PÁrUÉ PÀ½¸À¨ÉÃPÁzÀ ¸ÀAPÀlzÀ
¥Àj¹Üw MAzÉqÉ; ¥ÀæeÉUÀ¼ÀÄ ¸ÀªÁð£ÀÄªÀÄvÀ¢AzÀ £zsÀðj¹zÀ gÁªÀÄ£À
gÁeÁå©üµ ÉÃPÀzÀ C£ÀÄªÀÄw0iÀ Ä£ÀÄß ¢üP ÀÌj¹ gÁdzsÀ ªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß
G®èAX¸À¨ÉÃPÁzÀ ¸ÀA¢UÀÞ ¥Àj¹Üw ªÀÄvÉÆÛAzÉqÉ. JµÉÖÃ ¥ÁæªÀiÁtÂPÀ
ªÁzÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ £0iÀÄªÀÄ§zÀÞªÁzÀ fÃªÀ£À £ÀqÉ¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÀAPÀ®àªÀiÁrzÀÝgÀÆ
EAvÀºÀ WÀl£ÉUÀ¼À°è zÉéöÊ¢üÃ¨sÁªÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ PÉAPÀvÀðªÀåvÁ«ªÀÄÆqsÀvÀé
ªÀÄ£ÀÄµÀå£À£ÀÄß ºÉÃUÉ EPÀÌnÖUÉ ¹®ÄQ¹, «Ä¸ÀÄPÁqÀ¯ÁUÀzÀAvÉ
ªÀiÁr©qÀÄvÀÛzÉ0iÉÄAzÀgÉ, ¥Àj¹Üw0iÀÄÄ HºÉUÉ ªÀiÁvÀæ £®ÄPÀÄªÀ
«µÀ0iÀÄªÁV ©qÀÄvÀÛzÉ.
PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä0iÀÄÄ ªÀÄvÀÆÛ MAzÀÄ ºÉeÉÓ ªÀÄÄA¢lÄÖ, zÀ±ÀgÀxÀ ºÉÃ¼À¯ÁgÀzÀ
ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸ÀzÀ DeÉÕ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß gÁªÀÄ¤UÉ vÁ£ÉÃ DzÉÃ²¸ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. CzÀ£ÀÄß
PÉÃ½zÀ gÁªÀÄ£À ¹Üw0i ÀÄ£ÀÄß ªÁ°äÃQ »ÃUÉ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÁÛgÉ –
LiÉSÌmÉërÉqÉÍqÉ§ÉblÉÉå uÉcÉlÉÇ qÉUhÉÉåmÉqÉqÉç | ´ÉÑiuÉÉ lÉ ÌuÉurÉjÉå
UÉqÉÈ || (2-19-1) ¹r¯ÉgÀVzÀAvÀºÀ HºÉUÀÆ £®ÄPÀzÀ PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä
ºÉÃ½zÀ ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸ÀzÀ DzÉÃ±ÀªÀ£ÀÆß, ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À 0iÀiËªÀégÁeÁå©üµÉÃPÀ
ªÀ£ÀÆß vÀ£Àß vÀAzÉ0iÉÄÃ DzÉÃ²¹zÀgÉAzÀÄ §UÉzÀÄ, ªÀÄgÀt¸ÀzÀÈ±À
ªÁVzÀÝgÀÆ D DzÉÃ±ÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß PÉÃ½zÀ gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ ªÀåxÉUÉÆ¼Àî°®è,
vÀ£Àß WÀ£ÀvÉUÉ ªÀÄÄPÁÌ¬ÄvÉAzÀÄ PÉÆgÀUÀ°®è, PÉÆÃ¥ÀUÉÆ¼Àî°®è.
ShQûMüÉUhrÉqÉåuÉÉÅWûÍqÉiÉÉå aÉcNûÉÍqÉ xÉiuÉUÈ | AÌuÉcÉÉrÉï
ÌmÉiÉÑÑuÉÉïYrÉÇ xÉqÉÉ uÉxiÉÑÇ cÉiÉÑSïvÉ || (2-19-11) - vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ
ªÀiÁvÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¸ÀA±À¬Ä¸ÀzÉ F PÀÆqÀ¯ÉÃ ºÀ¢£Á®ÄÌ ªÀµÀðUÀ¼ÀÄ
ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸ÀPÁÌV zÀAqÀPÁgÀtåPÉÌ vÉgÀ¼ÀÄvÉÛÃ£É. £À£Àß vÀAzÉ0iÀ ÄÄ
¨sÀ0iÀÄAPÀgÀªÁzÀ «µÀPÀÄr0iÀÄ¯ÉAzÉÆÃ, CVß¥ÀæªÉÃ±ÀªÀiÁqÀ¯ÉAzÉÆÃ
ºÉÃ½zÀgÀÆ KPÉAzÀÄ ¥Àæ²ß¸ÀzÉ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀ £Á£ÀÄ, PÉÃ¼ÀzÉÃ EzÁÝUÀÆå
vÀªÀÄä¤UÉ ¸ÀAvÉÆÃµÀ¢AzÀ gÁdå©lÄÖPÉÆqÀ®Ä ªÀÄÄAzÁUÀÄªÀ £Á£ÀÄ,
PÉÃ½zÁUÀ ºÉÃ¼À¨ÉÃPÁzÀÄzÉÃ£ÀÄ? DzÀgÉ vÀAzÉ0iÀÄªÀgÀÄ £ÉÃgÀªÁV
£À£ÉÆßA¢UÉ ¨Á0iÉÄÛgÉzÀÄ ºÉÃ¼À°®èªÉÃPÉA§ÄzÉÆAzÉÃ £À£ÀUÉ zÀÄBR’
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JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ½zÀ gÁªÀÄ£À ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃzÁqsÀåð G¥À¤µÀzÁéPÀåPÉÌ M¼Éî0iÀÄ
ªÀiÁzÀj0iÀiÁVzÉ. qÉÉiÉ× SåuÉÉå pÉuÉ, ÌmÉiÉ× SåuÉÉå pÉuÉ - »AzÀÆ
¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ ¥Àæ¹zÀÞ WÉÆÃµÀuÉ0iÉÄ£¹gÀÄªÀ vÀAzÉ vÁ¬Ä0iÀÄgÀÄ
zÉÃªÀ¸ÀzÀÈ±ÀgÀÄ JA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß eÉÊ«PÀªÁV DZÀj¹ vÉÆÃj¹gÀÄªÀ
£ÀqÀªÀ½PÉ 0iÀiÁgÀ£ÀÆß vÁ£ÉÃ vÁ£ÁV vÀ¯É¨ÁUÀÄªÀAvÉ ªÀiÁrzÉ.
vÀ£Àß §®vÁ¬Ä0iÀiÁzÀ PÉÊPÉÃ¬ÄUÉ gÁªÀÄ£À ¥ÀævÀÄåvÀÛgÀ – lÉÉWûqÉjÉïmÉUÉå
SåÌuÉ sÉÉåMüqÉÉuÉxiÉÑqÉÑixÉWåû | ÌuÉÌ® qÉÉÇ GÌwÉÍpÉxiÉÑsrÉÇ MåüuÉsÉÇ
kÉqÉïqÉÉÎxjÉiÉqÉç || - J¯ÉÊ ªÀiÁvÉ0iÉÄÃ, £Á£ÀÄ CxÀðzÁ¸À£À®è,
¯ÉÆÃPÀzÀ°è C£ÀÄPÀgÀtÂÃ0iÀÄªÁzÀ jÃw0iÀÄ°è §zÀÄPÀ®Ä EaÒ¸ÀÄvÉÛÃ£É,
zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÉßÃ D±Àæ¬Ä¸ÀÄªÀ ªÀÄºÀ¶ðUÀ¼ÀAvÉ £À£Àß£ÀÄß w½’ JA§
ªÀiÁvÀÄ gÁd¶ðUÉ ªÀiÁvÀæ C£ÀÄ¸Àj¸À®Ä ¸ÁzsÀåªÁUÀ§ºÀÄzÁzÀzÀÄÝ.
F £ÀqÀvÉ – qÉÉiÉ× SåuÉÉå pÉuÉ JA§ G¥À¤µÀzÁéPÀåPÉÌ ¥ÀvÀåPÀë
£zÀ±Àð£ÀªÉ£¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. 0iÀiÁªÀ ªÀåQÛ vÁ£É, vÀ£ÀUÉ PÉÃqÀÄ §0iÀÄ¸ÀÄªÀ,
¸ÁéxÀð ¸ÁzsÀ£ÉUÁV, ¤gÀ¥ÀgÁ¢ü0iÀÄµÉÖÃ C®èzÉ dUÀvÉÛÃ PÉÆAqÁqÀ
§ºÀÄzÁzÀ UÀÄtªÀÅ¼Àî ªÀåQÛUÉ, ªÀÄgÀt¸ÀzÀÈ±ÀªÁzÀ ²PÉëPÉÆmÁÖUÀ®Æ
vÁ£ÀÄ ªÀÄ£À¹ì£AzÀ®Æ zÉéÃ¶¸ÀzÀ UÀÄtºÉÆA¢gÀÄvÁÛ£É? vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
¥ÀæweÁÕ¥Àj¥Á®PÀ£À£ÁßV¹, PÀÄlÄA§zÀ¯ÁèUÀ°Ã, gÁdåzÀ¯ÁèUÀ°Ã
ªÀÄ£ÀPÀzÀqÀÄªÀ ¥Àj¹Üw0iÀÄ£ÉÆßzÀV¸ÀzÉ ¤ªÀð»¹zÀ fÃªÀ£ÀzÀ F
vÁåUÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ DgÉÆÃUÀåªÀ£ÀÄß ºÉÃUÉ PÁ¥ÁqÀ§ºÀÄzÉA§ÄzÀPÉÌ MAzÀÄ
dé®AvÀ GzÁºÀgÀuÉ0iÀiÁVzÉ. ¸ÀªÀiÁdªÀÅ gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß ¦vÀÈªÁPÀå¥Àj
¥Á®PÀ£ÉAzÀÆ, ¸ÀÄ¸ÀAPÀ®à£ÉAzÀÆ ±ÁèX¹, ¥ÀÅvÀæzsÀªÀÄðªÉÃ£ÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß
¥Àæ¥ÀAZÀPÉÌ vÉÆÃj¹PÉÆnÖzÉ.
2. ¸ÀvÀåzÀ ªÀÄºÀvÀé - ¨s À gÀvÁUÀªÀÄ£À ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ
0iÀÄdÄªÉðÃzÀªÀÅ ‘¸ÀvÀå’ªÉÃ£ÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß »ÃUÉ ºÉÃ½zÉ – uÉëiÉålÉ
SÏ£ÉÉqÉÉmlÉÉå Ì iÉ, SÏ£ÉrÉÉmlÉÉå Ì iÉ SÍ£ÉhÉÉqÉç | SÍ£ÉhÉÉ
´É®ÉqÉÉmlÉÉåÌiÉ ´É®rÉÉ xÉirÉqÉÉmrÉiÉå || (rÉeÉÑuÉåïS – 19, 30)
¸ÀÄ¸ÀAPÀ®à¢AzÀ PÀÆrzÀ ªÀævÀªÀ£ÀÄß C¼ÀªÀr¹PÉÆAqÀªÀ£ÀÄ ¸ÀvÀÌªÀÄðzÀ
¢ÃPÉë0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ºÉÆAzÀÄvÁÛ£É. D ¢ÃPÉë0iÀÄÄ ¸ÀÄ¸ÁªÀÄxÀåðªÀ£ÀÄß PÉÆqÀÄvÀÛzÉ.
¸ÁªÀÄxÀåðªÀÅ ±ÀæzÉÞUÉ §Ä£Á¢0iÀiÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ. KPÁUÀævÉ¬ÄAzÀ PÀÆrzÀ
±ÀæzÉÞ0iÀÄÄ ¸ÀvÀåzÀ°è £ÀA©PÉ¬Äj¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ.
¥Áæ0iÀÄB ªÀÄ£ÀÄPÀÄ®PÉÌ ªÀiÁzÀj0iÀiÁUÀ§ÄºÀÄzÁzÀ 0iÀiÁªÀÅzÉÃ ¥ÁvÀæªÀÇ
gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ°è PÀAqÀÄ§gÀÄªÀ ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À ¥ÁvÀæªÀ£ÀÄß «ÄÃj¸À¯ÁgÀzÀÄ.
¸ÀvÀå¸ÀAzsÀvÉ0iÀÄ¯ÁèUÀ°Ã, zsÀªÀiÁðZÀgÀuÉ0iÀÄ¯ÁèUÀ°Ã, ¸ÀºÉÆÃzÀgÀgÁzÀ
gÁªÀÄ, ¨sÀgÀvÀgÀ£ÀÄß vÀÆV £ÉÆÃrzÉÝÃ DzÀgÉ DvÀä¸ÀªÀÄ¥ÀðuÁ
«µÀ0iÀÄzÀ°è vÀªÀÄUÉ MzÀV§AzÀ ¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðUÀ¼À°è 0iÀiÁgÀÄ 0iÀiÁgÀ£ÀÄß
«ÄÃj¸ÀÄvÁÛgÉAzÀÄ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ PÀµÀÖzÀ «µÀ0iÀÄ. E§âgÀ UÀÄj ªÀÄÄnÖzÀ
zÁjUÀ¼ÀÄ ¨ÉÃgÉ ¨ÉÃgÉ¬ÄgÀ§ºÀÄzÀÄ, CxÀªÁ CªÀjUÉ MzÀV§AzÀ
¸À£ßªÉÃ±ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ CªÀgÀ£ÀÄß ¨ÉÃgÉ ¨ÉÃgÉ zÁjUÉ M¬ÄÝgÀ§ºÀÄzÀÄ. ¸ÀÆPÀë÷ä
ªÁV0iÀÄÆ, ¤RgÀªÁV0iÀÄÆ ºÉÃ¼À¨ÉÃPÉAzÀgÉ ¸ÀªÀiÁ£ÀUÀÄj¸ÁzsÀ£É0iÀÄ°è
£Á£Á ªÀiÁUÀðUÀ¼À£ÀÄß C£ÀÄ¸Àj¹0iÀÄÆ zsÀªÉÆðÃvÀÌµÀðPÉÌ MvÀÄÛPÉÆqÀÄªÀ
F ««zsÀvÉ0iÀÄÄ ¸ÀªÀiÁeÉÆÃzÁÞgÀPÉÌ C£ÀÄPÀgÀtÂÃ0iÀÄªÁVzÉ. KPÉAzÀgÉ
EAvÀºÀ C£ÀÄ¸ÀgÀuÉ0i À ÄÄ ¸ÀªÀi Á dzÀ DgÉÆÃUÀåPÉÌ, £ÉªÀÄä¢UÉ
§æºÁä¸ÀÛçªÁVzÉ.
zsÀªÀiÁðZÀgÀuÉ0iÀÄ ¸ÀAPÀ®à ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃzÁqsÀåðzÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É CªÀ®A©vÀªÁV
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gÀÄvÀÛzÉ. CAvÀºÀ zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÉßÃ JwÛ »r0iÀÄ¨ÉÃPÉ£¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀð
UÀ¼À°è «gÉÆÃzsÀUÀ¼ÀÆ, zsÀªÀÄð¸ÀAPÀlUÀ¼ÀÆ ¥ÀjÃPÁëgÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°è
JzÀÄgÁUÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ¸ÀºÀd. EAvÀºÀ zsÀªÀÄð¸ÀAPÀlzÀ ¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðUÀ¼À°è
²æÃgÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ vÀ£Àß ¤B¸ÁéxÀðªÁzÀ vÁåUÀ¢AzÀ®Æ, CvÀåAvÀ §Ä¢Þ
ªÀAwPÉ¬ÄAzÀ®Æ vÀ£ÀUÉzÀÄgÁzÀ ¸ÀªÀÄ¸ÉåUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ºÉÃUÉ ¤ªÁj¹ ErÃ
PÀÄlÄA§zÀ°è ¦æÃw0iÀÄ vÉPÉÌ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ¨sÀzÀæ¥Àr¹, zÉéÃµÀªÀ£ÀÄß
zÀÆgÀªÀiÁrzÀ£ÉA§ÄzÀÄ 0iÀiÁgÀ£ÀÆß PÀgÀV¸ÀzÉÃ EgÀzÀÄ. vÀ£Àß
ªÀåQÛvÀéªÀ£ÀÄß ¨É¼ÉV¸À®Ä ²æÃgÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ ¦vÀÈªÁPÀåªÀ£ÀÄß UÀÄgÁtÂ0iÀiÁV
G¥À0iÉÆÃV¹PÉÆAqÀÄ, ¸ÀªÀÄxÀð£ÁV ¤¨sÁ¬Ä¹zÀ£ÀÄ. CzÉÃ ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À
¥Á°UÉ, vÀ£Àß vÁ¬Ä0iÀÄ ¨sÀ0iÀÄAPÀgÀªÁzÀ £ÁlPÀzÀ ¸ÀÄ½UÉ vÀ£ÀUÀj«®è
zÀAvÉ0iÉÄÃ ¹QÌºÁQPÉÆÌAqÀÄ, vÀ£Àß vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ ªÀÄgÀtzÀ PÁgÀt¢AzÀ®Æ
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ CvÀåAvÀ ¦Ãw¥ÁvÀæ£ÀÆ, UËgÀªÁ¤évÀ£ÀÆ DzÀ CtÚ£À
ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸ÀzÀ PÁgÀt¢AzÀ®Æ ¹AºÁ¸À£ÀªÀÅ vÀ£Àß PÉÆgÀ½UÉ GgÀÄ¼ÁV
vÉPÉÌ ©Ã¼À®Ä, ¸ÀévÀB vÁ£É ¸ÀÆvÀæzsÁj0iÀÄÆ, ¥ÁvÀæzsÁj0iÀÄÆ DV
¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðªÀ£ÀÄß CvÀåAvÀ ¸ÀªÀÄxÀðªÁV ¤ªÀð»¹zÀ jÃw gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÆß
¨ÉgÀUÀÄUÉÆ½¸ÀÄªÀAvÀºÀÄzÀÄ. HºÉUÀÆ ¸À»¸À®¸ÁzsÀåªÁzÀ ¨sÀ0iÀÄAPÀgÀ
ªÁzÀ »£Àß¯É0iÀÄ°è ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À ªÀåQÛvÀé ¥ÀÅlQÌlÖ a£ÀßzÀAvÉ vÀ£Àß
vÁ¬Ä0iÀÄ PËæ0iÀÄðPÉÌ £Áa¸ÀÄªÀ C¸ÀÛçªÁV ¨É¼ÀVvÀÄ. zsÀªÀiÁðvÀä£ÁzÀ
¨sÀgÀvÀ¤UÉ F ¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðªÀ£ÀÄß ±ÁAvÀjÃw0iÀÄ°è ¤¨sÁ¬Ä¸À®Ä
¸ÁzsÀå«zÀÝ CªÀPÁ±ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ PÉÃªÀ® ¨ÉgÀ¼ÉtÂPÉ0iÀÄµÀÄÖ ªÀiÁvÀæ. «¢ü0iÉÄÃ
E®èzÉ, ¤ªÁðºÀ«®èzÉ vÀ£Àß ¤±ÀÑ0iÀÄzÀ ªÀÄzsÉå ¨sÀgÀvÀ gÀÆ¦¹PÉÆAqÀ
§UÉ D±ÀÑ0iÀÄðºÀÄnÖ¸ÀÄªÀAvÀºÀzÀÄ. ªÀiÁvÁ¦vÀÈªÁPÀå¥Àj¥Á®PÀ£ÁzÀ
²æÃgÁªÀÄ£À £ÀqÉ0iÉÄÃ ¸Àj0iÉ ÄAzÀÄ ªÁ¢¸ÀÄªÀªÀgÀ zÀÈ¶Ö0iÀÄ°è
¨sÀgÀvÀ£À£ÀÄß C¼É0iÀÄ¨ÉÃPÁzÀ°è, ¨sÀgÀvÀ ¹AºÁ¸À£ÀªÉÃgÀ¨ÉÃPÁV¢ÝvÀÄ.
DzÀgÉ ¨sÀgÀvÀ zsÀªÀÄð¸ÀÆPÀë÷äzÀ ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ0iÀÄ°è, ¸ÀªÀÄ0iÀÄ¸ÁzsÀPÀ£ÁV
¹AºÁ¸À£À ºÀvÀÄÛªÀÅzÀQÌAvÀ ªÀÄgÀtªÉÃ ±ÉæÃ0iÀÄ¸ÀÌgÀªÉA§ DZÀgÀuÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
ªÀÄ£ÀB¥ÀÇªÀðPÀªÁV ªÀiÁr vÉÆÃj¹gÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß £ÉÆÃrzÀgÉ, ¨sÀgÀvÀ
¸ÀªÀÄ0iÀÄ¸ÁzsÀPÀ£À®è, ¸ÀªÀÄ0iÀÄ¥ÀædÕ, ¥ÁædÕ, zsÀªÀÄð©üÃgÀÄ ºÁUÀÆ
zsÀªÀiÁðZÀgÀuÉ0iÀÄ PÀoÉÆÃgÀvÉ, vÀ£Àß ªÀåQÛvÀéQÌlÄÖPÉÆArgÀÄªÀ
QjÃlªÁVzÉ. CªÀ£ÀÄ zsÀªÀiÁð¢üPÁj0iÀiÁzÀ£ÉÃ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ ¸ÀªÀÄ0iÀÄ
¸ÁzsÀPÀ£ÁUÀ°®è, EzÀÄ ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ JAvÀºÀ ¥ÁoÀ PÀ°¹zÉ! vÀ£Àß
vÁ¬Ä0iÀÄ£ÀÄß PÀÄjvÀÄ DrgÀÄªÀ PÀoÉÆÃgÀªÀZÀ£ÀªÁUÀ°Ã, CµÉÖÃPÉ
vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß £A¢¹zÀÄzÁUÀ°Ã ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À ªÀåQÛvÀéPÉÌ PÀ¥ÀÅöàZÀÄPÉÌ EqÀ°®è.
¸ÀªÀiÁdªÀÅ CªÀ£À£ÀÄß ªÀiÁvÀÈ-¦vÀÈ¨sÀPÀÛ£À®èªÉAzÀÄ zÀÆ¶¸À°®è.
vÀ£Àß PÉÆÃ¥ÀzÀ°è ¨sÀgÀvÀ vÀAzÉvÁ¬Ä0iÀÄgÀ£ÀÄß zÉéÃ¶¸À°®è, vÀ£Àß
¸ÀA§AzsÀzÀ ªÀÄ0iÀiÁðzÉ0iÀÄ J¯Éè0iÀÄ£ÀÄß «ÄÃgÀ°®è. DzÀgÉ CªÀgÀÄ
vÀ¼É¢gÀÄªÀ ¤tð0iÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀàµÀÖªÁV0iÉÄÃ «gÉÆÃ¢ü¹zÀ – vÁ¬Ä
ºÉÃ½zÀ¼ÉAzÀgÉ vÀAzÉUÉ «ªÉÃPÀ«gÀ°®èªÉ – Îx§ÉrÉÉ ÌlÉrÉÑ£üÈ
MæüMåürrÉÉ qÉqÉ qÉÉ§ÉÉ mÉUÇÇiÉmÉ | cÉMüÉU xÉÑqÉWûiÉç
mÉÉmÉÍqÉSqÉÉiqÉrÉvÉÉåWûUqÉç || (2-104-5,6) - £À£Àß vÁ¬Ä0iÉÄÃ
EgÀ§ºÀÄzÀÄ, PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä0i É ÄAzÀÄ ºÉ¸ÀjlÄÖPÉÆArgÀÄªÀ M§â
¹ÛçÃªÁPÀåªÀ£ÀÄß ¥ÀÅgÀ¸ÀÌj¹, £À£Àß vÀAzÉ0iÀÄÄ DvÀäUËgÀªÀªÀ£ÉßÃ
PÀ¼ÉzÀÄPÉÆArzÁÝ£É’. ‘¹ÛçÃªÁPÀå’ ¨É¯ÉPÉÆqÀ¨ÉÃPÁzÀÄzÀ®èªÉ?
¸ÁªÀiÁ£Àå ¹Üw0iÀÄ°è ¹ÛçÃ0iÀÄgÀÄ GzÁjUÀ¼ÀÆ, «ÄvÀ¨sÁ¶UÀ¼ÀÆ
DVgÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ «gÀ¼À. ¸Áé¨sÁ«PÀªÁV L»PÀªÁzÀ ¸ËRåPÉÌ ¨É¯ÉPÉÆlÄÖ,
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¸ÁéxÀð¸ÁzsÀ£ÉUÉ PÀÄn¯ÉÆÃ¥Á0iÀÄ G¥À0iÉÆÃV¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀgÀ°è ¹ÛçÃ0iÀÄgÀÄ
¥ÀÅgÀÄµÀgÀ£ÀÄß «ÄÃj¸ÀÄvÁÛgÉA§ÄzÀÄ ¤d. F ¢¸É0iÀÄ°è0iÉÄÃ ªÀÄ£ÀÄªÀÅ
– lÉ x§ÉÏ xuÉÉiÉl§rÉqÉWïûÌiÉ – ¹ÛçÃ ¸ÁévÀAvÁæ÷åºÀð¼À®è’ JAzÀÄ
ºÉÃ½zÁÝ£É. zÀ±ÀgÀxÀ£UÁzÀgÀÆ F «ZÁgÀUÀ¼É®è w½¢zÀÝjAzÀ¯ÉÃ
ÍkÉMç Îx§ÉrÉÈ AlÉÉrÉÉïÈ – QÃ¼ÀälÖzÀ ºÉAUÀ¸ÀjUÉ ¢üPÁÌgÀ’ JAzÀÄ
ºÉÃ½zÁÝ£É. zÀ±ÀgÀxÀ£ÉÃPÉ vÀ£Àß C¢üPÁgÀªÀ¤ß°è ZÀ¯Á¬Ä¸À°®è?
¨sÀgÀvÀ ºÉÃ½zÀAvÉ ¹ÛçÃªÁPÀåPÉÌ ¨É¯É PÉÆlÖzÀÄÝ ªÀÄºÁ¥Á¥ÀªÉÃ?
JAzÀÄ ¥Àæ²ß¹zÀgÉ DUÀ ‘xÉirÉmÉëÌiÉ´ÉuÉ’ ¸ÀvÀåPÉÌ PÉÆlÖ¨É¯É JµÉÖAzÀÄ
w½0iÀÄÄvÀÛzÉ. zÀ±ÀgÀxÀ »AzÉ0iÉÄÃ PÉÆnÖzÀÝ ªÀgÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀÄ¼ÀÄîªÀiÁqÀÄªÀªÀ
£À®èªÉAzÀÆ, EPÁë÷éPÀÄ ªÀA±ÀªÀÅ ¸ÀvÀå¥ÀæweÉÕUÉ ¥Àæ¹zÀÞªÉAzÀÆ, EzÀPÉÌ
¯ÉÆÃPÀ¥Á®PÀgÉÃ D¢0iÀiÁV zÉÃªÁ£ÀÄzÉÃªÀvÉUÀ¼É¯Áè ¸ÁQë0iÉÄAzÀÄ
PÀnÖºÁQzÀ PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä0iÀÄ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÀÄß gÁªÀÄ £ÀqÉ¹PÉÆlÄÖ vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ
ªÀåQÛvÀéªÀ£ÀÄß½¹zÀ£ÀÄ. DzÀgÉ ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À ¥Á°UÉ F ¸ÀvÀåzÀ zÁj0iÀÄÄ
¥ÀjÃPÉë0iÀiÁV©nÖvÀÄ. ¨sÀgÀvÀ£UÉ C0iÉÆÃzsÉå0iÉÄÃ ¨ÉAUÁqÁ¬ÄvÀÄ.
gÁªÀÄ£UÉ CgÀtåªÀÇ GzÁå£ÀªÀ£ÀªÉÃ D¬ÄvÀÄ. zÀ±ÀgÀxÀ£AzÀ¯ÉÃ
»AzÉ PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä vÀ£Àß vÁåUÀ¢AzÀ gÁd£À ªÀÄ£ÀUÉzÀÄÝ ªÀgÀ¥ÀqÉzÀªÀ¼ÁV
zÀÝ¼ÀÄ. DzÀgÉ FUÀ D ªÀgÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤Ãr vÀ£Àß vÀAzÉ gÁd£ÁV,
gÁd£À PÀvÀðªÀåªÀ£ÀÄß §¢VlÄÖ, ªÀA±ÀªÀÄ0iÀiÁðzÉ0iÀÄ£ÉßÃ PÀ¼É¢zÁÝ
£ÉAzÀÄ zÀÆ¶¸ÀÄvÁÛ£É. zÀ±ÀgÀxÀ¤UÉ, vÁ£ÀÄ PÉÆlÖ ªÀgÀªÀ£ÀÄß
£¨sÁ¬Ä¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ zsÀªÀÄðªÉ£¹zÀgÉ, CzÉÃ ¸ÀvÀåªÉAzÉ£¹zÀgÉ, ¨sÀgÀvÀ¤UÉ
CzÉÃ gÁdzsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß «ÄÃjzÀÄÝ ºÉÃUÉ vÁ£É zsÀªÀÄðªÉ¤¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ
JA§ PÉÆÃ¥À. F ¤nÖ£À°è ¨sÀgÀvÀ vÀ£Àß vÀAzÉvÁ¬Ä0iÀÄgÉAzÀÆ
¯ÉQÌ¸ÀzÉ CªÀgÉ¸ÀVgÀÄªÀ vÀ¥ÀÅöàUÀ¼À£ÀÄß JwÛ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÁÛ£É. F
¨s Á ªÀ£Á«gÉÆÃzsÀ UÀ¼À°è zs À ªÀÄðzÀ ¥Àj¢ü 0 i ÀÄ°è ¥Àj¹Üw0i À Ä
DzsÁgÀzÀªÉÄÃ¯É, ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ C¼ÀªÀrPÉUÉ ºÉÃUÉ ¸ÀÆPÀÛªÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß
¤tð¬Ä¸À¨ÉÃPÁVvÀÛzÉ. ªÀÄvÉÆÛAzÀÄ zÀÈ¶Ö0iÀÄ°è £ÉÆÃqÀÄªÀÅzÁzÀgÉ,
vÀAzÉ J¸ÀVzÀ MAzÉÃ PÉ®¸ÀPÉÌ E§âgÀÄ ¸ÀºÉÆÃzÀgÀgÀ ¥ÀæwQæ0iÉÄUÀ¼ÀÆ
vÀ¢égÀÄzÀÞªÁVgÀ¨ÉÃPÁzÀgÉ ¸ÀvÀåªÀ£ÀÄß JwÛ ¤°è¸ÀÄªÀ ªÀiÁUÀðzÀ°è
E§âgÀ £ÀqÀªÀ½PÉUÀ¼À£ÀÆß ¸ÀªÀiÁ£ÀUÀÄt¥ÀPÀë¥ÁvÀ¢AzÀ UËgÀ«¸À¨ÉÃPÁUÀÄ
vÀÛzÉ. ²æÃgÁªÀÄ£ÉÃ£ÁzÀgÀÆ vÀ£Àß vÀAzÉ0iÀÄÄ vÀ¦àvÀ¸ÀÜ£ÉAzÀÄ JtÂ¹zÀ
£ÉAzÀÄ ¨sÁ«¹, CzÀgÀ ¥Àæ¨sÁªÀªÀ£ÀÄß H»¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀÅzÁVzÀÝ°è,
DvÀ¤UÉ ¹AºÁ¸À£À ¹UÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ PÀµÀÖªÁUÀÄwÛgÀ°®è; DzÀgÉ D
¯Á¨sÀzÀ°è £ÉÊwPÀ§®ªÀ£ÀÄß PÀ¼ÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀ, ¸ÀvÀåªÁPÀåPÉÌ ¨É¯ÉPÉÆqÀzÀ
¸Áéyð0iÉÄA§ PÉlÖ ºÉ¸ÀgÀ£ÀÄß PÀnÖPÉÆAqÀªÀ£ÁVgÀ¨ÉÃPÁV¢ÝvÀÄ. DzÀgÉ
gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ D zÁj0iÀÄ£ÀÄß »r0iÀÄ°®è. lÉ WûÏ cNåûrÉqÉkÉqÉåïhÉ
vÉ¢üiuÉqÉÌmÉ sÉ£qÉhÉ – CzsÀªÀÄðzÀ zÁj¬ÄAzÀ ¹UÀ§ºÀÄzÁzÀ
EAzÀæ¥ÀzÀ«0iÀÄ£ÀÆß £Á£ÀÄ EaÒ¸ÀÄªÀÅ¢®è’ JAzÀÄ vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÀÄß
zsÀªÀiÁðZÀgÀuÉUÉ ªÀiÁUÀð¸ÀÆa0iÀÄ£ÁßV ªÀiÁrPÉÆArzÁÝ£É. DzÀgÉ
¨sÀgÀvÀ£À ¥Àj¹Üw0iÀÄ°è EzÉÃ ¤®ÄªÀ£ÀÄß vÀ¼É¢zÀÝgÉ ¥Àj¹Üw0iÉÄÃ
«gÀÄzÀÞªÁVgÀÄwÛvÀÄÛ. DzÀÝjAzÀ ¨sÀgÀvÀ vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ vÀ¥Àà£ÉßwÛ vÀ£Àß£ÀÄß
zÉÆÃµÀªÀÄÄPÀÛ£À£ÁßV ªÀiÁrPÉÆAqÀ. F jÃw0iÀÄ°è E§âgÀÄ ¸ÀºÉÆÃzÀ
gÀgÀÆ ¸ÁéxÀðvÁåUÀ ªÀiÁr zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÉßwÛ ¤°è¹zÀgÀÄ. MnÖ£À°è
«ªÀÄ²ð¸À¨ÉÃPÉAzÀgÉ E§âgÀÄ ¸ÀºÉÆÃzÀgÀgÀÆ vÀªÀÄUÉ MzÀV §AzÀ
¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðUÀ¼À°è vÁåUÀPÉÌ, ¸ÀvÀå²Ã®vÉUÉ vÀªÀÄä ªÀåQÛvÀéªÀ£ÀÄß MgÉºÀaÑ
¸ÀªÀiÁ£À UÀÄj0iÀÄ£ÀÄß vÀ®¦zÀgÀÄ.
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zs À ªÀÄðzÀ ¥Àæw¥ÁzÀ£É0iÀÄ°è ªÀÄÄRå¥ÁvÀæªÀ»¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÀvÀåzÀ
¸ÀégÀÆ¥ÀªÀ£ÀÄß gÁªÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¨sÀgÀvÀgÀ ¥ÁvÀæUÀ¼À°è §ºÀÄ CZÀÄÑPÀmÁÖV
awæ¸À¯ÁVzÉ; gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ E£ÀÆß ºÀ®ªÁgÀÄ WÀl£ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ EzÀ£ÉßÃ
¥Àæw¥Á¢¸ÀÄvÀÛªÉ. EªÀÅUÀ¼À£ÀÄß £ÉÆÃrzÁUÀ zsÀªÀÄðzÀ ZËPÀnÖUÉ
¸ÀvÀåªÉA§ wgÀÄ¼ÀÄ JµÀÄÖ §®0iÀÄÄvÀªÁzÀÄzÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß UÀªÀÄ£¸À§ºÀÄzÀÄ.
ªÉÊ¢PÀ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄÄ CzÀ£ÉßÃ JwÛ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÀÛzÉ – ‘xÉirÉÇ uÉS,
xÉirÉÉ³É mÉëqÉÌSiÉurÉqÉç – ¸ÀvÀåªÀ£ÁßqÀÄ, ¸ÀvÀåzÀ zÁj0iÀÄ£ÉßAzÀÆ
©qÀ¨ÉÃqÀ’.
¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ CvÀåAvÀ CªÀ±ÀåªÉ¤¸ÀÄªÀ zsÀªÀÄðzÀ §Ä£Á¢0iÀiÁzÀ ¸ÀvÀåzÀ
¥ÀAxÀªÀ£ÀÄß C¼ÀªÀr¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀÅzÀÄ ºÉÃUÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ
£Á0iÀÄPÀ ¥ÁvÀæUÀ¼ÀÄ CvÀåAvÀ ªÀiÁ«ÄðPÀªÁV ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ ¥Àæw©A©¹ªÉ.
3. AxiÉårÉ -PÀ¢0iÀÄ¢gÀÄ«PÉ - ¨s À gÀvÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁUÀªÀÄ
¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ: EzÀÄ ²æÃgÁªÀÄ£À ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸À ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀzÀ ¥ÁægÀA¨sÀPÁ®zÀ°è
£ÀqÉzÀ WÀl£É. ¹ÃvÁgÁªÀÄ®PÀë÷ätgÀÄ avÀæPÀÆlzÀ°è vÁªÀÅ
gÁdªÀÄ£ÉvÀ£ÀzÀªÀgÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÆß ªÀÄgÉvÀÄ CvÀåAvÀ ¸ÀAvÉÆÃµÀ¢AzÀ
ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸ÀªÀ£ÀÄß GzÁå£ÀªÀ£À «ºÁgÀªÉÇÃ JA§AvÉ PÀ¼É0iÀÄÄwÛzÀÝ
PÁ®. vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ ªÀiÁvÀÄ vÀ£ÀUÉ »A¸ÉPÉÆnÖvÉAzÀÄ JAzÀÆ zÀÆ¶¸À°®è
gÁªÀÄ. ‘AlÉålÉ uÉlÉuÉÉxÉålÉ qÉrÉÉ mÉëÉmiÉÇ TüsÉ²rÉqÉç | ÌmÉiÉÑ¶ÉÉlÉ×hÉiÉÉ
kÉqÉåï pÉU iÉxrÉ ÌmÉërÉÇ iÉj ÉÉ || - vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
IÄtªÀÄÄQÛUÉÆ½¹zÀÄzÉÆAzÀÄ, ¨s À gÀvÀ£UÉ ¦æ0i À ÄªÉ¸ÀVzÀÄzÀÄ
ªÀÄvÉÆÛAzÀÄ - »ÃUÉ ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸À¢AzÀ £Á£ÀÄ JgÀqÀÄ CªÉÆÃWÀªÁzÀ
¥sÀ®UÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¥ÀqÉzÀªÀ£ÁzÉ’ JAzÀÄ gÁªÀÄ ¸ÀªÀiÁzsÁ£À ¥ÀlÄÖPÉÆAqÀÄzÀÄ
DvÀ£À ªÀåQÛvÀéPÉÌ D±ÀÑ0iÀÄð¥ÀqÀÄªÀAvÀºÀÄzÉÃ£ÀÆ C®è.
¨sÀgÀvÀ, vÀ£Àß C£ÀÄ¥À¹Üw0iÀÄ°è C0iÉÆÃzsÉå0iÀÄ¯ÁèzÀ WÀl£ÉUÀ½AzÀ
DzÀ DWÁvÀ¢AzÀ ºÉÆgÀ§AzÀÄ zsÀªÀÄð¸ÀÆPÀë÷äzÀ J¼É0iÀÄ°è
¤ªÀð»¹zÀ ¥ÁvÀæ HºÉUÉ ¹®ÄPÀzÀÄzÀÄ. F WÀl£ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ
GzÉÝÃ±Àå¢AzÀ DzÀªÀÅUÀ¼À®è, vÀ£Àß vÁ¬Ä0iÀÄÄ ªÀÄUÀ£À ªÉÄÃ°£À
ªÁåªÉÆÃºÀ¢AzÀ PÀÄgÀÄqÁV ¥ÉæÃgÉÃ¦¹gÀÄªÀÅzÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß ªÀÄ£ÀUÀAqÀ
¨sÀgÀvÀ. ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À ªÁUÁâtUÀ½AzÀ PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä vÀ£Àß vÀ¦à£À CjªÀ£ÀÄß
ªÀiÁrPÉÆAqÀ¼ÀÄ. PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä F C»vÀPÀgÀ WÀl£ÉUÀ½UÉ ¸ÁzsÀ£ÀªÉÃ£ÉÆÃ
¤d. DzÀgÉ FUÀ D ªÀgÀUÀ¼À°è 0iÀiÁªÀÅzÀ£ÀÆßß »AvÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆ¼ÀÄ÷îªÀAw
gÀ°®è; KPÉAzÀgÉ zÀ±ÀgÀxÀ §zÀÄQ0iÉÄÃ EgÀ°®è. vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ ªÀÄgÀtPÀÆÌ,
CtÚ£À ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸ÀPÀÆÌ ªÀÄÆ® PÁgÀt¼ÁzÀ vÀ£Àß vÁ¬Ä ±Á±ÀévÀªÁzÀ
C¥À0iÀÄ±À¹ìUÉ PÁgÀt¼ÁV, vÁ£É¸ÀVzÀÄzÀÄ vÀ¥Áà¬ÄvÉA§ C£¹PÉ
¨s À gÀvÀ£ÀÄ CªÀ½UÉ PÉÆlÖ ªÀiÁw£À ZÁn¬ÄAzÀ CjªÁV
ªÀÄgÀÄUÀ¨ÉÃPÁ¬ÄvÀÄ.
¨ÉAQ0iÀÄÄ Gj0iÀÄÄªÀÅzÀgÀ°è0iÉÄÃ vÀ£Àß ±ÀQÛ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß vÉÆÃ¥Àðr¸ÀÄªÀAvÉ,
PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä J®èjUÀÆ vÉÆAzÀgÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß GAlÄªÀiÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀgÀ°è0iÉÄÃ
vÀ£Àß ±ÀQÛ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ¥ÀæzÀ²ð¹, CzÀgÀ ¥sÀ®ªÁV vÀ£Àß D¸ÉUÀ¼É®èªÀÇ,
¨ÉAzÀÄºÉÆÃUÀÄªÀAvÉ ªÀiÁr ¥À±ÁÑvÁÛ¥ÀzÀ ¨ÉÃUÉ0iÀÄ°è ¨ÉÃ0iÀÄÄªÀAvÁ
¬ÄvÀÄ. F WÀl£É0iÀÄÄ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ°è £ÀqÉ0iÀÄ§ºÀÄzÁzÀ PÀÄë®èPÀ
PÁ0iÀÄðªÀÅ ºÉÃUÉ C¥Á0iÀÄPÁj ¹Üw0iÀÄ£ÀÄßAlÄªÀiÁqÀ§®èzÉA§ÄzÀPÉÌ
dé®AvÀ GzÁºÀgÀuÉ0iÀiÁVzÉ. F WÀl£É0iÀÄ°è PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
PÀÆæj0iÉÄ£ÀÄßªÀÅzÀQÌAvÀ «ªÉÃPÀgÀ»vÀ¼ÉAzÀÄ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ºÉZÀÄÑ
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¸ÀªÀÄAd¸ÀªÉ£¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. zs À ªÀÄðzÀ ZËPÀnÖ£À°è AxiÉå r É PÀ¢0iÀÄ¢gÀÄ«PÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß G®èAX¸ÀÄªÀ ZÀ0iÉÄð 0iÀiÁªÀjÃw
£ÀqÉ0iÀÄ§®ÄèzÉA§ÄzÀPÉÌ EzÉÆAzÀÄ ¸ÁQë0iÀiÁVzÉ. PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä0iÀÄ
zÀÄ£ÀðqÀvÉ0iÀÄ F ªÀÄÄRzÀ°è0iÉÄÃ CªÀ¼À ¥ÁvÀæ ªÀÄÄV¢®è. vÀ£Àß
ZÀ0iÉÄðUÁV CvÀåAvÀ ¥À±ÁÑvÁÛ¥À ¥ÀlÖ¼ÀÄ. vÀ£Àß vÀ¦àUÉ §ºÀ¼À
zÉÆqÀØ ¨É¯É vÉvÀÛ¼ÀÄ. vÀ£Àß vÀ¥Àà£ÀÄß CjvÀÄPÉÆAqÀzÀÄzÀjAzÀ £Á±ÀªÉÃ
DUÀ¨ÉÃPÁVzÀÝ ¹Üw¬ÄAzÀ §zÀÄPÀÄªÀAvÁzÀ¼ÀÄ. ‘kÉqÉÉåï U£ÉÌiÉ UÍ£ÉiÉÈ
- gÀQë¸À®àlÖ zsÀªÀÄðªÀÅ gÀPÀëuÉ ¤ÃqÀÄvÀÛzÉ’ JA§ £ÁtÄÚrUÉ
PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä0iÀÄ ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ MAzÀÄ DzÀ±Àð GzÁºÀgÀuÉ0iÀiÁUÀ§®èzÀÄ.
¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀªÁzÀ CxÀªÁ PËlÄA©PÀªÁzÀ ¸ÀAWÀµÀðUÀ¼À°è, PÀÄlÄA§zÀ
±ÁAw0iÀÄ£ÁßzÀgÀÆ PÀzÀr, L»PÀªÁzÀ, ªÉÊ0iÀÄåQÛPÀªÁzÀ ¸ËRå¸ÀA¥ÁzÀ
£ÉUÉ ¥Àj¹Üw0iÀÄ£ÀÄß zÀÄ§ð¼ÀPÉ ªÀiÁrPÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀ ¹ÛçÃ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ²ÃWÀæªÁV
PÉÊPÉÃ¬ÄUÉ ºÉÆÃ°¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß £ÁªÀÅ FUÀ®Æ PÁtÄvÉÛÃªÉ.
¤Ãw¸ÀA»vÉ0iÀÄ°è ‘£¶zÀÞ’ªÉAzÀÄ ºÉÃ½gÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß M¦à C£ÀÄ¸Àj¸ÀÄªÀÅ
zÉÃ ¸ÀÄ¨sÀzÀæªÁzÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¥Àæ¨sÁªÀPÁj0iÀiÁzÀ ²PÀët PÀæªÀÄ. F
jÃw0iÀÄ ²PÀëtPÀæªÀÄPÉÌ PÉÊPÉÃ¬Ä0iÀÄ ¥ÁvÀæzÀ ªÀÄÄSÁAvÀgÀ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀÅ
»AzÀÆ ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ M¼Éî0iÀÄ ªÀ¸ÀÄÛªÀ£ÀÄß MzÀV¹zÉ.
¨sÀgÀvÀ ¹AºÁ¸À£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß M¦àPÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀÅzÀQÌAvÀ ªÀÄgÀtªÉÃ ¯ÉÃ¸ÉA§
¤tð0iÀÄPÉÌ §A¢zÀÝ ªÀåQÛ. vÀ£ÀUÉ PÉÆr¸À®ànÖgÀÄªÀ gÁdåªÀÅ
£Áå0iÀÄ¸ÀªÀÄävÀªÁzÀÄzÀ®è, DzÀÝjAzÀ CzÀ£ÀÄß M¦àPÉÆAqÀzÉÝÃ DzÀgÉ
CzÀÄ C¥ÀªÀiÁUÀðªÉAzÀÄ «ªÀÄ²ð¹zÀ ¨sÀgÀvÀ. vÀ£Àß vÀAzÉvÁ¬Ä0iÀÄ
jAzÁzÀ vÀ¥Àà£ÀÄß vÀ£ÀÆä®PÀ £ÀqÉ¸ÀzÉÃ EgÀÄªÀ ¤tð0iÀÄPÉÌ §A¢zÀÝ
¨sÀgÀvÀ. G£ÀßvÀªÀÄlÖzÀ ¸ÀÄ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈvÀ£ÁzÀ, eÁÕ¤0iÀiÁzÀ, ¤0iÀÄªÀÄ
§zÀÞ£ÁzÀ ¨s À gÀvÀ, JµÉÖÃ PÀµÀÖ§gÀ°, zs À ªÀÄðzÀ ¥ÀæªÀÄÄR
®PÀëtUÀ¼À¯ÉÆèAzÁzÀ ‘AxiÉårÉ – PÀ¢0iÀÄ¢gÀÄ«PÉ’0iÀÄ£ÀÄß JwÛ
¤°è¸À®Ä PÀn§zÀÞ£ÁzÀ. PÀÄ®UÀÄgÀÄUÀ¼ÁzÀ ªÀ¹µÀ×gÀ ªÀiÁvÀ£ÀÆß
£ÀqÉ¸ÀzÉÃ EgÀ®Ä »AzÀÄªÀÄÄAzÀÄ £ÉÆÃqÀ°®è. PÀÄ®¥ÀÅgÉÆÃ»vÀgÁzÀ
ªÀ¹µÀ×gÀÄ – `ÌmÉ§ÉÉ pÉëÉ§ÉÉ cÉ iÉå S¨ÉÇ UÉerÉÇ ÌlÉWûiÉMühOûMüqÉç |
iÉ°ÒXç£uÉ qÉÑÌSiÉÉqÉÉirÉÈ Í£ÉmÉëqÉåuÉÉÍpÉwÉåcÉrÉ || (2-82-7)
- J¯ÉÊ ¨sÀgÀvÀ£ÉÃ, ¹AºÁ¸À£ÀªÀÅ JAzÀÆ gÁdgÀ»vÀªÁgÀ¨ÁgÀzÀÄ.
£µÀÌAlPÀªÁzÀ gÁdåªÀÅ vÀAzÉ¬ÄAzÀ®Æ CtÚ¤AzÀ®Æ ¤£ÀUÉ
PÉÆqÀ®ànÖzÉ. ²ÃWÀæªÁV gÁeÁå©ü¶PÀÛ£ÁUÀÄ’ JAzÀÄ »vÀªÀZÀ£À
£ÀÄrzÀgÀÄ. ¥ÀævÀÄåvÀÛgÀ £ÃrzÀ ¨sÀgÀvÀ – `rÉÌ® qÉÉ§ÉÉ M×üiÉÇ mÉÉmÉÇ
lÉÉWûÇ iÉSÌmÉ UÉåcÉrÉå (2-82-15) - ªÀÄUÀ£À M½wUÁV ¸ÀévÀB
vÁ¬Ä0iÉÄÃ DUÀ° ¥Á¥ÀªÉ¸ÀVzÉÝÃ DzÀgÉ £Á£ÀzÀ£ÀÄß ¥ÀÅgÀ¸ÀÌj¸À¯ÁgÉ;
CzÀgÀ ¥Áæ0iÀÄ²vÀÛªÀ£ÀÄß £Á£ÉÃ ªÀiÁrPÉÆ¼ÀÄîvÉÛÃ£É’ JAzÀÄ UÀÄgÀÄ
¤ÃrzÀ ¥ÀjÃPÉëUÉ PÉÆlÖ ¢lÖ GvÀÛgÀ HºÉUÀÆ ¤®ÄPÀÄªÀAvÀºÀÄzÀ®è.
EzÀÄ ¨sÀgÀvÀ PÀAqÀ zsÀªÀÄð. zsÀªÀÄðzÀ J¼É0iÀÄ°è AxiÉårÉzÀ £®ÄªÀÅ
ºÉÃUÉ ¤®è§ºÀÄzÉA§ÄzÀPÉÌ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ°ègÀÄªÀ F ¨sÀgÀvÀ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ
CvÀåAvÀ ¤RgÀªÁVzÉ.
¨sÀgÀvÀ£ÀÄ vÀ£Àß ¤®Ä«£À°è JµÀÄÖ ¹ÜgÀ£ÁVzÀÝ£ÉAzÀgÉ vÀ£Àß£ÀÄß
gÁd£À£ÁßV PÀgÉ¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀÅ¢gÀ°, G¸ÀÄÛªÁj ªÀiÁvÀæ ªÀ»¸ÀÄªÀªÀ
£ÉAzÀÄ M¦àPÉÆ¼Àî®Æ ¹zÀÞ£gÀ°®è. F «ZÁgÀzÀ°è CtÚ gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ
JAvÀºÀ ºÀoÀªÁ¢0iÉÄA§ÄzÀ£ÀÆß, zÀÈqsÀ¤²ÑvÀ£ÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÆß CjwzÀÝ
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¨sÀgÀvÀ gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß PÁr¤AzÀ »A¢gÀÄV¹ PÀgÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ §gÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ
¸ÁzsÀåªÉÃ E®èzÀ PÉ®¸ÀªÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß §®èªÀ£ÁVzÀÝ. DzÀgÀÆ vÀ£Àß
zÀÈqsÀ¸ÀAPÀ®à¢AzÀ C¸ÁzsÀåªÁzÀÄzÀÝ£ÀÆß ¸Á¢ü¸ ÀzÉÃ ©qÉ£ÉA§
«±Áé¸À«vÀÄÛ. EzÀPÁÌV ¥ÀæeÉUÀ¼É®ègÀ£ÀÆß «±Áé¸ÀPÉÌ vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ
gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß PÁr¤AzÀ C0iÉÆÃzsÉåUÉ ªÀÄgÀ½ PÀgÉvÀgÀ®Ä ¥Àæ0iÀÄwß¹zÀ£ÀÄ.
gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß ¨sÉÃn0iÀiÁUÀÄvÀÛ¯ÉÃ ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À GzÉéÃUÀ ¸À»¸À®¸ÁzsÀåªÁ
¬ÄvÀÄ. ErÃ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ°è F gÁªÀÄ-¨sÀgÀvÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁUÀªÀÄ ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ
JµÀÄÖ ¥Àæ¨sÁªÀPÁj0iÀiÁVzÉ0iÉÄAzÀgÉ, £ÀªÀÄä ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ ¥ÁPÀªÉÃ
CzÀgÀ°è ºÀj¢zÉ. ªÀiÁ£ÀªÀ ¸ÀA§AzsÀUÀ¼À ¤gÀÆ¥ÀuÉUÉ EzÀQÌAvÀ
GvÀÛªÀÄªÁzÀ ¸À£ßªÉÃ±À ¹UÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ¥Áæ0iÀÄ±ÀB «gÀ¼À. EzÀgÀ°ègÀÄªÀ
¥ÀgÀ¸ÀàgÀ ¦æÃw, C£ÀÄPÀA¥À, PÀgÀÄuÉ, UËgÀªÀ, CjªÀÅ JµÀÄÖ
C¸ÀzÀÈ±ÀªÁVzÉ0iÉÄAzÀgÉ, ¥ÀæwÃ ¨sÁªÀ£É0iÀÄ°è0iÀÄÆ vÀªÀÄä vÀªÀÄä
PÀvÀðªÀå¤µÉ×0iÀÄ°è M§âgÀÄ ªÀÄvÉÆÛ§âgÀ£ÀÄß «ÄÃj¸ÀÄªÀ ¹Üw0iÀÄ¯ÉèÃ
EgÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß £ÉÆÃqÀÄvÉÛÃªÉ. ¨sÀgÀvÀ£ÀÄ vÀPÀð§zÀÞªÁzÀ vÀ£Àß ¤®ÄªÀ£ÀÄß
»ÃUÉ ªÀÄAr¸ÀÄvÁÛ£É – vÉÉµÉiÉÉåÅrÉÇ xÉSÉ kÉqÉïÈ ÎxjÉiÉÉåÅxqÉÉxÉÑ
lÉUwÉïpÉ | erÉå¸å mÉÑ§Éå ÎxjÉiÉå UÉeÉlÉç MülÉÏrÉÉ³É pÉuÉå³É×mÉÈ ||
xÉÑxÉqÉ×®ÉÇ qÉrÉÉ xÉÉkÉïÇ ArÉÉåkrÉÉÇ aÉcNû UÉbÉuÉ | AÍpÉwÉåcÉrÉ
cÉÉiqÉÉlÉÇ MÑüsÉxrÉÉxrÉ pÉuÉÉrÉ lÉÈ || (2-101-2,3) - §ºÀ¼À
ªÉÆzÀ°AzÀ®Æ ±Á±ÀévÀªÁzÀ £ÀªÀÄä PÀÄ®zsÀªÀÄðzÀ°è J¯ÉÊ gÁd£ÉÃ,
eÉåÃµÀÖ¥ÀÅvÀæ£À®èzÉ Qj0iÀÄªÀ£ÀÄ JAzÀÆ gÁd£ÁUÀÄªÀAw®è. J¯ÉÊ
gÁWÀªÀ£ÉÃ, ¸ÀÄ¸ÀªÀÄÈzÀÞªÁVgÀÄªÀ C0iÉÆÃzsÉåUÉ £À£ÉÆßqÀ£É §AzÀÄ
£ÀªÀÄä PÀÄ®zsÀªÀÄðzÀAvÉ gÁeÁå©ü¶PÀÛ£ÁUÀÄ’ J£ÀÄßvÁÛ£É. gÁªÀÄ£ÀÆ
EzÀ£ÉÆß¥Àà, ¨sÀgÀvÀ£ÀÆ ©qÀ. vÀ£Àß C£ÀÄ¥À¹Üw0iÀÄ°è £ÀqÉ¢gÀÄªÀ F
vÀ¥ÁàzÀ ¥Àj¹ÜwUÉ vÁ£ÀÄ PÁgÀt£À®èªÉAzÀÆ, CzÀPÁÌV vÀ£ÀUÉ
²PÉëPÉÆqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ¸Àj0iÀÄ®èªÉAzÀÆ §UÉ§UÉ0iÀiÁV PÉÃ½PÉÆ¼ÀÄîvÁÛ£É,
¨sÀgÀvÀ. gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ ¨sÀgÀvÀ¤UÉ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁzsÁ£À – uÉ¢üÏiÉqÉÉÌWûiÉÇ
¢üÏiÉÇ rÉiÉç ÌmÉ§ÉÉ eÉÏuÉiÉÉ qÉqÉ | lÉ iÉssÉÉåmÉÌrÉiÉÑÇ vÉYrÉÇ qÉrÉÉ
uÉÉ pÉUiÉålÉ uÉÉ || (2-111-28) - £ÀªÀÄä vÀAzÉ vÁ£ÀÄ
fÃªÀAvÀªÁVzÁÝUÀ £À«Ää§âjUÀÆ 0iÀiÁªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß DeÁÕgÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°è
«¨s À f¹ «PÀæ¬Ä¹ PÉÆnÖzÁÝ£É0iÉÆÃ CzÀ£ÀÄß £Á£ÁUÀ°Ã
¨s À gÀvÀ£ÁUÀ°Ã «ÄÃgÀÄªÀAw®è. vÀAzÉ0iÀÄÄ ¤ÃrgÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß
ªÀiÁUÀð¸ÀÆa0iÀÄAvÉ M¦àPÉÆ¼Àî¨ÉÃPÉÃ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ wgÀ¸ÀÌj¸ÀÄªÀAw®è;
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀAzÉÃ»¸ÀÄªÀAvÉ0iÀÄÆ E®è.’ E§âgÀÄ ¸ÀºÉÆÃzÀgÀgÀÆ
AxiÉårÉzÀ §Ä£Á¢0iÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É JµÀÄÖ ¤RgÀªÁVzÀÝgÉAzÀgÉ 0iÀiÁgÀÆ
¸ÉÆÃ®ÄªÀ ¹Üw PÁt°®è. F ¥Àj¹Üw0iÀÄ°è E§âgÀÄ £Á0iÀÄPÀgÀÆ
vÀªÀÄä AxiÉårÉzÀ ¤®Ä«UÉ DvÀä¸ÀªÀÄ¥ÀðtzÀ ¨Át ©lÖgÀÄ. ¨sÀgÀvÀ£ÀÄ
CtÚ¤UÉ §zÀ¯ÁV vÁ£ÉÃ PÁr£À°ègÀÄªÉ£ÉAzÀgÉ, gÁdåªÀÅ
vÀ£ÀßzÀ®èªÉA§ÄzÀÄ gÁªÀÄ£À ºÉÃ½PÉ. PÀqÉUÉ ¨sÀgÀvÀ£ÉÃ£ÉÆÃ CtÚ£À
vÀPÀðPÉÌ (vÀAzÉ0iÀÄ DeÉÕ0iÉÄAzÀÄ) «¢ü¬Ä®èzÉ M¥Àà¨ÉÃPÁzÀgÀÆ
CªÀ£À ªÀÄ£À¸ÀÄì ¹AºÁ¸À£ÀzÀ «ZÁgÀ §AzÁUÀ CzÀ£ÉÆß¥ÀÅöàªÀ
¹Üw0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ºÉÆAzÀ°®è. E§âgÀÄ ¸ÀºÉÆÃzÀgÀgÀÆ gÁdåvÁåUÀªÀ£ÀÄß
vÀªÀÄä zsÀªÀÄðªÉAzÉÃ ¸Á¢ü¹zÀgÀÄ. PÀqÉUÉ ¨sÀgÀvÀ vÀ£Àß DvÀäzsÀªÀÄðzÀ
gÀPÀëuÉUÁV 0iÀiÁjAzÀ®Æ, PÀqÉUÉ gÁªÀÄ¤AzÀ®Æ wgÀ¸ÀÌj¸À¯ÁUÀzÀ,
«gÉÆÃ¢ü¸À
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¯ÁUÀzÀ µÀgÀvÀÛ£ÀÄß ªÀÄAr¹, ErÃ ªÀÄ£ÀÄPÀÄ®PÉÌ AxiÉårÉ, ºÉÃUÉ
vÁåUÀzÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ DvÀä¸ÀªÀÄ¥ÀðtzÀ §Ä£Á¢0iÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É ¤®ÄèvÀÛzÉA§Ä
zÀ£ÀÄß ¥Àæw¥Á¢¹zÀ. vÁ£ÀÄ gÁd£À®è; vÁ£ÀÄ PÉÃªÀ® gÁªÀÄ£À
ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸ÀzÀ ¸ÀªÀÄ0iÀÄzÀªÀgÉUÉ ªÀiÁvÀæ gÁªÀÄ£À ¥ÁzÀÄPÉUÀ¼ÉÃ gÁªÀÄ£À
ºÉ¸Àj£À°è gÁdå¨sÁgÀ £ÀqÉ¸ÀÄªÀAvÉ £ÉÆÃrPÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀ ¥Àæw¤¢ü
JA§ÄzÀPÉÌ gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß M¦à¹, PÀÈvÁxÀð£ÁzÀ. ¤UÀ¢vÀ ¸ÀªÀÄ0iÀÄzÀ
£ÀAvÀgÀ, gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ »A¢gÀÄV ¨ÁgÀ¢zÀÝgÉ, MAzÉÃ MAzÀÄ ¢£ÀªÀÇ
vÁ£ÀÄ §zÀÄQgÀÄªÀÅ¢®èªÉAzÀÄ ¥ÀæweÉÕªÀiÁrzÀ. F jÃw0iÀÄ°è gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ
¨sÀgÀvÀ£À£ÀÄß ¸ÉÆÃ°¹zÀgÉ, ¨sÀgÀvÀ gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß UÉzÀÝ. ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À ªÀÄ£À¹ì£À°è
¸ÀªÀiÁzsÁ£À«zÀÝgÉ, gÁªÀÄ£À PÀtÂÚ£À°è D£ÀAzÁ±ÀÄæUÀ¼ÀÄgÀÄ½zÀÝ£ÀÄß
UÀªÀÄ£¸À¢gÀ®Ä 0iÀiÁjAzÀ®Æ ¸ÁzsÀåªÁUÀ°®è. EzÀÄªÉÃ zsÀªÀÄð.
¥Áæ0iÉÆÃVPÀªÁV ¤eÁ£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀUÀ¼À°è, ªÀÄ£ÀÄµÀå zsÀªÀÄðzÀ G£ÀßvÀªÁzÀ
¸ÀÛgÀªÀ£ÀÄß, ºÉÃUÉ ¸Á¢ü¹ vÉÆÃj¸À§®è£ÉA§ÄzÀPÉÌ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ
F ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ CvÀÄå£ÀßvÀ ¤zÀ±Àð£ÀªÁVzÉ. ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀÅ
£ÃrgÀÄªÀ CwªÀiË®å0iÀÄÄvÀªÁzÀ DzÀ±Àð¥ÁoÀ EzÀÄ.
4. rÉÉlrÉlÉuÉ±ÉÌlÉ MüqÉÉï Í hÉ iÉÉÌlÉ xÉå Ì uÉiÉurÉÉÌlÉ, lÉÉå
C iÉU ÉÍ hÉ -(vÉÊvÀÛjÃ0iÉÆÃ¥À£µÀvÀÄÛ) – ‘0iÀiÁªÀÅªÀÅ
UËgÀªÀ0iÀÄÄvÀªÀÇ, £AzÁºÀðªÀ®èzÀÆÝ DVgÀÄªÀÅªÉÇÃ, CªÀÅ
ªÀiÁvÀæªÉÃ DZÀj¸À®àqÀvÀPÀÌªÀÅ, G½zÀªÀÅUÀ¼À®è’.
C0iÉÆÃzsÉåUÉ §gÀÄwÛzÀÝAvÉ0iÉÄÃ ¨sÀgÀvÀ vÀ£Àß vÁ¬Ä¬ÄAzÀ CvÀåAvÀ
C¦æ0iÀÄªÁzÀ JgÀqÀÄ «µÀ0iÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß PÉÃ½zÀ£ÉÆÃ E®èªÉÇÃ,
¨sÁªÉÇÃzÉéÃUÀzÀ PÀmÉÖ0iÉÆqÉzÀÄ, vÁ¬Ä0iÉÄA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß ¯ÉQÌ¸ÀzÉ DPÉ
J¸ÀVzÀ C£Á0iÀÄðªÁzÀ ZÀjvÉUÉ vÀ£Àß ªÀÄ£À¹ìUÉ vÀÈ¦Û0iÀiÁUÀÄªÀµÀÄÖ
£ÉÆAzÀÄ, ¨ÉÃ¸ÀvÀÄÛ, PÀoÉÆÃgÀªÁV ¤A¢¸À®Ä¥ÀPÀæ«Ä¹zÀ£ÀÄ. ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À
ªÀÄ£À¸Àì£Àßj0iÀÄzÀ ºÁUÀÆ ªÀÄUÀ£À ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸ÀzÀ PÁgÀt¢AzÀ £ÉÆAzÀ
PË¸À¯Éå ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À£ÀÄß CvÀåAvÀ PËæ0iÀÄð0iÀÄÄPÀÛªÁzÀ ªÀiÁvÀÄUÀ½AzÀ
ªÀÄvÀÆÛ £ÉÆÃ¬Ä¹zÀ¼ÀÄ. ‘CSÇ iÉå UÉerÉMüÉqÉxrÉ UÉerÉÇ
mÉëÉmiÉqÉMühOûMüqÉç | xÉqmÉëÉmiÉÇ oÉiÉ MæüMåürrÉÉ vÉÏbÉëÇ ¢ÔüUåhÉ MüqÉïhÉÉ
|| mÉëxjÉÉmrÉ cÉÏUuÉxÉlÉÇ mÉÑ§ÉÇ qÉå uÉlÉuÉÉÍxÉlÉqÉç | MæüMåürrÉÉ MüÇ
aÉÑhÉÇ iÉ§É mÉvrÉÌiÉ ¢ÔüUSÍvÉïlÉÏ || CSÇ ÌWû iÉuÉ ÌuÉxiÉÏhÉïÇ kÉlÉkÉÉlrÉ
xÉqÉÉÍcÉiÉqÉç | yxirÉµÉUjÉxÉqmÉÔhÉïÇ UÉerÉÇ ÌlÉrÉÉïÌiÉiÉÇ iÉrÉÉ ||
(2-11,12,16) – CvÀåAvÀ DvÀÄgÀªÁzÀ ZÀ0iÉÄð¬ÄAzÀ ££Àß vÁ¬Ä0iÀÄÄ
gÁdå¯ÉÆÃ©ü 0 iÀiÁzÀ ¤£ÀUÉ ¤¨Áð¢ü v ÀªÁzÀ gÁdåªÀ£ÀÄß
vÀAzÀÄPÉÆnÖzÁÝ¼É. DzÀgÀÆ PÀÆæj0iÀiÁzÀ PÉÊPÉÃ¬ÄUÉ £À£Àß ªÀÄUÀ£UÉ
PÀÈµÁÚf£ÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄßr¹, PÁrUÉ PÀ¼ÀÄ»¹zÀÄzÀgÀ°è 0iÀiÁªÀ ¸ËRå«vÉÆÛÃ?
£ºÀvÀPÀAlPÀªÁzÀ zsÀ£ÀzsÁ£Àå¸ÀªÀÄÈzÀÞªÁzÀ gÁdåªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀÄRªÁV
C£ÀÄ¨sÀ«¸ÀÄ’ –JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ½zÀ PË¸À¯Éå0iÀÄ ªÀiÁvÀÄUÀ¼ÀÄ ¨sÀgÀvÀ£À
ªÀÄ£À¹ì£À¯ÁèVzÀÝ UÁ0iÀÄPÉÌ G¥ÉàgÉazÀAvÁ¬ÄvÀÄ. PË¸À¯Éå0iÀÄ
ªÀÄ£À¹Üw0iÀÄ£ÀßjvÀ ¨sÀgÀvÀ DPÉ0iÀÄ ªÀiÁwUÉ ¨ÉÃ¸ÀgÀ¹PÉÆ¼Àî°®è. CzÀPÉÌ
§zÀ®Ä 0iÀiÁgÀ C£ÀÄªÀÄw¬ÄAzÀ gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ PÁrUÉ ºÉÆÃVzÁÝ£ÉÆÃ,
DvÀ£UÉ F PÉ¼ÀUÉ ºÉÃ¼À®ànÖgÀÄªÀ ¥Á¥ÀUÀ¼É¯Áè vÀlÖ° JAzÀÄ
±À¦¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîvÁÛ, ¥ÀgÉÆÃPÀëªÁV vÁ£ÀÄ CzÀPÉÌ ºÉÆuÉUÁgÀ£ÁVzÀÝ
¥ÀPÀëzÀ°è D ¥Á¥ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ vÀ£Àß£ÀÄß ¸ÀÄqÀ° JAzÀÄ §UÉ§UÉ0iÀiÁV
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ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÁÛ, vÀ£Àß ¸ÀAPÀlªÀ£ÀÄß PË¸À¯Éå0iÀÄ ºÀwÛgÀ vÀ¯É0iÀÄÆ JvÀÛzÉ
±À¦¹PÉÆAqÀÄ ºÀ®Ä§ÄvÁÛ£É.
vÀ£ÀßtÚ£À£ÀÄß PÁrUÉ PÀ¼ÀÄ»¸ÀÄªÀAvÉ ªÀiÁrgÀÄªÀªÀ¤UÉ F PÉ¼ÀPÀAqÀ
¥Á¥ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ¸ÀÄwÛPÉÆ¼Àî°:- M×üiÉÉ vÉZÉÉlÉÑaÉÉ oÉÑÌ®È qÉÉpÉÔ¨ÉxrÉ
MüSÉcÉlÉ | xÉirÉxÉlkÉÈ xÉiÉÉÇ ´Éå¸È ........ ¸ÀvÀå¸ÀAzsÀ£ÁV,
¸ÀvÀÄàgÀÄµÀgÀ°è ±ÉæÃµÀ×£É¤¹zÀªÀ¤UÉ, vÀ£Àß UÀÄgÀÄ«¤AzÀ ¥ÀqÉzÀ eÁÕ£ÀªÀÅ
£Á±ÀªÁV ºÉÆÃUÀ° - «zÁåªÀAvÀ£UÉ eÁÕ£À£Á±ÀªÀÅ ªÀÄgÀt¸ÀzÀÈ±À
ªÁzÀÄzÀÄ; mÉëåwrÉ mÉÉmÉÏrÉxÉÉÇ rÉÉiÉÑ - ¥Á¦UÉ ¸ÉÃªÀPÀ£ÁUÀÄªÀAvÉ
DUÀ° - ¸À¨sÀåªÀåQÛ0iÀÄÄ vÀ£ÀUÉ EZÉÒ¬Ä®è¢zÀÝgÀÆ zÀÄµÀÌöÈvÀåUÀ¼À£Éß
¸ÀUÀ®Ä zÀ©â¹PÉÆAqÀÄ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀ ¸ÉÃªÀPÀvÀ£À JAvÀºÀ CªÀªÀiÁ£À;
xÉÔrÉïÇ mÉëÌiÉ qÉåWûiÉÑ - ¸ÀÆ0iÀÄð£À JzÀÄjUÉ ¥ÀÅjÃµÀ«¸Àfð¸À° £ÁaPÉ¬Ä®èzÀ CUËgÀªÀ; WûliÉÑ mÉÉSålÉ aÉÉÇ xÉÑmiÉÉÇ – ªÀÄ®VgÀÄªÀ
ºÀ¸ÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß MzÉ0iÀÄ° - CPÀëªÀÄåªÁzÀ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ zÀÄµÀÌöÈvÀå;
MüÉUÌrÉiuÉÉ qÉWûiÉç MüqÉï pÉiÉÉï pÉ×irÉqÉlÉjÉïMüqÉç | AkÉqÉÉåï rÉÉåÅxrÉ
xÉÉåÅxrÉÉxiÉÑ – 0iÀiÁgÀÄ ºÉÃgÀ¼ÀªÁzÀ PÉ®¸ÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ªÀiÁr¹PÉÆAqÀ
¸ÉÃªÀPÀ£UÉ ªÉÃvÀ£ÀPÉÆqÀÄªÀÅ¢®èªÉÇÃ, D ¥Á¥À vÀlÖ° - JAvÀºÀ
CªÀºÉÃ¼À£À! mÉËUmÉÉsÉlÉqÉÉlÉxrÉ UÉ¥ÉÉå pÉÔiÉÉÌlÉ mÉÑ§ÉuÉiÉç | iÉiÉxiÉÑ
SìÓ½iÉÉÇ mÉÉmÉÇ - vÀ£Àß ¥ÀæeÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß vÀ£Àß ªÀÄPÀÌ¼ÀAvÉ0iÉÄÃ ¥Á°¸ÀÄªÀ
gÁd£UÉ C¥ÀªÀiÁ£ÀUÉÆ½¹zÀ ¥Á¥ÀªÀÅ vÀlÖ°; qÉÉ cÉ iÉÇ urÉÔRûoÉÉÀûÇxÉÇ
cÉlSìÉMïüxÉqÉiÉåeÉxÉqÉç | SìÉ£ÉÏSìÉerÉxjÉqÉÉxÉÏlÉÇ ¸ÀÆ0iÀÄðZÀAzÀæ£ÀAvÉ PÁAw0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ºÉÆA¢gÀÄªÀ gÁd¤UÉ C¥ÀªÀiÁ£À
UÉÆ½¹zÀªÀ£À zÀÈ¶Ö£Á±ÀªÁUÀÄªÀ ¥Á¥ÀªÀÅ vÀlÖ°; mÉÉrÉxÉÇ M×üxÉUÇ
NûÉaÉÇ uÉ×jÉÉ xÉÉåÅvlÉÉiÉÑ xÉÑbÉ×ïhÉÈ – §AzsÀÄUÀ¼À£Éß¯Áè ©lÄÖ
vÁ£ÉÆ§â£ÉÃ zÉÃªÀvÉUÉ £ÉÊªÉÃzÀåªÀiÁqÀzÀ ¥Á0iÀÄ¸ÀªÀ£ÀÄß w£ÀÄßªÀªÀ£UÉ
§gÀÄªÀ ¥Á¥ÀªÀÅ CtÚ£À£ÀÄß PÁrUÉ PÀ¼ÀÄ»¹zÀªÀ£UÉ §gÀ° - JAvÀºÀ
¸ÀAPÀÄavÀªÁzÀ ºÁUÀÆ CUËgÀªÀ0iÀÄÄPÀÛªÁzÀ ZÀ0iÉÄð!
aÉÑÂ¶ÉÉmrÉuÉeÉÉlÉÉiÉÑ – UÀÄgÀÄ«UÉ C«zsÉÃ0iÀÄ£ÁV £ÀqÉzÀ ¥Á¥ÀªÀÅ
vÀlÖ° - JAvÀºÀ vÀÄZÀÒªÁzÀ £ÀqÀªÀ½PÉ! ÍqÉ§Éå SìÓ½åiÉ xÉÉåÅirÉliÉÇ
– «ÄvÀæ¤UÉ ªÉÆÃ¸ÀªÉ¸ÀUÀÄªÀ ¥Á¥À vÀlÖ° - JAvÀºÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁdWÁvÀÄPÀ
PÀÈvÀå! AMüiÉÉï ½M×üiÉ¥É¶É irÉ£üMüÉqÉÉ ÌlÉUmÉ§ÉmÉÈ | sÉÉåMåü
pÉuÉiÉÑ ÌuÉ²åwrÉÉå - PÀÈvÀdÕvÉ0iÀÄ£ÉßÃ £É£É0iÀÄzÀ PÀÈvÀWÀß£UÉ §AzÉgÀUÀÄªÀ
¥Á¥ÀªÀÅ vÀlÖ° - CvÀåAvÀ C¥Á0iÀÄPÁj0iÀiÁzÀ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ £ÀqÉ.
. . . . . . . EvÁå¢, EvÁå¢.
F ¸ÀA¨sÁµÀuÉ0iÀÄÄ PË¸À¯Éå0iÀÄ ªÀÄ£À¸Àì£ÉßÃ ºÀtÄÚªÀiÁrvÉAzÀgÉ D
¸ÀA¸ÁÌgÀzÀ D¼À J¶ÖgÀ§ºÀÄzÉAzÀÄ HºÉªÀiÁqÀ§ºÀÄzÀÄ. F ªÉÄÃ¯É
ºÉÃ½gÀÄªÀ ¥Àæw0iÉÆAzÀÄ zÀÄµÀÌöÈvÀåUÀ¼À ¥Á¥ÀzÀ ¥sÀ®ªÀ£ÀÄß C£ÀÄ¨sÀ«¸À
§ºÀÄzÁzÀ ªÀåQÛ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀªÁV ¸ÀÄ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈvÀ£À®èzÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁdWÁvÀÄPÀ
£ÁVgÀ®Ä ¸ÁPÉ¤¹gÀÄªÁUÀ, ‘vÁ£ÉÃ£ÁzÀgÀÆ vÀ£ÀßtÚ£À ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸ÀPÉÌ
PÁgÀt£ÁzÀ vÀ¦àvÀ¸ÀÜ£ÁVzÀÝgÉ’ JA§ GQÛ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÉÃj¹PÉÆÌAqÀÄ
ºÉÃgÀ¼ÀªÁzÀ CvÀåAvÀ ¤AzÁºÀðªÁzÀ ¥Á¥ÀUÀ¼À gÁ²0iÀÄ£ÉßÃ vÀ£ÀUÉ
DgÉÆÃ¥ÀªÀi ÁrPÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß PÉÃ½zÀ PË¸À¯ÉåUÉ ¨sÀ gÀvÀ£À£ÀÄß
¸ÀªÀiÁzs Á £À¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀgÀ°è0iÉÄÃ ¸ÁPÀÄ¨ÉÃPÁ¬ÄvÀÄ. vÀ£Àß
ªÀÄ£À¹ì£À°èzÀÝ C£ÀÄªÀiÁ£ÀªÉ®è PÀgÀV £ÃgÁ¬ÄvÀÄ. gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ°è
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£ÀqÉ¢gÀÄªÀ F WÀl£É ¸ÀªÀiÁdWÁvÀÄPÀ ZÀlÄªÀnPÉUÀ¼ÀÄ 0iÀiÁªÀÅªÀÅ,
CªÀÅUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ©mÁÖUÀ ªÀiÁvÀæ ªÀÄ£ÀÄµÀå ºÉÃUÉ GvÀÛªÀÄªÉAzÉ¤¹
PÉÆ¼Àî§®èªÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß ¥Àæw¥Á¢¸ÀÄªÀ ¤zÀ±Àð£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß MzÀV¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ.
F ¢¸É0iÀÄ°è gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄt ªÉÊ¢PÀ vÀvÀéªÀ£ÀÆß ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ªÉÊ¢PÀ
¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ£ÀÆß ¸ÁªÀiÁ£Àå d£ÀgÀ £ÀqÉ£ÀÄrUÀ¼À°è ¨É¸É0iÀÄÄªÀ
¸ÉÃvÀÄªÉ0iÀiÁVzÉ. Cj«®èzÉAvÉ0iÉÄÃ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É ¸ÀA¸ÁÌgÀzÀ
¥Àæ¨sÁªÀ ©ÃgÀÄªÀ CvÀåAvÀ ¥Àæ¨sÁªÀPÁj UÀæAxÀ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄt. F
¢¸É0iÀÄ°è gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀÅ vÉÊvÀÛjÃ0iÉÆÃ¥À£µÀwÛ£À rÉÉlrÉlÉuÉ±ÉÌlÉ
MüqÉÉïÍhÉ iÉÉÌlÉ xÉåÌuÉiÉurÉÉÌlÉ; lÉÉå CiÉUÉÍhÉ JA§ ªÁQÌUÉ
¥Áæ0iÉÆÃVPÀªÁzÀ ¥ÀÅ¶Ö ¤ÃqÀÄvÀÛzÉ.
5. zs À ªÀÄðzÀ «ªÉÃZÀ£É
vÉÊvÀÛjÃ0iÀiÁgÀtåPÀªÀÅ – kÉqÉÉåï ÌuÉµÉxrÉ eÉaÉiÉÈ mÉëÌiÉ¹ÉÇ, sÉÉåMåü
kÉÍqÉï¸Ç mÉëeÉÉ EmÉxÉmÉïÎliÉ, kÉqÉåïhÉ mÉÉmÉqÉmÉlÉÑSÎliÉ, kÉqÉåï xÉuÉåïÇ
mÉëÌiÉÌ¸iÉÇ, iÉxqÉÉiÉç kÉqÉïÇ mÉUqÉÇ uÉSÎliÉ | - dUÀwÛ£À ¥ÀæwµÉ×
¤AwgÀÄªÀÅzÉÃ zsÀªÀÄðzÀ £É¯É0iÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É, ¯ÉÆÃPÀzÀ°è ¥ÀæeÉUÀ¼É¯Áè
zs À «ÄðµÀ×£À£ÀÄß D±Àæ¬Ä¸ÀÄvÁÛgÉ; zs À ªÀÄð¢AzÀ ¥Á¥ÀªÀ£ÀÄß
PÀ¼É0iÀÄÄvÁÛgÉ, J®èªÀÇ zsÀªÀÄðzÀ°è0iÉÄÃ £É¯ÉUÉÆ¼ÀÄîvÀÛªÉ, DzÀÝjAzÀ
zsÀªÀÄðªÉÃ ¹ÜgÀªÁzÀzÀÄÝ, CzÀ£ÉßÃ ±ÉæÃµÀ×vÀªÀÄªÉAzÀÄ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÁÛgÉ’ –
JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. vÉÊvÀÛjÃ0iÉÆÃ¥À£µÀvÀÆÛ EzÀ£ÉßÃ kÉqÉïÇ cÉU,
kÉqÉÉï³É mÉë qÉÌSiÉu rÉqÉç – zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß DZÀj¸ÀÄ,
zsÀªÀÄð«ªÀÄÄR£ÁUÀ¨ÉÃqÀ’ JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÀÛzÉ.
¥Àæw0iÉÆ§â ªÀåQÛ0iÀÄ ªÀÄ£À¹ì£À°è0iÀÄÆ zÉéöÊ¢Ã¨sÁªÀªÀÇ, «gÉÆÃzsÀüUÀ¼À
vÁPÀ¯ÁlªÀÇ £ÀqÉ0iÀÄÄªÀÅzÀÄ ¸ÀªÉðÃ¸ÁªÀiÁ£ÀåªÁVzÉ. DzÀgÉ ªÀÄ£ÀÄµÀå
vÀ£Àß CªÀ±ÀåPÀvÉ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈwUÉ vÀPÀÌAvÉ zsÀªÀÄðzÀ £®ÄªÀ£ÀÄß
vÀ¼É0iÀÄÄvÁÛ£É. PÉ®ªÉÇªÉÄä ¸ÀA¨sÁ«vÀ£ÀÆ, zsÁ«ÄðPÀ¥ÀæªÀÈwÛ0iÀÄªÀ£ÀÆ
PÀÆqÀ zsÀªÀiÁð£ÀÄ¸ÀgÀuÉ0iÀÄ°è C£ÀÄ¸ÀgÀtÂÃ0iÀÄªÀ®èªÉAzÀÄ ºÉÃ½gÀÄªÀ
Qæ0i É ÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß DZÀj¹gÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ UÀªÀÄ£ÀPÉÌ §gÀÄvÀÛzÉ. EAvÀºÀ
¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðUÀ¼À°è, PÉ®¸ÀUÀ¼À »£Àß¯É0iÀÄ£ÀÆß, GzÉÝÃ±Àå ªÀÄvÀÄÛ
CzÉµÀÖgÀªÀÄnÖUÉ zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß JwÛ »r0iÀÄ§®èzÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÆß UÀªÀÄ£¹,
zsÀªÀÄð«ªÉÃZÀ£ÉªÀiÁqÀ¨ÉÃPÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ. F zÀÈ¶Ö0iÀÄ°è ªÁ°äÃQgÁªÀiÁ
0iÀÄtzÀ PÉ®ªÀÅ ¸À£ßªÉÃ±ÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß «ªÀÄ²ð¸À¯ÁVzÉ.
vÁlPÁ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ: gÁªÀÄ¤UÉ §æºÀä¶ð0iÀ i Á zÀ «±Áé«ÄvÀægÀÄ,
0iÀÄdÕPÁ0iÀÄðPÉÌ PÉlÖzÁzÀ ZÀ0iÉÄðUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ªÀiÁr «WÀßªÉÇqÀÄØwÛzÀÝ
0iÀÄPÀëPÀ£Éå0iÀiÁzÀ vÁlQ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß PÉÆ®è®Ä DzÉÃ²¹zÀ£ÀÄ. DzÀgÉ gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ
vÁlQ0iÀÄÄ ¹ÛçÃ0iÉÄA§ C£ÀÄPÀA¥À¢AzÀ (¹Ãw¸ÀA»vÉ0iÀÄAvÉ) lÉ
½ål ÉqÉÑi xÉWåû Wû liÉÑÇ x§ÉÏxuÉpÉÉuÉål É UÍ£ÉiÉÉqÉç (1-26-12)
D0iÀÄð¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ°è ¹ÛçÃ0i À ÄgÀÄ gÀPÀëuÁºÀðgÉÃ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ
ªÀzs Á ºÀðgÀ®è JA§ ¤0i À ÄªÀÄ«gÀÄªÀÅzÀjAzÀ «±Áé«ÄvÀægÀÄ
DzÉÃ²¹zÀgÀÆ gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ vÁlQ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß PÉÆ®è®Ä »AzÉÃlÄ ºÁQzÀ£ÀÄ.
DUÀ «±Áé«ÄvÀægÀÄ gÁªÀÄ£À ¸ÀA±À0iÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß »ÃUÉ ¥ÀjºÀj¸ÀÄvÁÛgÉ
– lÉ×vÉÇxÉÇ AlÉ×vÉÇxÉÇ uÉÉ mÉëeÉÉU£ÉhÉMüÉUhÉÉiÉç | mÉÉiÉMüÇ uÉÉ
xÉSÉåwÉÇ uÉÉ MüiÉïurÉÇ U£ÉiÉÉ xÉiÉÉ || lÉ ÌWû iÉå x§ÉÏuÉkÉM×üiÉå bÉ×hÉÉ
MüÉrÉÉï lÉUÉå¨ÉqÉ | cÉÉiÉÑuÉïhrÉïÌWûiÉÉjÉÉïrÉ MüiÉïurÉÇ UÉeÉxÉÔlÉÑlÉÉ ||
UÉerÉpÉÉUÌlÉrÉÑ£üÉlÉÉÇ LwÉ kÉqÉïÈ xÉlÉÉiÉlÉÈ | AkÉqrÉÉïÇ eÉÌWû
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MüÉMÑüixjÉ kÉqÉåï ½xrÉÉ lÉ ÌuÉ±iÉå || PÀÆæj0iÉÆÃ, ¸ÁzsÀÄªÉÇÃ
J®è «zsÀªÁzÀ ¥ÀæeÉUÀ¼À£ÀÆß CzsÀªÀÄð¢AzÀ gÀQë¸ÀÄªÀÅzÉÃ gÁd£À
PÀvÀðªÀå. F PÀvÀðªÀåPÉÌ «gÉÆÃ¢üUÀ¼ÁzÀ ¨sÀ0iÉÆÃvÁàzÀPÀgÉÆÃ,
zsÀªÀÄð«£Á±ÀPÀgÉÆÃ DVgÀÄªÀªÀgÀ£ÀÄß, ¸ÀfÃªÀ ²PÉë0iÀÄ ªÀÄlÖªÀ£ÀÄß
«ÄÃjzÀ°è PÉÆ®ÄèªÀÅzÀÄ ¸ÀªÀiÁd gÀPÀëuÉ0iÉÄÃ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ ¥Á¥ÀªÀ®è.
F «ZÁgÀzÀ°è ¹ÛçÃ, ¨Á®ªÀÈzÀÞgÁV 0iÀiÁgÀÆ PÀëªÀiÁºÀðgÀ®è.
»ÃUÉ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÁUÀ Dj¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀ zÁj £À0iÀÄªÉÇÃ, ¨sÀ0iÀÄAPÀgÀªÉÇÃ,
CzÀÄ ¯ÉPÀÌPÉÌ §gÀÄªÀÅ¢®è, zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß JwÛ »r0iÀÄÄªÀÅzÀgÀ°è
CzÀgÀ ¥ÁvÀæ ¥ÀæªÀÄÄRªÁV, PÉÆnÖgÀÄªÀ ²PÉë ¸ÀÆPÀÛªÉ£¸À¨ÉÃPÀÄ.
DzÀÝjAzÀ vÁlQ0iÀÄÄ ªÀzsÁºÀð¼ÉÃ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ PÀëªÀiÁºÀð¼À®è.
gÁªÀÄ¤UÉ «±Áé«ÄvÀægÀÄ PÉÆnÖgÀÄªÀ F w¼ÀÄªÀ½PÉ ªÀÄ£ÀÄªÀÅ ºÉÃ½gÀÄªÀ
zsÀªÀÄðzÀ zÀ±À®PÀëtUÀ¼À°è kÉ×ÌiÉ – ¢lÖvÀ£À’PÉÌ
GzÁºÀgÀuÉ0iÀiÁVzÉ.
±ÀÆ¥Àð£ÀSÁ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ: vÁlQ0iÀÄ ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀzÀ°è zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß JwÛ
¤°è¸À®Ä ¹ÛçÃªÀzsÉ £Áå0iÀÄ¸ÀªÀÄävÀªÉ£¹gÀ¯ÁV, ±ÀÆ¥Àð£ÀSÁ¥Àæ¸ÀA
UÀzÀ°è CªÀ¼À£ÀÄß PÉÆ®èzÉ, PÀgÀÄuÉ vÉÆÃj, «gÀÆ¥ÀUÉÆ½¹zÀÄzÀÄ
£Áå0iÀÄ¨Á»gÀªÁUÀ°®èªÉÃ JA§ ¥Àæ±Éß0iÉÄÃ¼ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ¸ÀºÀdªÉÃ DVzÉ.
¸ÀgÀ¼À «ªÀÄ±Éð0iÀÄÄ F «ªÁzÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀÄ®¨sÀªÁV §UÉºÀj¸À§®èzÀÄ.
±ÀÆ¥Àð£ÀT0iÀÄÄ ¹ÃvÁgÁªÀÄ®PÀë÷ätjUÉ vÉÆAzÀgÉ GAlÄªÀiÁqÀÄªÀÅ
zÀgÀ°è ªÀÄUÀß¼ÁVzÀÝ¼ÉÃ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ vÀ£Àß zÉÊ»PÀ§®¢AzÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ
WÁ¹ªÀiÁqÀ°®è. EµÉÖÃ C®èzÉ vÁlQ0iÀÄÄ 0iÀiÁgÀ ¨ÉA§®ªÀ£ÀÆß
C¥ÉÃQë¸ÀzÉÃ vÁ£ÉÃ vÀ£Éß®è ±ÀQÛ0iÀÄ£ÀÆß §¼À¹ »A¹¹zÀ¼ÀÄ.
±ÀÆ¥Àð£ÀT0iÀiÁzÀgÉÆÃ, vÀ£Àß ¸ÀºÉÆÃzÀgÀgÁzÀ gÁªÀt, RgÀ,
zÀÆµÀtgÉÃ D¢0iÀ iÁV ±ÀQÛ±Á°UÀ¼ÁzÀ ¨sÀ0iÉ ÆÃvÁàzÀPÀgÀÆ,
¸ÀªÀiÁdWÁvÀÄPÀgÀÆ DVzÀÝªÀgÀ ¨ÉA§®zÀ°èzÀÄÝ, CªÀgÀ£Éß¯Áè »AzÉ
©lÄÖ, vÁ£ÀÄ ªÀiÁvÀæ zÀAqÀPÁgÀtåzÀ gÁªÀiÁ±ÀæªÀÄPÉÌ £ÀÄVÎ ¦Ãr¹zÀ¼ÀÄ,
zÉÊ»PÀªÁzÀ KlÄ PÉÆqÀ°®è. F ¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðzÀ°è ±ÀÆ¥Àð£ÀT0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
PÉÆA¢zÀÝgÉ, ¨ÉA§°UÀgÉÃ PÉ®¸ÀªÀiÁr¹gÀÄªÁUÀ ¸ÀªÀÄ¸ÉåUÉ ¥ÀjºÁgÀ
¹UÀÄwÛgÀ°®è. F zÀÈ¶Ö¬ÄAzÀ ±ÀÆ¥Àð£ÀT0iÀÄ C¥ÀgÁzsÀªÀÅ
vÁlQ0i À ÄzÀ£ÀÄß ºÉÆÃ°¹zÀgÉ PÀrªÉÄ0i É ÄAzÀÄ vÀÄ®£ÉªÀi Ár,
«gÀÆ¥ÀUÉÆ½¹zÀ£ÀÄ. D PÁgÀt¢AzÀ gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ - ¢ÔüUæUlÉÉrÉæïÈ
xÉÉæÍqÉ§Éå, mÉËUWûÉxÉÈ MüjÉgcÉlÉ lÉ MüÉrÉïÈ | CqÉÉÇ ÌuÉÃmÉÉqÉxÉiÉÏÇ
AÌiÉqÉ¨ÉÉÇ qÉWûÉåSUÏqÉç | UÉ£ÉxÉÏÇ mÉëÂÑwÉurÉÉbÉë ÌuÉÃmÉÌrÉiÉÑqÉWïûÍxÉ
|| (3-18-19,20) – J¯ÉÊ ®PÀë÷ät£ÉÃ, EAvÀºÀ PÉlÖ ¸ÀA¸ÁÌgÀªÀÅ¼Àî,
C£Á0iÀÄð¼ÁzÀ, PÀÆæj0iÀiÁzÀAvÀºÀªÀgÀ «µÀ0iÀÄzÀ°è £®ðPÀë÷å
¸Àj¬Ä®è. EªÀ¼À£ÀÄß «gÀÆ¥ÀUÉÆ½¹ ²Që¹, ¥ÀÅ£ÀB £ÀªÀÄä vÀAmÉUÉ
¨ÁgÀzÀAvÉ Nr¸ÀÄ, – JAzÀÄ DzÉÃ²¸ÀÄvÁÛ£É. EzÀ£ÀÄß £ÉÆÃrzÁUÀ
¥Àj¹Üw0iÀÄ £ªÀðºÀuÉ0iÀÄ°è zsÀªÀÄðzÀ ¤®ÄªÀ£ÀÄß JwÛ »r0iÀÄ®Ä
««zsÀªÁzÀ zsÀªÀÄð ®PÀëtUÀ¼ÀÄ ««zsÀjÃw0iÀÄ°è §¼À¸À®àqÀÄªÀÅzÉA§Ä
zÀ£ÀÄß £ÉÆÃqÀ¨ÉÃPÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ. F ªÉÄÃ¯É w½¹zÀ JgÀqÀÄ ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀUÀ¼À°è
kÉ×ÌiÉ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ £ÉqÉÉ – zsÉÊ0iÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ PÀëªÉÄ ºÉÃUÉ MAzÉÃ PÁgÀtPÉÌ
«©ü£ÀßªÁV G¥À0iÉÆÃV¸À®ànÖªÉ0iÉÄA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß PÁt§ºÀÄzÀÄ. MAzÀÄ
¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀzÀ°è kÉ×ÌiÉ0iÀÄÄ kÉqÉïªÉ£¹zÀgÉ, ªÀÄvÉÆÛAzÀgÀ°è £ÉqÉÉ
zs À ªÀÄðªÉ¤¹zÉ. DzÀÝjAzÀ ¥Àj¹Üw0i À Ä£ÀÄß ¤¨s Á ¬Ä¸ÀÄªÀ°è
zsÀªÀÄð¸ÀÆPÀë÷äªÀ£ÀÄß UÀªÀÄ¤¸À¨ÉÃPÉÃ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ zsÀªÀiÁðAzsÀvÉ0iÀÄ£Àß®è
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ªÉAzÀÄ ªÉÊ¢PÀ ±Á¸ÀÛçUÀ¼ÀÄ ¸ÁgÀÄvÀÛªÉ. F «ªÀÄ±Éð0iÀÄÄ »j0iÀÄ
ªÉÊ¢PÀ±Á¸ÀÛçdÕjUÉÃ QèµÀÖªÉ¤¹zÁUÀ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀÅ EAvÀºÀ
¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀUÀ¼À ªÀÄÆ®PÀ dn®ªÁzÀ ªÉÊ¢PÀ zsÀªÀÄðUÀ¼À£ÀÄß d£À¸ÁªÀiÁ
£ÀågÀÆ CxÉðÊ¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀAvÉ ªÀiÁr ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ MAzÀÄ ªÀgÀzÁ£ÀªÁV
gÀÄªÀ UÀæAxÀªÁVzÉ.
zÀAqÀPÁgÀtå¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ: ‘xuÉkÉqÉï’ JA§ÄzÀÄ ªÀÄÆ®vÀB
ªÀåQÛUÀvÀªÁzÀÄzÀÄ. ¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄÄ EzÀ£ÀÄß CvÀåAvÀ ¸ÀgÀ¼ÀªÁV
¥Àæw¥Á¢¸ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. zÀAqÀPÁgÀtåzÀ°è IÄ¶UÀ¼À ªÀÄzsÉå gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ
C¥ÀgÁ¢üUÀ¼ÁVgÀÄªÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ IÄ¶UÀ¼À£ÀÄß »A¹¸ÀÄªÀ gÁPÀë¸ÀgÀ£ÀÄß
PÉÆ®ÄèªÀÅzÁV ¤tð0iÀÄ vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÁUÀ ¹ÃvÉUÉ CzÀÄ
¸Àj0iÀÄ®èªÉ¤¹vÀÄ. DUÀ ¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄÄ gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß «gÉÆÃ¢ü¹, gÁPÀë¸ÀgÀ£ÀÄß
PÉÆ®ÄèªÀÅzÀjAzÀ vÀqÉ0iÀÄÄªÀ ¥Àæ0iÀÄvÀß ªÀiÁqÀÄvÁÛ¼É – lÉ MüjÉgcÉlÉ
xÉÉ MüÉrÉÉï aÉ×WûÏiÉkÉlÉÑwÉÉ iuÉrÉÉ | oÉÑÌ®uÉæUÇ ÌuÉlÉÉ WûliÉÑÇ UÉ£ÉxÉÉlÉç
ShQûMüÉÍ´ÉiÉÉlÉç || AmÉUÉkÉÇ ÌuÉlÉÉ WûliÉÑÇ UÉ£ÉxÉÉlÉç ShQûMüÉÍ´ÉiÉÉlÉç
| AmÉUÉkÉÇ ÌuÉlÉÉ WûliÉÇÑ sÉÉåMüÉlÉç uÉÏU lÉ MüÉqÉrÉå | YuÉ cÉ vÉx§ÉÇ
YuÉ cÉ uÉlÉÇ YuÉ cÉ £ÉÉ§ÉÇ YuÉ cÉ iÉmÉÈ || (3-9-24,25,26)
¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄ zÀÈ¶Ö0iÀÄ°è PÁr£À°è zsÀ£ÀÄ¸Àì£ÀÄß »r¢zÀÝgÀÆ PÀÆqÀ
§Ä¢Þ»Ã£ÀgÁzÀ, C¥ÀgÁzsÀªÉ¸ÀUÀzÀ gÁPÀë¸ÀgÀ£ÀÄß PÉÆ®ÄèªÀÅzÀÄ ¸ÀzsÀåzÀ
¥Àj¹Üw0iÀÄ°è zsÀªÀÄð0iÀÄÄPÀÛªÁzÀÄzÀ®è. £ÁªÀÅ J°è ªÁ¸ÀªÀiÁqÀÄvÉÛÃªÉ
0iÉÆÃ C°è0iÀÄ zÉÃ±ÀzsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß ¥Á°¸À¨ÉÃPÁzÀÄzÀÄ xuÉkÉqÉï. DPÉ0iÀÄ
zÀÈ¶Ö0iÀÄ°è PÁrUÉ §AzÀÄ ªÀÄÄ¤ªÀÈwÛ0iÀÄ£Àß£ÀÄ¸Àj¸À¨ÉÃPÁVgÀÄªÁUÀ
vÀ¥À¸Àì£ÁßZÀj¸ÀÄvÁÛ ªÀÄÄ¤zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÁßZÀj¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ¸Àj0iÀiÁzÀzÀÄÝ.
£ÉÃgÀªÁV gÁªÀÄ¤UÉ «gÀÄzÀÞªÁV 0iÀiÁªÀÅzÉÃ C¥ÀgÁzsÀªÉ¸ÀUÀ¢zÀÝ°è,
ªÀÄºÀ¶ðUÀ½UÉ vÉÆAzÀgÉPÉÆqÀ§ºÀÄzÉA§ PÁgÀtPÉÌ gÁPÀë¸ÀgÀ£ÀÄß
PÉÆ®ÄèªÀÅzÀÄ ¨ÉÃqÀªÉAzÀÄ ¹ÃvÉ gÁªÀÄ¤UÉ w½ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. ¥ÀæeÁgÀPÀëuÉ
UÉ vÀ¦àvÀ¸ÀÜgÀ£ÀÄß ²Që¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ PÀëvÀæzsÀªÀÄð. `kÉqÉÉïiÉç AjÉïÈ mÉëpÉuÉiÉå,
kÉqÉÉïiÉç mÉëpÉuÉiÉå xÉÑZÉqÉç | kÉqÉåïhÉ sÉpÉiÉå xÉuÉïÇ kÉqÉïxÉÉUÍqÉSÇ
eÉaÉiÉç| AÉiqÉÉlÉÇ ÌlÉrÉqÉæxiÉæxiÉæÈ MüvÉïÌrÉiuÉÉ mÉërÉ¦ÉiÉûÈ | mÉëÉmrÉiÉå
ÌlÉmÉÑhÉækÉïqÉÉåï lÉç xÉÑZÉÉssÉÉprÉiÉå xÉÑZÉqÉç || (3-9-30,31) ¥Àæ¥ÀAZÀzÀ°è ¸ÀÄR¢AzÀ ¸ÀÄR ¹UÀÄvÀÛzÉA§ÄzÀÄ ¨sÀæªÉÄ. CxÀðPÀÆÌ,
¸ÀÄRPÀÆÌ, CµÉÖÃ KPÉ, ¥Àæ¥ÀAZÀzÀ £É¯É0iÉÄÃ zsÀªÀÄðzÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É ¤AwzÉ’
JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÁÛ ¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄÄ vÀ¥ÉÇÃzsÀªÀÄðzÀ ¥Àj0iÀÄ£ÀÄß «ªÀj¸ÀÄvÁÛ,
vÀ¥ÉÇÃzsÀªÀÄðzÉÆqÀ£É PÀëvÀæzsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß ¨ÉgÉ¸ÀÄwÛgÀÄªÀ gÁªÀÄ£À
¤®ÄªÀ£ÀÄß «gÉÆÃ¢ü¸ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. gÁªÀÄ£À F ¤®ÄªÀÅ zsÀªÀÄð¨Á»gÀªÁUÀÄ
vÀÛzÉA§ÄzÀÄ ¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄ ¨sÀ0iÀÄ.
gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ F ¸ÀA±À0iÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß CvÀåAvÀ £À0iÀÄªÁV §UÉºÀj¸ÀÄvÁÛ£É.
gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ ¸ÀAvÉÆÃµÀ¢AzÀ¯ÉÃ ªÀÄÄ£ªÀævÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¹éÃPÀj¹zÀÝ£ÀÄ.
zÀAqÀPÁgÀtåzÀ ªÀÄºÀ¶ðUÀ¼ÀÄ vÀªÀÄä£ÀÄß gÁPÀë¸ÀgÀ PÁl¢AzÀ gÀQë¸À
¨ÉÃPÉAzÀÄ ¨ÉÃrPÉÆAqÁUÀ vÀ£Àß°èzÀÝ ¸Áé¨sÁ«PÀªÁzÀ PÀëwæ0iÀÄzsÀªÀÄðªÀÅ
¥ÀÅnzÉzÀÄÝzÀ£ÀÄß vÀ£Àß ¸ÀºÀdªÁzÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ £Áå0iÀÄ¸ÀªÀÄävÀªÁzÀ
zsÀªÀÄð¥ÀæªÀÈwÛ0iÉÄAzÉÃ ¨sÁ«¹zÀ£ÀÄ. PÁëvÀævÉÃd¹ìVAvÀ §æºÀävÉÃd¸ÀÄì
ºÉZÀÄÑ §®0iÀÄÄvÀªÁzÀÄzÉAzÀÆ, ªÀÄºÀ¶ðUÀ¼ÀÄ vÀªÀÄä vÀ¥ÉÇÃ§®zÀ
§æºÀävÉÃd¹ì¤AzÀ¯ÉÃ gÁPÀë¸ÀgÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀzÉ§r0iÀÄ§®ègÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß
gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ CjwzÀÝ£ÀÄ. DzÀgÉ ±À¸ÀÛçªÉÃ ªÀiÁqÀ§ºÀÄzÁzÀ PÉ®¸ÀPÉÌ
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»A¸Á¥ÀæªÀÈwÛ0iÉÄ¤¸ÀÄªÀ ²PÉë0iÀÄ zÁjUÉ §æºÀävÉÃd¸Àì£ÀÄß §¼À¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ
PÀëwæ0iÀÄzsÀªÀÄðPÉÌ C¥ÀªÀiÁ£À. §æºÀävÉÃd¸ÀÄì JµÉÖÃ §®0iÀÄÄvÀªÁV
zÀÝgÀÆ, CzÀÄ DgÉÆÃUÀåªÁzÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ°è £ÉÊwPÀªÁzÀ ºÁUÀÆ
ªÀiÁ£À¹PÀ ±ÁAw0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ºÀgÀqÀÄªÀ ¥Àæ0iÀÄvÀßzÀ°è vÉÆqÀUÀ¨ÉÃPÉÃ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ
»A¸Á¥ÀæªÀÈwÛ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ºÀgÀqÀÄªÀ ²PÉë, PÉÆ¯É0iÀÄzÁj »r0iÀÄ¨ÁgÀzÀÄ.
F ¤nÖ£À°è gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ PÀAlPÀ¥Áæ0iÀÄgÁzÀ gÁPÀë¸ÀgÀ£ÀÄß vÁ£ÉÃ
²Që¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ zsÀªÉÆðÃavÀªÁzÀÄzÉÝAzÀÄ ¥ÀjUÀtÂ¹zÀ£ÀÄ. CµÉÖÃ C®èzÉ,
zsÀªÀÄðzÀ ªÀÄvÉÆÛAzÀÄ ®PÀëtªÁzÀ A¢üÉåkÉ - PÉÆÃ¥ÀUÉÆ¼Àî¢gÀÄ
«PÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß JwÛ ¤°è¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðªÀ£ÀÄß gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ eÁuÉä¬ÄAzÀ
G¥À0iÉÆÃV¹PÉÆAqÀ£ÀÄ. A¢üÉå k ÉªÀÅ vÀ¥ÀB¥s À ®, DzÀÝjAzÀ
ªÀÄºÀ¶ðUÀ¼ÀÄ vÀªÀÄä §®ªÀ£ÀÄß D ¥Àj¸ÀgÀzÀ°è0iÉÄÃ ¹Ã«ÄvÀªÁVqÀÄ
ªÀAvÉ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ vÀ£Àß PÀvÀðªÀåªÉAzÉÃ ¨sÁ«¹zÀ gÁªÀÄ. EzÀ£ÀÄß
©lÄÖ ªÀÄºÀ¶ðUÀ¼ÉÃ 0iÀÄÄzÀÞzÀ zÁj »rzÀgÁzÀgÉ CªÀgÀ ¸ÁzsÀ£É
0iÀÄ£ÀÄß C±ÁAw0iÀÄ ¥Àj¸ÀgÀzÀ°è «¤0iÉÆÃV¸ÀÄªÀAvÉ DV, ªÀåxÀð
UÉÆ½¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ vÀ£Àß PÀvÀðªÀå¯ÉÆÃ¥ÀªÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ. ªÀÄºÀ¶ðUÀ¼ÀÄ ±ÁAw
0iÀÄ£ÀÄß JwÛ»r0iÀÄ¨ÉÃPÁzÀªÀgÀÄ. CzÀÄ CqÀØzÁj »rzÀgÉ ¸ÀªÀiÁd
ªÉÃ C¸ÀªÀÄvÉÆÃ®£ÀªÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ – JAzÀÄ ¨sÁ«¹zÀ gÁªÀÄ, DvÀ£ÀÄ
»r¢gÀÄªÀ zÁj Czs À ªÀÄðzÀÝ®èªÉAzÀÄ ¥Àæw¥Á¢¸ÀÄvÁÛ£É,
£Áå0iÀÄ¸ÀªÀÄävÀªÁzÀ gÀPÀëuÉ0iÉÄÃ vÀ£Àß zsÀªÀÄðªÉAzÀÄ w½¸ÀÄvÁÛ£É.
ªÀÄºÀ¶ðUÀ¼À£ÀÄß CvÀåAvÀ UËgÀªÀ¢AzÀ PÀAqÀÄ CªÀgÀ ¨ÉÃrPÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß
FqÉÃj¸ÀÄªÀ ¥ÀæweÉÕªÀiÁqÀÄvÁÛ£É – AmrÉWûÇ eÉÏÌuÉiÉÇ eÉ½ÉÇ iuÉÉÇ
uÉÉ xÉÏiÉå xÉsÉ£qÉhÉÉqÉç | lÉ iÉÑ mÉëÌiÉ¥ÉÉÇ xÉÇ´ÉÑirÉ oÉëÉ¼hÉåprÉÉå
ÌuÉvÉåwÉiÉÈ | iÉSuÉvrÉÇ qÉrÉÉ MüÉrÉïÇ GÌwÉhÉÉÇ mÉËUmÉÉsÉlÉqÉç ||
AlÉÑÑ£åülÉÉÌmÉ uÉæSåÌWû mÉëÌiÉ¥ÉÉrÉ iÉÑ ÌMüÇ mÉÑlÉÈ || ( 3-1019,20) - J¯ÉÊ ¹ÃvÉ, £Á£ÀÄ £À£Àß fÃ«vÀªÀ£ÁßzÀgÀÆ vÀåf¹0iÉÄÃ£ÀÄ,
££Àß£ÀÆß ®PÀë÷ät£À£ÀÆß vÀåf¹0i É ÄÃ£ÀÄ, DzÀgÉ ¨ÁæºÀätgÀ°è
ªÀiÁrPÉÆAqÀ ¥ÀæweÉÕ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ªÀiÁvÀæ «ÄÃgÀ¯ÁgÉ, 0iÀiÁgÀÆ ºÉÃ¼ÀzÉ0iÉÄÃ
F jÃw0iÀÄ PÀÈw0iÀÄ£ÁßZÀj¸ÀÄªÀ £Á£ÀÄ, «±ÉÃµÀªÁV ¨ÁæºÀätgÀ
¸ÀªÀÄÄäRzÀ°è vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀ ¥ÀæweÉÕ JAzÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É PÉÃ¼À¨ÉÃPÁ¢
zÉÝÃ£ÀÄ?’ – gÁªÀÄ£À F ¢lÖvÀ£ÀzÀ ¤®ÄªÀÅ, zsÀªÀÄð«ªÉÃZÀ£É,
ªÉÊ¢PÀ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw JµÀÄÖ ¹ÜgÀªÁzÀÄzÉA§ÄzÀPÉÌ ¤zÀ±Àð£ÀªÁVzÉ. F
jÃw0iÀÄ zsÀªÀÄð¸ÀÆPÀë÷äzÀ J¼É0iÀÄ£ÀÄß £À«gÁV ©r¹gÀÄªÀ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄ
tªÀÅ ¸ÀÄÛvÁåºÀðªÁzÀ UÀæAxÀªÉÃ ¸Àj.
ªÀiÁjÃZÀ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ: ªÀi Á0iÀ i ÁªÀÄÈUÀzÀ gÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°è gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß
ªÀAa¸À¨ÉÃPÉA§ gÁªÀt£À DUÀæºÀªÀ£ÀÄß PÉÃ½zÀ ªÀiÁjÃZÀ ¨ÉaÑ©zÀÝ.
mÉëÉmrÉ xÉÏiÉÉÇ ArÉÑ®ålÉ uÉgcÉÌrÉiuÉÉ iÉÑ UÉbÉuÉqÉç | sÉXçMüÉÇ
mÉëÌiÉaÉÍqÉwrÉÉÍqÉ M×üiÉMüÉrÉïÈ xÉWû iuÉrÉÉ | lÉ cÉåiÉç MüUÉåÌwÉ qÉÉUÏcÉ
WûÎlqÉ iuÉÉqÉWûqÉ± uÉæ || (3-40-25,26) - gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß ªÀAa¹
ªÀiÁqÀ§ºÀÄzÁzÀ G¥Á0iÀÄ¢AzÀ ªÀiÁ vÀæ £Á£ÀÄ ¹ÃvÉ0iÀ Ä£ÀÄß
0iÀÄÄzÀÞ«®èzÉ ¥ÀqÉ0iÀÄ®Ä ¸ÁzsÀåªÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ. ¤Ã¤Ã DeÉÕ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
¥Á°¸À¢zÀÝgÉ £Á¤ÃUÀ¯ÉÃ ¤£Àß£ÀÄß PÉÆ®ÄèvÉÛÃ£É’ JAzÀÄ gÁªÀt£ÀÄ
ªÀiÁjÃZÀ£À£ÀÄß DUÀæºÀ ¥Àr¸ÀÄvÁÛ£É. ªÀiÁjÃZÀ¤UÉ F
ªÀiÁgÀuÁAwPÀªÁzÀ ¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðªÀ£ÀÄß £¨sÁ¬Ä¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ PÀµÀÖªÉÃ D¬ÄvÀÄ.
ªÀÄgÀtªÉÃ ¤tð0iÀÄªÁzÀAwgÀÄªÁUÀ – AuÉvrÉÇ ÌuÉlÉÍvÉwrÉÎliÉ
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xÉuÉåï UÉuÉhÉ UÉ£ÉxÉÉÈ | LwÉÉÇ iuÉÇ MüMïüvÉÉå UÉeÉÉ SÒoÉÑïÌ®UÎeÉiÉåÎlSìrÉÈ
|| iÉÌSSÇ MüÉMüiÉÉsÉÏrÉÇ bÉÉåUqÉÉxÉÉÌSiÉÇ qÉrÉÉ | A§ÉæuÉ vÉÉåcÉlÉÏiÉxiuÉÇ
xÉxÉælrÉÉå ÌuÉlÉÍvÉwrÉÍxÉ || qÉÉÇ ÌlÉWûirÉ iÉÑ UÉqÉÉåÅxÉÉuÉÍcÉUÉiuÉÉÇ
uÉÍkÉwrÉÌiÉ | AlÉålÉ M×üiÉM×üirÉÉåÅÍxÉ ÍqÉërÉå rÉSËUhÉÉ WûiÉÈ ||
(3-41-15,16,17) – CvÀåAvÀ PÀPÀð±À£ÁzÀ, zÀÄ§Äð¢Þ0iÀÄÄ¼Àî,
fvÉÃA¢æ0iÀÄ£À®èzÀ ££ÀßAvÀºÀ gÁd£ÀÄ C¥ÀgÁzs À ªÉ¸ÀUÀzÀ
gÁPÀë¸ÀgÉÆqÀ£É £Á±ÀºÉÆAzÀÄwÛÃ0iÉÄ. gÁªÀÄ£À «ZÁgÀzÀ°è £À£Àß
¥Á°UÉ J¸ÀUÀ¯ÉÃ¨ÉÃPÁV §A¢gÀÄªÀ F PÀÈvÀåªÀÅ C¥ÀgÁzsÀªÉAzÀÄ
w½¢zÀÝgÀÆ, «¢ü¬Ä®èzÉ £Á£ÀÄ ErÃ gÁPÀë¸ÀPÀÄ®zÀ «£Á±ÀPÉÌ
PÁgÀt£ÁUÀ¨ÉÃPÁVgÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ «¥À0iÀiÁð¸À. £À£Àß£ÀÄß PÉÆ®ÄèªÀ gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ
²ÃWÀæzÀ°è0iÉÄÃ ¤£Àß£ÀÄß PÉÆ®ÄèvÁÛ£É. DzÀgÉ ££ÀßAvÀºÀªÀgÀ PÉÊ¬ÄåAzÀ
¸Á0iÀÄÄªÀ §zÀ®Ä ±ÀvÀÄæªÉ¤¹PÉÆAqÀgÀÆ gÁªÀÄ£À PÉÊ¬ÄåAzÀ ¸Á0iÀÄÄªÀ
CªÀPÁ±À ¹QÌgÀÄªÀÅzÀPÁÌV ¸ÀªÀiÁzsÁ£ÀªÉ¤¸ÀÄwÛzÉ’ JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ½zÀ
ªÀiÁjÃZÀ, gÁªÀt£À ªÀAZÀ£ÉUÉ vÀ£Àß ¸Àézs À ªÀÄðzÀ ¥ÁvÀæzÀ
«ªÀÄ±Éð0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ªÀiÁr CzÀ£ÀÄß Dj¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîvÁÛ£É. 0iÀiÁªÀ ªÀåQÛ0iÉÄÃ
DUÀ°, JµÉÖÃ zÀÄµÀÖ£É£¹zÀªÀ£ÀÆ, ¸Á0iÀÄÄªÀ ¸ÀªÀÄ0iÀÄ§AzÁUÀ
vÀ£Àß°ègÀÄªÀ CeÁÕ£À CxÀªÁ vÀ¥ÀÅöà w¼ÀÄªÀ½PÉUÀ¼ÀÄ zÀÄ§ð®ªÁV
¸ÀvÀå ªÀÄvÀÄÛ zsÀªÀÄðzÀ PÀqÉUÉ M®ªÀÅ ¤®ÄèªÀÅzÀÄ ¸ÀºÀdªÁVgÀÄvÀÛzÉ.
KPÉAzÀgÉ CªÀ£À CAvÀB¥ÀæeÉÕ0iÀÄÄ E£ÀÄß PÉ®ªÉÃ ¸ÀªÀÄ0iÀÄzÀ°è
DvÀä¸Á«ÄÃ¥ÀåªÀ£ÀÄß vÀ®¥ÀÅvÀÛzÉA§ JZÀÑjPÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß PÉÆqÀÄwÛgÀÄvÀÛzÉ.
EAvÀºÀ WÀl£É0iÀÄÄ ¥ÁæPÀÈwPÀªÉÃ DzÀgÀÆ ºÉZÀÄÑ §®0iÀÄÄvÀªÁV
zsÀªÀiÁð¥ÉÃPÉëUÉ MvÀÄÛ PÉÆqÀÄvÀÛzÉ. EzÀ£ÀÄß AÉmÉ®qÉï - C¥Á0iÀÄzÀ
¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðzÀ°è vÀ£ÀßvÀ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß G½¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀ C£ªÁ0iÀÄðvÉ JA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀàµÀÖ¥Àr¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. ªÀiÁjÃZÀ£À ZÀ0iÉÄð0iÀÄÄ F jÃw0iÀÄ
D¥ÀzÀÞªÀÄðzÀ D0iÉÄÌ0iÀÄÄ ºÉÃUÉ ‘PÉlÖzÀÝgÀ°è ¥À0iÀiÁð0iÀÄ’ªÁV D0iÉÄÌUÉ
CªÀ±ÀåªÉ¤¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ w½¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. £Áå0iÀiÁ®0iÀÄzÀ°è
PÀÆqÀ F jÃw0iÀÄ D¥ÀzÀÞªÀÄðPÉÌ MvÀÄÛ PÉÆqÀ¯ÁVzÉ. ºÁUÉ0iÉÄÃ
ªÀÄgÀuÁAwPÀªÁzÀ ªÀåQÛ0iÀÄ ¸ÁQë0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ¨ÉÃgÁªÀÅzÉÃ
¥Àj²Ã®£É¬Ä®èzÉ £Áå0iÀiÁAUÀªÀÅ M¥ÀÅöàvÀÛzÉA§ÄzÀPÉÌ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀÅ
M¼Éî0iÀÄ ¤zÀ±Àð£À ¤ÃqÀÄvÀÛzÉ.
zsÀ ªÀÄðzÀ «ªÉÃZÀ£É0iÀÄ°è ¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄ ¥ÁvÀæ: C±ÉÆÃPÀªÀ£ÀzÀ°è
¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄÄ ¥ÀqÀÄwÛzÀÝ §ªÀuÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß £ÉÆÃr vÁ¼À¯ÁgÀzÉ ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£ÀÄ
¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß gÁªÀÄ£À ºÀwÛgÀ vÀ£Àß ºÉUÀ®ªÉÄÃ¯ÉÃj¹PÉÆAqÀÄ vÀPÀëtªÉÃ
ºÉÆÃUÀ®Ä ¹zÀÞ£ÁUÀÄvÁÛ£É. DzÀgÉ ¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄÄ M¥Àà°®è. CzÀÄ »AzÀÆ
¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ°è Czs À ªÀÄðªÀÇ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ £Áå0iÀÄ¨Á»gÀªÀÇ
DUÀÄvÀÛzÉAzÀÆ, vÀ£Àß ¸ÀAPÀlªÀÅ zsÀªÀiÁð¥ÉÃPÉëVAvÀ »jzÀ®èªÉAzÀÄ
¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄÄ ¨sÁ«¸ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£À£ÀÄß PÀÄjvÀÄ pÉiÉ×ïpÉÌ£üÇ
mÉÑUxM×üirÉ UÉqÉÉSlrÉxrÉ uÉÉlÉU | lÉ xmÉ×vÉÉÍqÉ vÉUÏUÇ iÉÑ mÉÑÇxÉÉå
uÉÉlÉUmÉÑXçaÉuÉ || (5-37-60) – ¥Àw¨sÀQÛC£ÀÄß UËgÀ«¸ÀÄªÀ
£Á£ÀÄ, «±ÉÃµÀvÀB ¥ÀÅgÀÄµÀgÀ ±ÀjÃgÀ¸Àà±ÀðªÀ£ÀÄß EaÒ¸ÀÄªÀÅ¢®è
ªÁ£ÀgÀ±ÉæÃµÀ×’ JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ½, rÉ±WûÇ aÉÉ§ÉxÉÇxmÉvÉïÇ UÉuÉhÉxrÉ
oÉsÉÉªiÉÉ | AlÉÏvÉÉ ÌMüÇ MüËUwrÉÉÍqÉ ÌuÉlÉÉjÉÉ ÌuÉuÉvÉÉ xÉÌiÉ ||
( 5-37-61) - gÁªÀt¤AzÀ D jÃw £ÀqÉzÁUÀ vÁ£ÀÄ ºÉÃUÉ
«ªÀ±À¼ÁV, gÀPÀëuÉ¬Ä®èzÀªÀ¼ÁV, ¤¸ÀìºÁ0i ÀÄPÀ¼ÁV CzÀ£ÀÄß
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LILAVATI-4
JzÀÄj¸À®Æ DUÀzÀ ¹Üw0iÀÄ°èzÀÝ¼ÉAzÀÄ «ªÀj¸ÀÄªÁUÀ ¸ÀAPÀ®àªÀ£ÀÄß
¥Àj¹Üw0iÀÄÄ ºÉÃUÉ PÀnÖºÁPÀÄvÀÛzÉAzÀÄ ¥ÀjvÀ¦¸ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. rÉÌS UÉqÉÉå
SvÉaÉëÏuÉÍqÉWû WûiuÉÉ xÉoÉÉlkÉuÉqÉç | qÉÉÍqÉiÉÉå aÉ×½ aÉcNåûiÉ iÉ¨ÉxrÉ
xÉSØvÉÇ pÉuÉåiÉç || ( 5-37-62) - gÁªÀt£ÀÄ £À£ÀUÉ ªÀiÁrgÀÄªÀ
£Áå0iÀÄ¸ÀªÀÄävÀªÀ®èzÀ zÁµÀÖ÷åðvÀ£ÀPÉÌ ¸ÀévÀB gÁªÀÄ£ÉÃ §AzÀÄ
§AzsÀÄ¸À»vÀ£ÁzÀ gÁªÀt£À£ÀÄß PÉÆAzÀÄ, £À£Àß£ÀÄß PÀgÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ
ºÉÆÃUÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ DvÀ£À ¥ÀgÁPÀæªÀÄPÉÌ ¸Àj0i ÀiÁzÀÄzÀÄ’. »AzÀÆ
¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ°è ¹ÛçÃ zsÀªÀÄðPÉÌ EzÀQÌAvÀ M¼Éî0iÀÄ ¤zÀ±Àð£À ¹UÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ
Cw «gÀ¼À. vÁQðPÀªÁV ¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄÄ ¥ÀwªÀævÁzsÀªÀÄðPÉÌ ªÉÆzÀ®
DzÀåvÉ¤Ãr, ªÉÊ0iÀÄåQÛPÀ ¸ËRåªÀÅ PÀ¤µÀÖªÁzÀÄzÉAzÀÄ vÉÆÃj¹gÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ
C£ÀÄPÀgÀtÂÃ0iÀÄªÁzÀÄzÀÄ.
0iÀiÁªÀ
¹ÛçÃ
v ÉqÉSqÉaÉÑhÉmÉÔhÉï¼ÁVgÀÄvÁÛ¼É0iÉÆÃ, EA¢æ0iÀÄ£UÀæºÀ
¥ÀqÉ¢gÀÄvÁÛ¼É0iÉÆÃ, CªÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀiÁvÀæ F jÃw0iÀÄ ¥ÀwªÀævÁzsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß
DZÀj¸À®Ä ¸ÁzsÀåªÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉAzÀÄ w½zÀªÀgÀÄ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÁÛgÉ. WÀl£É0iÀÄ
MvÀÛqÀPÉÌ ¹®ÄQ «¢ü¬Ä®èzÉ ªÀiÁqÀ¨ÉÃPÁV §gÀÄªÀ vÀ¥ÀÅöàUÀ½AzÀ
ªÀåQÛ0iÀÄ zÉÆÃµÀªÀÅ ¹AzsÀÄªÁUÀÄªÀÅ¢®èªÉA§ zsÀªÀÄð¸ÀÆPÀë÷äªÀ£ÀÄß
¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄÄ ¸ÀàµÀÖ¥Àr¸ÀÄvÀÛ¼É. DPÉ0iÀÄÄ w½¹gÀÄªÀ «ZÁgÀ ºÉZÀÄÑ
¸ÀàµÀÖªÁV0iÀÄÆ, vÀPÀð§zÀÞªÁV0iÀÄÆ EzÀÄÝ, PÀÄgÀÄqÀÄvÀ£À¢AzÀ
PÀÆr®èªÉA§ÄzÀÄ UÀªÀÄ£ÁºÀð. ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£ÀÄ vÀ£Àß «ZÁgÀzÀ°ènÖzÀÝ
PÁ¼Àf0iÀÄ£ÀÄß CxÀðªÀiÁrPÉÆAqÀ ¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄÄ, DvÀ£À°èzÀÝ
¸Áé«Ä¤µÉ×0iÀÄ£ÀÄß UÀÄgÀÄw¹, UËgÀ«¹, DvÀÄgÀzÀ £zsÁðgÀ vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆ¼ÀÄî
ªÀÅzÀÄ ¸ÀÆPÀÛªÀ®èªÉA§ «ZÁgÀªÀ£ÀÆß, zsÀªÀÄð£µÉ×0iÀÄ£ÀÆß w½ºÉÃ½
zÀ¼ÉÃ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ DvÀ£À£ÀÄß »Ã0iÀiÁ½¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀPÁÌUÀ°Ã, UËgÀ«¸ÀzÉÃ
EzÀÄÝzÀPÁÌUÀ°Ã ºÉÃ½zÀ ªÀiÁvÀ®è. ªÀÄgÀÄPÀëtzÀ°è0iÉÄÃ ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£À
«ªÉÃPÀ CªÀ£À£ÉßZÀÑj¹vÀÄ – mÉëpÉÉÍqÉuÉ ÌuÉuÉxuÉiÉÈ - ¸ÀÆ0iÀÄð£ÀµÉÖÃ
vÉÃeÉÆÃªÀÄ0iÀ ÄªÁzÀªÀ¼ÀÄ; UÍ£ÉiÉÉÇ xuÉå lÉ iÉåe ÉxÉÉ – vÀ£Àß
vÉÃeÉÆÃ±ÀQÛ¬ÄAzÀ¯ÉÃ gÀQë¸À®àlÖªÀ¼ÀÄ – JAzÀÄ §tÂÚ¸ÀÄvÁÛ£É.
DPÉUÀÆ gÁªÀt£ÀÄ C±ÉÆÃPÀªÀ£ÀzÀ°è vÀ£Àß£ÀÄß §¯ÁvÀÌj¸À¯ÁgÀ£ÉAzÀÄ
w½¢vÀÄÛ. vÀ£Àß£ÀÄß gÀQë¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀ vÉÃd¸Àì£ÀÄß vÁ£ÀÄ ºÉÆA¢zÀÝgÀÆ,
£ÉÃgÀªÁV vÀ£Àß UÀAqÀ£ÀÄ gÁPÀë¸ÀgÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÉzÉ§r0iÀÄ§®è£ÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÆß,
vÁ£ÉÃ G¥Á0iÀiÁAvÀgÀ¢AzÀ gÁªÀt¤AzÀ ©r¹PÉÆAqÀÄ §AzÀªÀ
¼ÉAzÀÄ vÉÆÃj¹, ¥Àæ¥ÀAZÀPÉÌ gÁªÀÄ£À ¥Àæ¨sÁ« ªÀåQÛvÀéPÉÌ PÀÄAzÀÄ
vÀgÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß vÀ£Àß PÀvÀðªÀå¯ÉÆÃ¥ÀªÉAzÉÃ ¨sÁ«¹zÀ¼ÀÄ ¹ÃvÉ. gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄ
tzÀ°è PÀAqÀÄ§gÀÄªÀ F ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ¢AzÀ ºÉÃUÉ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ°è M§â
¹ÛçÃ vÁåUÀ¢AzÀ ªÉÄÃ¯ÉÃgÀ§®è¼ÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÆß, gÁªÀÄ£À ªÀåQÛvÀéPÉÌ
C£ÀÄgÀÆ¥À¼ÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÆß ¥Àæw©A©¸ÀÄªÀ ¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄ ZÀ0iÉ Äð0iÀÄÄ
zsÀªÉÆðÃvÁÜ£ÀPÉÌ M¼Éî0iÀÄ ¤zÀ±Àð£ÀªÁVzÉ. ºÁV®è¢zÀÝ°è ¤µÀÄ×gÀªÁV
DPÉ0iÀÄ ¸Ë²Ã®åzÀ §UÉÎ 0iÀiÁªÀ ¥ÀæeÉ0iÉÄÃ DUÀ°, C¥À¸ÀégÀªÉwÛzÀ°è
K£ÁUÀ§ºÀÄzÉAzÀÄ gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ ¸ÁªÀðd¤PÀªÁV ¹ÃvÉ0iÀÄ
CVß¥ÀjÃPÉë0iÀÄ£ÀÄß vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆ¼ÀÄîwÛgÀ°®è.
zs À ªÀÄðzÀ «ªÉÃZÀ£É0iÀÄ°è ªÀÄAqÉÆÃzÀj0iÀÄ ¥ÁvÀæ
gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ gÁªÀt£À£ÀÄß PÉÆAzÀªÉÄÃ¯É, vÀ£Àß ¥ÀgÁPÀæ«Ä0iÀiÁzÀ UÀAqÀ£À£ÀÄß
¸ÀA¨ÉÆÃ¢ü¹, ªÀÄAqÉÆÃzÀj ºÉÃ½gÀÄªÀ mÉÌiÉuÉëiÉÉrÉÉxiÉmÉxÉÉ lÉÔlÉÇ
SakÉÉåÅÍxÉ qÉå mÉëpÉÉå (6-114-24) - £À£ÉÆßqÉ0iÀÄ£ÉÃ, £dªÁV
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¤Ã£ÀÄ ¥ÀwªÀævÉ0iÀÄ vÀ¥ÉÇÃeÁé¯É¬ÄAzÀ ¸ÀÄqÀ®ànÖ¢ÝÃ0iÉÄÃ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ,
gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ PÉÆAzÀzÀÄÝ £«ÄvÀÛ ªÀiÁvÀæ’ – JA§ ªÀiÁvÀÄUÀ¼ÀÄ ¨sÁgÀwÃ0iÀÄ
¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ°è ¥ÀwªÀævÉ0iÀÄ ±ÀQÛ J¶ÖgÀ§ºÀÄzÉA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß
¥ÀæPÁ±ÀUÉÆ½¹zÉ. CÎlSìrÉÉÍhÉ mÉÑUÉ ÎeÉiuÉÉ ÎeÉiÉÇ Ì§ÉpÉÑuÉlÉÇ iuÉrÉÉ
| xqÉUÌ°ËUuÉ iÉ²æUÍqÉÎlSìrÉæUåuÉ ÌlÉÎeÉïiÉÈ || (6-114-18) F »AzÉ EA¢æ0iÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß UÉzÀÝ ¤Ã£ÀÄ ªÀÄÆ¯ÉÆðÃPÀUÀ¼À£ÀÆß d¬Ä¹zÉ.
D ªÉÊgÀªÀ£ÉßÃ £É£À¦¹PÉÆAqÀ EA¢æ0iÀÄUÀ¼ÀÄ ¤£Àß£ÀÄß ¸ÉÆÃ°¹,
vÀªÀÄä ¸ÀgÀ¢0iÀÄ£ÀÄß wÃj¹PÉÆArªÉ’. gÁªÀt£À°èzÀÝ PÀëªÀiÁºÀðªÀ®èzÀ
zÀÄµÀÖ £ÀqÀªÀ½PÉUÀ¼ÉÃ CªÀ£À ªÀÄÄ¼ÀÄ«UÉ PÁgÀtªÁzÀÄªÉAzÀÄ ¸ÀàµÀÖ¥Àr
¹gÀÄªÀ ªÀÄAqÉÆÃzÀj, vÀ£Àß F ¹ÜwUÉ gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ PÉÆnÖgÀÄªÀ F
²PÉë0iÀÄÄ ¸Àj0iÀiÁV0iÉÄÃ EzÉ¬ÄAzÀÄ ¨sÁ«¸ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. F «ZÁgÀzÀ°è
gÁªÀÄ£À°è 0iÀiÁªÀ vÀ¥Àà£ÀÆß DgÉÆÃ¦¸À°®èªÁzÀgÀÆ gÁªÀÄ£À°èzÀÝ
¸ÁªÀÄxÀåðªÀ£ÀßjwzÀÝ ªÀÄAqÉÆÃzÀj, D PÀëtzÀ°è gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß ºÉÆUÀ¼À
®Æ E®è, zÉÆÃµÁgÉÆÃ¥ÀªÀ£ÀÆß ªÀiÁqÀ°®è. ªÀÄAqÉÆÃzÀj0iÀÄÄ
vÀ£Àß F ¤®ÄªÀ£ÀÄß ªÀÄ£À¸ÁgÉ M¦àzÁÝVzÀÝgÀÆ, zs Á«ÄðPÀ
ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃ¨sÁªÀ«®èzÀ 0iÀiÁªÀ ¸ÁzsÁgÀt ªÀÄ£ÀÄµÀå¤UÀÆ EzÀgÀ D¼ÀzÀ
CjªÁUÀ¯ÁgÀzÀÄ. ªÀÄAqÉÆÃzÀj0iÀÄ ¥ÀwªÀævÁzsÀªÀÄð CªÀ¼À£ÀÄß
¸ÀªÉÇðÃZÀÑ ªÀÄlÖPÉÌ Kj¹zÉ. JAvÀºÀ ¥ÁvÀPÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ªÀiÁrzÀªÀ£ÁV
zÀÝgÀÆ, CzÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀªÀÄ0iÉÆÃavÀªÁV JzÀÄj¹, RAr¹zÀÝgÀÆ,
UÀAqÀ£À°ènÖgÀÄªÀ ¤µÉ×UÉ zsÀPÉÌ ¨ÁgÀzÀAvÉ £ÀqÉ0iÀÄÄªÀÅzÉÃ ¥ÀwªÀævÁ
zsÀªÀÄðªÉAzÀÄ vÉÆÃj¹zÁÝ¼É. ºÁV®è¢zÀÝ°è ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ°è R¼À£Á0iÀÄ
PÀ£ÁV UÀÄgÀÄw¸À®ànÖgÀÄªÀ gÁªÀt£À ªÀÄqÀ¢0iÀiÁzÀ ªÀÄAqÉÆÃzÀj
0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ¥ÀAZÀªÀÄºÁPÀ£Éå0iÀÄgÀ°è M§â¼À£ÁßV, DPÉ0iÀÄ £ÁªÀÄ¸ÀägÀuÉ
ªÀiÁrzÀ ªÀiÁvÀæPÉÌÃ ªÀÄºÁ¥ÁvÀPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ vÉÆ®UÀÄªÀªÉAzÀÄ JtÂ¸ÀÄwÛ
gÀ°®è. «±ÀézÀ ««zsÀ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈwUÀ½VAvÀ »AzÀÆ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ°è
ªÀiÁvÀæ F jÃw0iÀÄ ¥ÁwªÀævÀåPÉÌ ºÉZÀÄÑ MvÀÄÛ PÉÆnÖgÀÄªÀÅzÉÃ PËlÄA©PÀ
fÃªÀ£ÀzÀ ¸ÀªÀÄvÉÆÃ®£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß PÁ¥ÁqÀÄªÀ C¸ÀÛçªÉ£¹zÉ. 0iÀiÁªÀ
¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈwUÀÆ vÀÄ®£ÉªÀiÁqÀ¯ÁgÀzÀ F ¥ÀzÀÞw¬ÄAzÀ¯ÉÃ »AzÀÆ
¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄÄ «±ÀézÀ°è vÀPÀð§zÀÞªÁV0iÀÄÆ, ªÀiË®å0iÀÄÄvÀªÁV0iÀÄÆ
ªÉÄÃgÀÄ¸ÁÜ£ÀzÀ°èzÀÄÝ, zsÀªÀÄðzÀ ±ÀQÛ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ°è ¨É¼ÀUÀÄvÁÛ
C£ÀÄ¸ÀgÀuÉUÉ QèµÀÖªÉ£¹zÀgÀÆ «±ÀéªÀiÁ£ÀåªÁVzÉ. ¥ÀwªÀævÉ0iÀÄgÀ §®ªÉÃ
PËlÄA©PÀ £ÉªÀÄä¢0iÀÄ vÀ¼ÀºÀ¢0iÉÄA§ ¸ÀvÀåªÀ£ÀÄß £zÀ±Àð£À¸À»vÀªÁV
w½0iÀÄ¥Àr¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄt.
zs À ªÀÄðzÀ «ªÉÃZÀ£É0iÀÄ°è ‘PÉÆæÃzs À ’zÀ ¥ÁvÀæ : zsÀ ªÀÄðzÀ
zÀ±À®PÀëtUÀ¼À°è A¢üÉåkÉ – PÉÆÃ¥ÀUÉÆ¼Àî¢gÀÄ«PÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß MAzÀÄ
¥ÀæªÀÄÄRªÁzÀ ®PÀëtªÉAzÀÄ JtÂ¸À¯ÁVzÉ. DzÀgÉ zsÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß
JwÛ »r0iÀÄÄªÀ ¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðzÀ°è, PÉÆæÃzsÀPÉÌ DzÀåvÉ ¤ÃqÀ¨ÉÃPÁzÀ°è
CzÀ£ÀÄß zsÁ«ÄðPÀ ¥ÀæªÀÈwÛ0iÉÄAzÉÃ ¥ÀjUÀtÂ¸À¯ÁVzÉ. zsÀªÀÄðzÀ
GvÁÜ£ÀPÁÌV CAvÀºÀ ¥Àj¹Üw0iÀÄ°è CzsÀªÀÄðzÀ «gÀÄzÀÞ ¸ÉmÉzÀÄ
£®Äè«PÉ ÌoÉprÉÌiÉ Så u ÉÉ¶É eÉÉiÉUÉå w ÉxrÉ – zÉÃªÀvÉUÀ¼ÀÆ
£ÀqÀÄUÀÄªÀAvÀºÀ gÉÆÃµÀ, ¥Àæ0iÀÄvÀß²Ã®vÉ, ¤uÁð0iÀÄPÀvÉ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ
¥Àæ§®ªÁzÀ PÀªÀÄð²Ã®vÉ zsÁ«ÄðPÀ PÉÆæÃzsÀPÉÌ CªÀ±Àå UÀÄtUÀ¼ÁVgÀÄ
vÀÛªÉ. DzÀgÉ F UÀÄtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤¨sÁ¬Ä¸ÀÄªÀ ªÀåQÛ vÀ£Àß CAvÀB±ÀêQÛ0iÀÄ
ªÉÄÃ¯É JµÀÄÖ ºÀvÉÆÃn0iÀÄ¤ßnÖgÀÄvÁÛ£É0iÉÆÃ CzÀgÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É DvÀ£À
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PÉÆæÃzsÀzÀ ¥Àæ¨sÁªÀ CªÀ®A©vÀªÁVgÀÄvÀÛzÉ. gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ°è
PÀAqÀÄ§gÀÄªÀ ºÀ®PÉ®ªÀÅ WÀl£ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ EzÀPÉÌ ¤zÀ±Àð£ÀUÀ¼ÁVªÉ.
C) ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀægÁd£À ªÉÄÃ¯É gÁªÀÄ£À PÉÆæÃzs À ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀ
¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀæªÀ£ÀÄß zÁlzÀ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ ®APÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ªÀÄÄlÄÖªÀAw®è. DzÀgÉ
zÁlÄªÀÅzÀÄ ºÉÃUÉ? ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀægÁd£À£ÉßÃ zÁj ©lÄÖ PÉÆqÀ®Ä
¥Áæyð¹zÀ gÁªÀÄ. zÀÄµÀÖ¤UÀæºÀPÉÌ ªÀiÁqÀ¨ÉÃPÁVgÀÄªÀ, C¥ÁæPÀÈwPÀ
ªÉ¤¹zÀgÀÆ ¸ÁªÉÆÃ¥Á0iÀÄzÀ°è ¥ÁægÀA¨sÀªÀiÁrzÀ gÁªÀÄ£À ¥ÁæxÀð£É
¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀægÁd£À£ÀÄß vÀ®¥À°®è. ªÀÄÆgÀÄ ¢£ÀUÀ¼À ¥Á0iÀÄðAvÀ
¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀæ£À£ÀÄß ¥Áæyð¹zÀgÀÆ ¥ÀæwPÀæ¬Ä¸ÀzÀ ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀægÁd£À ªÉÄÃ¯É
¹nÖUÉzÀÄÝ zÀAqÉÆÃ¥Á0iÀÄ¥Àæ0iÉÆÃUÀªÀiÁqÀ®Ä ¤AvÀ gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß
£ÉÆÃr, ºÉzÀgÀzÉÃ EzÀÝªÀgÀÄ 0iÀiÁgÀÄ? vÀ£Àß PÉÆÃ¥ÀªÀÅ vÁ£ÀÄ
¸ÀAPÀ°à¹gÀÄªÀ CzsÀªÀÄðzÀ JzÀÄjUÉ £ÀqÉ¸À¨ÉÃPÁVgÀÄªÀ 0iÀÄÄzÀÞPÉÌ
JqÉªÀiÁrPÉÆqÀÄwÛ®èªÉA§ÄzÀPÁÌV JA§ÄzÀÄ MAzÀÄPÀqÉ0iÀiÁzÀgÉ,
vÀ£Àß ±ÀQÛ0iÀÄ ªÉÄÃ°£À «±Áé¸ÀªÀ£ÉßÃ PÉtPÀÄwÛzÁÝ£É0iÉÄÃ JA§
zsÉÆÃgÀuÉ ªÀÄvÉÆÛAzÉqÉ. DvÀäzsÀªÀÄðzÀ gÀPÀëuÉUÁV, «£ÀªÀÄævÉ0iÀÄ
¨sÁªÀ¢AzÀ, ¥Àj¸ÀgÀªÀ£ÀÄß »A¸ÉUÉÆ½¸À¨ÁgÀzÉA§ ªÀiÁUÀðPÉÌ
¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀæªÀÅ ¨É¯ÉPÉÆqÀÄªÀAvÉ PÁtzÉÃ EzÀÄÝzÀÄ ¸ÁwéPÀPÉÆÃ¥ÀªÀ£ÀÄß
PÉgÀ½¹vÀÄ. ¸ÁwéPÀ PÉÆÃ¥À ¸À»¸À®¸ÁzsÀåªÁzÀzÀÄÝ. vÀ£Àß C¸ÀºÀ£É0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
®PÀë÷ät£À°è ©aÑlÄÖ-AxÉÉqÉjrÉïTüsÉÉ ½åiÉå ÌlÉaÉÑïhÉåwÉÑ xÉiÉÉÇ
aÉÑhÉÉÈ (6-21-15) – ¸ÀvÀÄàgÀÄµÀgÀ UÀÄtUÀ¼ÀÄ JAzÀÆ zÀÄdð£ÀgÀ°è
¥Àæw¥sÀ°¸ÀªÀÅ’ JAzÀÄ «ªÀj¸À¯ÁVzÉ. lÉ xÉÉqlÉÉ vÉYrÉiÉå MüÐÌiÉïlÉï
xÉÉqlÉÉ vÉYrÉiÉå rÉvÉÈ (6-21-16) – ¥ÁæªÀiÁtÂPÀvÉ0iÀÄÄ ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄ,
QÃwð CxÀªÁ d0iÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß ºÉÆAzÀÄªÀ ¥ÀxÀPÉÌ ªÀiÁUÀðzÀ±ÀðPÀ
ªÁUÀ¯ÁgÀzÀÄ’. F ¢¸É0iÀÄ°è D¯ÉÆÃa¹zÀ gÁªÀÄ PÉÆÃ¥ÁªÉÃ±ÀzÀ°è
Qæ0iÀiÁ²Ã®£ÁUÀÄvÁÛ£É. xÉqÉÑSìxÉÇ£ÉÉåpÉ - ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀæ±ÉÆÃµÀuÉUÉ
¹zÀÞ£ÁUÀÄvÁÛ£É – A± qÉ¯ÉhÉÌlÉÍpÉï³ÉæqÉïMüUæqÉïMüUÉsÉrÉqÉç |
ÌlÉÂ®iÉÉårÉÇ xÉÉæÍqÉ§Éå msÉuÉÌ°È mÉvrÉ xÉuÉïiÉÈ || (6-21-17)
– J¯ÉÊ ®PÀë÷ät£ÉÃ, ¤ÃªÉ®ègÀÆ £ÉÆÃqÀÄwÛgÀÄªÀAvÉ0iÉÄÃ ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀæzÀ
¤ÃgÀ£ÀÄß vÀqÉzÀÄ©qÀÄvÉÛÃ£É’. cÉÉmÉqÉÉlÉrÉ xÉÉæÍqÉ§ Éå,
vÉUÉÇ¶ÉÉvÉÏÌuÉwÉÉåmÉqÉÉlÉç | xÉqÉÑSìÇ vÉÉåwÉÌrÉwrÉÉÍqÉ mÉSèprÉÉÇ rÉÉliÉÑ
msÉuÉXçaÉqÉÉÈ || (6-21-22) – J¯ÉÊ ®PÀë÷ät£ÉÃ, £À£Àß
¸ÀdÄÓUÉÆ½¹zÀ ©®è£ÀÄß PÉÆqÀÄ, ErÃ PÀ¦¸ÉÊ£ÀåUÀ¼É¯Áè
PÁ®ßrUÉ0iÀÄ¯ÉèÃ £ÀqÉzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ zÁnºÉÆÃUÀÄªÀAvÉ ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀæªÀ£ÀÄß
±ÉÆÃ¶¹©qÀÄvÉÛÃ£É’. gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ CvÀåAvÀ ±ÀQÛ±Á°0iÀiÁzÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ
¥À«vÀæªÁzÀ §æºÁä¸ÀÛçªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀægÁd£À ªÉÄÃ¯É ¥Àæ0iÉÆÃV¸À®Ä
ºÉÆgÀlzÀÝ£ÀÄß PÀAqÀÄ, ErÃ «±ÀéªÉÃ £ÀqÀÄV PÉÆëÃ¨sÉUÉÆ¼ÀUÁ¬ÄvÀÄ.
ªÁ°äÃQUÀ¼ÀÄ £ÁgÀzÀgÀ£ÀÄß MüxrÉ ÌoÉprÉÌiÉ SåuÉÉ¶É eÉÉiÉUÉåwÉxrÉ
xÉÇrÉÑaÉå – 0iÀiÁgÀ PÉÆÃ¥ÀPÉÌ zÉÃªÀvÉUÀ¼ÀÆ ºÉzÀgÀÄvÁÛgÉ’ JAzÀÄ
PÉÃ½zÀ ¥Àæ±ÉßUÉ £ÁgÀzÀgÀÄ gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß vÉÆÃj¹zÀÝgÀµÉÖ. CzÀQÌÃUÀ
¤zÀ±Àð£À ¹QÌzÀAvÁ0iÀÄÄÛ. gÁªÀÄ£À PÉÆÃ¥ÀzÀ C¥Á0iÀÄzÀ ¥sÀ®
ªÀÄÄAzÉÃ£ÁUÀ§ºÀÄzÉAzÀÄ H»¹zÀ ®PÀë÷ät, CªÀ£À PÉÆÃ¥ÁVß0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
vÀqÉ0iÀÄ®Ä ¥Àæ0iÀÄvÀßªÀiÁr, ªÀÄÄ£ÀÄßVÎ, ±ÁAvÀUÉÆ½¸À®Ä ¥Àæ0iÀÄwß¹zÀ
– LiÉÌ²lÉÉÌmÉ ½ÑSkÉåxiÉuÉÉ± xÉÇmÉixrÉiÉå uÉÏUiÉqÉxrÉ MüÉrÉïqÉç
| pÉuÉÌ²kÉÉÈ MüÉåmÉuÉvÉÇ lÉ rÉÉÎliÉ SÏbÉïÇ pÉuÉÉlÉç mÉvrÉiÉÑ xÉÉkÉÑuÉ×¨ÉqÉç
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|| (6-21-34) - eÁÕ£0iÀÄÆ, ¥ÀgÁPÀæ«Ä0iÀÄÆ DzÀAvÀºÀ
££ÀßAvÀºÀªÀjUÉ, F jÃw PÉÆÃ¥ÁªÉÃ±ÀzÀ°è ErÃ «±ÀéªÀ£ÀÄß
zsÀéA¸ÀªÀiÁqÀ®Ä ºÉÆgÀngÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ M½vÀ®è, ¸ÀªÀiÁzsÁ£À vÀAzÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ,
«±ÀéªÀ£ÀÄß gÀQë¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ¤£ÀUÉ ±ÉÆÃ¨sÉ vÀgÀÄvÀÛzÉAzÀÄ gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß
¥Áæyð¸ÀÄvÁÛ£É. »j0iÀÄ ±ÉæÃµÀ×ªÀÄºÀ¶ðUÀ¼ÀÄ PÀÆqÀ gÁªÀÄ£À£ÀÄß
¸ÀªÀiÁzsÁ£ÀUÉÆ½¸À®Ä ¥Àæ0iÀÄwß¹, PÀqÉUÀÆ d0iÀÄ²Ã®gÁzÀgÀÄ. vÀPÀëtªÉÃ
¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀægÁd£ÀÄ vÀ£Àß ¸ÀºÀZÀgÀgÉÆqÀ£É ¥ÀævÀåPÀëªÁV vÀ£Àß
Ew«ÄwUÀ¼À£ÀÄß w½¸ÀÄvÁÛ£É - mÉ×ÍjÉuÉÏ uÉÉrÉÑUÉMüÉvÉÇ AÉmÉÉå
erÉÉåÌiÉ¶É UÉbÉuÉ | xuÉpÉÉuÉå xÉÉæqrÉ ÌiÉ¸ÎliÉ vÉÉµÉiÉÉÇ qÉÉaÉïqÉÉÍ´ÉiÉÉÈ
|| (6-22-25) - J¯ÉÊ gÁªÀÄ£ÉÃ, ¥ÀÈyé, £ÃgÀÄ, vÉÃd¸ÀÄì(CVß),
ªÁ0iÀÄÄ, ªÀÄvÀÄÛ DPÁ±ÀUÀ¼ÉA§ ¥ÀAZÀªÀÄºÁ¨sÀÆvÀUÀ¼ÀÄ vÀªÀÄä ¥ÁæPÀÈwPÀ
¹Üw0iÀÄ£ÀÄß G®èAX¸ÀÄªÀ C¢üPÁgÀ ºÉÆAzÀ¯ÁgÀzÀªÀÅ. iÉixuÉpÉÉuÉÉå
qÉqÉÉmrÉå w É rÉSaÉÉkÉÉå Å WûqÉmsÉuÉÈ | (6-22-26) CzÉÃ
UÀÄtzÀ°ègÀÄªÀ £Á£ÀÄ £À£Àß CUÁzsÀvÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß G®èAX¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ
C¥ÀgÁzsÀªÉ¤¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ’ JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ½ vÀ£Àß ªÉÄÃ¯É ¸ÉÃvÀÄªÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
PÀnÖ zÁlÄªÀ G¥Á0iÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀÆa¸ÀÄvÁÛ£É. ¤d, gÁªÀÄ£À PÉÆÃ¥À
¨sÀ0iÀÄAPÀgÀªÁzÀÄzÉÃ. DzÀgÉ ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀægÁd£ÀÄ ºÉÃUÉ C¸ÀºÁ0iÀÄPÀ£ÁVzÀÝ
£ÉA§ÄzÀÄ £Áå0iÀÄ¸ÀªÀÄävÀªÁzÀÄzÀÆ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸À«ªÀgÀUÀ¼À£ÉÆß¼ÀUÉÆAr
zÀÄÝzÀÆ DzÀÄzÀjAzÀ ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀæ£ÀÄ ¤zÉÆðÃ¶ JAzÉtÂ¸À§ºÀÄzÀÄ.
DzÀgÉ ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀæ£ÀÄ gÁªÀÄ£À ¨ÁuÁ¸ÀÛç¥Àæ0iÉÆÃUÀ ªÀÄÄlÄÖªÀªÀgÉUÉ
¥ÀjºÁgÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀÆa¸À°®èªÉA§ÄzÀÄ zsÁ«ÄðPÀPÉÆÃ¥ÀzÀ ¥Àæ¨sÁªÀPÉÌ
£zÀ±Àð£ÀªÁVzÉ. PÉÆÃ¥ÀªÀ£ÀÄß £Áå0iÀÄ¸ÀªÀÄävÀªÁzÀ C¸ÀÛçªÉAzÀÄ
G¥À0iÉÆÃV¹zÁUÀ, CzÀÄ ºÉÃUÉ d0iÀÄPÉÌ zÁjªÀiÁrPÉÆqÀÄvÀÛzÉA§ÄzÀPÉÌ
F WÀl£É M¼Éî0iÀÄ GzÁºÀgÀuÉ0iÀiÁVzÉ. CAvÀºÀ ¥Àæ¼À0iÀÄPÉÆÃ¥ÀzÀ°è
0iÀÄÆ, «ªÉÃPÀ0iÀÄÄPÀÛªÁzÀ ªÀiÁw¤AzÀ gÁªÀÄ ºÉÃUÉ ±ÁAvÀ£ÁzÀ£ÉA§Ä
zÀÄ UÀªÀÄ£ÁºÀðªÁzÀ «µÀ0iÀÄªÁVzÉ. F jÃw0iÀÄ ºÀvÉÆÃn0iÀÄÄ
zsÁ«ÄðPÀ ¸ÀA¸ÁÌgÀPÉÌ ªÀiÁvÀæ ¸ÁzsÀåªÉÃ ºÉÆgÀvÀÄ, ¸ÁªÀiÁ£ÀågÀ°è
CzÀgÀ ¥Àæ¨sÁªÀ EvÀgÀgÀ£ÀÆß £Á±À¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀ®èzÉ vÀ£Àß£ÀÆß «£Á±ÀzÉ
qÉUÉ M0iÀÄÄåvÀÛzÉ. ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃ£UÀæºÀPÉÌ EzÉÆAzÀÄ GvÀÛªÀÄ GzÁºÀgÀuÉ
0iÀiÁVzÉ.
D) EAzÀæfvÀÄ«£À ªÉÄÃ¯É ®PÀë÷ät£À PÉÆÃ¥À: ®APÉ0iÀÄ°è
®PÀë÷ät£UÀÆ EAzÀæfvÀÄ«UÀÆ £ÀqÉzÀ 0iÀÄÄzÀÞ¥Àæ¸ÀAUÀzÀ°è ¥ÀgÁPÀæªÀÄPÉÌ
¸ÀA§A¢ü¹zÀAvÉ 0iÀiÁgÀÄ ºÉaÑ£ÀªÀgÉAzÀÄ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ PÀµÀÖ. MAzÀÄ
zÀÈ¶Ö0iÀÄ°è £ÉÆÃqÀÄªÀÅzÁzÀgÉ, ªÀiÁ0iÀiÁ0iÀÄÄzÀÞ £ÉqÉ¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀjAzÀ®Æ,
ºÉZÀÄÑ C¸ÀÛçUÀ¼À£ÀÄß UÀ½¹zÀÄÝzÀjAzÀ®Æ EAzÀæfvÀÄÛ ºÉZÀÄÑ
§®±Á°0iÉÄ¤¹zÀÝ£ÀÄ. vÁ£ÀÄ CeÉÃ0iÀÄ£ÁUÀ¨ÉÃPÉAzÀÄ ¤PÀÄA©ü¯Á
¸ÀÜ¼ÀzÀ°è £ÀqÉ¸ÀÄwÛzÀÝ 0iÀiÁUÀzÀ ¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðzÀ°è ®PÀë÷ät£ÀÄ JµÀÄÖ
¨sÀ0iÀÄAPÀgÀªÁV DPÀæªÀÄt£ÀqÉ¹zÀ£ÉAzÀgÉ EAzÀæfvÀÄªÀÅ 0iÀÄÄzÉÆÞÃ£ÀÄä
R£ÁUÀzÉ ¨ÉÃgÉ zÁj0iÉÄÃ EgÀ°®è. C¸ÀARåªÁzÀ C¸ÀÛç¥Àæ0iÉÆÃUÀUÀ
¼À£ÀÄß ¥Àæ0iÉÆÃV¹zÀgÀÆ ®PÀë÷ät¤UÉ EAzÀæfvÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÉÆÃ°¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ
¸ÀÄ®¨sÀªÉ£¸À°®è. gÁªÀt£É¸ÀUÀÄªÀ ¥Á¥ÀzÀ PÀÈvÀå, EAzÀæfvÀÄ«£À
ªÀiÁ0iÉÄ, vÀ£Àß ¥ÀgÁPÀæªÀÄzÀ°èzÀÝ £ÀA©PÉ J®èªÀÇ ®PÀë÷ät£À£ÀÄß
CtQ¸ÀÄªÀAvÁ¬ÄvÀÄ. EAzÀæfvÀÄªÀÅ J¸ÀVzÀÝ J®è ZÀ0iÉÄðUÀ¼ÀÆ,
DvÀ£À CmÁmÉÆÃ¥ÀªÀÇ ®PÀë÷ät£À£ÀÄß PÉgÀ½¹vÀÄ. £ÁUÀ¥Á±À§AzsÀ,
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ªÀiÁ0iÀiÁ¹ÃvÁªÀzsÀ - EªÉ®èzÀgÀ »AzÉ DvÀ£À°èzÀÝ dÄUÀÄ¦ìvÀªÁzÀ
¥Á±À«ÃªÀÈwÛ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß PÉqÀªÀ¢zÀÝ°è gÁªÀt£À §®ªÉÃ PÀÄAzÀzÀÄ,
zsÀªÀÄðzÀ CzsÀB¥ÀvÀ£ÀªÉÃ ¤²ÑvÀªÉAzÀÄ §UÉzÀÄ, EAzÀæ£À£ÉßÃ UÉzÉÝ£ÉAzÀÄ
ªÉÄgÉ0iÀÄÄwÛzÀÝ CºÀAPÁj0iÀÄ ªÉÄÃ¯É, vÀ£Éß¯Áè ±ÀQÛ0iÀÄ£ÀÆß MUÀÆÎr¹,
gÁPÀë¹Ã ¥ÀæªÀÈwÛ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß zÉÊ«Ã±ÀQÛ0iÀÄÄ UÉ®ÄèªÀAvÁUÀ¨ÉÃPÉAzÀÄ gÁªÀÄ£À
¸ÀvÀå¸ÀAzs À vÉ0iÀÄ£ÉßÃ ¥ÀæªÀiÁtÂ Ã PÀj¹, LAzÁæ¸ÀÛçPÉÌ F jÃw
Dtw¬ÄvÀÛ£ÀÄ – kÉqÉÉïiqÉÉ xÉirÉxÉlkÉ¶É UÉqÉÉå SÉvÉUÍjÉrÉïÌS |
mÉÉæÂwÉå cÉÉmÉëÌiÉ²l²È vÉUælÉÇ eÉÌWû UÉuÉÍhÉqÉç || (6-91-73) J¯ÉÊ C¸ÀÛçªÉÃ, gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ ¤dªÁV0iÀÄÆ zs À ªÀiÁðvÀä£ÀÆ,
¸ÀvÀå¸ÀAzsÀ£ÀÆ DVzÀÝ°è, CeÉÃ0iÀÄ£É¤¹gÀÄªÀ EAzÀæfvÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß PÉÆ®Äè’
– JAzÀÄ DzÉÃ²¹zÀ£ÀÄ. ¤dªÁV0iÀÄÆ D ±ÀQÛ0iÉÄÃ EAzÀæfvÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß
DºÀÄw vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆArvÀÄ. EAzÀæfvÀÄ«£À ªÉÄÃ°zÀÝ ®PÀë÷ät£À
PÉÆÃ¥À, vÁ£ÀÄ gÁªÀÄ£À°ènÖzÀÝ Cw±À0iÀÄªÁzÀ zsÀªÀiÁð¥ÉÃPÉë0iÀÄ
¥ÀæRgÀvÉ0iÀÄ £ÀA©PÉUÉ C©üÃµÀÖ¥sÀ® zÉÆgÀQ¹PÉÆlÄÖ, gÁªÀÄ®PÀë÷ätj
§âgÀ ªÀåQÛvÀéPÀÆÌ PÀ£Àßr »rzÀAvÁVzÉ. zsÀÈwUÉqÀzÉ ¢ürÃgÀ£É
vÉUÉzÀÄPÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀ ¸ÀvÀå0iÀÄÄPÀÛªÁzÀ ¤tð0iÀÄªÀÅ JAzÀÆ 0iÀiÁjAzÀ®Æ
JzÀÄj¸À¯ÁUÀzÀ £ÉÊd¥sÀ®ªÀ£ÀÄß PÉÆqÀÄªÀÅzÉA§ÄzÀPÉÌ EzÀQÌAvÀ
¨ÉÃgÉ ¤zÀ±Àð£À ¨ÉÃQ®è. ®PÀë÷ät£À PÉÆÃ¥À CzsÀªÀÄðªÉ£¸À°®è.
EzÀÄ £ÁlQÃ0iÀÄ WÀl£É0iÉÄÃ? RArvÀ C®è, vÉÊvÀÛjÃ0iÉÆÃ¥À¤
µÀwÛ£À°è – kÉqÉåï xÉuÉïÇ mÉëÌiÉÌ¸iÉqÉç , iÉxqÉÉiÉç kÉqÉïÇ mÉUqÉÇ uÉSÎliÉ
- JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ½gÀÄªÀAvÉ ‘zsÀªÀÄðªÀÅ ¸ÀªÉÇðÃZÀÑªÁzÀÄzÀÄ, zsÀªÀÄðzÀ
£É¯É¬Ä®èzÉ 0iÀiÁªÀÅzÀÆ ¤®è¯ÁgÀzÀÄ’ JA§ÄzÀÄ fÃªÀ£ÀzÀ°è
C£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀªÉÃzÀåªÁzÀ «µÀ0iÀÄªÁVzÉ.
6. zsÀªÀiÁðZÀgÀuÉ0iÀÄ ¸ÉÆÃ¥Á£À - ¸Ë²Ã®å- vÉÏsÉÇ
xÉuÉï§ É u Éæ kÉlÉÇ - gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ°è ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ:
gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ°è §gÀÄªÀ JµÉÆÖÃ »j0iÀÄ ¥ÁvÀæUÀ¼À£ÀÄß UÀªÀÄ£¹zÀgÉ,
ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£À ¥ÁvÀæªÀÅ »jzÁV®è¢gÀ§ºÀÄzÀÄ; DzÀgÉ
¥ÀæªÀÄÄRªÉAzÀAvÀÆ C¤ß¸ÀzÉ EgÀzÀÄ. ‘ªÀÄÆwð aPÀÌzÁzÀgÀÆ QÃwð
zÉÆqÀØzÀÄ’. ºÁV®è¢zÀÝ°è gÁªÀÄ¥ÀjªÁgÀzÀ°è JµÉÆÖÃ ¥ÀæªÀÄÄR
¥ÁvÀæUÀ¼À£ÀÄß vÀåf¹, ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ¤UÉ D ¸ÁÜ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¤ÃqÀÄwÛgÀ°®è.
ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£À°èzÀÝ C£ÉÃPÀ GzÁvÀÛ UÀÄtUÀ¼À°è PÉ®ªÀ£ÀÄß ªÀÄÄRåªÁV
»ÃUÉ UÀÄgÀÄw¸À§ºÀÄzÀÄ - C¸ÀªÀiÁ£ÀªÁzÀ zÉÃºÀ±ÀQÛ0iÀÄÄ¼Àî ¢üÃgÀ
£Á0iÀÄPÀ, CvÀåAvÀ »jzÁzÀ eÁÕ¤, M¼Éî0iÀÄ gÁ0iÀÄ¨sÁj, ¢lÖ
¸ÉÊ¤PÀ, ¸ÀªÀÄxÀðªÉÊzÀå, «£ÀªÀÄæ ¸ÉÃªÀPÀ, ¢üÃgÀ £ÉÃvÁgÀ, JPÁAvÀ
¨sÀPÀÛ, ªÀÄvÀÆÛ ºÀ®ªÁgÀÄ. MAzÉÆAzÉÃ UÀÄtUÀ¼ÉÃ ªÀÄ£ÀÄµÀå£À£ÀÄß
ªÀÄºÁ¥ÀÅgÀÄµÀ£À£ÁßV¸À®Ä ¸ÀªÀÄxÀðªÁVgÀÄªÁUÀ, J®èªÀÇ
M§â£À°è0iÉÄÃ EzÁÝUÀ CªÀ£À£ÉßÃ£ÉAzÀÄ PÀgÉzÀgÀÆ PÀrªÉÄ0iÉÄÃ. F
J®è UÀÄtUÀ¼À eÉÆvÉUÉ, ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£ÀÄ §æºÀäZÀ0iÀÄðPÉÌ
ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄªÁ¹0iÀiÁzÀ C£ÀÄ¥ÀªÀÄ ªÀåQÛ. ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃ¤UÀæºÀPÀÆÌ, EA¢æ0iÀÄ
¤UÀæºÀPÀÆÌ ¸Án0iÉÄÃ PÁtzÀ ¥ÀArvÀ. zsÀªÀÄðzÀ zÀ±À®PÀëtUÀ¼À£ÀÆß
MªÉÄäUÉÃ vÀ£Àß°ènÖzÀÝ C¥ÀæwªÀÄ. DvÀ£À°èzÀÝ ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃzÁqsÀåð,
JAvÀºÀ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ¦qÀÄUÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÆß JzÀÄj¸ÀÄªÀµÀÄÖ zsÉÊ0iÀÄð
vÀÄA§§®ÄèzÁVvÀÄÛ. EzÀÄ DgÉÆÃUÀåPÀgÀªÁzÀ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ fÃªÀ£ÀPÉÌ
ªÀiÁzÀj0iÀiÁVgÀÄªÀ MAzÀÄ zÉÆqÀØ C£ÀÄPÀgÀtÂÃ0iÀÄªÁzÀ UÀÄt.
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¹ÃvÉ0iÀ Ä£ÀÄß gÁªÀt£À D¸ÁÜ£ÀzÀ°è ºÀÄqÀÄQzÀ £ÀAvÀgÀ, vÀ£Àß
±ÀQÛ0iÉÄµÉÖAzÀÄ ¥ÀæzÀ²ð¹, gÁªÀt£À£ÀÄß JzÀÄjUÉ PÀAqÀÄ
ªÀiÁvÀ£ÁqÀ¨ÉÃPÉAzÀÄ ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£ÀÄ G¥À0iÉÆÃV¹zÀ vÀAvÀæ¢AzÀ,
DvÀä¸ÉÜöÊ0iÀÄðzÀ ¥Àæ¨sÁªÀ JµÀÖgÀªÀÄnÖ£ÀzÉAzÀÄ w½0iÀÄÄvÀÛzÉ –
WûlÉÑqÉÉlvÉ§ÉÑxÉælrÉÉlÉÉÇ ÌlÉWûûliÉÉ qÉÉÂiÉÉiqÉeÉÈ | lÉ UÉuÉhÉxÉWûxÉëÇ
qÉå rÉÑ Ñ ® å mÉë Ì iÉoÉsÉÇ pÉuÉå i Éç || - ªÀiÁgÀÄvÁvÀäd£ÁzÀ,
±ÀvÀÄæ¸ÉÊ£ÀåUÀ¼À£É¯Áè PÉÆ®ÄèªÀ ¸ÁªÀÄxÀåð ºÉÆA¢gÀÄªÀ £À£ÀUÉ
0iÀÄÄzÀÞzÀ°è ¸ÀºÀ¸ÁægÀÄ gÁªÀtgÀÆ JzÀÄgÀÄ £®è¯ÁgÀgÀÄ’. E°è
gÁªÀt£À£ÀÄß ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ¦qÀÄUÉAzÀÄ JtÂ¸ÀÄªÀÅzÁzÀgÉ §æºÀäZÀ0iÀÄðªÀÅ
ºÉÃUÉ CªÀÅUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ªÉÄlÖ§®ÄèzÀÄ JA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£ÀÄ
¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ vÉÆÃj¹PÉÆnÖzÁÝ£É. PÁªÀÄ, PÉÆæÃzsÀ, ¯ÉÆÃ¨sÀ, ªÉÆÃºÀ,
ªÀÄzÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ªÀiÁvÀì0iÀÄðUÀ¼ÉA§ CAvÀ±ÀêvÀÄæUÀ¼À£ÀÄß zsÁ«ÄðPÀ£ÁzÀ
§æºÀäZÁj ªÀi Á vÀæ UÉ®è§®è£ÀÄ. gÁªÀt£ÀAvÀºÀ ªÀåQÛUÀ½UÉ
(fvÉÃA¢æ0iÀÄgÀ®èzÀ ¸ÁéyðUÀ½UÉ) fÃªÀ£À £ªÀðºÀuÉ0iÀÄ ±ÉÊ°0iÉÄÃ
0iÀÄÄzÀÞ¸ÀªÀiÁ£ÀªÁVgÀÄvÀÛzÉ. ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£À°ègÀÄªÀ ¸Ë²Ã¯Áå¢
±ÀQÛUÀ¼ÉÃ vÉ§ÉÑxÉælrÉÉlÉÉÇ ÌlÉWûliÉÉ ±ÀvÀÄæ¸ÉÃ£ÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß PÉÆ®ÄèªÀ
¸ÁªÀÄxÀåðPÉÌ PÀ£Àßr0iÀÄAwzÉ. DzÀÝjAzÀ¯ÉÃ ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£ÀÄ – lÉ
UÉuÉhÉxÉWûxÉëÇ qÉå rÉÑ®å mÉëÌiÉoÉsÉÇ pÉuÉåiÉç - ¸ÀºÀ¸ÁægÀÄ gÁªÀtgÀÆ
vÀ£Àß£ÀÄß JzÀÄj¸À¯ÁgÀgÀÄ’ JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ½zÁÝ£É. EzÀ£ÉßÃ ªÀ¹µÀ×gÀ°è
PÀAqÀ «±Áé«ÄvÀægÀÄ – ÍkÉMç oÉsÉÇ £ÉÌ§ÉrÉoÉsÉÇ oÉë¼iÉåeÉÉå oÉsÉÇ
oÉsÉÇ – d£À§®, PÀëwæ0iÀÄ§®, J®èPÀÆÌ ¢üPÁÌgÀ«gÀ°, KPÉAzÀgÉ
§æºÀävÉÃd¸ÉÆìAzÉÃ ¤dªÁzÀ §®’ - JAzÀÄ ºÉÃ½zÁÝgÉ. gÁªÀt£À
«ZÁgÀzÀ°è ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£ÀÄ ºÉÃ½gÀÄªÀ ªÀiÁvÀÄ, ªÁ¸ÀÛ«PÀvÉUÉ
GvÁìºÀPÉÆÌÃ, DªÉÃ±ÀPÉÆÌÃ M¼ÀUÁV DrgÀÄªÀ ªÀiÁ vÉAzÀÄ
vÉÆÃjzÀgÀÆ EzÀjAzÀ ªÀÄÄAzÉ DUÀ§ºÀÄzÁzÀzÀÄÝ ¸ÀªÀiÁdWÁvÀÄPÀ
«µÀ0iÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß £Á±À¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀÅzÉÃ DVzÉ. vÀ£Àß°èzÀÝ ¸Áé«Ä£µÉ×,
¨ÉA§®, ¸ÀºÀPÁgÀUÀ¼À ªÀÄÆ®PÀ gÁªÀÄ¨sÀPÀÛ£ÀµÉÖÃ C®èzÉ ¸ÀvÀìR£ÁV
vÀ£Àß §®ªÀ£ÀÄß zsÀªÉÆðÃvÁÜ£ÀPÉÌ «ÄÃ¸À¯ÁVnÖzÀÝjAzÀ¯ÉÃ ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ
£À£ÀÄß vÀ£Àß ¥ÀjªÁgÀzÀ M§â ¥ÀæªÀÄÄR ªÀåQÛ0iÀiÁV gÁªÀÄ£ÀÄ
¹éÃPÀj¹zÀ£ÀÄ. EzÀ£ÀÄß £ÉÆÃrzÁUÀ, ¥ÁæªÀiÁtÂPÀvÉ¬ÄAzÀ PÀÆrgÀÄªÀ
±ÀÄzÀÞ ªÀÄ£À¸ÀÄì ªÀiÁvÀæªÉÃ gÀPÀÛ¸ÀA§AzsÀQÌAvÀ ºÀwÛgÀªÁzÀ ¸ÀA§AzsÀªÀ
£ÀÄß PÀ°à¸ÀÄªÀÅzÉA§ÄzÀPÉÌ £zÀ±Àð£ÀªÁVzÉ. ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£ÀÄ
‘agÀAfÃ«’. ¥Àæ¥ÀAZÀªÀÅ vÀ£Àß C¹ÛvÀézÀ £zÀ±Àð£ÀPÉÌ ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£À
agÀAfÃªÀvÀéªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀAPÉÃvÀªÁVlÄÖPÉÆArzÉ. ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£®èzÀ
gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀ£ÀÄß H»¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ¤ÃgÀ¸ÀªÁzÀ ±ÀÆ£ÀåzÀAvÉ£¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.
F zÀÈ¶Ö¬ÄAzÀ¯ÉÃ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ J®è ¥ÀoÀt, ¥ÀæªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼À
¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðUÀ¼À°è0iÀÄÆ ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£UÉ ¥ÀæxÀªÀÄ ¦ÃoÀªÀ£ÀÄß PÁ¬ÄÝj¸À¯Á
VzÉ. ºÀ£ÀÄªÀÄAvÀ£ÀzÀÄ EA¢æ0iÀÄ¤UÀæºÀPÀÆÌ, §Ä¢Þ, «zÉå ªÀÄvÀÄÛ
fvÉÃA¢æ0iÀÄvÀéPÀÆÌ ªÀÄÆvÀðgÀÆ¥ÀºÉÆA¢gÀÄªÀ ¥ÁvÀæ. 0iÀiÁªÀÅzÉÃ
jÃw0iÀÄ PÀ¥ÀÅöàZÀÄPÉÌ¬Ä®èzÀ, C¸ÀªÀiÁ£ÀªÁzÀ, ¥ÀæRgÀªÁV ¨É¼ÀUÀÄªÀ
ªÀåQÛvÀé. ¸Áé«Ä¤µÉÖUÉ Dj¹ ªÀiÁr¹zÀAwgÀÄªÀ ªÀiÁzÀj. ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ
JAzÉA¢UÀÆ C£ÀÄ¸ÀgÀtÂÃ0iÀÄªÁzÀ ªÀåQÛvÀé.
G¥À¸ÀAºÁgÀ: zsÀªÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈwUÀ¼ÀÄ «±ÀéªÁå¦0iÀiÁVgÀÄ
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ªÀAvÀºÀªÀÅ. E°è »AzÀÆ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw ªÀÄvÀÄÛ »AzÀÆ zsÀªÀÄðPÉÌ ºÉZÀÄÑ
MvÀÄÛ PÉÆlÄÖ «ªÉÃa¸À¯ÁVzÉ. ªÀvÀðªÀiÁ£À ¥Àj¹Üw0iÀÄ°è »AzÀÆ
¸ÀªÀiÁdªÀÅ ªÉÊeÁÕ¤PÀ ¥ÀæUÀw¬ÄAzÀ®Æ, ¥Á±ÁÑvÀå ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈwUÀ½AzÀ
®Æ ºÉZÀÄÑ ¥Àæ¨sÁ«vÀªÁV CªÀÅUÀ¼É®èzÀgÀ «Ä±ÀætzÀAwzÉ. DyðPÀ,
¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ C©üªÀÈ¢ÞUÀ¼À°è J®è zÉÃ±ÀUÀ¼ÀÆ vÀªÀÄä »jªÉÄ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß
¥ÀæzÀ²ð¸ÀÄªÀ°è eÁUÀwPÀ¸ÀàzsÉðV½¢ªÉ. F UÉÆAzÀ®zÀ°è zsÀªÀÄð
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈwUÀ¼ÀÄ vÀªÀÄä £É¯É0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ¨sÀzÀæªÁV HgÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ
¸ÁzsÀåªÉÃ JAzÉ¤¸ÀÄwÛzÉ. ErÃ «±ÀéªÉÃ ¸ÁAPÉÃwPÀªÁV zsÁ«ÄðPÀ
«ZÁgÀªÁV, gÁdQÃ0iÀÄªÁV, C¢üPÁgÀPÁÌV, ¥ÀgÀA¥ÀgÁUÀvÀªÁV
§A¢gÀÄªÀ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ¨sÀzÀævÉUÁV, ¥ÀævÀåPÀëªÁzÀ, ¥ÀgÉÆÃPÀëªÁzÀ,
²ÃvÀ®ªÁzÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¨sÀ0iÀÄAPÀgÀªÁzÀ 0iÀÄÄzÀÞUÀ¼À°è vÉÆqÀV ¸ÀªÀiÁd
ªÀ£ÀÄß PÀ®Ä¶vÀUÉÆ½¸ÀÄwÛzÉ. EAvÀºÀ ¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðzÀ°è ¥ÁæPÀÈwPÀ ¸ÀªÀÄ
vÉÆÃ®£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß vÀÆUÀÄªÀAvÉ, «ZÁgÀªÀAvÀgÀÄ vÁwéPÀªÁzÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ
DzsÁåwäPÀªÁzÀ aAvÀ£É0iÀÄÄ ªÀÄ£À¹ìUÉ £ÉªÀÄä¢0iÀÄ£ÀÄß PÉÆlÄÖ,
zsÁ«ÄðPÀ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ C¼ÀªÀrPÉ0iÀÄÄ «±Àé±ÁAw0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ¥ÀqÉ0iÀÄ§ºÀÄ
zÁzÀ ¢ªÁå¸ÀÛçªÉA§ «ZÁgÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¥Àæw¥Á¢¹ vÉÆÃj¹zÁÝgÉ.
PÀvÀðªÀå¤ªÀðºÀuÉ0iÀÄ 0iÀiÁªÀÅzÉÃ PÉëÃvÀæ«gÀ°, ªÉÊeÁÕ¤PÀªÉÇÃ,
gÁdQÃ0iÀÄªÉÇÃ, ²PÀëtªÉÇÃ, £Áå0iÀiÁ®0iÀÄªÉÇÃ, vÁAwæPÀªÉÇÃ,
¥Áæ0iÉÆÃVPÀªÉÇÃ, ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ¥ÀqÀÄUÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß, QvÉÆÛUÉ0iÀÄ¨ÉÃPÉAzÀgÉ
¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ ¥ÀgÀA¥ÀgÉ0iÀÄAzÀ ªÀiÁvÀæ ¸ÁzsÀåªÉA§ÄzÀÄ ¤«ðªÁzÀªÁzÀ
«ZÁgÀ. ªÀÄzsÉåÃ ªÀÄzsÉåÃ F «ZÁgÀªÀÅ ZÀZÁð«µÀ0iÀÄªÁV £ÀqÉ¢
zÀÝgÀÆ, zsÀªÀÄðzÀ §Ä£Á¢0iÉÄÃ, ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ £É¯ÉUÀmÉÖÃ ¸ÀªÀiÁd
ªÀ£ÀÄß DgÉÆÃUÀåPÀgÀªÁV G½¸À§®è «ZÁgÀªÉA§ÄzÀÄ ¸ÀªÀðPÁ°Ã£À
¸ÀvÀå. DzÀgÉ zsÀªÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ wgÀ¼À£Àßj0iÀÄzÉ, ¸ÀAPÀÄavÀ
«gÉÆÃzsÁ¨sÁ¸ÀUÀ½AzÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁdªÀÅ £Á±ÀzÀ zÁj0iÀÄ£ÀÄß »r¢zÉ.
»AzÀÆ zsÀªÀÄðªÀÅ ªÉÊ¢PÀ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ªÉÊ¢PÀ vÀvÀéUÀ½AzÀ
ªÀÄ£ÀÄµÀå£À°ègÀÄªÀ «gÉÆÃ¢ü ZÀlÄªÀnPÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß £Á±À¥Àr¸ÀÄªÀAvÀºÀ
ªÀÅUÀ¼ÉAzÀÄ ¸ÁgÀÄvÀÛªÉ. F ¢¸É0iÀÄ°è gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀÅ, »AzÀÆ
¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ D¼ÀQÌ½zÀÄ ªÉÊ¢PÀ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ «ZÁgÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß £Á£Á
WÀl£ÉUÀ¼À ªÀÄÄSÁAvÀgÀ CvÀåAvÀ ¥Àæ¨sÁªÀPÁj0iÀiÁV DzÀgÀtÂÃ0iÀÄ
ªÁzÀ «µÀ0iÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß d£ÀgÀ°è ©vÀÄÛªÀ°è CvÀåAvÀ 0iÀÄ±À¹é0iÀiÁVzÉ.
CzÀgÀ°ègÀÄªÀ WÀl£ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ »vÀªÁV0iÀÄÆ, UËgÀªÀ0iÀÄÄvÀªÁV0iÀÄÆ,
ªÀÄ£ÀÄµÀå£À §Ä¢ÞªÀÄvÉÛUÉ zÁj¢Ã¥ÀªÁV ªÀÄ£ÀÄµÀå£À £ÉÊwPÀ
ºÉÆuÉUÁjPÉ0iÀÄ vÀÆPÀªÉµÉÖA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ w½¸ÀÄvÁÛ, ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ
C¸ÀªÀÄvÉÆÃ®£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß £ÃV¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. CµÉÖÃ C®èzÉ ªÀi Á £ÀªÀ
zÀÄUÀÄðtUÀ¼ÁzÀ ¸ÁéxÀð, ¸ÀAPÀÄavÀªÀÄ£ÉÆÃ¨sÁªÀ, CºÀAPÁgÀ, zÉéÃµÀ,
C¸ÀªÀiÁ£ÀvÉ, EA¢æ0iÀÄZÁ¥À®å, CeÁÕ£À, C¸ÀvÀåvÉ, ºÉÆmÉÖVZÉÑÃ
ªÉÆzÀ¯ÁzÀ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ¦qÀÄUÀÄUÀ¼À ªÉÄÃ¯É0iÀÄÆ ¨É¼ÀPÀÄ ZÉ°ègÀÄªÀ
gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄt CªÀÅUÀ¼À £ªÁgÀuÉ0iÀÄ ¥ÁæªÀÄÄRåvÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÆß MwÛºÉÃ½zÉ.
gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ°ègÀÄªÀ ¥ÁvÀæUÀ¼ÀÄ CvÀåAvÀ ¸ÀgÀ¼ÀªÀÇ £ÉÃgÀªÀÇ DVzÀÆÝ
¸ÁªÀiÁ£Àåd£ÀgÀÆ ¸ÀÄ®¨sÀªÁV CxÀðªÀiÁrPÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀAvÀºÀªÀÅUÀ¼ÁVªÉ.
EµÉÆÖAzÀÄ ¸ÀgÀ¼ÀvÉ¬ÄAzÀ PÀÆrgÀÄªÀ «ZÁgÀzÀ »£Àß¯É0iÀÄ®èqÀVgÀÄªÀ
vÁwéPÀ ¸ÀA¥ÀvÀÛ£ÁßUÀ°Ã, ªÉÊ¢PÀ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄ D¼ÀªÀ£ÁßUÀ°Ã, CjvÀÄ
DZÀj¸À®Ä ªÀÄºÁ¥ÀArvÀ
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¤UÀÆ PÀµÀÖªÉA§ ¸ÀAUÀw D±ÀÑ0iÀÄð ºÀÄnÖ¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀÅ
¸ÀA±À0iÀÄUÀ½UÉ JqÉPÉÆqÀzÉ, vÉÆ¼À¯ÁlPÉÌ ¥ÀjºÁgÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¤ÃqÀÄªÀ°è
¸ÀªÀÄxÀðªÉ£¹zÉ. £dfÃªÀ£ÀzÀ°è vÀvÀéUÀ¼À£ÀÄß C¼ÀªÀr¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀÅzÀÄ
PÀµÀÖvÀgÀªÁzÀÄzÁzÀgÀÆ ¸ÀvÀá®PÉÆqÀ§ºÀÄzÉA§ ¤dªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÁgÀÄvÁÛ
M¼Éî0iÀÄ ¸ÀªÀiÁdªÀ£ÀÄß PÀlÄÖªÀ ²°à0iÉÄ£ÀÄßªÀÅzÀgÀ°è ¸ÀA±À0iÀÄ«®è.
F ¢¸É0iÀÄ°è gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÀÅ, PÀÄlÄA§zÀ, ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ, zÉÃ±ÀzÀ
d£ÀvÉ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß DgÉÆÃUÀåPÀgÀªÁzÀ ¸ÀÄ¹ÜgÀ ¤Ãw0iÀÄ £É¯ÉUÀnÖ£À°è
¤°è¸ÀÄªÀ ªÀiÁUÀðzÀ²ð PÉÊ¦r0iÀiÁVzÉ. CzÀgÀ°ègÀÄªÀ £Á0iÀÄPÀ
¥ÁvÀæUÀ¼ÀÄ zsÁ«ÄðPÀ ¥ÀæªÀÈwÛ0iÀÄ£ÀÄß ¥Àæw©A©¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ
DzÀ±ÀðUÀ¼É¤¹ªÉ. EªÀÅUÀ¼À£Éß¯Áè £ÉÆÃrzÁUÀ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtzÀ
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ªÀÄÄSÁAvÀgÀ zsÁ«ÄðPÀ ZËPÀnÖ£À°ègÀÄªÀ ªÉÊ¢PÀ ¸ÀA¸ÀÌöÈw0iÀÄÄ
¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É JAvÀºÀ ¥Àæ¨s Á ªÀ ©ÃjªÉ0iÉÄA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß
UÀªÀÄ¤¸À§ºÀÄzÀÄ. EzÀÄ ¸ÀªÀðPÁ°Ã£À ¸ÀvÀåªÉA§ÄzÀÄ £«ðªÁzÀªÁzÀ
«ZÁgÀ.
uÉÉsqÉÏÌMüÌaÉËUxÉqpÉÔiÉÉ UÉqÉxÉÉaÉUaÉÉÍqÉlÉÏ |
mÉÑlÉÉiÉÑ pÉÑuÉlÉÇ mÉÑhrÉÉ UÉqÉÉrÉhÉqÉWûÉlÉSÏ ||
ªÁ°äÃQ0iÉÄA§ ¨ÉlÖzÀ°è ºÀÄnÖ gÁªÀÄ£ÉA§ ¸ÁUÀgÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÉÃgÀÄªÀ
¥ÀÅtåªÁzÀ ¥À«vÀæªÁzÀ gÁªÀiÁ0iÀÄtªÉA§ ªÀÄºÁ£À¢0iÀÄÄ «±ÀéªÀ£ÀÄß
gÀQë¹ ¥À«wæÃPÀj¸À°.

AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF DIVYA NAMA SANKEERTANA-S OF ANNAMACHARYA
Dr. A. Anuradha
Coordinator , Dept. of Music, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam.
India is a land known as ‘Karmabhoomi’, where one can feel spirituality in everywhere. Many saints strived hard to get
salvation in many ways. Music is one of such ways, which is entwined with devotion to reach ultimate goal, called
‘Moksha’.
Profound love for God is ‘Devotion’. The traditional Nava vidha bhakti –s (nine ways of adoring God in devotion) are the
means in the Aarsha dharma Samskriti, to achieve Dharmaartha kaama moksha-s. They are, sravanam, keertanam,
Paada sevanam, archanam, Vandanam, Daasyam, Sakhyam and Aatma Nivedanam. Among these, ‘Keertanam’ is
said to be the sublime way. In Sreemad Bhagavad Gita Lord Krishna says,
Sl: Naaham vassami vaikunthe na yogi hridayeravou !
Madbhaktaah yatra gaayanti tatra tishthaami Naarada !!
India has given birth to a galaxy of Saints, Sages, singer- composers (Vaak - geya kaaras) and great devotees.
Andal, Jayadeva, Purandara das, Meerabai, Chaitanya Prabhu, Tukaram are only a few to mention. They sang the
glory of God in many ways and attained salvation. Tallapaka Annamacharya is one of such Vaaggeyakaara.
Annamachrya is a very familiar name to all those who have little acquaintance with music and Telugu literature. It is
known that he has composed 32,000 songs and dedicated to his favorite God Sri Venkateswara. These songs were
famous as ‘Sankeertana-s’ and ‘Pada-s’. Annamayya called as “Sankeertanaacharya, Pada Kavtaa Pitaamah, Pada
kavitaa maargadarsi, and Draavidaagam sarvabhouma”. His songs can be broadly categorized into two types. They
are, Sringaara Sankeertana-s’ , and Adhyaayma Sankeertana-s’. Though there are several divisions in the Adhyaayma
Sankeertana-s, the present paper discusses the Divya naama Sankeertana-s of Annamacharya.
1. Introduction: India is land known as ‘Karmabhoomi’,
where one can feel spirituality everywhere. Many saints
strived hard to attain salvation in many ways. Music is one
of such ways, which is entwined with devotion to reach
the ultimate goal, called ‘Moksha’. Profound love for God
is ‘Devotion’. The traditional Nava vidha bhakti –s (nine
ways of adoring God in devotion) are the means in the
Aarsha dharma Samskriti, to achieve Dharmaartha
kaama moksha-s.
Sl : Sravanam keertanam vishnoh smaranam paada
sevanam I
Archanam vandanam daasyam sakhyam aatma
nivedanam II
They are, ‘Sravanam, keertanam, Paada sevanam, archanam,
Vandanam, Daasyam, Sakhyam and Aatma Nivedanam’.
Among these, ‘Keertanam’ is said to be the sublime way. In
Sreemad Bhagavad Gita Lord Krishna says,

Sl: Naaham vassami vaikunthe na yogi hridayeravou !
Madbhaktaah yatra gaayanti tatra tishthaami Naarada
!!
It means ‘Lord Vishnu neither dwells in Vaikuntha nor in the
hearts of yogins, but He resides only there where his
devotees sing.
Devotees express the love in different ways depending upon
the relation they have with God. The devotee sometimes
becomes a servant to God and sometimes a friend. Sometimes
a devotee satisfies with merely describing the virtues and
the greatness of God and his miraculous deeds
(Maahatmyams). Sandilya, Narada and others have defined
Bhakti as ‘—— being attached to God with desireless and
love-soaked heart and mind’. The authoritative ‘Narada Bakti
Sutra-s’ categorizes devotion (Bhakti) into eleven heads.
1. Guna maahatmyaasakti (‘Aasakti’ means interest. To be
keen on the Divine qualities and miracles of God.)
2. Roopaasakti ( Being interested in the form of God).
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3. Poojaasakti ( Being interested in worship of God).
4. Smaranaasakti
( Being interested in thinking of God
constantly).
5. Daasyaasakti (Being interested in God as a servant in
his Master).
6. Sakhyaasakti (Being interested in God as a close friend).
7. Vaatsalyaasakti (To have affection for God)
8. Kaantaasakti (To be intently interested in God as a wife
to her husnand).
9. Aatma nivedanaasakti (Being interested in surrendering
one’s own self totally to God)
10. Tanmayataasakti (Being interested in becoming one
with God).
11. Parama virahaasakti (To have great yearning for being
separated from Him).
Since ancient times, Music occupies a special place in
adoration of God. Why all these composers have selected
Music, to please God? There is a reference given in Sutha
Samhita,
Sl : Geeti gaanen yogasyaat Yogaadeva Sivaikyataa I
Geetigjno yadi gaanen sayaati Parameswaram” II
It means, ‘Music singing is a Yoga and it brings together the
singer with the Lord Siva.—-‘ . That is why many singercomposers have opted music to please God.
India has given birth to a galaxy of Saints, Sages, singercomposers (Vaak - geya kaaras) and great devotees. Andal,
Jayadeva, Chaitanyaprabhu, Purandaradas, Meerabai,
Tukaram are only a few to mention. They sang the glory of
God in many ways and attained Salvation. Tallapaka
Annamacharya is one of such Vaaggeyakaaras.
2. A Brief note on Tallapaka composers : The Tallapaka
poets were distinguished poets, music composers and
scholars in Telugu and Sanskri t in 15th and 16th centuries,
who much popularized the Sri Vaishnava faith in Andhra
Pradesh. Annamacharya, Pedda Tirumalaachaari, Chinna
Tirumalaachaari are famous as Tallapaka composers.
Annamayya, the greatest among/of them, was famous during
his own time. The kings of Vijayanagaram empire and
Tallapaka family are equal in doing a great service to the
Venkataachala Kshetram of Tirumala. They enriched Telugu,
Sanskrit literature and Music with their contributions.
3. Brief life history of Annamaachaarya: Annamayya was
born in 1424 A.D. in a small village ‘Tallapaka’ in the Cuddapah
district of Andhra Pradesh. He was born to Narayana suri
and Akkamamba, in answering their prayers to Lord
Venkateswara for a worthy son. It is believed to be amsa of
the Lord’s sword- ‘Nandakam’, Annamayya was born with
devotion to Sri Venkateswara. His spiritual interests lead him
to take Vaishnavism and became a disciple of the great
Vaishnava saint Sathakopa yati and studied all the sacred
texts. Within that time, his faith in Lord Venkateswara became
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the focus on his thoughts and feelings. Annamayya started
composing sankeertanas (songs) in his 16th year.
In a song, Annamayya says that daily he used to worship
Him with a floral song (Sankeertanaa pushpam) to his
beloved God. The lyric as follows,
Daachuko nee paadaalaku taga ne chesina poojalivi
yayya
Poochi nee keeriti pushpamulivi yayya
Okka sankeertane chaalu oddikai mammu rakshimpa
Takkinavi bhadaaraana daachi vunchanee “
Annamacharya is a very familiar name to all those who have
little acquaintance with music and Telugu literature. It is
known that he has composed 32,000 songs and dedicated to
his favorite God Sri Venkateswara. These songs were famous
as ‘Sankeertana-s’ and ‘Pada-s’. Annamayya is also called
as “Sankeertanaacharya, Pada Kavitaa Pitaamaha, Pada
kavitaa maargadarsi, and Draavidaagama saarvabhouma”.
Of the 32,000 sankeertana-s, 12,000 are available today. In
this regard, it should be remembered by everyone that the
great king Saluva Narasimha Raayalu had rendered a
tremendous service in preservation of the songs of
Annamacharya. He made them to be written on the Copper
plates and preserved them in a Sankeertanaa Bhandaaram
(a store room), nearby the main temple in the prakaaram at
Tirumala. Annamayya wrote several literary works like,
Sataka-s, Venkateswara maahatmyam, Chakravala manjari etc.
He wrote ‘Sankeertana lakshanam’ in Sanskrit which is an
authoritative work , explaining all the musical forms of his
times.
4. Classification of Sankeertana-s : His songs can be
broadly categorized into two types. They are, ‘Sringaara
Sankeertana-s’, and ‘Adhyaatma Sankeertana-s’. Among
the songs available now, the Sringaara Sankeertana-s are
more in number than the Adhyaatma sankeertana-s.
4. i. Sringaara Sankeertana-s : Separation from God and
love with God is known as Sringara Bhakti or Madhura Bhakti.
This type of bhakti is also known as ‘Jeevaatma and
paramaatma tattvam’. Annamayya composed a flood of songs
on this theme. Of his songs, many Sringaara sankeertana-s
are described on Goddess Almelmanga’s love for Sri
Venkateswara.
4. ii. Adhyaatma sankeertana-s : In Adhyaatma sankeertanas , one can find that sometimes he (Annamayya) prays and
praises, converses, argues and quarrels with Him (the Lord),
meditates on His many attributes, confesses his failures
and apprehensions, sues for His grace and surrenders himself
to God. In the devotional path, some songs contain all the
eleven kinds of Bhakti-s which overwhelm the singers and
also the devotees.
All the Adhyaatma sankeertana-s of Annamayya are filled
with Bhakti, Gnana, vedaanta- Vairaagya-s bhava-s. Many
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things pertaining to Dharma sasrta, Upanishad truths , Tales
of Lord Vishnu, References to Ramayana, Bharata, Bhagavata,
Sociological issues, condemnation of the differences of
castes and creeds, hypocracy an false paths, happy similies,
popular sayings, devotional experiences abound in the
sankeertana-s of Annamayya.
They are classified into several kinds Viz., Thematic songs,
Temple Ritual songs, Vedaanta and Vairaagya keertana-s,
epical songs, Folk-lore songs etc. Though there are several
divisions in the Adhyaatma Sankeertana-s, the present paper
discusses only the Divya naama Sankeertana-s of
Annamacharya.
5. Naama sankeertana-s of Annamaachaarya: The
traditional slogan says that “Kalau naama sankeertanam
yasya” –‘the naama sankeertanam alone can give moksha
(or can confer Liberation) in Kaliyuga’. There are hundreds
of such naama sankeertana-s found in Annamayya’s songs.
Few to mention are,
a. Govindapriya – Gokula brinda- Paavana Jaya jaya
paramaananda———
b. Maadhavaa – kesavaa - Madhusoodanaa -Krishna——
c. Tirumala giriraaya – devaraa huttaraaya surata binnala
raaya ——
d. Aadi deva paramaatma- veda vedaanta vedya namo namo
———.
e. Raamabhadra raghuveera – raghu vamsa tilaka ———
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f. Naaraayana the namo namo —————.
g. Nanda nandana venunaada vinodana mukunda ——.
h. Raamaa Dasaratha raamaa nija satya kaamaa ———
i. Seethaa sametha raama Sreeraamaa—
j. Aadi purushaa akhilaantharangaa ——.
5.1: Methodology: There are many aspects in the
compositions of Annamacharya, which can have lot of scope
for Research work. In this presentation, it has been
mentioned only few aspects of devotional songs and Naama
sankeertana-s, of Annamayya. The songs taken for the
demonstration here are rendered in the raga-s set by the
above mentioned musicians, since the original raga-s and
their forms set by Annamayya are not known.
Conclusion: Generally, Sankeertana-s are Maatu (lyrical)
oriented. The tunes of these songs are not known till today
owing to the non- availability of the Dhaatu (Music)
documentation of that time. As a result of this, many great
musicians like Sri Rallapalli Ananta Krishna Sarma, Sri Sripada
Pinakapani, Sri Nedunuri Krishna Murthy, Sri M. Balamurali
Krishna, Sri Voleti Venkateswarlu, Sri Sandhyaa vandanam
Srinivasarao, Sri Kadayanallur R. Venkatraaman etc, have
set music to many songs and brought them to light. Many
great vidwans like Dr. M.S. Subbulakshmi, Ms Sreerangam
Gopala ratnam, Sri Nedunuri Krishna Murthy, Sri M.
Balamurali Krishna etc., have popularized these songs with
their mellifluous voices.
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EMPOWERING A LEADER-MANAGER THROUGH TAPPING THE POWER OF
CONSCIOUS MIND
* Ms. Charitra HG, Dr.Umashankar K
Dept. of English , AIMS, Bangalore, AIMS, Bangalore
A leader-manager is an integrated personality with leadership traits and managerial ability. In this version, a serious
professional synchronizes his/her emotional or intellectual abilities in order to fertilize the ergonomic and multilateral
exchanges. Indeed, a leader-manager in a managerial position has the inextricable responsibility to guide the business
processes. In these enduring and delicate processes, the leader-manager contributes much to the productivity of
working mechanisms within the company. Moreover, a leader-manager implies greater responsibility in observe the
employee’s general and individual attitude towards the company or himself/herself. A leader-manager is also diligent
enough in capitalizing his/her available networks of communication.
Therefore, the research a conceptual research has been carried out in order to bring in the maximum utilization of the
hidden powers of conscious mind. The paper includes the various soft skills required for a leader manager. Besides,
the Socratic Method and the Einstein Method have been observed in this paper for the better understanding of
conscious mind. The paper also includes various factors involved enriching the conscious mind and the determinant
factors that hamper the powers of conscious mind.
To summarize, the paper deals with various mental practices that lead to the leadership and managerial excellence.
The research paper throws much light on the delicate aspects of management excellence that may be incorporated
by any individual entrepreneur or a professional to break through the subjective challenges in any personal or ergonomic
situations.
1.1 Introduction : A leader-manager is an integrated
personality with leadership traits and managerial ability. In
this version, a serious professional synchronizes his/her
emotional or intellectual abilities in order to fertilize the
ergonomic and multilateral exchanges. Indeed, a leadermanager in a managerial position has the inextricable
responsibility to guide the business processes. In these
enduring and delicate processes, the leader-manager
contributes much to the productivity of working mechanisms
within the company.
Moreover, the leader-manager implies greater responsibility
in observing the employee’s general and individual attitude
towards the company or himself/herself. The LM is also
diligent enough in capitalizing his/her available networks of
communication.
Indeed, a leader-manager has to be mentally empowered to
steer the collective responsibility. In correlation, a leader
manager has to be observant to the inner psychological
happenings and interpersonal associations. A leader
manager, a serious professional, with a crystal vision for
reaching preset goals sets an apparent path for himself and
for his team members.
Moreover, it is generally an observed fact that today’s
competitive business world demands Herculean performance
from the professional, wherein, they are compelled or inspired
to perform many strenuous tasks. In this juncture, the leader

managers loose the track of work-life balance and they
become completely smitten by workaholic fangs and in the
course of time, they become ergomaniacs. As a result, such
leader managers are much prone to the delicate psychological
infirmities that finally hamper their personal and professional
development.
1.2. The Power of Conscious Mind: The medical dictionary
defines conscious mind as a sense of one’s personal or
collective identity, especially the complex of attitudes,
beliefs, and sensitivities held by or considered characteristic
of an individual or a group. According to Sigmund Freud’s
psychoanalytic theory of personality, the conscious mind
includes everything that is inside of our awareness. This is
the aspect of our mental processing that we can think and
talk about in a rational way.
Indeed, the conscious mind encompasses the person’s
sensations, receptivity, emotions, feelings, fantasies and
memories. The action process of the conscious mind is very
much objective and used in the daily basis. Contrastingly,
the preconscious or sub-conscious mind is very much
subjective and its action process is not clearly perceptible in
the routine life, since, it works parallel to the conscious mind.
In continuation, the ongoing process in the preconscious
mind is revealed and reflected through the conscious mind.
The following diagram elucidates the psychological
components of Conscious Mind and sub-conscious mind
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In addition, there is one more technique, wherein, one should
concentrate on the flow of thoughts while opening eyes
without any interruption to the flow of thoughts. While, the
thoughts flow incessantly through your eyes make sure that
those thoughts are recorded. Once, the thoughts are
recorded, one has to reinforce the thoughts on oneself for

Fig. 1 – The
Anatomy and
Components of
Mind

their implementation.
Instead, a person may also practice this on daily basis. Before
one gets up from the bed in the morning, he/she can close
their eyes with concrete determination and reinforce on the
mind that he/she will accomplish a particular task that day
and the same statement should be repeated for time times
approximately so that it may be stored in the mind.

Despite the separate and the individual performance of two
stages of mind that is conscious and sub-conscious, the gap
between two edges may be bridged to tap the inbound mental
energy. Besides, many of the psychologists and philosophers
opine that the combined tremendous energy of these two
minds may be released for the greater accomplishments.
A professional with a multidimensional tasks and targets is
very much challenged by the individuals or situations.
Wherein, a professional with tapped mental energy can
overcome any such kind of situations. Moreover, it is evident

In fact, many of the philosophers and scientists have given
their own methods to enhance the functionality of the mind.
They are:
Socratic Method

Einsteinian method/
Deep Thought Technique

It states that the mind will One has to let their visual and
be more energized or em

mental imagery loose, mental

powered as it is reinfor

imagery loose, observe and see

ced. When a person visua what they can discover from

fact that no one is an intellectual or insane by default. As the

lizes strongly the image

person grows, many factors like social and physical

stream and elucidating the one can let their imagination

environment, attitude, and inquisitiveness, appetite for

image as effectively as

knowledge, academic background and emotional integrity

possible, wherefrom, the

play an important role in bringing timely reformation and

person starts reinforcing

refinement in the conscious and sub-conscious mind.
Therefore, it is very much essential for a serious professional
to bridge the aperture between the two minds.

there. Through this technique
flow without interruption

Fig. 11 – Methods to Enhance the Functionality of Mind
1.3. Factors effecting the empowerment of Conscious mind

In order to serve the purpose of affiliating the conscious

As discussed earlier, channelizing the hidden potentialities

mind with the sub-conscious mind, there are various

of sub-conscious mind into the spheres of conscious mind

strategies that may be adopted.
In order to initiate the process of uniting the two minds, one
must close eyes and be receptive to any minute happenings
in the physical surroundings like chirping of birds, touch of
cool breeze or scorching heat etc…

leads to the empowerment of conscious mind. Besides, there
are many mental practices through which a professional can
store abundant energy. The factors that enduringly effect
the change are given in the following diagram:
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Fig. 3 – Components of Conscious Mind
It is a practical fact that the conscious mind may be refined,
trained and empowered through the above practices.
Contrastingly, the professionals sometimes may not heed to
the above minute practices due to work pressure and
consequently their hidden potentialities or they become
unburnished.
1.4. Perseverance and the Mental Practices: Perseverance
may be defined as steady persistence in a course of action,
a purpose, a state, etc., esp. in spite of difficulties, obstacles,
or discouragement. Every professional has a fair idea of
adopting improvement and also amendments to the traditional
existing practices, but the newly adopted practices or norms
might not be executed enduringly. As a result, the
professionals are dragged into the wells of outdated or
unproductive practices and their wish to transform themselves
may not endure to remain.
For an example, Mohammad-Bin-Tughluq (AD.1300 – March
20, 1351), a great emperor of Delhi Sultanate, was very
much known for his visionary plans. Indeed, he had
exemplary plans to implement but he could not flourish in
those unsuccessful endeavors as his mind was frequently
oscillating and shifting from one idea/practice to the other.

Therefore, it is mandatory for any professional to have time
for self introspection on the following grounds before they
could put their conscious mind at work. In fact, the following
introspective questions help in tapping the hidden strengths
of the conscious mind.
1. What are my interests?
2. What do I want?
3. Why do I want?
4. What is their necessity?
5. What are my mental strengths to fulfill the necessity?
6. Am I persistent to fulfill the necessity?
7. How would I feel after the accomplishment?
8. How would such accomplishments contribute for my
betterment?
1.5. Obstacles to the Conscious Mind
The conscious mind is splendiferous, intuitive, and enduring
machinery with delicate functioning system. Besides, there
are many intrinsic elements that actually cause friction in the
working system of the conscious mind and eventually
lowering the productivity. Hence, a serious professional has
to be very much conscious while operating his mind. The
hindering blocks of the conscious mind are well projected in
the following chart:
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to take pleasure in ordinary activities; reduced energy and
vitality; slowness of thought or action; loss of appetite;
and disturbed sleep or insomnia. It is evident that the
professionals of highest ranks or the lowest ranks are quite
often prone to the depressions whenever they encounter
with challenging or caustic situations. Consequently, the
depression will lead to many other mental infirmities or
sickness. Among those infirmities, uncalculated anger and
stress are common ones. Indeed, the stress and uncalculated
anger are intrinsically knit with each other. The professionals
with these kinds of psychological barricades might fail to
establish cordial intrapersonal and interpersonal
relationships.

Fig. 12 – 5.4. Obstacles to the Conscious Mind
I. Procrastination: Procrastination refers to putting off an
event or an action till another day or time that might lead to
unnecessary delay. As a consequence, procrastination will
obviously lead to soberness or apathy. Soberness is a state
of inaction wherein the working professionals may develop
lethargic nature to execute their action plans. Consequently,
they keep postponing the work schedule. Besides, those
people are also prone to the nature of apathy having no
consideration for the inconvenience caused to the other party
due to the procrastination.
II. Depression: The dictionary of psychology defines
depression as a mood or emotional state that is marked by
feelings of low self-worth or guilt and a reduced ability to
enjoy life. A person who is depressed usually experiences
several of the following symptoms: feelings of sadness,
hopelessness, or pessimism; lowered self-esteem and
heightened self-depreciation; a decrease or loss of ability

III. Automated Thoughts/automatic thoughts: These
thoughts may be defined as internalized perceptions
involuntarily generated by an individual. These
impressions may be triggered by becoming aware of a
situation or circumstance, may develop quickly, and are
not subject to detailed inquiry or logical examination. In
fact, these thoughts are frequently flooded the cognitive
process of the conscious mind. These thoughts are hardly
regulated or monitored by the logical thinking. Hence, these
thoughts give rise to many misconceptions and prejudiced
thinking. Ultimately, the professional may be biased in
analyzing the situations or individuals.
In summation, the power of conscious mind is indispensible
for every serious professional to accomplish the preset tasks
and also to establish cordial relationships with his/her
ergonomic ambience. Besides, the professional should also
be aware about the factors that hamper the channelization of
the sub-conscious mind and the conscious mind. If there are
any barricades, it is essential to eliminate such barriers.

SPIRITUAL PRACTICES; THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE
* Ms. Sudha K, Dr.Umashankar K
* Dept. of Mechanical Engineering , MSRIT, Bangalore , Dept. of English , AIMS, Bangalore, AIMS, Bangalore
The concept of spiritual practices is very much mandatory for an enduring success of a professional. The spiritual
may be mistaken to religious as both are diversified in nature. In this paper, the author has made a conscious effort
in differentiating religious practices and spiritual practices. Besides, the paper Indeed, the spiritual practices for
mangers or business professionals are not a new entry to the management domain, interestingly; these practices
are prescribed even in the age old texts like Kautilya’s Arthashastra and Manu’s Manusmrithi. Nowadays, the
increasing competitions or cut throat competitions in the corporate world are imposing inordinate demands on the
professionals. In order to accomplish all these inordinate responsibilities and to prove themselves to be the bluest
among the bluest chips, the professional often prone to be victimized by psychological ailments. Consequently, their
unsubstantial passion to achieve excellence and their indiscriminate actions to fulfill such excellence will lead to
stress.
Identifying the root causes and also as a precautionary device, spiritual practices is very much prescribed for the
professionals. Evidently, most of the esteemed corporate and business organizations are adopting many forms of
yogic practices to their employees.
For an example: Sri Sri Ravi Shankar’s spiritual organization, The Art of Living Foundation, is extending many
programs on yogic practices to the corporate fields in order to enrich their satvik (magnanimity) essence.
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Hence, the paper is incorporated with various spiritual practices that are consciously defined and their impact on the
individual minds is carefully observed. In addition, the paper also includes some of the survey results conducted in
USA regarding the productivity of spiritual practices.
Key Words: Satvik, Psychological Language, Workplace Spirituality
1.1. Introduction: The concept of spiritual practices is very
much mandatory for an enduring success of a professional.
The spiritual may be mistaken to religious as both are
diversified in nature. Following table defines and differentiates
the two concepts vividly;
Religious practices
1. Practices are defined and
guided by the particular
religion
2. These practices differ and

Spiritual Practices
1. Practices are defined and
guided by the self of an
individual
2. These practices may differ
contradict with other religious from one to one but never
practices
contradicts with others
3. Religious practices may
3.Spiritual Practices are never
be superstitious
superstitious nor unscientific
4.Religious practices carry 4. Spiritual practices do not
their identification symbols have any such particular
symbols
5. Religious practices are
5. Spiritual Practices are
probably enforced externally internally enforced in an
individual
6. These practices are often 6. These practices are often
mandatory and rigid
voluntary and flexible
The above quoted differences between religious practices
and spiritual practices are very much reflective on the
productivity, validity and applicability of corporate
spirituality in the current scenario. Indeed, the spiritual
practices for mangers or business professionals are not a
new entry to the management domain, interestingly; these
practices are prescribed even in the age old texts like
Kautilya’s Arthashastra and Manu’s Manusmrithi.
Nowadays, the increasing competitions or cut throat
competitions in the corporate world are imposing inordinate
demands on the professionals. In order to accomplish all
these inordinate responsibilities and to prove themselves to
be the bluest among the bluest chips, the professional often
prone to be victimized by psychological ailments.
Consequently, their unsubstantial passion to achieve
excellence and their indiscriminate actions to fulfill such
excellence will lead to stress.
Identifying the root causes and also as a precautionary
device, spiritual practices is very much prescribed for the
professionals. Evidently, most of the esteemed corporate and
business organizations are adopting many forms of yogic
practices to their employees.
For an example: Sri Sri Ravi Shankar’s spiritual organization,
The Art of Living Foundation, is extending many programs
on yogic practices to the corporate fields in order to enrich
their satvik (magnanimity) essence.

A professional is an amalgamation of the following
components
• the mind — presence of mind, clarity, understanding;
• the will — steadiness and equality;
• the heart — conservation, warmth, expansiveness and
magnetism;
• the vital — energy;
• the physical — perseverance and endurance for work.
In order to integrate the above components of a collective
personality, the mangers or professional have to practice
certain spiritual practices. As per the survey done by the
team of Workplace Spirituality, some astonishing facts were
revealed regarding the employee’s knowledge about the
spiritual practices among few residents. The report is
furnished below:
Survey Results:
Question 1 - Do you use prayer or meditation as a
spiritual practice at work?

Question 2- What spiritual reminders do you have in
your workplace to inspire you during the day?

Question 3 - What kind of music calms or inspires you
most?
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1.2. Laws for Successful Life – Swami Vivekananda
• Love Is The Law Of Life: All love is expansion, all selfishness
is contraction. Love is therefore the only law of life. He who
loves lives, he who is selfish is dying. Therefore, love for
love’s sake, because it is law of life, just as you breathe to
live.

• It’s Your Outlook That Matters: It is our own mental attitude,
which makes the world what it is for us. Our thoughts make
things beautiful, our thoughts make things ugly. The whole
world is in our own minds. Learn to see things in the proper
light.

• Life is Beautiful: First, believe in this world - that there is

meaning behind everything. Everything in the world is good,
is holy and beautiful. If you see something evil, think that
you do not understand it in the right light. Throw the burden
on yourselves!

• Set Yourself Free: The moment I have realized God sitting
in the temple of every human body, the moment I stand in
reverence before every human being and see God in him that moment I am free from bondage, everything that binds
vanishes, and I am free.

• Don’t Play the Blame Game: Condemn none: if you can
stretch out a helping hand, do so. If you cannot, fold your
hands, bless your brothers, and let them go their own way.

• Help Others: If money helps a man to do good to others, it

is of some value; but if not, it is simply a mass of evil, and the
sooner it is got rid of, the better.

• Uphold Your Ideals: Our duty is to encourage every one in
his struggle to live up to his own highest idea, and strive at
the same time to make the ideal as near as possible to the
Truth.

• Listen To Your Soul: You have to grow from the inside out.

None can teach you, none can make you spiritual. There is
no other teacher but your own soul.

• Be Yourself: The greatest religion is to be true to your own
nature.

• Nothing Is Impossible: Never think there is anything
impossible for the soul. It is the greatest heresy to think so.
If there is sin, this is the only sin - to say that you are weak,
or others are weak.
• You Have the Power: All the powers in the universe are
already ours. It is we who have put our hands before our
eyes and cry that it is dark.

• Learn Everyday: The goal of mankind is knowledge... now

this knowledge is inherent in man. No knowledge comes from
outside: it is all inside. What we say a man ‘knows’, should,
in strict psychological language, be what he ‘discovers’ or
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‘unveils’; what man ‘learns’ is really what he discovers by
taking the cover off his own soul, which is a mine of infinite
knowledge.

• Be Truthful: Everything can be sacrificed for truth, but
truth cannot be sacrificed for anything.

• Think Different: All differences in this world are of degree,
and not of kind, because oneness is the secret of everything.

1.3. Spiritual Practices for a Professional: A professional
is always walks on two the edged sword and has to be
precautious in each pace that he takes. Moreover, such
professional have to be mentally empowered to battle with
the situations or circumstances to prove himself or herself.
In this juncture, the professional has to be equipped with
sophisticated tools to encounter with the challenges. The
most important among the tools are based on the spiritual
practices. Some of the prescribed spiritual practices are given
below:
I. Let Nagging Questions Go Unanswered: In stressful
moments, listen to what life is trying to tell you about you
instead of searching anxiously for familiar answers to make
life feel “right” again. All fearful, doubt-filled moments are
secret reflections of what we have yet to understand about
life and ourselves, not life’s rejection of us or our wish for
happiness. Choose to go consciously quiet whenever there
is a riot in you. Refuse to take part in the search to repair
what you fear may be coming undone. Let go and watch
what happens when you consciously sacrifice the fear-filled
self. This new action allows the Extraordinary Life to enter
into you where its presence alone proves that all is well.
II. Don’t Make the Rescue Call: In times of anxiety and fear,
we almost always call upon someone or something to help
us get through our stress. This dependency on others for
strength not only weakens our soul, but also steals from it
the possibility of being educated by the Extraordinary Life,
which means we miss two major lessons. First, the crucial
lesson that all our fears are based upon false evidence that
appears real. With this revelation comes our second
realization that the same frightened self that seeks rescue
secretly confirms its imagined condition as being real each
time it cries out for help. Refusing to rescue ourselves from
inner states that scare us invites the Extraordinary Life that
shows us that no such scared self exists that needs saving.
III. Take the Hard Way: Rut and routine are two sides of the
same sad street. Repetitive patterns are the well-worn
pavement that our spiritually asleep self loves to tread while
it talks us to death with its empty promises of extraordinary
times “just ahead.” We can learn to do much better let
ourselves be betrayed in this way, but it takes inner work!
Instead of caving into the demands of those slipshod parts
of ourselves always looking for the easy way out, we must
choose in favor of what our false nature wants us to see as
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being the “hard” way. But it’s not. In fact, once we learn that
the only real way out of what we would rather avoid is to go
through it, we discover another self-liberating truth: the only
thing that’s hard on us is when we allow our unenlightened
nature to convince us that getting around something is the
same as rising above it.
IV. Do the Thing You Fear Doing: There is a correct time and
place for thinking through practical plans in the ordinary
scheme of life’s events. But nothing that is founded in
thought can serve to reveal the unthinkable plans that the
Extraordinary holds in store for anyone willing to leap into
the moment without a parachute. Never mind those old fears
of falling. Just jump! Being willing to risk failing is a
prerequisite for fearless living. If you will take the leap into
what you are afraid of doing, the Extraordinary Life will prove
to you that Its unshakable ground is everywhere beneath
you at all times. Nothing compares with this discovery
because, once realized, there’s nowhere to go but up! A note
of caution: taking a spiritual leap is far different from taking a
reckless physical risk. Never risk the well being of your
physical body for the sake of a passing thrill: for what is
possible to attain with a body, cannot be without one. The
temporary rush of adrenalin has nothing in common with
one’s awakening to the reality of a timeless, fearless life.
V. Take Time Out from Yourself Every Day: Unseen by the
self that walks upon it, thought is a treadmill powered by the
movement of our yesterdays as they produce our tomorrows.
This is the real meaning of “doing time.” The domain of the
Extraordinary Life is Timeless. To share Its life, we must enter
into Its world. Here is a good way to begin this Work: Every
day, as often as can be remembered, chose to break out of
that gilded, but self-confining cage called “thinking about
yourself.” We live under the power of these unconscious
ponderings, for when they turn dark and stormy, it is we who
are left out in the cold. Even if we can only collect ourselves
to meditate, pray or contemplate a Higher Idea for a few
minutes at a time, we must do it anyway. These small windows
- opened by our work to remember the Extraordinary Life –
grant us passage into its timeless domain.
VI. Open Yourself to Life: Dare to see and experience yourself
as you are without giving names to all the varied emotional
sensations that present themselves before your watchful
inner eyes. Allow the meaning of whatever states you see
coming up in you to reveal their actual nature to you. Resist
the temptation to interrupt their upwelling by explaining to
yourself what you are experiencing. Have no intention toward
these thoughts and feelings other than to be open to them
and, in doing so, to permit them their uninterrupted passage
through you. Why open up to life in this way? For one thing,
this gives negative states the back door they need to depart.
For another, the Extraordinary Life is very possessive. It will
not enter any zone marked “occupied.”
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VII. Make No Campsites: The Extraordinary Life visits
individuals, not groups or organizations. It strengthens the
soul willing to be alone for its sake. Keep your distance from
people who insist that you believe as they do, who hope to
convince you that the reality they have satisfied themselves
with should satisfy you as well. These deceivers want only
to keep you in their unreal camp. Never mind who is walking
with you and who isn’t. Be wary of any campsite - inner or
outer - with its bright “welcome weary traveler” sign. Most
of these campers desire your company so that they can
forget they are going nowhere. Walk on! Your persistence is
an open invitation to the Extraordinary Life to show you the
Way back home.
VIII. Meditate Daily: We always aspire to be better then
what we are and meditation plays a major role in making us a
well balanced individual. In today’s busy world we are
overpowered with stress and frustration which could be
easily overcome and self-focused attention could be
improved if one practices meditation. Meditating daily helps
one to maintain work-life balance, which is one of the key
core concepts of the modern world. Besides, practicing
meditation can also help an individual to discover the inner
enthusiasm and motivate oneself and there by help them in
emerging as a matured individual.
Ten benefits of meditating:
• Tranquilizing inner being
• Crystallizes ones Self-Awareness
• Makes the practitioner Composed
• Makes the practitioner present
• Increases your inner consciousness
• Source of inspiration
• Rejuvenates
• Cures insomnia
• Enriches the spiritual essence
• Envelopes spiritual embodiment
IX. Self Surrender: Self surrender deals with ones affiliation
with the supreme strength wherein; the surrender derives
immense energy in dealing with the daily challenges.
Moreover, the surrender keeps oneself faithful and such
person never loses confidence.
X. Pray Daily: Praying refers to an attempt to realize ones
hidden potentialities and it unveils many obscure channels
that lead oneself to a state of excellence. The Power of Prayer
is proved to be valid and genuine in most of the caustic and
sophisticated situations in this modern world. It is an evident
fact that a person who prays altruistically may witness the
outpour of positive vibrations that indeed helps in facing
any kind of situations.
Conclusion: A professional, an amalgamation of various life
skills, is a gradual evolution of a universal being that is
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applicable through out the world and through out any time
or situations. As a seed sprouts to be plant and then tree and
finally yielding fruits while absorbing energy through soil,
sunlight, wind and other natural components, a serious
professional absorbs various life skills in the form of
emotional intelligence, negotiation skills, communication
skills, leadership qualities, group dynamics, managerial skills
etc…
In this context of professional excellence, spiritual practice,
the unique and vibrant practice for the empowerment and
the application of myriad life skills is incorporated. In
continuation, the professional in the torch of spiritual
practices will carefully absorb other life skills.
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Abstract:Regular physical activity among adolescents is necessary for normal growth and development of aerobic
capacity, muscle strength, flexibility, motor skills and agility. Hence this study aimed at collecting information on
physical activity among college girls with the objectives like; to find out the anthropometric measurements of college
girls, to know the daily activities of the adolescent girls and to find out the relationship between age and physical
activity. Survey method and questionnaire was the tool used. A sample of 120 adolescent girls in the age range of 16
to 19 years was chosen for the study. The salient findings reveals that the anthropometric measurement were found
to be non significant difference between the respondents age of 16, 17 and 19 years, mean weight and NCHS
standard and significant difference in the age of 18, mean weight and NCHS standard. The activities performed in and
around the home revealed that higher percentage of the respondents cleaned the house followed by cooking, washing,
shopping for food and groceries, laundry and ironing, shopping and browsing for other items. A few of them took care
of preschool children or babies at home. It was also found that as the age increases the physical activity decreases.
Key words: Physical activity, Anthropometric measurement, College
Introduction: Physical activity is important for physical
health, emotional well-being, and achieving a normal weight,
physical activity may help us to control our weight by using
excess calories that would otherwise be stored as fat. The
importance of physical activity for children is unparalleled.
The years of infancy, adolescence and the early teens are the
only ones with scope for building a good physique through
interactive play and communication. The physiological and
psychological aspects of physical activity empower children
to take on the stress of adulthood and work related
restrictions. Childhood obesity and excessive exposure to
screen-oriented gaming and entertainment need to be
addressed with urgency. The kinds of steps taken by teens
to lose weight fast and address teen obesity are not amusing.
Early negligence towards establishing the right kind of
physical activity results in mental and physical submission
to stress later. Physical activity refers to a simple exercise
regime, play and even leisure time indulgences like gardening,
biking, rock climbing and rigorous volunteering. Supported
by a well balanced diet, physical activity enables parents

and guardians to reduce the likelihood of health
complications setting in early. Children who are overweight
suffer the risk of reduced life expectancy and quality. On the
other hand, regular physical activity keeps heart disease,
osteoporosis and juvenile diabetes at bay. The great
outdoors activities also assure mental well-being. Hence the
aim of the study is to gather information on physical activity
among college girls.
Objectives:
1. To find out the anthropometric measurements of college
girls.
2. To know the daily activities of the adolescent girls.
3. To find out the relationship between age and physical
activity.
Methodology:To study the physical activity among college
girls, Survey method and Questionnaire was the tool used.
A sample of 120 adolescent girls with the age range of 16 to
19 years was chosen for the study. A pilot study was
conducted to assess the feasibility of the questionnaire. A
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modified questionnaire was used for the main study. The
questionnaire consisted of questions related to the
background information of the respondents, Anthropometric
measurements and physical activities.
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Table 2 shows the normal wake up time of the college girls.
Majority of the respondents woke up at 5.30 to 6.00 am
followed by 6.30 to 7.00am during week days. During week

ends 35.8 percent and 23.4 percent of the adolescent girls
Salient findings: The background information of the
respondents reveals that higher percentage of the
got up at 7.30 – 8.00 am followed by 8.30 – 9.00am respectively.
respondents belonged to the age range of 18 to 19 years
The data was analyzed statistically by using chi – square
studying in I B.Sc. the ordinal position of most of the
test and found that there was a significant difference between
respondents were first followed by second. Majority of the
college girls belonged to nuclear families with 3 to 4 family
the getting up time of the college girls during week days and
members. Most of the respondents’ fathers were from the
week ends.
business community and mothers were homemakers.
TABLE – 1: Comparison of Height and Weight with NCHS Standard
N=120
Age (years) NCHS Std Height (cm)
‘t’ Value NCHS Std Weight (kg)
‘t’ Value
Mean
SD
Mean SD
16
162
155.2
5.5
1.75 NS
53.0
46.1
8.5
1.15 NS
NS
17
163
155.6
8.5
1.23
54.0
48.5
11.3
0.69 NS
NS
18
164
153.7
8.5
1.71
54.4
44.8
6.8
2.00*
19
165
151.0
10.8
1.83 NS
54.8
46.6
8.3
1.40 NS
*Significant at 5% Level, NS: Non-Significant, t (0.05, 119df) = 1.96
TABLE – 3: Normal time to go to bed by Respondents
The mean anthropometric measurement of the respondents
N=120
were compared with age and NCHS standards and analyzed
Normally go
Respondents
X2
statistically by using t - test. It was found that the mean
to Bed time
Week day
Week end
Value
height of the respondents of the age 16, 17, 18and 19 years
Number
Percent
Number
Percent
were lower than the NCHS standards but however there was
9.30-10.00 pm 44
36.7
25
20.8
12.39*
a non significant difference between the age, mean height
10.30-11.00
pm
33
27.5
33
27.5
and NCHS standards when analyzed statistically. The mean
11.30-12.00 pm 40
33.3
49
40.9
weight of the respondents of the age 16, 17, 18 and 19 years
12.00
+
pm
3
2.5
13
10.8
were lower than the NCHS standard. But when analyzed
Total
120
100.0
120
100.0
statistically it was found that there was a non significant
difference between the respondents age of 16, 17 and 19
*Significant at 5% level,
X2 (0.05, 3df) =7.815
years, mean weight and NCHS standard and significant
Table 3 depicts the normal bed time by the respondents during
difference between the age of 18, mean weight and NCHS
week days and week ends. Majority of the college girls went
standard.
to bed at 9.30 – 10.30 pm followed by 11.30 – 12.00 pm during
week days and 40.9 percent and 27.5 percent of the
TABLE – 2: Normal Wake up time by Respondents
respondents went to bed during 11.30 – 12.00 pm followed
N=120
by 10.30 – 11.30 pm respectively. The data was analyzed
statistically by using chi – square test and found that there
2
Normally
Respondents
X
was a significant difference between the bed time of the
Getup time
Week day
Week end
Value
college girls during week days and week ends.
TABLE – 4: Classification of Respondents by Television
Number Percent Number Percent
Viewing
5.30-6.00 am 59
49.2
11
9.2
20.00*
N=120
6.30-7.00 am 44
36.6
22
18.3
Frequency
Respondents
X2
of TV Viewing Week day
Week end
Value
7.30-8.00 am 14
11.7
43
35.8
Number Percent Number Percent
8.30-9.00 am 3
2.5
28
23.4
1-2 times/week 14
11.7
8
6.7
12.20*
3-4
times/week
36
30.0
27
22.5
9.00 + am
0
0.0
16
13.3
1-2 times/day 57
47.5
52
43.3
Total
120
100.0 120
100.0
3-4 times/day 11
9.2
25
20.8
5-6 times/day 2
1.6
8
6.7
Total
120
100.0 120
100.0
2
*Significant at 5% level,
X (0.05, 4df) = 9.488
*Significant at 5% level,
X2 (0.05, 4df) = 9.488
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Table 5 shows the number of times the respondents watch
television during week days and week ends. Most of the
respondents watched television 1 – 2 times a day followed
by 3 – 4 times a week during week days and 43.3 percent and
22.5 percent and 20.8 percent of the college girls watched
television for 1 – 2 times a day followed by 3 – 4 times a week
and 3 – 4 times a day during week ends. A few respondents
watched television 5 -6 times a day during week days and 1 –
2 times a day during week ends. The data was analyzed
statistically and found that there was a significant difference
between watching of television during week days and week
ends by the adolescent girls.
TABLE – 5: Climbing of Stair at home by Respondents
N=120
Frequency of
Respondents
X2
Stair climbing Week day
Week end
Value
Number Percent Number Percent
1-2 times/week 4
3.3
6
5.0
2.29 NS
3-4 times/week 12
10.0
7
5.8
1-2 times/day 19
15.8
23
19.2
3-4 times/day 23
19.2
25
20.8
5-6 times/day 43
35.9
40
33.4
Not applicable 19
15.8
19
15.8
Total
120
100.0 120
100.0
2
NS : Non-Significant,
X (0.05,5df) = 11.070
Table 6 depicts the climbing of stairs at home by the
respondents. Most of the respondents climbed stairs for 5 –
6 times a day during week days and week ends. A few
respondents climbed stairs for 1 -2 times a week during week
days and week ends respectively. The data was analyzed
statistically and found that there was non – significant
difference between climbing stair at home during week days
and week ends.
TABLE – 6: Respondents Activities in and around House
N=120
Activities in and
around House

Respondents

Yes
Number Percent Number
Cooking & washing 74
61.7
46
Shopping for food &
Groceries
67
55.8
53
Shopping & Brows
ing for other items 61
50.8
59
Cleaning the house 80
66.7
40
Doing the Laundry
& Ironing
62
51.7
58
Caring for preschool
children or babies at
home
34
28.3
86

No
Percent
38.3
44.2
49.2
33.3
48.3

71.7
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Table 7 reveals the activities performed by the college girls
in and around the house. Higher percentage of the
respondents cleaned the house followed by cooking and
washing, shopping for food and groceries, laundry and
ironing and shopping and browsing for other items. A few of
them took care of preschool children or babies at home.
Majority of the respondents were engaged in walking for
pleasure followed by watering plants in the garden creative
activity, playing or singing and badminton. A few of them
were engaged in other activities such as running, exercise,
tennis, jogging, racing, swimming and cricket.
Fig 2: Association between Age of respondents and PAL
classification

From Figure 1 it was found that the association between age
group and physical activity level. The respondents belonged
to the age of 17 years had higher physical activity level
when compared to 18 and 19 years respectively. But there
was a non significant difference between age and physical
activity level when analyzed statistically.
Conclusion: It can be concluded that the mean height and
weight of the respondents in the age of 16, 17, 18 and 19
years were lower than NCHS standards. Most of the
respondents got up at 5.30 – 6.00am on week days and 7.30
– 8.00am on weekends. Higher percentage of the respondents
viewed TV 1 -2 times a day. The activities performed by
college girls in and around the house were cleaning the house
followed by cooking and washing. The other activities
include walking for pleasure followed by watering the plants.
It was also found that as the age increases the physical
activity decreases.
Recommendation:There is a need for creating awareness
among college girls regarding physical activities along with
their benefits. The colleges should give more importance to
physical education like other subjects.
References:
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INFLUENCE OF PALATAL OBTURATION ON ACOUSTIC MEASURES OF SPEECH: A
CASE STUDY
* Mrs. A. Navya, ** Dr. M. Pushpavathi, ***Dr. N. Sreedevi, ****Dr.M. Dakshayani
* Research officer, **Reader & Head, Department of Speech Language Pathology, ***Lecturer, Department of
Speech Language Sciences, All India Institute of Speech and Hearing, Naimisham Campus, Manasagangothri,
Mysore-570006, ***Professor, Dept of Prosthodontics, JSS Dental College, Bannimantap, Mysore., *Email:
navyaaslp@gmail.com, **Email: pushpa19@yahoo.co.in, ***Email: srij01@yahoo.co.in
Background and need: Rehabilitation of speech disorders in the cleft lip and palate population requires teamwork of
professionals. One of the primary aspects of rehabilitation in individuals with cleft palate is surgical management. But
palatal fistulas are reported due to hindrance in the surgical management. Abnormal nasal resonance and nasal
escape of air are sometimes associated with velopharyngeal dysfunction or nasal sound transmission through the
fistula. The purpose of the present study is to provide an insight on the effect of the prosthetic management in an
individual with fistulae secondary to the primary surgical repair.
Main Objectives: The main objectives of the study is to investigate the spectral parameters (formant frequencies F1
and F2, energy concentration at F1 and F2) and temporal parameters (voice onset time, burst duration, closure
duration and transition duration) of speech with and without palatal obturator. This study also examines the nasalence
values with and without using palatal obturator.
Method: An individual aged 13 years male with post operative fistulae in hard palate was recommended for palatal
obturator by the cleft palate team members. The speech recordings were taken in two conditions. a) Without prosthesis
b) After using the prosthesis for three week without speech therapy. During these two conditions, 16 meaningful
Kannada words loaded with pressure consonants (/p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/. /g/) were recorded using praat software version
5.1 and the same software was used to extract the acoustic measures of speech. Nasometry was also used to
measure the nasalence values for pressure consonants followed by vowels (/a/, /i/, /u/) with and without prosthesis
using Nasometer II – 6400.
Results: The results indicated that there was no significant difference in spectral parameters and also consistent
pattern was not evident across all the temporal parameters of speech with and without palatal obturator. However in
the temporal parameters, burst duration was slightly increased with obturator compared to without obturator. The
Nasalence values were also reduced with obturator than without obturator.
Conclusion: The present study is an attempt towards systematic documentation towards evidence based practice of
prosthetic management. The acoustic parameters and nasalance values of speech measured are influenced by the
usage of the palatal obturator.
Key words: Prosthesis, Acoustic analysis, Nasometry, Nasalence values, palatal obturator
In every aspect of our life, a good personality holds a very
important value. One of the key facets of personality
development is speech. This is the ability of a person to
effectively communicate verbally. Cleft lip and palate is one
of the congenital condition which results in disordered
abnormal speech production hindering the communication
abilities of the individuals. Cleft is an abnormal opening or a
fissure in an anatomical structure that is normally closed. A
cleft lip and palate is the result of the failure of the parts of
the lip and roof of the mouth to come together early in the life
of the fetus. Clefts vary in length and width depending on
the degree of fusion of the individual structures.

et al., 2001) and recommending and providing rehabilitation.
One of the primary aspects of rehabilitation in individuals
with cleft palate is surgical management. One of the hindrance
in the surgical management is the occurrence of palatal fistula.
The residual fistula in the anterior part of the hard palate and
the alveolar process is closed at the age of eight to ten years,
when bone is transplanted to the alveolar process. The
presence of anterior palatal cleft can affect the development
of speech in children with repaired cleft palate. Abnormal
nasal resonance and nasal escape of air are sometimes
associated with velopharyngeal dysfunction or nasal sound
transmission through the fistula (Zimmerman et al.1997).

The challenges for the speech-language pathologist who
provides services to these cleft lip and palate individuals
include identifying, often with multidisciplinary input, the
relative contribution of the various etiological factors
contributing to communication problems (Peterson- Falzone

The presence of the fistula may lead to the nasal
regurgitation and the premaxilla remains unstable and
exposed to displacement and traumatic injuries. To deal with
these problems, temporary obturation of the anterior residual
cleft is necessary. Obturation of oronasal fistulae or residual
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clefts has been used mainly to improve speech. However,
reflux of fluid and food into the nasal cavity has been reported
to be the most common complaint (Isberg and Henningsson,
1987).
A number of studies have been published concerning the
influence of abnormal oronasal communication on speech.
Cosman and Falk (1980) found speech deficiencies in the
majority of 32 patients with delayed hard palate repair. The
size of the anterior palatal opening had “no exact relationship”
to air leakage. This finding agrees with that of Henningsson
and lsberg (1987), who, in their study of the influence of
palatal fistulae on speech and resonance in ten patients,
concluded “hypernasality, weakness of pressure consonants,
and audible nasal escape can be caused by an open fistula of
the hard palate, even when the fistula has a small area”. Isberg
and Henningsson (1987) examined ten patients
cineradiographically to study velopharyngeal function for
open versus covered hard palate fistulae of different sizes.
The fistulae were located at the junction of the prernaxilla
and the maxilla in nine patients and were temporarily covered
with chewing gum. The study showed that covering of the
fistulae was enough to produce full velopharyngeal closure
in a number of patients, and that even small fistulae impair
velopharyngeal activity. The authors concluded that
velopharyngeal activity should be evaluated with covered
fistula prior to velopharyngeal surgery. This conclusion
agrees with that reached by Bless et al. (1980) in their
aerodynamic analysis of 20 patients in whom the fistulae
were covered with a thin sheet of dental wax retained by a
dental appliance. Shelton and Blank (1984), in their study of
six cleft palate patients, monitored the difference in the
intraoral air pressure and nasal air flow with the fistula open
and closed using either acrylic dental appliances, dental wax,
or liquid denture adhesive. They found “that intraoral air
pressure and nasal air flow vary systematically as oronasal
fistulae are studied open and closed”. They concluded that
“research is needed regarding the effectiveness of dental
appliances in facilitating and maintaining speech over long
periods of time in persons with oronasal openings.
Unmanaged, many such openings are a hazard to speech”.
Previous methods of temporary obturation have included
the application of materials such as chewing gum, dental
wax, vaselin or tin foil (Bless et al., 1980; Shelton and Blank,
1984). These types of materials have not always allowed
patients to maintain consistent closure of the fistula for
extended periods of testing. Using obturators that provide
coverage for the specific location and unique shape of the
fistula allows for consistency of coverage over time while
maximizing the amount of oral mucosa exposed for tactile
feedback. To date, there has been less information available
regarding the effects of long-term obturation on speech and
nasality (Zimmerman et al.1997).
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Speech problems exhibited by participants with cleft palate
can be studied by acoustical, perceptual and physiological
methods. Acoustic analysis offers the opportunity to observe
the speech patterns resulting from simultaneous and
sequential interactions of phonation, resonation and
articulation as these occur in real time speech production.
Spectrographic data have been used frequently to study
cleft palate speech (Horii, 1980). The formant frequencies of
a speech sound are directly dependent on the shape and
size of the vocal tract. They are largely responsible for the
characteristic quality of the speech sound. The formants
enable to recognize different speech sounds which are
associated with different positions of the vocal tract
(Ladeforged, 1962). The temporal parameters of the speech
are the indicators of the ability to coordinate speech gestures.
Several investigations hypothesized that articulatory
gestures used as compensation for velopharyngeal
insufficiency (Brooks, Shelton, and Youngstrom, 1965 and
1966; Warren and Ryan, 1967) may alter normal temporal
characteristics. The investigation of temporal aspects of
speech may prove to be a helpful diagnostic indicator in
choosing physical management vs. speech therapy (Forner.
L. L., 1979).
There are few studies done in the Indian context to
investigate the effect of obturator on speech characteristics.
Pushpavathi and Sreedevi (2004) analyzed the speech of a
participant with submucous cleft palate who was
recommended palatal life prosthesis. The acoustical
parameters were studied by obtaining formant frequency F1
and F2 with and without prosthesis .The results indicated
that F2 was higher with prosthesis compared to the without
prosthesis condition. The nasoendoscopy also revealed a
better velopharyngeal closure with the prosthesis. But there
is dearth of studies for proving efficacy of prosthesis using
acoustical measures.
The present study is a part of the longitudinal study of a
project aimed to evaluate the effect of palatal prosthesis on
acoustical measures of speech. Hence this is a preliminary
attempt to study the efficacy of using palatal obturator in
terms of spectral, temporal and nasality measures of speech.
Objectives of the study
To investigate the spectral parameters (formant frequencies
F1 and F2, energy concentration at F1 and F2) of speech
with and without palatal obturator.
To investigate the temporal parameters (voice onset time,
burst duration, closure duration and transition duration) of
speech with and without palatal obturator.
To investigate the nasalence values with and without using
palatal obturator.
Method: Participant: An individual aged 13 years male with
post operative fistulae in hard palate was recommended for
palatal obturator by the cleft palate team members served as
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participant of the present study. He underwent plastic surgery
for cleft lip at the age of 3 years and for the palate at the age
of 5yrs. The outcomes of the surgery were poor which
resulted in large fistulae at the junction of the premaxilla and
the maxilla. At the age of 6yrs he has undergone operation
for the fistula closure. But the surgery was not successful
due to lack of adequate tissue resulted in fistula. On
evaluation, he was diagnosed to have hypernasality, nasal
emissions and misarticulations. The cleft palate team
recommended for the prosthetic management. The
prosthodontist provided palatal obturator to the anterior
portion of the hardpalate obturating the fistulae and gave
two weeks time to get adjusted to it. Then, based on the
feedback from the participant and perceptual analysis of
speech, prosthodontist provided modifications to the palatal
obturator. Recordings of the speech samples were done before
fitting the palatal obturator and after using for three weeks to
get adapted to the prosthesis. The participant was evaluated
during both the conditions in terms of acoustical
measurements
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Stimulus and Recordings for Acoustic Analysis:
Recordings of the speech samples were done under the two
conditions. a) Without prosthesis b) After using the
prosthesis for three week period. Three weeks of time was
given to get adapted to the prosthesis. During these two
conditions, 16 meaningful Kannada words loaded with
pressure consonants (/p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/. /g/) were recorded
using praat 5.1 software version and the same software was
used to extract the acoustic measures of speech. The
participant was seated comfortably in a sound treated room
and was asked to repeat 16 meaningful Kannada words
loaded with pressure consonants (/p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/) at
his comfortable level. The spectral parameters (formant
frequencies F1 and F2, energy concentration at F1) and
temporal parameters (voice onset time, burst duration, closure
duration and transition duration) of speech with and without
palatal obturator were extracted out of the recorded speech
sample. Nasometry was also used to measure the nasalence

Fig 1: Fistulae of
the hard palate

values for pressure consonants (/p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/. /g/)
followed by vowels (/a/, /i/, /u/) with and without prosthesis
using Nasometer II – 6400.
Analysis: The following analysis was done before and after
adaptation to the prosthesis
Step I: Analyzing spectral parameters of the speech: Speech
samples were acoustically analyzed to obtain the formant
frequencies F1 and F2 and energy concentration at F1.

Fig 2: Palatal
Obturator

Step II: Analyzing temporal parameters of the speech: Stop
Burst Duration (BD), Stop Closure Duration (CD), Voice Onset
Time (VOT), Formant Transition Duratrion (TD)
Step III: Analyzing the nasalence in speech
Results and Discussion
The present study intended to study the effect of palatal
obturator on some spectral, temporal aspects of the speech
and nasalence values of the individual with and without
post operative fistulae in hard palate.
a) Comparison of F1 and F2 between without palatal

Fig 3: Palatal
Obturator in-situ

obturator (condition a) and with palatal obturator (condition
b). The formant frequencies F1 and F2 were measured for
vowel /a/ across the phonetic contexts /pa/, /ta/, /ka/, /ba/, /
da/, /ga/ with and without prosthesis. The results are depicted
in the following Table 1 and Figure 4.
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Subject
Participant in a
Participant in b

/p/
888
726

/t/
827
791

F1 (Hz)
/k/
/b/
780
852
817
799
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/d/
700
640

/g/
773
617

/p/
1604
1438

/t/
1569
1297

F2 (Hz)
/k/
/b/ /d/
1389 1515 1189
1584 1511 1452

/g/
1406
1171

Table 1: F1 & F2 of Participant in a and b conditions.

Fig 4: F1 & F2 of Participant in a and b conditions
In general, the results revealed that the participant exhibited
high F1 and F2 in condition a than compared to b. Participant
in condition a exhibited decreased trend of F1and F2 from /
pa/ to /ka/, whereas same is not reflected /ba/ to /ga/ which
are voiced consonants. The same consistent trend was not
evident with respect to F1 in the participant in condition b.
The variations in the F1 and F2 depend on the oral tract
configuration based on the placement of the tongue. These
variations in the F1 and F2 across the stimuli can be attributed
to the tongue placement and manner of articulation. The
high F1 in condition a i.e participant producing stimuli without
using palatal obturator can be attributed to the narrowing
and retraction of the tongue towards back of the oral cavity
during the production of the stimuli to build up pressure,
since he had fistulae at the anterior parts of the hard palate.
This results supports the findings by Fant (1973) who stated
that retraction of the tongue increases the first formant
comparatively to the other formant frequencies. Stevens and
House (1995) also reported a high F1 with the articulatory
event characterized by a narrow tongue constriction by a
few centimeters above the glottis and an unrounded large
mouth opening. Hence, the variation in the formant
frequencies can be attributed to the variations in the
articulation by the participant.
a) Comparison of energy concentration (E1) at F1 between
without palatal obturator (condition a) and with palatal
obturator (condition b).
The energy concentration (E1) at F1 was measured for vowel
/a/ across the phonetic contexts /pa/, /ta/, /ka/, /ba/, /da/, /
ga/ with and without prosthesis. The results are depicted in
the following Table 2 and Figure 5.

Subject
Participant in a
Participant in b

Energy concentration (E1) in dB
/p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ /g/
67 63 59 61 63
62
60 63 60 60 62
58

Table 2: (E1) at F1 of Participant in a and b

Fig 5: (E1) at F1 of Participant in a and b
The results indicate that E1 was high in participant in
condition a compared to the condition b for both the
voiceless and voiced consonants except for /k/. This may be
because of the participant habituated pattern learnt to achieve
intelligible speech. Most of the subjects with cleft lip and
palate attempt to speak with wide opening of the mouth to
improve the oral resonance quality which inturn increases
the loudness. The resutls supports the findings of Zraick
(1999) who He Hkljikjkjkjdfdffound the correlation of nasality,
pitch and loudness reported that perception of increased
nasality was related to increased loudness and an increase
or decrease in pitch.
a) Comparison of burst duration, transition duration
between and voice onset time without palatal obturator
(condition a) and with palatal obturator (condition b).
The burst duration, transition duration between and voice
onset time were measured for vowel /a/ across the phonetic
contexts /pa/, /ta/, /ka/, /ba/, /da/, /ga/ with and without
prosthesis. The results are depicted in the following Table 3
and Figure 6.
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Subject

Burst Duration (BD) in msec
/p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ /g/
Participant in a 0 6 14 0 4 19
Participant in b 7 3 10 2 5 07
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Transition Duration (TD) in msec
/p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ /g/
36 22 21 17 29 56
25 18 55 32 20 26

Voice Onset Time (VOT)
/p/
/t/
/k/
/b/
0
6
15
0
20
04
16
38

/d/
06
03

/g/
66
53

Table 3: BD, TD and VOT of Participant in a and b conditions

Fig 6: BD, TD and VOT of Participant in a and b conditions.
b) Comparison of closure duration between without palatal
obturator (condition a) and with palatal obturator
(condition b).
Subject

Closure Duration in msec
/p/ /t/

/k/

/b/

/d/

/g/

Participant in a 178 130

200 141 86

65

Participant in b 160 119

156 117 73

60

Table 4: CD of Participant in a and b conditions.

Fig 7: CD of Participant in a and b conditions

In general results indicated that VOT , TD and CD were
reduced from condition a to condition b. where as in BD for
/p/ and /b/ there is onset of burst from condition a to condition
b and for the other stimulus inconsistent pattern of variation
in the burst is present. This can be attributed to the ability
to build up relatively more pressure in the oral cavity by
occluding the fistula with the obturator resulted in onset of
the burst while producing the pressure consonants. The
reduction in the durartion aspects of in condition b illustrates
that there is a reduciton in the sllable prolongation after
using the obturator. The results supported the study done
by Warren and Mackler (1968) hypothesized that speakers
with velopharyngeal insufficiency prolong speech segments
to provide more pronounced acoustic cues for the listerner.
A second possible reason for increased durations in the
speech segments by cleft palate speakers is depending on
the oral degree of oral – nasal coupling to the synchrony of
the oral ans velar constrictory movements (kent, et a., 1974).
Little is known about oral velar timing in the presence of a
cleft. One investigation (Hoopes et al., 1970) found that speed
of velar movement during speech is slower for cleft that
noncleft subjects.

c) Comparison of nasalence values between without palatal obturator (condition a) and with palatal obturator (condition b).
Subject

Mean nasalence values in

Mean nasalence values in

Mean nasalence values in

CV syllables - C(a)

CV syllables - C(i)

CV syllables - C(u)

/p/

/t/

/k/

/b/

/d/

/g/

/p/

/t/

/k/

/b/ /d/

/g/

/p/ /t/

/k/ /b/

/d/

/g/

Participant in a 47

56

61

45

29

27

64

53

58

66

85

91

60

58

61

48

89

90

Participant in b 30

31

31

40

28

35

30

51

51

64

39

45

47

74

91

63

89

57

Table 5: Nasalence values of participant in a and b conditions in the vowel contexts /a/, /i/ and /u/.
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Fig 8: Nasalence values of Participant in a and b conditions in the vowel contexts /a/, /i/ and /u/.
The changes in nasality associated with condition of
obturation are presented in the Table 5 and Fig 8. A significant
difference in the Nasalence values for the pressure
consonants was found in the vowel contexts of /a/ and /i/.
However in the vowel context of /u/ inconsistent differences
were noted across the stimuli. This can be attributed to the
contextual effects. The reduction in the nasalence values in
the condition b can be attributed to the improved oral
resonance by separating the nasal and the oral cavities with
the palatal obturator, and also improved velopharyngeal
closure. These findings are supported by D’ Antonio et al.
(1993) who concluded that temporary occlusion of a palatal
fistula may improve velopharyngeal closure and reduces the
hypernasality. Another study by Zimmerman, J. P et al (1997)
also supports the results that sustained palatal obturation of
fistula will reduce the perceived hypernasality in speech.
Conclusion: The present study explores the effect of location
specific obturation of the fistulae after getting adapted to
use the palatal obturator. The use of the Resulted in
improvement in the oral resonance by reducing the nasality
in speech. Measurement of the spectral and temporal
parameters of speech in with and without obturation
conditions indicated differences in the formant frequencies
and energy concentration. Reduction in the durational
parameters of the stimulus is observed while occluding the
fistulae. Overall the results were encouraging that the
participant was achieving a better speech by using the palatal
obturator. However, the analyses of the same parameters are
required after the participant is completely rehabilitated to
use the prosthesis and attends behavior therapy. The findings
are preliminary in nature to conclude on the efficacy of the
prosthesis. But, the study may to the existing literature on
the efficacy of palatal prosthesis in the rehabilitation.
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AWARENESS ON PREVENTION OF EAR DISEASES AMONG YOUNG MOTHER IN
RURAL AND URBAN AREA
Mrs. Radha Kalaiselvan* & Ms. Tamilarasi
* Audiologist& Speech therapist, Govt. Stanley Hospital, Chennai., Social work Student, Stella Maris College,
Chennai.
The National program has been initiated with the consideration that the burden of deafness is disproportionately high
in Indian context. To prevent the avoidable hearing loss on account of disease or injury. Early identification, diagnosis
and treatment of ear problems responsible for hearing loss and deafness.
The pilot project is being implemented involving district level ENT specialists, district level audiologist, Obstetrician/
Gynecologists and Pediatricians, primary health center medical officers, multi purpose workers, grassroots level
workers including ASHA, teachers.
Instead of approaching the public through the multi-purpose workers and grass-root workers, we wanted to reach
public directly. We took two groups, one group from urban slum and another group from rural area. The sampling
method is purposive samples. The available women in the community in the age groups of young women (19-29
years) in both areas. The awareness on the problem of hearing and ear diseases was nil. Then, we conducted the
meeting with both the groups about the prevention of hearing loss and got the feedback. The result was the young
women were very receptive to have the useful information which they could follow in day to-day life.
Introduction: The National program has been initiated with
the consideration that the burden of deafness is
disproportionately high in Indian context. To prevent the
avoidable hearing loss on account of disease or injury; Early
identification, diagnosis and treatment of ear problems
responsible for hearing loss and deafness. The pilot project
is being implemented involving district level ENT specialists,
district level audiologist, Obstetrician/Gynecologists and
Pediatricians, primary health center medical officers, multi
purpose workers, grassroots level workers including ASHA,
teachers.
The census of children with ear discharge and hearing
problem in the ENT out-patient of Government Stanley
Hospital is 2100 which is quite high for the total census of
7300 children. This led us to take up the study of bringing
awareness on prevention of hearing loss and ear diseases in
children mainly.
Instead of approaching the public through the multi-purpose
workers and grass-root workers, we wanted to reach public
directly. We took two groups, one group from urban slum
and another group from rural area. The sampling method is
purposive samples. The available women in the community
in the age groups of young women (19-29 years) in both
areas. The awareness on the problem of hearing and ear
diseases was nil. Then, we conducted the meeting with both
the groups about the prevention of hearing loss and got the
feedback.
Methodology: The sampling method used for data collection
is purposive. The samples were taken from two different
groups. One group is on the urban slum and another group
is in rural area. The study is on the awareness on hearing and
ear diseases among young mothers. The total number of
respondents is 70, 35 in urban area and 35 in rural area. The

respondents were taken available in the community among
age group of 19-29 years. The following questions were
given to the public,
Are you maintaining good personal health?
Are you maintaining good hygiene?
Do you know the pregnancy care?
Is there any ENT problem present in your family?
Do you know the ENT care to be given to new born babies?
Do you know about the speech, hearing and language
problems?
Most of the people do not have the knowledge about the
hearing and ear diseases. Then we conducted programme
on prevention of hearing loss and ear diseases and got the
feedback.
The following points have been brought as the highlights in
the programme:
Deafness can be inherited. If one or both parents or a relative
is born deaf, there is a higher risk that a child will be born
deaf.
Hearing impairment may also be caused by problems during
pregnancy and childbirth. These include:
Premature birth;
Conditions during birth in which a baby lacks enough oxygen
to breathe; rubella, syphilis or certain other infections in a
woman during pregnancy;
Inappropriate use of ototoxic drugs (a group of more than
130 drugs, such as the antibiotic gentamicin) during
pregnancy; and
Jaundice, which can damage the hearing nerve in a newborn
baby.
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Infectious diseases such as meningitis, measles, mumps and
chronic ear infections can lead to hearing impairment, mostly
in childhood. Head injury or injury to the ear can cause hearing
impairment
Immunizing children against childhood diseases, including
measles, meningitis, rubella and mumps
Immunizing women of child-bearing age against rubella before
pregnancy
Improving antenatal and postnatal care
Avoid taking drugs during pregnancy
No child is born with a hole in the tympanic membrane hence
ear discharge does not come since birth. So to avoid having
ear infections follow these instructions.
Feed the babies by keeping the head high. Avoid cleaning
the ears of young infants using clothes’ tips. Avoid blowing
the nose to take out mucous through the other nostril.
Don’t use buds, pins, hairpins and cock’s quil for cleaning
the ear.
Don’t put powder or soap in the ears. Keep the hands clean
when dealing with babies.
Sterile the bottles or sippers after each feeds.
Help to keep their hands and legs clean always. Do not allow
them to pick and dig the nose and ears.
Don’t allow them to swim or wash in dirty water.
Don’t put dirty fingers in ears or nose.
Wash hands before cooking or handling food.
Don’t eat with dirty hands.
Always wash hands after going to toilet.
The fingers should be kept clean with the nails trimmed well.
Teach them the personal hygiene right from the beginning.
An extreme noise like a firecracker, experienced at close range,
can damage hearing permanently in an instant.
Make sure that the children don’t get recurring nose or throat
infections. Once the child detected with ear, nose and throat
infections see to that child gets treated completely.
In babies and young children, early detection and treatment
prevents problems with language development and progress
in school.

Urban Community:

Findings: Before the awareness programme, 30% in urban
area and 20% in rural area were aware about
the hearing loss and ear diseases partially. The feedback
chart showed

Public health & preventive medicine
15th edition 2008
Robert Bhallace.

Readiness to attend the
programme
Reluctant – 9
Half minded – 14
Accepted – 12

Final feedback after
programme
Good – 8
Useful – 13
Best – 12
No commands – 1

Rural Community:
Readiness to attend the
programme
Reluctant - 14
Half minded - 10
Accepted - 11

Final feedback after
programme
Good – 11
Useful - 13
Best – 9
No Commands - 2

After the awareness programme, 97% in urban area and 94%
in rural area were given the positive result and rest were
ambiguous.
Conclusion: From the above findings, it is clear that women
were deprived not only in acquiring their rights but in basic
knowledge on the personal hygiene and prevention of ear,
nose and throat diseases. Women were happy to have
sessions like this rather than watching their favorite serials.
Reference:
Resource material in English and Tamil on National programme
for prevention and control of deafness. Government of India.
Lecture notes on community medicine
Blackwell scientific publication 1977
R.D.T. Former & D.L.Miller.
Foundation of community medicine reed Elsevier India Pvt.
Ltd
GM Dhaar MD DPM & I. Robbani MD
Text book of community medicine
Dr. J.P. Baride & Dr.A.P. Kulkarni

DEVELOPMENT OF A TEST OF PRAGMATICS FOR TELUGU SPEAKING CHILDREN
*Mrs. G.Swetha Krishna, **Dr. Nataraja, N. P.
*MSC (ASLP) Audiologist & Speech Language Pathologist, D/o S.Lakshminarayana, Dno; 26-3-1058, Teachers
colony, Ayyapagudi 3rd street, Nellore-524004.E mail: Somu.shwetha@gmail.com, **Director, J.S.S Institute of
Speech and Hearing, Mysore-25, E mail: npnnataraja@rediff.com
Abstract: Pragmatics is a subfield of linguistics which studies the ways in which context contributes to meaning.
Pragmatics encompasses speech act theory, conversational implicature, talk in interaction and other approaches to
language behavior in philosophy, sociology, and linguistics. In Indian context very few studies have been attempted
and particularly no reports of tests of pragmatic development in Telugu speaking children are available. Therefore the
present study was based on the test developed by Schulman (1986) the “Test of Pragmatic Skills” which consists of
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four tasks with examiner probes. The study aimed to construct a test for pragmatic skills in Telugu which would serve
as a clinical tool to identify the pragmatically disordered children. Before administering the test for pragmatics, a
questionnaire was given to three hundred parents who had children in the age range of 3-8 years to screen for their
child’s pragmatic abilities. Parents were asked to fill the questionnaire according to the pragmatic abilities of their
children. Once the child met the criteria for the particular age group on the basis of the questionnaire, the test for
pragmatic language skills was administered to three hundred normal children in the age range of 3-8years which
includes the following tasks: Task 1 (Conversation task), Task 2 (Communicative intention task), Task 3 (Symbolic
play), and Task 4 (Interaction task). The responses of each child for the above tasks were scored on a rating scale,
(0- No response, 5- Contextually appropriate response with extensive elaboration). Based on the descriptive analysis
of the responses, the results indicated that there was an increase in the development of communicative intent from
3yrs to 8 yrs. The performance of the children for Task 1(Conversational task) was better followed by Task4 (Interaction
task), Task 3(Symbolic play) and Task2 (Communicative intention task respectively. There is no significant difference
across the gender in different tasks except for Task 3 (Symbolic play). Thus it can be concluded that development of
test for pragmatics in Telugu speaking children is useful in understanding the development of pragmatics in normal
Telugu children and to explore its clinical applications.
Introduction: Communication is a process where in which
we exchange information, feelings, opinions and news
(Shames Wiig & Secord, 1998). Speech and language are parts
of the larger process of communication. The term pragmatics
has been introduced into the field of Speech-Language
Pathology by Elizabeth Bates, a Psychologist at the
University of California at San Diego. Bates (1976) defined
pragmatics are the “Rules governing the use of language in
context”. Over the years, this concept has been viewed as
an important and promising addition to our conceptual frame
work in Speech Language Pathology.
Focus on pragmatics has broadened our view of
communication toward the social dimension. This shifted
emphasis from the study of Syntactic- Semantic features of
child language to the Pragmatic or social function of
communication.There are limited linguistic measures that
were sensitive to the functional pragmatic communication
development of children. Most of the tests available study
syntactic or semantic measures which are appropriate for the
analysis of the conversational intentions of the children. So
the present study focuses on Development of a Test for
Pragmatics in Telugu speaking children.
Schulman (1986) gave the test of pragmatic skills to assess
the pragamatic abilities of the children with in the age of 3-8
years.Results revealed that there was an increase in the
development of communicative abilities of children from age
range of 3-8 years. Priya (1994) developed a pragmatic test in
Tamil speaking children with in the age range of 3-8 years.
The results indicated that the pragmatic abilities of the children
increased from 3 -8 years. The test can also be used to assess
pragmatic abilities in Tamil speaking children, in the age range
of 3- 8 yrs.
Aim: The aim of the present study was to construct a
pragmatic test in Telugu which would serve as a clinical tool
to identify the pragmatically disordered children. This test
was based on “Test of Pragmatic Skills” given by
Shulman(1986) which consists of four tasks.

Method
Participants
a) Criteria for selection of parents:
300 parents completed SSC and above with annual income
between 10,000-15,000 and who had children between the
age group of (3-3.11, 4-4.11, 5-5.11, 6-6.11, 7-7.11 yrs) were
selected.
b) Criteria for selection of subjects:
300 normal children who were passed in the screening were
selected. The subjects were divided into five groups which
include 30 males and 30 females in each group. The selected
subjects were native speakers of telugu, middle-socio
economic group, good academic performance as rated by
class room teacher and also with out any language deficits,
speech problems, neurological problems, organic deficits,
hearing impairment and mental retardation.
Procedure:
Step 1 : A questionnaire was given to three hundred parents
who had children in the age range of 3-8 years to screen for
their child’s pragmatic abilities. Questionnaire was developed
based on the “Check list for pragmatic language skills” (Ruth
Ann Johnson). All the 15 questions were arranged in a
hierarchical manner (i.e. 1-3 questions for 3-3.11 yrs, 4-6
questions for 4-4.11 yrs, 7-9 questions for 5-5.11 yrs, 10-12
questions for 6-6.11 yrs, 13-15 questions for 77.11yrs).Parents were asked to fill the questionnaire
according to the pragmatic abilities of their children. Once
the child met the criteria for the particular age group on the
basis of the questionnaire, the test for pragmatic language
skills was administered to three hundred normal children in
the age range of 3-8years. All the questions in the
questionnaire and test for pragmatic language skills were
translated in Telugu.
Step 2 : The test for pragmatic language skills was
administered to three hundred normal children in the age
range of 3-8years. This test is based on Test of Pragmatic
Skills (Schulman ,1986). The children were tested at the
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schools where they were studying. A class room which was
away from noisy environment of the school was selected.
This test was typically administered on the floor in order to
create a “non-testing” environment for the child. Test used
guided play, naturalistic social interaction and contextual
cues, which made it a formal and conversational/naturalistic
pragmatic assessment tool. The test includes administration
of 4 tasks which are as follows: Task 1 (Conversation task),
Task 2 (Communicative intention task), Task 3 (Symbolic
play), and Task 4 (Interaction task).Two puppets, Pencil, paper
and pictures of a circle, square and triangle, two telephone
toys were used as test materials.
All the 4 tasks serve as the medium through which these
pragmatic behaviours were assessed. Each question was
repeated only once. The subject was motivated to do his/her
best by giving verbal reinforcement such as “Good”, “You
are smart” etc. generously. The subject was given reasonable
amount of time to respond to each question. However, if he/
she did not respond, the next question was presented. The
responses of each child for the above tasks were scored on
a rating scale, (0- No response, 5- Contextually appropriate
response with extensive elaboration).
The details of the assessment tasks are as follows:
Task 1 (Conversation task)
Instructions: “Now I will give you two puppets you choose
one among it”.
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b) Instructions: “Now I am going to build stairs with the
blocks, you have to observe what I am doing”.
Context description: In this task child and clinician were
involved in play activity and questions like “Why do you
use stairs?” were asked and responses like Answering and
reasoning were observed.
Statistical Analysis: The statistical analysis was carried out
using SPSS version 15.0. The Mean and standard deviation
were extracted. The data collected was analyzed using
descriptive statistics, Further two way ANOVA was
performed to know the significant difference between the
gender and across different age groups. Scheffe test is also
administered in order to know the difference between the
age groups.
Results and discussion: Results obtained for Task 1
(Conversation task) revealed that there was lowest
performance in the age range of 3-3.11 years with the mean
of 23.65. Highest performance was found in the age range of
7-7.11years with the mean of 33.66, where as in the age group
of 4-4.11, 5-5.11, 6-6.11 years the mean scores obtained were
27.6, 28.3, 28.6 respectively i.e., coming in between 33.11years and 7-7.11 years age groups. With reference to
Task 1 (Conversation task) it can be concluded that the age
had an effect on the Task 1 (Conversation task).Gender did
not show any effect on Task 1 (Conversation task).

Context description: In this task clinician interacted with the
child by playing with puppets and questions like “What is
your name?” were asked and response of greeting was
observed from the child.
Task 2 (Communicative intention task)
Instructions: “Now I will give you pencil and paper and you
follow my instructions”.
Context description: In this task line drawings of three shapes
were presented to the child and questions like “How do you
know it is not a circle”? Were asked and communicative
intention (Reasoning) was observed.
Task 3 (Symbolic play)
Instructions: “Now I will be giving you toy telephone”.
Context description: In this task the clinician and child were
engaged in conversation through telephones and questions
like “Hello! How are you? Were asked and responses like
Answering/Responding were observed.
Task 4(Interaction task)
a) Instructions: “Objects like (Ball, Chocolate and pencil)
are on the table and I will be giving you the ring try to aim the
object and that will be yours”.
Context description: In this task child was involved in play
activity and responses like informing the clinician when child
successfully aims the target object.

Graph A: The mean scores for Task 1 (Conversation task)
across the age groups
For Task 2 (Communicative intention task) there was lowest
performance in the age range of 3-3.11 years with the mean
of 6.61. Highest performance was found in the age range of
7-7.11years and 6-6.11 years with the mean of 19.95 and 19.7
respectively. Where as in the age group of 4-4.11, 5-5.11
years the mean scores were 8.7 and 12.1 respectively i.e.,
coming in between 3-3.11 years and 7-7.11 years age
groups.Thus it can be concluded that the age of the child
had an effect on the Task 2 (Communicative intention task).
Gender did not show any effect on Task 2 (Communicative
intention task).
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Graph D: The
mean of Task 4
(Interaction task)
across the age
groups.

Graph B: The mean scores for Task 2 (Communicative
intention task) across the age groups.
For Task 3 (Symbolic play) there was lowest performance in
the age range of 3-3.11 years with the mean of 10.7. Highest
performance was found in the age range of 7-7.11years with
the mean of 19.81, where as in the age group of 4-4.11, 5-5.11,
6-6.11 years the mean scores obtained were 14.5, 15.1, 16.3
respectively i.e., coming in between 3-3.11 years and 7-7.11
years age group. With reference to Task 3(Symbolic play) it
can be concluded that the age of the child had an effect on
Task 3 (Symbolic play). Gender also had effect on Task 3(Symbolic play).

Graph C: The mean
scores of Task
3(Symbolic play)
across the age
groups.

For Task 4 (Interaction task) there was lowest performance in
the age range of 3-3.11 years with the mean of 13.6. Highest
performance was found in the age range of 7-7.11years with
the mean of 20.5, where as in the age group of 4-4.11, 5-5.11,
6-6.11 years the mean scores obtained were 18.6, 19.0, 19.8
respectively i.e., coming in between 3-3.11 years and 7-7.11
years age group. Thus it can be concluded that age of the
child had an effect on the Task 4(Interaction task). Gender of
the child did not show any effect on the Task 4(Interaction
task).

Conclusions It can be concluded that there was significant
increase in the performance of children in different tasks
from 3yrs to 8 yrs. There was no significant difference in the
performance of males and females in all the tasks, except for
task 3. Considering the scores between the 4 tasks, Task
2(Communicative intention task) was the most difficult one
(as seen from the scores) than other tasks for all age groups
(3yrs through 8 yrs). These results were in agreement with
the stages of pragmatic development identified by Woolfolk
and lynch (1982). Shulman (1986) study also indicated that
there was an increase in the development of communicative
abilities from age 3 year to 8 year which supported the present
study.
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ROLE OF WOMEN AS ENTREPRENEURS
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Abstract – Women being entrepreneurs has been a recent concern. However, women are becoming aware of their
rights and social responsibalities, the progress of women entrepreneurs is multiplying in the present world compared
to yesteryears.
This paper focuses on women being an entrepreneur. Which helps us to understand their identity, their role in the
society taking new paths, the paper also talks about the status of women entrepreneurs and the problems faced by
them when they venture out to carve their own niche in the competitive world of business environment? For the
purpose of better understanding some of the high ranked woman entrepreneurs are also focused.
Keywords – Entrepreneur, Legal issues, Economic participation, working women
I.INTRODUCTION: As centuries are rolling on and time is
passing by eternity has paved way for women, although there
are many transitions eternity remains the same, it has taken
centuries for women to unfold their roles in new directions
and shape their future according to their wimps and fancies.
Women entrepreneurship is a new phrase in the vocabulary
of gender literature. The phrase is used in two broad senses
i.e. general and specific. In a general sense, it refers to
empowering women to be independent by providing them
all means of opportunities and freedom, which were denied
in the past. In a specific sense, women entrepreneurship
refers to enhancing their status in the society .Every women
today is in par with men in all areas of life. Hence the term
Entrepreneur is applied to a person who is willing to help
launch a new venture or enterprise and accept full
responsibility for the outcome. The entrepreneur leads the
firm or organization and also demonstrates leadership
qualities. Managerial skill and strong team building abilities
are essential leadership attributes for successful
entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurs can be classified into three categories
Social entrepreneur - A social entrepreneur is a person who
is motivated by a desire to help, improve and transform social,
environmental, educational and economic conditions [8].
Serial entrepreneur - A serial entrepreneur is one who
continuously comes up with new innovative ideas and starts
new ventures. In the media, the serial entrepreneur is
represented as possessing a higher Propensity for risk,
innovation and achievement [8].
Lifestyle entrepreneur - A lifestyle entrepreneur is a person
who has passion of making profit when launching a business
in order to combine personal interests and talent with the
ability to earn a living [8].
II.WOMEN AS ENTREPRENEURS: “Women Entrepreneur”
is a person who accepts challenges to cope up with her
personal needs and become economically independent. A

strong desire to do something positive is an inbuilt quality
of entrepreneurial women, who is capable of contributing
values in both personal and social life.
From recent years women owned businesses are highly
increasing in the economies of almost all countries. The
hidden entrepreneurial potentials of women have gradually
been changing with the growing sensitivity to the role and
economic status of women in the society. Skill, knowledge
and adaptability in business are the main reasons for women
to emerge into business ventures.
Women are aware of their own traits, rights and also the
work situations, with the advent of media.Todays scenario
is entirely different where the glass ceilings are shattered
and women are found indulged in every line of business
from pappad to power cables[1]. The challenges and
opportunities provided to the women of digital era are
growing rapidly that the job seekers are turning into job
creators. They are flourishing as designers, interior
decorators, exporters, publishers, garment manufacturers and
still exploring new avenues of economic participation.
In India, although women constitute the majority of the total
population, the entrepreneurial world is still a male dominated
one. Women in advanced nations are recognized and are
more prominent in the business world. Jawaharlal Nehru in
one of his addressing said, “You can tell the condition of a
nation by looking at the status of its women”.
The literacy rate of females, which was 8.86% in 1951 rose
to 65.46% in 2011. Any one above age 7 who can read and
write in any language with an ability to understand was
considered a literate. In censuses before 1991, children below
the age 5 were treated as illiterates [4]. The literacy rate taking
the entire population into account is termed as “crude literacy
rate” and taking the population from age 7 and above into
account is termed as “effective literacy rate”. Effective literacy
rate increased to a total of 74.04% with 82.14% of the males
and 65.46% of the females being literate.
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Table 1: Describes about total Literate people
Population
Literacy

Total
Males
Females
Total
Males
Females

1,210,193,422
623,724,248
586,469,174
74.04%
82.14%
65.46%

Women play a pivotal role in the overall progress of a country
as they constitute half of the human resources in the nation.
The economic wealth of any country is depleted to a great
extent if about half of the nation’s human resource is
neglected/not utilized [4]. Recognizing the need for involving
women in various development activities, the Government
of India has initiated several affirmative measures by way of
programmers and schemes to bring them into the mainstream
of development. These affirmative actions have brought
about perceptible changes in the socio-economic conditions
of women.
Census year
1901
1911
1921
1931
1941
1951
1961
1971
1981
1991
2001
2011

Total (%)
5.35
5.92
7.16
9.5
16.1
16.67
24.02
29.45
36.23
42.84
64.83
74.04

Male (%)
9.83
10.56
12.21
15.59
24.9
24.95
34.44
39.45
46.89
52.74
75.26
82.14

Female (%)
0.60
1.05
1.81
2.93
7.3
7.93
12.95
18.69
24.82
32.17
53.67
65.46

Table 2: Census Details
III.PUSH-PULL FACTORS AND WOMEN IN BUSINESS
Women entrepreneurship is a recent phenomenon in India,
earlier days women had confined themselves to petty
business and cottage industries. Nowadays, Women
entrepreneurs are engaged in business due to push and pull
factors. Which in turn encourage them to have an independent
occupation, a sense towards independent decision-making
on their life and career is the motivational factor behind this
urge. Saddled with household chores and domestic
responsibilities women want to get independence under the
influence of these factors the women entrepreneurs choose
a profession as a challenge and as an urge to do something
new. Such a situation is described as pull factors. While in
push factors women are engaged in business activities due
to family compulsion and the responsibility thurst upon them
[5].
IV.PROBLEMS OF WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS IN INDIA
Society is patriarchal - male dominant social order is the
building block to them in their way towards business success;
this is a great deterrent to women entrepreneurs. Male
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members think it a big risk financing the ventures run by
women. Sexual Harassment at the Workplace - There is a
pressing need to examine the aspect of sexual harassment at
workplace from the perspective of emancipation of women
as well as the abuse of the image in which a woman is cast.
Awareness about financial assistance- The financial
institutions are sceptical about the entrepreneurial abilities
of women. The women entrepreneurs lack access to external
funds due to their inability to provide tangible security. Very
few women have the tangible property in hand. The bankers
consider women loonies as higher risk than men loonies.
The bankers put unrealistic and unreasonable securities to
get loan to women entrepreneurs. According to a report by
the United Nations Industrial Development Organization
(UNIDO), “despite evidence that woman’s loan repayment
rates are higher than men’s, women still face more difficulties
in obtaining credit,” often due to discriminatory attitudes of
banks and informal lending groups (UNIDO, 1995b)[5].Sociocultural barriers - Indian women give more emphasis to
family ties and relationships. .”Having primary responsibility
for children, home and older dependent family members, very
few women can devote all their time and energies to their
business”. More over the business success is depends on
the support the family members extended to women in the
business process and management. The interest of the family
members is a determinant factor in the realization of women
folk business aspirations. Market-oriented risks- Many
business women find it difficult to capture the market and
make their products popular. Due to tuff competition in the
market and lack of mobility of women this makes the
dependence of women entrepreneurs on middleman. [1]They
are not fully aware of the changing market conditions and
hence can effectively utilize the services of media and
internet. Knowledge of latest technological changesWomen are less literate compared to males. Many women in
developing nations lack the education needed to spur
successful entrepreneurship. They are ignorant of new
technologies or unskilled in their use, and often unable to
do research and gain the necessary training .Although great
advances are being made in technology, structural
difficulties, and lack of access to technical training prevent
the technology from being beneficial or even available to
females (“Women Entrepreneurs in Poorest Countries,”
2001)[1]. According to The Economist, this lack of knowledge
keep them in a pervasive cycle of poverty (“The Female
Poverty Trap,” 2001)[5].Low-level risk taking attitude- Lowlevel education provides less self-confidence and selfreliance to the women folk to engage in business, which is a
continuous risk and strategic decision is making profession.
Investing money, maintaining the operations and minting
money for surplus generation requires high risk taking
attitude, courage and confidence.
V.HOW TO DEVELOPWOMEN ENTREPRENEURS
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ighly educated, technically sound and professionally
qualified women should be encouraged for managing their
own business, rather than depending on wage employment
outlets/people. The unexplored talents of young women can
be identified, trained and used in various industries to
increase the productivity in the industrial sector. A desirable
environment is necessary for every woman to inculcate
entrepreneurial dealings. Empowering women entrepreneurs
is essential for achieving the goals of sustainable
development and the bottlenecks hindering their growth must
be eradicated to entitle full participation in the business.
Right efforts from all areas are required in the development
of women entrepreneurs and their greater participation in the
entrepreneurial activities. Following efforts can be taken into
account for effective development of women entrepreneurs.
Educational facilities and schemes should be extended to
women folk from government part. Women community must
be provided with adequate managerial training. Leadership
attributes and professional competence is another area that
women entrepreneurs should acquire knowledge. Women
must be motivated to overcome fear of risk and adopt self
confidence. The existing and emerging entrepreneurs must
be counselled by technical personals, managerially skilled
people and psychologists.
Financing institutions should permit by statute to extend
purely trade related finance to women entrepreneurs. Women
development corporations have to gain access to open-ended
financing. To handle problems regarding women
entrepreneurship “A Women Entrepreneur’s Guidance Cell”
can be set up all over the state. Women at local level must be
directed in de direction of entrepreneurship. Training in
entrepreneurial attitudes should start at the high school level
through well-designed courses, which build confidence
through behavioural games. Government schemes to motivate
women entrepreneurs to engage in small and large-scale
business ventures. Involvement of NGO’s in women
entrepreneurial training programmers and counselling
VI.LEGAL ISSUES FOR SAFETY OF WOMEN
ENTREPRENEURS: India doesn’t have any legislation to
deal with sexual harassment at work places at the moment.
The sexual harassment of women at work place (prevention,
prohibition and redressal) bill, 2006 is still under consideration.
Various women’s groups have been lobbying with
Parliamentarians to get it passed at the earliest. However,
only time will reveal as to when it shall actually come into
force [3].
In light of the legal scenario that surrounds sexual harassment,
working women need to follow a code to protect them. Here
are a few things you can do to keep yourself safe:
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surroundings. Precautions like dressing appropriately,
compliment the need for awareness.
Not to hesitate- The thin line of demarcation between sexual
interest and sexual harassment shouldn’t be disregarded. A
sexual interest can be doing used by a negative reply. Also,
just because the person concerned is a senior, does not
mean you cannot say no. Sometimes, a stinging retort may
work wonders; however, it can worsen the attention-craving
situation of the perpetrator at times. It is essential to remember
that these are only the basic things that one can do to prevent
such events from taking place and the first sign of any kind
of serious trouble, should necessitate a proper complaint at
an official level either within the organization or before the
police under section 354 of the Indian Penal Code dealing
with assault or criminal force to a woman with the intent to
outrage her modesty, section 509 dealing with word, gesture
or act intended to insult the modesty of a woman or section
209 which deals with obscene acts or songs[3].
VII.CASE STUDY: (Reuters) - A higher percentage of U.S.
working women have college degrees than working men, the
Census Bureau said on in a report on American educational
attainment [9].
The study shows that 37 percent of women in the work force
age 25 and older had attained a bachelor’s degree or more as
of 2010, whereas 35 percent of their male peers had reached
the same level [9]. For those in their late twenties, the gap is
wider. Thirty-six percent of women had a bachelor’s degree
or more, compared with 28 percent of men. However, in the
entire population over the age of 25, including those not
working, 30.3 percent of men had bachelor’s degrees
compared with 29.6 percent of women [9].
Thirty percent of all adults 25 and older had bachelor’s
degrees in 2010, up from 26 percent in 2000. The report also
said that 52 percent of Asians 25 and older had a bachelor’s
degree or more, against 33 percent of non-Hispanic whites,
20 percent of blacks and 14 percent of Hispanics[9].
VIII.SOME OF INDIA’S TOPWOMEN ENTREPRENEURS
Indra Nooyi – Chairman and CEO of PepsiCo
Strong-willed, with an acute acumen for financial strategizing.
Her strong acumen for finance has helped the company garner
[10] as much as 30 billion dollars worth of crucial deals within
the last couple of years. She is the only Indian woman to
become the Chief Executive Officer of the more $ 25 Billion
Multinational, and perhaps the first Indian to reach to this
level.
Fig .1 Indra
Nooyi [7

Be Aware - It’s the simplest thing for safety that one can
pursue, rigorously and consciously. By being alert and
detecting any signs of this heinous evil in immediate
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Ms. Nooyi has demonstrated that competence can get you
into the highest echelons of corporate management in today’s
globalized world.[11] A recent article in Forbes gives her the
distinction of being the highest paid lady CEO. Her earnings:
$ 12. 7 million. This place’s her at No.139 in Forbes list of
overall Top 500 highly paid CEOs.
Naina Lal Kidwai - Country Head and Group General
Manager HSBC Group India.
The first Indian woman to graduate from the elite Harvard
Business School, Head of Investment Banking at ANZ Grind
lays and Vice Chairman JM Morgan Stanley. Naina has
received the distinguished Padma Shri award for her
contributions in the segment of Trade and Industry [12].
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Priya Paul - Chairperson, Apeejay Park Hotels
Young Entrepreneur of the Year award from the Federation
of Hotels and Restaurants Association of India. The
Federation of Hotels and Restaurants Association of India
conferred on her Young Entrepreneur of the Year award
(1999–2000). She was nominated for The Economic Times
Awards as the Businessperson of the year (2002–2003), and
UK’s Tatler magazine rated The Park (Bangalore, India), a
part of her Group, as one of the 101 best Hotel Worldwide in
2003.

Fig .5 Indu

Jain [7

Kidwai has repeatedly ranked in the Fortune global list of
Top Women in Business, 12th in the Wall Street Journal 2006
Global Listing of Women to Watch ad listed by Time Magazine
as one of their 15 Global Influential’s 2002[8]. In 2007, she
received the Padma Shri, for her work in the promotion of
Trade and Industry [12].
Fig .6 Neelam Dhawan [7]

Fig .3 Mazumdar-Shaw [7

Fig .4 Priya Paul [7]

Kiran Mazumdar Shaw – Founder of Biocon
Mazumdar-Shaw is the recipient of several prestigious awards
including the Nikkei Asia Prize (2009) for Regional Growth,
Express Pharmaceutical Leadership Summit Award (2009) for
Dynamic Entrepreneur, the Economic Times ‘Businesswoman
of the Year’ (2004), the ‘Veuve Clicquot Initiative For Economic
Development For Asia, Ernst & Young’s Entrepreneur of the
Year Award for Life Sciences & Healthcare (2002), ‘Technology
Pioneer’ recognition by World Economic Forum and The
Indian Chamber of Commerce Lifetime Achievement
Award[13].

Indu Jain – Chair Person of the Times Group
She is known by many different identities such as that of a
spiritualist, humanist, entrepreneur, an aficionado of culture
and the arts, an educationalist. Indu Jain is also founder
President of the Ladies wing of (FICCI) Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce and Industry. A patron of literature
and culture, she is Chairperson of the Bharatiya Jnanpith
Trust, which awards India’s most prestigious and highest
literary award, the Jnanpith award and supports endeavors
in the field of literature in every major Indian language [14].
Neelam Dhawan - Managing Director of HP India
Previously, Neelam was the Managing Director of Microsoft
India, a position she held from 2005 to 2008. During her tenure,
she sharpened Microsoft’s strategic focus and improved its
operating efficiency and execution, as well as its financial
performance and customer focus. Prior to this assignment,
Neelam held a variety of successful leadership positions in
leading Indian IT companies, including HCL and IBM [18].

Fig .7 Sulajja Firodia Motwani
[7]
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late Naval H. Tata and is stepmother to current Tata group
chairman Sri Ratan Naval Tata.

Fig .8 Mallika Srinivasan [7]

Sulajja Firodia Motwani – Joint MD Kinetic Motors and
MD of Kinetic Finance
Sulajja Firodia Motwani won a number of awards for excellent
performance:[16]The woman CEO by the Institute of
Marketing and Management (2003); Young Super Achiever
Award from the leading magazine ‘Business Today’ (2003);
Society Young Achiever’s Award for Business in the year
2002; Global Leader of Tomorrow by the World Economic
Forum (2002); and ‘Face of the Millennium’ by ‘India Today’.
Mallika Srinivasan – CEO of TAFE
She is a business woman who heads the Chennai based
Tractors and Farm Equipment (Tafe) as its Chief Executive
Officer, chairman of the Amalgamations Group[20].TAFE has
become the leading tractor manufacturer in the country. The
company also runs hospitals and schools in Chennai.
Ekta Kapoor – Creative Head of Balaji TeleFilms
She is the woman who single-handedly founded and made
Balaji Telefilms the household name it is today. Ekta Kapoor
has produced several TV serials, most of which use to air on
her first network STAR Plus. While some of her other
productions air on Zee TV, Sony Entertainment Television,
STAR One, Imagine TV and Colors TV [19].
Simone Tata – Chair Person of Trent
Holds the coveted title of being the ‘cosmetics czarina of
India’ she has been instrumental in changing a small
subsidiary of Tata Oil Mills into the largest cosmetic brand in
India – Lakme, synonymous today with Indian fashion. She
was appointed to the board of Tata Industries in 1989.

IX.CONCLUSION: Independence brought promise of
equality and opportunities in all spheres to the Indian women
and laws guarantied for equal rights in all aspects and
platforms. Increased participation of women in the labor force
is a prerequisite for improving the position of women in
society and self-employed women. Particularly the entry of
rural women in micro enterprises will be encouraged and
aggravated. Rural women can do wonders by their effectual
and competent involvement in entrepreneurial activities. But
unfortunately, the government sponsored development
activities have benefited only a small section of women. The
large majority of them are still unaffected by change and
development activities i.e. the urban middle class women.
Women are working in this multifaceted world. The
organization scenario changes like a kaleidoscope with every
responsibility, accountability and multiple push and pull
factors[22],which women have faced to reach the zenith. It
is a boon for women expertise in various domains to excel
and emerge in par with men, since 21th century is in the IT
era .Apart from IT sectors many other sectors such as
financial sectors, telecom sectors, media have numerous
opportunities to be bagged. However the next millennium
offers space beyond expectations where dreams are drawn
to commitments and a ray of hope has active engagement.
Women at present must pave way and walk where none
existed with the sense to discover. It is the will power, trust
and confidence to face the journey courageously, to live
through the traits of uncharted land that woman at present
and future will shape their identity. The silenced voice over
centuries is awakened to sing songs of life and discover the
joy of real beauty around life.
In the new order, women will put down the roots of a family
and discover the freedom of sailing overseas. The women
will visualize a new horizon and identify directions and make
tough decisions [22]. In the cacophony of sounds echoing
of the past the women will cross the threshold to listen to
their own voices. The silence of centuries will find the first
voice which will beckon women to navigate to uncharted
land to lay a foundation to contribute to partnership.
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1.I thankProf. S.R.Savithri, Diirector, AIISH, for having accepted our invitation to inaugurate the IV National Women
Sceience Congress and for inaugurating the event.
2. I would like to thank Dr.Shakuntale Katre Madam, for releasing the souvenir amd Leelavathi III and also for
honouring the awardees Dr. Vaidehi Ganeshan and Prof. Rohini Godbole.
3. I would like to Congratulate the recipient of awards Dr. Vaidehi Ganeshan and Prof. Rohini Godbole , for accepting
our invitation and come all the way to receive the awards.
4. I thank all the panelists, Dr. Meera Kaushal, Prof. Rohini Godbole, Dr. Vaidehi Ganeshan, Dr, A. Anuradha, Smt..
Meena, Dr. K.S.Ramaa, Dr. Y.B.Rajeswari, Dr. Premila Manohar, who paricipted in the panel discuussion. I thank
Smt M.N. Shylaja and Padmaja MR for recording this.
5.Our Heart felt thanks to Dr. Saraswathi G.Rao, for the presendential remarks.
6.I thank profusely, the management, and the staff of MSRIT, and principal of MSRIT, specially thanks to EDCell staff
for having provided the venue for this remarkable event.
7. I thank all the members of Bharata Kala Vedike, for their wonderful cultural programme and making this evening
ever green, in the inds of the audienve present here.
8. Our specail thanks to all the chair- Presons and C0-Chair persons of the technical sessions, who have helped in
the smooth conduction of the session and also in ecognising the best paper and Young Scientist awards.
9. I thank profusely all the delegates, from different parts of the country, who have made this congress a grand
success.
10. Our heartfelt thanks to Infosys Foundation Bengaluru, CSIR, DRDO,ISRO and DST, for sponsoring this programme.
11. Our special thanks to the food committee who have served the delicious food from time to time.
12. I would like to thank all the members of the organizing committee of this IV NWSC, who have woked round the
clock for its success.
13. I would like to thank all the members of SVAK, and Mathru Vedike for extending full support and co –operation.
14. My special thanks to all the people who have worked directly or Indirectly for the success of this congress
directly and indirectly.
I thank all the MSRIT Volunteers & Students.
I thank SVAK, President, Vice President, Treasurers and all the Executive Committee Members to support in all the
way to success the 4th NWSC.
15. I thank to Press Person who has given wider publicity about our Congress & I once again thank one and all.

Dr. Y. S. Gayathri

Executive Chairperson, Matru Vedike
Treasurer, Swadeshi Vijnana Andolana-Karnataka
Vice-Chairperson, 4th NWSC
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